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Editorial

10th Anniversary of Plants—Recent Advances and
Further Perspectives

Milan Stanković

Department of Biology and Ecology, Faculty of Science, University of Kragujevac, Radoja Domanovića 12,
34000 Kragujevac, Serbia; mstankovic@kg.ac.rs

Published for the first time in 2012, Plants will celebrate its 10th anniversary. To mark
this significant milestone and celebrate the achievements made throughout the years, we
intend to publish a Special Issue entitled “10th Anniversary of Plants—Recent Advances
and Perspectives”. In the past decade, the continuous support of the authors, editors, and
reviewers, as well as the readers, has resulted in noteworthy success and the achievement
of a common goal, as well as the sustained reputation of Plants in the world of science. In
parallel with the development of our journal, great success has also been achieved across
the field of plant science itself, from the molecular to the ecosystem level, and many new
findings are based on new methodological approaches. Apart from the fact that this Special
Issue will serve as a celebration of the anniversary, it should also serve as a guide for
discoveries in plant science and thus for the development of the journal.

This anniversary Special Issue contains 101 papers, the majority comprising articles
(77 papers), followed by reviews (20 papers), communications (3 papers), and one protocol.
The number of citations for this 10th anniversary Special Issue papers should be emphasized
on this occasion; in the first year, this value has already reached almost 400, thereby
confirming the importance and scientific impact of this collection as well as predicting an
enviable future. Over 600 authors from all over the world contributed to the published
papers of this Special Issue. Considering the satisfactory quality and diversity of the
submissions, seven papers received the “featured” status, including four articles [1–4]
and two reviews [5,6]. This status is awarded under very strict criteria defined by the
publication policy of Plants. “Feature papers represent the most advanced research with
significant potential for high impact in the field. A Feature Paper should be a substantial
original Article that involves several techniques or approaches, provides an outlook for
future research directions and describes possible research applications. Feature papers are
submitted upon individual invitation or recommendation by the scientific editors and must
receive positive feedback from the reviewers.” The number of papers with this status in
relation to the total number of papers indicates the enviable scientific quality and impact
of this Special Issue. The Plants editorial team practices the “Editor’s Choice” option.
“Editor’s Choice articles are based on recommendations by the scientific editors of MDPI
journals from around the world. Editors select a small number of articles recently published
in the journal that they believe will be particularly interesting to readers, or important in the
respective research area. The aim is to provide a snapshot of some of the most exciting work
published in the various research areas of the journal.” This status was deservedly awarded
to four papers, two articles [7,8], one review paper [9], as well as one protocol-type paper
in this Special Issue [10]. An indispensable opportunity was to recognize the best paper
from the 10th anniversary Special Issue. This complex task was assigned to the editors in
charge of the issue. Scientific rigor, significance, citation, and originality were assessed in
detail for all papers in the Special Issue. After that, the paper with the highest marks was
announced [11].

During the establishment of the 10th anniversary Special Issue of Plants, no specific
topic was defined, but all potential papers which were within the aims and scope of

Plants 2023, 12, 1696. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants12081696 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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Plants were considered, and, based on that, the Special Issue was entitled “10th Anniver-
sary of Plants—Recent Advances and Further Perspectives”. The published papers are
characterized by great diversity concerning the topics in plant sciences, reflecting recent
developments and the main trends, particularly in plant molecular biology and physiology,
genetics, and phytochemistry. Though a complex task, based on the main topic, objects
of research, as well as the contribution of the results, it was possible to categorize the
papers into several groups. One group of papers is dedicated to molecular biology and the
physiology of plants, applying modern molecular methodological approaches, cell biology,
microbiology, etc., where molecular and physiological processes, interactions, stress resis-
tance, etc. are elucidated. This group includes articles [1,2,7,12–26], communications [27,28],
and review papers [5,6,11,29–34] with significant results applicable both in science and
practice. The biology and ecology of plant secondary metabolites, their identification, and
biological and therapeutic activity from different aspects of the phytochemistry of edible,
aromatic, medicinal, or potentially medicinal plants are represented in a significant number
of articles [3,8,35–49], as well as review papers [9,50,51]. The morphology and systematics
of plants, as well as taxonomic methods, are also the subject of significant articles [52–56]
and one review paper [57]. A similar number of papers are devoted to the scientific and
practical aspects of ecology and the environment, comprising several articles [4,58–61] and
one review [62]. The diversity of the topics of the Special Issue indicates the significant
representation of agricultural plants in the trends of plant science. Physiology, molecular
biology, and genetics, with a special aspect on the biotechnological approach, are covered
in an impressive number of papers, such as articles [63–94], communications [95], and
reviews [96–101], as well as the protocol described [10].

The abovementioned information illustrates the twofold significance of this Special
Issue. It is a culmination of ten years of efforts to improve the quality of Plants and, at
the same time, serves as a general overview of the achievements of plant sciences in the
current period. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the authors on behalf of the
editorial office, especially for their interest in participating and willingness to share their
experiences in science, as well as for the high-quality contributions submitted. We would
like to thank the numerous reviewers for their valuable comments, which contributed to
the quality of the published articles and thus to the overall quality of the Special Issue.

In terms of gratitude, it is imperative to note that the realization of the Special Issue
was only possible thanks to the cooperation and dedication of the Special Issue editorial
team—Prof. Dr. Milan Stanković (University of Kragujevac, Kragujevac, Serbia), Prof.
Dr. Paula Baptista (Mountain Research Centre—CIMO, Bragança, Portugal), and Prof. Dr.
Petronia Carillo (University of Campania Luigi Vanvitelli, Caserta, Italy). I would also like
to thank the Plants editorial office, especially Ms. Sumi Sun, for their collaboration and
guidance during the initiation, review, and editing process of the issue.

It has been my great pleasure to invest time and effort in editing this special issue, as
well as to contribute over the past decade in the positions of assistant and associate editor
of Plants.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Perenniality, the ability of plants to regrow after seed set, could be introgressed into
cultivated rye by crossing with the wild relative and perennial Secale strictum. However, studies in the
past showed that Secale cereale × Secale strictum-derived cultivars were also characterized by reduced
fertility what was related to so called chromosomal multivalents, bulks of chromosomes that paired
together in metaphase I of pollen mother cells instead of only two chromosomes (bivalents). Those
multivalents could be caused by ancient translocations that occurred between both species. Genetic
studies on perennial rye are quite old and especially the advent of molecular markers and genome
sequencing paved the way for new insights and more comprehensive studies. After a brief review of
the past research, we used a basic QTL mapping approach to analyze the genetic status of perennial
rye. We could show that for the trait perennation 0.74 of the genetic variance in our population
was explained by additively inherited QTLs on chromosome 2R, 3R, 4R, 5R and 7R. Fertility on the
other hand was with 0.64 of explained genetic variance mainly attributed to a locus on chromosome
5R, what was most probably the self-incompatibility locus S5. Additionally, we could trace the Z
locus on chromosome 2R by high segregation distortion of markers. Indications for chromosomal
co-segregation, like multivalents, could not be found. This study opens new possibilities to use
perennial rye as genetic resource and for alternative breeding methods, as well as a valuable resource
for comparative studies of perennation across different species.

Keywords: Secale cereale; Secale montanum; Secale strictum; QTL mapping; molecular marker; self-
incompatibility; fertility; seed set

1. Introduction

In 2019, rye was grown on about 4.2 million hectares worldwide resulting in an overall
production of about 12.8 million tons [1]. This data, however, must be mainly based
on annual rye (Secale cereale L.) because only a limited number of perennial rye (Secale
cereale × Secale strictum) cultivars were available and to our knowledge the last breeding
efforts were done more than a decade ago. According to the original habitat of Secale
strictum Presl. (syn. Secale montanum Guss.) in dry, stony or sandy mountain areas or as
weed in or along cultivated fields [2], the breeding goal for perennial rye was to develop
cultivars for poor and sandy soils that could be used as forage [3–5] or as soil cover and
(especially winter) pasture for solely grazed areas [6] or combined as fodder and grain
crop in low-input farming [7,8]. Beside high drought (and cold) tolerance more traits of
S. strictum were interesting for breeding: large root systems, high tillering capacity, weed
suppression, pest resistances, tolerance to (heavy) metals like nickel, zinc, aluminum and
manganese and high protein content of kernels [2,9–11].

Secale cereale × Secale strictum crosses aiming for establishing perennial rye culti-
vars were made by several groups worldwide. Reimann-Phillipp in Germany released
two tetraploid varieties ‘Permontra’ (winter type) and ‘Sopertra’ (spring type) and pro-
duced diploid breeding material that did not reach official variety registration [8], but
was used in this study. Kruppa and Kotvics in Hungary released the varieties ‘Kriszta’
and ‘Perenne’ [3,5] and Myers in Australia produced the (non-registered) cultivar ‘Black

Plants 2021, 10, 1210. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10061210 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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Mountain’ [6]. The Letbridge Research and Developmental Centre in Canada developed
the cultivar ‘ACE-1’ based on selections derived from Reimann-Philipp [4].

Compared to the annual S. cereale, all breeding efforts were confronted with fragile
rachis (brittle ear), low grain yields, loose stands especially in the years after first harvest,
low fertility, long periods of flowering and ripening and high ergot infections arising
as consequence of the latter two in combination with wet weather conditions [4–8,10].
Crossing barriers between S. cereale and S. strictum were the main reason for the low
fertility and cytological studies of pollen mother cells (PMCs) revealed abnormalities. In
metaphase I (or anaphase) of the PMCs, where the sister chromatids usually pair together
(= seven bivalents), often a multivalent of six chromatids (= three chromosomes in ring or
line formation) plus four bivalents (= four chromosomes) was found and this indicated
(two) translocations on the three multivalent-forming chromosomes (Figure 1a) [12–16].

Figure 1. Visualization of multivalents in S. cereale × S. strictum progenies according to results from Stutz [17]. (a) In
S. cereale × S. strictum a multivalent of six chromatids could be detected in metaphase I of pollen mother cells. This was
caused by translocations between three chromosomes of the two parental species (in color). Following [17], the numbers
indicate the chromosomal assignment, the black framing of the chromosomes indicates a potential duplication and the
dashed line the separation point for chromosomal line configurations that were also observed. (b) In an F2-generation, in
rare cases also multivalents with four chromatids could be observed. This could be explained by a crossing over within
the ring conformation (top). When the resulting gametes (two possible configurations) were then combined with S. cereale
gametes, two differently composed four-chromosome multivalents could be formed and another two different compositions
would be possible when they would be combined with the S. strictum gametes. Here, only the combination with S. cereale
gametes is shown and more details can be found in [17].
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With low frequency, even more chromosomal constitutions could be identified in
the progenies [12–14,16], however, some of the results had to be questioned [17] because
S. strictum accessions that were used showed multivalents also for plants of wild S. strictum,
which was in disagreement with the other authors listed before. The phenomenon of
multivalent formations and explanations for the different constitutions were best described
in Stutz [18] and Dierks and Reimann-Philipp [19]. The important link between low fertility
and chromosomal translocations was the assumption that DNA of all seven chromosomes
was required for a viable gamete. The arbitrary segregation of the six multivalent chromo-
somes would only result in fertile gametes when all three chromosomes of a single parental
species would segregate together. If the arbitrary segregation of the chromosomes of the
multivalent was considered, Dierks and Reimann-Philipp [19] calculated that functional
chromosomal constitutions could be expected in 25 percent of the cases only. Additional
fertility problems of S. strictum and potential fertile abnormal chromosomal constitutions
may had influenced this theoretical ratio in a way that fertility assessment of microga-
metes (pollen) and macrogametes (kernels/inflorescences) often exceeded the theoretical
expectation calculated from chromosomal segregation ratios [12,19].

Aside of cytogenetically caused non-fertility in the S. cereale × S. strictum progenies,
we added another fertility-related factor in our experiment by crossing a self-incompatible
S. cereale × S. strictum genotype with a self-fertile inbred line. The cultivated rye S. cereale is
generally a self-incompatible cross-pollinating species, but self-fertile genotypes (resulting
in inbred lines) were developed by recurrent selection of partially self-fertile plants detected
in extremely large populations (N > 50,000) [20]. The self-incompatibility in rye has been
referred to gametophytic mechanisms and interaction of two loci named S and Z [21] and
two loci on chromosome 1R and 2R have been referred to those genes [22–24]. The genes for
self-fertility (or pseudocompatibility) have been referred to the same loci [25,26] and self-
fertility can be interpreted as special allele Sf of the self-incompatibility locus [27,28]. Aside
of the S and Z loci (= S1 and S2 loci), a further self-fertility locus S5 was located on chromo-
some 5R [28,29]. Even more dominant self-fertility genes were found on chromosomes 1R,
4R, 5R and 6R [29].

Based on microscopic studies, the chromosomes involved in multivalent formation
were referred to 2R, 6R and 7R [8] and due to the reasons listed before, the identification of
any gene thereon would be challenging. For the perennial habit (perenniality), Dierks and
Reimann-Philipp [19] concluded that a major (dominant) gene P was located on one of the
respective chromosomes. The fertility problems of all the breeding attempts with S. cereale
× S. strictum progenies did support this hypothesis and the only disagreement with this
theory coming from Stutz [18], could be regarded to the misinterpretation of the perennial
phenotype. Other traits like the fragile rachis (“brittle ears”) typical for S. strictum, or
spring/winter type (vernalization requirement for flower induction) when crossed with
spring-type S. cereale were inherited independently from the multivalent according to
Dierks and Reimann-Philipp [19], however, also close correlation of perenniality and
fragile rachis had been observed in experiments where only 1% of the F2-plants showed
perenniality without fragile rachis [20].

Nevertheless, recombination was also observed between the homologous chromo-
somal segments of the multivalent. Thus, if the perenniality gene P would be located at
a (distal) chromosomal position where still recombination occurred, it must be possible
to identify perennial S. cereale recombinants. If there would be no crossing over between
a P-carrying S. strictum chromosome and a S. cereale chromosome resulting in viable ga-
metes, the mapping of the perenniality gene would be impossible with classical crossing
experiments and consequently, the breeding of fertile perennial rye varieties would require
homozygosity for all three translocated S. strictum chromosomes [18,19]. Even further,
any introgression of S. cereale would disturb this configuration and lead again to a high
percentage of non-viable gametes and hence reduced fertility. However, Stutz [18] found
another multivalent constitution by analyzing a F2 generation. There, single genotypes
showed pollen mother cells with only four chromatids (=2 chromosomes) and five re-
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maining bivalents in metaphase I. This could be explained by a crossing over across the
six-chromatid ring multivalent in the F1 plants (Figure 1b). These configurations would be
especially valuable for genetic studies and breeding, because two possible configurations
of four-chromosome multivalents with different chromosomes involved could theoretically
occur (Figure 1b) and thus it would allow to identify the respective chromosomes and with
further crossing and recombination steps also the gene loci.

To our knowledge, the last genetic studies of perennial rye were at the methodological
level of chromosome microscopy, but perenniality (and fertility) was also studied in other
cereals (rice, sorghum, maize, wheat) and their perennial wild relatives by means of
molecular markers [30–36] and sequence based genomics and transcriptomics [37–40]. All
those studies showed that the genetics of perenniality was highly complex. Several QTLs
and even more gene candidates, of which often several could be located in one single QTL
were found. Interestingly, almost all loci that were identified independently in the separate
species could be connected through syntenic gene motifs (DNA and protein sequences)
across the species, showing that this trait was highly conserved between the species.

For this study, a F2 population originating from crossing an annual and self-fertile
inbred line with a perennial and self-incompatible plant from an improved perennial
population that was originally derived from breeding material of Reimann-Philipp [8] was
phenotypically assessed for perenniality and fertility and genomically with an Infinium
iSelect 10K SNP-chip. At first, we present the phenotypes for both traits separately and
the relation between them, then results from studying the pure marker data in regard to
multivalents and other abnormalities and finally the QTL-mapping results for both traits.

2. Results

2.1. Phenotype

For both traits, perenniality and fertility, a high amount of genetic variance was
observed (Table 1). Perenniality (1–9) was assessed at two sites, but the maximum value
of 9 was only recorded once for a single plant and the maximum calculated BLUE was 8
(Figure 2). Most of the phenotypic variance was explained by the genotype, but also the
genotype–location interaction was high (Table 1).

Table 1. Variance components (Var.comp.) with standard errors (St. Error) and entry-mean heritability
(H2) for the traits perenniality (scored in 1-9 scale) and fertility (scored from 0 to 100%). Fertility was
assessed in one location and hence some factors could not be assessed (n.a.).

Perenniality (1–9) Fertility (0–100%)

Var. Comp. St. Error Var. Comp. St. Error

Location (L) 0.22 0.39 n.a. n.a.
Replicate 0.08 0.09 2.6 4.4

Genotype (G) 3.72 0.51 313.7 38.9
G×L 1.18 0.21 n.a. n.a.

Residual 1.39 0.10 94.9 9.5

H2 0.81 0.87

The lowest observation for fertility was 10%, but only a few plants showed this low
fertility and all estimated BLUES were higher than 20% (Figure 2). Most of the phenotypic
variance was explained by the genotype but no genotype–location interaction could be
calculated. For both traits, the entry-mean heritability was high (0.81 and 0.87) but the
phenotypic distributions were non-normal (Figure 2). Correlation between both traits was
only moderate (0.37). This and the observation of highly perennating genotypes combined
with high fertility (Figure 2) indicated an incomplete linkage of both traits. The opposite
off-correlation extreme, no perenniality and low fertility, could not be found indicating that
still the annual genotypes were the most fertile.
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Figure 2. Histograms and correlation plot based on the estimated genotypic means (best linear
unbiased estimators, BLUES) of perenniality (scored from 1 to 9) and non-fertility (scored from 0 to
100%). The calculated correlation (cor) was estimated to be −0.37 and highly significant with α ≤ 1%
(***). The least-significant differences (LSD) on α ≤ 5% significance level were plotted as bars in the
bottom-left corner of the correlation plot.

2.2. Marker Studies

The study of pure marker data had two purposes. Firstly, this was the basis for QTL
mapping and secondly, we could use it to find indications for chromosomal abnormalities
like multivalents that would had directly influenced fertility. We could successfully apply
the Infinium iSelect SNP chip that was initially developed for S. cereale, for a S. cereale ×
S. strictum population. After filtering, 2641 markers remained from the 10K SNP assay
and entered into the analysis. Caused by the few possible recombination events generally
observable in F2-generations, 2314 markers were intercorrelated with one (=redundant),
many in several combinations, resulting in 789 unique markers. For those, the “A” marker
allele had a frequency of 25.5% on average, the “B” allele of 22.8%, the heterozygous of
51.5% and the missing values 0.1%. A linkage map could be constructed and except for
some chromosomal regions, it covered the full genome when compared with overlap-
ping markers (n = 812) from a previously published linkage map [41] (Figure 3). Some
chromosomal regions (on 2R, 3R, 5R and 7R) were less covered with molecular markers
compared to the previously published map (Figure 3). However, the map from Bauer
et al. [41] had many more markers (N = 87,820) and no (large) differences in the marker
order of both maps were observed so that our map was still considered sufficient for the
linkage mapping.
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Figure 3. Chromosome-wise comparison of a linkage map constructed from the marker data analyzed
here (Perennial, left) with a previously published linkage map [41] (right). Overlapping markers of
the respective linkage groups (1R–7R) are connected by lines. For comparisons of the absolute sizes
in cM, an arrow indicating the chromosomal order with a length of 100 cM is displayed in the left of
the plot. The number of markers in each linkage group of the constructed linkage map (Perennial) is
reported (n).

The largest gap on the top arm of chromosome 2R was also characterized by high
segregation distortion, where the “B” marker alleles were reduced to zero resulting in a
1:1 ratio for the “A” and “H” allele. The full reduction of the “B” marker allele at zero
could not be visualized in Figure 4, because we filtered the marker data set in a first step
(before linkage map construction). If we used a linkage map based on other material
like the one from Bauer et al. [41], the gap would be flanked by the markers isotig16940
at 114.7cM and C3277_855 at 124.3 cM. We referred this locus to the self-incompatibility
locus Z [23,24] what is probably equal to the self-fertility locus S2 [25,26]. The missing
of the “B” allele and segregation ratio of 1:1 for the “A” and “H” allele agreed well with
a self-fertility model with pollen compatibility [28] and previously reported segregation
ratios [25]. Segregation distortion to a lower extend could also be observed at the top
arms of chromosome 4R and 6R, but it was considered irrelevant for following results.
The successful construction of a linkage map was also an indicator that the linkage of
markers was not influenced by chromosomal segregation abnormalities like multivalents.
We further correlated all markers with each other and did not find any high correlation
between markers of certain chromosomes (Figure S1) like it would be expected if only a
certain parental chromosome (chromatid) combination would result in fertile gametes as
proposed for example by Stutz [18] (Figure 1a).
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Figure 4. (a) Test of markers allele frequencies for distortion from the expected 1:2:1 (A, H, B) ratio of markers on the seven
linkage groups (1R–7R). The –log10 of a Chi-square test is displayed. The horizontal dashed line gives a (unadjusted) global
5% threshold level. (b) The allele frequency for the respective marker alleles (A, H, B) are displayed (red, green, blue) along
the chromosomes. The horizontal lines give the expected frequencies 0.25 for the homozygous state (A, B) and 0.5 for the
heterozygous state (H). The lines were drawn by connecting single marker-based estimates.

2.3. Mapping

To detect markers associated with perenniality or fertility, we tested different proce-
dures (scans) without marker cofactors and with differently selected cofactors and results
were presented in Table 2 and Figures S2–S7, marker sequences can be found in Table S1.
The cofactors and cofactor selection methods only marginally influenced the mapping
results. Difference in detected loci between the methods could only be observed for the
markers that explained the least variance in single marker fits (QTL-F1a, QTL-F1b, QTL-P2,
QTL-P2).

For perenniality, three QTL were consistently found by all methods (Table 2). They
were located on chromosome 4R (QTL-P4), chromosome 5R (QTL-P5) and chromosome
7R (QTL-P7). Those QTLs also explained most of the genetic variance, each 0.16, 0.23 and
0.24, respectively. The effects for the first two were mainly codominant with effect sizes of
1.15 and 1.34, whereas the latter was dominant (d effect = cd effect) or even over-dominant
(d effect > cd effect), i.e., having a codominant effect of 0.64 and a dominant effect 1.61.
All QTL (QTL-P2 to QTL-P7) were highly additive as the explained genetic variance of
a model with markers from all QTL together was 0.74 and exactly the same as when
explained variances of the single marker fits would be summed up. When combinations of
the three QTLs explaining most of the variance (QTL-P4, QTL-P5, QTL-P7) were compared
(Figure 5a), the genotypes having all three wild type alleles (H or B) had the highest peren-
niality followed by genotypes with two wild type alleles of which the combinations of
QTL-P4 with QTL-P5 and QTL-P5 with QTL-P7 were on average higher than the combina-
tion of QTL-P4 with QTL-P7 (Figure 5a). However, for all combinations also genotypes
with only little or even no perennation could be found (Figure S8).
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Figure 5. Genotypic means for perenniality (a) and fertility (b) clustered by marker alleles A, H and B (x-axis) of the most
significant markers in the respective QTLs. For perenniality (a) the H and B allele was combined in one group (H|B) and all
genotype means were additionally plotted as dots in the boxplot display (box at first and third quartile with median in
center). The number of genotypes with the respective marker allele combinations is written above the x-axis within the plot.

The trait fertility was mainly explained by a major QTL (QTL-F5) on chromosome
5R explaining 0.64 of the genetic variance (Table 2, Figure 5b). The codominant effect was
−18.4 and the dominant effect with 14.9 almost as high as the codominant. The negative
effect size indicated that the A allele (inbred line) was leading to higher fertility (Figure 5b).
More QTLs (QTL-F1a, QTL-F1b, QTL-F4) on chromosome 1R and 4R could be found. The
additional QTLs explained only 0.06 to 0.13 of the genetic variance, had smaller (negative)
effect sizes and the (positive) dominant effects of QTL-F1a and QTL-F1b again indicated
the fertility to be dominantly inherited by the parental A allele for those two loci.

Additionally to this basic QTL mapping approach, we studied epistatic effects in
terms of marker–marker interactions (Figures S9–S14) and to detect those, all possible
combinations with cd-cd, d-d and cd-d marker interactions were tested in a model with the
same markers as single (cd and d) main effects simultaneously. As this resulted in many
more tests, we adjusted the global significance threshold. With this stricter threshold no
significant marker–marker interactions could be found, except of some single neighboring
markers on chromosome 4R with cd-d interaction being significant. Nevertheless, for both
traits several chromosomal regions showed high p-values for marker–marker interactions,
but only a few were associated with the main QTLs we found. We concluded that with the
given study set-up (population size and phenotypic error) we could not infer any useful
conclusion regarding epistasis. Anyway, a detailed visualization can be found in Figures
S9–S14. We also estimated explained covariance of both traits for the respective QTLs,
but the explained covariance estimated for each QTL (Table 2) was generally low and the
largest influence on the explained genetic covariance for a single marker were QTL-F4,
QTL-F5, QTL-P4 and QTL-P5 with values between 0.25 and 0.39 each.

3. Discussion

Our study revealed new insights into perenniality and fertility of S. cereale × S. strictum
progenies and we could show that perenniality was a complex trait with several QTLs
involved compared to fertility (or non-fertility) which was mainly caused by a self-fertility
allele at a self-incompatibility locus coming from the perennial parent. We could not find
any indications for abnormalities in chromosomal segregation (multivalents) and their
relation to low fertility, but as this was intensively discussed in previous studies we will
discuss it in more detail here. It will be followed by a discussion of the results from mapping
fertility and perenniality. Due to the scarce genomic-related literature on perenniality in
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rye, we addressed the usefulness of results from other species (species sytheny) and finally
ended in future breeding perspectives.

3.1. Multivalents

We could not find an ultimate explanation why we could not prove the presences of
multivalents with molecular markers. It was most reasonable, that the perennial genotype
that we had used as parent did not result in multivalents (anymore), because it belonged to
an improved perennial population from Reimann-Phillipp, who continued (also privately)
with perennial rye breeding after releasing his research works on this topic and his major
selection criterium was high fertility. Stutz [18] showed a possible way out of multiva-
lents (Figure 1b) where crossing overs between the chromosomes could reduce the initial
six-chromatid multivalent into a four-chromatid multivalent and it may be possible that
following recombination events would have even led to chromosomal constitutions with-
out any multivalent. Additionally, recombination was observed between the chromosomes
of the multivalent [18,19] what additionally could had caused translocated chromosomal
segments to become smaller and reduced the lethality for gametes with certain combi-
nations of translocated chromosomes. Even further, not only the genetic resource itself
but also the perennial F1 plant was chosen based on high fertility from crosses that had
been made with several perennial plants to develop the population under study. Even
more could the (indirect) selection against the “B” allele at the self-incompatibility loci Z
have influenced the constitution of the respective population as it would be located on
one of the multivalent forming chromosomes [8]. To further clarify this issue, again the
chromosomes in metaphase I of the pollen mother cells must be (microscopically) studied.
Unfortunately, the material used here was not maintained as inbred lines, but remaining
kernels of the same cross are currently developed into inbred lines so that more seeds for
future studies combining both, molecular markers and microscopy of metaphase chromo-
somes in pollen mother cells would be available. If we could show, that the crossing barrier
in terms of multivalent formation was overcome (or not an issue at all), it would allow (the
three multivalent forming chromosomes of) S. strictum to be used as new (secondary) rye
breeding pool, what may be especially interesting in terms of disease or drought resistance.
Surprisingly, in a diversity study based on molecular markers [42] a single variety Gonello
(KWS Lochow), that was characterized by high frost tolerance, was related to S. strictum
showing that this wild species may had already been used in annual rye breeding.

3.2. Fertility

The locus QTL-F5 could be identical with the S5 locus [25,26] and the high amount of
explained genetic variance of this locus proved it to be the main reason for non-fertility. It
was surprising, that even though we did not place isolation bags on the heads of the plants,
we most probably detected a self-incompatibility locus (with a segregating self-fertility
allele) to explain most of the genetic variance for fertility. The reason could be that the
experiment was flowering 2–3 weeks later than the rye stand growing on the experimental
station so that the main pollen cloud could not pollinate the experiment. Additionally, the
genotypes were grown as single plants in a distance of each other (about 0.25 m) so that
also within the experiment cross pollination was reduced. Still, for confirmation of limited
self-fertility it would be necessary to use isolation bags preventing any cross-pollination in
future experiments. In this study, no genotype was completely sterile. In rye, there were
several loci known for self-incompatibility, three of them were located on chromosome
1R, 2R and 5R and reported most often [23–27] but also loci on 4R and 6R have been
proposed [29]. When self-fertility is interpreted as a special allele Sf at those loci, we
hypothesised that the expression of Sf lead to an universal (or complementary) structure
resulting in successful pollination. However, the pollination was only successful when Sf
was expressed in both, pollen and stigma. Important for the segregation of the respective
alleles at both loci was that a pollen structure would be defined by one haplotype (n = 1x)
and consequently no pollen with the “B” allele at locus Z could fertilize the macrogamete.
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This resulted in a 1:1 ratio of the “A” and “H” allele at the Z locus, what was proven by
marker segregation. The pistil surface on the other side was in diploid stage and here a
single (dominant) “A” allele must had expressed the self-fertility as we could show by
the respective effect sizes (Table 2, Figure 5b). We visualized our hypothesis in Figure 6.
However, we never (microscopically) studied the growth of the pollen tube on the stigma
and eventually also other mechanisms could prevent the fertilization of the macrogamete.

Figure 6. Visualization of self-fertility hypothesis for locus S2 (Z) and S5 (subscript 2 and 5) with the respective parental
alleles for the inbred line (A) and self-incompatible genotype (B). The hypothesis displayed here was that both, pollen and
stigma, carry proteins or any structure (black) on the surface that was responsible for the self-incompatibility mechanism.
Those structures were expressed by a respective allele at each (multiallelic) locus. The Z locus was causal for the pollen
(circles) and the S locus for the stigma (rounded rectangles). Self-fertility (Sf ) could have been expressed by a mutation at
each locus (pollen = blue, stigma = orange) that resulted in no or a special (protein) structure causing, if matched with a
similar or complementary structure on the opposite surface (= two colored surfaces), successful pollination. Because the
pollen was haploid and the stigma diploid, the Z alleles segregated 1:1 (A2A2:A2B2) and the S5 alleles 1:2:1 (A5A5:A5B5:B5B5)
and the ratio of the combination of both loci is displayed in the figure. The Sf allele for the stigma (S5) was dominant.

Previous studies were mainly based on marker segregation [25,27] and in further
inbreeding generations, the alleles for the S5 locus would theoretically deviate more and
more from a 1:1 ratio (of randomly segregating parental alleles), because certain genotypes
could not be self-pollinated (Figure 6). In the F3 generation, therefore, we would expect an
average ratio of the S5 alleles of A:H:B = 3:2:1 (= 2:1 ratio of parental alleles A and B). Due
to excess of pollen, the macrogametes could be successfully self-pollinated even when the
Z locus was heterozygous so that the interaction between both loci could (principally) not
be validated on marker basis. If we assume that there were only two target sides (pollen or
stigma surface) affected by expressed Sf alleles, it may even be possible that there were
more (stigma-based) self-incompatibility loci segregating in this population, that could
not be detected because they were masked by the Z and the S5 locus. Further, the high
amount of explained genetic variation of the S5 locus indicated that the lack of fertility
was mainly dependent on self-incompatibility and not on chromosomal abnormalities
and the additional QTLs we detected could also be additional self-incompatibility loci.
For the identification of reasons for fertility other than self-incompatibility, additional
studies of pollen vitality or germination, as done in early studies [12], could also help to
better assess non-fertility. In this study, (extremely) sterile plants could also be caused by
pollen sterility instead of self-incompatibility that we did not investigate. Unintentionally,
the self-incompatibility loci were also selection factors for perenniality. As discussed
before, the unintentional selection at the Z locus may have even helped to select crosses
with “advanced” perennial genotypes. The second self-incompatibility locus S5 could
additionally help to shorten the distance to QTL-P5, because it explained 0.35 of the
genetic covariance between non-fertility and perenniality (Table 2). Though, in following
generations the most-fertile and most perennating genotypes must be selected. A random
continuous self-pollination could otherwise result in a reduction of perennial genotypes.
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3.3. Perenniality

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first mapping study for perenniality in rye. We
could show, that perenniality was not caused by a single major gene like it was proposed
by Dierks and Reimann-Phillip [19] and five QTLs could be located on chromosomes
2R, 3R, 4R, 5R and 7R that in combination explained 0.74 of the genetic variance. All
identified QTLs were highly additive so that three of them, QTL-P4, QTL-P5 and QTL-P7,
with the highest explained genetic variance, each ranging from 0.16 to 0.24 may be most
interesting for breeding. However, a fixation of three QTLs simultaneously would require
large population sizes and for the marker-defined clusters still a large variation between the
genotypes was observed (Figure 5a). Future (backcross) populations with defined marker
combinations must proof potential redundancy of the identified QTLs (genes) and whether
the number of QTLs for perenniality could be reduced to still reach a high trait level. We
additionally tried to estimate marker–marker interaction but concluded that it was not
significant. Here, the adjustment of the genome-wide error might had been too strict.
With the given method for adjustment [43] it was computationally not possible to enter all
marker–marker interactions into a PCA and calculate the effective marker number from it
directly. Thus, we used the number of all possible combinations of effective markers from
the single marker fit as effective marker number (=qeff(qeff − 1)) for the global-threshold
adjustment of the marker–marker interactions. Additionally, the incremental fit of the fixed
model effects reduced the power for the (lastly fitted) marker–marker effects and hence
most probably, the procedure was generally over-adjusted. An example for epistasis could
be found in rice where a dominant complementary gene action for Rhz2 and Rhz3 was
concluded [31].

Aside from the genetic complexity, the trait was also dependent on the environment.
This was shown by large genotype–location interaction (Table 1) and could be explained,
by the expression of the perennial phenotype by several genes, of which each could be
differently affected by environment. If we would split up the trait perenniality (and the
environment) into more factors, like number of axillary buds (shoots), general number of
tillers or sensitivity to vernalization, we may probably gain a better understanding of the
different genetic and environmental factors. In this study, multi-environment trials were
limited by the use of the F2 generation that we had chosen to reduce the influence of (at
this point) unknown fertility reasons. With further inbreeding generations, more seeds
would be available to replicate a single genotype (line) in several environments. To still not
neglect this issue, we vegetatively cloned the single genotypes, resulting in plants strong
enough to be tested in two (ecologically highly) different environments.

3.4. Species Synteny

To our knowledge, this was the first mapping study of perenniality in rye, but in
other cereals perenniality has already been mapped and even further, certain loci could be
connected across species (e.g., in rice, sorghum, teosinte, Leymus-wildrye) by comparing
gene, marker or protein sequences [30–32,35,37,38,40,44,45]. Because rye was generally
shown to be highly syntenic to some of those species [46,47], it could be interesting to
compare our results with the other species. However, on a phenotypic level, the perenniality
in our study differed from the other crops, because there, perennial genotypes were
simultaneously characterized by rhizomatous growth. On a genomic level, it was difficult
to make proper comparisons, because so far for rye only reference genome sequences for
the annual crop (S. cereale) had been published [47,48] and functional perennation genes
could principally only be found in genomes of perennial species (genotypes). If we expect
similar genes for perenniality across cereals, the comparison of genomic sequences from
perennation-associated QTLs in perennial species could be a valuable resource to dissect
perennation from related traits and to filter the vast amount of potential gene candidates.
The sequence of perennial rice, Oryza longistaminata, was already published [49] and
perennial sorghum, Sorghum propinquum, was mentioned to be sequenced [45]. To our
knowledge, research on perennation in the closest rye relatives, wheat (Triticum aestivum)
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and barley (Hordeum vulgare) ended with crosses between crop and wild relative [50,51]. In
terms of basic knowledge of perenniality, studies of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana or
better its perennial relative Arabis alpina were also useful. A perenniality-related flowering
gene was identified [52] and the study showed that flowers of Arabis alpina developed from
the main shot and the axillary buds (meristems) were most important for the perennial
life cycle. Another study [53] showed that the axillary buds that were developed at a
distance from the shoot apical meristem (SAM) and before the onset of vernalization,
remained dormant during flowering and this was the prerequisite for perenniality. Caused
by vernalization and the following determination of the SAM into flowers, also axillary
buds in proximity were developed and their fate of vegetative growth (in the first flowering
period) was determined. This showed, that one key mechanism for perenniality was
the conservation of axillary buds and consequently the isolation or even protection from
plant hormones triggering flower induction and later senescence. The fact, that axillary
buds were developed before flowering showed that plant resources were invested into the
vegetative growth (instead of seed set) before flowering and seed yield reduction due to
perenniality would mainly be caused by less (dense) tillers compared to annual plants. An
important question would be, to what extent the roots were affected by the senescence
of flowering shoots and how the plant can reach new nutrients, especially when plants
cannot spread out by rhizomatous growth like in perennial rye. It was also shown that
environmental factors like the duration of cold treatment influenced the percentage of
plants that showed senescence after seed set [53].

3.5. Breeding Perspectives

Compared to the trait fertility, which could be reduced to a single self-incompatibility
locus, perenniality remained a complex topic in which we, as a first step, identified QTLs
for perenniality in rye. The trait also showed high genotype-environment interaction. In
comparison to our experimental set up with intensively cherished single-plant growing
practice, more farming-like practices with field plots previously showed worse results in
the degree of perenniality. When perennial genotypes were grown in large-drilled yield
plots, the regrowth in the second year was much lower compared to a single plant growing
practice and the yield of the perennial progenies was reduced compared to annual rye
sown a second time in the same plot [54] illustrating that intense intra-plot competition
negatively affects perenniality. Perennial rye varieties were better suited for dual purpose
use (grain + biomass), grazing or mixed cropping [3,5,54] and it is probable that such
practical challenges would also appear in other perennial cereals like wheat or barley as
soon as they reach higher breeding progress. In wheat, the progress was challenged by
the hexaploid karyotype of wheat combined with the diploid or tetraploid karyotype of
the perennial (Thinopyrum, Leymus) species [35,51]. Recombination between the genomes
was lacking and as a solution amphiploid wheat was discussed to serve as potential new
breeding pool [55], but has previously also been found as impractical [56]. Generally, all
species comparisons highlighted that perenniality must be well defined [57] and also for rye
the differences in the phenotype could be refined for more detailed studies. Especially with
a focus on future breeding efforts, the identification of perenniality-related plant structures
like dormant buds or shoots in the young rye plants could be a powerful selection criterion
and allow the trait perenniality to be assessed even before flowering and hence to shorten
the breeding cycle.

Aside from breeding perennial varieties, perenniality may be interesting as an addi-
tional tool for rye breeding. The conservation of single plants over several years without
development of inbred lines would allow to implement new breeding strategies, especially
for population breeding. By means of polycross or (incomplete) diallel methods [58,59]
the combining ability of a single genotype (plant) could be estimated from its offspring
after crossing with a tester population and based on it, superior (perennial) plants could be
intercrossed after the two-year testing procedure to build up a new improved population.
Such a methodology was so far only possible by special short-day cultivation practices
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keeping clones of the plants in a vegetative state alive over several years that was in practice
not very successful [60,61]. Later on, in vitro propagation of single rye plants was tried,
but after the long storage period under cold conditions the plants quickly switched into the
generative stage resulting in one or a few tillers only and thus restricting seed availability.
Beside this special breeding purpose, the largest potential of perennial rye was to use it as
genetic resource for trait introgression into cultivated (hybrid) rye, because we observed a
good resistance to leaf rust (Puccinia recondita) and stem rust (P. graminis f.sp. secalis).

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Breeding Material

Breeding material of a self-incompatible perennial rye population originally derived
from a cross S. cereale × S. strictum was received from Reimann-Philipp who selected
for high levels of fertility and perennation over several cycles. Several plants thereof
were crossed plant-wise with a self-fertile breeding line of the hybrid rye program of
the University of Hohenheim (L301-N) in the greenhouse in 2014. From the resulting F1
plants (sown in autumn 2014), the most fertile single plant with high perenniality was
self-pollinated under an isolation bag (in 2015) resulting in the F2 population ‘L301-N ×
84/1′ that derived from a single gamete of the perennial rye population. We had to analyze
this F2 population and could not self the population subsequently (e.g., by single-seed
descent), because otherwise the non-fertile plants would have been eliminated equaling
a strong (natural) selection and producing a bias to our mapping population given the
correlation of fertility and perenniality.

4.2. Field Trials

In autumn 2015, the F2 population was sown in trays and transplanted in pots af-
ter having 2–3 leaves. When the plants (= genotypes) produced enough axillary shoots
(tillers), 200 plants were vegetative cloned (ripped apart) resulting in four clones per
genotype. Two clones of each genotype were planted as replicates in the field located
in Stuttgart-Hohenheim (48◦42′54” N 9◦11′22” E, 389 m above sea level, mean annual
temperature 10.1 ◦C, mean annual precipitation 691 mm) and two clones at ‘Oberer Lin-
denhof’ (48◦28′26” N 9◦18′18” E, 720 m above sea level, mean annual temperature 6.8 ◦C,
mean annual precipitation 942 mm) close to Würtingen (St. Johann, Germany). We used
spaced planting with a distance of 0.25 m from each neighboring plant. The genotypes
plus some checks were grown in two randomized complete blocks at each location. The
plants flowered in 2016, seeds were harvested subsequently and the plants cut by hand to
20–30 cm above the ground, so that perenniality (plant regrowth) could be assessed some
weeks later according to the following.

Perenniality was assessed on a 0 to 9 scale, indicating the amount of new arising tillers
in relation to the remaining stubble from the initial shoots. Zero indicated no regrowth
of the plant and nine a full regrowth resulting in about the same number of tillers as
remaining stubbles from harvest. To prevent false scorings due to germinated seeds that
fell out by threshing, the plots were cleaned with a commercial leaf blower after harvest. In
Hohenheim, the seed set or better non-seed set (“Schartigkeit”) of the heads was visually
scored as percentage (0–100%) of florets that did not develop seeds (in comparison to the
seed set of non-perennial self-fertile rye grown as check). Consequently, fully sterile plants
were scored with 100% non-seed set and fully fertile (like standard self-fertile rye) were
rated with 0% non-seed set. To simplify the wording throughout the paper, we calculated
the fertility by 100% minus non-seed set and used this term instead.

4.3. Marker Analysis and Linkage Map Construction

From the F2 population, 182 genotypes and the respective parents were used for
marker analysis. The DNA was extracted from about 4–5 cm long, dried leaf samples
using the Macherey and Nagel (Düren, Germany) NucleoSpin 96 Plant II DNA extraction
kit. Marker analysis was done with a proprietary rye 10K Infinium iSelect SNP chip at
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KWS SAAT SE and Co. KGaA, Grimsehlstr. 31, 37555 Einbeck, Germany. The SNPs of
this assay were partially overlapping with the 5k-SNP assay of Martis et al. [46] and the
600k-SNP assay of Bauer et al. [41]. Only segregating markers were kept and coded as ABH
(parent1, parent2, heterozygous). When one of the parents had a missing or heterozygous
marker allele, the other parent was used as reference for ABH coding. If marker alleles
were heterozygous and/or missing for both parents, the markers were dropped from the
data frame. Additionally, markers with more than 10 percent missing values were dropped,
resulting in 2641 markers of which 2314 were correlated with one (= redundant) in several
combinations so that only a single marker thereof (with least missing values) was kept for
further analysis, resulting in 789 unique markers. Those markers had 0.1% missing values
on average and were imputed with the “imputeByFlanks” function from the R package
ABHgenotypeR [62]. After this, still seven missing values remained in the data. Those
were imputed manually. For linkage map construction we used the non-imputed data
and included the redundant markers as they were located at the same position anyway,
but allowed a better comparison of markers with the already published linkage map from
Bauer et al. [41]. The linkage map was constructed using the R package ASmap and the
“mst.map” function with “Kosambi” method [63,64]. Based on marker data, two genotypes
were identified as being identical, each to a further one. The duplicates (one genotype per
duplicate) were removed for linkage map construction and marker studies. For mapping,
both duplicates (two genotypes per duplicate) were removed.

4.4. Phenotypic Analysis and Mapping Procedure

Phenotypic means were calculated by using mixed models implemented in the soft-
ware ASReml for R [64,65]. Given by the experimental structure the model (1) was yijkl = μ
+ gi + lj + rjk + (gl)ij + eijkl, with the observation yijkl explained by the overall intercept μ and
effects for the ith genotype g, which was modelled as fixed for best linear unbiased esti-
mators (BLUEs) and as random to estimate variance components, and the further random
effects for the jth location l, the kth replicate (= cloned plant) r nested within the location,
the genotype–location interaction (gl)ij and the error term eijkl. As the fertility was only
assessed in a single location, the location effect and the respective interactions were not
fitted for this trait. The heritability was calculated by H2 = σg

2/(σg
2 + av.VD/2), where σg

2

is the genetic variance and av.VD the mean variance of a difference of two BLUEs [66].
The QTL-mapping procedure was based on single marker regression fitting each

marker as codominant (first) and as dominant (second) fixed effect. The codominant (cd)
markers were coded as 0, 1, 2 (A, H, B) and the dominant (d) as 0, 1, 0. For the trait
perenniality, also random effects for the (cd and d) marker-location interactions were
fitted. For each (fixed) effect the p-value was extracted from a Wald-test statistic of the
fixed effects. Additionally, a p-value for the combination of both effects was calculated by
adding up the (incremental) Wald-statistics of both effects and calculating p-values based
on Chi-square statistics with and adjusted number of degrees of freedom (df = 2). The
global significance threshold was calculated by the simpleM method [43]. Comparable
with Bonferroni correction, the defined genome-wide significance threshold α = 0.05 was
divided by the number of tests (markers) q in order to obtain the SNP-wise significance
level. Due to correlation of the markers, the tests were not independent and α was divided
by an effective number of markers qeff instead. The effective number of markers qeff was
calculated by running a principal component analysis (PCA) based on the marker data and
the number of eigenvalues that explained 99.5% of the variation of the SNP data. PCA was
based on a correlation matrix of the markers coded in 0, 1, 2 (A, H, B) and calculated by
using the “eigen” function in R [64]. The procedure was initially developed for genome-ide
association studies (GWAS) [43] and we considered the linkage mapping as special case
of GWAS resulting in an even smaller number qeff due to the high linkage of markers,
compared to GWAS studies.

To adjust for masking effects of genes located on other chromosomes than the single
marker in the fit, we additionally run two scans with models including markers (cd and
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d) as fixed cofactors fitted in the model sequence before the actual marker under testing
(cofactor-based mapping, CM). The two additional scans differed in terms of the cofactor
selection. For the first additional scan CM1, from each chromosome the most significant
markers were chosen, that passed the global significance threshold in a cofactor-free
scan (compare [67]). For the second additional scan (CM2), a simultaneous forward- and
backward-selection procedure was used to identify the respective cofactors. For simplicity
reasons and computational speed, this procedure was based on a linear model including
only the BLUEs and markers in cd coding. The procedure was implemented as “steps”
function in R [64]. We started the procedure with a Null model (only intercept) and used the
(Schwarz) Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [68] by setting k = log(Ngenotypes). Similar
to the single marker regression without cofactors, p-values for cd and d marker effects were
extracted from the Wald-test statistics.

For all markers identified as significant we calculated effect sizes plus standard errors
from the estimated coefficients and coefficient error variance. The explained genetic
variance pG was calculated as reduction in the genetic variance estimated in the phenotypic
model (1) by additional marker effects, divided by the full genetic variance estimated
in model (1). We additionally ran a bivariate model including both, perenniality and
non-fertility in one model. We fitted random effects with unstructured variance-covariance
matrix for the genotype and the residual and with diagonal variance-covariance matrix
for the replicate. Only data with records from both traits was used and thus no location
effect was fitted. Similar to pG, the explained genetic covariance pCovG was calculated
as reduction in the genetic covariance estimated in the bivariate phenotypic model by
additional marker effects divided by the full genetic covariance estimated in in the bivariate
phenotypic model.

To detect potential epistasis of marker1 (m1) with marker2 (m2), a scan with all
marker–marker interactions and possible d and cd combinations was run. The (incremental)
sequence of fixed effects was the following: m1cd + m2cd + m1d + m2d + m1cd:m2cd +
m1d:m2d+ m1d:m2cd. The m1d:m2cd interaction was tested also vice versa (m2d:m1cd). No
additional cofactors were used in this run, but for the trait perenniality all fixed marker
effects were additionally fitted as random marker-location interactions. We defined the qeff
for global significance threshold of epistasis effects as product of qeff and (qeff-1) as this
would be the number of all possible combinations. Due to the high number of marker–
marker combinations tested (n = 621,732) we did not run a PCA and not deduced qeff
specifically for the interactions.

5. Conclusions

We could show that perenniality in rye was quantitatively inherited and we identified
five QTLs with medium effect sizes of which some acted dominantly. This quantitative
nature could be challenging for breeding of perennial rye and if breeders aim for perennial
varieties, future studies should investigate the impact of the environment and to what
extent selection on perenniality-related plant structures or with molecular markers could
shorten breeding cycles. Reduced fertility was related to cytogenetic causes in previous
studies. We could show, that in our material it was mainly related to self-incompatibility
by identifying a locus that explained 0.64 of the genetic variance and is most probably the
S5 locus, known from other studies. If the self-incompatibility is considered consequently,
reduced fertility should not be a concern in future breeding programs.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10061210/s1, Table S1 DNA sequences of the reported markers; Figure S1 Pearson
correlation of markers; Figure S2 LOD scores for mapping the phenotype perenniality by single
marker regression; Figure S3 LOD scores for mapping the phenotype perenniality by single marker
regression and using additional markers from cofactor selection as cofactors; Figure S4 LOD scores
for mapping the phenotype perenniality by single marker regression and using additional markers
from a first run as cofactors; Figure S5 LOD scores for mapping the phenotype fertility by single
marker regression; Figure S6 LOD scores for mapping the phenotype fertility by single marker
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regression and using additional markers from cofactor selection as cofactors; Figure S7 LOD scores
for mapping the phenotype fertility by single marker regression and using additional markers from a
first fit as cofactors; Figure S8 Genotype means for the trait perenniality clustered by marker alleles;
Figure S9 Display of codominant-codominant marker–marker interaction of mapping perenniality;
Figure S10 Display of dominant-dominant marker–marker interaction of mapping perenniality;
Figure S11 Display of codominant-dominant marker–marker interaction of mapping perennial-
ity; Figure S12 Display of codominant-codominant marker–marker interaction of mapping fertil-
ity; Figure S13 Display of dominant-dominant marker–marker interaction of mapping fertility;
Figure S14 Display of codominant-dominant marker–marker interaction of mapping fertility.
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Abstract: Phytocannabinoids are a structurally diverse class of bioactive naturally occurring com-
pounds found in angiosperms, fungi, and liverworts and produced in several plant organs such as
the flower and glandular trichrome of Cannabis sativa, the scales in Rhododendron, and oil bodies of
liverworts such as Radula species; they show a diverse role in humans and plants. Moreover, phyto-
cannabinoids are prenylated polyketides, i.e., terpenophenolics, which are derived from isoprenoid
and fatty acid precursors. Additionally, targeted productions of active phytocannabinoids have
beneficial properties via the genes involved and their expression in a heterologous host. Bioactive
compounds show a remarkable non-hallucinogenic biological property that is determined by the
variable nature of the side chain and prenyl group defined by the enzymes involved in their biosyn-
thesis. Phytocannabinoids possess therapeutic, antibacterial, and antimicrobial properties; thus, they
are used in treating several human diseases. This review gives the latest knowledge on their role in
the amelioration of abiotic (heat, cold, and radiation) stress in plants. It also aims to provide synthetic
and biotechnological approaches based on combinatorial biochemical and protein engineering to
synthesize phytocannabinoids with enhanced properties.

Keywords: abiotic stress; cell homeostasis; heterologous host synthetic approach; terpenophenolics

1. Introduction

Phytocannabinoids are meroterpenoids bearing a resorcinol core with an isoprenyl,
alkyl, or aralkyl para-positioned side chain, or alkyl group usually containing an odd
number of carbon atoms—cannabinoids that have an even number of carbon atoms in
the side chain are rare. Phytocannabinoids can be obtained from angiosperms (flower-
ing plants), fungi, and liverworts (Figure 1). The first phytocannabinoid was isolated
from the Cannabis sativa family Cannabaceae, but it has a long controversial history of
its use and abuse [1,2]. From C. sativa more than 113 phytocannabinoids were isolated
and classified into several groups such as cannabidiols (CBDs), cannabigerols (CBGs),
cannabicyclols (CBLs), cannabidiols (CBNDs), cannabinols (CBNs), cannabitriols (CBTs),
cannabichromenes (CBCs), (−)-Δ9-trans-tetrahydrocannabinol (Δ9-THC) and miscella-
neous cannabinoids [1,3–5]. Compounds obtained from C. sativa predominately generate
alkyl-type phytocannabinoids with a monoterpene isoprenyl and the pentyl side chain [4,6].
In C. sativa, CBD, CBG, CBC, cannabichromevarine (CBCV), and Δ9-THC are the most
abundant cannabinoids in their respective acidic form. The acidic form of the cannabi-
noid (C22, “pre-cannabinoids”) is the final step of the cannabinoid biosynthetic pathway.
Oxidation, decarboxylation, and cyclization lead to the development of modified phyto-
cannabinoid via spontaneous breakdown or conversion product. The conversion mainly
occurs due to the poor oxidative stability of phytocannabinoids, especially with the alkyl
group. C. sativa produces the most common phytocannabinoids. In addition to this, the
brains of mammals have receptors that respond to the C. sativa cannabinoid, so they were
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termed as cannabinoid receptor types 1 and 2 (CB1R and CB2R) and thus participated in
the endocannabinoid system [1,3,4,7,8].

 

Figure 1. Structure of phytocannabinoids in Cannabis sativa. Abbreviations: CBC, cannabichromene;
CBCA, cannabichromenic acid; CBCV, cannabichromevarine; CBCVA, cannabichromevarinic acid; CBD,
cannabidiol; CBDA, cannabidiolic acid; CBDV, cannabidivarine, CBE, cannabielsoin; CBG, cannabigerol;
CBL, cannabicyclol; Δ8-THC, Δ8-tetrahydrocannabinol; Δ9-THC, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol; Δ9-THCA,
Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid; Δ9-THCV, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabivarinic acid.

The Endocannabinoid system in humans and animals revealed that it participates in
the regulation of biological functions such as memory, brain system, mood and addiction
along with cellular and metabolic processes such as glycolysis, lipolysis, and the energy
balance system [7,9]. Other angiosperms such as Helichrysum umbraculigerum (Asteraceae)
native to South Africa, Amorpha fruticosa (Fabaceae), and Glycyrrhiza foetida (Fabaceae)
contains a bioactive compound bearing a cannabinoid backbone (Figure 2); they are charac-
terized as prenylated bibenzyl derivatives because the aralkyl side chain occurs [1,10].

 
Figure 2. Structure of phytocannabinoids in Helichrysum and Glycyrrhiza plants.

Many Rhododendron species (family Ericaceae) such as Rh. dauricum native to North-
eastern Asia, Rh. adamsii found in Eastern Siberia and Mongolia, Rh. rubiginosum var.
rubiginosum native to Southwest China, and Rh. anthopogonoides grown in Southern China,
all generate active monoterpenoids that have a cannabinoid backbone. Phytocannabinoids
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are CBC types with an orcinol or methyl group side chain (Figure 3). Rh. dauricum par-
ticularly produces cannabinoids bearing sesquiterpene moiety such as daurichromenic
acid (DCA), grifolic acid (GFA), confluentin, and rhododaurichromenic acid [11–13].
Rh. adamsii produces cannabigerorcinic acid, DCA, cannabigerorcinic acid methylase, chro-
mane, and chromene monoterpenoids; Rh. rubiginosum produces cannabinoid rubigi-
nosins A–G [14,15]. Rh. anthopogonoides contains chromane/chromene derivatives such
as cannabiorcicyclolic acid, cannabiorcichromenic acid, anthopogochromenic acid, and
anthopogocyclolic acid (Figure 3) [16].

 
Figure 3. Structure of phytocannabinoids in Rhododendron plants.

Liverworts, such as Radula marginata, R. perrottetii, and R. laxirameae native to New
Zealand, produce active cannabinoids with bibenzyl backbones such as lunularic acid
and its dimeric form—vittatin (Figure 4) [17–20]. Some fungi, e.g., Albatrellus (Albatrel-
laceae, mycorrhizal fungi) species, also produce GFA along with its derivative confluentin,
grifolin, and neogrifolin (Figure 4). Additionally, Cylindrocarpon olidum generates cannabior-
cichromenic acid and halogenated cannabinoid, i.e., 8-chlorocannabiorcichromenic acid
(Figure 4) [1,21].

 

Figure 4. Structure of phytocannabinoids in (a) liverworts and (b) fungi.
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This review focuses on the biosynthesis of different active phytocannabinoids in sev-
eral cellular compartments of C. sativa, Rhododendron, and Radula species. In this topic
framework, the most crucial criterion is the synthetic and biotechnological techniques for
the production of phytocannabinoids. The current review highlights the multi-faceted
role of different active phytocannabinoids in humans and plants. Interestingly, this review
briefly highlights the antimicrobial, antibacterial, and antibiotic properties of phytocannabi-
noid based on recent papers. Additionally, the role of phytocannabinoids in ameliorating
pathogenic attack, and environmental stresses, e.g., cold, heat, and UV radiation, is also
briefly assessed.

2. Phytocannabinoid Biosynthesis Sites

In C. sativa, phytocannabinoids are stored in glandular trichomes, located all over the
aerial part of the plant, so root surface and root tissues do not keep phytocannabinoid.
Female flowers possess a high density of phytocannabinoid [22,23]. Glandular trichomes
have balloon shaped secretory vessicle which store cannabinoid. High temperature or her-
bivory leads to trichome rupture, which releases the sticky contents on the plant parts with
viscous and non-crystallizing properties [24,25]. Higher temperatures increase cannabinoid
production. Furthermore, cannabinoid production is raised in the cannabis flower after
UV-B exposure. Nevertheless, phytocannabinoids act as a sun shield that absorbs lethal
UV radiation [26]. Rhododendron genus lepidote consists of small leaves surrounded by
glandular scales on both the abaxial and adaxial surfaces. These scales have lipophilic
globules that contain major bioactive compounds such as cannabinoids, terpenes; the
apoplastic space of the glandular scale also contains cannabinoids such as DCA in the
Rhododendron [27]. Liverworts have oil bodies that are membrane-bound cellular structures
that contain cannabinoids, aromatic oil, and terpenoid (cis configuration), mostly sesquiter-
penoids and diterpenoids. Oil bodies are odiferous bitter, pungent compounds, which
make them biologically active. Furthermore, these possess several ecological advantages
such as tolerance from temperature, light, or radiation [28,29].

3. Biosynthesis of Phytocannabinoids

This section focuses on detailed events undergone in the production of several phy-
tocannabinoids inside C. sativa, Rhododendron, and liverworts. Moreover, biosynthesis of
phytocannabinoids via biotechnological approaches in a heterologous host and synthetic
methods are discussed.

3.1. Cannabis sativa

Phytocannabinoids are prenylated polyketides, i.e., terpenophenolic compounds,
which are derived from isoprenoid and fatty acid precursors. Phytocannabinoid biosyn-
thesis occurs in different cellular compartments: gland cells cytosol, the plastids, and
the extracellular storage cavity. In the cytosol, oxidative cleavage of fatty acid such as
palmitic acid yields hexanoic acid; it further synthesizes olivetolic acid (OA). The next
step is prenylation of phenolic moiety (the polyketide derivatives, 5-pentenyl resorcinolic
acid, and OA) with the terpenoid geranyl pyrophosphate (GPP). This step originates from
the methylerythritol-4-phosphate (MEP) pathway in plastids. Cyclization (oxidative) and
storage of the final products take place outside the gland cells. Transport proteins and
vesicle trafficking participate in mobilizing intermediates across the morphologically highly
specialized interface between the gland cells and storage cavity [30–32].

In C. sativa, phytocannabinoids biosynthesis is divided into three important places:
cytosol (for polyketide pathway), plastids (MEP pathway for prenylation), and apoplastic
spaces (oxidocyclization and storage) (Figure 5). Inside cytosol, biosynthesis of phyto-
cannabinoids participates in the integration of major steps in polyketide and isoprenoid
metabolism. Fatty acids (C18) are sequentially desaturated, peroxygenated, and cleaved
into the hexanoic acid (C6) and C12 product via enzyme desaturase, lipoxygenase (LOX),
and hydroperoxide lyases, respectively. Hexanoic acid is converted into thioester hexanoyl-
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CoA; this reaction is catalyzed by acyl-activated enzyme 1 (AAE1). Later, hexanoyl-CoA
and malonyl-CoA (C2 donor) together via the action of olivetol synthase (OLS) and olive-
tolic acid cyclase (OAC) synthesizes OA. Moreover, it was reported that OAC is the dimeric
(α+β) barrel protein, it is the first plant enzyme that catalyzes (C2-C7) intramolecular aldol
condensation along with carboxylate retention; OAC contains distinctive active-site bearing
the pentyl-binding hydrophobic pocket and polyketide binding site, whereas it is devoid
of aromatase and thioesterase activities [31,33,34].

 

Figure 5. Phytocannabinoids biosynthesis in Cannabis sativa. Abbreviations: CBCA, cannabichromenic
acid; CBCAS, cannabichromenic acid synthase; CBDA, cannabidiolic acid; CBDAS, cannabidiolic
acid synthase; Δ9-THCA, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid; Δ9-THCAS, Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinolic
acid synthase.
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Inside plastids, the MEP pathway synthesizes GPP. It prenylates OA, which forms
the intermediate branch-point and first cannabinoid which is cannabigerolic acid (CBGA),
and this reaction is catalyzed by cannabigerolic acid synthase (CBGAS). CBGA is an
essential cannabinoid because it acts as the precursor of several cannabinoids with an
alkylic pentyl side chain. In contrast, CBGAS is a transmembrane aromatic prenyltrans-
ferase (PT) that transfers plastid signals. Then CBGA is converted into Δ9-THCA and
cannabidiolic acid (CBDA) with the help of two enzymes which are CBDAS and Δ9-
tetrahydrocannabinolic acid synthase (Δ9-THCAS). This conversion continues by reducing
oxygen (O2) into hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) via oxidative cyclization reactions. Addition-
ally, CBDAS and Δ9-THCAS are necessary flavoprotein enzymes that are dependent on O2
(electron acceptor) [1,30,31].

Another important enzyme, cannabichromenic acid synthase (CBCAS), dependent
from FAD and O2, takes part in the synthesis of cannabichromenic (CBCA). Additionally,
enzymes Δ9-THCAS and CBCAS have high sequence similarity at about a 96% nucleotide
level. Both remain active inside resin space, which shows that CBCAS participates as
an O2 dependent flavoprotein that converts CBGA to cannabichromenic acid (CBCA)
with H2O2 as the side product via an oxidocyclization reaction. Active cannabinoid Δ9-
THCA, CBDA, and CBCA with a pentyl side chain are synthesized in the apoplastic
cannabis space. Furthermore, these active phytocannabinoids undergo decarboxylation
and spontaneous rearrangement reactions on exposure to heat, radiation, or during storage.
Some phytocannabinoid having unknown C1-C4 alkyl side chain are synthesized from
acetyl-CoA, propanoyl-CoA, or pentanoyl-CoA [1,5,31,35].

3.2. Rhododendron

DCA and its derivative are produced and stored inside specialized glandular scales
in Rh. dauricum. DCA utilizes carbon atoms from acetyl-CoA and farnesyl-CoA, with
two significant intermediates, i.e., orsellinic acid (OSA) and GFA. DCA biosynthesis in
Rhododendron is split between the cytosol, plastid, and apoplastic spaces (Figure 6) [11,36].

The biosynthesis of DCA starts in the cytosol with polyketide formation, type III
polyketide synthase (PKS) helps in acetyl-CoA chain extension. Then another enzyme,
orcinol synthase (ORS), catalyzes orcinol, OSA, triacetic acid, tetracetic acid, lactone and
phloroacetophenone, where malonyl-CoA (three units) act as a carbon donor. Furthermore,
tetraketide cyclase catalyzes OSA from ORS [36,37]. OA is transported to the plastid
via a transporter, which is still unknown. Inside the plastids, the MEP pathway derives
farnesyl-CoA. The inhibition of the MEP pathway via clomazone decreases OSA and DCA
synthesis. In contrast, inhibition of the mevalonate-dependent pathway via mevastatin led
to an increment in OSA and DCA biosynthesis. Moreover, aromatic farnesyltransferase
Rh. dauricum prenyltransferase (PT) helps in regiospecific farnesylation; this enzyme mod-
erates sequence identity with UbiA aromatic PTs that lie within chloroplasts. Geranyl-CoA
and geranylgeranyl-CoA serve as the alternative prenyl donors used by PT, but their activ-
ity rate is 13%, and 2.5% of the activity acquired by farnesyl-CoA. GFA is synthesized as
the intermediate within the plastids. Then, within apoplastic spaces, an oxidocyclization
reaction takes place via DCA synthase (DCAS) forming CBC scaffold; reaction moves for-
ward by H2O2 release. Like Δ9-THCAS and CBDAS, DCAS is active enzymatically outside
apoplastic spaces and dependent on O2. In Rh. dauricum, DCA decarboxylated forms
produce confluentin; spontaneous decarboxylation occurs via heat, irradiation, and during
storage, similar to the decarboxylation acidic to neutral phytocannabinoids in C. sativa
trichomes [5,11,37].

Apoplastic spaces serve as storage for many metabolites, essential oils, DCA, and conflu-
entin. Moreover, GFA and DCA act as phytotoxic compounds in Rh. dauricum cell culture,
as they induce cell death. Similarly, H2O2 formed as a side product in DCA biosynthesis
also increases cell death by enhancing apoptosis-related reactions. However, to overcome
cell death, autotoxicity, and cell damage, DCA storage occurs in the apoplast, and H2O2 is re-
leased to participate in the plant-defense system and provide plant immunity. In Rh. dauricum,
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transport proteins and vesicle trafficking mechanisms are still not well understood and remain
a valuable and exciting approach for further future investigations [1,2,37].

 
Figure 6. Phytocannabinoids biosynthesis in Rhododendron. Abbreviations: DCAS, daurichromenic
acid synthase; MEP, methylerythritol-4-phosphate; PT, prenyltransferase.
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3.3. Liverworts

It was reported that Radula marignata possesses enzymes for GPP biosynthesis and
helps in the biosynthesis of bibenzyl cannabinoid. Moreover, the production of bibenzyl
CBGA analog (i.e., lunularic acid, perrottetinenic acid, and perrottetinene) needs precursor
stilbene acid or dihydrostilbene acid, which is very rare, and compounds of this type were
found in Hydrangea macrophylla var. thunbergii and liverworts such as Marchantia polymorpha
and Convolvulus hystrix (Figure 7) [1,17,38].

 

Figure 7. Phytocannabinoids biosynthesis in liverworts. Abbreviations: C4H, cinnamate 4-hydroxylase;
4CL, 4-coumarate:CoA ligase; PAL, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase; TAL, tyrosine ammonia-lyase.
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Stilbene acid is synthesized from type III PKS via coumaroyl-CoA or dihydrocoumaroyl-
CoA, CoA-activated precursors. Starter molecules are extended by malonyl-CoA with
decarboxylation, followed by a condensation reaction, which produces polyketide interme-
diate, which synthesizes different core structures. Hydrangic acid is the starter molecule
that acts as coumaroyl-CoA. It is extended utilizing malonyl-CoA (three units) as a C2
donor to synthesize tetraketide intermediate. These reactions are catalyzed via stilbene
synthase (STS)-type PKS enzymes. Ketoreductase (KR) leads to polyketide reduction
followed by STS-like C2 to C7 intramolecular aldol condensation, here retention of the
carboxylic group produces hydrangic acid. KR is involved in the loss of the C5-hydroxyl
group on the aromatic ring structure of hydrangic acid, contrary to the stilbene acid struc-
ture. In R. marginata, the precursor of stilbene acid or dihydrostilbene is derived from
the coumaroyl CoA or cinnamoyl-CoA; type III PKS enzyme helps in chain elongation,
later putative tetraketide cyclase or (dihydrostilbene acid cyclase, DHAC) helps in cycliza-
tion [1,18,38,39].

The lunularic acid precursor, prelunularic acid is produced by the type III PKS, named
bibenzyl synthase (BBS). Moreover, BBS catalyzes the reaction where dihydrocoumaroyl-
CoA serves as the starter molecule for the extension utilizing malonyl-CoA (3-units), which
serves as the carbon donor. Later, cyclization occurs on reduced polyketide, with a lack
of C5-hydroxyl group on the aromatic ring structure. Furthermore, type III PKS plays a
crucial role in the bibenzyl cannabinoid and its analog synthesis by also catalyzing the
carboxylate retaining reaction mechanism. KR is involved in the cyclization and assists
proper ring formation. Thus, after cyclization, lunularic acid is synthesized [40–42].

Perrottetinenic acid (PA) is synthesized in R. marginate [43]. The transcriptomic ap-
proach of liverworts bears the mRNA encoding for type III PKS (responsible for chain elon-
gation), which were later recognized as STS. Furthermore, it also exhibits a 60% homology
of the amino acid sequence to stilbene-carboxylate synthase in Marchantia polymorpha. Other
enzymes, such as double-bond reductase (DBR)—aromatic PT and oxidocyclase (perrot-
tetinenic acid synthase, PAS), are also responsible for the production of PA. DBR catalyzes
compounds that are precursors of phenylpropanoid, and generates dihydrocinnamoyl-
CoA. The production of bibenzyl phytocannabinoid is dispersed across the liverworts cells
in the same way as in cannabis and Rhododendron. Therefore, DHAC and DBR reside in
the cytosol, PT is localized in the plastids and PAS inside the oil body. Signal peptides act
as the crucial indicators for the encoding genes selection [18,39,41,44]. Another bibenzyl
cis-THC, (−)-cis-perrottetinene (cis-PET) was isolated from the liverwort R. perrottetii [45].
The cis configuration in the cyclohexene ring in cis-PET is comparable with Δ9-trans-THC.
PET resembles Δ9-THC in its 3D shape, and can bind to many of the same cannabinoid
receptors (CBRs) as Δ9-THC. Interestingly, PET also reduces the level of prostaglandins in
the brain—a compound with inflammatory properties that increase in response to Δ9-THC
and may be responsible for adverse effects [17].

3.4. Application of Biotechnological Approaches to Phytocannabinoids Production in
Heterologous Hosts

Phytocannabinoids can be generated in different heterologous hosts such as fungi,
bacteria, and plants with the help of biotechnological techniques. Several investigations
reported that in vitro culture of phytocannabinoids biosynthesis in C. sativa, with the
help of explants and micropropagation, is a widely used biotechnological approach for
phytocannabinoid production. Moreover, apart from C. sativa, Nicotiana benthamiana also
emerged as the favorable heterologous host for the production of phytocannabinoids. It
exhibits the production of several proteins and bioactive compounds and has glandular
trichomes that help overcome cell death, autotoxicity, and cell damage caused due to
intermediates produced during phytocannabinoids biosynthesis. In recent research, it was
found that a major biotechnological tool for phytocannabinoids production and inducing
genetic modification is established via the micropropagation technique. Additionally, cell
suspension culture, hairy root, and adventitious root culture also produce a small quantity
of cannabinoids. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, galactose produces phytocannabinoids such
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as CBG, CBDA, Δ9-THCA, and minor phytocannabinoids such as cannabidivarinic acid
(CBDVA) and Δ9-tetrahydrocannabidivarinic acid (Δ9-THCVA) [46–51].

3.5. Production of Phytocannabinoids through Synthetic Approaches

Phytocannabinoids are terpenophenolic compounds that are produced by polyketide
and the MEP pathway. In the heterologous biosynthesis approach, two important path-
ways that are optimizing and engineering provide abundant precursors for cannabinoid
production. Additionally, these pathways are linked via aromatic PT, ubiquitous in plants,
animals, bacteria, and fungi [52,53]. Thus, this helps in the production of aromatic metabo-
lites such as coumarin, flavonoid, and phenylpropanoid at different reaction spectra [54].
As discussed, biosynthesis of phytocannabinoid is different in plants, fungi, and liverworts;
thus, the recent techniques which emerge out to be beneficial is by using the aromatic
PT-based approach to generate novel phytocannabinoids in the heterologous hosts formed
on combinational utilization of module over several species [52–54].

Similar to Humulus lupulus, inside trichomes of C. sativa, chalcone isomerases such
as proteins (CHILs) are expressed. Additionally, CHILs are polyketide binding proteins,
and their co-expression in heterologous cannabinoid production mechanism plays a piv-
otal role in augmenting biosynthesis. Apart from combinatorial biochemistry techniques,
enzyme-based approaches also play a remarkable role in phytocannabinoid production.
Furthermore, some non-natural precursors such as pentanoic acid, hexanoic acid, heptanoic
acid are incorporated inside the generated cannabinoid. Derivatization of phytocannabi-
noid diversifies their functionality. Glycosylation of phytocannabinoid reduces cell damage
and autotoxicity and increases cell stability and life; in a therapeutic context, glycosylated
phytocannabinoid enhances absorption, distribution, metabolism and, excretion (ADME)
features. Halogenation of cannabinoids (like DCA) by co-expression of halogenase AscD
derived from Fusarium exhibits several antifungal, antibacterial, antitumor, antiparasitic
properties. Thus, the synthetic biology technique serves as a new insight into the produc-
tion and designing of phytocannabinoids [55–58].

4. Phytocannabinoid Storage and Maintenance of Cell Homeostasis

The last step of phytocannabinoid biosynthesis and their storage both occur in different
cellular compartments like in C. sativa storage organs are resin present inside glandular
trichomes, in Rh. dauricum they storage takes place inside apoplast of glandular scale while
in R. marginata oil bodies are the storage organs [1]. In C. sativa, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) based metabolomics of trichomes revealed storage of phytocannabinoids along
with terpenes, sugars, organic acid, amino acid, and choline [6]. Sugars, organic acids, and
choline, which present in appropriate stoichiometric ratios, give rise to natural deep eutectic
solvents (NADES) [59]. NMR-based techniques revealed that constituents for NADES
display proton-associated intermolecular interactions, forming aggregates to form larger
structures in the liquid phase [60]. NADES is a distinguished solvent bearing this property
when the water content is less than 40%; this unique property of NADES incorporates
them in the third membrane-less solvent phase inside biological systems [61,62]. Δ9-THCA
and CBDA support NADES mediated solubilization in trichomes and oil bodies as they
are virtually insoluble in water. In C. sativa and Rh. dauricum, oxidocyclase releases
H2O2. Furthermore, it participates in a plant-defense system and provides plant immunity.
NADES stabilizes the activity of oxidocyclases, whereas it also serves as a biological solvent
where the biosynthetic catalytic enzyme remains active and functional. NADES plays a
crucial role in a plant cell to maintain cell homeostasis. Thus, it plays a chief role in
stabilizing phytocannabinoid biosynthesis enzymes, their storage and further induces
cellular homeostasis. Recently, cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes, CYP79A1, CYP71E1, and
P450 oxidoreductase involved in the biosynthesis of the cyanogenic glucoside dhurrin,
which was stabilized NADES. Biosynthesis and appropriate storage of cannabinoids in
heterologous hosts need to be engineered to reduce autotoxicity and apoptosis [63,64].
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5. Biotechnology and In Vitro Propagation of Cannabis

Cannabis is an essential plant as it yields phytocannabinoid, which has multiple appli-
cations. Cannabis cultivation is regulated in several countries, so alternative biotechnologi-
cal and in vitro tissue culture approaches require attention. Meanwhile, these approaches
are beneficial to preserve cultivars or clones of plants with specific metabolites such as
phytocannabinoid. Micropropagation generates genetically stable plants; thus, this method
is beneficial for the clonal multiplication of cannabis. Nevertheless, micropropagation
of the cannabis plant is performed via adventitious buds and axillary buds located on
the nodal segment. Another method that is synthetic seed technology (encapsulation of
axillary bud or nodal segment in calcium alginate seeds) has also gained importance in
plant clonal propagation. It displays homogenous growth and development of plants and
genetic stability even after long storage [65,66].

Cannabis is not a well-known recalcitrant plant for transformation. The plant’s
regeneration capacity is low and is completely dependent on plant tissue, age, explants, and
a combination of plant growth regulators (PGRs), i.e., indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), indole-
3-butyric acids, 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, and
kinetin. Moreover, successful transformation is performed via Agrobacterium tumefaciens;
cells that do not regenerate the shoots are undifferentiated and can be transformed via
phosphomannose isomerize and calorimetric assays, which showed efficacious expression
of the transgene [67]. Cannabis transformation using shoot tip explants regenerates a
high amount of cannabinoid after infection with Agrobacterium tumefaciens [68,69]. For the
successful regeneration of cannabis, thidiazuron (behavior as cytokinin-like compound)
with kinetin (represent cytokinins) has not only the effect on the shoots but also shows a
high yielding capacity of phytocannabinoids. Dicamba (3,6-dichloro-2-methoxybenzoic
acid) herbicide is also known for inducing the regeneration of shoots from calli. Moreover,
a most potent and efficient transformation of cannabis was carried out using 1–2 cm of
hypocotyl explants and by supplementation of zeatin and 6-benzylaminopurine [65].

Another important tissue culture technique used for the production of bioactive
cannabinoids showing pharmaceutical effects is hairy root culture. In this system, both
Agrobacterium tumefaciens and Agrobacterium rhizogenes are used for transformation to yield
cannabinoids by establishing a hairy root system. Meanwhile, the most responsive tissue
for infection in this system is hypocotyl, which produces large quantities of hypocotyls or
engineered plants for the production of bioactive compounds that are industrially valuable;
for example, Δ9-THCA is produced by expressing Δ9-THCAS. The hairy root technique
is obtained by the increased growth rate, independent of a hormone, and has the same
metabolic potential as the original plant organ. In the hairy root system, cannabis callus was
cultured on a full-strength B5 medium feed with an NAA or IAA displayed increase in the
accumulation of phytocannabinoids. Rhizogenesis induction in cannabis undifferentiated
cells is crucial, as it can be performed on calli overexpressing some important transcription
factors (TFs) and genes which are involved in cannabinoid synthesis. Additionally, cannabis
hairy root culture is an efficient method implemented with adsorbents to reduce toxicity
problems [65,67].

Cannabis cell suspension culture transformation with the genes involved in the
cannabinoid synthesis pathway offers a great opportunity to enhance bioactive phyto-
cannabinoid production possessing pharmacological potential. Additionally, increased
production via cannabis cell suspension culture can be obtained through TF. TF have cas-
cade mechanism (that is when the master regulator of cannabinoid synthesis is identified;
there it can be expressed inducibly or constitutively inside cell suspension culture). Thus,
TF constitutes potent and efficient tool involved in plant metabolic engineering [65].

TF, belonging to the MYB family, was involved in cannabinoid production and tolerant
oxidative stress. TF expression in an inducible manner confers toxicity tolerance caused
due to the accumulation of phytocannabinoids during the growth of transformed cells.
Genetic engineering and plant cell suspension culture were elicited to induce the produc-
tion of specific cannabinoids. Additionally, in cannabis suspension cells, induction with
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biotic and abiotic elicitors did not cause an increment in phytocannabinoid synthesis. Non-
essential elements, such as silicon, play a key role in mitigating biotic and abiotic stress.
Additionally, silicon has a stimulatory effect on the production of cannabis secondary
metabolites like cannabinoids. Cyclodextrins are cyclic oligosaccharides bearing five or
more than five α-D-glucopyranose residues; these form an inclusion complex structure
with lipophilic compounds like cannabinoids. In plant cell suspension culture, cyclodex-
trins are used for the production of non-polar compounds such as stilbenes and other
cannabinoids. Moreover, cyclodextrins improve cannabinoid and other metabolite solubili-
ties in an aqueous environment. Cyclodextrins possess a similar structure to alkyl-derived
oligosaccharide released from the plant cell wall during a fungal infection; thus they act as
elicitors for the production of secondary metabolites. More investigations are needed on the
effect of cyclodextrins on the synthesis of non-polar cannabinoids in cannabis suspension
cultures [65,70].

6. Phytocannabinoids and Their Derivative Role and Bioactivity in Humans
and Animals

Phytocannabinoids are used as medicines since antiquity. They possess antimicro-
bial, antibacterial, and antifungal activity and serve as remarkable antibiotics (Table 1).
Additionally, cannabinoids show little antifungal power because fungi can metabolize
cannabinoids except a few, such as Phomopsis ganjae. An increasing number of developing
countries are relaxing their legislation around phytocannabinoids and cannabis-derived
products; legalized cannabis-derived product industries are increasing worldwide. They
are likely to constitute a projected US$ 57 billion market by the year 2027 [71].

Table 1. Bioactivity and effect of different phytocannabinoid in animals and humans.

Phytocannabinoids Bioactivity in Animals and Human References

Δ9-THC pleiotropic effects such as analgesic, muscle relaxation, and pain tolerance [1]
increases weight and appetite; improves sleep and depression; alters mood,

behavior, feeling, and thoughts [72,73]

cures neuropathic pain, spasticity, dysphoria, and anxiety disorders [74,75]
antiemetic activity, i.e., prevents vomiting in cancer patient

during chemotherapy [76]

displays antiglaucoma activity and reduces intraocular pressure [76]

Δ9-THCA neuroprotective and antitumor activity [77]

Δ9-THCV non-psychoactive effect; cures obesity [75]
effective against metabolic disorders, pancreatic disease, and

hepatosteatosis syndrome [1]

CBC non-psychotropic and anti-inflammatory activity [77,78]

CBD cures memory loss, obesity, convulsive disorder, and rheumatoid arthritis [79]
cures epilepsy; exhibits antipsychotic, antinausea, and antianxiety activity [80]

CBDA anti-inflammatory and antihyperalgesia effect [81,82]

CBG non-psychotic activity [75]

CBC, CBL, and DCA cures HIV and cancer; possess immune boosting activity [83]

CBG and amofrutin anti-inflammatory activity [84]

CBL anti-inflammatory, anti-microbial, antipsychotic, and antiallergic activity [5]

GFA and DCA anti-microbial activity [85]

PET increases analgesia, catalepsy, hypolocomotion and hypothermia [28]

6.1. Cannabinoid Receptors in Humans and Their Role

CB1R (cannabinoid receptor type 1, first cloned in 1990) mRNA is highly expressed in
the brain. It is also found in the heart, lung, ovary, adrenal gland, thymus, testes, prostate,
tonsils, bone marrow, and uterus. CB1R is also widely distributed inside non-neuronal
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tissues and inside various cells, tissues and also co-exist with other CBRs [86,87]. CB1R is
found inside the brain and displays high protein density and expression inside brain parts
such as the cerebellar molecular layer, substantia nigra pars reticulate, globus pallidus
external and internal, olfactory bulb, olfactory nucleus (anterior), hippocampus and layers
II–III, Va and VI of the cerebral cortex. Additionally, in humans, the highest CB1R level is
found inside the cingulated gyrus, motor cortices and frontal secondary somatosensory.
CB1R is found in moderate levels inside the hypothalamus and ventral striatum and low
levels in the brainstem; other respiratory control centers lack CB1R. Moreover, this is the
main reason CB1R has a low effect on respiratory and cardiovascular activities [88]. An-
other important receptor, CB2R, has high density inside immune cells and tissues, whereas
a low amount is expressed inside the brain. Inside the brain, most of the presynaptic
CBRs are observed as CB1R, whereas it was displayed that presynaptic inhibitory CB2R
in GABAergic terminals of the hippocampus [86,87]. Phytocannabinoid applies its strong
physio-psychotropic and psychotogenic actions along with the modulation of fast synaptic
transmission in the brain showing its action on receptor CB1R, present in the synaptic
region. Additionally, fast synaptic activity encloses signaling via GABA and glutamate
(activate ionotropic receptors). However, CB1R contributes to psychoactivity and neuro-
physiology along with phytocannabinoid [89]. CB2R is found inside pyramidal cells (II/III)
of the medial prefrontal cortex; when it activates, it causes IP3-dependent opening of
calcium-activated chloride channels and ultimately resulted in the inactivation of neuronal
firing [90,91].

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPR), such as GPR18 and GPR55, serve as potent phyto-
cannabinoid receptors. GPR18 is a “deorphanized” receptor present in cells and tissues of
the thymus, spleen, small intestine, lymph nodes, leukocytes, and gametes [92–95]. Phy-
tocannabinoids (e.g., Δ9-THC) are agonists to GPR18. It plays a potent role in signalizing
toxin-sensitive G-protein, Akt, PI3K, and p42/44 mitogen-activated protein kinase [96,97].
Additionally, cannabinoid (e.g., Δ9-THC) induces β-arrestin recruitment in the cells which
are transfected with GPR18 [86,95]. GPR55 is the important “deorphanized” metabotropic
receptor that interacts with several active phytocannabinoids; it is present in the central
nervous system (CNS), adipose tissues, adrenal gland, immune cells, small intestine, os-
teoblasts and osteoclast [98,99]. GPR55 displays a low sequence with both CB1R and CB2R
(about 15%); GPRs interact with Gα12 or Gα13, which results in activation of several path-
ways such as Rho-associated protein kinase, Ras homolog gene family member A (RhoA),
p38, MAPK/ERK pathways [91,100]. Some phytocannabinoids potently activate GPR5.
Moreover, GPR55 is the most complex CBR. The same ligand acts as an agonist, antagonist,
or neutral; it also possesses the allosteric modulator site [86,87]. Phytocannabinoids serve
as weak and partial agonists on the GPR55, but via the help of some cannabinoids (CBD,
cannabidivarine, CBDV), they inhibit lysophosphatidylinositol linked GPR55 activation.
Thus, GPR55, along with cannabinoids, can participate in curing cancer cells, obesity,
inflammation, neuropathic pain, osteoporosis, and neuromodulation. Transient receptor
potential (TRP) superfamily channels have 27 polymodal sensor cation channels classified
into six broad types in humans [101]. Among these six families, four groups interact with
cannabinoids and other derivatives. Thus, these participate in boosting the immune system,
with analgesia (pain reliever), and nociception (processing of sensory nervous system);
they also modulate inflammations and pain sensations [102–104].

Phytocannabinoids exerts strong therapeutic potential in humans assessed by the
meta-analysis of several clinical trials; it possesses a strong effect on health conditions
such as nausea, vomiting, insomnia (sleeping disorder), depression, anxiety, paraplegia
(paralyzes in a lower limb due to spinal cord injury), psychosis (emotional metal disor-
der), appetite stimulation in several syndromes [86]. Additionally, cannabinoids play a
significant role in ailments of human diseases and syndromes such as Tourette syndrome
(nervous system disorder such as continuous movements), AIDS, and treating intraocular
pressure of the eye in glaucoma [105]. The endocannabinoid system (internal lipid retro-
grade neurotransmitters which bind on CBR) along with phytocannabinoid is involved
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in modulating pharmacological, physiological, biological, and cognitive processes [106].
Due to the limited space, in this review, we only name diseases and ailments cured by
phytocannabinoids that are liver encephalopathy, hepatic disease, asthma, respiratory tract
changes, bronchospasm, bone remodeling and metabolism, osteoarthritis, and osteoporo-
sis. Phytocannabinoids may also be used to treat diseases related to CNS such as brain
trauma, stroke, brain aging, neuroinflammation, and neurodegradation. Additionally, they
have served as an anti-solid depressant to cure patients with suicidal tendencies; apart
from all this, they are a strong pain reliever and immunomodulator. Phytocannabinoids
are also given to pregnant women to avoid miscarriage and preimplantation embryo
development [86,105,107].

Phytocannabinoids have several medicinal properties in curing diseases and disorders
and assist as an important template for chemists to form novel and synthetic medicine [108].
Several investigations display the potential of synthetic cannabinoids in human ailments.
Δ9-THC and CBD together or alone form synthetic cannabinoids such as nabiximols,
Sativex®, nabilone, dronabinol, levonantradol, and other synthetic Δ9-THC-analogs. These
synthetic cannabinoids are used to cure cancer pain, neuropathic pain, and spasticity
caused by sclerosis [75,105].

Phytocannabinoids have diverse therapeutic potential, but they have several ad-
verse risks, mainly due to fewer trials. Certainly, there is a necessity to support research
and investigation on phytocannabinoid legally and ethically; globally, the legalization of
cannabinoids encounters several controversies by society, researchers, and health prac-
titioners. Many countries such as Canada and the US also support phytocannabinoid
production for medical use. Colorado’s state is employing private support from the med-
ical cannabinoid (marijuana) industry to endorse future research on phytocannabinoids
and cannabis [108,109].

6.2. Bioactivity of Phytocannabinoids

Phytocannabinoids are of great clinical use in humans and mammals, but the plant
sources do not accumulate at high levels and are also regarded as endangered species.
This enhances the demand for the biosynthesis of phytocannabinoids via biotechnological
approaches to understand their bioactivity and role in medication. The prerequisite and
establishment for such biotechnological approaches should be proper and deep knowledge
of the pathways and mechanisms involved in phytocannabinoid production in C. sativa,
liverworts and Rhododendron species [1,2,78,105].

6.2.1. Neutral Cannabinoids

In humans, phytocannabinoids play a potent role in signal transduction. They show
crucial interaction with the G-protein coupled cannabinoid receptors (GPCRs such as CB1R
and CB2R), peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ), and TRP ion channel.
CB1R is the most abundant GPCR located in CNS, whereas CB2R is found in immune cells
and tissues. Thus, cannabinoids play a crucial role in signaling, immune, and CNS proper
functioning [72,74]. In humans, Δ9-THC displays pleiotropic effects such as analgesic
(relieve pain), relaxation, pain tolerance, and dysphoria (anxiety disorder); thus this reveals
Δ9-THC displays agonistic effects by the activation of CB1R of β-arrestin 2 recruitment
and signaling; also Δ9-THC is the essential psychoactive (alters mood, behavior, feeling
and thoughts by affecting CNS) bioactive constituent [73,104]. Δ9-THC is found in the
drug dronabinol (Marinol®), and the constituent of sesame oil plays potent antiemetic
(prevents vomiting) for cancer patients receiving chemotherapy. Additionally, it also stim-
ulates appetite in a patient with AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome); chronic
administration of doses increases weight and appetite. Δ9-THC is also given to patients
with insomnia and depression as it improves sleep. In humans, Δ8-THC decreases in-
traocular pressure (fluid pressure inside the eye) and exhibits antiglaucoma activity [76].
Phytocannabinoid CBG possesses non-psychotic activity that has a lower affinity for both
CB1R and CB2R, several times lower than Δ9-THC. CBG has remarkable activity towards
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ligand-gated cation channels of superfamily TRP. CBG serves as an agonist of TRP type
ankyrin 1 (TRPA1) and TRP type vanilloid 1 (TRPV1), whereas it acts as an antagonistic of
TRP type melastatin 8 (TRPM8). Δ9-tetrahydrocannabivarinic acid (Δ9-THCV) serves as
a non-psychoactive that is antagonistic to CB1R. In particular, Δ9-THCV potentially acts
against obesity-linked glucose intolerance. In humans, it acts as the potential phytocannabi-
noid for treating metabolic disorders, hepatosteatosis syndrome, and obesity. It also helps
recover fasting plasma glucose and pancreatic β cell functioning. Additionally, Δ9-THCV
reduces adiponectin and apolipoprotein [75].

CBD plays a potent pharmacological role in humans by affecting CNS and some
peripheral portions, as it is highly antagonistic to CB1R and CB2R. Additionally, CBD also
acts as an essential allosteric modulator of receptor μ-opioid (pain reliever), thus used
to relieve pain [75]. In humans, doses in the range of 10 to 700 mg CBD are not toxic
and are delivered to patients in the form of Epidiolex® with epilepsy treatment-resistant,
interlinked with CDKL5 deficiency disorder and many other disorders and syndromes [80].
CBD does not act as a psychoactive compound and can be delivered in patients receiving
pharmacotherapy. Furthermore, CBD reduces Δ9-THC-elicited psychotic disorders and
decreases the deleterious effect of Δ9-THC on memory which is hippocampus-dependent.
CBD acts as the potential cannabinoid to cure obesity, convulsive disorder, and rheumatoid
arthritis. Furthermore, CBD also possesses antipsychotic, antinausea, and antianxiety
properties [79].

CBC acts as the non-psychotropic which does not interact with CB1R and CB2R [5,78].
Additionally, CBC inhibits endocannabinoid inactivation and further activates TRPA1,
which helps recover intestinal inflammation and has several protective roles [110,111].
Additionally, CBC also possesses anti-inflammatory activity for curing lipopolysaccharide-
enhanced edema. In particular, till 2021, no CBC study involves humans [112].

6.2.2. Cannabinoid Acid

In C. sativa, CBDA, CBCA, CBDA, CBGA, and Δ9-THCA belong to the cannabinoid
acid group, which does not possess cannabimimetic or psychotropic bioactivity [5]. Con-
tinuous decarboxylation of Δ9-THCA leads to a low level of Δ9-THC [113]. Δ9-THCA has
more affinity than Δ9-THC and binds to PPARγ, whereas it has a low affinity towards
CB1R and CB2R. Additionally, Δ9-THCA possesses the neuroprotective property [77].
Phytocannabinoids of cannabis and their derivatives hamper the level of tumor necrosis
factor α after stimulating lipopolysaccharide in culture supernatants of some macrophages.
Additionally, phytocannabinoids, i.e., cannabinoid acid, also display their effect on phos-
pholipase activity specific to phosphatidylcholine; thus, this effects signaling. Cannabinoid
acids, e.g., CBDA, possess antihyperalgesic (i.e., reduce abnormally enhance pain) and
anti-inflammatory properties [114]. In mice, cannabinoid acid (i.e., CBDA, and Δ9-THCA)
treatment increased antihyperalgesic and anti-inflammatory properties with inflamma-
tions induced by carrageenan. Additionally, in mice, oral administration of cannabinoids
increases the antihyperalgesic property before carrageenan. In intestinal segments of house
musk shrews, CBDA enhances tissue reduction in the resting state with the help of non-
neuronal-associated pathways or pathways that are independent or are not associated with
CB1R or CB2R [82,115].

6.2.3. Bibenzyl Cannabinoids

Analogs of bioactive bibenzyl (aralkyl) compound such as CBG from few liverworts
have a phenethyl side chain; so bibenzyl CBG displays reduced affinity to cannabinoids
receptors [116]. Additionally, it has an affinity to TRPA1 and TRP 1-4, which are ionotropic
receptors, and shows a strong association to TRPM8 [10]. Bibenzyl phytocannabinoids be-
longing to the class amofrutin were extracted from Glycyrrhiza foetida and Amorpha fruticosa.
They possess anti-inflammatory properties and are a strong activator of PPARγ [84]. Biben-
zyl cannabinoid perrottetinene produced by Radula species shows a structural resemblance
to cannabis Δ9-THC, distinguishing it by having an aromatic side chain instead of a pentyl.
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In mammals, perrottetinene acts as the psychoactive compound that is agonistic to CB1R.
Furthermore, it enhances behavioral tetrads of analgesia, catalepsy, hypolocomotion, and
hypothermia. Interestingly, enantiomers produced in liverworts are the major hallmark of
their bioactivity and metabolic responses [28].

6.2.4. Rhododendron Cannabinoids

Rhododendron produces phytocannabinoids in the form of prenylated orcinoids. They
are generally classified in CBC or CBL type as they have chromane or chromene scaffold.
Prenylated orcinoids and their derivatives play a potent role in building and boosting up
the immune system in mammals and humans. Rhododendron cannabinoids possess anti-
cancer property; hence can be recommended to a cancer patient. It also has antithrombotic
activity. Furthermore, it also displays anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, and antipsychotic
properties and has very low toxicity in humans when administered [5,37,83,117]. Other
essential phytocannabinoids of the Rhododendron species, DCA and rhododaurichromenic
acids, serve as the potent bioactive compounds in curing HIV as they possess anti-HIV
bioactivities. It was found that when DCA was administered in infected H9 cells, it showed
a half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) of 15 nM, much lower than the azidothymi-
dine (a drug used to cure HIV), which has EC50 of 44 nM. Moreover, DCA with potent
anti-HIV bioactivity has a therapeutic index (TI) of 3701 and EC50 of 5.67 ng mL−1 [81].
Moreover, rhododaurichromanic acid possesses anti-HIV properties with TI of 92 and EC50
of 370 ng mL−1. Active phytocannabinoids from Rh. anthopogonoides such as cannabiorci-
chromenic acid (CBC-type), anthopogocyclolic acid, and anthopogochromenic acid, which
are CBL-type possess antiallergic activity as they inhibit the release of histamine [5,16,117].

7. Antibacterial and Antimicrobial Property of Phytocannabinoids

Cannabis fibers are used in textile industries as they are rich in active phytocannabi-
noids, which provide high biomass in less time. Hemp fibers, also called bast fibers, are
rich in Δ9-THC, cellulose, lignin, and other metabolites, so they are used in industries,
animal bedding, and used as a substitute for glass fibers. Hemp fibers also possess high
antibacterial properties because of the presence of phytocannabinoids, so they are used as
antibacterial finishing agents and in surgical industries. Recently it was found that cannabis
powder contains a high amount of cannabinoid content which possesses antibacterial prop-
erties against Escherichia coli. Interestingly, phytocannabinoids have high pharmacological,
antibacterial, and antimicrobial activities [65,78,105,118,119].

Cannabis extract contains antibacterial property against Bacillus subtilis and Staphylo-
coccus aureus, which are Gram-positive bacteria; also against Gram-negative bacteria E. coli,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa. In contrast, it displays no activity against fungal infections caused
by Aspergillus niger and Candida albicans. Phytocannabinoids, e.g., Δ9-THC, CBG, CBN, CBD,
and CBC, possess antibiotic properties against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus.
CBD and Δ9-THC display bactericidal activity against streptococci and staphylococci. GFA
and DCA also show antimicrobial properties against Gram-positive bacteria. Moreover, the
prenyl group shows structural similarities to bioactive monoterpenes [58,65,85,108,120].

8. Phytocannabinoids in Stress Tolerance

Phytocannabinoids have a diverse role in humans and also exhibit antimicrobial,
antibacterial, and antibiotic activity. Apart from this, they also have some other biological
beneficial properties in mitigating biotic and abiotic stress in the plant. Cannabis trichomes
possess phytocannabinoid in large quantities. High temperatures or herbivory cause
trichome rupture and the release of the phytocannabinoid content, which protects the plant
from desiccation and high-temperature stress. Therefore, they enhance plant tolerance to
heat stress [2,79]. It was also reported that phytocannabinoid production was enhanced in
cannabis flowers after UV-B-induced stress. Thus, phytocannabinoids serve as a sun shield
against destructive UV-B radiation [26]. Liverworts oil bodies possess phytocannabinoid,
so they are not damaged by fungi and bacteria, insect larvae and adults, slugs, snails,
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and small mammals. Significantly, phytocannabinoids inside oil bodies provide tolerance
against several abiotic stresses such as cold temperature, heat, excessive light, and UV
radiation [26,29,58].

Additionally, phytocannabinoids provide resilience to desiccation. Liverworts are
unable to produce abscisic acid (ABA); besides this, they have phytocannabinoid, i.e.,
lunularic acid that shows the same activity as ABA, which is a plant hormone. There
is a lack of knowledge about the role of phytocannabinoids in biotic and abiotic stress
mitigation. Thus, more in-depth studies are still required to understand the mechanism
involved in stress tolerance via phytocannabinoids. However, studies must understand
their role in other plants’ stress amelioration [1].

9. Phytocannabinoid Foe

Why is cannabis cultivation illegal in many countries and what are the disadvantages
associated with phytocannabinoid consumption? Cannabis is the third most popular sub-
stance consumed after alcohol and tobacco. The USA and New Zealand are at the top rates
(42%) of consuming it; however, it is the most illicit drug used globally. Its consumption is
escalating among teenagers, and they are consuming it in the form of hashish and mari-
juana [86,121,122]. It was reported that almost everyone who tried cannabis (marijuana
or hashish) becomes a habitual abuser and dependent on cannabis; thus, this enhanced
the cannabis use disorder [123,124]. Cannabis elicits a plethora of biological, metabolic,
and physical responses. Nevertheless, everything depends on its utilization and what dose
it is consumed in (what, when, and how). Most commonly used cannabis marijuana is
prepared by drying leaves and flowering buds of the cannabis plant. Moreover, hashish
which is eventually stronger than marijuana, is the concentrated resin from the female
cannabis plant and is directly consumed via chewing and smoking. Kief is a trichomes
mass obtained from flowers and leaves, which is used to make hashish. Additionally,
hashish contains a mixture of several phytocannabinoids and terpenes [125]. Smoking or
dabbing marijuana is the most common way in the consumption of cannabinoids. Phy-
tocannabinoid delays the onset effect by half to two hour circulating level; circulating
level is greater when they are smoked or intravenously consumed. In particular, the
delay time in the onset of psychobiological effect is due to the biosynthesis of bioactive
phytocannabinoid metabolite or induction in endocannabinoid availability or to reach
receptors to show its effect. Cannabis consumption produces two kinds of effects: short-
term (acute) and long-term (chronic) [86]. In humans, acute consumption of cannabis
effect is classified into two groups: (i) physiological effect, which displays therapeutic
potential, and (ii) recreation effects which show the effect on brain identical to psychotic
state (psychotomimetic) [126,127]. Acute physiological effects include relaxation, hyper-
locomotion, resting of heart, and increase in thirst, appetite, and food palatability. Acute
psychotomimetic effects encompass enhanced sociability, euphoria (sense of great happi-
ness), relaxation, hallucinations, delusions, conceptual disorganization, paranoia, social
withdrawal, blurred vision, and decreased attention [128,129]. Furthermore, it also leads
to anxiety, panic attacks, and dysphoria; all of these effects are similar to schizophrenia.
Long-term (chronic) consumption of cannabis is related to addiction risk which depends
on age, gender, lifestyle, frequency of intake, dosage, and genetic makeup [122]. Long-term
cannabis consumption increases various alterations inside the human body (mainly heart,
brain, and nervous system) and develops the serious risk of several disorders such as
schizophrenia, neuropsychiatric syndrome, cerebellar infarction, vasoconstriction, and sev-
eral fatal cardiovascular problems. Additionally, cannabis consumption has a detrimental
effect on metabolic and biological processes; but these disorders are low if consumption of
alcohol is low; apart from this, cannabis consumption confers useful effects on the risk of
cardiometabolic factors such as insulin sensitivity, glycemia, lipid amount. Nevertheless, it
remains to be demonstrated whether long-term cannabis consumption in humans functions
as an activator or deactivator of CBRs [79,105,108,109,122,126].
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10. Conclusions and Future Prospects

Phytocannabinoids are bioactive naturally occurring terpenoids that were earlier
thought to be exclusive to C. sativa but have now also been produced in Rhododendron
species, some legumes, the liverwort genus Radula, and some fungi. Bioactive phyto-
cannabinoids show remarkable non-hallucinogenic biological properties determined by the
variable nature of the side chain and prenyl group defined by the enzymes involved in their
biosynthesis. The present review focused on genes and enzymes involved in biosynthesis
across several plant species such as cannabis, Rhododendron and liverworts were discussed
here. Moreover, these species are used in the combinatorial fashion to construct a required
new bioactive phytocannabinoid structure established on integrating peculiar prenyl moi-
eties, side chains, and unique cyclized core structures. Meanwhile, phytocannabinoids
biosynthesis involves a large collection of enzymes that can potently develop bioactive
phytocannabinoids via genetic engineering. This review gives a better understanding of
the diverse role of phytocannabinoids in humans, plants, microbiology, and biotechnology
(Figure 8). In particular, active phytocannabinoids play a crucial role in treating several
diseases in humans. They possess antibacterial and antimicrobial properties in several
industries. Recent studies also appraise phytocannabinoids role in cold, heat, and radiation
stress tolerance. Phytocannabinoids also protect the plant from pathogens and herbivory.
Moreover, the review also focuses on the foe of improper use of phytocannabinoids and
why it is banned in many countries.

 
Figure 8. Selective role of active phytocannabinoids in humans, mammals, plants, biotechnol-
ogy, and industries. Abbreviations: CBC, cannabichromene; CBCA, cannabichromenic acid; CBD,
cannabidiol; CBDA, cannabidiolic acid; CBG, cannabigerol; CBGA, cannabigerolic acid; CBN, cannabi-
nol; CBR, cannabinoid receptor; DCA, daurichromenic acid; PA, perrottetinenic acid; Δ9-THC,
Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol.

The hypothesis is that phytocannabinoids have versatile use and are beneficial for
humans and plants if appropriately used. Further investigations are needed on genes and
enzymes involved in the biosynthetic pathway in different plant species. Comparative
study between type III PKS from cannabis and liverwort might explain their specificity
to particular molecular structure and insight of genetic and protein engineering. Semi-
synthetic techniques and chemical modification integration can be used for the biosynthesis
of different types of cannabinoids—it also modulates their bioactivity and bioavailability.
The availability of naturally occurring cannabinoids provides an insight into scrutinizing
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their role in plant stress tolerance, including individual and combinatorial exogenous
effects. Lastly, quantitative chemical profiling can also give a deep knowledge of the
occurrence and importance of NADES and their other possible role in plants and their role
in reducing autotoxicity.
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Abbreviations

AAE1 acyl-activated enzyme 1
ABA abscisic acid
ADME absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion
BBS bibenzyl synthase
C4H cinnamate 4-hydroxylase
4CL 4-coumarate:CoA ligase
CBR cannabinoid receptor
CB1R cannabinoid receptor type 1
CB2R cannabinoid receptor type 2
CBC cannabichromene
CBCA cannabichromenic acid
CBCAS cannabichromenic acid synthase
CBCV cannabichromevarine
CBCVA cannabichromevarinic acid
CBD cannabidiol
CBDA cannabidiolic acid
CBDAS cannabidiolic acid synthase
CBDV cannabidivarine
CBDVA cannabidivarinic acid
CBE cannabielsoin
CBG cannabigerol
CBGA cannabigerolic acid
CBGAS cannabigerolic acid synthase
CBL cannabicyclol
CBN cannabinol
CBND cannabidiol
CBT cannabitriol
CHIL chalcone isomerases-like protein
CNS central nervous system
CYP cytochrome P450
DBR double-bond reductase
DCA daurichromenic acid
DCAS daurichromenic acid synthase
DHAC dihydrostilbene acid cyclase
Dicamba 3,6-dichloro-2-methoxybenzoic acid
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EC50 effective concentration
GFA grifolic acid
GPP geranyl pyrophosphate
GPR G-protein-coupled receptor
GPCR G-protein-coupled cannabinoid receptor
IAA indole-3-acetic acid
KR ketoreductase
LOX lipoxygenase
MEP methylerythritol-4-phosphate
NAA 1-naphthaleneacetic acid
NADES natural deep eutectic solvent
OA olivetolic acid
OAC olivetolic acid cyclase
OLS olivetol synthase
ORS orcinol synthase
OSA orsellinic acid
PA perrottetinenic acid
PAL phenylalanine ammonia-lyase
PAS perrottetinenic acid synthase
PET perrottetinene
PGR plant growth regulator
PKS polyketide synthase
PPARγ peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ
PT prenyltransferase
STS stilbene synthase
TAL tyrosine ammonia-lyase
TF transcription factor
TI therapeutic index
TRP transient receptor potential
TRPA1 TRP type ankyrin 1
TRPM8 TRP type melastanin 8
TRPV1 TRP type vanilloid 1
Δ8-THC Δ8-tetrahydrocannabinol
Δ9-THC Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinol
Δ9-THCA Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid
Δ9-THCAS Δ9-tetrahydrocannabinolic acid synthase
Δ9-THCV Δ9-tetrahydrocannabivarinic acid
Δ9-THCVA Δ9-tetrahydrocannabidivarinic acid
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Abstract: Alternaria brown spot is a severe disease that affects leaves and fruits on susceptible
mandarin and mandarin-like cultivars, and is produced by Alternaria alternata. Consequently, there
is an urge to obtain new cultivars resistant to A. alternata, and mutation breeding together with
tissue culture can help shorten the process. However, a protocol for the in vitro selection of resistant
citrus genotypes is lacking. In this study, four methods to evaluate the sensitivity to Alternaria of
mandarin ‘Fortune’ explants in in vitro culture were tested. The four tested systems consisted of:
(1) the addition of the mycotoxin, produced by A. alternata in ‘Fortune’, to the propagation culture
media, (2) the addition of the A. alternata culture filtrate to the propagation culture media, (3) the
application of the mycotoxin to the intact shoot leaves, and (4) the application of the mycotoxin to
the previously excised and wounded leaves. After analyzing the results, only the addition of the A.
alternata culture filtrate to the culture media and the application of the mycotoxin to the wounded
leaves produced symptoms of infection. However, the addition of the fungus culture filtrate to
the culture media produced results, which might indicate that, in addition to the mycotoxin, many
other unknown elements that can affect the plant growth and behavior could be found in the fungus
culture filtrate. Therefore, the application of the toxin to the excised and wounded leaves seems to be
the most reliable method to analyze sensitivity to Alternaria of ‘Fortune’ explants cultured in vitro.

Keywords: brown spot; ACT; fungus culture filtrate; mycotoxin

1. Introduction

Alternaria alternata is a fungus that can produce severe damage in economically impor-
tant plants, including cereal crops, vegetables, and fruits. A. alternata is able to infect plants
producing host-selective toxins during the germination of spores on plant surfaces. Taking
these toxins into consideration, seven pathotypes can be distinguished [1]. A. alternata
pv. citri is the specific pathotype for Citrus reticulata and its hybrids, and produces the
host-specific Alternaria citri toxin (ACT), which provokes, in sensible mandarin trees,
the emergence of Alternaria brown spot (ABS), a severe disease whose main features are
lesions on leaves and immature fruits of the infected plants that can result in early fruit
abscission [2]. This reduces the quality and the commercial value of fruits in the market,
leading to huge economic losses globally every year [3].

‘Fortune’ mandarin (‘Fina’ clementine × ‘Dancy’ mandarin) is a Citrus reticulata hybrid.
Although this cultivar is widely harvested in Spain due to the excellent characteristics
of its fruits, it is sensible to ABS. Thus, obtaining new ABS-resistant cultivars with the
‘Fortune’ organoleptic and farming qualities would be desirable for the mandarin market.
In this sense, mandarin breeding programs are trying to include these features in their
new selections. However, citrus breeding programs using conventional methods involve
several difficulties associated with long juvenile periods, high heterozygosity, polygenic
traits, and complicated genetic systems [4]. To overcome these difficulties, breeders have
developed mutation breeding techniques [5], which could lead to a new cultivar with the
desirable qualities of ‘Fortune’, but excluding the sensitivity to ABS.

Plants 2021, 10, 1321. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10071321 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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If mutation breeding is increasingly considered to be a powerful alternative for the
generation of genetic variations for plant breeding in citrus, tissue culture offers the
possibility of managing large populations in a limited space while allowing a more rigorous
control of the environmental conditions [6] and reducing the time spent until the selection
of a genotype can be performed. To make a selection in ex vitro plants, waiting until they
are grown to evaluate them is imperative. However, tissue culture offers the possibility
of making an early selection of plant material, which saves space, time, and human
resources [7]. Hitherto, a tissue culture protocol for mutant selection has been developed in
potato and apple for two different species of the genus Alternaria [8,9] and in sugarcane for
Fusarium sacchari [10]. However, there is no in vitro selection protocol for genotypes that
are resistant to Alternaria alternata in citrus, and this is key to evaluate mutants developed
in vitro.

In this study, four systems aimed to test the tolerance of ‘Fortune’ mandarin tissue
cultured plants, which are very sensitive to ABS, to A. alternata were compared. Sensitivity
to an A. alternata culture filtrate, as well as the ACT, was tested.

2. Results

2.1. ACT or Culture Filtrate Addition to the Culture Media

After four weeks of culture, no effect of the ACT in the culture media was observed
in the ‘Fortune’ shoots. Actually, no significant differences were found either in the
proliferation rate, length, productivity, or leaf damage with any treatment (data not shown).

When the A. alternata culture filtrate was added to the culture media, ‘Fortune’ explants
were significantly (p < 0.0001) affected by the filtrate volume in the culture media in
all of the studied parameters. Proliferation rate decreased from 2.06 in the control to
1.25 when the fungus culture filtrate was 50% of the volume in the culture media, and
significant differences were observed between the three concentrations (Figure 1). Likewise,
productivity decreased with the presence of the A. alternata culture filtrate in the culture
media (Figure 1), although significant differences were not observed between the control
and 25% of the culture filtrate. On the contrary, the addition of the culture filtrate to the
culture media boosted the shoots average length from 11.29 mm in the control to 13.55 mm
with 50% of the culture filtrate, and significant differences were not observed for 25% and
50% (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Proliferation rate, elongation, productivity, and number of damaged leaves in shoots of the
mandarin cv. ‘Fortune’ exposed to different percentages of culture filtrate of Alternaria alternata. Data
represent average ± SD values. Bars with different lower-case letters indicate a significant difference
according to the LSD test (p ≤ 0.05).
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Finally, the culture of ‘Fortune’ shoots in vitro by adding the A. alternata culture filtrate
was significantly affected (p < 0.0001) by the filtrate volume in the culture medium, produc-
ing damage in around three leaves by explant in shoots cultured with a 25% of the filtrate
and around eight leaves by explant in the shoots in a 50% of the fungus filtrate (Figure 1).

2.2. ACT Application to Shoot Leaves

Regarding the ACT application to in vivo leaves, results were similar to those obtained
with the ACT addition to the culture media, so there were no effects. Thus, after four weeks
of culture, no significant differences were found between leaves in shoots grown in the
control vessels (0 mL L−1 of ACT) and the rest of the treatments (Figure 2; data not shown).

Direct application of ACT in the ‘Fortune’ wounded excised leaves has a significant
effect (p < 0.0001) over the percentage of damaged leaves. The mycotoxin caused a signifi-
cant damage when the concentration of the ACT was 75 mg L−1 (Figures 3 and 4). At this
concentration, almost 80% of the leaves per shoot were damaged. Although some leaves
were damaged at 25 and 50 mg L−1 of ACT, no significant differences were found between
these two treatments and the control.

 

0 mg L 1        10 mg L 1       100 mg L 1        500 mg L 1 

Figure 2. Shoots of the mandarin ‘Fortune’ grown at different concentrations of Alternaria citri toxin.

 

a b c 

d e f 

Figure 3. Excised and wounded leaves of the mandarin ‘Fortune’ exposed to 0 (a), 12.5 (b), 25 (c),
50 (d), and 75 (e) mg L−1 of Alternaria citri toxin and acetonitrile (f).
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Figure 4. Percentage of damaged leaves exposed to a medium containing different concentrations
of Alternaria citri toxin (ACT). Data represent average ± SD values. Bars with different lower-case
letters indicate a significant difference by LSD test (p ≤ 0.05).

3. Discussion

ABS is a severe disease on susceptible mandarin and mandarin-like cultivars [11].
Thus, the obtention of new genotypes that preserve good organoleptic qualities, along with
a medium-to-high tolerance to the infection by A. alternata, will entail a huge advance in the
mandarin culture. On the other hand, citrus breeding involves a costly and long technical
effort that could be shortened (and made more cost-effective) with mutation breeding and
tissue culture, a technique that has proved to be very efficient in the early selection of citrus
genotypes [12]. In this study, we have tested four different methods to detect A. alternata
susceptibility in vitro in order to set a fast and efficient protocol for plant selection.

The methods studied in this work can be divided into two categories: (1) modification
of the culture media by the addition of A. alternata components (fungus culture filtrate
or extracted ACT), and (2) the application of ACT to leaves excised from shoot culture.
When ACT was added to the culture media, no differences between the control and the
treatments were detected, so no toxicity emerged from the application of ACT at the used
concentrations to the shoots in this experiment. Thus far, there is no information about
the addition of ACT to media in citrus shoots in previous reports, and it is also scarce in
other species. Only Chakraborty et al. (2020) [13] reported induced-tolerance in shoots of
Withania somnifera to A. alternata by exposing calli to a media containing mycotoxin isolated
from an A. alternata culture. The differences between this study and the current trial can be
found in the concentration of the toxin and the sensitivity of certain tissues and species to
the toxin. Thus, a higher sensitivity to the A. alternata toxin has been found in calli than in
shoots, so a higher concentration is needed in shoots to replicate the effects produced in
calli [14].

On the contrary, when the culture filtrate of Alternaria was added to the culture media,
a toxic response was observed in the shoots (Figure 1). As it was revealed in this experiment,
the capacity of in vitro shoot multiplication in citrus, as well as the number of damaged
leaves, are clearly affected by any biotic [15] or abiotic stress [7]. However, the shoots
length was boosted by the A. alternata culture filtrate in the culture media. This last result
would suggest that the filtrate could contain many other unknown compounds, beyond
ACT, that might be also playing positive or negative roles in the in vitro culture of ‘Fortune’,
separately and/or synergistically with ACT. The fungal culture filtrate has been used by
few authors for inducing resistance to some species of the Alternaria genus through tissue
culture techniques [9,14,16,17]. The components of this filtrate were not analyzed in any
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of these studies; hence, the exact content of the culture media, and even the presence of
mycotoxin and its concentration, were actually unknown. Nevertheless, pathogen culture
filtrates are part of the selection protocol most commonly used for in vitro production and
selection of disease-tolerant plants in many crops [18]. Moreover, although the exposition
to the products of the fungus activity in the filtrate applicated via culture media has proved
to be efficient for the induction of resistance to many pathogens, due to the big amount
of components of the culture. Fungus culture would not probably be the best method to
evaluate A. alternata resistance in vitro, since the infection by A. alternata comes into play
during the germination of spores on plant surfaces and not through the absorption of the
pathogen [19]. The simulation of an infection should be as similar as possible to the real
process not to introduce new factors that can alter our results.

In contrast, the application of the toxin to the leaves would be more similar to the
traditional and efficient ex vitro test and also to naturally-occurring infections. This
application was tested in intact leaves in the shoot and in wounded leaves excised from the
shoot. In the case of intact leaves, no damage was observed, and the opposite was noticed
in the wounded leaves, since above 75% of the leaves presented damage with an application
of a preparation containing 75 mg L−1 of ACT. Similar results were obtained by [8] with
chemically-synthesized AM-toxin I of A. alternata in in vitro leaves obtained from apple
mutant shoots, and the same method was used by [20] in Vitis vinifera to evaluate the
capacity of vitis cultivars to resist the Erysiphe necator infection. This protocol had not
been proven in vitro in citrus plants to test them against ACT before; however, it has been
extendedly used ex vitro thanks to the studies made by [2] in A. alternata pv. citri.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. In Vitro Material

Plant material was obtained from shoot cultures of ‘Fortune’ mandarin established
in vitro and subcultured monthly on proliferation media composed of MS salts and vita-
mins [21] supplemented with 2 mg L−1 of 6-benzylaminopurine, 0.1 mg L−1 of indolebu-
tyric acid, 0.6 mg L−1 of gibberellic acid, 30 g L−1 of sucrose and 7 g L−1 of agar (Hispanlab),
as described by [22]. After adding plant growth regulators and adjusting the medium pH
to 5.7 with 1 N NaOH, 100 mL of medium were dispensed in each of the 500-mL jars and
sterilized in an autoclave at 121 ◦C for 21 min. Cultures were grown at 25 ± 1 ◦C with
white light (5000 lux) and a 16-h photoperiod.

4.2. A. alternata Isolates and ACT Purification

Isolates of A. alternata pv. citri were obtained from fruits affected by ABS in a commer-
cial plantation of ‘Fortune’ mandarin as described by Nemsa et al. (2012) [23]. Likewise, the
fungus culture, pathogenicity studies, and ACT purification were conducted as described
by del Río et al. (2018) [24]. Briefly, cultures in Petri dishes of the selected A. alternata
isolates (15 day-old) were used to extract ACT. Cultures were dried in an oven at 60 ◦C
and grounded before ACT extraction with acetonitrile (1 g 10 mL−1) as a solvent, while
stirring for 2 h.

4.3. A. alternata Culture Filtrate Preparation

The A. alternata culture filtrate preparation protocol was adapted from Kumar et al.
(2008) (14). A virulent A. alternata pv. citri strain was inoculated initially in Petri plates
containing PDA (potato dextrose agar) medium at 27 ◦C. After 10 days of culture, a
mycelium portion of 5 × 5 mm was inoculated in an Erlenmeyer flask with liquid MS
medium and 3% of sucrose. Cultures were maintained in agitation (125 rpm) and darkness
at 25 ± 2 ◦C for 50 days. After that period, the mycelium was homogenized with a glass
rod and filtered through a Whatman Grade 1 paper filter with a vacuum flask to obtain an
A. alternata filtrate deprived from spores and mycelium. The fungus culture filtrate was
centrifugated at 5000 rpm for 20 min and filtrated once again using a Whatman Grade 1
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paper filter. The pH of the resulting filtrate was adjusted to 5.7, and the solution was stored
at −20 ◦C in brown bottles.

4.4. ACT Addition to the Culture Media

Shoots of ‘Fortune’ from proliferation were cultured in glass tubes (150 × 20 mm)
containing 15 mL of proliferation medium with different concentrations of ACT (0, 1, and
2 mg L−1), previously filter-sterilized using a nylon filter with a membrane pore size of
0.45 μm, plus an additional control with water to know the possible effects of acetonitrile.
The experiment consisted of 20 glass tubes per treatment. Medium sterilization was
performed and culture conditions were as described previously.

After 4 weeks of treatment, the number of shoots (longer than 5 mm) per explant, their
average length, and the number of damaged leaves were recorded. From these data, prolif-
eration rate (no. shoots/explant) and productivity (shoot average length × proliferation
rate) were calculated. The number of damaged leaves included not only the leaves that
appeared chlorotic or with necrotic spots, but also the fallen leaves that remained on the
culture media.

4.5. Culture-Filtrate Addition to Leaves Excised from Shoot Culture

Filtrate (1 mL) was previously cultured in PDA Petri dishes for 7 days at 27 ◦C to
ensure sterility. Media was prepared as a proliferation media, but adding the corresponding
percentage of filtrate to reach a final volume of 100 mL per vessel, after sterilization in the
autoclave. Thus, 3 treatments were studied: 0%, 25%, and 50% of filtrate volume in the
culture media. Medium sterilization and culture conditions were performed as described
previously. The experiment consisted of 6 glass vessels per treatment with 6 shoots each.
Evaluation criteria were similar to those of the previous experiment.

4.6. ACT Application to Shoot Leaves

ACT was applied to in vivo leaves or wounded leaves in different experiments. Firstly,
filter-sterilized ACT was diluted in acetonitrile to the concentrations of 0, 10, 100, and
500 mg L−1, and an additional control with water was prepared in order to check the
possible effects of acetonitrile. ACT was applied with a brush, previously sterilized in
the autoclave, to the first and third fully-expanded in vivo leaves of 20 in vitro shoots of
‘Fortune’ per ACT treatment. The explants were cultured in vitro for 4 weeks after the ap-
plication of the treatment, and after that time the number of damaged leaves was recorded.

Additionally, using the previously-described protocol, filter-sterilized ACT at the
concentrations of 0, 12.5, 25, 50, and 75 mg L−1 was applied with a brush to the first
4 fully-expanded leaves of ‘Fortune’ explants. Leaves were first excised from the shoots
and placed in sterile Petri plates with a humid filter paper. Subsequently, leaves were
wounded in the abaxial side to improve mycotoxin penetration, and ACT was applied with
a sterilized brush. Four repeats (plates) and 10 leaves per plate were used per treatment.
The results were evaluated a week after the application of the treatment, and the percentage
of damaged leaves was recorded.

4.7. Statistical Analysis and Data Presentation

Data were first tested for homogeneity of variance and normality of distribution. Sig-
nificance was determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA), and the significance (p < 0.05)
of any differences between mean values was tested by Duncan’s new multiple range test,
using Statgraphics Centurion® XVI (StatPoint Technologies Inc., The Plains, VA, USA).

5. Conclusions

In the present study, four methods to evaluate the susceptibility of mandarin cultivar
‘Fortune’ explants to A. alternata pv. citri have been tested. After analyzing the results and
the previous studies, the adaptation to the in vitro environment of the traditional method
of excising and wounding leaves seems to be the most reliable approach. According to
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our results, a higher concentration of ACT could be necessary to obtain symptoms in the
in vitro cultured shoots, and the fungus culture filtrate, although widely used, may contain
many other components rather than ACT that might introduce noise in the results. In
conclusion, the wounding in the leaves seems to be basic in order to infect the leaf surface.
Thus, the selection of mandarin genotypes resistant to ABS can be better performed in vitro
trough the excision of leaves of the studied shoots and after producing small wounds in
the leaf surface. This first report about an in vitro protocol for the selection of mandarin
genotypes resistant to A. alternata will provide a basic tool to produce and select mutants
resistant to A. alternata in citrus.
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Abstract: Studying mango (Mangifera indica L.) fruit development represents one of the most impor-
tant aspects for the precise orchard management under non-native environmental conditions. In this
work, precision fruit gauges were used to investigate important eco-physiological aspects of fruit
growth in two mango cultivars, Keitt (late ripening) and Tommy Atkins (early-mid ripening). Fruit
absolute growth rate (AGR, mm day−1), daily diameter fluctuation (ΔD, mm), and a development
index given by their ratio (AGR/ΔD) were monitored to identify the prevalent mechanism (cell
division, cell expansion, ripening) involved in fruit development in three (‘Tommy Atkins’) or four
(‘Keitt’) different periods during growth. In ‘Keitt’, cell division prevailed over cell expansion from
58 to 64 days after full bloom (DAFB), while the opposite occurred from 74 to 85 DAFB. Starting at
100 DAFB, internal changes prevailed over fruit growth, indicating the beginning of the ripening
stage. In Tommy Atkins (an early ripening cultivar), no significant differences in AGR/ΔD was
found among monitoring periods, indicating that both cell division and expansion coexisted at
gradually decreasing rates until fruit harvest. To evaluate the effect of microclimate on fruit growth
the relationship between vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and ΔD was also studied. In ‘Keitt’, VPD
was the main driving force determining fruit diameter fluctuations. In ‘Tommy Atkins’, the lack of
relationship between VPD and ΔD suggest a hydric isolation of the fruit due to the disruption of
xylem and stomatal flows starting at 65 DAFB. Further studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Keywords: fruit development; fruit gauge; VPD; Mangifera indica; cell division; cell expansion; ripening

1. Introduction

Recently, tropical and sub-tropical crops like mango (Mangifera indica L.) have been
introduced in Sicily. The region is characterized by Mediterranean climate with mild tem-
peratures, long periods of summer drought and relatively wet winters. This environment
can be considered a transition zone between the arid climate of North Africa and the
temperate-humid climate of Central Europe [1]. The climate is influenced by the interac-
tions between mid-latitudes and tropical phenomena that make it potentially vulnerable to
climate change associated to an increase in temperature and a decrease in precipitation, so
as to be identified as one of the most important hot-spots of the last decades [2,3]. Climate
change has a major impact also on agriculture [4–6], especially if we consider that in these
areas some growers are moving their business towards the production of newly introduced
exotic fruits of tropical origin [7,8].

The possibility to cultivate mango in non-tropical or sub-tropical areas is subjected
to the effect of temperature [9]. Mango cannot be cultivated in areas where the average
temperature of the coldest month is less than 15 ◦C [10], while the optimum growing
temperature ranges between 24 and 26 ◦C, reaching 30 to 33 ◦C for the flowering and fruit
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development stages [11,12]. These conditions are satisfied in the coastal areas of Sicily [13],
where new orchards have been established [9].

Fruit growth is one of the most important parameters to evaluate the adaptation of
a species to particular micro-climatic conditions, because the fruit represents the main
sink organ of the plant and it can be considered an optimal indicator of its water and
nutrient status [14]. The growth curve of mango fruits follows a sigmoidal pattern [15]
and can be obtained non-destructively by measuring fruit length, width and thickness at
short intervals along its developmental period [16]. The growth pattern is split in three
developmental stages: cell division, cell expansion, and ripening [17,18]. Cell division is a
very energy demanding process [19], due to the very fast cell division rate in fruit tissues.
Carbohydrate intake is therefore crucial in this phase [20]. Carbohydrates translocated
into the fruit are mainly imported from actively photosynthesizing leaves through the
phloem [21].

Once this first stage is over, fruits start a linear growth, mainly characterized by the
expansion of pulp cells due to water uptake led mainly by osmotic gradients. This stage is
strongly influenced by the daily fluctuations of temperature and relative humidity, as well
as vapor pressure deficit (VPD), which play an important role on fruit transpiration [22].
Specifically, daily VPD fluctuations drive fruit enlargement during the night and shrinkage
during the day [18]. This occurs because during the day, transpiration reduces the xylem
water potential, and consequently decreases the xylem flow to the fruit causing it to
shrink in diameter. During the evening and the night, the water potential is restored and
the fruit returns to its volume or increases it [23,24]. It is common, during this period,
that in situations of severe water stress, the plant takes water directly from the fruit via
the xylem. This phenomenon is called backflow [25], as also documented in apple and
kiwi [26–28]. In this regard, the variation in fruit diameter over a time interval represents
the net contribution of the import of phloem flows, which are always positive, and xylem
flows, which, depending on time of day, can be positive or negative [29]. When VPD is
high, leaf and fruit transpiration flows will increase, determining some degree of plant
dehydration and causing large fruit diameter fluctuations.

The last stage of development is fruit ripening, in which the fruit becomes physiologi-
cally and sexually mature enough to be separated from the mother plant [30]. At this stage,
internal and external changes in the fruit texture, flavor, and color are observed [31,32].

Fruit gauges are small dendrometers able to monitor continuously and very precisely
the variations of fruit diameter, even at very short intervals. They are based on low-cost
linear potentiometers connected to a data-logger device [29]. These instruments have
already demonstrated good adaptability to different fruit species.

In kiwi, Morandi et al. [33] used these devices to monitor the development of the
fruit in its final stage, determining the contributions of xylem and phloem flows to fruit
growth. In another study, Morandi et al. [34] used fruit gauges to evaluate the influence of
peach fruit transpiration on daily. The same devices were used to evaluate how the level
of irrigation affects the daily growth pattern of pear [35], nectarine [36], orange [37], and
olive [38,39] fruit.

Considering the increasing interest in mango cultivation in temperate areas, to date,
there is insufficient information about the growth and ripening stages of this fruit, as well
as about its daily growth dynamics in Mediterranean environments.

The main aim of this trial was to acquire precise indications on the stages of fruit
development of two mango cultivars (‘Keitt’ and ‘Tommy Atkins’) with reference to en-
vironmental parameters. The use of fruit gauges aimed to improve basic knowledge of
the mango fruit physiology, but at the same time, provided useful information for the
development of precise crop management resulting in quality and sustainable productions.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Orchard Characteristics and Plant Material

The experiment was carried out in a commercial orchard of the Cupitur Farm lo-
cated in Caronia (38◦03′ N, and 14◦33′ E, 5 m a.s.l.) in northeastern Sicily (Italy) from
July to October 2019. In that orchard, there are windbreaks made of cypress plants
(Cupressus sempervirens L.), and nonwoven fabric windbreaks supported by wooden poles
of 5 m high.

The study was performed using 15-year-old mango trees (Mangifera indica L.), three
of the cultivar ‘Tommy Atkins’ (early- to mid-season ripening) and three of the cultivar
‘Keitt’ (late-season ripening) of similar size and crop load of 0.7 and 1.3 fruits cm−2 of
trunk cross-sectional area, respectively. Both cultivars were grafted onto Gomera-3 mango
rootstock. The planting density was 500 trees ha−1, with a spacing of 5 × 4 m. Trees
were trained to globe-shaped canopies, reaching 2.5–3 m in height. All the trees received
the same conventional cultural cares. Trees were drip irrigated with a seasonal irrigation
volume of 3300 m3 ha−1. Fertilization with N was carried out twice, at the beginning of
vegetative growth in early spring, and at fruit set. P, K, and microelements were delivered
with the irrigation water throughout the season. Two light pruning operations were
carried out, one at the end of winter, before the vegetative resting period, and one after
fruit harvest.

2.2. Environmental Conditions

The climate is Mediterranean [40], with average annual temperatures of 17–18 ◦C
and average rainfalls of about 691 mm distributed across 77 days [13,41,42]. The experi-
ment location falls into the upper thermos-Mediterranean lower sub-humid bioclimatic
belt [13,43]. Data of average temperature and average humidity were acquired by a PCE-
HT71 data-logger placed in the field. Data of daily temperature and relative humidity were
used to calculate vapor pressure deficit (VPD).

2.3. Fruit Measurements and Experimental Design

Starting at 10 days after full bloom, fruit thickness, width, and length were measured
in both cultivars using a digital caliper at two-week intervals.

Fruit diameter was monitored continuously, at 15-min intervals, with the fruit gauges
described by Morandi et al. [29] connected to a CR-1000 data logger (Campbell Scientific,
Inc., Logan, UT, USA). In each cultivar, measurements were carried out using 12 fruit
gauges placed in four fruits from different portions of the canopy in each of three trees per
cultivar. Fruit gauges were placed in the two cultivars at different times, as their timing of
fruit development differs. Measurements started at 51 days after full bloom (DAFB) in the
early-mid ripening ‘Tommy Atkins’, and at 58 DAFB in the late ripening ‘Keitt’.

In ‘Tommy Atkins’, diameter changes were monitored in three different periods:
I (20–27 July) from 51 to 58 DAFB; II (3–12 August) from 65 to 74 DAFB; III (24 August–
7 September) from 86 to 100 DAFB. Measurements of ‘Tommy Atkins’ covered 30 days,
corresponding to about 30% of its entire fruiting period.

In ‘Keitt’, diameter changes were monitored in four different periods: I (27 July–
2 August) from 58 to 64 DAFB; II (12–23 August) from 74 to 85 DAFB; III (7–21 September)
from 100 to 113 DAFB; IV (21 September–3 October) from 114 to 126 DAFB. Measurements
of ‘Keitt’ covered 52 days, corresponding to about 35% of its entire fruiting period.

2.4. Fruit Development Parameters

Data recorded by the data-logger were processed by graphical analysis. Fruit absolute
growth rate (AGR, mm day−1) was estimated by calculating the slope of the diameter
changes measured by fruit gauges in each monitored period.

The average daily fluctuation of fruit diameter (ΔD, mm) was also calculated for
each development stage. It is mainly related to fruit water exchanges (via xylem and
transpiration) and more evident during the cell expansion period. Finally, it was calculated
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a fruit development index, obtained from the ratio between AGR and ΔD. This index
was useful to detect the shifts from cell division stage to cell expansion stage to ripening
stage. The rationale behind this was that a relatively high index would be associated to cell
division, where a low ΔD and a high AGR are expected (growth due to small and actively
dividing cells); an intermediate index would be associated to cell expansion, where both
high ΔD and AGR are expected (growth due mainly to cell water influx); a relatively low
index would be associated to fruit ripening, where a medium to high ΔD and a low AGR
are expected (very low growth and some cell water exchanges). To evaluate the influence
of the environment on fruit development, VPD and ΔD were also related.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Linear regression analysis was performed on fruit gauge data to estimate AGR in each
fruit development stage, using Sigmaplot 12.0 (Systat Software Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) pro-
cedures. Sigmaplot regression analysis procedures were also used to test the relationships
between ΔD and VPD and evaluate the influence of the environment on fruit growth. Dif-
ferences of AGR, ΔD, and development index (AGR ΔD−1) among measurement periods
were tested using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The means were compared
by Tukey’s multiple comparison test at the 0.05 significant level using Systat statistical
software version 13 (Systat Software Inc.). As a temporal reference, it was used the central
day of the interval of each period. For ‘Tommy Atkins’, the reference days were: 56 DAFB
(I); 69 DAFB (II); 93 DAFB (III). For ‘Keitt’, the reference days were: 61 DAFB (I); 80 DAFB
(II); 107 DAFB (III); 120 DAFB (IV).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Climate Data

During the experiment, the average temperature was 25.9 ◦C, with a maximum tem-
perature of 35.9 ◦C reached on 22 July, and a minimum temperature of 18.0 ◦C reached on
3 October. The average relative humidity (RH) of the area was 68.1%, with a mini-
mum value of 32.0% recorded on 8 August. The maximum RH was 98.9% recorded on
4 September during the rainfall events (>120 mm) that occurred in the period between the
end of August and the beginning of September.

At the beginning of August, the weather was hot and dry, with relatively high VPD
values reaching 1.5–2 kPa (on 8 August). VPD shown a constant pattern from 20 July to
28 August and from 7 September to the end of the trial (5 October), with daily minimum
values of 0.64 kPa and maximum values of 2 kPa. Between 29 August and 6 September, a
heavy rain event caused a rapid drop of daily VPD to 0.21 kPa (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Trends of daily temperature, VPD, and rainfall at Caronia, northern Sicily (38◦03′ N, and 14◦33′ E, 5 m a.s.l.)
during the trial period.
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3.2. Fruit Growth

The typical sigmoidal fruit growth pattern was observed in fruits of both cultivars
(Figure 2). In ‘Keitt’, the growth in length was the most rapid followed by width and finally
by thickness, resulting in the characteristic flattened shape of the fruit (Figure 2A) [44]. In
‘Tommy Atkins’, although length was also the most rapidly growing fruit dimension, fruit
width and thickness showed very similar trends, resulting in a rounder shape typical of
this cultivar (Figure 2B).

Figure 2. Fruit growth curve of ‘Keitt’ (A) in the four observation periods (I, II, III, IV), and ‘Tommy
Atkins’ (B) in the three observation periods (I, II, III) monitored with a digital caliper. In ‘Keitt’,
Length = 120.62/(1 + e(−(DAFB−35.11)/12.56)); R2 = 0.99. Width = 92.04/(1 + e(−(DAFB−35.84)/14.01));
R2 = 0.99. Thickness = 77.23/(1 + e(−(DAFB−39.01)/16.11)); R2 = 0.99. In ‘Tommy Atkins’,
Length = 120.31/(1 + e(−(DAFB−32.95)/11.81)); R2 = 0.99. Width = 87.25/(1 + e(−(DAFB−36.66)/14.56));
R2 = 0.99. Thickness = 84.13/(1 + e(−(DAFB−38.66)/14.56)); R2 = 0.99.

The growth curves highlighted the expected difference in the length of the fruiting
period in the two cultivars, lasting about 105 days in ‘Tommy Atkins’ and about 140 days in
‘Keitt’. This difference consisted mostly in a longer ripening stage in ‘Keitt’ than in ‘Tommy
Atkins’, because, even though both cultivars have similar polygalacturonase activity, ‘Keitt’
retains more total pectin at the beginning of the ripening stage than ‘Tommy Atkins’ [45].
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The use of fruit gauges allowed for the detection of diameter variation and monitoring
of growth rate during the 24 h (Figure 3). The fruit gauges recorded diameter fluctuations
throughout the day, which continued with a similar fashion in all the monitoring periods.
In fact, from about 18:00 to about 8:00 of the next day, there was a rapid increase of fruit
diameter followed by a sharp decrease during the hottest hours, with a different net
diameter increase (growth rate) depending on the period of observation. This is in line with
what is explained by the model of Léchaudel et al. [46] and Faust [47], which emphasizes a
negative correlation between transpiration and water potential in mango fruit. In detail,
the transpiration rate is maximum during the hottest hours, when xylem water potential
reaches its minimum, while during the evening and the night water potential is restored,
and fruits gradually expand to reach sizes larger than the initial.

Figure 3. Trends of diametric growth of ‘Keitt’ mangos in the four observation periods monitored by fruit gauges every
15 min from 58 to 64 DAFB (A), from 74 to 85 DAFB (B), from 100 to 113 days DAFB (C), and from 114 to 126 DAFB
(D). The blue lines indicate days of rainfall. Period I: Diameter = 0.535DAFB − 23,297; R2 = 0.957; p < 0.001. Period (II):
Diameter = 0.410DAFB – 17,864; R2 = 0.978; p < 0.0001. Period (III): Diameter = 0.126DAFB − 5434; R2 = 0.910; p < 0.001.
Period (III): Diameter = 0.142DAFB − 6137; R2 = 0.948; p < 0.001.
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In ‘Keitt’, fruit diameter started shrinking at 8:30–9:30 and continued until
17:30–18:00. During this time of the day, fruits may lose water, and consequently vol-
ume in two ways: directly, because of the fruit transpiration, and indirectly, via xylem
(backflow). This occurs when the leaf transpiration is rather high, especially during warm
days and high VPD, and the water supply from the roots is insufficient to counteract the
water shortage. In these cases, water might flow outward from the fruit according to the
water potential gradient [25]. Thus, fruit shrinkage is caused by a negative water balance
because water losses cannot be compensated by phloem inputs. From 18:00 onward fruit
diameter increased until the morning, with the fruit generally reaching a larger size than
the previous day (Figure 3). This size difference between consecutive days represents the
net daily growth and can be mainly associated to an accumulation of dry matter, including
a pool of organic and inorganic molecules that become part of the cellular structures of the
fruit (Figure 4). Only in period III, between 91 and 96 DAFB (Figure 4 III), reduced and ir-
regular diameter fluctuations were detected. This occurred in correspondence with intense
rainfall events between 29 August and 3 September, i.e., when RH was >90% and VPD
reached 0.21 kPa (Figure 1). According to Torres Ruiz et al. [48] supplying water when kiwi
vines are experiencing stressing environmental conditions, e.g., very high transpiration
rates, can influence fruit volume growth in the following days, causing a marked reduction
of daily fluctuations. About two days later, RH, temperature and VPD values returned to
the typical values of the period and fruits gradually resumed regular daily fluctuations
and growth (Figure 4 III).

Similarly, in ‘Tommy Atkins’, a diametric decrease was observed during the warmest
part of the day, starting between 8:30 and 9:15 and ending between 17:00 and 17:45. Sub-
sequently, a constant increase in diameter was recorded during the observation periods
(Figure 4). Only in period III, between 91 and 96 DAFB (Figure 4 III), reduced and irregular
diameter fluctuations were detected. This occurred in correspondence with intense rainfall
events between 29 August and 3 September, i.e., when RH was >90% and VPD reached
0.21 kPa (Figure 1). According to Torres Ruiz et al. [48], supplying water when kiwi vines
are experiencing stressing environmental conditions, e.g., very high transpiration rates,
can influence fruit volume growth in the following days, causing a marked reduction of
daily fluctuations. About two days later, RH, temperature and VPD values returned to the
typical values of the period and fruits gradually resumed regular daily fluctuations and
growth (Figure 4 III).

3.3. Fruit Development

In both cultivars, fruit AGR decreased significantly with progressing development
(Figure 5). Specifically, in ‘Keitt’, AGR was highest in period I, with values reaching
0.53 ± 0.05 mm day−1. A significant and similar reduction was observed in periods III
and IV, while AGR in period II was intermediate (Figure 5A). This suggests a substantial
decrease in dry matter accumulation rate by the fruit during its development. It also
indicates that during period I, fruits were still in an active growth phase, probably due to
cell expansion mechanisms, strictly dependent on carbohydrate accumulation and water
recall by osmosis. Subsequently, the reduction in growth confirmed that period II was
a transition period between the end of cell expansion and the beginning of ripening. A
similar decrease of AGR during mango fruit development was shown by Lechaudel in
‘Lirfa’ [49] and by Dambreville in ‘Cogshall’ and ‘José’ [50]. Following periods occurred at
the time of full drupe maturation (Figure 5A).
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Figure 4. Trends of diametric growth of ‘Tommy Atkins’ mangos in the three observation periods
monitored by fruit gauges every 15 min from 51 to 58 DAFB (A), from 65 to 74 DAFB (B), and from 86
to 100 DAFB (C). The blue lines indicate days of rainfall. Period I: Diameter = 1.010DAFB − 50,888;
R2 = 0.991; p < 0.001. Period II: Diameter = 0.417DAFB − 18,141; R2 = 0.989; p < 0.001. Period (III):
Diameter = 0.357DAFB – 15,513; R2 = 0.995; p < 0.001.
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Figure 5. Fruit absolute growth rate (AGR), daily diameter fluctuations (ΔD), and development index (AGR ΔD−1) of ‘Keitt’
(A–C) and ‘Tommy Atkins’ (D–F) mango during the monitoring periods (Keitt: 61, 80, 107, 120 DAFB. Tommy Atkins: 56,
69, 93 DAFB). DAFB = days after full bloom.

In ‘Tommy Atkins’, AGR was highest also in period I with an average of 1.01 ± 0.14 mm
day−1, showing a high net daily growth, also visible in the first period of the sigmoidal
curve between 20 and 60 DAFB (Figure 2B). In subsequent periods, there was a significant
and similar reduction in fruit growth of about 60%, with values of 0.42 ± 0.05 mm day−1

and 0.36 ± 0.02 mm day−1 in period II and III, respectively (Figure 5D). In this case, fruits
monitored in period I were actively growing, most likely by cell expansion, while fruits at
periods II and III were already at the ripening stage.

In ‘Keitt’, also ΔD showed a significant reduction over the four periods of fruit
development, going from 0.64 ± 0.05 mm in period I, to 0.30 ± 0.04 mm in period IV
(Figure 5B). This indicates that fruits monitored in periods III and IV were not at cell
expansion stage as cell expansion depends mainly on water inflow that would have caused
marked daily diameter fluctuations (Figure 5B). Decreases in ΔD could be associated with
lower water exchanges from the fruit to either the atmosphere or the rest of the plant at
more advanced developmental stages. These could be determined by the beginning of
the ripening stage, in which the water exchanges between the fruit and the environment
(transpiration) are gradually reduced, probably due to the thickening of the peel cuticle [51–53].

Also in ‘Tommy Atkins’, marked diameter fluctuations were detected in period I
(0.91 ± 0.11 mm). However, these were more than halved in periods II and III dropping
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to 0.45 ± 0.04 and 0.40 ± 0.05 mm, respectively (Figure 5E). This is a second piece of
evidence indicating that the fruit in period I was still in an active growth phase due to cell
expansion mechanisms associated to water exchanges. The reduction of ΔD in periods
II and III could be due to a reduction in fruit transpiration, possibly driven by cuticular
thickening phenomena during ripening [54], or to a lower xylem communication with
the plant. Indeed, cuticular conductance values in mango can vary depending on the
microclimatic conditions of fruit growth [24], thus limiting transpiration phenomena [55].
In this regard, Léchaudel et al. [56] showed that the rate of water accumulation in mangoes
decreases when the dry matter of the fruit increases. All these phenomena (reduction of
growth, reduction of the transpiration rate by cuticular thickening, xylem isolation) may
be associated with the beginning of the ripening phase, which is also characterized by the
activation of metabolic activities determining physiological, biochemical, and organoleptic
changes [32,57].

In order to evaluate the effect of microclimate conditions on fruit growth dynamics,
ΔD was related to VPD. In ‘Keitt’, a direct exponential relationship was found between the
two parameters over the four monitoring periods, i.e., as VPD increased, the amplitude of
daily fluctuations in fruit diameter rapidly increased (Figure 6A). In this case, VPD seems
to be the main driving force determining fruit diameter fluctuations. Morandi et al. [23]
found a similar behavior in peach fruit showing a direct relationship between transpiration
rate (directly linked with diameter fluctuations) and VPD at cell division and cell expansion
stages, demonstrating a tight coupling of fruit transpiration to environmental conditions
during these developmental stages.

Figure 6. Relationship between vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and daily fluctuations in fruit diameter (ΔD) in ‘Keitt’ over
the four monitoring periods (A), and ‘Tommy Atkins’ (B) mango at monitoring period I. Keitt: ΔD = 0.076 × e(1.1579VPD);
R2 = 0.679; p < 0.001. Tommy Atkins: ΔD = 2.175 − 1.248VPD; R2 = 0.788; p = 0.008.

In ‘Tommy Atkins’, on the other hand, a linear inverse relationship between ΔD and
VPD was found only in period I (Figure 6B). Fruits of the Tommy Atkins cultivar have a
relatively low rate of transpiration compared with other mango cultivars, due to a cuticle
structure characterized by a relatively high wax content, a limited number of lenticels [51]
and a high density of resin ducts [58]. This along with a possible leaf stomatal closure in
response to high VPD may explain the decrease of daily diametrical oscillations as VPD
increased. Already at period II, however, no relationship (p = 0.083) between the two
parameters was found. This could support the hypothesis that in this period, the fruit was
entering the ripening phase and was becoming isolated at the hydric level, i.e., interrupting
xylem and stomatal flows, and non-dependent on VPD variations. This phenomenon was
most evident in period III, where the absence of the relationship between ΔD and VPD
was confirmed (p = 0.278), supporting the hypothesis that during ripening, fruits limit
water exchanges with the atmosphere (no transpiration) and with the rest of the plant
by xylem backflow. In fact, data recorded in period III showed no significant changes in
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diameter. In kiwi, this has been attributed to a drop in the daily transpiration rate, as fruits
stop xylem inflow in the last phase limiting the formation of pressure gradients ideal for
water movement [33]. According to Nordey [52], in ‘Cogshal’ mango, changes in xylem
flow are related to a decrease in water conductivity of xylem vessels, driven by vessel
occlusion. Also in fruits of other species, including kiwi [27,54], apple [26], cherry [59] and
grapes [60], an occlusion of xylem vessels was observed as the conduction of these tissues
during particular climatic conditions could imply large water losses by backflow [59]. As
mentioned above, ‘Tommy Atkins’ fruits have very low cuticular conductance compared to
other varieties, especially at the ripening stage, and this may explain the different behavior
of ‘Tommy Atkins’ and ‘Keitt’ in response to VPD [61]. In particular, ‘Keitt’ presents greater
proportion of amorphous zone than ‘Tommy Atkins’, due to a faster cuticular degradation,
increasing fruit skin water permeability.

The ratio between AGR and ΔD, or development index, was calculated to understand
what the prevailing mechanism between cell division and expansion in the growth model
was, assuming that a large ΔD would be mainly due to intense water exchanges typical
of the cell expansion mechanism. Specifically, in ‘Keitt’, the development index was
significantly higher in period I than in periods III and IV, with intermediate values in
period II (Figure 5C). Considering that both parameters followed similar decreasing trends
and that AGR values were very low in periods III and IV, it can be stated that in period I,
cell division may have prevailed over cell expansion, while in period III and IV internal
changes prevailed over fruit growth, typical of the fruit ripening stage. Period II fell into
an intermediate stage where growth gradually slowed down and cell expansion may have
prevailed over cell division. The transition stage between periods I and III (65–99 DAFB) can
be considered relatively long in this mid- to late-ripening cultivar (Figure 5C). In ‘Tommy
Atkins’, AGR and ΔD showed the same trends resulting in no significant differences in
development index among monitoring periods (Figure 5F). Since some growth was still
present until fruit harvest (although at a slower rate than in period I), we can assume that
both cell division and expansion coexisted at constant rates during all three monitoring
periods. This indicates on one side, that this early-ripening cultivar keeps growing until
the end of fruit development, and on the other side, that a period of greater cell division
than cell expansion mechanism must occur before 56 DAFB, if ever.

4. Conclusions

This paper describes unpublished information about the growth of mango fruit in a
Mediterranean environment and may represent a solid ground for further investigations.
The use of fruit gauges on drupes allowed the monitoring of diametric variations over time
in response to environmental and physiological conditions of two important cultivars such
as Keitt and Tommy Atkins. Thanks to the identification of the different growth stages,
and more importantly of the moments when either cell division or cell expansion prevails
during fruit development, the optimal time for the application of specific management
practices (fertilization, irrigation, fruit thinning) could be established.

The precise identification of the beginning of the ripening phase is also very useful to
maximize fruit quality, for example by applying deficit irrigation with nearly no risk to
compromise final fruit size.

The association between environmental conditions and fruit growth also indicated
that ‘Keitt’ fruit growth takes advantage of increasing VPD, suggesting a good adaptation
of this cultivar to Mediterranean environments. The same does not seem to be true for
‘Tommy Atkins’, acting as a genotype sensitive to quick changes in VPD and most likely to
the dry conditions of Mediterranean summers. Further scientific work on this track will
have to confirm or disprove the fruit hydric isolation hypothesis formulated in this study
during the later fruit development stages.
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Abstract: Virginia mountain mint (Pycnanthemum virginianum) is a peppermint-flavored aromatic
herb of the Lamiaceae and is mainly used for culinary, medicinal, aromatic, and ornamental pur-
poses. North Alabama’s climate is conducive to growing mint for essential oils used in culinary,
confectionery, and medicinal purposes. There is, however, a need for varieties of P. virginianum
that can be adapted and easily grown for production in North Alabama. Towards this end, four
field-grown varieties with three harvesting times (M1H1, M1H2, M1H3; M2H1, M2H2, M2H3; M3H1,
M3H2, M3H3, M4H1, M4H2, M4H3) were evaluated for relative differences in essential oil yield and
composition. Thirty-day-old greenhouse-grown plants of the four varieties were transplanted on
raised beds in the field at the Alabama A & M University Research Station in North Alabama. The
plots were arranged in a randomized complete block with three replications. The study’s objective
was to compare the four varieties for essential oil yield and their composition at three harvest times,
135, 155, and 170 days after planting (DAP). Essential oils were obtained by hydrodistillation with
continuous extraction with dichloromethane using a Likens–Nickerson apparatus and analyzed by
gas chromatographic techniques. At the first harvest, the essential oil yield of the four varieties
showed that M1H1 had a yield of 1.15%, higher than M2H1, M3H1, and M4H1 with 0.91, 0.76, and
1.03%, respectively. The isomenthone concentrations increased dramatically through the season in M1
(M1H1, M1H2, M1H3) by 19.93, 54.7, and 69.31%, and M3 (M3H1, M3H2, M3H3) by 1.81, 48.02, and
65.83%, respectively. However, it increased only slightly in M2 and M4. The thymol concentration
decreased slightly but not significantly in all four varieties; the thymol in M2 and M4 was very high
compared with M1 and M3. The study showed that mountain mint offers potential for production
in North Alabama. Two varieties, M1 and M3, merit further studies to determine yield stability,
essential oil yield, composition, and cultivation development practices.

Keywords: pulegone; isomenthone; menthone; thymol; p-cymene; chemotypes; seasonal variation;
enantiomeric distribution

1. Introduction

Discovered and named ‘mountain mint’ by the French Botanist Andre Micaux [1],
Pycnanthemum Michx. is an herbaceous perennial belonging to the family Lamiaceae. The
plants can grow up to 1 meter in height with delicate, angular stems and 4–6 cm long
narrowly lanceolate leaves. The leaves are known for their mild mint flavor. The plants
grow well in semi-shaded woodlands and along waterways on well-drained, light, sandy,
loam clay soils with a pH ranging from slightly acidic to slightly alkaline [2].

Pycnanthemum Michx. has been reported to consist of an estimated 20 species according
to World Flora Online [3], all of which occur in North America: Pycnanthemum albescens
Torr. & A. Gray, Pycnanthemum beadlei (Small) Fernald, Pycnanthemum californicum Torr. ex
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Durand, Pycnanthemum clinopodioides Torr. & A. Gray, Pycnanthemum curvipes (Greene)

E.Grant & Epling, Pycnanthemum flexuosum (Walter) Britton, Sterns & Poggenb., Pyc-
nanthemum floridanum E.Grant & Epling, Pycnanthemum incanum (L.) Michx., Pycnan-
themum loomisii Nutt., Pycnanthemum monotrichum Fernald, Pycnanthemum montanum
Michx., Pycnanthemum muticum (Michx.) Pers., Pycnanthemum nudum Nutt., Pycnan-
themum pycnanthemoides (Leavenw.) Fernald, Pycnanthemum setosum Nutt., Pycnan-
themum tenuifolium Schrad., Pycnanthemum torreyi Benth., Pycnanthemum verticillatum
(Michx.) Pers., Pycnanthemum virginianum (L.) T. Durand & B.D. Jacks. ex B.L. Rob. &

Fernald, and Pycnanthemum viridifolium E.Grant & Epling. The species highlighted in bold

have been recorded in the state of Alabama. Nearly 50% of the known species are found in
Alabama, which underscores the adaptation of mountain mint to Alabama environments.

Several Pycnanthemum species have been used in Native American traditional medicine [1].
The Choctaw took a hot decoction of P. albescens leaves as a diaphoretic for colds. The
Miwok used P. californicum as a treatment for colds. A poultice of leaves of P. flexuosum or
P. incanum was used by the Cherokee to relieve headache, while a leaf infusion of these
plants was taken for fevers. The Lakota took an infusion of the leaves of P. virginianum
for coughs. In addition, P. flexuosum and P. incanum were used by the Cherokee for food,
and the Chippewa used P. virginianum to season meat or broth. Today, mountain mint is
popularly used as a mild-flavored tea, and the leaves and buds are often eaten in salads.
Mountain mint tea is known to be curative, diaphoretic, and carminative [1,2]. The tea
made of mountain mint leaves is used for treating menstrual disorders, mild headaches,
fevers, colds, coughs, and indigestion [1–3]. Mountain mint has been shown to cause
abortions if consumed by pregnant women [1].

The essential oil composition of mountain mints varies considerably among species,
and the major components are carvacrol, menthone, isomenthone, β-elemene, limonene,
piperitone (minty and camphor-like odor [4]), and germacrene D, characteristic of species
in the Lamiaceae [5,6]. The uses of Pycnanthemum species are based on essential oil compo-
sition, e.g., P. virginianum rich in menthone and isomenthone have culinary and medicinal
uses; Pycnanthemum species rich in β-elemene and low in pulegone are known to attract
beneficial insects, mainly bees and butterflies, whereas species such as P. muticum, rich in
pulegone, are insect repellants. If consumed, pulegone can be toxic to the liver, but it is
apparently safe to rub P. muticum herb on clothes to deter chiggers, gnats, and ticks [7].
Species with little or no pulegone are used for making teas and infusions. The global
market demand for mint essential oil was an estimated 177.88 million USD in 2018 with a
predicted annual growth rate of 9.2% between 2014 and 2025 [8]. Thus, mountain mint rich
in menthone and isomenthone may be suitable for pharmaceutical and nutraceutical, food
& beverage, cosmetic, aromatherapy, and cleaning products markets [8]. About 50% of
mountain mint species grow wild in Alabama and are adapted to shady environments and
sandy marginal soils. Therefore, this crop merits consideration for evaluation as an alterna-
tive, niche-market cash crop in Alabama. Towards this end, four varieties of P. virginianum
were evaluated for their leaf biomass and essential oil content and composition.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Fresh Leaf Biomass Yield

There were significant differences among varieties for fresh leaf biomass at 135 and
155 days after transplanting (DAP), but no such differences existed at 179 DAP (Figure 1).
At 135 DAP, M1 and M2 had significantly more fresh leaf biomass than other varieties.
At 155 DAP, Varieties M1 and M3 had similar leaf fresh weights and were significantly
greater than that of M2 and M4. At 170 DAP, however, all varieties produced similar fresh
leaf biomass. The fresh leaf biomass of all varieties decreased with age, and at 170 DAP,
it was less than half of that produced at 135 DAP. M3 did not fare well at the first time of
planting because the plants in two replications died, but this may be related to inadequate
propagules and the harvesting plan. July, the month following planting, received the lowest
amount of precipitation combined with high temperatures (see Supplementary Figure S1),
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which may have affected the poorly established plants of M3. However, this variety has
shown consistently good growth in the greenhouse and in the field trials in progress.
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Figure 1. Changes with time in leaf fresh biomass of four mountain mint varieties grown in North Alabama, USA. Bars
with same letter are not significantly different at p ≤ 0.05. NS = not significant.

The fresh leaf biomass as a percentage of whole plant biomass varied with variety
(Figure 2). At the first time of harvest (135 DAP), varieties M1 and M3 with leaf biomass of
nearly 70% of the whole plant biomass were superior in leaf production than M1 and M2.
At 155 DAP, all varieties had lower levels of leaf biomass as a percentage of whole-plant
biomass with narrow differences between varieties. However, M3 had a higher percentage
of leaf biomass than M4. At 170 DAP, the leaf biomass as a percentage of the whole
plant was lower among all varieties relative to those at 155 or 135 DAP; the magnitude
of differences between varieties increased. Thus, M3 partitioned a greater percentage of
leaves compared to other varieties. M1 with 58% was superior to M2 and M4, which had a
similar percentage of leaf biomass. In general, the M1 and M3 were consistently superior
to M2 and M4. Seasonal effects were observed as all varieties had lower leaf biomass
as the season advanced. Although the literature on the growth and yield of mountain
mint is scarce, there is published research on variation in biomass accumulation and oil
content in species belonging to the Lamiaceae [9–12]. Brar et al. [10] reported a larger
leaf-to-stem ratio in Mentha arvensis L. Higher accumulations of fresh leaf biomass during
the mid-season and decline as the crop matured has been observed in Mentha piperita L. [12]
as well as M. arvensis [11], a trend observed in this study.

There were limited time-of-harvest × variety interactions for fresh leaf biomass. The
interaction of M1 was significant with the first and second time of harvest, whereas the
interaction of M2 and M3 was significant with the first and second time of harvest, respec-
tively. All other interactions among time of harvest and varieties were not significantly
different at p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2. Variation among four mountain mint varieties for fresh leaf biomass as a percentage of whole plant biomass at
three times of harvest. Alabama, USA. Bars with same letter are not significantly different at p ≤ 0.05.

2.2. Chemical Composition of Essential Oils

The chemical compositions of the P. virginianum essential oils have been determined by
gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) and quantified by gas chromatography–
flame ionization detection (GC-FID). The essential oil compositions are compiled in Sup-
plementary Tables S1–S4. The major components of the four varieties of P. virginianum over
three harvest dates are summarized in Table 1.
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The four varieties of P. virginianum showed different volatile chemical profiles and
apparently define different chemical variations of this species. In order to discern the
phytochemical differences between these varieties, a hierarchical cluster analysis was
carried out using 16 of the most abundant essential oil components (1-octen-3-ol, myrcene,
p-cymene, limonene, γ-terpinene, cis-sabinene hydrate, menthone, isomenthone, trans-
isopulegone, cis-piperitenol, pulegone, thymol, carvacrol, unidentified (RI 1345), (E)-β-
caryophyllene, and germacrene D) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Dendrogram obtained by hierarchical cluster analysis of the 16 most abundant components
of Pycnanthemum virginianum essential oils. ‘M’ represents the varieties, ‘R’ is the replicate of each
variety, and ‘H’ is the harvesting times.

There are four clearly defined clusters based on the cluster analysis: Cluster 1 can be de-
fined as a pulegone/menthone cluster and comprises five samples, three M1 samples, and
two M3 samples, all collected from the first harvest. Cluster 2 is an isomenthone/pulegone
cluster and is made up of a variety M1 and M3 samples from harvests two and three.
Cluster 3 is a thymol/pulegone cluster made up chiefly of M2 samples. Cluster 4 is a
thymol/p-cymene chemotype and is made up of variety M4 samples. Chemotype 1, rich in
pulegone but also with high concentrations of menthone and isomenthone, is similar in
composition to several samples of Mentha pulegium L. (pennyroyal) [13] and may, therefore,
serve as a substitute herb for pennyroyal. Commercial M. pulegium essential oil contains
around 84% pulegone (Aromatic Plant Research Center, Lehi, UT, USA). Note that these
are early harvest samples of M1 and M3; later-harvested samples of M1 and M3 showed a
preponderance of isomenthol with reduced concentrations of pulegone. The concentration
of menthone also increased through the season for M1 (Figure 4). Varieties M2 and M3
also showed a seasonal decrease in pulegone and increasing isomenthone (Figures 5 and 6).
The decrease in pulegone concentration with a concomitant increase in menthone and
isomenthone concentrations is not surprising. Pulegone is the precursor in the biosynthesis
of menthone and isomenthone [14,15]. There are several chemotypes of Thymus vulgaris L.,
but one chemotype is rich in thymol and p-cymene [16,17], and commercial thyme essential
oil (doTERRA International, Pleasant Grove, UT, USA) is composed of 44% thymol and
10% p-cymene. Thus, the thymol/p-cymene chemotype (cluster 4) of P. virginianum could
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serve as a substitute for thyme. Variety M4 (i.e., cluster 4) showed a significant increase in
p-cymene concentration coupled with a decrease in thymol concentration (Figure 7).

Figure 4. Seasonal variation in the menthone, isomenthone, and pulegone percent concentrations for
Pycnanthemum virginianum variety M1. Percent concentrations with same letter are not significantly
different at p ≤ 0.05. H1, H2, and H3 are harvest times, 135, 155, and 170 days after planting,
respectively.

Figure 5. Seasonal variation in the menthone, pulegone, and thymol percent concentrations for
Pycnanthemum virginianum variety M2. Percent concentrations with same letter are not significantly
different at p ≤ 0.05. H1, H2, and H3 are harvest times, 135, 155, and 170 days after planting,
respectively.
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Figure 6. Seasonal variation in the menthone, isomenthone, and pulegone percent concentrations for
Pycnanthemum virginianum variety M3. Percent concentrations with same letter are not significantly
different at p ≤ 0.05. H1, H2, and H3 are harvest times, 135, 155, and 170 days after planting, respectively.

Figure 7. Seasonal variation in the p-cymene and thymol percent concentrations for Pycnanthemum
virginianum variety M4. Percent concentrations with same letter are not significantly different at
p ≤ 0.05. H1, H2, and H3 are harvest times, 135, 155, and 170 days after planting, respectively.

There is currently very little information on the volatile phytochemistry of other
Pycnanthemum species. The essential oil composition of P. incanum, cultivated in south
Alabama, has been determined [18]. The major components in P. incanum oil were 1,8-
cineole (30.7%), α-terpineol (16.9%), (E)-β-caryophyllene (11.0%), borneol (8.2%), and
germacrene D (5.0%). p-Cymene (0.8%, menthone (0.2%), isomenthone (1.0%), pulegone
(1.8%), and thymol (0.3%) were found in relatively low concentrations.

2.3. Chemical Composition of Essential Oils

The P. virginianum essential oils were analyzed by chiral gas chromatography–mass
spectrometry in order to examine the enantiomeric distribution of the terpenoid compo-
nents. The enantiomeric distributions are compiled in Supplementary Tables S5–S8; a
summary of the enantiomeric distributions is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Enantiomeric distribution of terpenoid constituents of Pycnanthemum virginianum a.

Compound M1 M2 M3 M4

α-Thujene 54:46 72:28 — 76:24
α-Pinene 24:76 58:42 23:77 72:28

Camphene 100:0 100:0 — 100:0
Sabinene 30:70 0:100 28:72 variable b

β-Pinene 46:54 54:46 46:54 31:69
α-Phellandrene — 95:5 — 96:4

δ-3-Carene — 100:0 — 100:0
α-Terpinene — 100:0 — 100:0
Limonene 6:94 0:100 7:93 variable c

β-Phellandrene — 0:100 — 0:100
cis-Sabinene hydrate — 95:5 — 99:1

Linalool — 100:0 — variable d

trans-Sabinene
hydrate — 78:22 — 82:18

Menthone 0:100 0:100 0:100 0:100
Isomenthone 100:0 100:0 100:0 100:0

Borneol — 0:100 — 0:100
Terpinen-4-ol — 65:35 — 66:34
α-Terpineol 9:91 32:68 10:90 variable e

Pulegone 100:0 100:0 100:0 100:0
Piperitone 94:6 — 89:11 —
δ-Elemene — — — variable f

α-Copaene — — — 100:0
trans-β-Elemene 15:85 20:80 16:84 6:94

(E)-β-Caryophyllene 100:0 100:0 100:0 100:0
Germacrene D 91:9 94:6 91:9 80:20
δ-Cadinene 0:100 0:100 0:100 0:100

a Average enantiomeric distributions, % (+)-enantiomer : % (–)-enantiomer, for each variety. b (+)-enantiomer
ranged 0–72%. c Mostly (–)-enantiomer, but one sample with 49% (+)-limonene. d (+)-enantiomer ranged 19–100%.
e Mostly (+)-enantiomer, but one sample with only 33% (+)-linalool. f (+)-enantiomer ranged 0–50%.

There was variability in several of the terpenoid constituents of P. virginianum essential
oils. α-Thujene showed some variation in enantiomeric distribution between the different
varieties; M1 had nearly a racemic mixture, whereas M2 and M4 were predominantly (+)-
α-thujene. Camphene was exclusively the (–)-enantiomer in M1, M2, and M4, but it could
not be measured in M3. Sabinene showed variation in enantiomeric distribution. M1 and
M2 mostly showed the (–)-enantiomer, M3 was exclusively (–)-sabinene, and M4 showed
considerable variation through the season. (+)-Linalool was the only enantiomer observed
in M2, but the enantiomeric distribution in M4 varied through the season. (–)-α-Terpineol
dominated the distribution in M1, M2, and M3, but (+)-α-terpineol was predominant in
M4. The (+)-enantiomers were exclusively found for camphene, δ-3-carene, α-terpinene,
isomenthone, pulegone, and (E)-β-caryophyllene, and the dominant enantiomers for α-
phellandrene, cis-sabinene hydrate, trans-sabinene hydrate, terpinen-4-ol, piperitone, and
germacrene D. The (–)-enantiomers were exclusive for β-phellandrene, menthone, and
δ-cadinene, and the dominant enantiomer for limonene, δ-elemene, and trans-β-elemene.
Consistent with the biosynthesis of monoterpenes in Mentha [14,15,19], (+)-pulegone is the
apparent precursor of (–)-menthone and (+)-isomenthone in Pycnanthemum.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Cultivation of Pycnanthemum virginianum Varieties

The seeds of four varieties of Pycnanthemum virginianum, obtained from the USDA
germplasm resource, were planted in seed germination flats filled with soilless potting mix
and placed in a temperature-controlled greenhouse. The greenhouse was maintained at
26–28 ◦C/15–18 ◦C day/night air temperatures with 13 h daylength. The relative humidity
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(RH) ranged 76–80%. The germinated plants were transplanted into 10-cm pots containing
soilless mix and grown in the greenhouse for 1 year.

The propagules with root and rhizome from the 12-month-old potted plants were
then transplanted onto raised beds (beds 50 cm wide and 15 cm high) covered with a black
plastic sheet with drip tape underneath at the Alabama A&M Winfred Thomas Agricultural
Research Station located in Hazel Green, AL (latitude 34◦89′ N and longitude 86◦56′ W).
The soil at the experimental site is a Decatur silty loam (fine, kaolinitic, thermic Rhodic
Paleudult). Before making the raised beds, a strip of land was rototilled. A mixture of
organic manures, composted chicken manure, and vermicompost to provide an equivalent
of 50 kg/ha of nitrogen was incorporated in the soil. Besides organic manure mix, the plants
received soluble organic fertilizer at 3-week intervals through the drip irrigation method.
The plants were maintained under soil moisture-stress-free conditions. The experimental
design was a randomized complete block design with three replications (R). One plant per
each variety per replication was harvested at 135, 155, and 170 days after planting (DAP) to
assess fresh leaf biomass production and essential oil content and its composition. At each
harvest time, the fresh leaves from the plants were collected early morning and placed
immediately in a cooler with ice packs for transportation to the laboratory at the University
of Alabama in Huntsville for further processing.

3.2. Hydrodistillation of Pycnanthemum virginianum

At each harvest, the fresh leaves of P. virginianum were chopped and hydrodistilled
using a Likens–Nickerson apparatus with continuous extraction with dichloromethane to
give the essential oils (Table 3).

Table 3. Hydrodistillation details of Pycnanthemum virginianum cultivated in North Alabama.

Sample a Plant Mass (g)
Essential Oil

Yield (mg)
% Yield

Essential Oil
Color

M1H1R1 104.08 1127.6 1.083 pale yellow
M1H1R2 105.70 1164.6 1.102 pale yellow
M1H1R3 122.45 1548.9 1.265 pale yellow
M2H1R1 82.71 704.9 0.852 yellow
M2H1R2 70.22 580.0 0.826 yellow
M2H1R3 75.80 791.6 1.044 yellow
M3H1R1 40.13 302.3 0.753 pale yellow
M3H1R2 0.00 plant died — —
M3H1R3 74.15 572.1 0.772 pale yellow
M4H1R1 30.67 301.2 0.982 yellow
M4H1R2 35.31 345.8 0.979 yellow
M4H1R3 73.80 825.5 1.119 orange

M1H2R1 139.76 1330.7 0.952 pale yellow
M1H2R2 133.69 1093.3 0.818 pale yellow
M1H2R3 167.15 1862.5 1.114 pale yellow
M2H2R1 74.47 596.6 0.801 yellow
M2H2R2 59.86 463.1 0.774 yellow
M2H2R3 132.61 1003.9 0.757 yellow
M3H2R1 182.68 2157.9 1.181 pale yellow
M3H2R2 0.00 plant died — —
M3H2R3 0.00 plant died — —
M4H2R1 8.10 92.6 1.143 orange
M4H2R2 60.66 252.3 0.416 orange
M4H2R3 32.81 208.2 0.635 orange
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Table 3. Cont.

Sample a Plant Mass (g)
Essential Oil

Yield (mg)
% Yield

Essential Oil
Color

M1H3R1 100.14 582.0 0.581 pale yellow
M1H3R2 110.22 897.3 0.814 pale yellow
M1H3R3 59.71 556.9 0.933 pale yellow
M2H3R1 39.93 298.4 0.747 yellow
M2H3R2 53.23 510.8 0.960 yellow
M2H3R3 70.02 495.8 0.708 yellow
M3H3R1 0.00 plant died — —
M3H3R2 0.00 plant died — —
M3H3R3 110.07 945.5 0.859 yellow
M4H3R1 53.98 320.2 0.593 orange
M4H3R2 29.91 108.9 0.364 orange
M4H3R3 19.84 143.9 0.725 orange

a M indicates the P. virginianum variety; H is the harvest (H1 = 135 days after planting (DAP), H2 = 155 DAP, and
H3 = 170 DAP); R is the number of replicates of each plant variety (three replicates of each variety).

3.3. Gas Chromatographic Analysis

The P. virginianum essential oils were analyzed by gas chromatography with flame
ionization detection (GC-FID), gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS), and chi-
ral GC-MS as previously described [20]. The percent compositions were determined from
raw peak areas from the GC-FID data without standardization. Essential oil components
were identified by comparison of the MS fragmentation and retention indices with those
in the databases [21–24]. The enantiomeric distributions were determined from raw peak
areas from the chiral GC-MS without standardization.

3.4. Statistical Analysis

Each P. virginianum variety was analyzed using three replicate plants (when possible)
for each harvest time. The data are expressed a means ± standard deviations. Analysis of
variance was conducted by one-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey test using Minitab®

18 (Minitab Inc., State College, PA, USA). The interactions between harvesting time and
variety were determined using two-way ANOVA. Differences at p < 0.05 were considered
to be statistically significant. For the agglomerative hierarchical cluster (AHC) analysis,
the 31 essential oil compositions were treated as operational taxonomic units (OTUs),
and the concentrations (percentages) of 16 of the most abundant essential oil components
(1-octen-3-ol, myrcene, p-cymene, limonene, γ-terpinene, cis-sabinene hydrate, menthone,
isomenthone, trans-isopulegone, cis-piperitenol, pulegone, thymol, carvacrol, unidentified
(RI 1345), (E)-β-caryophyllene, and germacrene D) were used to determine the chemical
associations between the P. virginianum essential oil samples using XLSTAT Premium,
version 2018.1.1.62926 (Addinsoft, Paris, France). Similarity was determined using Pearson
correlation, and clustering was defined using the unweighted pair-group method with
arithmetic mean (UPGMA).

4. Conclusions

The Pycnanthemum virginianum varieties in the study showed significant variation
in fresh leaf biomass accumulation and essential oil composition, both between varieties
and dramatic seasonal variations. Nevertheless, based on leaf biomass production and
chemical profiles, two varieties, M1 and M3, merit further studies to determine yield
stability, essential oil yield, composition, and development of cultivation practices for
commercial production. For variety M1 at 130 DAP, the biomass yield was good, and
the chemical profile was similar to pennyroyal. Variety M2 had a rather unique chemical
profile, but the yield was inferior. M4 had a chemical profile similar to thyme, but the
biomass yields were low. M3 did not fare well, with half the plants dying, but this may be
related to the harvesting plan.
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Abstract: Korean ginseng is one of the most valuable medicinal plants worldwide. However, our un-
derstanding of ginseng proteomics is largely limited due to difficulties in the extraction and resolution
of ginseng proteins because of the presence of natural contaminants such as polysaccharides, phenols,
and glycosides. Here, we compared four different protein extraction methods, namely, TCA/acetone,
TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform, phenol–TCA/acetone, and phenol–MeOH/chloroform methods.
The TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform method displayed the highest extraction efficiency, and thus
it was used for the comparative proteome profiling of leaf, root, shoot, and fruit by a label-free
quantitative proteomics approach. This approach led to the identification of 2604 significantly modu-
lated proteins among four tissues. We could pinpoint differential pathways and proteins associated
with ginsenoside biosynthesis, including the methylerythritol 4–phosphate (MEP) pathway, the
mevalonate (MVA) pathway, UDP-glycosyltransferases (UGTs), and oxidoreductases (CYP450s).
The current study reports an efficient and reproducible method for the isolation of proteins from
a wide range of ginseng tissues and provides a detailed organ-based proteome map and a more
comprehensive view of enzymatic alterations in ginsenoside biosynthesis.

Keywords: label-free proteomics; Panax ginseng; ginsenosides; cytochrome p450; UDP-glycosyltrans-
ferase; MEP pathway; MVA pathway; TCA/acetone; methanol/chloroform

1. Introduction

Ginseng (Panax ginseng) is a precious medicinal plant exhibiting significant economic
values and pharmacological effects [1,2]. Owing to the presence of various bioactive com-
pounds such as saponins, alkaloids, polysaccharides, free amino acids, and (poly)phenolics,
ginseng has been proved to combat stress, improve the immune system, and maintain
optimal oxidative status against aging, as well as assisting medical treatments related to
central nervous system disorders, liver diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer [1,3].
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The world market of ginseng root and related products is worth USD 2084 million, sug-
gesting a huge production and demand for ginseng products [2], and therefore, multiple
studies at the genome [4], transcriptome [5], and metabolite [5] level have been conducted
to understand the biology of this plant.

In addition, efforts have also been made to improve our understanding of ginseng at
the protein level by utilizing proteomics approaches. Studies have focused on identifying
stress-responsive and ginsenoside biosynthesis-related proteins, while some studies have
concentrated on comparing and analyzing proteins from different ginseng parts and
species [5–8]. However, a number of these studies used one or two tissues and were based
on two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE) analysis, limiting the comprehensiveness of
their proteome data [5,6,9]. Therefore, a systematic proteomics study using a wide range of
tissues is necessary to provide a deeper understanding of ginseng.

Protein purification is a crucial step of the sample preparation, guaranteeing sufficient
and high-quality proteins for proteome analysis [10]. TCA/acetone, phenol methanol, and
methanol/chloroform precipitation methods have been developed for the isolation of plant
proteins due to their efficiency in precipitating proteins and simultaneously removing in-
terfering compounds [11]. A recent review [12] suggested that TCA/acetone precipitation
displays high efficiency in the isolation of total proteins from a diversity of plant tissues
while the phenol/methanol method effectively produces high-quality protein samples; min-
imizes protein degradation; and removes polysaccharides, ions, and nucleic acids. Besides,
a study by Wessel and Flügge [13] pointed out that the methanol/chloroform precipitation
can work well with different kinds of proteins, especially hydrophobic proteins, in the
presence of detergents and with dilute samples. However, no single extraction method can
reap the entire proteomes of a tissue or a plant species. Therefore, the combination of two or
more approaches to integrate the strengths of each one for the isolation of proteins has been
suggested [8,14]. A recent study by Wu [14] presented a protocol that was the combination
of TCA/acetone precipitation and phenol extraction for the successful isolation of proteins
from various recalcitrant tissues.

Advancements in proteomics approaches have facilitated the proteome analysis of
various plants; however, difficulties in extracting relatively pure ginseng proteins have
remained a primary obstacle [15]. Up to now, TCA/acetone method has been extensively
used for extracting total ginseng proteins [7] while TCA precipitation and phenol extrac-
tion have been moderately employed to isolate ginseng proteins for 2-DE analysis [16].
Nonetheless, the efficiency of these methods has been tested on one or two ginseng tissues
only, hindering their wide acceptability in ginseng proteome analysis [7,17,18]. Therefore,
the development of a universal ginseng protein isolation method is a prerequisite for
high-throughput ginseng proteome analysis.

Here, an attempt was made to first evaluate the efficiency and reproducibility of differ-
ent protein extraction methods, namely TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform,
phenol–TCA/acetone, and phenol–MeOH/chloroform, followed by utilizing the most
effective approach for the comparative proteome analysis (Figure S1). Moreover, an attempt
was also made to generate a relatively comprehensive proteome map of ginseng fruit, leaf,
root, and shoot using a label-free quantitative proteomics approach (Figure 1). Furthermore,
through the significantly modulated proteins, we generated a more comprehensive view of
the ginsenoside biosynthesis. This in-depth study provides new insights into the protein
complement of different ginseng tissues.
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Figure 1. Workflow of the experiment. Ginseng samples were collected and homogenized in Tris–Mg/NP-40 buffer. After
centrifugation at 16,000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦C, the supernatant was precipitated in 12.5% TCA/acetone at 4 ◦C for one
hour. Protein pellets, obtained through centrifugation at 16,000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦C, were subsequently washed with
methanol/chloroform, followed by trypsin digestion using the FASP method. The digested peptides were desalted and
analyzed using a label-free quantitative proteomic approach. The obtained data were analyzed and annotated using
MaxQuant, Perseus, and MapMan.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Optimization of Ginseng Protein Extraction Method

The medical value of Panax ginseng increases with its age, but for its use as medicine
and commercial production, a growth period of 4–6 years is often required [18]. Therefore,
in order to meet the practicality and enhance the reliability of the current study, fruit, leaf,
root, and shoot samples were harvested from various 4-year-old Panax ginseng plants and
pooled together before analysis. As ginseng leaves contain various natural contaminants
such as lipids, saccharides, and various photosynthetic pigments, the extraction of proteins
from ginseng leaves is more challenging than from other ginseng parts [19]. Therefore, we
used ginseng leaves as a model sample for checking the protein extraction efficiency of four
different extraction methods, namely TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform,
phenol–TCA/acetone, and phenol–MeOH/chloroform (Figure S1). Eliminating interfer-
ing compounds is an initially crucial step in extracting proteins from plant samples. A
review by Wu [12] revealed that finely powdered plant samples can be directly subjected
to TCA/acetone but not to phenol. Therefore, to ensure the homogeneity of the sam-
ples, the finely ground ginseng samples were first homogenized with Tris–Mg/NP-40
extraction buffer, and the OS was subsequently extracted using four different abovemen-
tioned methods.

SDS-PAGE analysis of isolated proteins showed that using the TCA/acetone–MeOH/
chloroform method produced more protein bands with a high resolution on the gel
than the other tested methods (Figure 2A). Furthermore, the label-free quantitative pro-
teomic analysis led to the identification of 36,145 peptides, corresponding to 4705 protein
groups. The average numbers of peptides and unique peptides were 20,383 and 8256,
22,552 and 8919, 22,437 and 7919, and 22,437 and 8981 for TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–
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MeOH/chloroform, phenol–TCA/acetone, and phenol–MeOH/chloroform, respectively
(Table S1; Figure S2A). The average sequence coverage was 13.24, 14.99, 16.40, and 15.26 (%)
for TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform, phenol–TCA/acetone, and phenol–
MeOH/chloroform, respectively (Table S1; Figure 2B). Filtering out by applying a cut-off
value of 75% within three technical replicates of each sample led to the identification of
3049 proteins (Figure 2B), of which 2449, 2422, 2245, and 1883 proteins were identified
when using phenol–MeOH/chloroform, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform, TCA/acetone,
and phenol–TCA/acetone extractions, respectively (Table S1; Figure 2B). Isoelectric point
(Figure S2C), molecular weight (Figure S2D), and hydrophobicity (GRAVY) (Figure S2E) of
most of these proteins were between 20 and 160 kDa, 4 and 12, and −2 and 1, respectively.
Subcellular prediction analysis using CELLO2GO web-based software showed a relatively
similar distribution of proteins isolated using the four different methods over 11 locations
(Figure S2F). Since the numbers of proteins identified by each method were relatively
similar, there was not a large difference in the molecular weight, isoelectric point, and
hydrophobicity of proteins among the tested approaches.

Figure 2. SDS-PAGE of proteins isolated from ginseng leaf using TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform, phenol–
TCA/acetone, and phenol–MeOH/chloroform methods (A). Venn diagram showing the distribution of proteins isolated
from ginseng leaves using four different protein extraction methods (B).

Common methods based on TCA/acetone precipitation and phenol extraction, which
have successfully isolated ginseng proteins from one or two ginseng tissues for 2-DE
analysis [17], might be no longer effective in extracting a wide range of ginseng tissues
for label-free quantitative proteomic analysis. Alternatively, the idea of combining two
extraction methods to incorporate the strengths of every single one for isolating proteins
from different ginseng tissues has shown considerable potential. Particularly, a recent
study by Li [8] showed that the combination of GdnHCl with methanol/chloroform precip-
itation led to improved extraction of proteins from ginseng cauline leaves, compared with
GdnHCl lysate and Tris–HCl lysate methods. However, this combination still displayed
certain limitations as the SDS-PAGE quality and the number of identified proteins were
relatively modest [8]. In the current study, the TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform method
maintained the advantages of both TCA/acetone precipitation, which allows extraction of
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total proteins [20], and MeOH/chloroform extraction, which efficiently removes remaining
contaminants (especially lipids) without clear quantitative loss of proteins [13], resulting
in a better extraction of ginseng proteins as observed on the SDS-PAGE (Figure 2A) and
by the number of identified proteins (Figure 2B). An extraction method is considered to
be effective when it reproducibly attains the most comprehensive proteome and simul-
taneously minimizes protein degradation and contaminants [20]. Therefore, although
the phenol–MeOH/chloroform method produced a slightly higher number of identified
proteins than the TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform, the poor gel profile and high toxic-
ity to humans of phenol made it an unsuitable choice for our subsequent analysis. The
TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform could produce a clear gel profile and a higher number
of identified proteins, compared with the other tested methods; therefore, it was utilized to
extract proteins from ginseng tissues for global identification.

2.2. Label-Free Quantification Using Four Different Ginseng Tissues

The LC-MS/MS analysis led to the identification of a total of 39,275 peptides, which
corresponded to 4764 protein groups. A cut-off value of 75% was applied within four
technical replicates of each tissue sample, leading to the identification of 3073 proteins
(Figure 3A). Of these, 1434, 1958, 2137, and 2211 proteins were found to be in the fruit, root,
leaf, and shoot samples, respectively. Subsequently, multiple ANOVA tests, controlled
by Benjamini–Hochberg FDR threshold of 0.05, were applied on the identified proteins to
demarcate 2604 differentially regulated proteins with fold change more than 1.5 (Table S2;
Figure 3B). While 1179 proteins were common in all four tissues, 287, 18, 132, and 39
proteins were common in the leaf/shoot, leaf/root, shoot/root, and root/fruit samples,
respectively (Figure 3B).

Sequential multi-scatter plot and principal component analysis (PCA) were there-
after performed to analyze the correlation and variations among the four ginseng tissues
(Figure 3C,D). The PCA plot illustrates a clear separation among all of the four sample sets,
demarcating the distinctness of the differential tissue proteomes (Figure 3C). While the
root and leaf samples were separated in PC1 accounting for 42.8% of the total variation,
the shoot and fruit samples were resolved in PC2 that accounted for 26.7% of the total
variation. Furthermore, the multi-scatter plot with the Pearson correlation coefficients of
the technical replicates in each sample set ranging from 0.931 to 0.965 indicated a strong
correlation among the technical replicates of the same samples (Figure 3D).

Previously, ginseng proteomic studies were based primarily on 2-DE analysis, leading
to the identification of a relatively low number of proteins (about 1000 proteins) in these
studies [6,16]. The development of the shotgun techniques, coupled with advancements
in MS, has significantly improved the number of proteins identified from various plant
tissues [15]. A recent study combined GdnHCl with methanol/chloroform precipitation
to extract proteins from ginseng cauline leaves, leading to the identification of 1366 pro-
teins [8]. However, by applying basic fractionation, the number of proteins isolated using
this method increased significantly to 3608 proteins [8]. In the current study, by using the
TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform for protein extraction, followed by a label-free quan-
titative proteomic analysis, we successfully identified 4764 proteins from ginseng fruit,
leaf, root, and shoot (Figure 3A). This is the first study on ginseng in which such a high
number of identified proteins is reported from a wide range of tissues using only one
extraction method without fractionation. However, further investigations comparing this
method with different MS sample preparations such as single-pot solid-phase-enhanced
sample preparation (SP3) [21], in-StageTip digestion (iST) [22], and the suspension trapping
(S-Trap) filter [23] using various ginseng tissues might provide a deeper understanding of
the sample preparation for ginseng proteomics.
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Figure 3. A total of 4764 protein groups were identified in this study. Out of these, 2604 proteins were significantly
modulated among four tissues (A). Venn diagram showing the distribution of 2604 proteins (B). Principle component
analysis of the differentially regulated proteins (C). Multi-scatter plots of label-free protein intensities between different
technical replicates of the samples with Pearson correlation coefficient values (D).

2.3. Functional Classification of Identified Proteins
2.3.1. Functions of Commonly Identified Proteins among Four Tissues

For the further investigation of the significantly modulated proteins, we performed
hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) which separated all the identified proteins into four
clusters based on log2 of the z-score normalized intensities among the technical replicates of
each sample (Figure 4A). While Cluster 1 consisted of 265 proteins with high abundance in
the shoot, Cluster 2 included 1104 proteins with increased abundance in the leaf. Clusters 3
and 4 contained 448 and 787 proteins, which were maximally accumulated in the fruit and
root, respectively (Figure 4B)
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Figure 4. Expression profile of 2604 significantly modulated proteins identified by label-free quantitative proteome analysis.
Hierarchical clustering (A) was carried out by Perseus software. Expression patterns of 4 protein clusters (B). Gene ontology
analysis was performed for functional annotation of proteins in four clusters using AgriGO (ver. 2.0) (C,D).

For functional annotation of the identified proteins, we carried out gene ontology (GO)
enrichment analysis via AgriGO through homolog identification of P. ginseng proteins in
A. thaliana (TAIR10) [24] (Table S3). Notably, in the GO classification of molecular function,
catalytic activity was the largest GO term in Clusters 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the involvement of
101 (38.1%), 347 (31.4%), 140 (31.3%), and 262 (33.3%) proteins, respectively (Figure 4C).
Hydrolase activity, oxidoreductase activity, and transferase activity were the three main
subgroups of catalytic activity found in all of the four clusters, while ligase activity was
found in only Cluster 2 (Figure 4D). The metabolism overview of MapMan analysis indi-
cated that most of the proteins related to the catalytic activity in Cluster 1 were involved
in the biosynthesis of methionines, cellulose and precursors, phospholipids, flavonoids,
and isoprenoids, which are more active in the shoot [25]. Meanwhile, the proteins asso-
ciated with catalytic activity in Cluster 2 were majorly involved in the biosynthesis of
various amino acids, photosynthesis, nucleotide metabolism (synthesis of purines and
pyrimidines), CHO metabolism (synthesis of starch and sucrose), and the synthesis of
secondary metabolites (flavonoids, isoprenoids, and phenylpropanoids), which take place
predominantly in the leaf of plants [25]. By contrast, most of the proteins that belonged to
the catalytic activity in Clusters 3 and 4 were mainly associated with the degradation of dif-
ferent molecules (such as amino acids, nucleotides, lipids, starch, sucrose, and flavonoids),
glycolysis, and tricarboxylic acid cycle, which commonly occur in the fruit and root of
plants [25] (Table S3). The result of MapMan analysis is consistent with the result from the
HCA (Figure 4A,B).
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2.3.2. Functions of Tissue-Specific Proteins

Among the 2604 identified proteins, 65, 168, 88, and 58 proteins were specifically iden-
tified in the fruit, leaf, root, and shoot, respectively (Table S2; Figure 5A). For understanding
the functional significance of these proteins, the metabolic overview and cell function were
analyzed using MapMan (Figure 5B), followed by an interactome analysis using STRING
(v. 11.0) (Figure 5C).

Figure 5. Overview of tissue-specific proteins (A). Functional annotation of tissue-specific proteins was carried out using
MapMan (B). Protein–protein interaction networks of tissue-specific proteins related to metabolic processes were analyzed
using STRING (ver. 11.0), coupled with Cytoscape (ver. 3.7.2) (C).

The metabolism overview of MapMan analysis revealed that among 65 proteins
specific to the fruit, 10 proteins were classified into six metabolic groups, of these, lipid
metabolism was the largest group, containing acyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) desaturase and
3-ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthase I involved in the fatty acid synthesis and elongation
(Table S4). For the leaf-specific proteins, 13 groups accounting for 37 proteins were catego-
rized; of these, the photosynthesis process with proteins associated with the light reaction
of photosystems I and II and photorespiration was the major metabolism. Regarding the
88 root-specific proteins, 10 metabolic groups accounting for 21 proteins were sorted, of
which secondary metabolism was the largest, containing six proteins. Differently, cell wall
with six proteins associated with the formation and modification of the cell wall was the
most dominant metabolic group of shoot-specific proteins (Table S4).

Furthermore, the cell function of MapMan analysis showed that six groups accounting
for 14 fruit-specific proteins were categorized, of these, abiotic stress was the largest group,
with five proteins. Protein synthesis, protein aminoacylation, and protein targeting were
the most dominant groups associated with 38 proteins specific to the leaf. Meanwhile, the
largest groups of proteins specific to the root were protein degradation and biotic stress.
Transport and signaling were the most predominant groups related to 10 proteins included
exclusively in the shoot (Figure 5B).

To have a global view of all possible interactions among specific proteins that were
involved in the metabolisms of each sample set, protein–protein interaction networks were
created. After STRING functional enrichment analysis, a total of 5, 29, 6, and 9 proteins
uniquely stemming from the fruit, leaf, shoot, and root, respectively, showed interactions
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on the network (Figure 5C). Among these, photosynthesis was the primary metabolism
influencing various activities in the leaf, while CHO metabolism and secondary metabolism
were predominant metabolisms in the root and shoot, respectively. Gluconeogenesis was
the metabolism linked to different metabolic activities in the fruit.

Tissue-specific proteins are important factors contributing to differences in anatomical
characteristics and physiological functions among living tissues. Therefore, some stud-
ies have been conducted to identify and characterize tissue-specific proteins in various
plants [26,27]. On P. ginseng, few studies have determined proteins specific to ginseng leaves
and roots. A study by Seung [28] successfully identified and characterized root-specific
RNase-like proteins (GMPs) in roots of wild ginseng, which might work as vegetative
storage proteins promoting its survival in the natural habitat. Furthermore, Li [8] high-
lighted 878 and 1754 proteins specific to the roots and cauline leaves, respectively. The
author also revealed that the cauline leaf-specific proteins were primarily associated with
photosynthesis and related energy conversion while the proteins specific to the root were
involved in the biosynthesis and modification of biomacromolecules [8]. The functional
annotation and molecular processes highlighted in the leaf and root in the current study are
were relatively consistent with the previous report [8]. However, as the present study was
performed on all fruit, leaf, root, and shoot tissues, the number of overlapped proteins was
significantly increased, while the number of tissue-specific proteins was also highlighted.

2.4. Decoding the Proteome Modulations in Association with Ginsenoside Biosynthesis

Ginsenosides, a well-known triterpenoid saponin type in the ginseng plant, are natural
secondary metabolites of ginseng, exhibiting a diversity of medicinal effects [1]. Recently,
more than 180 ginsenosides have been identified and categorized into three main types:
protopanaxadiol (PPD) type, protopanaxatriol (PPT) type, and oleanane type, with the
first two commonly existing in P. ginseng [29,30]. The biosynthesis of ginsenosides can
be divided into three main stages: (1) the biosynthesis of the precursor isopentenyl py-
rophosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP) through the MVA and
MEP pathways, (2) the conversion of IPP and DMAPP into 2,3-oxidosqualene, and (3) the
formation of ginsenosides and sterols from 2,3-oxidosqualene [31].

It is a fact that ginsenosides are unevenly distributed in different parts of ginseng.
A few studies have confirmed that the total ginsenoside content of the ginseng leaf and
fruit was higher than that of the root [32], yet there have been no studies elucidating the
molecular mechanism for this difference. This study, for the first time, revealed a relatively
comprehensive proteome profile of the ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot, providing a
new understanding of the molecular basis for the variation in the ginsenoside content
among the four tissues. Our result identified a total of 67 proteins associated with the
ginsenoside biosynthesis (Table S5). Of these, acetyl-CoA C-acetyltransferase (ACCT),
hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase (HMGS), and diphosphomevalonate decarboxylase
(MVD) related to the MVA pathway were more abundant in the shoot. Nine proteins
associated with the MEP pathway, namely one protein of 1-deoxy-D-xylulose-5-phosphate
synthase family (DXS), two proteins of 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate reductoisomerase
family (DXR), one protein of 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate cytidylyltransferase
family (ispD), one protein of 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-methyl-D-erythritol kinase family
(ispE), one protein of 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 2,4-cyclodiphosphate synthase family (ispF),
two proteins of (E)-4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl-diphosphate synthase family (ispG),
and one protein of 4-hydroxy-3-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate reductase family (ispH),
showed higher abundance in the leaf. In addition, 28 UGTs were identified, of which 5, 12,
6, and 5 proteins were highly accumulated in the fruit, leaf, root, and shoot, respectively.
Furthermore, 22 CYP450s were also identified, of which 4, 5, 6, and 7 proteins were highly
abundant in the fruit, leaf, root, and shoot, respectively. Proteins such as isopentenyl-
diphosphate delta-isomerase (IDI) and beta-amyrin synthase (β–AS) were also identified
with high abundance in the ginseng leaf sample, while cycloartenol synthase (CAS) was
highly accumulated in shoot and leaf samples. Besides, 2, 3, 6, and 1 proteins related to
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the biosynthesis of ginsenosides were found to be specific to the fruit, leaf, root, and shoot,
respectively (Figure 6; Table S5).

Figure 6. Expression profiles of identified proteins involved in the MEP (A) and the MVA (B) pathways. PPT-type (C) and
PPD-type (D) ginsenosides. The abundance of UGTs and CYP450s related to ginsenoside biosynthesis (E). Color codes
represent abundance patterns of identified proteins wherein red and blue indicate a high and low abundance of proteins in
particular tissues, respectively. F—fruit, L—leaf, R—root, S—shoot.

Biosynthesis of IPP and DMAPP is essential to most living organisms. Depending on
species, these precursors of isoprenoids can be synthesized through only the MVA pathway
like some archaea and eukaryotes or only the MEP pathway like most bacteria or both of
these pathways in most photosynthetic eukaryotes [33]. The MVA pathway is responsible
for the conversion of acetyl-CoA into IPP and DMAPP, while the MEP pathway produces
the IPP and DMAPP from glyceraldehyde and pyruvate (Figure 6A,B). In P. ginseng, studies
based on phytochemical and inhibitor experiments, transcriptome, and genome sequencing
revealed that the biosynthesis of IPP and DMAPP, the precursors of ginsenosides, has the
involvement of both MVA and MEP pathways [24,31,34]. In addition, by conducting
deep RNA sequencing on the 1–5-year-old ginseng root samples and five different tissues,
Xue [35] not only determined most genes related to the MVA and MEP pathways but also
pointed out the relative expression of these genes among different aging samples and
tissues. However, these genes are not directly involved in the reactions of the MVA and
MEP pathways, but their products (enzymes) are. This means that the abundance pattern
of these enzymes in the fruit, leaf, root, and shoot of ginseng might be a deciding factor
for the differences in the biosynthesis of the IPP and DMAPP and subsequently of tissue-
specific CYP450s and UGTs, differentiating the types and concentration of ginsenosides
in various parts of the ginseng plant [29,36]. In the present study, the higher abundance
of proteins related to the MVA pathway (ACCT, HMGS, and MDV) was observed in the
shoot, while all proteins associated with the MEP pathway (1 DXS, 2 DXR, ispD, ispE, ispF,
2 ispG, and ispH) showed the highest abundance in the leaf. These findings suggest that
the biosynthesis of ginsenosides in the shoots might have the major involvement of the
MVA pathway, while the biosynthesis of ginsenosides in the leaves might rely majorly on
the MEP pathway. The findings are logically suitable to the plastic location of the MEP
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pathway and in concordance with the results from the research of Xue [35] that all genes
related to the MEP pathway had higher levels of gene expression in the leaf than the root
of P. ginseng.

The present study also highlights the increased abundance of cycloartenol cyclase
(CAS) in the shoot and β-amyrin synthase (β-AS) in the leaf. The precursors, IPP and
DMAPP, are converted into several metabolic intermediates and then to 2,3-oxidosqualene,
which in turn undergoes variable cyclization by oxidosqualene cyclases (OSCs), hydroxyla-
tion by CYP450s, and glycosylation by UGTs to form an array of ginsenosides (Figure 6) [33].
The formation of sterols from 2,3-oxidosqualene is catalyzed by two different OSCs, namely
lanosterol synthase (LAS) and CAS, while β-AS is involved in the production of oleanane.
The formation of sterols from 2,3-oxidosqualene is catalyzed by two different OSCs,
namely lanosterol synthase (LAS) and CAS, while β-AS is involved in the production
of oleanane [29,37]. Our findings led to speculation that the biosynthesis of sterols might
be more active in the shoot samples, whereas the pathways involving the production of the
triterpenoid oleanane are differentially active in leaf tissues.

The PPD- and PPT-type saponins make up a majority of ginsenosides in P. ginseng. The
biosynthesis of PPD- and PPT-type saponins occurs when 2,3-oxidosqualene is converted
into dammolarenediol by dammolarenediol synthase (DS), then into protopanaxadiol
(PPD) by cytochrome P450 CYP716A47 (PPDS) before undergoing one more hydroxylation
catalyzed by cytochrome P450 CYP716A53v2 (PPTS) to form protopanaxatriol (PPT). The
PPD and PPT are subsequently glycosylated by different UGTs to form a diversity of PPD-
and PPT-type ginsenosides [33,35]. In our study, six UGTs related to the biosynthesis
of PPD-type saponins were found to be differentially accumulated in the leaf tissues,
including UGT71A27 (Pg_S6256.3) catalyzing the biosynthesis of compound K from PPD,
UGT45 (Pg_S5977.4) converting PPD into Rh2, UGT47AE2 (Pg_S4174.7) catalyzing the
biosynthesis of Rh2 from PPD and the biosynthesis of F2 from compound K, UGT94Q2
(Pg_S6708.3 and Pg_S2289.21) catalyzing the conversion of ginsenoside Rh2 to ginsenoside
Rg3 and triggering the biosynthesis of ginsenoside Rd from ginsenoside F2, and UGT1
(Pg_S4493.1) triggering C20–OH glycosylation of ginsenoside Rg3 to produce ginsenoside
Rd and converting Rh2 to F2 [38,39]. Besides, two proteins participating in the formation
of PPT-type saponins comprising PPTS (Pg_S1770.12) catalyzing the formation of PPT from
PPD and UGT101 (Pg_S4157.4) catalyzing the biosynthesis of ginsenoside F1 from PPT and
the conversion of ginsenoside F1 to ginsenoside Rg1 also displayed a high abundance in
the leaf samples [40]. The increased abundance of these proteins in the leaf demonstrated
that the biosynthesis of PPD- and PPT-type ginsenosides in the leaf tissues is promisingly
higher than in the fruit, root, and shoot. Furthermore, the appearance of CYP450s and UGTs
specific to the fruit, leaf, root, and shoot may explain the existence of ginsenosides that
are specific to each tissue. These results are consistent with a previous study by Kang [32]
showing that the total ginsenoside content in the leaf of P. ginseng is 12 times higher than
that of the main root and that the leaves of P. ginseng contain a high amount of ginsenosides
Rh1 and Rb3, whereas its main roots have a higher quantity of ginsenosides Rb1 and Rc.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Plant Materials

P. ginseng cv. Chunpoong was grown in a controlled growth chamber at the Depart-
ment of Ginseng Research, National Institute of Horticultural and Herbal Science (NIHHS),
Rural Development Administration (RDA), Eumseong, Korea (latitude 36◦94, longitude
127◦75). The average temperature and humidity of the greenhouse were maintained at
22.5 ± 2.5 ◦C and 50 ± 10%, respectively. Four-year-old leaves, shoots, roots, and fruits
from five different ginseng plants were harvested and immediately stored at −80 ◦C
for analysis.
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3.2. Total Protein Extraction

The leaf samples (1 g) of 4-year-old plants from five different plants were pooled
together, homogenized in 10 mL of Tris–Mg/NP-40 extraction buffer (0.5 M Tris–HCl, 2%
(v/v) NP-40, 20 mM MgCl2, 2% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol, and 2% (w/v) polyvinylpolypyrr-
olidone, pH 8.3) and subjected to centrifugation at 16,000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦C. The
OS was used for the subsequent extractions using trichloroacetic acid (TCA)/acetone,
TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform, phenol–TCA/acetone, and phenol–MeOH/chlo-
roform methods.

The TCA/acetone method was carried out as described previously [7,41]. Briefly, the
OS was incubated with 4 volumes of 12.5% (w/v) TCA/acetone containing 0.07% (v/v)
β-mercaptoethanol for 1 h at −20 ◦C and then centrifuged at 16,000× g for 10 min at 4 ◦C
to obtain protein pellets. The TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform method was performed
as described previously [13]. Briefly, the OS was first extracted using the TCA/acetone
method, and the obtained proteins were then mixed with 4 volumes of methanol, then an
equal volume of chloroform, and then 3 volumes of the sterile distilled water before being
centrifuged at 16,000× g for 5 min to collect protein pellets. For the phenol–TCA/acetone,
the OS was vigorously mixed with the same volume of saturated phenol and separated
into two phases through centrifugation at 3500× g for 5 min at 4 ◦C. The lower phase
containing proteins was incubated with 4 volumes of 12.5% (w/v) TCA/acetone containing
0.07% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol for 1 h at −20 ◦C before being centrifuged at 16,000× g
for 10 min at 4 ◦C to collect protein pellets. The phenol–MeOH/chloroform method was
performed similarly to the phenol–TCA/acetone method with a slight difference: the lower
phase yielded from the phenol extraction was incubated with 4 volumes of methanol and
1 volume of chloroform for 1 h at −20 ◦C prior to being centrifuged at 16,000× g for 10 min
at 4 ◦C to collect protein pellets. The resulting pellets of these methods were finally washed
with 80% acetone containing 0.07% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol and then stored at −20 ◦C
until further analysis.

The extraction of total proteins from ginseng fruits, leaves, roots, and shoots was
conducted using the TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform as described above.

3.3. Label-Free Quantitative Proteome Analysis Using Q-Exactive Mass Spectrometer

Label-free quantitative proteomic analysis of ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot sam-
ples was performed as described previously [7]. Briefly, the digested peptides, obtained
from the in-solution trypsin digestion using the FASP method, coupled with a 30k spin
filter (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) [42], were desalted using C18 column (Oasis
HLB 1 cc Vac Cartridge, 30 mg sorbent per cartridge, 30 μm, 100/pk, WAT094225, Waters,
Ireland). Subsequently, the desalted peptides were dissolved in solvent A (water/ACN,
98:2 v/v; 0.1% formic acid), followed by the reversed-phase chromatography separation
utilizing a UHPLC Dionex UltiMate 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Madison, WI, USA)
instrument [43]. In the UHPLC, the sample was first trapped with an Acclaim PepMap
100 trap column (100 μm × 2 cm, nanoViper C18, 5 μm, 100 Å) and then washed with
98% solvent A for 6 min at a flow rate of 6 μL/min prior to being separated in an Acclaim
PepMap 100 capillary column (75 μm × 15 cm, nanoViper C18, 3 μm, 100 Å) at a flow rate
of 400 nL/min. As the UHPLC was running, the LC analytical gradient was increased
gradually from 2% to 35% solvent B during the first 90 min and then from 35% to 95% in
the next 10 min; finally, 90% and 5% solvent B were run for 5 min and 15 min, respectively.
The integration of liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) with
an electrospray ionization source to the quadrupole-based mass spectrometer Q Exactive
Orbitrap High-Resolution Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Madison, WI,
USA) allowed the resulting peptides to be electro-sprayed through a coated silica emit-
ted tip (PicoTip emitter, New Objective, Massachusetts, USA) at an ion spray voltage of
2000 eV, generating the MS spectra with a resolution of 70,000 (200 m/z) in a mass range
of 350–1800 m/z. For ion accumulation, 100 ms was set as the maximum injection time.
The eluted samples, measured in a data-dependent mode for the 10 most abundant peaks
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(Top15 method) with the high mass accuracy Orbitrap after ion activation/dissociation
with Higher Energy C-trap Dissociation (HCD) at 27 collision energy in a 100–1650 m/z
mass range, were used for MS/MS events (resolution of 17,500) [43]. The obtained pro-
teomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE [44]
partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD022914.

3.4. Data Processing Using MaxQuant Software

The MS spectra of ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot samples were cross-referenced
against the genome sequencing database (http://ginsengdb.snu.ac.kr/ (accessed on
1 April 2021)) maintained by Seoul National University [4]. Label-free quantification (LFQ)
was performed using default precursor mass tolerances set by Andromeda, with 20 ppm
for the first search and 4.5 ppm for the following ones. The search of the LFQ data was
based on 0.5 Da of a product mass tolerance with a maximum of two missed tryptic
digestions. Carbamidomethylation of cysteine residues was chosen for the fixed modifi-
cations, while acetylation of lysine residues and oxidation of methionine residues were
selected for additional modifications. The false discovery rate (FDR), which was set at 1%
for peptide identifications, was determined based on a reverse nonsense version of the
original database.

The data processing for LFQ was performed using MaxLFQ, available as a part of the
MaxQuant suite [45]. Subsequently, Perseus software (v. 1.6.14.0) [46] was employed for fur-
ther statistical and graph analyses. The Perseus software enables performing missing value
imputation of protein intensities from a normal distribution (width: 0.3, downshift: 1.8);
HCA; and multiple-sample test (one-way ANOVA), controlled by Benjamini–Hochberg
method based on an FDR threshold of 0.05, for identifying the significant differences in
the protein abundance among the ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot samples. Functional
annotation of the identified proteins was undertaken, employing MapMan and AgriGO
(v. 2.0) [47,48]. The interaction networks of differentially regulated proteins were pre-
dicted by STRING analysis (v. 11.0), coupled with Cytoscape (v. 3.7.2.0) [49]. Subcellular
localization analysis was performed using CELLO2GO web-based software [50].

4. Conclusions

P. ginseng is a precious plant with immense medical and economic value; however,
our knowledge about ginseng proteomics is still scanty. Here, a label-free quantitative
proteomic analysis was employed to generate a comprehensive proteome map of the
ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot. To optimize the extraction of ginseng proteins, we
first compared four different protein extraction methods, and we finally adopted the
TCA/acetone–MeOH/chloroform method for further analysis. The increased abundance of
most of the proteins related to the ginsenoside biosynthesis illustrated that the biosynthesis
of ginsenosides in the leaves is probably higher than in the fruit, root, and shoot, while
the tissue-specific CYP450s and UGTs might elucidate the existence of proteins specific
to each tissue. In addition, the increased abundance of CAS in the shoot and β-AS in the
leaf leads to speculation that the biosynthesis of sterols might be more active in the shoot
samples, whereas the production of oleanane-type ginsenosides might be more active in
the leaf tissues. Taken together, the results of the current study show that this efficient
and reproducible method for the ginseng protein isolation, which plays a vital role in
facilitating the development of ginseng proteomics, provides a relatively comprehensive
picture of the ginsenoside biosynthesis and new insights into the protein complement of
different ginseng tissues.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10071409/s1, Figure S1: Diagram showing the protein extraction procedures using
different protein extraction methods. Figure S2: In-depth proteome analysis of proteins isolated
using four different protein extraction methods, namely, TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chlo,
Phenol–TCA/acetone, Phenol–MeOH/chlo. Table S1: Label-free proteomic analysis of proteins
isolated from ginseng leaves using TCA/acetone, TCA/acetone–MeOH/chlo, Phenol–TCA/acetone,
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and Phenol–MeOH/chlo methods, Table S2: Label-free proteomic analysis of proteins isolated from
ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot tissues using TCA/acetone–MeOH/chlo, Table S3: Gene ontology
(GO) enrichment analysis of proteins isolated from ginseng fruit, leaf, root, and shoot tissues, Table
S4: Cell function and metabolism overview of proteins specific to fruit, leaf, root, and shoot using
MapMan software, Table S5: List of proteins involved in ginsenoside biosynthesis.
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Abstract: Camellia sinensis is one of the major crops grown in Taiwan and has been widely cultivated
around the island. Tea leaves are prone to various fungal infections, and leaf spot is considered one
of the major diseases in Taiwan tea fields. As part of a survey on fungal species causing leaf spots on
tea leaves in Taiwan, 19 fungal strains morphologically similar to the genus Diaporthe were collected.
ITS (internal transcribed spacer), tef1-α (translation elongation factor 1-α), tub2 (beta-tubulin), and cal
(calmodulin) gene regions were used to construct phylogenetic trees and determine the evolutionary
relationships among the collected strains. In total, six Diaporthe species, including one new species,
Diaporthe hsinchuensis, were identified as linked with leaf spot of C. sinensis in Taiwan based on both
phenotypic characters and phylogeny. These species were further characterized in terms of their
pathogenicity, temperature, and pH requirements under laboratory conditions. Diaporthe tulliensis, D.
passiflorae, and D. perseae were isolated from C. sinensis for the first time. Furthermore, pathogenicity
tests revealed that, with wound inoculation, only D. hongkongensis was pathogenic on tea leaves. This
investigation delivers the first assessment of Diaporthe taxa related to leaf spots on tea in Taiwan.

Keywords: endophytes; foliar pathogens; pathogenicity; taxonomy

1. Introduction

Species of Diaporthe have been frequently reported as pathogens, endophytes, and
saprobes of various types of hosts [1–17]. These taxa have been reported globally and
cause various diseases on economically important plants and crops such as dieback of
forest trees [2], leaf spots on tea and Ixora spp. [3,4], leaf and pod blights and seed decay in
soybean [5], melanose and stem-end rot on Citrus spp. [6–10], leaf spot on common hop [11],
twig blight and dieback of blueberry [12], trunk diseases of grapevines [13], branch canker

Plants 2021, 10, 1434. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10071434 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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on Cinnamomum camphora (Camphor Tree) [14], pear shoot canker [15], and stem canker on
sunflower [16,17].

The genus Diaporthe (syn. Phomopsis) was introduced by Nitschke and is typified by D.
eres [18–27]. It is categorized in the family Diaporthaceae and order Diaporthales [18–27].
The holomorphic name for Diaporthe/Phomopsis was complex. Therefore, following the
nomenclature rules, Rossman et al. [28] recommended adopting the older sexual typified
name Diaporthe over the younger asexual typified name Phomopsis. Currently, Index Fungo-
rum (retrieved in April 2021) reported over 900 names under the genus Phomopsis, whereas
Diaporthe contains over 1000 names. Species of Diaporthe were traditionally identified
based on their phenotypic characters such as colony morphology, appearance of ascomata
and conidiomata, variation in ascospores and conidiospores, and host affiliations [18–27].
However, due to improvements in DNA sequencing, various enigmatic taxa have been
discovered, which has reformed our understanding of the natural classification of Diaporthe.
Recent studies based on molecular phylogeny have continuously discovered that tradition-
ally used morphological characters and host associations are not sufficient to determine
the species of Diaporthe strains because they show variation under different environmental
conditions [29]. Therefore, multilocus phylogenies based on DNA sequences of ITS (inter-
nal transcribed spacer), tef1-α (translation elongation factor 1-α), tub2 (beta-tubulin), and
cal (calmodulin) are more often used to determine the natural classification of Diaporthe
species [1,26,29–31].

Foliar fungal pathogens that infect Camellia sinensis can lead to a notable reduction in
their yield, resulting in a loss of income [3,32,33]. Tea leaves at all stages are susceptible
to fungal diseases [3,32,33]. In total, 520 fungal species have been identified to occur
on Camellia species, of which 303 were reported from C. sinensis according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) database [3,4]. Various fungi are known to cause
diseases of leaves, stems, and roots of C. sinensis and other Camellia species, for example,
brown blight caused by Colletotrichum species, gray blight by Pestalotiopsis-like taxa, leaf
spots and dieback by Diaporthe species, and blister blight by Exobasidium vexans [3,32,33].
Our research group studies various foliar diseases allied with tea farms in Taiwan [32,33].
Our previous work has indicated that in addition to the major fungal diseases, such as
brown blight due to Colletotrichum species complex and grey blight disease caused by
Pestalotiopsis-like taxa, numerous other fungal species can potentially cause leaf spots on
C. sinensis in Taiwan [32,33]. Therefore, the aim of this study was to fully characterize the
diversity and phylogeny of Diaporthe-like strains originally isolated from the leaf spots
of C. sinensis and evaluate their pathogenicity to the major tea cultivar Chin-Shin Oolong
grown in Taiwan’s tea fields. This study was conducted to obtain a better understanding of
pathogen biology and determine the optimal temperature and pH for the mycelial growth
of these fungi under laboratory conditions.

2. Results

2.1. Fungal Isolation

In total, 19 Diaporthe-like strains associated with leaf spots of C. sinensis were isolated
from five different tea fields located in Taiwan (Figure 1 and Table S1).

2.2. Phylogenetic Evaluation of the Concatenated Data Matrix of Diaporthe Species

Prior to the multilocus gene analysis, alignments corresponding to the gene regions of
ITS, tef1-α, tub2, and cal were analyzed using ML. Congruence between single loci made
it conceivable to evaluate the phylogenies by concatenating the genes as it delivered a
guarantee of gene orthology. The phylogenetic tree obtained from the concatenated gene
datasets is in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Tea fields surveyed in this study. Relevant geographical details are given for each indicated location.

The final phylogenetic tree was inferred using the combined gene data matrix of ITS,
tef1-α, tub2, and cal gene regions from 244 strains of Diaporthe species and Diaporthella
corylina CBS 121124 as the outgroup taxon. The final combined data matrix contained
1803 characters, including gaps (624 for ITS, 526 for cal, 381 for tub2, and 272 for tef1-α).
The following priors were used in MrBayes for the five gene loci data partitions based on
the results of MrModeltest: all partitions had Dirichlet base frequencies and GTR + I + G
models with inverse gamma-distributed rates implemented for ITS and tub2, and HKY + I
+ G with inverse gamma-distributed rates for cal and tef1-α. The Bayesian analysis resulted
in 90,000 trees after 90,000,000 generations. The first 20% of trees representing the burn-in
phase of the analyses were discarded, while the remaining trees were used to calculate
Bayesian posterior probabilities (PP) in the majority rule consensus tree. The best scoring
RAxML tree had a likelihood value of: −4812.054120 and GTR + I + G was used as the
evolutionary model.

The phylogenetic trees obtained from both ML and Bayesian analyses had a similar
topology and branching pattern based on phenotypic characters and were supported by
the molecular phylogenetic inference of strains generated in this study. The results were
consistent with recent publications [3,12,13,30,34–36]. In the present phylogeny (Figure 2),
out of 19 strains, 16 were assigned to previously described species, namely, D. apiculatum
(4), D. hongkongensis (4), D. tulliensis (3), D. passiflorae (2), and D. perseae (3). Three strains in
this study formed distinct clades with a highly supported sub-clade, which was identified
as a novel species and named D. hsinchuensis.
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree of Diaporthe generated from a combined sequence dataset of ITS, tef1-α, tub2, and cal gene
regions. Bootstrap values greater than 70% and Bayesian posterior probabilities greater than 0.95 were given below or above
the nodes. Isolates obtained in this study are indicated in red, and the ex-type sequences are indicated by *. The strain codes
were annotated after relevant species names. Diaporthella corylina CBS 121124 served as an outgroup taxon.

2.3. Taxonomy Diaporthe hsinchuensis Ariyawansa and I. Tsai, sp. nov.

MycoBank: MB840098, Figure 3
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Figure 3. Diaporthe hsinchuensis NTUPPMCC 18-153-1: (a,b) surface and reverse side of colony on PDA; (c) conidiomata on
PNA. (d–f); conidiogenous cells; (g) conidia. Scale bars = 10 μm.

Etymology: The epithet refers to Hsinchu, Taiwan, where this species was originally
collected.

Description: Forms grey lesions on the tip of the tea (Camellia sinensis) leaf. Sexual
morph: Undetermined. Asexual morph: Conidiomata pycnidial on PNA, globose, erumpent
when mature, conidia exuding from the pycnidia in ivory white drops. Conidiophores
cylindrical, phialidic, septate, and branched, 8–20 × 1–3 μm (x ± SD = 14.1 ± 2.9 × 2.0
± 0.4 μm, n = 30). Alpha conidiogenous cells hyaline, ovoid to ampulliform, cylindrical to
subcylindrical tapering towards the apex, straight or curved, 1–8 × 1–4 μm (x ± SD = 5.6
± 1.9 × 2.4 ± 0.6 μm, n = 30). Alpha conidia hyaline, oval, or fusiform, unicellular, aseptate,
2–7-guttulate 6–9 × 2.5–4 μm (x ± SD = 7.5 ± 0.9 × 3.2 ± 0.2 μm, n = 30). Beta conidia not
observed. Gamma conidia not observed.

Colony characteristics: Colonies on PDA circular, edge entire, surface white, cottony,
reverse yellowish white.
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Material examination: Taiwan, Hsinchu County, Hukou Township, Hunan Tea Produc-
tion Cooperative, on leaves of Camellia sinensis (Theaceae), 4 April 2018, Tsai Ichen, HK04-1
(NTUPPMH 18-153-1, holotype), ex-type culture NTUPPMCC 18-153-1; ibid., HK04-2
(NTUPPMH 18-153-2) = living culture NTUPPMCC 18-153-2.

Notes: The strains representing Diaporthe hsinchuensis clustered in a well-supported
clade (ML/PP = 100/1.0) and formed a distinct linage sister to D. eucalyptorum (MFLUCC
12-0306), D. acutispora (LC6160 and LC6161), and Diaporthe sp. (ColPat479) (Figure 2).
Unfortunately, morphological data were not available for D. eucalyptorum (MFLUCC 12-
0306) or Diaporthe sp. (ColPat479). Furthermore, the ex-type strain of D. eucalyptorum
(CBS 132525), which was used by Crous et al. [37] to introduce the species, appeared as a
basal clade to strains containing D. hongkongensis in the present study in agreement with
previous studies [2,30]. This may indicate that D. eucalyptorum (MFLUCC 12-0306), used
by Senanayake et al. [38], is a different species, but further studies are required to confirm
the taxonomic status of this strain. Based on the available data, we only compared the
morphological features of D. hsinchuensis with D. acutispora. D. hsinchuensis differs from D.
acutispora in its smaller conidiophores (8–20 × 1–3 μm versus 10–34.5 × 2–3 μm), relatively
smaller alpha conidia (6–9 × 2.5–4 μm versus 7–10 × 2–3 μm), host (Camellia sinensis versus
Coffea sp.), and geographical location (Taiwan versus China). In addition, D. hsinchuensis
can be clearly differentiated based on nucleotide differences in ITS, tef1-α, tub2, and cal loci
from its phylogenetically closely related species, D. acutispora (ITS 4%; tef1-α 14%; tub2 5%;
cal 6%).

2.4. Growth Rate

All tested isolates were grown on PDA media for 7 days at 25 ◦C in the dark. The
sizes of colonies were measured (mm), and their means were calculated and are presented
in Figure 4. Isolate NTUPPMCC 18-153-1 (D. hsinchuensis) exhibited the widest diameter
colony (70.33 mm on average), which, along with isolate NTUPPMCC 18-154-1 (D. tullien-
sis), presented significantly faster growth after 7 days of incubation. In contrast, strain
NTUPPMCC 18-152-1 (D. apiculatum), 18-155-1 (D. hongkongensis), and 18-157-1 (D. perseae)
had significantly slower growth compared to all the other isolates.

2.5. Temperature Effects

Fungal mycelial growth was detected for all the tested isolates between 10 to 45 ◦C
and measured as colony diameter. Temperature regimes strongly influenced the growth of
tested fungal strains (p ≤ 0.001); the maximum growth was determined at 25–30 ◦C (mean
60.39 mm), while the minimum or no-growth was observed at 40–45 ◦C (mean 0.10 mm)
for all the isolates (Figure 5, Table S2).

2.6. Optimal pH

The effects of pH on the mycelial growth of tested strains are presented in Figure 6
and Table S3. Results showed that, generally, all strains used in this study grow better
in slightly acidic to alkaline medium (pH 5–10) compared with acidic medium (pH 3–5).
Isolates NTUPPMCC 18-153-1 and 18-155-1 showed a relatively narrower optical pH range
(pH 6–8 and 5–7, respectively) upon mycelial growth compared with the other isolates.
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Figure 4. Comparison of mycelial growth rate of the six Diaporthe species based on perpendicular
colonial diameter. According to Tukey’s range test, data (mean ± standard deviation) with the same
letters are not significantly different. Colors identify different taxa.

2.7. Pathogenicity

In total, all six selected isolates except NTUPPMCC 18-155-1 (D. hongkongensis)
failed to cause symptoms on either wounded or unwounded inoculated sites. How-
ever, NTUPPMCC 18-155-1 caused symptoms on wounded inoculated sites on tea leaves
(Figure 7), showing that the strain might enter tea leaves via wounds. The characteristic of
the concentric circular fruiting-body formation and brown blight shared among observed
symptoms (Figure 7d) were consistent with that observed in natural tea fields. The fungal
strain capable of forming lesions on wounds in this experiment was re-isolated from the
fruiting lesions with morphological characteristics identical to those of the original isolates.
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Therefore, Koch’s postulates were fulfilled and based on both the DNA sequence data
and morphological evidence from these re-isolates, all were confirmed to be pathogenic to
C. sinensis.

Figure 5. Temperature effect on mycelial growth according to the comparison of colonial growth (mm) of different species
at each temperature, based on the mean values presented in Table S2.

Figure 6. Optimal pH for mycelial growth of each species according to the comparison of colonial growth (mm diam), based
on the mean values presented in Table S3.
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Figure 7. Symptoms caused by D. hongkongensis: (a,c) control leaf inoculated with PDA disk, symptoms absent;
(b,d) symptom on tea leaf inoculated with D. hongkongensis 14 days after incubation (lesion size on average = 6.38 mm
diam); (e) conidia obtained from artificially generated lesion. Scale bars: (c,d) = 2 mm; (e) = 10 μm.

3. Discussion

Tea is one of the major crops grown in Taiwan, and oolong tea produced by Taiwan is
responsible for 25% of global oolong production (One Town One Product (OTOP) [32,33].
Foliar diseases of C. sinensis are of concern to tea farmers because leaves are the main part
of the plant used to produce various teas. However, research regarding Diaporthe species
causing foliar diseases of C. sinensis is rare, and twig blight caused by unknown Phomopsis
species (asexual morph of Diaporthe) are the only diseases caused by Diaporthe mentioned
in the list of plant diseases in Taiwan [39].

Accurately naming a fungus based on its molecular and phenotype characters that
reflect phylogeny allows predictions about plant-associated organisms together with poten-
tial pathogenicity and appropriate control measures. In the present study, we identified six
Diaporthe taxa linked with leaf spot in Taiwan tea fields, including a novel species. Various
Diaporthe species have been identified as either pathogens or endophytes on C. sinensis such
as D. amygdali, D. apiculata, D. discoidispora, D. eres, D. foeniculacea, D. foeniculina, D. hongkon-
gensis, D. incompleta, D. longicicola, D. masirevicii, D. nobilis, D. oraccinii, D. penetriteum, D.
portugallica, D. tectonigena, D. ueckerae, D. velutina, and D. xishuangbanica [40]. Among the
tested isolates, D. hongkongensis fulfilled Koch’s postulates and was identified as the only
pathogen causing leaf spot on C. sinensis in the present study. D. hongkongensis has been
recognized as a well-known phytopathogen affecting various hosts such as grapevine [41],
peach [42], kiwifruit [43], dragon fruit [44], and pear [15] in recent studies. D. hongkongensis
was also reported to be associated with both healthy and diseased tea leaves in China by
Gao et al. [3]. However, in their study, Gao et al. [3] did not confirm the pathogenicity
of D. hongkongensis to tea leaves by fulfilling Koch’s postulates. In addition, there is no
record of D. hongkongensis causing plant diseases in Taiwan. Therefore, to the best of our
understanding, this is not only the first report of D. hongkongensis causing leaf spot on C.
sinensis, but also a novel discovery of D. hongkongensis present in Taiwan.

Furthermore, in this study, we reported another species associated with tea leaf spot,
namely, D. apiculatum, for the first time in Taiwan. Gao et al. [3] introduced D. apiculatum
as a new species from the healthy and infected leaves of C. sinensis in China but did not
confirm the pathogenicity of the fungal strains via Koch’s postulates. However, in the
present study, strains that we identified as D. apiculatum did not fulfill Koch’s postulates
after 14 days of incubation. Therefore, further studies are required to confirm whether this
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is a latent pathogen or a conditional pathogen, causing symptoms when the plant defense
mechanisms are weak.

In the present study, Diaporthe passiflorae, D. tulliensis, and D. perseae were isolated from
the leaf spots of C. sinensis for the first time. D. passiflorae was introduced by Crous et al. [37]
as a potential endophyte on the fruit of Passiflora edulis. In contrast, Li et al. [45] identified
the same species as a postharvest pathogen causing fruit rot of Kiwifruit in Sichuan
Province, China. D. perseae was originally described as Phomopsis perseae Zerova from
branches of dying Persea gratissima trees in Russia [29]. This species also has been identified
as a pathogen of mango causing fruit rot in Malaysia [46] and as endophytes on Citrus
grandis in China [30]. D. tulliensis has been recognized as an important pathogen of various
hosts, such as kiwifruit [47], coffee [48], and grapes [13]. Interestingly, Huang et al. [49]
and Chen and Kirschner [50] recently reported the same species as a pathogen causing leaf
spot on Parthenocissus tricuspidata as well as an endophyte from Nelumbo nucifera in Taiwan,
respectively. However, in the present study, none of the strains recognized as D. passiflorae,
D. perseae, D. tulliensis, or the new species D. hsinchuensis, satisfied Koch’s postulates after
14 days of incubation. Thus, they were not considered pathogenic to major tea cultivar
Ching-Shin Oolong grown in Taiwan.

Only a few studies have shown the effect of environmental factors on the growth
of Diaporthe species. The most recent study was carried out by Arciuolo et al. [51], who
tested the optimal temperature and water activity required for mycelial growth, pycnidial
conidiomata development, and asexual spore production of D. eres, the causal agent of
hazelnut defects. Arciuolo et al. [51] concluded that the optimum temperature for mycelial
growth of D. eres was observed at 20–25 ◦C and at 30 ◦C for pycnidia and cirrhi development.
In another study, Hilário et al. [12] observed that four novel pathogens of Diaporthe, namely,
D. crousii, D. phillipsii, D. rossmaniae, and D. vacuae, causing twig blight and dieback of
Vaccinium corymbosum in Portugal had an optimum temperature for mycelial growth at
20–25 ◦C. The present study provides insights into the effect of environmental factors such
as temperature and pH on the mycelial growth of the Diaporthe strains isolated from C.
sinensis in Taiwan under a controlled environment. Our results showed that all species
identified in this study reached maximum colony diameter at 25–30 ◦C and preferred to
grow under low acidic to alkaline rather than acidic medium. The observations in the
present study are consistent with the results of Arciuolo et al. [51] and Hilário et al. [12].
In the future, these abiotic factors could be used as the basis for developing a predictive
model for the infection of Diaporthe taxa of tea plants in Taiwan.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the research outcomes of the present study improve the understanding
of Diaporthe species allied with leaf spots on tea leaves and deliver valuable data for
effective disease management of C. sinensis in Taiwan. The study identified six Diaporthe
species associated with leaf spots on C. sinensis in Taiwan tea fields. These species comprise
one novel species and three new records in Diaporthe on C. sinensis. However, to gain better
knowledge of the diversity, pathogenicity, distribution, and implications of Diaporthe taxa
on tea plantations in Taiwan, extensive surveys on C. sinensis plantations and the collection
of a larger number of samples should reflect the goals of future studies.

5. Materials and Methods

5.1. Sample Collection, Fungal Isolation, and Morphological Examination

Tea leaves with characteristic leaf spots were collected from five distinct tea fields
located in major tea-growing areas in Taiwan (Figure 1). The samples were collected in
resealable plastic bags and carried back to the laboratory. Pure cultures were obtained
through a single conidium isolation method, as described in Udayanga et al. [26] and
Ariyawansa et al. [4]. In brief, contents of the fruiting body were mounted in a drop of
sterile distilled water on a flame-sterilized cavity slide and pipetted to thoroughly mix.
The drop of spore suspension was spread evenly on a Petri dish of water agar (WA) and
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incubated at 25 ◦C in the dark for 12 h. Single germinating conidia were transferred to a
Petri dish of potato dextrose agar (PDA; HiMedia Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India)
and incubated at 25 ◦C in the dark. Colonial characterization was carried out from isolates
cultured on PDA (HiMedia Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India). Conidiomatal growth
was detected on WA with double-autoclaved pine needles placed on the surface of agar
(PNA), corn meal agar (CMA; HiMedia Laboratories Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India), or PDA
supplemented with 10% NaCl, which were incubated at 25 ◦C under continuous blue light
for 7 to 14 days [33]. Microscopic characteristics were examined in distilled water, with 30
measurements taken from each structure using cellSense Standard software (XV Imaging,
Version 3.17.0.16686) under an Olympus BX51 microscope (Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan)
with differential interference contrast (DIC) illumination.

In this study, type specimens were deposited in the herbarium of the Department
of Plant Pathology and Microbiology, National Taiwan University (NTUPPMH). Ex-type
living cultures were deposited in the Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology, Na-
tional Taiwan University Culture Collection (NTUPPMCC), and the Bioresource Collection
and Research Centre (BCRC).

5.2. DNA Extraction, PCR, and Sequencing

The growing mycelia of each isolate were gathered from cultures incubated at 25 ◦C
in the dark for 7 to 14 days. Genomic DNA were extracted with EasyPure Genomic DNA
Spin Kit (Bioman Scientific Co., Ltd., New Taipei, Taiwan) according to the manufacturer’s
guidelines (Bioman Scientific Co., Ltd., New Taipei, Taiwan). PCR amplifications of ITS,
tef1-α, tub2, and cal gene regions were separately performed in 25 μL reaction mixtures,
as described in Ariyawansa et al. [4]. The relevant primer pairs included in this study are
in Table 1. The PCR products were visualized by electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel
stained with BioGreenTM Safe DNA Gel buffer (Bioman Scientific Co., Ltd., New Taipei,
Taiwan). The sequence purified amplicons from each gene region were obtained using
the Sanger sequencing method at the Genomics Co., Ltd., (New Taipei, Taiwan). Newly
obtained sequences in the present study were deposited to NCBI GenBank.

Table 1. Gene regions and primer sequences used in this study.

Region Primers Sequence (5′→3′) Reference

ITS ITS5
ITS4

GGA AGT AAA AGT CGT AAC AAG G
TCC GCT TAT TGA TAT GC [52]

tef1-α EF1-728F
EF1-986R

CAT CGA GAA GTT CGA GAA GG
TAC TTG AAG GAA CCC TTA CC [53]

tub2 Bt2a
Bt2b

GGT AAC CAA ATC GGT GCT TTC
ACC CTC AGT GTA GTG ACC CTT GGC [54]

cal CAL-228F
CAL-737R

GAG TTC AAG GAG GCC TTC TCC C
CAT CTT TCT GGC CAT GG [53]

5.3. Strain Selection, Sequence Alignment, and Phylogenetic Analysis

An initial ITS-only tree containing all taxa currently recognized in Diaporthe was made
to resolve the clades containing the isolates obtained in this study (data not shown). This
analysis was further used to select the species to be included in the multilocus phylogenetic
analyses. DNA sequence data of ITS, tef1-α, tub2, and cal loci were used to determine
the phylogenetic placement of isolates. DNA sequences of each strain were searched
against GenBank by nucleotide BLAST (BLASTn) to find the nearest matches. Strains
in GenBank with 95–99% similarity to known Diaporthe species together with species
previously described as pathogens on tea were included in the phylogenetic analysis
following the recent publications of Ariyawansa et al. [4], Yang et al. [55], Dissanayake
et al. [31,56], Gao et al. [57], Guarnaccia and Crous [8], and Manawasinghe et al. [13]. The
strains used in the present study and their GenBank accession numbers are presented in
Table S4.
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Multiple sequence alignments were generated in MAFFT v. 6.864b with default
parameters (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/index.html, accessed on 3 April 2021).
The alignments for each gene were visually improved manually where necessary in MEGA
v. 5 [58]. Single gene trees were first built for ITS, tef1-α, tub2, and cal, and finally subjected
to a multilocus analysis. MrModeltest v. 2.3 [59] under the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) implemented in PAUP v. 4.0b10 [60] was used to determine the individual selection
of evolutionary models for phylogenetic analyses of each locus.

Two phylogenetic tree inference methods, maximum likelihood (ML) in RAxML [61],
and Bayesian analyses in MrBayes v. 3.0b4 [62] were used to evaluate the phylogenetic
relationships of the strains used in this study, as described in Ariyawansa et al. [4] and Tsai
et al. [33]. Bootstrap values obtained via ML (MLB) and Bayesian posterior probabilities
(BPP) that were equal to or greater than 70% or greater than 0.95, respectively, are indicated
below or above each node (Figure 2). Topologies of the trees obtained from each gene
were visually compared to confirm the similarity between the overall tree topology of the
individual datasets and that of the tree obtained from the combined alignment. MEGA v.
5 [58] and FigTree v. 1.4 [63] software were used to assess and visualize phylogenetic trees
and data files.

The principles of Genealogical Concordance Phylogenetic Species Recognition (GCPSR)
were used to identify the species limits within Diaporthe-like taxa [64,65]. Dettman et al. [65]
proposed that species should be differentiated when fulfilling one of the following two cri-
teria: genealogical concordance or genealogical non-discordance. In other words, if clades
exist in at least some of the trees, then they are recognized as genealogically concordant;
clades are recognized as genealogically non-discordant if they are significantly supported
with high statistical values (MLB ≥ 70, PP ≥ 0.95) in a single locus without conflict at
or above this support level in any other single-locus trees. By following this criterion,
poorly supported non-monophylies in one locus are eliminated without undermining
well-supported monophylies in another locus.

Based on the outcomes of the phylogenetic analysis considering a single strain rep-
resenting each taxon, a total of six isolates were randomly selected for the pathogenicity,
mycelial growth, temperature, and pH tests.

5.4. Mycelial Growth Test

In total, six strains representing six taxa identified in this study, NTUPPMCC 18-152-1
(Diaporthe apiculatum), NTUPPMCC 18-055-1 (D. hongkongensis), NTUPPMCC 18-153-1 (D.
hsinchuensis), NTUPPMCC 18-154-1 (D. tulliensis), NTUPPMCC 18-157-1 (D. perseae), and
NTUPPMCC 18-158-1 (D. passiflorae), were used to determine the radial growth of mycelia.
The growth rate was evaluated following a modified procedure of Huang et al. [66]. A
4 mm-diam mycelial disk was cut from the edge of a three-day-old PDA culture, placed
centrally into a Petri dish (90 mm diam) of PDA (13 mL) and incubated at 25 ◦C in the dark
for three days. Measurements were taken daily, based on the diameter of two perpendicular
axes per fungal colony. The mycelial growth was determined on the final measurement.
The test was conducted thrice with three replicates per trial.

5.5. Temperature and pH Effects on Mycelial Growth

The same isolates, volume of medium, inoculation method, and standard of measure-
ment used in the mycelial growth test were used to test the effects of temperature and pH.
Further details for each assessment are described below.

The effect of temperature on radial mycelial growth was checked on a daily basis
and determined on the third day after inoculation at 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 ◦C
in the dark. All single inoculations were conducted on Petri dishes of PDA. The test was
performed three times, with three replicates per trial. The present protocol was modified
from Keith et al. [67].

The optimal pH for radial mycelial growth was studied at pH 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
PDA plates were heated to mix prior to sterilization, and the pH values were adjusted with
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1 M HCl and 1 M NaOH solutions [68,69]. The tested cultures were incubated at 25 ◦C in
the dark for three days, and the colony sizes were measured on a daily basis. The test was
conducted three times, with three replicates per trial.

5.6. Pathogenicity Assessment

The same isolates used in the above temperature and pH investigations were used
in the pathogenicity assessment. The test was conducted on detached tea leaves (picked
from fourth to sixth leaf below the apical bud) randomly collected from healthy branches
of Ching-Shin Oolong gathered from a conventional tea field (ca. 15 years old) located
in Pinglin District, New Taipei City (24◦56′26.9′′ N, 121◦43′25.4′′ E), as described in Tsai
et al. [33]. In brief, fresh leaf-attached tea branches were thoroughly rinsed with tap water
to remove dust, and excessive water was gently eliminated with tissue paper. A flat rack
(164 × 114 × 26 mm3) wrapped with sterile tissue paper was placed in a plastic box
(320 × 240 × 70 mm3), and the box was filled with 700 mL of sterilized distilled water.
Four tea leaves were detached from the branch, surface sterilized with 75% ethanol and
fixed to the rack at the foliar tip and base with rubber bands. The leaves were wounded by
pinpricking with a sterile needle. A 4 mm-diam mycelial disk was cut from the margin of a
seven-day-old colony on PDA and inoculated on a single wounded site [70]. In total, four
tea leaves inoculated with PDA disks (4 mm diam) without mycelium served as controls.
The box with the above contents was sealed with plastic wrap to maintain moisture and
incubated at 26 ± 1 ◦C under a 12/12 h photocycle [33]. The pathogenicity was determined
after 14 days of incubation. The test was conducted three times, with four replicates for
each round per isolate.

5.7. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was carried out by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using SAS® University Edition v. 3.8, and the pairwise comparison was performed via
Tukey’s range test (α = 0.05).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10071434/s1, Table S1: collection information of Diaporthe taxa used in this study,
Table S2: mycelial growth (mm diam., with the origin diameter of inoculated mycelial plug deducted)
of each isolate (NTUPPMCC) at every pH level. Data (mean ± standard deviation) with the same
letters are not significantly different on the basis of Tukey’s range test. Table S3: GenBank acces-
sion numbers of isolates included in the multilocus sequence analysis, Table S4: mycelial growth
(mm diam., with the origin diameter of inoculated mycelial plug deducted) of individual isolate
(NTUPPMCC) at each temperature. Data (mean ± standard deviation) with the same letters are not
significantly different on the basis of Tukey’s range test.
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Abstract: The chemical profile of the Thymus vulgaris (Lamiaceae) essential oil (EO) was investigated
in order to evaluate its biological properties against microorganisms affecting two Tholu Bommalu,
typical Indian leather puppets stored at the International Puppets Museum “Antonio Pasqualino” of
Palermo, Italy. A GC–MS analysis, using both polar and apolar columns, was used to determine the
chemical composition of the essential oil. The aim of this study was to evaluate the antimicrobial
effectiveness of the Thymus vulgaris and Crithmum maritimum essential oils in vapor phase to disinfect
heritage leather puppets. Pieces of leather artifacts that were affected by different bacterial colonies
were exposed to EO under vacuum and static evaporation conditions. The results presented showed
that the vaporization of essential oil was an efficient method in the disinfection of natural skins,
eradicating microorganism in short times. T. vulgaris EO in the 50% solution showed excellent
inhibitory activity against isolated bacteria with both methods, but the obtained results suggest that
the vacuum method allowed for faster exposition of the artifacts to the biocide. Furthermore, the
biocidal properties of the essential oil of a Sicilian accession of Crithmum maritimum (Apiaceae) aerial
parts were compared and investigated. The results of the latter essential oil showed a poor activity
against the isolated micro-organisms.

Keywords: Thymus vulgaris; Crithmum maritimum; leather artifacts; essential oils; anti-bacterial activity

1. Introduction

Biodeterioration of cultural heritage causes different alteration processes affecting the
constitutive materials of artworks. In particular, fungi and bacteria are able to colonize
different artworks comprised of natural materials through aerosol pollution, representing
complex problems for conservation by causing a loss of mechanic resistance and deterio-
ration of pictorial layers. Moreover, inadequate exposure to specific thermo-hygrometric
parameters can increase the concentrations of microbial colonies, enhancing the deteriora-
tion process. For the purpose of inhibiting the biological colonization, different chemical
biocides, such as permethrin or/and benzalkonium chloride (BAK), are frequently used.
These products are usually toxic for humans and the environment. Hence, in the last
decade, essential oils have been applied in order to combat cultural heritage biodeteriora-
tion as an eco-friendly solution [1–12]. To prevent biodeterioration caused by fungi and
bacteria, objects must first be disinfected. The requirements for a disinfectant include the
ability to inhibit the growth and metabolic activity of microorganisms without adversely
affecting the material. Currently, fumigation with ethylene oxide is the most popular
method for disinfecting fabrics, papers and leathers. However, this gas is an irritant and a
dangerous human carcinogen, and its use should be avoided [13].

However, the disinfection process by using volatile compounds, such essential oils
(EOs), can require a long time, so the purpose of this work was to find a way to accelerate
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this. During the evaporation process of a specific liquid, the number of molecules escaping
from the liquid increases every second and those that condense back into the liquid also
increase. Reaching thermodynamic equilibrium, the vapor phase exerts a pressure on
its condensed phase, which is called “vapor pressure” [14]. The speed with which the
evaporation occurs is proportional to the vapor pressure of the liquid. The purpose of
a vacuum pump applied to a closed system is to maintain a lower pressure than that of
the atmosphere. In order to make our disinfection process faster, a vacuum pump was
connected to a closed system, ensuring a higher evaporation of the EO contained inside.

To investigate a suitable alternative to traditional synthetic biocides, we decided to
analyze the biocidal properties of two different essential oils: Thymus vulgaris L. (Lamiaceae)
and Crithmum maritimum L. (Apiaceae).

Thymus EO was selected due to its microbial properties, which have previously been
reported in several studies [15–21]. In particular, the Thymus vulgaris essential oil has been
shown to be quite effective against several microorganisms [22,23].

In addition, the essential oil of Crithmum maritimum has been largely investigated [24].
Its antimicrobial properties have been studied [25,26], showing its antioxidant, anti-
inflammatory, vermifuge and antifungal potentials. In particular, the essential oil’s capacity
to inhibit two important virulence factors in Candida albicans, Cryptococcus neoformans and
several dermatophytes and Aspergillus spp has been demonstrated.

There are no reports on the use of Thymus essential oil for leather disinfection to
date. Thus, the main purpose of this study was to undertake the first study of the appli-
cation of the Thymus essential oil to heritage leather disinfection under a vacuum system.
Consequently, in the context of our ongoing research on endemic Sicilian plants [27–29]
and the biological activity of essential oils [30–32], and in consideration of the important
antibacterial properties of the essential oil Thymus demonstrated in the aforementioned
articles, we decided to utilize the EO of Thymus vulgaris as natural biocide against bacteria
affecting two Tholu Bommalu, typical Indian leather puppets, which were stored at the
International Puppets Museum “Antonio Pasqualino”. We exploited the high vacuum
inside ad hoc chambers in order to speed up the disinfection process. The activity of the
essential oil of T. vulgaris was then compared with that of Sicilian Crithmum maritimum EO.
These results were compared with the results of using a conventional synthetic biocide,
benzalkonium chloride, as a disinfectant.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Gas Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) Analysis of the Essential Oil

The chemical composition of the essential oil of Thymus vulgaris was analyzed by
GC-MS analysis and is reported in Table 1. Sixteen compounds, divided into three classes,
were identified, accounting for 97.97% of the total composition. In terms of compound
classes, monoterpene hydrocarbons (49.96%) dominate the EO, with p-cymene as the most
abundant compound (35.96%), followed by terpinen-4-ol (10.29%) and α-terpinene (8.85%).
Oxygenated monoterpenes are also dominant (43.67%) with thymol (25.38%). In contrast,
sesquiterpene hydrocarbons accounted for only 4.34%; no oxygenated sesquiterpenes were
identified in the chromatogram of the EO. Comparing different samples of T. vulgaris from
Saudi Arabia [22] and France and Serbia [33] to our results, we found them to also be rich
in not only thymol, p-cymene and α-terpineol but also in camphene and caryophyllene.

The chemical composition of the essential oil obtained from Crithmum maritimum was
analyzed by GC-MS analysis and is reported in Table 2. Forty compounds, divided into
four classes, were identified, accounting for 90.03% of the total oil. In terms of compound
classes, monoterpene hydrocarbons (45.08%) dominate the EO, with β-myrcene as the most
abundant compound (13.66%), followed by p-cymene (11.67%) and β-phellandrene (6.57%).
Oxygenated monoterpenes are also dominant (40.03%) with thymol acetate (14.38%). In
contrast, hydrocarbon and oxygenated sesquiterpenes accounted for only 1.94% and 0.50%,
respectively.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of T. vulgaris essential oil.

No. Compounds LRI a LRI b Area (%) Ident. c Ref.

1 β-Pinene 974 1070 0.08 1, 2, 3
2 cis-Carane 978 1033 0.90 1, 2
3 β-Myrcene 990 1079 2.54 1, 2, 3
4 3-Carene 1011 1129 0.48 1, 2
5 α-Terpinene 1018 1140 8.85 1, 2, 3
6 p-Cymene 1021 1224 35.96 1, 2, 3

7 (3E)-3-Ethyl-2,5-dimethyl-1,3-
hexadiene d 1031 976 0.04 1, 2

8 Eucalyptol 1035 1211 1.56 1, 2, 3
9 Terpinolene 1084 1264 1.11 1, 2

10 β-Linalool 1098 1498 5.99 1, 2, 3
11 trans-Pinocarveol 1139 1666 0.45 1, 2
12 Terpinen-4-ol 1177 1612 10.29 1, 2
13 Thymol 1267 2156 25.38 1, 2, 3
14 α-Copaene 1376 1487 0.14 1, 2 [34]
15 Caryophyllene 1419 1598 4.13 1, 2, 3
16 δ-Cadinene 1530 1722 0.07 1, 2

Monoterpene Hydrocarbons 49.96
Oxygenated Monoterpenes 43.67

Sesquiterpene Hydrocarbons 4.34

Total 97.97
a: retention index on a HP-5MS apolar column; b: retention index on a DB-Wax polar column. c: 1 = retention
index identical to bibliography; 2 = identification based on comparison of MS; 3 = retention time identical to
authentic compounds; d: tentative identification. Compounds are classified in order of linear retention time of
apolar column.

Table 2. Chemical composition of C. maritimum essential oil.

No. Compounds LRI a LRI b Area (%) Ident. c Ref.

1 α-Pinene 932 1019 5.51 1, 2, 3
2 Camphene 944 1060 5.16 1, 2, 3
3 Sabinene 966 1114 0.21 1, 2
4 β-Pinene 974 1070 0.55 1, 2, 3
5 β-Myrcene 990 1079 13.66 1, 2, 3
6 α-Phellandrene 998 1166 0.88 1, 2
7 p-Cymene 1021 1224 11.67 1, 2, 3
8 β-Phellandrene 1022 1201 6.57 1, 2
9 γ-Terpinene 1049 1233 0.87 1, 2,

10 β-Linalool 1098 1498 0.43 1, 2, 3
11 cis-2-Menthenol 1118 1527 0.39 1, 2 [35]
12 Camphor 1122 1501 0.27 1, 2, 3 [36]
13 3-Methylbutyl pentanoate 1134 1345 0.16 1, 2
14 trans-2-Menthenol 1136 1561 0.56 1, 2 [37]
15 Camphene hydrate 1148 1583 0.09 1, 2
16 Terpinen-4-ol 1177 1612 3.52 1, 2
17 Pentyl pentanoated 1185 1402 0.51 1, 2
18 trans-3(10)-Caren-2-ol 1194 1525 0.18 1, 2 [38]
19 1-Methylhexyl butanoate 1197 1371 0.63 1, 2 [39]
20 Carvone 1218 1709 0.24 1, 2, 3
21 cis-Carveol 1222 1820 0.19 1, 2
22 Thymol methyl ether 1235 1587 1.23 1, 2
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Table 2. Cont.

No. Compounds LRI a LRI b Area (%) Ident. c Ref.

23 2-Methylcyclohexyl butyrate d 1241 1407 0.37 1, 2
24 4,7-Dimethylbenzofuran 1260 1619 0.54 1, 2 [40]
25 Thymol 1267 2156 2.62 1, 2, 3
26 Bornyl acetate 1270 1555 2.69 1, 2
27 Piperitone 1277 1730 0.40 1, 2
28 2-Undecanone 1295 1614 0.27 1, 2
29 Thymol acetate 1352 1813 14.38 1, 2, 3
30 4-Cyclohexyl-2-butanone d 1371 1823 0.10 1, 2
31 Damascenone 1385 1810 0.48 1, 2
32 α-Ionol 1395 1881 0.29 1, 2

33 1,4-Dimethoxy-2-tert-
butylbenzene 1408 1871 1.23 1, 2 [41]

34 α-Methylbenzyl propionate d 1412 1853 0.99 1, 2
35 2-Methyl-6-(2-propenyl)phenol d 1423 1889 3.30 1, 2
36 Geranyl acetone 1456 1859 0.30 1, 2
37 Bornyl butyrate 1463 1760 1.30 1, 2
38 γ-Cadinene 1521 1776 1.94 1, 2
39 2,3,4-Trimethylacetophenone 1548 1882 5.35 1, 2

Monoterpene Hydrocarbons 45.08
Oxygenated Monoterpenes 40.03

Sesquiterpene Hydrocarbons 1.94
Oxygenated Sesquiterpenes 0.50

Others 2.48
Total 90.03

a: retention index on a HP-5MS apolar column; b: retention index on a DB-Wax polar column. c: 1 = retention
index identical to bibliography; 2 = identification based on comparison of MS; 3 = retention time identical to
authentic compounds; d: tentative identification. Compounds are classified in order of linear retention time of
apolar column.

2.2. Antimicrobial Activity

In order to test the antimicrobial activity of T. vulgaris and C. maritimum EOs against
bacteria species isolated from Tholu Bommalu, an agar disk diffusion method (ADD)
was performed (results are listed in Table 3). As far as the T. vulgaris EO was concerned,
Georgenia sp. isolated colonies were the most susceptible to the oil; in this case, the
antimicrobial activity was so high that the inhibition halos were confluent. Every bacterial
colony showed a relevant sensitivity to both EO solutions (50% and 100%), which were
able to produce inhibition halos of up to 33 mm. In contrast, the C. maritimum essential oil
did not show inhibition halos, except in the case of Bacillus sp., although these inhibition
halos were smaller than those of T. vulgaris.

Table 3. Antimicrobial activity of T. vulgaris EO using ADD method.

EO/Solvents Conc. (%) Inhibition Halos (mm) a × Bacterial Specie

Bacillus Georgenia Streptomyces Ornithinibacillus
T. vulgaris EO 50 33 confl. b 42 39

100 38 confl. b 46 54

C. maritimum EO
50 9 0 0 0
100 10 0 0 0

Benzalkonium
chloride 3 7 9 8 6

Pentane 100 0 0 0 0
a Inhibition halo diameter, including paper disk diameter (6 mm). Sensitive strains > 9 mm; not sensitive < 9 mm.
b Confluent: microbial growth on the entire surface of agar medium.

The antimicrobial activity of the T. vulgaris EO was displayed against all isolated
colonies and clearly had a greater effect than that of the controls (benzalkonium chloride
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(BAK), the reference biocide, and pentane, as shown in Figure 1). Completely in contrast
was the antimicrobial activity of the C. maritimum EO, which produced inhibition halos
smaller than those produced by the controls.

Figure 1. Inhibition halos highlighted using ADD method with T. vulgaris and C. maritimum EOs and
control BAK against (a) Bacillus sp., (b) Georgenia sp., (c) Ornithinibacillus sp. and (d) Streptomyces sp.

The biocide properties of the T. vulgaris EO are in agreement with its chemical compo-
sition. Several studies highlighted how EOs rich in phenolic compounds, such as thymol or
carvacrol, have a strong antimicrobial activity. In particular, thymol seems to be bioactive
against more than twelve different bacterial colonies [21,42].

2.3. Use of a Vaccum Chamber for the Disinfection Process

Considering the huge presence of microbial colonies on Tholu Bommalu and the fragility
of the parchment support, the aim was to find a disinfection process that was minimally
invasive but also fast, allowing replicability in the future for the entire collection of Indian
shadow puppets stored in the International Puppets Museum, “Antonio Pasqualino”.
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The study focused on observing the growth of isolated microbial colonies in response
to their exposure to volatile compounds of the Thymus vulgaris EO, under both normal
evaporation conditions and under vacuum inside a Plexiglas chamber (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Tholu Bommalu exposed to volatile compounds of EO inside the Plexiglas chamber under
vacuum.

In order to track the microbial growth on Tholu Bommalu fragments affected by bac-
terial colonies, surface sampling was performed weekly both on the samples in the clean
chamber and in the vacuum chamber. The exposure of the fragments to EO volatile com-
pounds lasted a total of five weeks. T. vulgaris essential oil manifested a marked reduction
in microbial growth over time. This was observed in both the group of samples. However,
a clear difference was observed between the two methods, demonstrating that the exposure
under vacuum allowed for faster inhibition of microbial growth.

Microbial in vitro cultures were performed on both nutrient agar (Oxoid, Thermo
Fisher: 1.0 g Lab-Lemco powder; 5.0 g peptone; 5.0 g NaCl; 15.0 g agar/liter of dH20)
and Sabouraud dextrose agar (Oxoid, Thermo Fisher: 40.0 g dextrose; 10.0 g peptone;
15.0 g agar/liter of dH2O). Nutrient agar supports a wide range of microorganisms, whereas
Sabouraud is mainly used to cultivate fungi or filamentous bacteria.

The results from these different culture media were combined and evaluated, revealing
the microbial growth trend over time for each fragment (as shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Microbial growth trends over time for fragments “A” (a); “B” (b); “C” (c) and “D” (d).

In particular, one of the clearest results was related to the colonies sampled from
fragments “A” and “C” and grown on nutrient agar, which were significantly reduced in
fragment “A” and completely absent in fragment “C” from the first week of exposure to
EO volatile compounds. On the contrary, the same colonies exposed in the clean chamber
without the vacuum showed confluent growths.

Colonies collected on surfaces of the “A” and “C” fragments showed differences in
terms of the microbial load. Specifically, after only one week of exposure to EO volatile
compounds under vacuum no microbial growth was observed, whereas microbial growth
was still present under ambient conditions, although considerably reduced.

By the third week, the exposure to T. vulgaris EO volatile compounds under vacuum
conditions resulted in the microbial colonies on “A” and “C” fragments being completely
eradicated. In contrast, under environmental conditions, the microbial colonies were still
present, revealing a considerable reduction in the microbial load only after the fourth week
of the disinfection process.

In regard to fragments “B” and “D”, the microbial colonies present on their surfaces
immediately proved to be more resistant to the action of the EO, showing confluent growth
in all cases. The first result of microbial growth inhibition was observed from the fourth
week of exposure. Under vacuum conditions, the colonies present in “B” were significantly
reduced on both nutrient and Sabouraud agar when compared to the same fragments
exposed under environmental conditions. Regarding fragment “D”, the microbial growth
tested on Sabouraud agar was almost completely eradicated under vacuum conditions and
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was significantly reduced under environmental conditions. Microbial growth remained
confluent on nutrient agar.

Reaching the fifth week of exposure to EO volatile compounds, microbial growth had
almost completely stopped under vacuum conditions. The only exception was fragment
“B”, although in this case, the microbial load was still reduced. This result was completely
in contrast with the exposure under environmental conditions, in which confluent growth
was still present after 35 days of disinfection, although only for some taxa.

An important aspect, which must be emphasized, is that a non-topical and direct
application on the leather fragments and on the entire artifact using only the vapor pressure
of the EO did not cause decolorization processes. This aspect was checked with the aid of a
colorimeter (NH300 Colorimeter, 3NH Shanghai Co., Ltd.), evaluating parameters such as
total color differences (ΔE), a * (red-green), L * (lightness) and b * (yellow-blue) before and
after the EO treatment.

Furthermore, to avoid discomfort and residual odor of the same on the artifact, the
latter was subjected to three high vacuum cycles, maintaining stable thermo-hygrometric
parameters, in order to eliminate the possible presence of some volatile components of the
essential oil.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Essential Oils

The essential oil of Thymus vulgaris (100% pure, 100 mL) was purchased from Authentic
Oil Co, Unit 1, Little Castle Farm, Raglan, Monmouthshire, NP15 2BX, UK. In this case, the
aerial parts of T. vulgaris come from Daran, Karaman, Turkey.

The aerial parts of Crithmum maritimum were collected in Addaura (Mondello),
Palermo, Sicily, Italy (38◦11′31”N, 13◦20′41”E, 2 m m.s.l.), in June 2020 and a voucher
specimen was deposited in STEBICEF Department, University of Palermo (PAL 348/20).

A quantity of 300 g of the aerial parts of C. maritimum were subjected to hydrodis-
tillation for 3 h using Clevenger’s apparatus [43]. The oil (yield 2.08% (v/w)) was dried
with anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered and stored in a freezer at −20 ◦C until the time
of analyses.

3.2. GC-MS Analysis of Essential Oil

Analyses of essential oils were performed according to the procedure reported by
Rigano et al. [44]. EO analysis was performed using an Agilent 7000 C GC (Agilent
Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) system, fitted with a fused silica Agilent DB-
Wax capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d.; 0.25 μm film thickness) and coupled to an
Agilent triple quadrupole Mass Selective Detector MSD 5973 (Agilent Technologies, Inc.,
Santa Clara, CA, USA). The settings were as follows: ionization voltage, 70 eV; electron
multiplier energy, 2000 V; transfer line temperature, 295 ◦C; solvent delay, 4 min. The
other GC analysis was performed with a Shimadzu QP 2010 plus equipped with an
AOC-20i autoinjector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), gas chromatograph equipped with a flame
ionization detector (FID), a capillary column (HP-5MS) (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d.; film thickness,
0.25 μm) and a data processor. The oven program was as follows: temperature increase
at 40 ◦C for 5 min at a rate of 2 ◦C/min up to 260 ◦C and then isothermal amplification
for 20 min. Helium was used as the carrier gas (1 mL min−1). The injector and detector
temperatures were set at 250 ◦C and 290 ◦C, respectively. An amount of 1 μL of each oil
solution (3% EO/hexane v/v) was injected with a split mode. Linear retention indices
(LRI) were determined by using retention times of n-alkanes (C8-C40), and the peaks were
identified by comparison with mass spectra and by comparison to their relative retention
indices with WILEY275 (Wiley), NIST 17 (NIST, The National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), ADAMS (Allured Business Media, Carol Stream, IL,
USA) and FFNSC2 (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) libraries.
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3.3. ADD Control Solutions

Benzalkonium chloride (3% v/v) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO 68178 United States),
the reference biocide, and pentane (Sigma Aldrich, 100%, St. Louis, MO 68178, USA), the
solvent accounting for fifty percentage of the EO solution, were controls used in agar disc
diffusion (ADD) assays [45,46]. ADD assays, performed on nutrient or Sabouraud agar
media, were performed twice.

3.4. Microbial Taxa

Microbial patina on the leather substrata of Tholu Bommalu was sampled by sterile
stubs. Distinctive colonies, in morphology and/or pigmentation, were isolated on the
nutrient agar in vitro culture. Taxonomical identification was performed by molecular
analysis of the 16S rDNA gene or ITS1-2 containing DNA region [47]. Specifically, Bacillus
sp., Georgenia sp., Ornithinibacillus sp. and Streptomyces sp. were identified as the prevalent
genera (Gram + bacteria).

3.5. Antibacterial Activity Assays

The ADD in vitro method was performed to evaluate the antibacterial activity of EO
and BAK solutions. An amount of 10 μL of each bacterial broth culture (normalized to the
concentration of 1 × 106 CFU/mL) was uniformly spread using a sterile Drigalsky spatula
on the nutrient agar surface, and the surface was allowed to dry (1 h at 30 ◦C). A sterile
paper disc (6 mm in diameter, Dutscher papier, FR) imbibed with 10 μL of the T. vulgaris
essential oil (100% or 50%) or control solutions (BAK 3% v/v and pentane 100%,) was leaned
on the agar medium (9 cm Petri dishes) surface. Due to the non-miscibility of essential oils
in water, fifty percent of the EO solution was composed of pentane. After incubation at
30 ◦C for 24 h, inhibition halos (i.hs.) differing in diameter (mm) were revealed, reflecting
the antimicrobial activity and categorized as a sensitive strain (i.h. > 9 mm) or a resistant
strain (i.h. < 9 mm). Georgenia sp. colonies were the most susceptible isolated bacteria,
showing a relevant sensitivity to the essential oil with an inhibition zone of up to 18 mm. At
the other end of the spectrum, Bacillus sp. was the most resistant with an i.h. of 14–17 mm
diameters. Table 2 shows the results of the antibacterial activity using the ADD method
(Figure 1). Pentane, accounting for fifty percent of the EO solution, was applied as a control
to evaluate the real biocide power of the diluted EO, and it did not show inhibition halos.

3.6. Vacuum Chamber

In order to maintain stable thermo-hygrometric parameters (13–18 ◦C; 50–60% RH),
a saturated solution of MgCl2 was placed inside the vacuum system. In addition, the
chamber was filled with the Thymus vulgaris EO, calculating the right amount to saturate
atmosphere using the equation of a perfect gas; a thermo-hygrometer; and the leather
samples, placed on a reticulated support made of cardboard and nylon to allow the volatile
compounds to easily reach all points of the samples. To create vacuum, a diaphragm
vacuum pump (Type MZ 2C, Ser.No. 20635805) was connected by a tube to the top of the
chamber and was kept running for about one minute and then disconnected.

4. Conclusions

The present work focused on determining the yield, the chemical composition and
antimicrobial properties of Thymus vulgaris and Crithmum maritimum essential oils. The
essential oil of T. vulgaris was characterized by a large presence of monoterpenes, p-cymene
(35.96%), terpinen-4-ol (10.29%), α-terpinene (8.85%) and thymol (25.38%), while C. mariti-
mum essential oil was dominated by β-myrcene (13.66%), followed by p-cymene (11.67%),
β-phellandrene (6.57%) and thymol acetate (14.38%). In addition, we suggested an inte-
grated approach to the most common disinfection processes, by using a vacuum chamber
in order to allow the mechanism to act faster than usual. Thymus oil, in vapor phase, is a
strong inhibitor for bacterial growth; every bacterial colony isolated showed significant
sensitivity to both EO solutions (50%, 100%) and was able to produce inhibition halos up to
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33 mm. All colonies under vacuum conditions were significantly reduced compared to the
same ones exposed to environmental conditions. In contrast, the C. maritimum essential oil
did not show inhibition halos. The potential use of commercial plant essential oils, together
with the achievements reached during the in vitro and in situ applications to control the
growth of bacterial taxa, led us to hypothesize their use as natural biocides, replacing the
most common toxic biocide usually used in the conservation of cultural heritage.
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Abstract: Euphorbia dendroides L. is a rounded shrub commonly found in the Mediterranean area well-
known, since ancient times, for its traditional use. The aim of the present study was to investigate
the phytochemical profile as well as the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties of flower
(FE), leaf (LE), fruit (FrE), and branch (BE) hydroalcoholic extracts. For this purpose, a preliminary
phytochemical screening followed by RP-LC-DAD-ESI-MS analysis, as well as several in vitro cell-
free colorimetric assays, were carried out. Moreover, the toxicity of the extracts was investigated by
the brine shrimp lethality assay. All extracts showed a high content of polyphenols, in particular
phenolic acids (chlorogenic acid 0.74–13.80 g/100 g) and flavonoids (rutin 0.05–2.76 g/100 g and
isovitexin 8.02 in BE). All the extracts showed strong and concentration-dependent antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory activity with, on average, the following order of potency: FE, LE, FrE, and BE.
Interestingly, all the extracts investigated did not show any toxicity on Artemia salina. Moreover,
the only LD50 found (BE, 8.82 mg/mL) is well above the concentration range, which has been
shown the biological properties. Considering this, this study offers the first evidence of the possible
use of the polyphenol extracts from the aerial parts of E. dendroides as promising antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory agents.

Keywords: Euphorbia dendroides L.; aerial parts; polyphenols; antioxidant activity; anti-inflammatory
activity; toxicity

1. Introduction

Euphorbia (Euphorbiaceae) is the third most common genus among flowering plants [1].
It is widespread around the world with more than 2000 species and with an exceptional
diversity such as shrubs, vines, and grassy plants [1]. Euphorbia is well known, since
ancient times, for its therapeutic activity on several gastrointestinal ailments, infections,
skin irritations, body pain, microbial illness, sensory disorders, and as an antidote against
snake venom [2–4]. Numerous species are commonly cultivated for ornamental purposes,
such as E. pulcherrima Willd., E. fulgens Karw, E. milii Des Moul., E. milii var. splendens Ursch
and Leandri, E. tirucalli L., and E. lactea Roxb [5].

Moreover, E. pekinensis Rupr., E. kansui Liou, E. lathyris L., E. humifusa Willd., and
E. maculata L. were described by the Chinese Pharmacopoeia for their application in
traditional medicine against gonorrhea, migraine, edema, and warts [6].

All plants belonging to the Euphorbia genus are characterized by the presence of an
irritating latex, which plays a pivotal role in the first defense mechanism against insects,
pathogens, and herbivores. This latex is a rich source of phytochemicals, which have been
extensively investigated over time [7–9].

Plants 2021, 10, 1621. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10081621 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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More than 650 types of diterpenes and triterpenes with several biological properties
such as antiproliferative, antimicrobial, antiviral, anti-inflammatory, vasoactive, cytotoxic,
neuroprotective, and anticancer, have been identified in the Euphorbia genus, thus, support-
ing the traditional use of the Euphorbia spp. [4,7]. Ingenol mebutate, a diterpene isolated
from E. peplus L., showed significant activity against the early stage of actinic keratosis
following topical application [10]. These promising biological activities led to an increased
interest in Euphorbia spp. [4,8,11]. However, despite this, there are many under-investigated
species, such as E. dendroides L., characterized by deciduous leaves, for which only limited
information is available today. Moreover, polyphenols, are under-looked compounds in
this plant genus.

E. dendroides is a rounded shrub or a small tree, commonly found in Mediterranean
areas (Spain, France, Italy, Balkans, Greece, Turkey, Northern Africa, etc.) along coasts and
especially on rocks, cliffs, and arid calcareous soils. The few studies available are mainly
focused on its latex with particular reference to terpenoids [12–16], while to the authors’
knowledge, only one study is currently available on extracts obtained from the whole plant,
which investigated the antioxidant and anti-proliferative activity of this species [17].

In our previous study, the phytochemical profile as well as the antioxidant and anti-
acetylcholinesterase activities of E. dendroides latex, were investigated [9]. The latex extract
showed interesting biological properties without any significant toxicity on Artemia salina,
paving the way for new potential uses of E. dendroides latex for example as a safe, effective,
and environmentally friendly insecticide [9].

Considering this, and given the lack of studies concerning the polyphenol extracts of
this plant, we decided to focus our attention on the aerial parts (leaf, branch, flower, and
fruit), with the aim to extend the knowledge about the polyphenol profile as well as on
the antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties of this plant species, highlighting also its
potential ecotoxicity.

2. Results

In the present study, the phytochemical profile as well as the antioxidant, anti-
inflammatory, and toxicity of leaf (LE), branch (BE), flower (FE), and fruit (FrE) hydroalco-
holic extracts of E. dendroides L. (Figure 1) were evaluated for the first time.

Figure 1. Euphorbia dendroides L. (a) and particular of the aerial parts (b). Original photo by SR.

The extraction method adopted has allowed the obtainment of high extraction yields
ranging from 13.70 to 24.21%, with flowers, which showed the best extraction yield, fol-
lowed by leaves, branches, and fruits.
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2.1. Phytochemical Screening and Characterization of Polyphenol Profile

Table 1 shows the results of the preliminary phytochemical screening carried out by
several in vitro colorimetric assays.

Table 1. Phytochemical screening of the E. dendroides leaf (LE), branch (BE), flower (FE), and fruit (FrE) hydroalcoholic
extracts. Results were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation of three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3).

Extract Total Phenols Total Flavonoids Vanillin Index Proanthocyanidins

g GAE a/100 g DE b g QE c/100 g DE g CE d/100 g DE g CyE e/100 g DE

LE 55.91 ± 1.89 84.85 ± 1.50 2.08 ± 0.14 & 2.06 ± 0.02 &

BE 26.54 ± 1.25 § 46.93 ± 4.00 § 0.44 ± 0.04 § 1.68 ± 0.08 §

FE 64.75 ± 4.63 * 73.75 ± 7.06
◦

0.92 ± 0.05 * 2.23 ± 0.04 *
FrE 48.76 ± 4.25 83.11 ± 3.13 0.67 ± 0.02 3.54 ± 0.02

a GAE, Gallic acid equivalents; b DE, Dry extract; c QE, Quercetin equivalents; d CE, Catechin equivalents; e CyE, Cyanidin equivalents;
* p < 0.001 vs. LE, BE and FrE; § p < 0.001 vs. LE and FrE;

◦
p < 0.001 vs. LE and BE; & p < 0.001 vs. FrE.

All extracts, albeit with substantial differences, showed a high content of polyphenols.
FE showed the highest content of total phenols expressed as g of gallic acid equivalents
(GAE)/100 g of dry extract (DE) followed by LE, FrE, and BE. Comparable amounts of
flavonoids, expressed as g of quercetin equivalents (QE)/100 g DE, were detected in LE
and FrE, followed by FE. On the contrary, a consistent decrease of flavonoids content was
observed in BE. The vanillin index and proanthocyanin assays were carried out in order
to evaluate the flavonols and proanthocyanidins content. Moreover, these two assays,
in particular their ratio (vanillin index/proanthocyanidins), allow the calculation of the
polymerization degree. All extracts, which showed the highest proanthocyanidins content
with respect to the flavonols content, showed a low polymerization degree (≤1). This
allows for postulating the high presence of monomeric molecules.

These preliminary results were confirmed by the determination of the polyphenol
profile by reverse-phase liquid chromatography coupled with diode array detection and
electrospray ion trap mass spectrometry (RP-LC-DAD-ESI-MS) analysis (Figure 2), which
identified the FE as the richest source of polyphenols (17.23 g/100 g DE), followed by LE,
FrE, and BE (Table 2).

More than 10 compounds were identified and quantified in each extract by RP-LC-
DAD-ESI-MS analysis (Figure 1; Table 2). Among them, a prevalence of chlorogenic acid
and rutin was recorded in all the extracts investigated, with the exception of BE, in which
the most abundant compound was isovitexin (8.02 g/100 g DE). However, the amount of
both compounds changed significantly depending on the aerial part investigated. Indeed,
chlorogenic acid, although it is more abundant in FE (13.80 g/100 g DE), is still expressed
at high levels and in comparable amounts to RE and LE. On the contrary, the rutin content,
which is always higher in FE (2.76 g/100 g DE), decreases significantly (~4 fold) in the
other two extracts (RE and LE). A completely different polyphenol profile was discovered
in BE, where chlorogenic acid content is clearly lower than other extracts (0.74 g/100 g DE)
and rutin amount (0.05 g/100 g DE) is comparable to other flavonoids identified. Here,
the most abundant compound was the isovitexin, a C-glycosylated flavonoid, generally
abundant in the plant cortex.

2.2. Antioxidant and Anti-Inflammatory Activity

The antioxidant and free radical-scavenging activity of the E. dendroides extracts was
evaluated by several cell-free colorimetric assays, based on different environments and
reaction mechanisms (hydrogen atom transfer and electron transfer-based methods). As
depicted in Figure 3, all extracts showed a concentration-dependent antioxidant and free
radical-scavenging activity in each test performed.
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Table 2. Polyphenol profile of E. dendroides flower (FE), leaf (LE), fruit (FrE), and branch (BE) extracts. Results were
expressed as the mean ± standard deviation of three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3).

n a Compound RT b λmax (nm) [M-H]- MW c FE LE FrE BE

g/100 g DE d

1 Gallic Acid 6.97 232;270 169 170 0.08 ± 0.01 * 0.01 ± 0.00 § 0.04 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00
2 3,4 Dihydroxybenzoic acid 13.08 232 153 154 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00
3 p-Hydroxybenzoic acid 23.97 232; 260 137 138 0.03 ± 0.00 * - 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00
4 Catechin 26.95 279 289 290 - 1.03 ± 0.01 - -
5 Chlorogenic acid 32.40 290; 320 353 354 13.80 ± 0.58 * 11.66 ± 0.37 11.67 ± 0.42 0.74 ± 0.01

◦

6 Caffeic acid 34.02 290; 325 179 180 0.02 ± 0.00 * 0.17 ± 0.01 § 0.01 ± 0.00 & 0.04 ± 0.00
7 Epicatechin 38.23 279 289 290 - 0.01 ± 0.00 $ 0.12 ± 0.01 -
8 p-Cumaric acid 44.38 280; 300 163 164 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.00 Ψ 0.01 ± 0.00
9 Eriodictyol-7-O-glucoside 48.31 232; 284 449 450 0.08 ± 0.00 * 0.04 ± 0.00 § 0.05 ± 0.00 & 0.06 ± 0.00

10 m-Cumaric acid 50.30 230; 274 163 164 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00
11 Verbascoside 53.86 230; 330 623 624 - 0.01 ± 0.00 - -
12 Isovitexin 54.91 284;328 431 432 0.02 ± 0.00 & - - 8.02 ± 0.22
13 Isoquercetin 56.37 262; 356 463 464 - - - 0.01 ± 0.00
14 Rutin 57.25 256;356 609 610 2.76 ± 0.11 * 0.65 ± 0.04 & 0.59 ± 0.03 & 0.05 ± 0.00
15 Roifolin 59.97 264; 336 577 578 - - 0.01 ± 0.00 -
16 Kaempferol-3-O-rutinoside 60.95 266; 348 593 594 - - 0.01 ± 0.00 -
17 Isorhamnetin-3-O-rutinoside 62.55 255; 356 623 624 0.41 ± 0.02 * 0.17 ± 0.01 § 0.04 ± 0.00 & 0.01 ± 0.00
18 Luteolin 70.77 268; 350 285 286 - - 0.01 ± 0.00 -
19 Tiliroside 72.24 266; 314 593 594 - - 0.01 ± 0.00 -
20 Isorhamnetin 75.71 230; 372 315 316 - - - 0.01 ± 0.00
21 Apigenin 75.96 267; 336 269 270 - - 0.01 ± 0.00 -

Total 17.23 13.78 12.62 9.02

a n. = peak number based on the elution order; b RT= retention time; c MW= Molecular weight; d DE= dry extract; * p < 0.001 vs. LE, FrE
and BE; § p < 0.001 vs. FrE and BE;

◦
p < 0.001 vs. LE and FrE; & p < 0.001 vs. BE; $ p < 0.001 vs. FrE; Ψ p < 0.001 vs. FE, LE and BE.

However, the response of the extracts changes a lot depending on the aerial part
considered. The oxygen radical absorbance capacity (ORAC) was identified as the main
mechanism through which all the extracts exert their antioxidant activity, as can be observed
from the lowest half-maximal inhibitory concentrations (IC50) reported in Table 3. However,
in this case, extracts did not show any statistically significant differences.

Table 3. The antioxidant and free radical-scavenging activity of E. dendroides flower (FE), leaf (LE), fruit (FrE), and branch
(BE) hydroalcoholic extracts. Results were expressed as the half-inhibitory concentration (IC50 μg/mL) with confident limits
(C.L.) at 95%.

Assay
FE LE FrE BE Standard a

IC50 μg/mL (C.L.)

ORAC 3.68 (1.30–5.46) 6.39 (5.32–7.58) 4.35 (2.15–8.79) 8.39 (6.87–10.25) 0.68 (0.38–1.27) *
TEAC 5.85 (4.90–6.98)

◦
22.31 (17.31–28.76) Ψ 13.88 (11.46–16.02) 14.17 (11.62–17.28) 2.89 (1.79–3.37) *

ICA 297.97 (147.01–403.96) 201.74 (167.03–243.68) 149.64 (76.74–291.77) 293.66 (247.85–347.93) & 6.62 (5.35–7.89) *
FRAP 10.36 (3.82–28.09) $ 42.26 (33.19–53.81) 20.53 (10.35–40.70) 49.95 (13.12–68.38) 3.70 (1.65–6.29) *
DPPH 17.86 (15.75–20.26)

◦
31.75 (27.25–36.99) 25.72 (21.31–31.05) 30.07 (25.81–35.04) 3.95 (1.39–5.65) *

BCB 12.63 (9.52–16.75) & 24.01 (17.14–33.63) 14.62 (10.87–19.66) £ 30.96 (21.16–45.30) 0.24 (0.17–0.32) *
a Trolox for ORAC, TEAC, FRAP and DPPH; Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) for iron-chelating activity and butylhydroxytoluene
(BHT) for β-carotene bleaching; ICA, Iron-chelating activity; BCB, β-carotene bleaching. * p < 0.001 vs. all E. dendroides extracts;

◦
p < 0.001

vs. LE, FrE, BE; Ψ p < 0.001 vs. FrE and BE; & p < 0.001 vs. LE and FrE; $ p < 0.001 vs. LE; £ p < 0.001 vs. BE.
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Figure 3. The antioxidant and free radical-scavenging activity of E. dendroides flower (FE), leaf (LE), fruit (FrE), and branch
(BE) extracts towards ORAC (a); TEAC (b); Iron chelating-activity (c); FRAP (d); DPPH (e) and β-carotene bleaching (f) assay.
Results were expressed as the mean inhibition percentage (%) ± standard deviation of three independent experiments (n = 3).

FE showed the most powerful antioxidant and free-radical scavenging activity in all
assays carried out, with the exception of the iron-chelating activity, in which RE showed the
best and statistically significant antioxidant activity with respect to all other E. dendroides
extracts. In particular, statistically significant results, with respect to LE, FrE, and BE,
were observed for Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity (TEAC) and DPPH assays. On
the contrary, FE showed statistically significant results with respect to LE, and LE, and
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FrE in ferric reducing antioxidant power (FRAP) and β-carotene bleaching (BCB) assays,
respectively. All extracts showed statistically significant results with respect to Trolox,
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), and butylhydroxytoluene (BHT), used as reference
compounds.

The anti-inflammatory properties of E. dendroides extracts were evaluated by two
simple in vitro cell-free based assays, which evaluate the heat-induced protein denatu-
ration (BSA denaturation assay) and the protease inhibitory activity. These assays allow
simultaneous evaluation of enzymatic and non-enzymatic anti-inflammatory mechanisms.
The results obtained showed that, first of all, the extracts show once again a concentration-
dependent behavior, in accordance with what has already been seen in the antioxidant
activity (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The anti-inflammatory activity of E. dendroides flower (FE), leaf (LE), fruit (FrE) and branch (BE) extracts towards
BSA denaturation assay (a) and protease inhibition assay (b). Results were expressed as the mean inhibition percentage (%)
± standard deviation of three independent experiments (n = 3). * p < 0.001 vs. FE; § p < 0.001 vs. LE; # p < 0.001 vs. FrE;
& p < 0.05;

◦
p < 0.05 vs. LE; Ψ p < 0.05 vs. FrE.

According to the antioxidant assays, FE is also the strongest anti-inflammatory agent
among the extracts investigated both in BSA denaturation and protease inhibition assay. The
order of potency, expressed as IC50 is the following: 62.88 μg/mL (C.L. 60.55–64.34 μg/mL)
for FE followed by LE (IC50 80.27 μg/mL; C.L. 78.48–82.66 μg/mL), FrE (IC50 73.50 μg/mL;
C.L.72.22–74.84 μg/mL) and BE (IC50 104.80 μg/mL; C.L. 103.55–106.15 μg/mL) in the BSA
denaturation assay, and 92.27 μg/mL (C.L. 90.45–94.05 μg/mL) for FE followed by FrE (IC50
205.34 μg/mL; C.L. 203.89–207.23 μg/mL), LE (IC50 219.02 μg/mL; C.L. 216.56–221.29 μg/mL)
and BE (IC50 253.84 μg/mL; C.L. 250.45–257.59 μg/mL) in the protease inhibition test. Di-
clofenac sodium, used as a reference compound in both assays, showed the following IC50
values: 42.37 μg/mL (C.L. 40.55–44.68) and 36.55 μg/mL (C.L. 34.88–38.79) in BSA denaturation
and protease inhibition assay, respectively. Considering this, all E. dendroides extracts showed a
different and statistically significant (p < 0.001) anti-inflammatory behavior in all tests carried
out, both among them and with respect to the reference compound diclofenac sodium.

2.3. Brine Shirmp Letality Assay

The brine shrimp lethality assay is a useful and rapid screening tool to evaluate the
toxicity of plant complexes or pure compounds [18]. E. dendroides extracts were tested at
different concentrations ranging from 0.0001 to 10 mg/mL. No mortality was found at 24 h,
while only weak toxicity (ranging from 0 to 10%, data not shown) was found after 48 h
and only at the highest concentration (10 mg/mL) for FE, LE, and FrE. Despite all extracts
not showing any significant toxicity over a broad range of concentrations, BE proved to
be the most toxic extract among those investigated affecting the larvae viability with an
LD50 value of 8.82 mg/mL (C.L. 7.05–9.16 mg/ml).
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3. Discussion

The Euphorbia species are plants well known for their health effects and traditional
use around the world [5]. Their biological activity is closely related to the phytochemical
profile which, however, may vary according to different parameters such as species, grown
conditions, the part of the plant investigated, as well as applied extraction methods.

Much research has been carried out in order to highlight the phytochemical profile
of different Euphorbia spp. This has allowed the identification of numerous classes of
secondary metabolites with marked health properties, including multi-drug resistance
modulatory activity, antiproliferative, cytotoxic, antiviral, antimicrobial, antioxidant, and
anti-inflammatory activity [5,9,13,14,17,19,20].

Among these compounds, the most representative are sesquiterpenes, diterpenes,
triterpenes, steroids, cerebrosides, phenolic compounds, tannins, and coumarins [5,20].

In particular, it is well known that the Euphorbia genus is a rich source of jatrophane
and modified jatrophane diterpenes, a wide range of structurally unique macrocyclic
and polyoxygenated derivatives, which opened new frontiers for research studies on this
genus [21]. Many of them have been isolated from the latex and aerial parts of E. dendroides
and, for this reason, the phytochemical research on this species has mainly focused in
recent years on this class of compounds [12,13,15,19].

To date, although polyphenols are among the most investigated compounds in the
plant kingdom, studies concerning these secondary metabolites in the Euphorbia genus are
rather scarce and even missing for some species.

In this study, the polyphenols profile of hydroalcoholic extracts of aerial parts (flower,
leaf, fruit, and branch) of E. dendroides was investigated for the first time. Moreover, to date
and to the authors’ knowledge, only one study, which investigated the antiproliferative
and antioxidant activities of two fractions (ethyl acetate and butanol) of whole plant
methanol/water extract of E. dendroides is currently available [17].

The extraction method adopted in the present study allowed to obtain a very high
extraction yield (13.70–24.21%) with respect to previous investigations (0.42–2.12%) [17].
Despite the polyphenols extraction from plant material is affected by several parameters
such as chemical environment, the extraction process, and solvent polarity, as well as
particle size and storage conditions [22], the results of the present study are in accordance
with Ghout et al. [17] showing a total phenols content ranging from 26.54 to 64.75 g
GAE/100 g DE with respect to 16.43 and 92.95 g GAE/100 g DE for butanol and ethyl
acetate fractions of E. dendroides extract.

On the contrary, a greater content of flavonoids was found in the hydroalcoholic extract
of flowers, leaves, fruits, and branches analysed in this study compared to the flavonoid
content found in the two fractions mentioned above (46.93–84.85 g QE/100 g DE vs. 1.22
and 2.60 g QE/100 g DE) [17]. Moreover, extracts from aerial parts of E. dendroides showed a
greater polyphenols content in comparison with the methanol latex extract, which showed
a total phenols and flavonoids content equal to 4.75 g GAE/100 g and 1.47 g RE/100 g DE,
respectively [9].

In the present study, the RP-LC-DAD-ESI-MS analysis allowed us to identify and
quantify more than 10 compounds in each extract, according to previous results which
identify ten [17] and fourteen compounds [9] in different E. dendroides extracts. According to
Ghout et al. [17], chlorogenic acid is the most representative phenolic acid in all the extracts
here investigated with the exception of the BE, in which the most abundant compound was
the flavonoid isovitexin. However, expressing the results of Ghout et al. [17] as dry weight,
the chlorogenic acid content found in FE, LE and FrE was about double. On the contrary,
although it remains the second most abundant phenolic acid present in the extracts under
consideration, the gallic acid content is about 100 times lower in the extracts analysed in
the present study compared to those analysed previously [17]. Caffeic acid represent the
second most abundant phenolic acid in LE, whereas comparable amount was found in
the other extracts. This phenolic acid was identified also previously in the methanol latex
extract [9] as well as in the methanol/water extract of whole plant [17]. Finally, according to
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previous results, other minor phenolic acids such as p-cumaric acid and p-hydroxybenzoic
acid [9,17] were found. Beyond the phenolic acids, the extracts investigated in the present
study showed, unlike those investigated previously, a high content of flavonoids as well,
with rutin as the most abundant compound ranging from 200 to10,000 times higher with
respect to previous results [17]. This flavonoid was identified also in other Euphorbia
species such as E. lathyris and E. geniculate, in which also other quercetin derivatives such
as quercetin-3-O-rhamnoside and quercetin-3-O-D-glucopyranoside as well as the aglycon
(quercetin) were identified [20]. On the contrary, rutin is completely absent in the methanol
latex extract previously investigated, characterized by the abundant presence of eryodictiol-
7-O-glucoside, eriodyctiol, naringenin-7-O-glucoside, naringenin, and quercetin [9].

Two biological activities (antioxidant and anti-inflammatory) were investigated in the
present study. According to previous results, all E. dendroides extracts showed concentration-
dependent antioxidant [9,17] and anti-inflammatory activity.

The different in vitro colorimetric assays carried out, characterized by different envi-
ronment and reaction mechanisms, allowed identification of the oxygen radical absorbance
capacity as the main mechanism through which all the extracts exert their antioxidant
activity. Despite all the analysed extracts showing significantly lower antioxidant activity
compared to the reference standards, in accordance with what was previously observed, the
IC50 values found in the present study are much lower than those previously highlighted
in the literature for E. dendroides extracts [9,17], showing the most powerful antioxidant
activity in the aerial part extracts.

On average, the extracts proved to be particularly active in tests based on hydrogen
atoms-transfer reactions (ORAC and BCB), followed by electron and hydrogen atom-
transfer-based assays (TEAC and DPPH), and finally on tests based on electrons transfer
(FRAP). The iron-chelating activity was the lowest among those investigated, although
the FrE showed interesting results. It is well-known that several flavonoids efficiently
chelate trace metals such as iron and copper, which play an important role in oxygen
metabolism avoiding the generation of highly aggressive secondary radical species [23].
The proposed binding sites for trace metals to flavonoids in order of potency are the
following: catechol moiety in B ring, 3-hydroxyl, 4-oxo groups in the heterocyclic ring, and
the 4-oxo, 5-hydroxyl groups between the heterocyclic and the A rings [23]. Considering
this, certainly, rutin exerts the greatest contribution in terms of iron-chelating activity,
although the presence of different flavonoids could enhance this activity. It is well-known
that the antioxidant behaviour of plant extracts is strictly related to the quali-quantitative
composition of the polyphenolic profile. In particular, the reducing ability depends on
the number of free-hydroxyl groups on the base skeleton [9,24]. Considering this, among
phenolic acids, chlorogenic acid plays a predominant role followed by gallic, caffeic, and
dihydroxybenzoic acid. On the contrary, for flavonoids, the radical scavenging activity
depends on the structure and the substituents of the heterocyclic and B rings and, in
particular, by the catechol group in the B ring, which has the better electron-donating
properties. Moreover, the 2,3-double bond conjugated with the 4-oxo group is responsible
for electron delocalization. The presence of a 3-hydroxyl group in the heterocyclic ring also
increases the radical-scavenging activity, while additional hydroxyl or methoxy groups
at positions 3,5, and 7 of A and C rings seem to be less important [23]. Considering
this, the order of potency of flavonoids is the following: flavonols, flavones, flavanols,
and flavanones. Most of the isolated flavonoids from the Euphorbia genus are simple
flavonols as well as O-, C-substituted and prenylated. The main glycosides are d-glucose,
l-rhamnose, or glucorhamnose attached at either the C-3 or C-7 position. Structure–activity
relationship studies showed that methylation of the hydroxyl groups on the C-3 or C-7
position decreases the activities while glycosylation loses the activity. In any case, the
parent compound is essential in preserving biological activity [20]. Indeed, observing the
average behaviour of the extracts in terms of antioxidant activity, it can be deduced that
FE, the extract richer in rutin and isorhamnetin-3-O-rutinoside (both flavonols), shows
the strongest antioxidant activity, followed by FrE, which is the most diversified extract
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in terms of flavonoid content, followed by LE and BE. BE in particular, shows the lowest
antioxidant activity probably attributable to the very low concentration of rutin found
compared to the other extracts analysed and to the high presence of isovitexin, which, as a
C-glycosylated flavonoid, acts as a weak antioxidant [23].

The present study showed that E. dendroides extracts from aerial parts showed also
strong and concentration-dependent anti-inflammatory properties both in enzymatic and
non-enzymatic assays. It is well-known that polyphenols may exert anti-inflammatory
effects through various mechanisms. Among the main ones that can be counted there is
certainly the radical scavenging activity, due to the close connection between oxidative
balance and inflammation, followed by modulation of the main enzymes involved in
inflammation such as protease, COX-1 and COX-2, and phospholipase A2, as well as
through complex signalling pathways that lead to a modulation of the release of important
pro-inflammatory markers such as interleukins and nitric oxide [25].

One of the most important aspects of this study is that the extracts under examination
showed such biological activities without showing any toxic effect on Artemia salina, as
demonstrated previously for other leaf and flowering top extracts [26].

Moreover, this study demonstrates indirectly that the toxicity generally associated
with E. dendroides is mainly due to the terpenes fraction in accordance with what was
observed in our previous study on a methanol extract of E. dendroides latex, in which an
LD50 ~350 times lower with respect to the most toxic extract investigated in the present
study (0.025 mg/mL vs. 8.82 mg/mL) was found [9].

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Chemicals

The 1,1-Diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl radical (DPPH), 2,20-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiaz-
oline-6-sulfonic acid (ABTS), potassium persulfate (K2S2O8), butylate-hydroxytoluene,
phenazine methosulphate, 6-Hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchromane-2-carboxylic acid (Trolox),
diclofenac sodium, butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), 2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionamidine)
dihydrochloride (AAPH), fluorescein sodium salt, sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2HPO4),
potassium phosphate monobasic (KH2PO4), 2,4,6-Tris(2-pyridyl)-S-triazine (TPTZ), iron sul-
phate heptahydrate, sodium acetate, sodium carbonate, vanillin, Folin-Ciocalteu reagent,
β-carotene, linoleic acid, tween 80, ferrozine, iron (II) chloride, EDTA, fatty free BSA,
trypsin, tris-HCl, casein, potassium bichromate (K2Cr2O7) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (MSt. Louis, MO, USA). Methanol, acetonitrile, glacial acetic acid and phosphoric
acid were HPLC grade and purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Reference
compounds were HPLC grade and purchased from Extrasynthese (Genay, France).

4.2. Plant Material Collection and Samples Preparation

Euphorbia dendroides L. (Euphorbiaceae) was collected and botanically identified by
Prof. S. Ragusa in April 2019 in Messina (Italy), Masse locality (200 m a.s.l.) during
flowering and fructification. A voucher specimen (19/04 ED) has been deposited within
the herbarium of the Department ChiBioFarAm, University of Messina, Messina, Italy.

The aerial parts have been manually divided into leaves, flowers, fruits, and branches,
that have been air-dried in the dark at RT and then powdered by a blade mill (IKA®

A11) with liquid nitrogen in order to block enzymatic activities and preserve the chemical
features. Two grams of each frozen powder (leaves, flowers, fruits, and branches) were
extracted with 40 mL of a hydroalcoholic mixture consisting of EtOH/H2O 80:20 v/v,
vortex-mixed for 3 min, and sonicated in an ice-cold bath for 5 min using a 3 mm titanium
probe set at 200 W and 30% amplitude signal (Vibra Cell™ Sonics Materials, inc., Danbury,
CT, USA). Extracts were then centrifuged at 3000 × g for 10 min. Thereafter, the supernatant
was filtered on filter paper and evaporated to dryness by a rotary evaporator at 37 ◦C. The
procedure was repeated 3 times. Dry extracts were suspended and properly diluted in a
hydroalcoholic mixture for phytochemical characterization and subsequent analyses.
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4.3. Phytochemical Screening
4.3.1. Total Phenols Content

Total phenols content was determined using the Folin–Ciocalteu method according
to Smeriglio et al. [27]. Briefly, 50 μL of sample solution (0.5–4.0 mg/mL) and 450 μL of
deionized water were added to 500 μL of Folin–Ciocalteu reagent. After 3 min, sodium
carbonate (500 μL, 10% v/v) was added and samples were left in the dark at RT for 1 hour,
vortexing every 10 min. Absorbance was read at 785 nm with a UV-VIS spectrophotometer
(Model UV-1601, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) against a blank consisting of the same extraction
hydroalcoholic mixture. Gallic acid was used as a reference compound (0.075–0.60 μg/mL).
Results, which represent the average of three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3)
were expressed as g GAE/100 g DE.

4.3.2. Total Flavonoids Content

Total flavonoids content was determined as reported by Smeriglio et al. [9]. Briefly,
0.2 mL of sample solution (0.5–4.0 mg/mL) were mixed with 0.2 mL of AlCl3 (2 mg/mL)
and 1.2 mL of sodium acetate (50 mg/mL). After 2.5 h, the absorbance was recorded
at 440 nm with a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Model UV-1601, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan)
against a blank consisting of the same extraction hydroalcoholic mixture. Quercetin was
used as a reference compound (0.125–1.0 mg/mL). Results, which represent the average of
three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3), were expressed as g QE/100 g DE.

4.3.3. Vanillin Index Determination

Vanillin index was evaluated according to Smeriglio et al. [24]. Briefly, 2.0 mL of
sample solution diluted in 0.5 M H2SO4 (absorbance ranging from 0.2 to 0.4) were loaded
onto a conditioned Sep-Pak C18 cartridge (Waters, Milan, Italy). The column was washed
with 2.0 ml of H2SO4 (5.0 mM), purged with air, and charged with methanol (5.0 mL) to
elute the sample. Thereafter, 1 mL of the eluate was added to 6.0 mL of 4% vanillin methanol
solution, and the mixture was conditioned in a water bath at 20 ◦C for 10 min. Chloridric
acid (3.0 ml) was added and after incubation time (15 min), the absorbance was recorded
at 500 nm with a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Model UV-1601, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan)
against a blank consisting of the same extraction hydroalcoholic mixture. Catechin was
used as a reference compound (0.125–0.50 mg/mL). Results, which represent the average
of three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3), were expressed as g CE/100 g DE.

4.3.4. Proanthocyanidins Determination

The proanthocyanidins content was evaluated as described by Barreca et al. [28].
Briefly, 2.0 mL of sample solution, diluted 10 times with 0.05 M H2SO4, was loaded onto
a conditioned Sep-Pak C18 cartridge (Waters, Milan, Italy), preconditioned with 5 mM
H2SO4 (2.0 mL), and purged with air. The proanthocyanidins-reach fraction obtained
was eluted with methanol (3.0 mL) and collected in a 100 ml flask shielded from light
containing 9.5 mL of absolute ethanol. Thereafter, the mixture was added with 12.5 mL of
FeSO4 · 7H2O solubilized in 37% HCl (300 mg/L) and placed to reflux for 50 min. After
cooling by immersion in cold water (20 ◦C) for ten min, the absorbance was read at 550 nm
with an UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Model UV-1601, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) against a
blank consisting of the same extraction hydroalcoholic mixture. The basal anthocyanins
content of the sample was determined detracting the absorbance of a sample prepared
under the same conditions but simply cooled in ice. Proanthocyanidins content was
expressed as 5 times the amount of cyanidin formed by means of a cyanidin chloride
(ε = 34,700) calibration curve. Results, which represent the average of three independent
experiments in triplicate (n = 3), were expressed as g CyE/100 g DE.

4.4. Determination of Polyphenol Profile by RP-LC-DAD-ESI-MS Analysis

Polyphenols characterization of LE, FE, FrE, and BE was carried out according to
Smeriglio et al. [29] by RP-LC-DAD-ESI-MS analysis. Separation was carried out by a
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Luna Omega PS C18 column (150 mm × 2.1 mm, 5 μm; Phenomenex, Torrance, CA,
United States) at 25 ◦C by using a mobile phase consisting of solvent A (0.1% formic acid)
and solvent B (methanol) according to the following elution program: 0–3 min, 0% B;
3–9 min, 3% B; 9–24 min, 12% B; 24–30 min, 20% B; 30–33 min, 20% B; 33–43 min, 30% B;
43–63 min, 50% B; 63–66 min, 50% B; 66–76 min, 60% B; 76–81 min, 60% B; 81–86 min, 0%
B and equilibrated 4 min for a total run time of 90 min. The injection volume was 5 μL.
The UV-Vis spectra were recorded ranging from 190 to 600 nm and chromatograms were
acquired at different wavelengths (260, 292, 330, and 370 nm) to identified all polyphenol
classes. The experimental parameters of the mass spectrometer (ion trap, model 6320,
Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) operating in negative (ESI−) ionization mode
were set as follows: capillary voltage 3.5 kV, nebulizer (N2) pressure 40 psi, drying gas
temperature 350 ◦C, drying gas flow 9 L/min and skimmer voltage 40 V. Acquisition was
carried out in full-scan mode (90–1000 m/z). Data were acquired by Agilent ChemStation
software version B.01.03 and Agilent trap control software version 6.2.

4.5. Antioxidant and Free-Radical Scavenging Activity

The antioxidant activity of E. dendroides extracts was evaluated by several in vitro
colorimetric assays based on different mechanisms (electron, hydrogen and electron, and
hydrogen transfer-based assays) and reaction environments. Absorbance was recorded by
a UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Model UV-1601, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). Results, which
represent the average of three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3), were expressed
as inhibition percentage (%) of the oxidative/radical activity, calculating the IC50 with
the respective C.L. at 95% by Litchfield and Wilcoxon’s test using PHARM/PCS software
version 4 (MCS Consulting, Wynnewood, PA, USA). All concentration ranges reported refer
to final concentrations of E. dendroides extracts and reference compounds in the reaction
mixture.

4.5.1. FRAP Assay

This assay was carried out according to Smeriglio et al. [30]. Fifty microliters of sample
solution (2.5–100 μg/mL) or Trolox as reference compound (1.25–10 μg/mL) was added to
fresh pre-warmed (37 ◦C) working FRAP reagent (1.5 mL) and incubated for 4 min at RT in
the dark. Absorbance was recorded at 593 nm against a blank consisting of the extraction
hydroalcoholic mixture

4.5.2. ORAC Assay

Oxygen radical absorbance capacity was evaluated according to Smeriglio et al. [31].
Briefly, 20 μL of sample solution (1.25–10 μg/mL) diluted in 75 mM phosphate buffer
pH 7.4, were added to 120 μL of fresh fluorescein solution (117 nM) and incubated 15 min
at 37 ◦C. After that, 60 μL of 40 mM AAPH solution was added to start the reaction,
that was recorded every 30 s for 90 min (λex 485; λem 520) by a fluorescence plate reader
(FLUOstar Omega, BMG LABTECH, Ortenberg, Germany). A blank consisting of the
extraction hydroalcoholic mixture diluted in phosphate buffer and Trolox as the reference
compound (0.25–2.0 μg/mL) were included in each assay.

4.5.3. BCB Assay

The BCB assay was carried out using a β-carotene emulsion prepared according to
Smeriglio et al. [32]. Briefly, 0.28 mL of sample solution (10–80 μg/mL) were added to 7 ml
of β-carotene emulsion, whereas an emulsion without β-carotene was used as a negative
control. The absorbance was recorded at starting time and during incubation at 50 ◦C every
20 min for 120 min at 470 nm. BHT was used as a reference compound (0.063–0.5 μg/mL).

4.5.4. TEAC Assay

The Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity of samples was evaluated according to
Monforte et al. [33]. The reaction mixture (4.3 mM K2S2O8 and 1.7 mM ABTS solution,
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1:5 v/v) was incubated for 12–16 h in the dark at RT and diluted just before the analyses
until an absorbance of 0.7 ± 0.02 (734 nm). Fifty microliters of each sample (3.0–30 μg/mL)
were added to 1 mL of the reagent and incubated at RT for 6 min. The absorbance was
recorded at 734 nm against a blank consisting of the extraction hydroalcoholic mixture.
Trolox was used as a reference compound (0.63–5.0 μg/mL).

4.5.5. ICA Assay

The iron-chelating activity was evaluated according to Bazzicalupo et al. [34]. Briefly,
50 μL of FeCl2·4H2O solution (2.0 mM) was added to 100μL of the sample (0.075–0.60 mg/mL)
and incubated at RT for 5 min. After that, 100 μL of 5 mM ferrozine and 3 mL of deionized
water were added to the mixture and incubated for 10 min at RT. The absorbance was read at
562 nm against a blank consisting of the extraction hydroalcoholic mixture. EDTA was used
as a reference compound (1.50–12.0 μg/mL).

4.5.6. DPPH Assay

The DPPH radical scavenging activity was evaluated according to Smeriglio et al. [32].
Briefly, 37.5 μL of sample solution (5–80 μg/ml) was added to fresh DPPH methanol
solution (10−4 M), vortex-mixed for 10 s, and incubated in the dark at RT for 20 min. Ab-
sorbance was recorded at 517 nm against a blank consisting of the extraction hydroalcoholic
mixture. Trolox was used as a reference compound (0.63–5.0 μg/mL).

4.6. Anti-Inflammatory Activity

The anti-inflammatory activity of E. dendroides extracts was evaluated by two simple
in vitro colorimetric enzymatic and non-enzymatic assays. Absorbance was recorded by
a multi-well plate reader (Multiskan GO; Thermo Scientific, MA, United States). Results,
which represent the average of three independent experiments in triplicate (n = 3), were
expressed as inhibition percentage (%) of the inflammatory/enzyme activity, calculat-
ing the IC50 with the respective C.L. at 95% by Litchfield and Wilcoxon’s test using the
PHARM/PCS software version 4 (MCS Consulting, Wynnewood, PA, USA). All concen-
tration ranges following reported refer to final concentrations of E. dendroides extracts and
reference compounds in the reaction mixture.

4.6.1. BSA Denaturation Assay

The ability of samples to inhibit the heat-induced bovine serum albumin denaturation
was evaluated according to Saso et al. [35]. Briefly, 100 μL of 0.4 % fatty free BSA solution
and 20 μL of PBS pH 5.3 were added into a 96-well plate. Therefore, 80 μL of sample
solution (31.25–125 μg/mL) were added to the mixture. The absorbance was recorded at
595 nm at starting time and after incubation for 30 min at 70 ◦C. A blank consisting of the
extraction hydroalcoholic mixture was used as a control. Diclofenac sodium was used as a
reference compound (6.25–50 μg/mL).

4.6.2. Protease Inhibition Assay

The protease inhibitory activity of samples was evaluated according to Oyedapo and
Famurewa [36]. Briefly, 200 μL of sample solution (31.25–250 μg/mL) were added to the
reaction mixture consisting of 12 μL of trypsin (10 μg/mL) and 188 μL of 25 mM Tris-HCl
buffer (pH 7.5). After that, 200 μL of 0.8% casein was added and the reaction mixture and
incubated for 20 min at 37 ◦C in a water bath. At the end of the incubation time, 400 μL of
perchloric acid was added to stop the reaction. The cloudy suspension was centrifuged at
3500 × g for 10 min and the absorbance of the supernatant was recorded at 280 nm against
a blank consisting of the extraction hydroalcoholic mixture. Diclofenac sodium was used
as a reference compound (6.25–50 μg/mL).
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4.7. Brine Shrimp Lethality Assay

In order to investigate the toxicity of the extracts, a brine shrimp lethality assay was
carried out according to Caputo et al. [37]. Eggs of Artemia salina were purchased from a
local pet shop, placed in a hatcher chamber containing seawater, and incubated for 48 h at
RT with continuous aeration and illumination. Two hundred microliters of each sample
(0.0001 to 10 mg/mL) and K2Cr2O7 as a reference compound (500 μg/mL) diluted in
seawater were seeded in a 24-well plate. Ten nauplii per well were added and incubated
for 48 h in the same conditions reported above.

Surviving larvae without abnormal swimming behavior were counted after 24 h and
48 h by a stereomicroscope (SMZ-171 Series, Motic, Seneco s.r.l.–Milano, Italy). One nega-
tive control (10 larvae treated with seawater only) were also evaluated. Three independent
experiments (n = 10) were carried out for each treatment. Lethality was calculated using
the following equation:

% Lethality = 100 − [(slt × 100)]/slcs (1)

where slt were the survival larvae treated with extracts or K2Cr2O7, whereas slcs were the
survival larvae treated with seawater (negative control).

4.8. Statistical Analysis

Three independent experiments (n = 3 and n = 10) were carried out for the in vitro
cell-free assays and brine shrimp lethality assay, respectively. Results were expressed as
the mean ± standard deviation (S.D.). Data were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s test and Student-Newman-Keuls Method by SigmaPlot12
(Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Results were statistically significant for p ≤ 0.05.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, this is the first study in which extracts of the aerial parts (flowers, leaves,
fruits, and branches) of E. dendroides were investigated. Phytochemical analyses showed a
high content of polyphenols with chlorogenic acid and rutin as the most representative
compounds, respectively for phenolic acids and flavonoids in regards to flowers, leaves,
and fruits. On the contrary, chlorogenic acid and isovitexin were found as the most
representative compounds for the branch extract. However, beyond the most representative
compounds, small differences were found in the phytochemical profile of the extracts under
examination, which certainly may contribute to the promising biological activity observed.
On average, the flower extract showed the highest antioxidant and anti-inflammatory
activity followed by fruits, leaves, and branches. Interestingly, all the extracts showed no
toxicity, demonstrating indirectly that the toxicity, generally ascribed to this plant species,
is due to the terpene component mainly present in the latex.

These results, which certainly require further cell-based studies to better investigate
the biological properties investigated, show clear preliminary evidence of a possible use of
the extracts as powerful antioxidant and anti-inflammatory agents.
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Abstract: Buds usually possess mechanical or chemical protection and may also have secretory
structures. We discovered an intricate secretory system in Ouratea castaneifolia (Ochnaceae) related
to the protection of buds and young leaves. We studied this system, focusing on the distribution,
morphology, histochemistry, and ultrastructure of glands during sprouting. Samples of buds and
leaves were processed following the usual procedures for light and electron microscopy. Overlapping
bud scales protect dormant buds, and each young leaf is covered with a pair of stipules. Stipules and
scales possess a resin gland, while the former also possess an extrafloral nectary. Despite their distinct
secretions, these glands are similar and comprise secreting palisade epidermis. Young leaves also
possess marginal colleters. All the studied glands shared some structural traits, including palisade
secretory epidermis and the absence of stomata. Secretory activity is carried out by epidermal cells.
Functionally, the activity of these glands is synchronous with the young and vulnerable stage of
vegetative organs. This is the first report of colleters and resin glands for O. castaneifolia. We found
evidence that these glands are correlated with protection against herbivores and/or abiotic agents
during a developmental stage that precedes the establishment of mechanical defenses.

Keywords: calcium oxalate crystals; colleter; extrafloral nectaries; resin gland; bud protection;
plant-environment interaction

1. Introduction

The botanical family Ochnaceae has a pantropical distribution, comprising 27 genera
and approximately 500 species [1], with its center of diversity being the Neotropics. Most of
the diversity of Neotropical taxa is in the Amazon Basin, with just a few extra-Amazonian
distributions restricted to Andean forests or the Brazilian Cerrado and Atlantic Forest [2].
The Ouratea genus, with about 300 species, is the largest and most diverse of the family [2].
The genus is widely distributed across several phytogeographic domains of Central and
South America [3,4]. Many species have been recently described as Ouratea, demonstrating
the limited study of the group and the cause of many taxonomic controversies (see [4]).

Secretion and secretory products seem to be important features for species of Ouratea.
Representatives of this genus possess a pair of conspicuous stipules, in which there is, at
least for some species, an extrafloral nectary (EFN) on the abaxial face [5]. Furthermore,
species of Ouratea are a rich source of flavonoids and biflavonoids, and show potential as
constituents of medicines; triterpenes, diterpenes, steroids, monosaccharides, and triacyl-
glycerides are also common in this plant group [6].

Plant secretions are related to several forms of plant–environment interactions. Floral
and vegetative buds constitute a vulnerable portion of plants and, thus, physical and
chemical protections have often been found in these meristematic regions. Shoot buds
usually possess substances produced by glands as distinct as colleters, nectaries, resin-
producing glands, elaiophores, or secretory cavities [7].

The protective roles of some bud secretions have long been studied, as attested
by the reports made by Groom [8], who stated that “many buds have a great protective
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auxiliary in the secretion which covers and fills them. This secretion consists of gummy mucilage
or resin, or both together; it is secreted by the general epidermis, by colleters, or by “leaf-teeth”.”
The substances present in bud secretions can protect vegetative and reproductive buds
against several environmental stresses ([9,10] and references therein). These substances
act complementary to the protection provided by enveloping shoot apical meristems by
superimposing cataphylls and undeveloped leaves [11].

Damage to shoot apices presents a high cost because they are essential for plant
growth [12]. Therefore, investments in protecting the apical meristem are advantageous,
since the resprouting ability is a key functional trait that enables plant populations to
persist after the destruction of living tissues from disturbance [13].

Knowledge regarding chemical defenses in shoot buds of Ochnaceae is far from
comprehensive, although nectar secretion in scales and stipules of some taxa is well
known. Many authors have recently reported the presence of glands in the family [14–17],
sometimes relating them to bud protection [16]. Nevertheless, many aspects of secretion in
the family are still poorly understood.

Considering this knowledge gap, we investigated the anatomy, histochemistry, and
ultrastructure of the colleters, nectaries, and resin glands present in the buds and devel-
oping leaves of Ouratea castaneifolia (DC.) Engl., an arboreal-shrub species of the Cerrado
and Brazilian semi-deciduous forests [18]. This evergreen species possesses leaves with a
long lifespan, which persist for more than two years [19]. We present novel anatomical and
ultrastructural data regarding some glands of Ochnaceae, and further discuss functional
aspects.

2. Results

2.1. Bud Dynamics and Structural Aspects

Adult individuals of O. castaneifolia exhibit rhythmic growth, with one event of shoot
growth per year and a long bud dormancy period lasting about ten months. During this
stationary phase, the vegetative buds are protected by overlapping bud scales covering the
vegetative apices (Figure 1A). The buds re-establish meristematic activity and start a new
phase of vegetative growth before the end of the dry season (April–September), resulting
in new leaves. After bud burst, shoot elongation occurs for about two months, when leaves
grow, differentiate, and become strongly coriaceous and hard.

Flowering occurs at the end of leaf sprouting, and the vegetative buds go into dor-
mancy, remaining in a resting state until the next annual vegetative cycle. The leaf primor-
dia are produced at the beginning of the vegetative growth period and can be found at
the apical portion of buds, each protected by a pair of stipules. The scales and stipules
are foliaceous, wide, long (0.5 × 0.8 cm and 0.6 × 1.2 cm, respectively), and overlap the
apical meristem (Figure 1A). The deciduous scales fall during bud burst, and stipules show
abscission at the end of leaf blade expansion. Mature leaves of O. castaneifolia are simple,
sclerophyllous, and coriaceous, with long marginal teeth resembling spines.
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Figure 1. Resin glands of bud scales and stipules of O. castaneifolia: (A) Vegetative bud showing resin accumulation on
the surface of bud scales (arrows). The insert shows released secretion towards the abaxial side of the bud scales; (B,C)
The surface of resin-glands showing corrugated aspect and secretion residues (*). (D) Cross-section of a bud showing an
overlapped arrangement of bud scales, stipules, and leaf primordia. Note the distinct epidermis at the abaxial face of bud
scales and stipules (*); (E) Cross-section of a stipule showing adaxial secretory epidermis and the overall arrangement of
the mesophyll and vascular tissue. Note the fiber cap that surrounds the vascular bundles; bs = bud scale, fb = fiber cap,
lp = leaf primordium, ph = phloem, se = secretion, sep = secretory epidermis, st = stipule, xy = xylem.

2.2. Resin Glands

The median-basal portion of the adaxial surface of bud scales and stipules shows
secretory epidermis related to resin secretion. The gland presents an irregular outline, with
variable size among the different scales and stipules, sometimes occupying more than
half of the adaxial surface. The surface of the gland is corrugated, with a smooth cuticle,
and often covered by secretion residues. Stomata, pores, or cuticular ruptures were not
observed on the gland surface (Figure 1B,C).

The resin gland possesses a secretory epidermis with columnar cells arranged in a
palisade-like pattern (Figure 1D,E). The anticlinal surface of the secretory cells is about
three times longer than the ordinary cells of the epidermis. The secretory cells have dense
cytoplasm and large nuclei compared to other epidermal cells (Figure 1D). The mesophyll
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of scales and stipules have similar arrangements and cell types, being homogeneous and
formed by round parenchyma cells (Figure 1D,E). Parenchyma cells of the portion of
mesophyll underlying the gland do not have distinguishing characteristics (Figure 1D,E).
The vascular bundles, arranged in the median portion of the mesophyll, are similar in
scales and stipules; they are collateral and present an extensive cap of fibers on both abaxial
and adaxial sides (Figure 1E). No change was observed in the vascular bundles towards
the secretory region of the resin gland.

The secretory cells have a dense protoplast (Figure 2A), with a conspicuous nucleus
and numerous organelles (Figure 2B). Mitochondria, dictyosomes, and the endoplasmic
reticulum are the most abundant organelles, appearing scattered throughout the cytoplasm
(Figure 2B–D). The endoplasmic reticulum is predominantly smooth, mainly appearing
parallel to the plasma membrane and forming an extensive network permeating the entire
cytoplasm (Figure 2B,C). Plastids are scarce and possess dense stroma and poorly devel-
oped inner membranes. The vacuome of secretory cells is inconspicuous and limited to
small vacuoles. The presence of secretion, forming deposits of varying volumes throughout
the cytosol, is striking in these cells (Figure 2C,D). The secretion observed in the cytosol
is heterogeneous, with a peripheral portion strongly osmiophilic and a central region
with a granular aspect (Figure 2D). The most striking feature in the cells of subglandular
parenchyma is the presence of a large central vacuole, which has phenolic content (Figure
2E). Plastids, mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum are the predominant organelles in
the extravacuolar cytoplasm (Figure 2E,F).

The ultrastructural analysis of the cuticle did not detect channels or ruptures that
allow for the release of the secretion. Microdeposits of osmiophilic material are observed
in the cuticle, similar to that observed in the protoplast (Figure 3A). The formation of
subcuticular spaces is rarely observed and is mainly limited to a few cells (Figure 3A).
Secretion residues, which spread throughout the adaxial surface of scales and stipules and
disperse throughout all the structures they encompass, are present on the cuticular surface,
sometimes forming lamellar structures (Figure 3B).
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Figure 2. Ultrastructural aspects of the resin glands of O. castaneifolia: (A) Overall aspect of the secretory epidermis in
cross-section. Note the dense protoplast of the cells. (B–D) Secretory cells showing organelle-rich protoplast with numerous
mitochondria, dictyosomes, and segments of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum. Note the numerous deposits of osmiophilic
secretion throughout the cytosol (*) (E,F). Cells of the subglandular parenchyma showing large vacuoles and phenolic
contents. cu = cuticle, cw = cell wall, di = dictyosome, er = endoplasmic reticulum, mi = mitochondria, nu = nucleus,
pl = plastid, va = vacuole.
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Figure 3. Cuticle structure in the secretory epidermis of resin glands: (A) Cross-section of the epidermic cells showing
osmiophilic microdeposits inside the cuticle. A small subcuticular space can be observed. (B) Secretory residues are forming
lamellar structures (*) on the surface of the cuticle. cu = cuticle, cw = cell wall, ss = subcuticular space.

2.3. Colleters

In the early stages of leaf differentiation, the marginal teeth present a colleter at the
apex (Figure 4A,B). The colleters are long (up to 1 mm-long), pedunculate, and hyaline
(Figure 4B). The peduncle region becomes sclerified and constitutes the marginal spines on
mature leaves, leaving no evidence of the previous existence of the colleters (Figure 4C).

The colleters are formed in the early stages of leaf blade differentiation and are
functional in young, unexpanded leaves (Figure 4D). Colleters persist in secretory activity
throughout leaf expansion, but become senescent, turn brownish, and detach from the
leaf after this stage. The secretory portion of colleters is conical, with a stomata-free
epidermis covered by a smooth cuticle (Figure 4E–G). The fully-developed colleters present
a secretory epidermis with columnar palisade cells that surround a parenchymatous central
axis (Figure 4E,F).

In the secretory stage of colleters, the cells of the epidermal layer possess a dense
and organelle-rich protoplast (Figure 5A–C). These cells display a large nuclei with uncon-
densed chromatin and conspicuous nucleoli (Figure 5B). The rough endoplasmic reticulum,
mitochondria, and plastids complete the cytoplasmic organelles of the secretory cells
(Figure 5B–D). Plastids have a poorly developed endomembrane system, and oil droplets
that are similar to others observed free in the cytosol (Figure 5B). Dictyosomes are dis-
tributed throughout the cytoplasm, although they appear more numerous in the distal
portion of cells (Figure 5C). The plasma membrane is sinuous, with the formation of irregu-
lar periplasmic spaces, within which the presence of amorphous and flocculated material
can be observed (Figure 5C,E,F). This material is also accumulated in the intercellular
spaces formed between palisade cells, in subcuticular spaces, and in large periplasmic
spaces at the distal portion of the secretory cells (Figure 5E,F). The vacuome consists of
small vacuoles, which are rare in most cells of the secretory epidermis. The parenchyma
cells of the central axis present a set of organelles similar to those described for the secretory
epidermis. However, these parenchyma cells possess few extravacuolar organelles due to
the large central vacuoles filled with phenolics.
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Figure 4. Distribution and structure of leaf colleters of O. castaneifolia leaves: (A,B) Young leaves, at the final stage of
expansion, with hyaline colleters at the apex of the marginal teeth (circles). (C) Vegetative bud showing young leaves
above mature leaves (from last sprouting event). Young leaves are shinny due to spread of colleter secretion; mature
leaves present prominent marginal teeth. The inserts show the sequence of leaf maturation; notice the marginal teeth of
the unexpanded young leaf (on top), followed by colleter abscission, intense sclerification and, finally, the fully-developed
marginal spines (bottom). (D) Cross-section of a young leaf with involute ptyxis. Note the colleter at the leaf margin (arrow).
(E) Longitudinal section of a colleter showing the secretory epidermis with columnar palisade cells and a central axis.
(F) Cross-section of a colleter showing secretory epidermis surrounding the central axis. (G) Scanning electron micrograph
of a marginal tooth in a young leaf. Note that the conical-shaped colleter at the apex is connected through a peduncle region
(arrow). cc = central axis; sep = secretory epidermis.
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Figure 5. Ultrastructural aspects of the colleters of O. castaneifolia: (A) Overall aspect of the secretory epidermal cells showing
dense protoplast and numerous osmiophilic inclusions (*); (B–D) Secretory cells showing large nuclei and organelle-rich
cytoplasm with numerous mitochondria, plastids, and segments of the rough endoplasmic reticulum. Note oil droplets
within the plastids and dispersed throughout the cytosol along with osmiophilic inclusions (*) in (B); (E,F) Details of
the sinuous plasma membrane of secretory cells. Note the formation of irregular periplasmic spaces (arrows) and the
accumulation of flocculated material within intercellular spaces and the subcuticular space. di = dictyosome, is = intercellular
space, mi = mitochondria, nu = nucleus, od = oil droplet, pl = plastid, rer = rough endoplasmic reticulum, ss = subcuticular
space.
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2.4. Extrafloral Nectaries

A region of secretory cells stands out on the abaxial face of stipules (Figure 6A). This
region is involved in the synthesis and release of nectar and constitutes an extrafloral
nectary (EFN). The glandular surface is smaller than that of resin glands, slightly elongated
in the axial direction, and also distinguished from the ordinary surface of the stipule by the
absence of stomata, which are frequent in non-secretory portions (Figure 6A,B). Subcutic-
ular spaces form conspicuous spaces on the secretory surface, which appear in different
regions and reach large dimensions (Figure 6B,C), sometimes extending throughout the
entire gland surface.

 

Figure 6. Structural aspects of extrafloral nectaries in stipules of O. castaneifolia: (A) Overview of a nectary (dashed line) in a
stipule. Note the large nectar droplet (arrow). (B,C) Surface view of the nectary showing conspicuous subcuticular spaces
(*) where nectar accumulates before being released. In (C), note the contrasting presence of stomata (arrows) on the ordinary
surface of the stipule versus their absence over the nectary. (D) Cross-section of a stipule with a resin gland on the adaxial
surface and a nectary on the abaxial surface. (E) Cross-section of a stipule showing the nectary portion. Note the dense
arrangement of the subglandular parenchyma of the nectary and the presence of a large subcuticular space. A fiber cap
(red dashed line), which is interrupted towards the nectary, surrounds the vascular bundles. fb = fiber cap, ph = phloem,
sep = secretory epidermis, sp = subglandular parenchyma, ss = subcuticular space, xy = xylem.

The EFN consists of a uniseriate secretory epithelium, secretory parenchyma, and
vascular tissues (Figure 6D). Epidermal cells are arranged in palisades similar to those
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described for the adaxial face (Figure 6E). The cells of the secretory parenchyma are smaller,
and the cytoplasm is denser than the other components of the mesophyll (Figure 6D,E).
Vascular bundles in the vicinity of the nectary possess a gap on the abaxial fiber cap such
that phloem cells make contact with the secretory parenchyma (Figure 6D,E). The secretory
parenchyma of the EFN shows a remarkable presence of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals in
the form of druses (Figure 7A–C). CaOx crystals are characteristically associated with the
vascular bundles in both scales and stipules, especially in the parenchyma cells associated
with the abaxial surface at the fiber cap limit. However, the crystals are more numerous
where the cap of fibers is interrupted in the nectary region than in other areas of the stipule
(Figure 7B–D).

 

Figure 7. Distribution of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals in stipules of O. castaneifolia; all images were taken under polarized
light: (A) Longitudinal section of a stipule showing greater accumulation of crystals (arrows) towards the abaxial surface
and the nectary portion. Note that crystals are absent under the resin gland (adaxial face); (B–D) Surface view of the
nectary portion (dashed line in (B)) showing the distribution of crystals. Note the numerous crystals in the nectary (C) in
comparison to the area outside the nectary (D); The rectangles in (B) indicate the detailed areas in C and D. vb = vascular
bundle.

The secretory cells present thin, pecto-cellulosic cell walls and cytoplasm rich in
organelles, among which mitochondria, segments of the rough endoplasmic reticulum,
dictyosomes, and plastids are the most representative (Figure 8A–D). Mitochondria have
well-developed cristae and are distributed throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 8C,D). In
the secretory stage, the dictyosomes appear inactive, with rare vesicles being produced
(Figure 8D). Plastids have electron-lucent stroma, with a poorly developed inner membrane
system with few grana thylakoids; plastoglobuli are dispersed in the stroma (Figure 8C,D),
while starch is markedly absent. The few observed vacuoles are small and filled with a
flocculated content (Figure 8C). Secretory cells of the epidermis were observed to connect
via plasmodesmata (Figure 8C). Although secretory parenchyma cells have large vacuoles,
the extravacuolar cytoplasm is organelle-rich and shows a composition similar to that of
the cells of the secretory epidermis (Figure 8E,F).
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Figure 8. Ultrastructural aspects of the extrafloral nectaries of O. castaneifolia: (A) Overview of a secretory cell showing
a dense protoplast; (B–D) Secretory cells showing organelle-rich cytoplasm with abundant mitochondria, segments of
the rough endoplasmic reticulum, and plastids with a poorly developed inner membrane system. Note the numerous
plastogobuli (*) dispersed in the stroma of the plastids and the small vacuoles filled with a flocculated content; (E,F) Cells of
the subglandular parenchyma showing large vacuoles and extravacuolar cytoplasm rich in organelles. di = dictyosome,
er = endoplasmic reticulum, mi = mitochondria, pl = plastid, va = vacuole.
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2.5. Histochemistry and Sugar Analysis

Histochemical tests revealed a mixture of hydrophilic and lipophilic components,
including terpenoids, mucilage, lipids, and proteins in both the resin-producing gland
and colleters. Terpenoids were the most abundant and strongly marked by NADI reagent
in the resin-producing glands, while mucilage was less conspicuous. Conversely, NADI
reagent showed a weak reaction in the colleters, and both the protoplast and exudate
marked strongly with Ruthenium Red. Differential coloration granted by the NADI reagent
suggests that the terpene content is associated with essential oil production. Lipids and
proteins were seen in both the protoplast and exudate of colleters but were absent in the
resin-producing gland.

The secretion exuded by the EFNs tested positive for glucose by glucose strip tests,
indicating a sugary secretion and confirming nectar release. Tests with Xylidine Ponceau
indicated the presence of structural proteins in the protoplast of nectary cells, but other tests
yielded negative results. The results for all histochemical tests performed are summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1. Results for histochemical tests performed in the glands of O. castaneifolia buds and young leaves.

Test Target Substance
Resin Gland Colleter Nectary

Protoplast Secretion Protoplast Secretion Protoplast Secretion

NADI reagent Terpenoids
(essential oils) + + − − − −

Ruthenium Red Mucilage − − + + − −
Sudan Red B Lipids − − + + − −

Xylidine Ponceau Proteins − − + + + −
Glucose strip-test Sugars (glucose) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A +

+ positive, − negative, or weak reaction, N/A = not applicable.

3. Discussion

3.1. Anatomy

The secretory portion of the studied glands share some similarities, mainly because
epidermal cells are directly involved in the secretory process in all of them. The prevalence
of epidermis in secretory processes is common to many other secretory structures of
eudicotyledons, including colleters, nectaries, elaiophores, and other glands throughout
distinct taxa [20–26].

Resin production by a patch of differentiated epithelium, as observed in O. castaneifolia,
is uncommon. These secretions are often associated with trichomes, colleters, ducts, or
cavities [7]. Buds of Populus spp. (Salicaceae) possess a palisade-like epidermis in the
adaxial side of the stipules that secretes resin [7,20], as described here for O. castaneifolia.
However, in Populus, the secretory epithelium is not restricted to a specific area, extending
towards the entire adaxial surface, which is heavily ridged [20].

Nonetheless, the similarities between the secretory system in buds of O. castaneifolia
and Populus species are worth mentioning. Apart from the stipular resin glands, Populus
also possess specialized leaf teeth with resin-secreting glands and extrafloral nectaries (or
hydathodes [7]). Thus, the glandular apparatus of these taxa might constitute an interesting
case of convergence regarding bud protection within the Malpighiales.

The presence of a central axis in the colleters of O. castaneifolia that is very distinct from
the epithelial cells indicates a mixed origin of this structure, encompassing both the proto-
derm and ground meristem. Therefore, such colleters can be considered as the “standard-
type”, following Thomas [21]. Standard colleters occur in several taxa of angiosperms,
most notably the Rubiaceae and Apocynaceae [9,21,22,26]. Colleters or colleter-like glands
(i.e., thick glandular hairs) have been reported in a few species of Ochnaceae, although usu-
ally associated with the inner base of stipules, sepals, or leaves [14–16]. Marginal glands,
however, are commonly reported in Sauvagesia [15,27,28] and several additional genera of
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the subfamily Sauvagesioideae [14]. Recently, Rios et al. [17] also demonstrated marginal
colleters in two species of Luxemburgia. Nonetheless, data on the anatomy, ultrastructure,
and secretory activity of these structures is lacking, and the present description appears to
be unprecedented, to the best of our knowledge.

The colleters of O. castaneifolia are very conspicuous due to their contrasting colors.
However, these structures have not been described until now, and the reason seems to be
the asynchrony between the phase in which they occur and that of interest for taxonomic
studies. By the time most, if not all, Ouratea species bloom, the leaf is already wholly
differentiated, and the colleters have already suffered abscission. Thus, in taxonomic
analyses, which are mainly made of fertile material, colleters are not seen; this fact appears
strikingly in the descriptions of new species, whose morphological descriptions are detailed
yet do not register the presence of colleters. This gap in the reports of temporary secretory
structures has also been reported for extrafloral nectaries [29]. Given that serrate leaves are
a remarkable character for Ouratea [30], it seems reasonable to suppose that colleters, which
occur at the apex of each marginal tooth, are a characteristic shared by several species of this
genus. The report of marginal colleters in Luxemburgia, together with recent data showing
a high correlation between leaf teeth and glands in eudicots [17], might corroborate this
hypothesis.

Based on their structure, the nectaries of O. castaneifolia could be classified as embed-
ded nectaries, i.e., totally embedded in tissues of other organs [31]. Nonetheless, they
comprise slight specializations of the epidermis and subjacent tissue rather than conspicu-
ous and distinct units enclosed in the mesophyll. The observed lack of bundle caps towards
the nectary tissue is also noteworthy, as it exposes the phloem directly to the secretory
parenchyma. While most vascularized nectaries rely on variable extensions of phloem,
xylem, or both [31,32], the nectaries of O. castaneifolia are vascularized by direct contact with
the vascular bundles. This, in turn, indicates the requirement of a steady and direct supply
of pre-nectar solutions from phloem. Usually, extrafloral nectaries lack starch reserves [33],
as we observed here. This remarkable absence of energetic reserves seems to reinforce the
role of phloem as the source of pre-nectar.

3.2. Ultrastructure and Secretion Mechanism

The overall aspect of the protoplast, including dense cytoplasm, conspicuous nuclei,
and numerous organelles, corroborates the secretory nature of the cells comprising the
glands of O. castaneifolia [7,34,35]. Additionally, evidence of accumulated material (os-
miophilic and granulated), either scattered throughout the cytoplasm or associated with
vesicles and other organelles, corroborate an intense secretory process and a secretion of
mixed nature, as also observed in histochemical tests.

The presence of abundant mitochondria observed in all studied glands likely reflects
an intense metabolic activity with high-energy requirements [34,36], while other organelles
are involved in specific types of secretory products [9,34,37]. In this sense, the presence
of abundant active dictyosomes in the colleters and resin glands indicates polysaccharide
synthesis related to mucilaginous secretory products, as commonly demonstrated in several
glands secreting mucilage or mixed-secretions [7,9,37–39]. The presence of mucilaginous
material, as revealed by histochemical tests, corroborates this view. However, in the
resin glands, dictyosomes were also associated with osmiophilic material, indicating
their involvement in resin synthesis. While this is less common, some authors have
previously indicated the association of Golgi bodies with osmiophilic material in resin-
secreting glands [40,41]. The osmiophilic nature and the positive reaction for terpenoids in
histochemical tests suggest that this material comprises the terpene fraction of the secretion.
Terpenoid synthesis in plants likely occurs at different cellular sites, so that a resinous
substance might be composed of distinct portions produced after intercellular exchange
between various compartments [7,42]. Plastids and the endoplasmic reticulum are usually
the most common organelles associated with these type of secretions [7,9,37]; the abundant
presence of these organelles in the colleters and resin glands of O. castaneifolia indicates that
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they are also involved in the resinous portion of the secretion. The presence of oil droplets
and abundant, rough endoplasmic reticulum in colleters corroborates the occurrence of
lipids and proteins in the secretion, as detected by histochemical tests.

In the case of the nectaries, the absence of osmiophilic inclusions, along with the
inconspicuous activity of the Golgi apparatus and an abundance of endoplasmic reticulum,
is congruent with nectar secretion. According to Fahn [7], the endoplasmic reticulum is the
dominant organelle in nectar-secreting cells, and the dictyosomes might be less developed
during the secretory stage.

The secretory route in the colleters and resin glands is delineated by the presence of
secretion products (lipophilic, granular, and amorphous inclusions) dispersed through-
out the cytosol, periplasmic spaces, and subcuticular spaces, and is also included in the
cuticle. In this sense, secretions produced in the various organelles involved are trans-
ported throughout the cytosol, potentially fusing and agglomerating before liberation
in the periplasmic spaces. After this point, the secretion crosses the cell walls, usually
accumulating in intercellular spaces and small subcuticular spaces before reaching the
surface of the glands. Accumulation in the periplasmic space and other extracellular spaces
indicates that a pressure-based model of secretion release is involved [43]. The presence of
osmiophilic droplets in the colleters and resin-secreting glands indicates lipophilic material
and is a typical feature of resin-secreting glands [7,44].

The ultrastructure of the secretory cells in the nectaries indicate a granulocrine se-
cretion [7,34], in which the incoming pre-nectar is processed, transported in vesicles, and
eliminated via fusion or invagination of the plasmalemma. The conspicuous subcuticular
spaces observed in the nectaries of O. castaneifolia suggest cuticle rupture and nectar release
in a cycling manner. This mechanism of nectar release is a common feature among stomata-
free nectaries, in which nectar can be released by repetitive cycles of cuticle detachments
and rupture [45].

3.3. Functional Aspects

Secretions, such as nectar, resins, and mucilages, associated with EFNs, resin glands,
and colleters, respectively, are recognized for mediating plant–environment interactions.
The resin-producing glands of O. castaneifolia are related to the protection of the bud
itself, including the promeristem and all of the developing organs that it contains. In
turn, the EFNs and colleters are related to protecting specific young organs, namely the
developing leaves. The secretion observed in resin glands, in which we found essential
oils in association with polysaccharides, is similar to those commonly observed in colleters,
as these structures also show mixed secretions with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
compounds. Therefore, resin glands act in the protection of buds in a similar way that
typical colleters do, both providing a coverage of secretion that might protect against
biotic and abiotic factors. In fact, from a functional point of view, these structures can be
considered analogous. Although there are controversies about the definition of colleters, the
functional aspect seems to be preponderant for recognizing these structures [46,47]. While
the scales and stipules of O. castaneifolia have resin glands formed essentially by a secretory
epithelium, Reinales and Parra-O [16] described the presence of standard colleters in scales
and stipules for the clade comprising Rhytidanthera, Godoya, Cespedesia, and Krukoviella. It is
important to note that these colleters and resin glands have similar secretory activity and,
most likely, perform the same function. The involvement of colleters in the protection of
buds, especially those associated with stipules and scales, has been reported for several
taxa [48]. Therefore, the evolution of the glandular system in vegetative buds of Ochnaceae
proves to be an open and intriguing question.

The type of ptyxis showed by O. castaneifolia, and the arrangement of colleters at the
leaf blade margin, seem to act in facilitating the spread of secretion throughout the leaf
surface, on both sides, as suggested by Paiva [49]. Thus, these colleters seem to have an
action directed at leaf blade protection. On the other hand, the meristem and young leaves
in the phase that precedes the formation of colleters, are protected by the secretion of resin
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glands. In this way, there is no overlapping of functions but a complementarity between
these two secretory structures.

There seems to be a correlation between the composition of the secretion of colleters
and environmental factors. Tresmondi et al. [9] compared colleters of species from savanna
environments with those from the forest and observed that resinous secretions prevail in the
savanna environment, which is subject to greater luminous and water stresses. Considering
that O. castaneifolia inhabits savanna (Brazilian Cerrado) and forest-edge environments, the
presence of mixed secretion, both in the colleters and in the resin gland, seems to reflect a
greater protection against desiccation.

Concerning mucilaginous secretions, such as that produced by colleters, Groom [8]
argued that “hygroscopic substance like mucilage (and tannin) is an admirable means
of controlling the water-supply of an organ for two reasons: first, the osmotic power of
a solution increases with a rise of temperature; secondly, the osmotic power increases
with the concentration of the solution. The result is that when a bud is in greatest danger
of losing all its water—i.e., when the temperature is high and a considerable amount of
water has been evaporated from the mucilage—the remaining water is held most firmly
or a first supply of water is absorbed most fiercely”. Similarly, resins are also likely to
reduce water loss by cuticular transpiration or even reduce leaf temperature by increasing
radiation reflectance in hot, arid conditions [7,50]. This protection against water loss is
even more critical in young organs because their cuticle and vascular tissues are incipient,
compromising adequate transport and water retention (see [49]). Additionally, due to
its chemical composition, lipophilic substance such as essential oils and oleoresins are
frequently associated with protection against pathogens and herbivores [7,23].

The occurrence of EFNs was reported for eight species of Ouratea [5], including O.
castaneifolia [23,51,52]. In these reports, the location of the nectaries is the same, that is, on
the abaxial face of the stipules or cataphylls. Thus, in all species of Ouratea with reports of
EFNs, these structures are ephemeral and seem to be related exclusively to the protection
of young organs, given the caducous nature of the stipules to which they are associated.
According to Machado et al. [23], the EFNs of species of Ouratea effectively protect plants
against herbivores; EFNs of O. spectabilis are visited by several ant species that significantly
reduce damage by lepidopteran caterpillars.

In the studied EFNs of O. castaneifolia, the highest concentration of calcium oxalate
crystals coincides with the vascularized portion of these structures. The presence of these
crystals is associated with the control of cytosolic calcium levels [53], which seems to be
an essential factor for nectar secretion [54]. It is not by chance that the presence of these
crystals is frequently reported in the nectaries of different plant taxa [23,55–61]. Although
the presence of these crystals is often linked to some protection against the action of
herbivores [58], in O. castaneifolia, and in most of the taxa in which they occur, this seems
unlikely. It is important to emphasize that the crystals occur in the deepest layers of the
nectary, leaving the cells with dense protoplast, which are more nutritious and vulnerable
to herbivory, exposed towards the gland surface.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Material

Plant material was collected from three adult individuals of O. castaneifolia growing
on the Campus of the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte (Brazil). The
plants were observed and sampled during the years 2019 and 2020. Whole vegetative buds
and the median portion of several isolated bud scales, stipules, and young developing
leaves were obtained from each of these individuals and subjected to the procedures below.
For each of the portions obtained, all individuals were sampled in each of the procedures,
with at least three replicates per individual.
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4.2. Light Microscopy

For microscopy analysis, whole buds and samples of bud scales, stipules, and young
leaves were vacuum infiltrated with Karnovsky’s fixative (paraformaldehyde 4% and glu-
taraldehyde 5% in phosphate buffer 0.1 M, pH 7.2; modified from [62]) for 5 min and left to
set for 24 h in the same solution. Soon after, they were dehydrated in an increasing ethanol
series (10–98%) and embedded in (2-hidroxiethyl)-methacrylate (Historesin embedding
kit, Leica, Heidelberg, Germany). Transverse and longitudinal sections of the entire apex
and fragments of stipules, bud scales, and young leaves were obtained using a rotary
microtome (Hyrax M40, Carl Zeiss Mikroskopie, Jena, Germany). The 5–6 μm thick sec-
tions were mounted on glass slides and stained with toluidine blue (0.5% in acetate buffer
0.1 M, pH 4.7; modified from [63]). Analysis and image capture were performed using a
light microscope (CX41RF, Olympus Scientific Solutions, Waltham, MA, USA) coupled to a
digital camera (U-TV0.5XC-3, Olympus Scientific Solutions, Waltham, MA, USA) and a
computer with an imaging software (LCmicro, Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions, Waltham,
MA, USA).

4.3. Electron Microscopy

For scanning electron microscopy (SEM), whole buds and samples of bud scales,
stipules, and young leaves were fixed in Karnovsky solution (paraformaldehyde 4% and
glutaraldehyde 5% in phosphate buffer 0.1 M, pH 7.2; modified from [62]). Samples were
left under vacuum for 5 min to improve infiltration, after which they were kept in the
fixative for 24 h. The samples were then dehydrated in an increasing ethanol series (5–100%),
critical-point dried (CPD030, Bal-Tec/Leica, Balzers, Liechtenstein), and coated with a
palladium-gold alloy (MD20, Bal-Tec, Balzers, Liechtenstein). The samples were analyzed
using a Quanta 200 scanning electron microscope (FEI Co., Eindhoven, The Netherlands).

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM), samples of bud scales, stipules, and
young leaves were prepared to isolate fragments (1 × 1 mm) containing portions of the
secretory glands. These samples were fixed in Karnovsky solution (paraformaldehyde 4%
and glutaraldehyde 5% in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2; modified from [62]), infiltrated
under vacuum for 5 min, and left in this fixative for 24 h. The fixed material was post-fixed
in osmium tetroxide (1% in phosphate buffer 0.1 M, pH 7.2) for 2 h, dehydrated in an
acetone series (30, 50, 70, 95, 100%), and embedded in low viscosity epoxy resin [64]. The
material was then sectioned with an ultramicrotome (UC6, Leica, Deer-field, IL, USA) cou-
pled with a diamond blade. The ultrathin sections (40–60 nm thick) were contrasted using
a saturated solution of uranyl acetate and lead citrate [65]. The analysis was performed
using a Tecnai G2-Spirit transmission electron microscope (Philips/FEI Co., Eindhoven,
The Netherlands) at 80 Kv.

4.4. Histochemistry

Freshly collected samples of O. castaneifolia were used for histochemical tests. For each
studied gland, samples were free-hand sectioned, subjected to histochemical tests, and
mounted on glass slides. Sudan Red B (0.5%, in ethanol 95% and glycerin 1:1) was used for
lipids (modified from [66]), Ruthenium Red (0.002%, aqueous solution) for mucilages [67],
NADI reagent for oleoresins and essential oils [68], and Xylidine Ponceau (0.1% in acetic
acid 3%) for proteins [69]. After treatment, the sections were briefly washed in the respective
solvent of each test, and then finally washed in distilled water (for NADI test we used
phosphate buffer 0.1 M, pH 7.2). An analysis was performed at the end of each test using a
light microscope (CX41RF, Olympus Scientific Solutions, Waltham, MA, USA) coupled to a
digital camera (U-TV0.5XC-3, Olympus Scientific Solutions, Waltham, MA, USA) and a
computer with an imaging software (LCmicro, Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions, Waltham,
MA, USA). Additionally, glucose strip tests (Alamar Tecno Científica, São Paulo, Brazil)
were used to confirm the presence of sugars in the nectary secretion.
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5. Conclusions

The vegetative buds of O. castaneifolia display a diverse secretory system comprised
of resin-secreting glands, colleters, and extrafloral nectaries. There is marked synchrony
of the secretory activity of these glands with the differentiation and expansion of young
organs. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the secretory activity in these cases is
correlated with the protection against herbivores and/or abiotic agents, since buds and
young organs are vulnerable. Vegetative buds are vulnerable structures that have a high
fitness value and are usually strongly defended. In O. castaneifolia, the defense system is
expressed through mediators of plant–environment interactions, which prevail in young
organs and act in a phase that precedes the development of mechanical defenses.
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Abstract: Carbohydrate metabolism is an important biochemical process related to developmental
growth and yield-related traits. Due to global climate change and rapid population growth, increasing
rice yield has become vital. To understand whole carbohydrate metabolism pathways and find related
clues for enhancing yield, genes in whole carbohydrate metabolism pathways were systemically
dissected using meta-transcriptome data. This study identified 866 carbohydrate genes from the
MapMan toolkit and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes database split into 11 clusters
of different anatomical expression profiles. Analysis of functionally characterized carbohydrate
genes revealed that source activity and eating quality are the most well-known functions, and they
each have a strong correlation with tissue-preferred clusters. To verify the transcriptomic dissection,
three pollen-preferred cluster genes were used and found downregulated in the gori mutant. Finally,
we summarized carbohydrate metabolism as a conceptual model in gene clusters associated with
morphological traits. This systemic analysis not only provided new insights to improve rice yield but
also proposed novel tissue-preferred carbohydrate genes for future research.

Keywords: carbohydrate metabolism; microarray; crop; rice; productivity

1. Introduction

As the world’s population increases and arable land decreases year by year, food
security has become one of the most serious problems faced by all countries [1]. Rice
(Oryza sativa L.) is not only a model crop plant but also the main staple cereal that sup-
plies nearly half of the world’s calorie consumption. Hence, improving its production
is of great strategic significance for ensuring food security and sustainable agricultural
development [2]. As a sessile and autophototrophic plant, rice generates carbohydrates by
photosynthesis. These photoassimilates undergo a series of ordered metabolic processes
and play a pivotal role in different developmental stages, including vegetative, repro-
ductive, and ripening. Additionally, carbohydrate reserves in mature seeds provide the
primary energy intake of mankind and contribute energy during its germination [3]. This
source-sink coordination that runs through the entire plant life cycle reflects the importance
of carbohydrate metabolism in rice productivity improvement.

Extensive research has provided evidence for the generation of more metabolic sub-
strates by manipulating the potential of “source”, resulting in increased rice yield. For
instance, OsDWARF4 mutation showed an erect leaf phenotype that may enhance light
capture for photosynthesis and finally lead to enhanced grain yield [4,5]. High grain yield
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was also observed in SNU-SG1 rice with the stay-green phenotype [6]. In addition to
these, several attempts have been made to evaluate sugar transporters and key enzymes
due to their vital role in carbohydrate metabolic processes. There are two main steps
in sucrose translocation: phloem loading and unloading [7]. In the apoplastic loading
model, one of the phloem loading steps, sucrose moves to the apoplasmic region and is
loaded into phloem via Sucrose Transporters (SUTs) and Sugar Will Eventually be Exported
Transporters (SWEETs) [8–10]. In post-phloem unloading, many studies have focused on
sugar signaling after sucrose conversion into hexose by Hexokinase (HXK) family genes [11].
Moreover, the overexpression of Grain Incomplete Filling 1 (GIF1), which encodes a cell
wall invertase under the control of its native promoter, increases grain production [12].
Similarly, in maize, the constitutive expression of Cell Wall Invertase (CWINV) elevates grain
yield and starch content [13].

Great progress has been made in this field. However, there has not been any big
success until now, such as the green revolution caused by the discovery and application
of semi-dwarf rice cultivars [14]. One explanation could be the failure to establish giant
“sink” cultivars with rich spikelets due to the grain-filling ability that could not match a
large yield capacity [15]. Another explanation is that carbohydrate metabolism has been
oversimplified [8]; recently, there have been several reports regarding its complexity. For
example, there is considerable heterogeneity in phloem loading and transport even in one
species [16], and invertase inhibitors capping invertase exist [17]. An understanding of the
systematic perceptions of carbohydrate metabolism for further applications is still very limited.

With the rise of bioinformatics and the establishment of high-throughput gene ex-
pression methods such as microarrays or next-generation sequencing technology, new
technologies and methods have afforded systemic insights into various biological research
fields. Recently, transcriptomic analyses of carbon partitioning during rice grain filling and
the relationship between high temperature and grain filling have been carried out [18,19].
Despite the importance of systematic insights on carbohydrate metabolism in tissues re-
lated to morphological traits, transcriptome analysis has only been focused on a type of
tissue and developmental processes.

To provide systemic insights into carbohydrate metabolism in rice, a transcriptomic
dissection of carbohydrate metabolism-related genes retrieved from the Kyoto Encyclo-
pedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database [20] and the MapMan toolkit [21], which
cover genome-wide biological pathways, was performed. After clustering genes with meta-
expression profiles of anatomical samples, a functional enrichment analysis was performed,
and the results were validated by quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain
reaction (qRT-PCR). Finally, a conceptual model of carbohydrate metabolism to enhance
crop yield was constructed. This research can shed light on carbon metabolism and provide
candidate genes to enhance crop yield of rice and other species.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Integration of Carbohydrate Metabolism Annotation Data

Carbohydrate metabolism-related genes were collected according to the annota-
tion of the MapMan toolkit (version 3.6.0RC1) [21] and KEGG database (retrieved on
10 April 2021 [20]. First, 266 carbon metabolism genes were selected from the KEGG
database. Carbohydrate metabolism-related genes with MapMan bincodes from the Map-
Man toolkit were selected next. In total, 787 genes had MapMan bincodes (1: photosyn-
thesis; 2: major CHO; 3: minor CHO; 4: glycolysis; 6: gluconeogenesis/glyoxylate cycle;
7: OPP; 8: TCA/org.trasnformation; 25: C1-metabolism; 34: transporters related to sugar or
sucrose). Finally, 872 genes from the two data sources were selected, and 866 genes annotated
by the Rice Genome Annotation Project (RGAP) [22] were chosen for further analysis.

2.2. Collection and Clustering of Microarray Data

Transcriptomic data were downloaded to analyze the anatomical expression patterns
of carbohydrate metabolism-related genes. The data source mentioned was used in previ-
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ous reports [23]. The detailed information is discussed below. For the analysis of anatomical
expression profiles, anatomical data were retrieved from the Rice Oligonucleotide Array
Database (ROAD) [24]. For heatmap analysis of cluster H genes, data were downloaded
from RMEDB [25]. Multiple Experiment Viewer (MeV) is a widely used program for visu-
alizing transcriptome data and performing statistical analysis [26]. MeV (version 4.9.0) was
used to visualize the microarray data. For the dissection of transcriptome data, a k-means
clustering (KMC) algorithm embedded in MeV was applied using the same method as
with the identification of late pollen-preferred genes in rice [27]. Adobe Illustrator CS6 was
used to edit the heatmap images.

2.3. Functional Classification via Literature Search

To find the previously characterized functional roles of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-
related genes in anatomical clusters, the Overview of Functionally characterized Genes
in Rice Online (OGRO) database (http://qtaro.abr.affrc.go.jp/ogro/table (accessed on
14 April 2021)) was used [28]. Information for 1949 functionally characterized genes is
available in this database. As in a previous study [29], information on the 866 genes was
parsed, and data were summarized using Excel 365 (version 16.0.14228.20158). Count
numbers for the characterized genes were visualized using R Studio (version 1.4.1106)
and ggplot2 R package (version 3.3.3) [30]. The detailed, functionally characterized gene
information of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes is listed in Table S1.

2.4. Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment Analysis

GO enrichment is commonly used to interpret the functional roles of large-scale tran-
scriptomic data [31]. This study used the ROAD to find the GO terminology for each
cluster (http://ricephylogenomics-khu.org/road/go_analysis.php, temporary homepage
for updating (accessed on 7 May 2021)). To perform the GO enrichment analysis, the fol-
lowing criteria were applied: query number > 2, hyper p < 0.05, and fold enrichment value
(query number/query expected number) > 2 [32]. Significant GO terms and integrated
cluster information were selected from the transcriptome data analysis with each selected
GO term. Finally, these data were visualized via R Studio (version 1.4.1106) and ggplot2 R
package (version 3.3.3).

2.5. KEGG Enrichment Analysis

KEGG enrichment analysis was performed using R Studio and the clusterProfiler
package [33]. To use the enrichKEGG function in this package, input data consisting of clus-
ter information and Rice Annotation Project Database ID (https://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/
(accessed on 7 May 2021)) [34] were used. In addition, “dosa” was chosen as the organism
code, and the results were filtered out by applying an adjusted p-value cutoff < 0.05. For
the visualization of the results, the dot-plot function in the package was used, and the
figure was modified with the ggplot2 package (version 3.3.3).

2.6. RNA Extraction and qRT-PCR

To isolate RNA, plants were grown in a paddy field condition, as reported previ-
ously [35]. Samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and total RNA was isolated
using a TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) combined with an RNase Plant
Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilton, Germany; http://www.qiagen.com (accessed on 7 May 2021))
and DNase treatment. First-strand cDNA was synthesized using the SuPrimeScript RT
Premix (with oligo(dT), 2×; GeNet Bio, Daegu, Korea). A qRT-PCR was performed, as
reported previously [36]. For the gori knockout mutant, anthers from a paddy field-grown
plant were collected to extract RNA. All primers used in this study are listed in Table S2.

2.7. Construction of the Conceptual Carbohydrate Metabolism Model

To generate a conceptual model focusing on the source-sink communication pathway,
four key enzymes were selected: invertase (INV), sucrose synthesis (SUS), sucrose trans-
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porter (SUT), and hexokinase (HXK). Cluster information was then integrated by indicating
an organ/tissue-preferred expression pattern: clusters A and B for leaf, cluster E for root,
cluster H for pollen, cluster I for grain, and cluster J for ubiquitous expression patterns.
Finally, the regulatory network between GORI and three cluster H genes was incorporated
after adding qRT-PCR data between the gori knockout mutant and wild type anthers.

Rice plant images were downloaded from the International Rice Research Institute
(https://www.flickr.com/photos/ricephotos/albums/72157643341257395) (accessed on
7 May 2021)), and the images were arranged using Adobe Illustrator CS6 (version 16.0.0).

3. Results

3.1. Identification of Genome-Wide Candidate Genes Related to Carbohydrate Metabolism

The MapMan toolkit and the KEGG database are useful information sources for the
functional annotation of large-scale genes [20,21]. These two data sources were used to re-
trieve reliable carbohydrate metabolism-related genes. First, 266 genes involved in carbon
metabolism pathways were found in the KEGG database. These genes were also searched in
the MapMan toolkit, and genes in bincodes related to carbohydrate metabolism were iden-
tified: photosynthesis, major CHO, minor CHO, glycolysis, gluconeogenesis/glyoxylate
cycle, OPP, TCA/organic acid transformation, and C1-metabolism. In addition to these
bincodes, genes related to sugar or sucrose transport were added. Finally, 872 genes were
collected using two public annotation sources. Because most expression data were available
with locus IDs from the RGAP website (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/ (accessed on
15 July 2021)), further analysis was performed on 866 candidate genes with RGAP locus
IDs (Figure 1; Table S3).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram summarizing 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes retrieved from the KEGG database and
the MapMan toolkit. In the KEGG database, carbon metabolism pathway genes were selected and applied to the MapMan toolkit
to find associated MapMan annotations. (a) There were eight bincodes related to 266 KEGG genes and with multiple members.
(b) The bins with a black box and the total number of whole elements in each bin were indicated. Therefore, 681 MapMan
genes associated with carbohydrate metabolism were selected. In addition, 106 carbohydrate transporters annotated in MapMan
were included. A total of 787 genes from the MapMan toolkit and 266 from the KEGG database were collected. (c) Finally,
872 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes were collected. For further analysis, 866 genes with RGAP locus information were
used. The detailed information of the 866 genes, including 181 overlapped genes, is listed in Table S3.
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3.2. Functional Analysis of the Characterized Carbohydrate Metabolism-Related Genes

To analyze the functional significance of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related
genes, functionally characterized genes were searched among them. To do this, the OGRO
website was used [28]. Information of 1949 functionally characterized genes was then re-
trieved and classified according to major functional categories such as physiology, morphol-
ogy, tolerance, or resistance. The functionally characterized roles for 76 of the 866 genes,
including duplicate information about one locus, were identified (Figure 2). In the physiol-
ogy category, eating quality was related to 22 genes, source activity was related to 19 genes,
and flowering was related to three genes. In the morphology category, dwarf was related
to five characterized genes, seed was related to four genes, and culm/leaf and root were
related to two genes. Finally, regarding tolerance or resistance, salinity tolerance was
related to five genes and cold and drought tolerance was related to two genes. As expected,
the most frequently characterized functional category associated with carbon metabolism
was eating quality in the physiology category, followed by source activity (Table 1). This
result indicates that 866 carbohydrate genes might be useful candidates for enhancing the
grain yield of rice associated with eating quality and source activity.

Figure 2. Distribution of functionally characterized genes from 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes according to
phenotype. A literature search was performed to analyze the functional significance of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-
related genes. Functionally characterized gene information was retrieved from the OGRO database. To visualize the results
of the 76 functionally characterized genes indicated in Table 1, three categories of major characteristic information from the
OGRO database were used: physiology, morphology, and tolerance/resistance. The number of characterized genes was
counted according to the minor characteristics within three major categories: physiology, morphology, and tolerance. The red
box indicates the most enriched minor characteristics of the functions associated with the 76 functionally characterized genes.
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Table 1. Summary of functionally characterized genes from the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes.

LOC_id Symbol Character_major 1 Character_minor Method 2 Detailed Functions Reference

Os02g44230 OsTPP1 R or T Cold tolerance OX Cold and salinity tolerance [37]

Os05g44210 OsTPS1 R or T Cold tolerance OX Cold, drought, and salinity
tolerance [38]

Os01g64660 moc2 MT Culm leaf KO Tiller bud outgrowth; tillering [39]
Os12g44380 ossut2 MT Culm leaf KO Sugar export; growth retardation [40]

Os05g44210 OsTPS1 R or T Drought tolerance OX Cold, drought, and salinity
tolerance [38]

Os06g36560 OsMIOX R or T Drought tolerance OX Drought tolerance [41]
Os03g07480 OsSUT1 MT Dwarf KD Dwarfism; flowering time [42]
Os04g56320 OsrcaA2 MT Dwarf KD/OX Dwarfism [43]
Os07g05820 OsGLO4 R or T Dwarf KD Growth inhibition [44]

Os11g05110 OsPK1 MT Dwarf KO Elongation of uppermost
internode; dwarfism [45]

Os11g05110 ospk1 MT Dwarf KO
Dwarfism; seed color; internode

color; regulation of gibberellin and
ABA biosynthesis

[46]

Os12g44380 ossut2 MT Dwarf KO Sugar export; growth retardation [40]
Os01g44220 osagpl2 PT Eating quality KO Starch biosynthesis [47]

Os01g55540 OsAAT2 PT Eating quality OX Seed amino acid and protein
content [48]

Os02g52710 Amy1A PT Eating quality KD
Seed starch content; high

temperature-triggered grain
chalkiness

[49]

Os03g03720 OsGAPDHB PT Eating quality KD Fragrance rice [50]
Os03g09250 RINO1 PT Eating quality KD Seed phytic acid content [51]
Os03g09250 RINO1 PT Eating quality KD Seed phytic acid content [52]
Os03g52760 lpaN15-186 PT Eating quality KO Seed phytic acid content [53]

Os03g55090 pho1 PT Eating quality KO Seed starch content; grain
maturation [54]

Os05g32710 OsISA2 PT Eating quality OX Seed starch content [55]
Os05g33570 flo4 PT Eating quality KO Seed protein and lipid content [56]
Os06g04200 wx PT Eating quality NV Seed amylose content [57]
Os06g06560 OsSSI PT Eating quality KO Seed amylopectin content [58]
Os06g12450 SSIIa PT Eating quality KD Chalky kernel; amylose content [59]

Os06g12450 ALK PT Eating quality NV Gelatinization temperature; gel
consistency [60]

Os08g09230 SSIIIa PT Eating quality KD Chalky kernel; amylose content [59]
Os08g09230 flo5 PT Eating quality KO Seed starch content [61]
Os08g09230 ss3a PT Eating quality KO Seed starch content [62]
Os08g25734 osagps2 PT Eating quality KO Seed starch content [47]
Os08g40930 OsISA1 PT Eating quality OX Seed starch content [55]

Os09g28400 Amy3A PT Eating quality KD
Seed starch content; high

temperature-triggered grain
chalkiness

[49]

Os09g28420 Amy3B PT Eating quality KD
Seed starch content; high

temperature-triggered grain
chalkiness

[49]

Os09g29404 isa3 PT Eating quality KO Seed starch content [63]
Os01g72090 se13 PT Flowering KO Photoperiodic response [64]

Os02g34560 Oscyt-inv1 PT Flowering KO Root cell development; flowering
time; fertility [65]

Os03g07480 OsSUT1 PT Flowering KD Dwarfism; flowering time [42]

Os02g52710 AmyI-1 PT Germination
dormancy KD/OX Starch degradation; seed

germination; seedling growth [66]

Os03g07480 OsSUT1 R or T Insect resistance Others Upregulation by aphid feeding;
transfer sucrose [67]

Os02g47020 SBPase R or T Other stress
resistance OX Photosynthetic ability under

high-temperature condition [68]

Os02g01150 OsHPR1 PT Others KD/OX Photorespiratory pathway [69]
Os05g50380 LSU3 Others Others KO Culm starch content [70]

Os01g69030 OsSPS1 PT Panicle flower KO Pollen germination through
sucrose synthesis [71]

Os02g34560 Oscyt-inv1 MT Root KO Root cell development; flowering
time; fertility [65]

Os12g44380 ossut2 MT Root KO Sugar export; growth retardation [40]
Os02g17500 OsGMST1 R or T Salinity tolerance KD Salinity tolerance [72]
Os02g44230 OsTPP1 R or T Salinity tolerance OX Cold and salinity tolerance [37]
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Table 1. Cont.

LOC_id Symbol Character_major 1 Character_minor Method 2 Detailed Functions Reference

Os03g07480 OsSUT1 R or T Salinity tolerance KD Salinity tolerance [73]

Os05g44210 OsTPS1 R or T Salinity tolerance OX Cold, drought, and salinity
tolerance [38]

Os08g03290 OsGAPC3 R or T Salinity tolerance OX Salinity tolerance [74]
Os01g44220 OsAGPL2 MT Seed KO Glassy/vitreous, shrunken grain [75]

Os03g55090 pho1 MT Seed KO Seed starch content; grain
maturation [54]

Os04g33740 GIF1 MT Seed NV Grain filling; grain size [12]

Os08g25734 OsAGPS2b PT Seed KO
Seed weight; starch content;

AGPase activities from developing
endosperms of the seed

[75]

Os11g05110 ospk1 MT Seed KO
Dwarfism; seed color; internode
color; Regulation of gibberellin

and ABA biosynthesis
[46]

Os02g52710 AmyI-1 MT Shoot seedling KD/OX Starch degradation; seed
germination; seedling growth [66]

Os01g11054 Osppc4 PT Source activity KD Ammonium assimilation in leaves [76]

Os01g64660 oscfbp1 PT Source activity KO Photosynthetic sucrose
biosynthesis; growth retardation [77]

Os01g64960 qNPQ1-2 PT Source activity NV
Nonphotochemical quenching

capacity; protection from
photoinhibition

[78]

Os01g64960 PsbS PT Source activity KD/OX
Nonphotochemical quenching
capacity; photosynthetic rate in

fluctuating light conditions
[79]

Os02g32660 BE2b PT Source activity Others
Starch biosynthesis in endosperm;
amylopectin biosynthesis; branch

formation
[80]

Os03g57220 OsGLO1 PT Source activity KD Photorespiration [81]
Os04g56320 rca PT Source activity KD Rubisco activity [82]

Os05g40180 OsSTN8 PT Source activity KO Photosystem II repair during high
light illumination [83]

Os06g06560 SS1 PT Source activity Others Starch biosynthesis in endosperm;
chain elongation [80]

Os06g51084 BE1 PT Source activity Others Starch granule binding;
amylopectin structure [80]

Os07g05820 OsGLO4 PT Source activity KD Rubisco activation; photosynthesis
rate [44]

Os08g45190 PGR5 PT Source activity KD Photosynthetic capacity [84]

Os10g37180 OsGDCH PT Source activity KD Leaf senescence induced by
reactive oxygen species [85]

Os12g17600 rbcS PT Source activity KD Rubisco content; photosynthetic
capacity [86]

Os12g17600 OsRBCS2 PT Source activity KD Rubisco content [87]

Os12g17600 rbcS PT Source activity KD/OX Rubisco content; photosynthetic
capacity [88]

Os12g19381 OsRBCS5 PT Source activity KD Rubisco content [87]
Os12g19470 OsRBCS4 PT Source activity KD Rubisco content [87]
Os12g44380 ossut2 PT Source activity KO Sugar export; growth retardation [40]

Os02g34560 Oscyt-inv1 PT Sterility KO Root cell development; flowering
time; fertility [65]

1 Major functional categories: R or T, resistance or tolerance; MT, morphological trait; PT, physiological trait. 2 Methods used to study: OX,
overexpression; KO, knockout; KD, knockdown; NV, natural variation.

3.3. Anatomical Dissection of Carbohydrate Metabolism-Related Genes via Meta-Expression Analysis

To assess the functional roles of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes,
meta-anatomical expression profiles consisting of 983 rice Affymetrix array anatomical
sample data were first used [23]. Using the KMC algorithm, 729 genes with probes on
the Affymetrix array were grouped into 11 anatomical clusters (Figure 3a; Table S4). This
analysis could not be performed for 137 genes without probes on the Affymetrix array.
Based on this analysis, carbohydrate metabolism-related genes may be involved in diverse
morphological or physiological traits. For example, clusters A and B are closely associated
with leaf and shoot development, cluster E is associated with root, clusters G and H are
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associated with pollen, and cluster I is associated with grain. In addition, cluster J, with
ubiquitous expression patterns, might be related to the housekeeping function.

Figure 3. Dissection of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes using meta-anatomical expression profiles and
functional enrichment analysis of 11 anatomical clusters. (a) Using large-scale microarray data, carbohydrate metabolism-
related genes were visualized and dissected. The heatmap of the anatomical expression profiles of carbohydrate metabolism-
related genes was grouped into 11 clusters via KMC clustering methods. The numbers after the name of each tissue/organ
indicate the sample size, and the numbers below each cluster indicate the number of genes in the cluster. (b) GO enrichment
analysis of 11 anatomical clusters. The GO enrichment assay revealed the characteristics of each cluster. GO terms were
classified according to biological process GO terms. Dot color indicates the fold enrichment value (the blue color is 2, which
is the minimum cutoff to select a significant fold enrichment value, and the red color indicates a higher fold enrichment
value), and dot size indicates statistical significance (-log10(hyper p-value) is used, and a larger dot size means more
significance). (c) KEGG enrichment analysis of 11 anatomical clusters. The enriched KEGG pathway indicated with the dot
size represents the ratio of the selected genes to the total genes in the pathway, and the dot color illustrates the adjusted
p-value. The numbers below the clusters indicate the number of mapped genes to each pathway. In addition, in GO and
KEGG enrichment analyses, the source- and sink-related clusters are highlighted as red and blue boxes, respectively.

3.4. Functional Comparison and Enrichment Analysis of 11 Anatomical Clusters

The distribution of functionally characterized genes among clusters was searched
to identify the relationships between anatomical expression patterns and the 11 clusters.
Subsequently, 13 source activity genes were enriched in cluster A, which showed a leaf-
preferred expression pattern. Similarly, 15 eating quality genes were in cluster I, which
showed a grain-preferred expression pattern. Other clusters did not show a strong correla-
tion between known functions and featured expression patterns (Figure S1).

Enrichment analysis of functional groups was also performed for each of the 11 anatomical
clusters. To do this, GO and KEGG enrichment analyses were conducted. As a result,
four GO terms associated with photosynthesis were enriched in cluster A: reductive
pentose phosphate cycle (GO: 0019253), photosynthesis-light harvesting (GO: 0009765),
photosynthesis (GO: 0015979), and electron transport chain (GO: 0022900). In cluster
I, there were no photosynthesis-related GO terms. Instead, there were four GO terms
related to sugar metabolism or biosynthesis: sucrose metabolic process (GO: 0005985),
starch biosynthetic process (GO: 0019252), glucan biosynthetic process (GO: 0009250), and
glycogen biosynthetic process (GO: 0005978; Figure 3b).

Consistent with the GO enrichment analysis results, KEGG enrichment also showed
that photosynthesis pathways were enriched in cluster A, and starch and sucrose metabolism
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pathways were enriched in cluster I (Figure 3c). These results suggest that metabolic
pathways might be further dissected by diverse developmental processes. Assigning
expression patterns to each of the clusters will be useful for further functional analysis.

3.5. In Silico and In Vitro Expression Verification of Tissue-Preferred Genes

To validate the functional significance of gene clusters according to anatomical expres-
sion patterns, three genes (Os10g26740, Os02g06540, and Os10g08022) in cluster H associ-
ated with anther and pollen development were selected: sucrose transporter (OsSUT3),
monosaccharide transporter, and fructose-bisphosphate aldolase isozyme, respectively. In
silico analysis revealed that all these genes showed anther/pollen-preferred expression
patterns (Figure 4a). This expression pattern was further confirmed by qRT-PCR, with
samples in six tissues/organs (Figure 4b) matching the dissected model. Recently, a defect
in the GORI gene changed the distribution of pectin in germinated pollen tubes and eventu-
ally led to the male sterile phenotype [35]. Thus, qRT-PCR was performed to analyze their
regulatory roles by GORI in the gori mutant. Interestingly, all three genes were significantly
downregulated in the gori mutant than in the wild-type (Figure 4c). It was speculated that
these transporters and carbon metabolism-related enzymes regulated by GORI might be
involved in the pollen tube growth process.

Figure 4. Validation of the dissected model and expression analysis of three carbohydrate metabolism-related genes in
cluster H. (a) Heatmap analysis of three cluster H genes (Os10g26740, Os02g06540, and Os10g08022). Numeric values
indicate an average of the normalized log2 intensity values. (b) Expression profiles of the three pollen-preferred genes
based on qRT-PCR in various rice tissues: shoot, root, leaf, seed, young panicle, and pollen. (c) The expression of three
pollen-preferred carbohydrate genes was significantly downregulated in the gori mutant compared to the wild-type plants.
OsUbi5 (Os01g22490) was used as an internal control. There were three biological replicates from the performed t-test on
independent samples, with Bonferroni correction. ** 0.001 < p ≤ 0.01; **** p ≤ 0.0001.
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3.6. Construction of a Conceptual Carbohydrate Metabolism Model

In this section, a conceptual carbohydrate metabolism model that will help improve
crop yield, as constructed previously for the rice endosperm, is proposed [89] (Figure 5).
Notably, several studies fit well with this model. In pollen cluster H, OsHXK10 is involved
in anther dehiscent and pollen germination [90]. In addition, CWINV3 mutation caused
male sterility [91]. Regarding grain cluster I, SUS3 overexpression increased cell wall
polysaccharide deposition, resulting in enhanced biomass saccharification [92].

Figure 5. Conceptual carbohydrate model integrated with cluster information. A conceptual model was constructed by
summarizing dissected carbohydrate metabolism-related genes according to the anatomical expression pattern. This model
indicates the clusters associated with key enzymes (INVs, SUTs, SUSs, and HXKs) for source-sink communication. Clusters
A and B are associated with leaf and flag leaf, cluster E is associated with root, cluster H is associated with anther and
pollen, cluster I is associated with grain, and cluster J is associated with the whole rice plant based on ubiquitous expression
patterns. The GORI regulatory model for pollen tissue was also combined.

This model, consistent with several functionally characterized genes, will be useful
in providing guidelines for the spatial manipulation of carbohydrate metabolism-related
genes in order to enhance crop yield.

4. Discussion

Improvement in crop yield is becoming more urgent due to the need to supply nearly
10 billion people. To maintain food security, many studies on carbohydrate metabolism
in rice have been performed. However, these studies mostly focused on the source-sink
mechanism and specific temporal samples such as the grain-filling stages. To complement
this uneven interpretation of carbohydrate metabolism and provide new insights on rice
productivity to enhance research associated with carbon metabolism, 866 carbohydrate
metabolism-related genes were systemically dissected into 11 clusters according to meta-
anatomical expression data (Figure 3; Table S5).

As mentioned above, a functionally characterized gene search and functional group en-
richment analyses indicated that most functionally characterized carbohydrate metabolism-
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related genes were involved in the source-sink mechanism (Figure 2). Along with the
results, this analysis showed some clusters showing root-, pollen-, and seed-preferred
expression patterns (clusters E, H, and I). From among these, the expressions of three
pollen-preferred carbon metabolism-related genes were confirmed, supporting the reliabil-
ity of meta-anatomical expression data in this study (Figure 4).

Improving the seed setting rate through carbohydrate metabolism is a means of
elevating rice productivity. One study reported that glycolysis could regulate pollen tube
polarity in Arabidopsis [93]. Similarly, a recently characterized gene (GORI) involved in
late pollen development in rice showed its connectivity to carbohydrate metabolism such
as less pectin staining in the gori pollen tube [35]. Interestingly, three genes in cluster
H showed significantly reduced expression when GORI was knocked out (Figure 4c).
This result suggested that cluster H could be a suitable research candidate for further
productivity improvement in the context of carbohydrate metabolism underlying late
pollen development in rice.

Grain filling is also an important factor for rice yield increase [12]. In this analysis,
the seed-preferred cluster I includes SUS3 and SUS4, characterized as grain filling-related
genes [94]. In addition, SWEET and glutamine synthetase, which were excluded in the anal-
ysis due to the limitations of the data source for functional categorization, play an important
role in the grain-filling process related to sucrose transport and nitrogen metabolism, re-
spectively [95–97]. Furthermore, when a hierarchical clustering of the SWEET genes with
the 11 anatomical clusters was performed, SWEET11 and SWEET15 were close to cluster I
(data not shown). Jointly, carbohydrate genes in cluster I could be useful genetic resources
for further investigation of the rice grain-filling process and other metabolic processes.

Moreover, crop productivity can be affected by various factors, including environment,
fertilizer, soil conditions, and even rhizobiome composition [2,98,99]. In particular, the
interaction between crop root and the rhizobiome is related to root exudates, including
amino acids, secondary metabolites, and carbohydrates [100]. Although the investigation of
root exudates is understudied until now, the root-preferred cluster E could be an appropriate
target for further studies on carbohydrate metabolism for generating exudates in the root.

5. Conclusions

This study aimed to improve the overall understanding of carbohydrate metabolism,
which could provide some unknown clues for increasing rice productivity. For this,
866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes were integrated into meta-anatomical expres-
sion data, and the significance of each cluster was shown using the functionally character-
ized roles in each cluster. Through an integrated analysis, carbohydrate metabolism-related
genes were systemically dissected into 11 tissue-preferred clusters. Further functional
enrichment analysis showed that two clusters (A and I) were strongly associated with
source- and sink-preferred roles, respectively. In addition, the expression patterns of
three pollen-specific cluster H genes were provided as examples of the reliability of the
analysis. Furthermore, the reduced expression of the three cluster H genes in the gori
mutant suggested that the tissue-preferred clusters could be suitable targets for further
investigation. Collectively, a conceptual carbohydrate metabolism model summarizing
the results was constructed, and it provided holistic insights on carbohydrate metabolism
and suggested suitable candidates for improving crop productivity beyond source-sink
mechanism-focused research.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10081690/s1. Figure S1: Distribution of functionally characterized genes among
anatomical clusters. Table S1: Characterized carbohydrate metabolism-related genes retrieved from
the OGRO database. Table S2: Summary of the primers used in this study. Table S3: List and
summary of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes in rice. Table S4: Classification of the
carbon metabolism-related genes in rice using anatomical meta-expression data and KMC analysis.
Table S5: Summarized cluster information of the 866 carbohydrate metabolism-related genes.
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Abstract: The Vitaceae Juss., in the basal lineages of Rosids, contains sixteen genera and 950 species,
mainly of tropical lianas. The family has been divided in five tribes: Ampelopsideae, Cisseae,
Cayratieae, Parthenocisseae and Viteae. Seed shape is variable in this family. Based on new models
derived from equations representing heart and water drop curves, we describe seed shape in species
of the Vitaceae. According to their similarity to geometric models, the seeds of the Vitaceae have
been classified in ten groups. Three of them correspond to models before described and shared
with the Arecaceae (lenses, superellipses and elongated water drops), while in the seven groups
remaining, four correspond to general models (waterdrops, heart curves, elongated heart curves and
other elongated models) and three adjust to the silhouettes of seeds in particular genera (heart curves
of Cayratia and Pseudocayratia, heart curves of the Squared Heart Curve (SqHC) type of Ampelocissus
and Ampelopsis and Elongated Superellipse-Heart Curves (ESHCs), frequent in Tetrastigma species
and observed also in Cissus species and Rhoicissus rhomboidea). The utilities of the application of
geometric models for seed description and shape quantification in this family are discussed.

Keywords: endosperm; geometry; morphology; seed shape; Vitaceae

1. Introduction

The Vitaceae Juss. contains sixteen genera with ca. 950 species of lianas primarily
distributed in the tropics with some genera in the temperate regions. The Leeaceae Dumort.,
with a single genus of 34 species, mostly shrubs and small trees rather than lianas, included
in the family in the APG IV [1], was later recognized as a separate family [2,3]. Both
families constitute the order Vitales, one of the basal lineages of Rosids, whose closest
relative remains controversial [4,5].

The Vitaceae has been divided in five tribes [3] (Table 1): (I) Ampelopsideae J. Wen
and Z. L. Nie (Ampelopsis Michx., Nekemias Raf., Rhoicissus Planch., Clematicissus Planch.);
(II) Cisseae Rchb. (Cissus L.); (III) Cayratieae J.Wen and L.M.Lu (Cayratia Juss. Ex Guill,
Causonis Raf., Acareosperma Gagnep., Afrocayratia, Cyphostemma (Planch.) Alston, Pseudo-
cayratia J.Wen, L.M.Lu and Z.D.Chen, Tetrastigma Planch.); (IV) Parthenocisseae J.Wen and
Z.D.Chen (Parthenocissus Planch.) and (V) Viteae Dumort (Ampelocissus Planch., and Vitis
L.). Cayratia and Cyphostemma were included in Cissus by Linné and Planchon considered
the former as a section of Cissus [6,7].

Cissus is the largest genus in the family with 300 species of complex classification [8].
Cyphostemma is second, with 200 species of an interesting diversity in their range of distribu-
tion as well as in growth habits (vines and lianas, herbs, stem succulents and a tree) [9]. Vitis
has seventy-five inter-fertile wild species distributed in three continents under subtropical,
Mediterranean and continental-temperate climatic conditions. Vitis vinifera L. is the species
with highest economic importance in the family with some taxonomic uncertainty about
the differentiation between V. vinifera L. subsp. vinifera and V. vinifera L. subsp. sylvestris
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(Willd.) Hegi [10,11]. Thousands of cultivars of V. vinifera are used worldwide in Viticul-
ture. Species of other genera are widely cultivated, such as Parthenocissus quinquefolia (L.)
Planch., the Virginia creeper, in temperate areas, and Cissus incisa Des Moul., the grape ivy,
in tropical areas. Species of the genus Tetrastigma are the only host plants for the parasitic
plant Rafflesia arnoldii R.Br., Rafflesiaceae, which is native only to a few areas within the
Malay Archipelago [12].

Table 1. A summary of the taxonomy of the Vitaceae. The approximate number of species in each
tribe and genus is given between parentheses. Data adapted from [3].

Tribe Genera

I. Ampelopsideae (47) Ampelopsis Michx. (18)
Nekemias Raf. (9)

Rhoicissus Planch. (14)
Clematicissus Planch. (6)

II. Cisseae (300) Cissus L. (300)
III. Cayratieae (368) Cayratia Juss. (25)

Causonis Raf. (30)
Acareosperma Gagnep. (1)

Afrocayratia (7)
Cyphostemma (Planch.) Alston (200)

Pseudocayratia J. Wen, L.M.Lu and Z.D. Chen (5)
Tetrastigma (Miq.) Planch. (100)

IV. Parthenocisseae (16) Parthenocissus Planch. (14)
Yua C.L.Li (2)

V. Viteae (190) Ampelocissus Planch. (115)
Vitis L. (75)

The taxonomy and phylogenetic relationships of the Vitaceae are far from complete
and will benefit from an accurate description of seeds in the unambiguous terms of ge-
ometry. From a practical point of view, the classification based on geometric models may
contribute to the distinction between wild and crop grapes of Vitis vinifera [11].

The main objective of this review is to provide a framework for the description of seed
morphology in the Vitaceae based on geometric models. A recent review of this subject
in the Arecaceae described morphological types in the seeds of this family based on the
similarity of seed images to geometric figures, like ellipses, ovals and others [13]. Members
of both families, the Arecaceae and the Vitaceae, were present in the Neotropical flora in
the Eocene [14], and the description of their seeds may serve as a model to develop this
work in other plant families.

2. Seed Morphology in the Vitaceae

2.1. Quantification of Seed Shape by Geometric Models

The silhouettes of bi-dimensional images of seeds often resemble geometric figures
that can be used as models for the description and quantification of seed shape in plant
families. A recent review of the geometry of seeds in the Arecaceae described a series of
models useful for the analysis of seed shape in this family [13]. Geometric models included
the ellipses (the circle is a particular type of ellipse), ovals, lemniscates, superellipses,
cardioid and derivatives, lenses and the water drop curve [13]. The reader is referred to this
review for the algebraic description of the models and their application in the morphometry
of seeds in the Arecaceae. The application of geometric models in morphometry is based
on the comparison of bi-dimensional images of well oriented seeds with these figures by
means of image programs working in two layers (Adobe Photoshop, Corel Photo Paint
. . . ). The two images (seed and model) can be superimposed searching for a maximum
similarity and the ratio between shared and total surface areas, that we have termed J
index, is calculated with the data obtained in ImageJ [15]. J index measures the percent
of similarity between two images (the seed and the model) and provides information
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on overall seed shape [16,17]. Bidimensional seed images of many plant species adjust
well to one of three morphological types: the ellipse, the oval and the cardioid [18]. The
seeds of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh., those of the model legumes
Lotus japonicus (Regel) K.Larsen and Medicago truncatula Gaertn., as well as the seeds of
Capparis spinosa L., in the Capparaceae and Rhus tripartita DC. in the Anacardiaceae adjust
well to cardioids or modified cardioids [19–23]. The seeds of Ricinus communis L. and
Jatropha curcas L. in the Euphorbiaceae and those of cultivars of Triticum sp. in the Poaceae
adjust well to ellipses of varied x/y ratio [24–26]. Oval shaped seeds occur frequently in
the Cucurbitaceae, Berberidaceae, Eupteleaceae and Lardizabalaceae [27,28], while the
cardioid is more common in Papaveraceae [28]. A given geometric type is sometimes
associated with other morphological or ecological characteristics. For example, cardioid-
type seeds were observed to be more frequent in small-sized seeds, while elliptic shape is
more frequent in larger seeds [18]. In the Malvaceae, cardioid type seeds are associated
with small herbs of annual cycle [29].

2.2. Seed Morphology in the Vitaceae

The seeds of the Vitaceae share structural characteristics. The endosperm presents
in transversal section a typical “M” shape coincident with a pair of ventral in-folds and a
dorsal chalaza knot allowing the identification of fossil seeds in this family [30].

For the application of morphology in taxonomy, characters of the seeds are selected
and compared between different taxonomic groups. Frequently, the data concern mea-
surements of defined structural components and the distances between well referenced
seed positions. The results depend on the characters selected and the method used for
comparison. Chen and Manchester applied successive PCA based on 57 characters to
252 seeds representative of 238 species belonging to 15 genera [31]. The conclusions were:
(1) The seeds of Leea, Cissus, Cyphostemma, Tetrastigma, Rhoicissus, and Cayratia have a long
or linear chalaza, visible from the ventral side and terminated very near the beak at the
dorsal side, a condition that was termed “perichalaza” [32], whereas the seeds in the rest of
the family usually have an oval chalaza, central in the dorsal position; (2) Tetrastigma and
species of Rhoicissus have peculiar characteristics in their linear chalaza, which is located
near the apical notch and extends their beak; their long, narrow, sometimes divergent
ventral in-folds and their rugose surface. The authors conclude that, by comparison of
selected sets of characters, the seeds can be distinguished to the generic level [31].

Seed shape in the Vitaceae is variable and seeds resembling geometric figures are
frequent in this family. The seeds of Ampelocissus are pyriform, oval, or round in dorsal or
ventral view [30]. The seeds of Cissus species are often described as globose with a pointed
base, elliptic in outline or oblong (see, for example, [33–35]). These adjectives and other
like sub-globose or terete are also applied to seed descriptions in other genera suggesting
two important points: (1) The seeds of the Vitaceae are suitable for the comparison with
geometric figures used as models. (2) The comparison may be quantitative, yielding
measures that contribute to taxonomy. Table 2 contains a list of 131 species in the Vitaceae
whose seeds have been observed for this work.
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Table 2. A summary of the 131 species for which seed shape has been analysed in this work.

Tribe
(Species Observed/Total)

Genera
(Species Observed/Total)

Species (References for the Images)

I. Ampelopsideae
(15/47)

Ampelopsis Michx.
(13/18)

Ampelopsis aconitifolia [36], A. arborea [37], A. bodinieri [36],
A. cantoniensis [31,36], A. cordata [38], A. chaffanjoni [36],

A. delavayana [31], A. denudata [30], A. glandulosa [39],
A. grossedentata [31], A. humulifolia [36], A. japonica [36],

A. megalophylla [31,36]
Rhoicissus Planch.

(2/14) Rhoicissus revoilii [31], R. rhomboidea [31]

II. Cisseae
(33/300)

Cissus L.
(33/300)

Cissus antarctica [31], C. aralioides [35,40], C. barbeyana [40],
C. bosseri [40], C. cactiformis [40], C. campestris [31,41,42],
C. cornifolia [40], C. descoingsii, [31,41], C. diffusiflora [40],

C. elongata [40], C. erosa [43], C. floribunda [40], C. fuliginea [31],
C. granulosa [31], C. hastata [40], C. hypoglauca [31],

C. integrifolia [40,42], C. leucophlea [40], C. penninervis [31],
C. petiolata [40], C. pileata [40], C. populnea [40],

C. quadrangularis [44], C. reniformis [31,41], C. repens [40],
C. sciaphila [40], C. smithiana [40], C. sterculiifolia [31],

C. subtetragona [40], C. trianae [31], C. tuberosa [42],
C. verticillata [31,41,42,45], C. willardii [42],

III. Cayratieae
(40/365) Causonis Raf. (1/9) Causonis sp. [46]

Cayratia Juss.
(7/60)

Cayratia cheniana [46], C. geniculata [31], C. imerinensis [47],
C. japonica [31,48], C. oligocarpa [31], C. saponaria [31], C. sp.

[African, [46]]
Cyphostemma

(Planch.) Alston
(3/200)

Cyphostemma elephantopus [49], C. laza [31], C. junceum [31]

Pseudocayratia J. Wen, L.M.Lu
and Z.D.Chen

(3/5)

Pseudocayratia dichromocarpa [50], P. pengiana [50],
P. speciosa [50,51]

Tetrastigma
(Miq.) Planch.

(26/100)

Tetrastigma campylocarpum [52], T. cauliflorum [52],
T. caudatum [52], T. delavayi [52], T. dichotomum [51],

T. formosanum [52], T. harmandi [31], T. hemsleyanum [31,52],
T. henryi [52], T. hypoglaucum [52], T. jinghongense [52],

T. kwangsiense [30,31], T. lanceolarium [30], T. laoticum [52],
T. obovatum [51,52], T. obtectum [51,52], T. pachyllylum [52],

T. pedunculare [31,51,52], T. petraeum [52], T. retinervum [52],
T. rumicispermum [31,51,52], T. serrulatum [52], T. sichouense [52],

T. thorsborneorum [52], T. triphyllum [31,52],
T. xishuangbannaense [31,52]

IV. Parthenocisseae
(11/16)

Parthenocissus Planch.
(9/14)

Parthenocissus dalzielii [36], P. heptaphylla [31], P. henryana [36],
P. heterophylla [36], P. himalayana [53], P. laetevirens [36],

P. quinquefolia [54], P. tricuspidata [36,37,45], P. vitacea [31]
Yua C.L.Li (2/2) Yua austro-orientalis [31], Y. chinensis [31]

V. Viteae
(32/190)

Ampelocissus Planch.
(13/115)

Ampelocissus acapulcensis [30], A. bombycina [30], A. bravoi [42],
A. cavicaulis [30], A. erdvendbergiana [30], A. grantii [30],
A. javalensis [30,42], A. latifolia [30], A. macrocirrha [30],

A. martinii [42], A. obtusata [30], A. ochracea [30], A. robinsonii [30]

Vitis L.
(19/75)

Vitis aestivalis [55], V. amurensis [45,56], V. brandoniana [54],
V. cinerea [57], V. eolabrusca [54], V. flexuosa [54], V. grayensis [58],

V. labrusca [45,54,59], V. lanatoides [58], V. latisulcata [58],
V. palmata [60], V. pseudorotundifolia [54], V. rostrata [54],
V. rotundifolia [31,41,54], V. rupestris [45], V. tiliifolia [61],

V. tsoi [31,41], V. vulpina [59,62], V. wilsoniae [31,41]

Seven geometric models for the description and quantification of seed shape in the
Vitaceae were described before [45]. Models 1 to 5 were derived from modifications in the
equations of the heart curve [63], Model 6 was derived from the pyriform curve [64], and
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Model 7 was obtained by the modification of two independent equations representing an
ellipse, searching for the similarity with the seeds of cultivars of V. vinifera. In subsequent
work, Model 7 revealed particularly useful, because models derived from it adjusted well
to the shape of many cultivars of V. vinifera in the Spanish collection at IMIDRA [65]. The
following section contains a description of new models obtained for this work and their
examples in the Vitaceae. The first part presents geometric models shared by the Arecaceae
and the Vitaceae, while the second part contains the description of new models based on
a series of equations derived from the equation of an ellipse that apply to species in the
Vitaceae.

3. Geometric Models for Seed Description and Quantification in the Vitaceae

3.1. Models Shared with the Arecaceae

The comparison of well-oriented seeds with geometric figures reveals the diversity
of shapes in a family, adds precision to the description and permits quantification of seed
shape. The geometric analysis of seed shape in the Vitaceae shows a variety of forms
shared with the Arecaceae, such as lenses, superellipses and water drops [13], while their
combination is not frequent in other plant families.

Lenses and superellipses [13] can be derived from the same formula:
∣∣∣ x

a

∣∣∣p + ∣∣∣y
b

∣∣∣q = 1

with p, q > 2 for superellipses and p > 2, 1 < q < 2 for lenses [66,67]; (see Data Availability
Statement section).

Figure 1 presents examples of seeds whose images resemble lenses of different
length/width ratios: Cissus sterculiifolia [31], Tetrastigma petraeum [51] and Cissus quad-
rangularis [44].

 

Figure 1. The images of seeds of Cissus sterculiifolia [31], Tetrastigma petraeum [51] and Cissus quadran-
gularis [44] resemble lenses of different proportions.
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The seeds of Cissus reniformis, Cyphostemma laza and Ampelocissus bravoi adjust to
superellipses of different proportions (not shown). Additionally, in some Tetrastigma
species the seeds resemble superellipses, for example: Tetrastigma henryi [52], Tetrastigma
campylocarpum [51] and T. caudatum [51] (Figure 2).

 

Figure 2. Examples of seed images resembling superellipses with different length/width ratios: First
row: Tetrastigma henryi [51]. Second row: Tetrastigma campylocarpum [51]. Third row: T. caudatum [51].

Water drops and lemniscates described well the seeds of some species in the Are-
caceae [13]. The former adapt well to the bi-dimensional shape of well-oriented images
in the Vitaceae [45]. Figure 3 shows examples of seeds resembling elongated water drops,
see [45] for quantitative measurements in Cissus verticillata.

 

Figure 3. Examples of seed images resembling elongated water drops. From left to right: The model
for an elongated water drop (Model 4 in [45]), seeds of Cissus verticillata and Vitis vulpina.

The equation describing the water drop is given in [13,45], while the equation describ-
ing the lemniscate is given in [13].
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3.2. Geometric Models for the Vitaceae: New Models Obtained from a Series of Equations Derived
from an Ellipse

A family of equations will be described that simplify the design of new models
according to the variety of seed types found in the Vitaceae [45]. The task of finding a
model adapted to a new shape will be easier knowing which term of an existing equation
may give the changes needed to obtain a given figure. With this objective, the equations
corresponding to all models described in this section derive from the ellipse of equation:

1 − x2 − b2y2 = 0 (1)

which can be expressed as:(√
1 − x2 − b y

)(√
1 − x2 + b y

)
= 0 (2)

to remark the two explicit equations corresponding to the respective semi-ellipses that
integrate it. Modifications in one of the factors, or in both, give equations of increasing
complexity, whose graphic representations result in a variety of models.

A Water drop curve is obtained by the modification of Equation (2) to give:

(√
1 − x2 + b y

)(√
1 − x2 +

a
50x2 + c

− b y
)
= 0 (3)

with a = b = 1, c = 2. While the semi-ellipse corresponding to the left factor has
not changed, the factor on the right determines the prominent part of the drop (beak).
Increasing the value of a, increases the size of the beak (See Data Availability Statement
section).

3.2.1. Water Drop Models

The three models represented in Figure 4 result from changing the values of a, b and c
and modifying other terms in Equation (2): Model VAM1 (a = 0.6; b = 1; c = 2)
adjusts well to Vitis amurensis, V. labrusca, V. rupestris and Cissus granulosa; Model AGL1,
a rounded Water drop, (a = 0.3; b = 1.1; c = 1.6) adjusts well to seeds of Ampelopsis
glandulosa, Tetrastigma triphyllum and Cissus fuliginea; Model AAR1, an elongated Water
drop, (a = 3; b = 1; c = 5) adjusts to seeds of Ampelopsis arborea, Cissus campestris and
C. willardii (Data Availability Statement section). A slightly narrowed model adjusts well to
seeds of Tetrastigma hensleyanum (not shown).

3.2.2. Heart Curves

Simultaneous modifications in both terms of Equation (2) result in a variety of heart
curves. Heart curves are obtained with selected values of a, b, c in:(√

1 − x2 − a
54x2 + 9|x|+ 3

+ y
)(√

1 − x2 +
b

54x2 + 9|x|+ 3
− y
)
= 0 (4)

For example, Model ACO1 (see Figure 5) resulted from Equation (4) with a = 1/2;
b = 1/3. Increasing a, reduces the size of the lower entry; increasing b, reduces the upper beak.
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Figure 4. Seed images resembling water drops. From top to bottom: Model VAM1 (Vitis amurensis,
V. labrusca, V. rupestris), Model AGL1 (Ampelopsis glandulosa, Tetrastigma triphyllum, Cissus fuliginea),
Model AAR1 (Ampelopsis arborea, Cissus campestris, C. willardii).

 

Figure 5. Seeds resembling heart curves. From top to bottom: Model ACO1 (Ampelopsis cordata,
A. japonica, A. obtusata), Model PHI1 (Parthenocissus himalayana, P. heptaphylla, P. tricuspidata), Model
PPE1 (Pseudocayratia pengiana, P. dichromocarpa, Cayratia japonica).
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Model PHI1 (see Figure 5) was obtained by the following modification in Equation (4):(√
1 − x2 +

a
10x2 + 1

− y
)(√

1 − x2 − b
54x2 + 9|x|+ 3

− y
)
= 0 (5)

with a = 1/3; b = 1/2.
Model PPE1 resulted from:
(√

1 − x2 +
a

5x4 + 25x2 + 1
− 9

10
y
)(√

1 − x2 − b

5x4 + 25|x|3 + 1
− 9

10
y

)
= 0 (6)

with a = b = 1/3. (Data Availability Statement section).
Changes in the above equations give modified water drop and heart curves. For

example, changes in Equation (3) result in broadened heart curves, giving (i) Models
ARO1, AJA1 and AER1 that describe the seeds of Ampelocissus robinsonii, A. javalensis
A. erdvendbergiana, respectively; and (ii) Models AGR1 and ADE1 that resemble the seeds
of Ampelopsis grossdentata and A. denudata (AGR1) and A. delavayana and A. cantoniensis
(ADE1) respectively, see Figure 6 and Data Availability Statement section. The significance
of differences between apparently similar models, such as PPE1 and AGR1, can be tested
quantitatively on samples with a sufficient number of seeds. In principle, the difference at
the basis of the figures (more flat and with a plane entry in PPE1) justifies the separation of
the two models.

 

Figure 6. Models of broadened heart curves and seeds resembling each of them in Ampelocissus and
Ampelopsis. (Top): Model ARO1, Ampelocissus robinsonii, Model AJA1, Ampelocissus javalensis, Model
AER1, A. erdvendbergiana. (Bottom): Model AGR1, Ampelopsis grossedentata, A. denudata; Model ADE1,
A. delavayana, A. cantoniensis.

Departing from the models described, it is possible to find new figures specific for
seeds in other species; for example, seeds of Ampelocissus cavicaulis, A. macrocirrha, and
A. ochracea share with A. javalensis the Squared Heart Curve (SqHC) type related to Model
AJA1. Other models, such as AGR2, may fit better the shape of seeds of A. grantii and
A. latifolia (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The seeds of many species of Ampelocissus are related with the Squared Heart Curve
(SqHC). Model AJA1 adapts well to Ampelocissus cavicaulis, A. macrocirrha and A. ochracea. Model
AGR2 represents better the shape of seeds of A. grantii and A. latifolia.

3.2.3. Pear Curves and Other Elongated Models

Some seed images resemble water drops in their overall shape; nevertheless, they
show broader basis than waterdrops. Figure 8 shows the models YAU1, COL1, VAE1 and
AME1 that correspond respectively to the shapes of Yua austro-orientalis and Cissus trianae
(YAU1), Cayratia oligocarpa (COL1), Yua chinensis and Vitis aestivalis (VAE1) and Ampelopsis
megalophylla (AME1). These four models share similar values of aspect ratio that justify the
inclusion of model COL1 here with preference to the Squared Heart Curve (SqHC) group.
Seeds of some species of Ampelocissus (e.g., A. acapulcensis, A. bombycina, A. bravoi can fit
either model COL1 or models derived from it (not shown)).

 

Figure 8. Models YAU1, COL1, VAE1 and AME1 with their respective seeds. Yua austro-orientalis
and Cissus trianae (YAU1), Cayratia oligocarpa (COL1), Yua chinensis and Vitis aestivalis (VAE1) and
Ampelopsis megalophylla (AME1).
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The seeds of Rhoicissus rhomboidea and of many species of Tetrastigma resemble polar-
ized ellipses with an end bi-lobulated and the other acute. We have termed this morpho-
logical group as the Elongated Superellipse-Heart Curve (ESHC) (Figure 9).

 

Figure 9. Seeds of Rhoicissus rhomboidea and many species of Tetrastigma resemble polarized ellipses
with a side rounded or bi-lobulated and the other acute.

3.3. A Summary of Geometric Types in Seeds of the Vitaceae

Table 3 contains a summary of the morphological types for the Vitaceae according
to the similarity of the seeds with geometrical figures. Ten morphological groups are
described, three being present also in the Arecaceae [13] (lenses, superellipses and elongated
water drops; termed respectively G I, G II and G III in Figure 10), three additional groups
were described before for the Vitaceae [45] (water drops, heart curves and elongated heart
curves; named G IV, G V and G VI in Figure 10), and four new groups are based on new
models original from this work (G VII to G X). Three of the later models are particular for
some genera and species. These are: (1) Heart curves of the Cayratia and Pseudocayratia
types, with a marked entry at the basis and an acute protuberance (G VIII in Figure 10);
(2) heart curves of the Squared Heart Curves (SqHCs) type in Ampelocissus and broadened
models of Ampelocissus and Ampelopsis (G IX in Figure 10), and (3) Elongated Superellipse-
Heart Curves (ESHCs), frequent in Tetrastigma species and observed also in Cissus species
and R. rhomboidea (G X in Figure 10).
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Table 3. A summary of groups based on morphological seed types for the analysed species in the Vitaceae. The number of
cases found in each group is given between dashes.

Group (Geometric Model) Examples

Group I (Lenses)-3- Cissus quadrangularis [44], C. sterculiifolia [31], Tetrastigma petraeum [52]

Group II (Superellipses)-7- Ampelocissus bravoi [42], C. reniformis [31,41], Cyphostemma elephantopus [49], C.
laza [31], Tetrastigma campylocarpum [52], T. caudatum [52], T. henryi [52]

Group III (Elongated water drops)-15-

Ampelopsis arborea [37], Cayratia imerinensis [47], Cissus aralioides [35,40],
C. cornifolia [40], C. erosa [43], C. integrifolia [40,42], C. petiolata [40], C. pileata [40],

C. populnea [40], C. verticillata [31,41,42,45], C. sciaphila [40], C. smithiana [40],
C. willardii [42], Cyphostemma junceum [31], V. vulpina [59,62]

Group IV (Water drops, normal or
rounded)-14-

Ampelopsis bodinieri [36], A. glandulosa [36,39], A. humulifolia [36], Cayratia
cheniana [46], Cissus campestris [31,41,42], C. fuliginea [31], C. tuberosa [42],

C. granulosa [31], Parthenocissus dalzielii [36], Tetrastigma triphyllum [31,52], Vitis
amurensis [45,56], V. labrusca [45,54,59], V. palmata [60], V. rupestris [45]

Group V (Heart curves normal or
rounded)-19-

Ampelopsis aconitifolia [36], A. chaffanjoni [36], A. cordata [38], A. japonica [36],
Parthenocissus heptaphylla [31], P. heterophylla [36], P. henryana [36],

P. himalayana [52,53], P. quinquefolia [54], P. vitacea [31], P. tricuspidata [36,37,45],
Rhoicissus revoilii [31], T. lanceolarium [30], Vitis cinerea [57], V. flexuosa [54],

V. lanatoides [58], V. latisulcata [58], V. tsoi [31,41], V. wilsoniae [31,41]

Group VI (Elongated Heart curves)-6- Ampelocissus acapulcensis [30], Cissus oligocarpa [31]. V. eolabrusca [54],
V. grayensis [58], V. pseudorotundifolia [54], V. tiliifolia [61]

Group VII (Other elongated types)-11-
Ampelopsis megalophylla [31,36], Causonis sp. [46], Cayratia saponaria [31], Cissus

trianae [31], C. hypoglauca [31], Parthenocissus laetevirens [36], T. hypoglaucum [52]
Vitis aestivalis [55], V. rotundifolia [31,41,54], Yua austro-orientalis [31], Y. chinensis [31]

Group VIII (Heart curves of the Cayratia and
Pseudocayratia types)-7-

Cayratia japonica [31,48], Cayratia sp. [African, [46]], Pseudocayratia
dichromocarpa [50], P. pengiana [50], P. speciosa [50,52], Tetrastigma formosanum [51],

T. pedunculare [31,51,52]

Group IX (Heart curves of the SqHC type of
Ampelocissus and Ampelopsis)-15-

Ampelocissus bombycina [30], A. cavicaulis [30], A. erdvendbergiana [30], A. grantii [30],
A. javalensis [30,42], A. latifolia [30], A. macrocirrha [30], A. martinii [42], A.

obtusata [30], A. ochracea [30], A. robinsonii [30], Ampelopsis cantoniensis [31,36],
A. delavayana [31], A. denudata [30], A. grossedentata [31]

Group X Elongated Superellipse-heart
curves-16-

Cissus elongata [40], C. penninervis [31], Rhoicissus rhomboidea [31], Tetrastigma
hemsleyanum [31,52], T. jinghongense [52], T. laoticum [52], T. cauliflorum [52],

T. dichotomum [51], T. harmandi [31], T. pachyllylum [52], T. kwangsiense [30,31],
T. obovatum [51,52], T. obtectum [51,52], T. retinervum [51], T. serrulatum [52],

T. sichouense [52]

Undefined-18-

Cayratia geniculata [31], Cissus antarctica [31], C. barbeyana [40], C. bosseri [40],
C. cactiformis [40], C. descoingsii, [31,41], C. diffusiflora [40], C. floribunda [40],

C. hastata [40], C. leucophlea [40], C. repens [40], C. subtetragona [40], T. delavayi [52],
T. rumicispermum [31,51,52], T. thorsborneorum [52], T. xishuangbannaense [31,52],

V. brandoniana [54], V. rostrata [54]

In general, the distribution of morphological types is not in close agreement with the
current taxonomic classification; nevertheless, some results may be summarized in this
aspect. First, the seeds of the Elongated Superellipse-Heart Curves (ESHCs) type (Group
X) are more frequent in Tetrastigma and have been observed in Rhoicissus and Cissus, but
not in species of other genera. While many seeds in species of Ampelopsis, Parthenocissus
and Vitis share the typical shapes of water drop and heart curves, the squared heart
curve (SqHC) type (Group IX) has been predominantly observed in Ampelocissus and
Ampelopsis. A number of species remain undefined due to one of these two reasons: First,
their irregular seed shape making difficult the identification of an adequate model (Cayratia
geniculata, Cissus antarctica) and, second, the seed images have geometric shapes but the
identification of the model with the corresponding equation is pending (Tetrastigma delavayi,
T. rumicispermum). In addition, further work will be done on the seeds of Vitis species.
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Figure 10. A summary of the models found for the description and quantification of seed shape in
the Vitaceae. G I, G II and G III are lenses, superellipses and elongated water drops, respectively; G
IV, G V and G VI correspond to water drops, heart curves and elongated heart curves, respectively;
G VII contains four models corresponding to other elongated curves; G VIII presents an example
of the heart curves of the Cayratia and Pseudocayratia types; G IX, heart curves of the Squared Heart
Curves (SqHCs) type in Ampelocissus and broadened models of Ampelocissus and Ampelopsis, and G X,
Elongated Superellipse-Heart Curves (ESHCs), frequent in Tetrastigma species and observed also in
Cissus species and R. rhomboidea. Labelled as M7 and M6 are two models used in the description of
seeds of grape varieties and as precursors for other models [45,65].

4. Discussion

Morphology has not received the attention due in recent decades due to the increased
emphasis on molecular approaches, but the importance of descriptive aspects is rising [68].
Seed morphology in particular may provide the basis for developments in Ecology and
Evolution. The morphological analysis shows a similarity in seed shape between two
families from the Core Angiosperms that are not related traditionally by taxonomic criteria:
the Arecaceae and the Vitaceae. Both families belong to very different clades, the Vitaceae
to the Eudicot clade and the Arecaceae to the Monocot clade [1,6,69,70], and although the
embryos of the former have two cotyledons and the latter have only one, their similarities
in seed shape are in agreement with both families having endospermic seeds [3,4,70]. The
seeds of the Arecaceae and the Vitaceae present a great diversity, including a combination
of forms relatively infrequent in other plant families. Ellipses, ovals and cardioids are
geometric forms frequent in plant families [18]; in contrast, superellipses are not so frequent.
These adjust better to intermediate shapes between ellipses and rectangles. Other figures
shared by the seeds of the Vitaceae and the Arecaceae are lenses and water drops of diverse
proportions.

A distinctive aspect of seed morphology in the Vitaceae is the adjustment of their
seeds to a diversity of water drops, heart curves and related figures. A series of variations
derived from the equation of an ellipse have been described; their graphical representations
give water drops and heart curves resembling with precision the seeds of diverse species
of the Vitaceae. Both types of figures can be described as products from the modification of
ellipses to obtain one pole acute and the other rounded or bi-lobulated.

The new models here described define the seed silhouettes of species in the diverse
subfamilies of the Vitaceae. In addition to three groups based on models shared with the
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Arecaceae, and three other groups described before (water drops, heart curves, elongated
heart curves) [45], four new groups have been described. One of them corresponds to other
types of elongated curves, and the remaining three are more specific. These correspond to:
(1) Heart curves of the Cayratia and Pseudocayratia types, with a marked entry at the basis
and an acute protuberance; (2) heart curves of the Squared Heart Curves (SqHCs) type
in Ampelocissus and broadened models of Ampelocissus and Ampelopsis, and (3) Elongated
Superellipse-Heart Curves (ESHCs), frequent in Tetrastigma species and observed also in
Cissus species and R. rhomboidea.

The importance of seed morphology in taxonomy has been described for a long time,
see, for example, [71]. Nevertheless, not all characters of seed morphology have the same
relevance, and, in many instances, the lack of a morphological diagnostic key may be
due to a high degree of homoplasy [72,73]. The similarity of the seed silhouette to a
geometric model is the result of a complex process of development, and thus less submitted
to homoplasy; in consequence, it may be a good character in taxonomy. In addition, the
visualization of geometric figures that share the form of seeds may contribute to their
classification complementing the results of artificial vision techniques [74–76].

In addition to taxonomy, classification based on seed shape acquires relevance in other
research areas. Members of both families, the Arecaceae and the Vitaceae, were present in
the Neotropical flora in the Eocene [14], and their fruits have been in the human diet for a
long time [75,76]. Additionally, both families have been studied by means of phytoliths,
microfossils useful in archaeobotany and archaeology [77,78].

In the first paragraph of the introduction to his book entitled L’Évolution créatrice, Henri
Bergson recognized the importance of Geometry stating that nôtre intelligence triomphe dans
la géometrie, où se révelè la parenté de la pensée logique avec la matière inerte [79]. Unfortunately,
in the following pages of this text, the author abandoned the study of geometry, a model
of precision, to enter the rhetorics of evolution. An approach to seed geometry in palms
and grapes could support the words of P.B. Tomlinson (1990): “Palms are not then merely
emblematic of the tropics, they are emblematic of how the structural biology of plants must
be understood before evolutionary scenarios can be reconstructed” [80], quoted in [69].

5. Conclusions

Ten morphological types are described in the Vitaceae. Seven of them are general and
three specific. Among the general types, three are shared with the Arecaceae and corre-
spond to geometric figures well described (lenses, superellipses and elongated waterdrops).
Four additional groups include waterdrops, normal or rounded, heart curves, normal or
rounded, elongated heart curves and other elongated curves, respectively. Finally, the three
specific types correspond to heart curves of the Cayratia and Pseudocayratia types, heart
curves of the Squared Heart Curve (SqHC) type of Ampelocissus and Ampelopsis, and Elon-
gated Superellipse-Heart Curves (ESHCs), frequent in Tetrastigma species and observed
also in Cissus species and R. rhomboidea. All these groups are defined by geometric models
obtained by the representation of algebraic equations. Modifications in the equations result
in models adjusting to the shape of seeds for each species.
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Abstract: The inhibitory effect of extracellular DNA (exDNA) on the growth of conspecific individuals
was demonstrated in different kingdoms. In plants, the inhibition has been observed on root growth
and seed germination, demonstrating its role in plant–soil negative feedback. Several hypotheses have
been proposed to explain the early response to exDNA and the inhibitory effect of conspecific exDNA.
We here contribute with a whole-plant transcriptome profiling in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana
exposed to extracellular self- (conspecific) and nonself- (heterologous) DNA. The results highlight
that cells distinguish self- from nonself-DNA. Moreover, confocal microscopy analyses reveal that
nonself-DNA enters root tissues and cells, while self-DNA remains outside. Specifically, exposure
to self-DNA limits cell permeability, affecting chloroplast functioning and reactive oxygen species
(ROS) production, eventually causing cell cycle arrest, consistently with macroscopic observations of
root apex necrosis, increased root hair density and leaf chlorosis. In contrast, nonself-DNA enters
the cells triggering the activation of a hypersensitive response and evolving into systemic acquired
resistance. Complex and different cascades of events emerge from exposure to extracellular self-
or nonself-DNA and are discussed in the context of Damage- and Pathogen-Associated Molecular
Patterns (DAMP and PAMP, respectively) responses.

Keywords: exDNA; environmental DNA; DNA sensing; self-DNA inhibition; autotoxicity; plant
response; DAMP; PAMP; EDAP

1. Introduction

Mazzoleni and co-workers [1] reported evidence that fragmented exDNA, accumu-
lating in litter during the decomposition process, produces a concentration dependent,
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species-specific inhibitory effect, reducing root growth and seed germination of conspecifics.
This discovery was also extended to different organisms other than plants, including mi-
crobes, fungi, protozoa and insects [2]. Such findings have relevant implications for
plant-soil ecological theories, providing a chemical basis for autotoxicity [3] among the
mechanisms of plant–soil negative feedback [4], and unexpected new functional roles of
exDNA and its sensing at cellular level [5], in species interactions at community [6] and
ecosystem [7] levels, with an impact on biomedical and biotechnological applications, and
is thus deserving further investigation [8–10].

It is well known that exDNA is abundant in many habitats, including soil, sediments,
oceans and freshwater [11–13]. In soil, it can persist over long periods of time [14] due to
its binding to the mineral and humic fractions. The environmental DNA originates from
the active release or decomposition and recycling of organic matter produced by the whole
range of taxa inhabiting the belowground habitat (bacteria, archaea, fungi, protozoa, soil
invertebrates and plants) [15]. The persistent nature of exDNA permits its exploitation for
the assessment of microbial community composition, soil and plant biodiversity, as well as
taxonomic and phylogenetic studies [11,16–18].

The exDNA evolutionary role has been discussed in relation to the well-reported
process of horizontal gene transfer among microbial populations [15]. However, it also
appears to have additional functional and ecological implications. In plants, it has been
reported to be a relevant nutrient source, especially in conditions of low phosphate avail-
ability [15]. At plant root level, exDNA was found on mucilage surrounding the root tips,
with a putative protective role [19–21] and it has been also shown to act as a signalling
molecule, in association with altered expression of specific hormone genes [22].

The involvement of exDNA in signalling and self-recognition has been recently widely
discussed for plants [1,7,9,23] and in the context of microbe- or damage-associated molec-
ular patterns [24–26]. Moreover, the role and the cellular and molecular mechanisms
underlying plant growth inhibition determined by extracellular self-DNA (i.e., DNA from
the same or closely related species), as well as plant responses to extracellular nonself-DNA
(i.e., DNA from phylogenetically unrelated species) are still poorly known and under-
stood. Recent studies on the early plant response to fragmented exDNA [5] revealed a
significant plasma membrane depolarization and an increased flux of intracellular calcium
in Lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) and maize (Zea mays) leaves after treatment with self-
DNA, whereas nonself-DNA was unable to trigger such signalling events, thus confirming
that plant responses to exDNA depends on the provenience of the DNA also at cellular
level. More recently, [27], treating plants and suspension-cultured cells of common bean
(Phaseolus vulgaris) with fragmented extracellular self-DNA, observed leaf generation of
H2O2, activation of a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and increase of extraflo-
ral nectar secretion, that the authors commented as early immunity-related signalling
responses. By contrast, nonself-DNA by lima bean and Acacia farnesiana exerted lower
or no detectable effects. In analogy with mammals, that sense self- or nonself-exDNA as
indicators of injury or infection, respectively [28], it was suggested that extracellular self-
DNA acts as a damage-associated molecular pattern (DAMP) also in plants [27]. A growth
inhibitory effect by self-DNA was demonstrated after a minimum of 48 h [1] and observed
up to four days [27] after treatments, while immunity-related signals were observed up
to 2 h [5,27]. Therefore, whether growth inhibition by self-DNA depends on the energetic
cost of an immunity response [26], or it is a direct effect of the exposure to self-DNA [7],
remains an open question. In addition, responses at the cellular level along the timeline
preceding observable growth inhibition also deserve further clarification.

In this study, we analysed early effects after exposure to extracellular self- and nonself-
DNA in the plant model Arabidopsis thaliana by whole-plant transcriptome profiling, ex-
ploiting the RNA-seq approach during the first 16 h post treatment (hpt), and studied the
early exDNA spatial distribution at root and cell levels by microscopy confocal analysis.
In order to avoid any confounding effect coming from genomic similarity, we used the
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DNA of the animal Clupea harengus (common herring) as nonself treatment, i.e., a species
phylogenetically very dissimilar to Arabidopsis.

In this context, specific questions and hypotheses addressed in this work are:
1—What are the early molecular responses to self-DNA before the inhibitory effect on

root growth becomes evident?
2—Are such molecular responses different when compared to those from nonself-DNA?
3—Do extracellular self-DNA or nonself-DNA trigger a DAMP or another response?
4—Does early transcriptome evidence support the immunity-cost hypothesis and/or

a direct mechanism triggered by self-DNA that exerts an inhibitory effect?

2. Results

2.1. Differential Gene Expression after Self and Nonself-DNA Exposure

The bioinformatics data processing (Table S1), revealed that, among the 32,678 genes
reported in the reference Arabidopsis annotation file, 1473 and 5977 are differentially ex-
pressed genes (DEGs) in self and nonself treatments, respectively (Table S2a). Interestingly,
the relative number of DEGs in common at each hpt is higher after the first hour than in
the other two stages post treatment, with even more striking difference in the number of
specific DEGs along the timeline following the exposure to DNA (Table S2b, Figure 1).
Indeed, a very limited number of genes are differentially expressed compared to the control
after exposure to self-DNA (always less than 2.5% of the total number of Arabidopsis
genes). In nonself treatments, the number of DEGs is much higher, especially after 8 hpt,
with expression shifts involving more than 15% of the total number of genes. The Venn
diagrams of DEGs at each observation stage (Figure 1C) showed that most DEGs were
specific per treatment.

After filtering by |log2(FC)| ≥ 1, the total number of DEGs was reduced to 825
and 1949 in self and nonself treatments, respectively. Only 342 genes were in common
between the two treatments (Table S2a), underlining that specific changes were indeed
about threefold higher in nonself treatments than in self ones. Interestingly, the response to
self-DNA involved 63% of the filtered DEGs which are specific, i.e., they do not appear in
the list of DEGs responsive to nonself-DNA in all the stages.

The complete list of all DEGs and their fold changes, highlighting the filtered DEGs
(|log2(FC)| ≥ 1) and the expression levels (RPKM) at the corresponding hpt are reported
for both self and nonself treatments (Table S3a and b, respectively).

2.2. GO Enrichment in Self and Nonself Treatments

Results of gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis highlighted clear differences
across treatments and exposure times for specific classes of GOs (Figure 2, Table S4). Major
differences occur in GOs related to DNA transcription and RNA translation, the former
showing significant enrichments in downregulated genes after 8 h of exposure exclusively
in self-DNA, whereas the group of RNA translation GOs is enriched in upregulated genes
at 8 and 16 h exclusively in nonself. At 1 h, and only in self treatments, one GO associated
with signal transduction (GO:0007165) is enriched in downregulated genes. GOs related
to hormones show relevant differences between self and nonself treatments at 16 h, with
GOs related to brassinosteroids and cytokinins enriched by upregulated genes and abscisic
acid (ABA) and gibberellin ones enriched by downregulated genes in self-DNA treatment.
Nonself-DNA, instead, enriched GO:009751 (response to salicylic acid) by upregulated
genes. On the other hand, the nonself-DNA at 8 h shows Brassinosteroids homeostasis, a
response to ABA, and Auxin efflux GOs enriched by downregulated genes (Table S4).

GO enrichments by upregulated genes in the group Biotic stress is evident in nonself
compared to self-DNA treatments, including the Induced systemic resistance GO term
(GO:0009682), enriched at 1 and 8 h, and the systemic acquired resistance (GO:0009627),
that is enriched at 16 h exclusively in the nonself-DNA treatment.
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Figure 1. Number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (red circles: upregulated; blue circles:
downregulated, grey circles: not differentially expressed; circle size log-proportional to gene numbers)
in treatment with self-DNA (A) and nonself-DNA (B) vs. control comparisons and transitions per
stage (1, 8 and 16 hpt). The arrows indicate transitions over exposure time (line width log-proportional
to the number of transitions displayed on each arrow). In (C), the Venn diagram for the self vs. nonself
comparisons at each observation stage is reported.
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Figure 2. Summary of the GO enrichment analysis on filtered DEGs, with most enriched GOs (rows) grouped by functional
process or cell compartment. The colour of each cell in the columns (indicating treatment type and stage) shows the
pattern of expression of the enriching genes (full red: upregulated DEGs; blue: downregulated; light red: both up- and
downregulated, with enrichment in upregulated DEGs showing lower p-value compared to the downregulated ones). In
white, absence of enrichment is shown.

The Abiotic stress GO group also shows remarkable differences. In particular, exclu-
sively in self-DNA treatment at 8 h, GOs related to responses to copper and cadmium
ions (GO:0046688 and GO:0046686, respectively), as well as to ozone (GO:0010193) and
light intensity (GO:0009642), are enriched by upregulated genes. This specificity is held
in GOs related to the responses to water deprivation (GO:0009414), high light intensity
(GO:0009644), heat (GO:0009408) and hyperosmotic salinity (GO:0042538), as well as to
chitin and wounding (GO:0010200 and GO:0009611, respectively). These are all enriched
by downregulated genes exclusively in self-DNA treatments (Figure 2, Table S5).

Interestingly, within the oxidative stress GOs group, an enrichment by upregulated
genes, involving the response to superoxide radical activity (GO:0019430, GO:0006801
and GO:0004784), and by downregulated genes for the response to hydrogen peroxide
(GO:0042542), is evident at 8 h exclusively in self-DNA treatment. A different pattern of
enrichment by upregulated genes at 1 and 16 h in self-DNA treatments emerges for the GOs
in the groups of proton and electron transport, ATP related processes, and Oxidoreductase
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activity (Figure 2, Table S4). Noticeably, the latter is instead enriched by downregulated
genes in nonself treatments at 8 h.

It is noteworthy that the chloroplast related GOs groups (structure and photosynthesis)
show a similar pattern due to enrichments by upregulated genes at 1 and 16 h in self-DNA
treatment, while enrichment by upregulated genes at 8 h is evident for nonself-DNA
treatments in the case of photosynthesis. Remarkably, light harvesting and the genome
and transcription groups within these chloroplast related GOs do not show significant
enrichment in self-DNA treatment, while being enriched in nonself-DNA treatments. Inter-
estingly, also mitochondrion related GOs are enriched by upregulated genes exclusively at
8 h in nonself-DNA treatments.

2.3. Functional Response by Multivariate Analysis

K-means classification and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) ordination on all
DEGs across experimental treatments showed 15 clusters that are clearly separated ac-
cording to upregulation and downregulation patterns in the experimental treatments
(Figure 3A). Details on DEGs in each cluster are reported in Table S5. In the PCA results
(Figure 3B–E), the spreading of treatments and clusters in the bi-dimensional space defined
by the first three principal components, highlighted several differences according to type
and timing of exposure. Indeed, the early response to both treatments are located at the
leftmost of the first component (accounting for 53.4% of the total variability), while the
samples exposed to nonself-DNA at 8 and 16 h are separated from all other samples at
the rightmost of the first component, and from each other along the second component
(accounting for 17.4% of the total variability, Figure 3B). The third PCA axis (accounting
for 14.0% of the total variability) is related to initial differences between gene expression
patterns (at 1 h) in the response to self- versus nonself-DNA treatments (Figure 3D). Plotting
the factorial scores of gene cluster centroids (Figure 3C,E) allows the identification of the
genes most characterizing the treatments in the same component space (Figure 3B,D). Then,
each centroid in Figure 3C is shown in Figure 3F labelled by the most frequently occurring
GO keywords in the corresponding cluster (Table S5). Comparing the cluster ordination
of Figure 3F with that of treatments in Figure 3B allows to highlight functional response
differences among treatments and exposure times. In particular, two major groups of key-
words clearly appear along the first principal component. On the left, oxidation–reduction
processes and membrane/cell wall contribute to self-DNA treatment at all exposure times,
and to nonself-DNA treatment at 1 h, consistent with gene upregulation in these treatments
(clusters 8 and 12 in Figure 3A). On the opposite side, at the rightmost of the axis, ribosomal
activity mostly contributes to nonself treatment at 8 h, associated with gene upregulation
(see clusters 7 and 11 in Figure 3A). Along the second component, a clear distinction within
nonself-DNA treatment, between 8 and 16 h, becomes evident, characterized by a defence
response, in response to chitin, and a response to bacterium. Such a pattern, indicating a
general biotic stress activity, corresponds to significant gene upregulation (clusters 4, 6 and
13 in Figure 3A) at 16 h in nonself-DNA treatment.

2.4. Differentially Expressed Genes Associated to Enriched GOs

The contribution at gene level of the trends highlighted by the GO enrichment analysis,
was analysed in terms of number of DEGs in different GOs according to self- and nonself-
DNA treatments (Figure 4). Additional details on up and downregulated DEGs are reported
in Supplementary materials (Table S6a,b).

The analysis of DEGs within the GO groups highlighted the different responses be-
tween self- and nonself-DNA treatments (Figure 4). The number of specific DEGs after
the treatment with self-DNA was higher at 1 h while decreasing at 8 h and rising again at
16 h. In particular, in this treatment, DEGs were observed enriching groups of DNA, RNA,
proton and electron transport, ATP-related processes, NAD/NADP related processes and
chloroplast related GOs (i.e., structure and photosynthesis) (Figure 4). Moreover, some
other GOs (those related to biotic, abiotic stresses and mitochondrion) show a different pat-
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tern with a higher number of specific DEGs at the first hour, then progressively decreasing
over time at 8 and 16 hpt.

 

Figure 3. Classification and ordination of gene transcripts and samples based on RNA-seq data. Panels refer to heat map
and K-means clustering based on fold changes in all stages of genes resulting differentially expressed (DEGs) in at least one
of the six treatments (2 DNA sources × 3 observation times) (A). From red (high) to blue (low) the level of fold change values
is shown. PCA ordination, with loading vectors of the samples (B,D) labelled by treatment (S: self-DNA, N: nonself-DNA)
and time (1, 8, and 16 h), or factorial scores of cluster centroids (C,E) is shown. In (F), word cloud plot showing the position
of each cluster in the first and second principal component space (as in (C)), overlapped by the keywords more frequently
occurring in enriched gene ontologies (font size inversely log-proportional to enrichment p-value).
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Figure 4. Number of either specific or common filtered DEGs in the main GO groups according
to different self- and nonself-DNA treatments (at 1, 8 and 16 hpt). Specific DEGs after exposure to
self-DNA are mostly shown at 1 and 16 hpt, whereas the nonself-DNA treatment is associated with
an increased number of DEGs at 8 and 16 hpts.

On the contrary, after the nonself-DNA treatment, the number of specific DEGs
increased at 8 hrs and persisted also at16 hpt for all considered GOs, with an evident
increase in DEGs numbers for DNA, RNA, abiotic stress and chloroplast structure GOs.

2.4.1. One Hour Post Treatment

In the group of GOs related to DNA transcription and translation, the first hour does
not report specific enrichments. However, DEGs counting show that downregulated genes
prevailed, and the involvement of specific genes per each treatment highlights different
reprogramming of the transcriptional asset in the two treatments. Interestingly, among the
12 upregulated genes in the self-DNA treatment, we identified the four RNA polymerases
encoded by the chloroplast genome (ATCG00170; ATCG00180; ATCG00190; ATCG00740)
all expressed over the log2(FC) > 1 cut-off (Table S3). In addition, self-specific upregulated
DEGs include AT1G66600 (ABO3), a WRKY transcription factor involved in drought tol-
erance and in ABA mediated response [29]; AT5G47220 (ERF2), the ethylene responsive
element and two transcription factors that are involved in ROS response (AT3G46080,
AT1G52890). Noticeably, the higher expression of ERF2 is accompanied by the downregu-
lation of specific genes involved in ethylene signal transduction (AT4G34410, AT5G52020)
and ethylene responsive transcription factors (AT1G74930, AT1G28370). AT3G01220, exclu-
sively downregulated in self-DNA treatment, is expressed during seed germination in the
micropylar endosperm and in the root cap, and when mutated, increases seed dormancy
and ABA sensitivity [30].
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We identified 13 DEGs in response to self-DNA treatment associated with the enriched
GOs among the RNA related GOs in the Transcription and translation group. All genes are
encoded by the chloroplast genome (Table S3), with the only exception of one mitochondrial
genome encoded gene (ATMG00090) that codes for a ribosomal protein S3 (RPS3), which is
reported to contain a domain for resistance to pseudomonas syringae 3.

The GO:0007165 (signal transduction) was enriched by downregulated genes in self-
DNA treatment, and the contribution of 5 specific genes encoding a CBL-interacting protein
kinase (CIPK25) (AT5G25110), two Toll-Interleukin Resistance (TIR) proteins (AT5G44910,
AT5G44920), an ankyrin repeat related gene (AT4G0346) and a phloem protein 2 A5 (PP2-
A5) (AT1G65390), that is known to be induced upon and confers tolerance to spider mite
attack [31] (Table S3).

Considering the 6 GOs NAD/NADP related processes in the group of oxidoreductase
activity, 14 genes are exclusively upregulated in response to self-DNA treatment, of which
10 are encoded by the chloroplast genome (Table S3).

The group of proton and electron transport GOs included 6 GOs, with 21 genes
exclusively upregulated in response to self-DNA treatment (Table S6a). These genes are
mainly involved in the photosystem II reaction centre, in photosynthetic electron transfer
and in the ATP synthase complex or membrane transporters. It is worth noting that when
considering the GO group of ATP related processes, all the DEGs are self-specific and code
for the ATP synthase complex, and all these genes are also contributing to the enrichment
of the group of proton and electron transport related GOs.

Although the lack of enrichment in the GOs related to Mitochondrion in the first hour
post both treatments, there are DEGs associated with these GOs. Considering the specific
DEGs in each treatment, a higher contribution by self-DNA-related DEGs is reported
(Table S6a). Interestingly, among these genes AOX1d (AT1G32350) encodes for one of the
4 AOX1 genes of A. thaliana genome [32].

When considering the chloroplast related GOs, where all the 4 groups of GOs are
exclusively enriched in upregulated genes in the self-DNA treatment, the 7 GOs related to
Structure (represented by a total of 2541 genes, Table S6a), reveal that the DEGs in response
to self-DNA contributed more than the nonself treatment (94 versus 42 genes, and 69 versus
17 specific, respectively) (Figure 4). The major contribution was from upregulated genes
(88 and 33 in self- and nonself-DNA treatments, respectively). Among the 94 DEGs in
response to self-DNA treatment, 61 genes are encoded by the chloroplast genome and 57 of
these chloroplast genes are specific of the self-DNA response at this stage.

In the case of the photosynthesis group (36 DEGs out of a total of 199 genes) all DEGs
were from the self-DNA treatment (Figure 4), with 35 upregulated genes and 32 of them
specific to this treatment, and 34 genes over 35 encoded by the chloroplast genome. In
the nonself-DNA treatment, out of a total of 3 DEGs, 2 were upregulated and nonspecific
DEGs (Table S6a).

The biotic stress GOs included 11 GOs associated with a total of 490 genes (Table S6a).
These GOs were associated with 27 (10 specific) and 6 (5 specific) upregulated and down-
regulated genes, respectively, in self DNA response, while the corresponding figures for the
nonself-DNA treatment were 40 (total DEGs), 34 (17 specific) upregulated and 6 (5 specific)
downregulated DEGs, respectively, thus indicating remarkable difference in the response
between the two treatments (Figure 4). Interestingly, among the DEGs, the self-DNA
treatment shows a specific upregulation of BAG6 (AT2G46240) [33], one of the three genes
belonging to the BAG family (AtBAG4, AtBAG6 and AtBAG7) that controls the induction
of autophagy and have confirmed cytoprotective activities in response to cold, drought
and heat stress.

The 2 enriched GOs within the Systemic resistance group corresponded to a total of
60 genes, 11 of which were DEGs at 1 h (Table S6a). PAD 4 (AT3G52430: phytoalexin defi-
cient 4), that usually mediates TIR-NB-LRR signalling involved in the pathogen resistance
response, as well as in root meristem growth arrest [34], is exclusively downregulated in
self-DNA treatment and this is also confirmed by QRT-PCR (Table S7).
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Considering the group of GOs associated with abiotic stress (20 enriched GOs for
a total of 2697 genes), we identified 66 (24 specific) and 21 (11 specific) DEGs among
upregulated and downregulated genes, respectively, in the self-DNA treatment. A total
of 44 genes are upregulated and specific, while 35 are downregulated—25 of which are
specific—in the nonself treatment, again sowing the differential responses between the two
treatments (Table S6a, Figure 4).

In the group of oxidative stress (6 GOs for a total of 204 genes), 2 GOs were enriched
at 1 h, corresponding to a total of 19 DEGs. Most of the genes (13 out of 19) in the self-DNA
treatment are also included in DEGs involved in the abiotic stress GOs, indicating that the
oxidative stress contribution is a key component of the early response elicited by self-DNA
(Tables S3 and S6a).

2.4.2. Eight Hours Post Treatment

DEGs associated with the group of DNA enriched GOs, correspond to 25 and 108
total DEGs in self- and nonself-DNA treatments, respectively (Table S6a). Five genes are
upregulated in response to self-DNA treatment at the 8 h (with 1 specific gene) and 65
(61 specific) are upregulated in response to nonself-DNA. All downregulated genes, 20
and 43 in response to self- and nonself-DNA, respectively, were specific of each treatment.
Interestingly, although a higher number of DEGs is reported in nonself-DNA treatment, an
exclusive GO enrichment (from downregulated genes) is evident in the self-DNA treatment,
hence depicting a clear trend in the self-DNA response at 8 hpt (Figure 4). Among the
genes that are downregulated in the self-DNA treatment, many follow the same trend
already evident in the 1 hpt (Table S3). Among these genes, HSFA2A (AT2G26150), a
transcription factor that is typically upregulated during stress response [35], and HSFC1
(AT3G24520), both confirmed by QRT-PCR, together with other AT-HSFA7B (AT3G63350)
and 3 heat shock proteins (HSPs), all showing a significant negative log2(FC) in self-
DNA treatments. The majority of the downregulated genes are ethylene related proteins
or ethylene responsive transcription factors (AT1G12610: dwarf and delayed flowering
1 (DDF1); AT1G19210: Integrase-type DNA-binding superfamily protein; AT1G74930:
ORA47; AT2G44840: ethylene-responsive element binding factor 13 (ERF13); AT4G11280:
1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid synthase 6 (ACS6); AT4G25490:C-repeat/DRE
binding factor 1 (CBF1); AT4G34410: redox responsive transcription factor 1 (RRTF1);
AT5G05410: DRE-binding protein 2A (DREB2A); AT5G52020: Integrase-type DNA-binding
superfamily protein; AT4G28110: myb domain protein 41 (MYB41)). In contrast, among
the DEGs, those associated with salicylic acid or to the activation of the systemic acquired
resistance highlight remarkable differences at transcription level between self- and nonself-
DNA treatments at 8 h.

Considering the group of GOs associated with RNA, 18 GOs (related to cytoplasmic
translation, biogenesis and/or assembly of ribosome and its subunits, rRNA cleavage,
methylation and processing, rRNA binding) were enriched in upregulated genes exclu-
sively in nonself-DNA treatment. Among the 146 DEGs, 145 genes were all specific to the
nonself-DNA treatment, with 141 upregulated genes, among which 49 encode ribosomal
proteins, indicating a consistent activation of the translation machinery in the nonself-DNA
treatment at this stage (Table S6a, Figure 4).

Considering signal transduction, the reported GO:0007165 that is significantly en-
riched at 1 h, is not enriched at 8 h. However, at this stage we identified 17 DEGs associated
with this GO (Table S6a, Figure 4), out of which only 2 genes are DEGs (upregulated)
in response to self-DNA, both in common with the nonself-DNA treatment (AT4G11170
(Disease resistance protein (TIR-NBS-LRR class) family) and AT5G44990 (Glutathione
S-transferase family protein)). To be noted, among the 13 upregulated DEGs in nonself-
DNA treatment (Table S6a), 6 genes (AT1G57630, AT1G66090, AT1G72900, AT4G10170,
AT5G41750, AT5G45000) are TIR domain containing proteins. Four downregulated genes
were all specific in nonself-DNA treatment. A couple of them are involved in the signalling
of phosphoinositides: AT3G55940 (Phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase C family pro-
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tein) and AT5G58670 (phospholipase C1 (PLC1)). Interestingly, among the significant
downregulated genes in nonself-DNA we also identified 4 further genes (AT3G03530: non-
specific phospholipase C4 (NPC4); AT3G08510: phospholipase C 2 (PLC2); AT3G48610:
non-specific phospholipase C6 (NPC6); AT3G51460: ROOT HAIR DEFECTIVE4 (RHD4))
all involved in the phosphoinositides signalling pathway, which is recognized as an early
response involving membrane reorganization and lipid signalling in defence response [36].

In the group of biotic stress, we identified a total of 16 DEGs in the self-DNA treat-
ment, 12 (4 specific) upregulated and 4 (all specific) downregulated (Table S6a). Among
the upregulated genes, AT3G26830 (PHYTOALEXIN DEFICIENT 3 (PAD3)), AT5G40990
(GDSL lipase 1 (GLIP1)) and AT1G79680 (WALL ASSOCIATED KINASE (WAK)-LIKE 10
(WAKL10)) resulted upregulated at all observation stages in both DNA treatments, with
the exception of the nonself-DNA treatment at 8 h. Differently, the self-specific downreg-
ulation of AT2G46240 (BAG6), AT1G80840 (WRKY40), AT2G27080 (Late embryogenesis
abundant (LEA) hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein family) and AT2G40000 (ortholog of
sugar beet HS1 PRO-1 2 (HSPRO2)), putatively indicates a decrease of the biotic response to
pathogen [37]. Accordingly, plants exposed to self-DNA showed a negligible representation
of differential expression from biotic stress genes, when compared to abiotic stress related
ones (Table S6a, Figure 4). Considering the GOs related to the systemic acquired resistance,
we identified 13 DEGs, out of which 5 in the response to self-DNA (4 upregulated genes
of which 2 specific), and 9 upregulated genes (7 specific) in the response to nonself DNA
(Table S6a). Among these, AT4G12470 (AZI1), which is involved in the priming of salicylic
acid induction and systemic immunity [38], was downregulated at 1 h and upregulated at
8 h in the nonself-DNA treatment.

Within the group abiotic stress, we found 78 DEGs in response to self-DNA treatment,
out of which 35 were upregulated (18 specific), and 43 downregulated (40 specific) genes
(Table S6a). In the case of nonself-DNA treatment, out of a total of 219 genes (Figure 4),
129 were upregulated (110 specific) and 90 downregulated (80 specific) genes (Table S6a).
Among these genes, AT3G48360 is downregulated in self and is upregulated in nonself-
DNA treatment. This gene has been shown to be downregulated in the presence of sugar
while it is upregulated in the presence of nitrogen [39]. Moreover, the 35 upregulated genes
in response to self-DNA included 5 GST genes (2 of which specific) and 5 peroxidases
(1 specific), while among the 40 genes specifically down expressed in self-DNA treatment,
18 belong to the HSP protein superfamily (Table S3).

In the group of oxidative stress, we found 19 DEGs in self-DNA treatment, 6 of which
upregulated (2 specific), and 13 were downregulated (10 specific) (Table S6a, Figure 4).
Among the 2 genes exclusively upregulated in response to self-DNA, AT4G25100 codes for
Fe superoxide dismutase 1 (FSD1), acting in plastidial, cytoplasmic and nuclear compart-
ments with an anti-oxidative and osmoprotective role [40].

In the group of oxidoreductase activity, in the GOs concerning NAD/NADP related
processes, we identified a total of 6 DEGs in the self-DNA treatment, all upregulated and 3
specific, while in the nonself-DNA treatment we found 15 upregulated genes (12 specific)
and 6 downregulated genes, all specific (Table S6a).

In the group of proton and electron transport (Figure 4), we found a total of 32 DEGs,
out of which 2 were differentially expressed in response to self-DNA (downregulated in this
treatment), and 30 DEGs, with 17 and 13 specific genes upregulated and downregulated,
respectively, in the nonself DNA treatment (Table S6a).

In the group of ATP-related processes, only 4 genes were differentially expressed, all
exclusively in nonself-DNA treatment (Table S6a, Figure 4).

In the group of mitochondrion related GOs (3 GOs for a total of 1411 genes) we
found 75 DEGs (Table S6a). It is noteworthy that among the three genes exclusively
downregulated in response to self-DNA, AT4G25200 encodes for a mitochondrial localized
small HSP that is regulated by HSFA2, that, as mentioned above, is also downregulated
in the self-DNA treatment [41]. Differently (Figure 4), in nonself-DNA treatment, a total
of 71 DEGs included 59 (57 specific) and 12 (all specific) upregulated and downregulated
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genes, respectively (Table S6a, Figure 4). Interestingly, one gene showed opposite behaviour
in the two DNA treatments, being downregulated and upregulated in response to self-
and nonself-DNA, respectively. This gene encodes for HSP26.5 (AT1G52560) that also is
correlated in its expression with HSFA2 [41].

It is worthy to note that in the GO group of chloroplast (including structure, photosyn-
thesis, light harvesting, and genome and transcription) no GO was enriched in self-DNA
treatment at 8 h (Figure 2). Nevertheless, we still found specific responses in the self
(17 DEGs including 10 (8 specific) upregulated and 7 (6 specific) downregulated genes)
and in the nonself-DNA treatment (144 DEGs (142 specific) were upregulated and 49
(48 specific) were downregulated (Table S6a).

2.4.3. Sixteen Hours Post Treatment

After 16 hpt, in the group of DNA GOs, 135 genes are DEGs in self- and nonself-DNA
treatments (Table S6a), 14 up and 10 down regulated genes are specific of the self-DNA
treatment, while 94 up and 7 down regulated genes are specific of the nonself-DNA
treatment (Figure 4). Among the 94 nonself- specific and upregulated genes, 13 belong to
the MyB transcription factors family and 22 are WRKY transcription factors. Interestingly,
among these latter genes, WRKY33 is involved in both the hypersensitive response and the
systemic acquired resistance and WRKY70 is involved in the establishment of the systemic
acquired resistance [42]. This indicates that nonself-DNA can be sensed as a PAMP by
triggering the hypersensitive response and initiating a systemic acquired resistance.

In the group of RNA GOs, 97 were the total DEGs, including 14 DEGs in self-DNA
treatment, 13 of which (12 specific) are upregulated, and 1 downregulated and specific,
while 83 specific among 84 upregulated genes are DEGs in the nonself-DNA treatment
(Table S6a, Figure 4). Interestingly, the 12 genes exclusively upregulated in response to self-
DNA are encoded by the chloroplast genome and 8 of them are also upregulated at the 1 h
post the same treatment. Differently, in the nonself-DNA treatment, the upregulated genes
are more related to rRNA processing, maturation and stabilization, and less to ribosome
biogenesis and structure (Table S3).

In the group of signal transduction GOs, with 1 GOs for a total of 432 genes (Table S6a),
we report 31 total DEGs, all upregulated in nonself-DNA treatment (27 specific and 4
in common with the self-DNA treatment) (Table S6a, Figure 4). Among the 27 genes
exclusively upregulated in response to nonself-DNA, 12 belongs to the group of disease
resistance proteins (Table S3) and appear to be involved in the process of the hypersensitive
response [43].

Concerning the stress response class of GOs, the group of biotic stress includes
88 DEGs in total all upregulated, with 21 DEGs (3 specific) in self and 85 DEGs (67 specific)
in nonself treatments, respectively (Table S6a, Figure 4).

The group of systemic resistance showed a total of 16 DEGs, with 5 DEGs in self-DNA
treatment (3 upregulated and in common with nonself, and 2 downregulated and one in
common with nonself), and 15 genes, 13 (10 specific) upregulated and 2 (1 specific) down-
regulated in nonself (Table S6a). Among the 10 genes exclusively upregulated in response to
nonself-DNA, AT3G52430 encodes for PAD4 which, as discussed above, when upregulated,
mediates the TIR-NB-LRR signalling involved in the hypersensitive response [43].

In the group of abiotic stress, we identified 308 DEGs. Most of them (252), among
which 213 specific DEGs, are upregulated in response to nonself-DNA, while 34 (24 specific)
are downregulated in this treatment. In the self-DNA treatment, 51 genes (12 specific) are
upregulated and 20 (10 specific) are downregulated (Table S6a, Figure 4).

In the group of oxidative stress, we found a total of 45 DEGs, with 12 total DEGs in
response to self-DNA, including 4 (1 specific) upregulated and 8 (5 specific) downregulated
genes, and 39 DEGs in nonself-DNA treatment, including 30 (27 specific) upregulated and
9 (6 specific) downregulated genes (Table S6a, Figure 4). In particular, 13 out of the 27 genes
exclusively upregulated in response to nonself-DNA are peroxidases (Table S3).
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Concerning the oxidoreductase activity GOs for the group of NAD/NADP related
processes GOs, we identified a total of 32 DEGs. Considering the 10 DEGs exclusively
upregulated in response to self-DNA treatment, 8 of them, coding for NADH dehydroge-
nase subunits, are encoded by the chloroplast genome and resulted upregulated also at 1 h
(Table S3). In the nonself-DNA treatment, out of 21 DEGs, 17 (9 specific) were upregulated
and 4 (all specific) were downregulated. Among the 9 genes exclusively upregulated in
response to nonself-DNA treatment, none is encoded by the chloroplast genome, and 7
belong to the cytochrome p450 protein family.

In the group of proton and electron transport, we found 31 DEGs in total, with
19 DEGs, including 18 (17 specific) upregulated genes and 1 specific and downregulated
gene, in self-DNA treatment (Table S6a). Among the 17 genes exclusively upregulated in
response to self-DNA treatment, 16 are encoded by the chloroplast genome and all were
also upregulated at 1 h.

For the group of ATP-related processes, exDNA treatments show nine DEGs in total.
All of these are upregulated DEGs (Table S6a), including eight (seven specific) and two (one
specific) DEGs in response to self- and nonself-DNA, respectively. Among the seven genes
exclusively upregulated in the self-DNA treatment, six are encoded by the chloroplast
genome and all are upregulated also at 1 h (Table S3).

For the group of mitochondrion, treatments showed a total of 42 DEGs, with 54 (50 spe-
cific) upregulated and 2 (all specific) downregulated genes in nonself-DNA treatment, and
8 upregulated (4 specific) and 2 downregulated and specific genes in response to self-DNA,
the latter including AT5G24120 (Table S3). It is worth noting, such gene codes for SIGE, a
transcriptional factors localized in both chloroplast and mitochondrion, which regulates
the chloroplast transcriptional response to light intensity [44].

Considering the chloroplast group of GOs, the self-DNA treatment shows a trend
similar to that observed at 1 h for the Structure and Photosynthesis subgroups (Table S6a,
Figure 4). In the subgroup of structure, we found 196 DEGs, out of which 55 (46 specific)
were upregulated and 10 (7 specific) were downregulated in self-DNA treatment. Among
the 46 specific DEGs, 45 are encoded by the chloroplast genome and 40 of them are
upregulated also at 1 h (Table S3). In nonself-DNA treatment, out of a total of 143 genes,
136 (127 specific) are upregulated and 7 (4 specific) are downregulated (Table S6a). Different
from the self-DNA treatment, among the 127 genes upregulated and specific of the response
to nonself-DNA, only 16 were upregulated also at 1 h and, interestingly, none is encoded
by the chloroplast genome (Table S3). In the group of photosynthesis, we identified
34 DEGs (Figure 4). In self-DNA treatment, among a total of 26 DEGs, 23 were upregulated
(21 specific) (Table S6a). Out of the 21 upregulated and specific genes, 20 are encoded
by the chloroplast genome and were upregulated also at the 1 h (Table S3). In nonself-
DNA treatment, out of a total of 10 DEGs (Figure 4), 9 were upregulated (7 specific)
(Table S6a). For the group of light harvesting no DEGs are evident in both self- and
nonself-DNA treatments.

In conclusion, in the self-DNA treatment, the genes involved in processes related
to cell energy production and balance, oxidoreductases and chloroplast structure and
photosynthesis show a recursive upregulation, since the pattern at 16 h resembles the one
at 1 h.

2.5. Hormone Related DEGs after Self- and Nonself-DNA Treatments

The Hormones enriched GOs (10 GOs for a total of 610 genes) indicate processes
related to cytokinins, brassinosteroids, ABA, gibberellins, auxins and salicylic acid.

To consider more details on possible DEGs associated with hormones, we consid-
ered the number of DEGs searching by each hormone as a keyword in GO categories of
DEGs (Table S6b).

In the self-DNA treatment, among the upregulated DEGs at 1 h, we found (ranked
by counts): nine genes (six specific) in the group of abscisic acid, seven genes, all self-
specific, in the group of jasmonic acid (JA), five genes (three specific) for cytokinins, five
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(one specific) for salicylic acid, four for auxin, and one for the ethylene, while brassinos-
teroids and gibberellins were not involved in differential expression at this stage. Among
these upregulated DEGs, it is worthy to mention AT5G15970, encoding for the protein
KIN2, that is known to be induced by ABA and during water deficit stress. Additionally,
AT1G15520 (PDR12) encodes for the pleiotropic drug resistance 12, an ABA related ABC
transporter localized on the plasma membrane of guard cells and involved in ABA uptake
and stomatal closure [45,46].

In the case of nonself-DNA treatments, among hormone with upregulated genes,
we found: salicylic acid (five specific), abscisic acid (three specific), auxin (two specific),
cytokines (one specific), ethylene and brassinosteroids (one specific). Among the downregu-
lated DEGs, six were in the group of ABA (five specific), four in salicylic acid (four specific),
three in cytokinins (two specific), two for the ethylene, both DEGs are nonself-specific,
one specific in the group of brassinosteroids, and one in the group of auxin. We did not
find DEGs for JA and gibberellins, neither among upregulated, nor among downregulated
genes for nonself-DNA treatment at this stage. Overall, the data show a relevant role of
ABA and JA in the response to self-DNA exposure at 1 h, while, in the case of nonself-DNA
treatment, salicylic acid, ABA and auxin, play a major role at 1 h (Table S6b, Figure 4).

After 8 h of exposure to exDNA, we found a total of 85 DEGs. Among the 16 DEGs
found in response to self-DNA, 7 were upregulated (6 specific) and 9 were downregulated
(6 specific), whereas in nonself-DNA treatment, out of 73 DEGs in total, 25 were upregulated
(23 specific) and 48 were downregulated (46 specific), indicating that the overall hormone
reprogramming was active mainly in this specific treatment, at this stage. Hormone-
related DEGs counts reveal a reduced involvement of ABA and JA associated DEGs in
comparison with the first hour, in the response to self-DNA. In the case of nonself-DNA
treatment, a remarkable specificity characterizes the response in comparison with the
self-DNA treatment, with a clear involvement of salicylic acid, ABA and auxin activity
related DEGs (Table S6b, Figure 4).

At 16 hpt, a total of 84 DEGs are evident (Table S6b, Figure 4). Among the up-
regulated genes in the self-DNA treatment, AT4G29740 and AT5G56970 encode for oxi-
dases/dehydrogenases that catalyse the degradation of cytokinins, that are mainly involved
in cell division processes and cell growth and differentiation [47], thus possibly revealing
effects related to the growth inhibition caused by self-DNA exposure [1].

The high number of hormone-related DEGs in nonself-DNA treatment at 16 h, com-
pared to the previous observation stages, may indicate a reprogramming of the hormonal
activity in the nonself- compared to self-treatments (Table S6b, Figure 4).

A remarkable general difference on number of DEGs in self-DNA exposure when com-
pared with nonself treatments, and also on their trends in different times post treatments is
evident. Noticeable, the ABA, jasmonic acid, salicylic acid, ethylene and cytokinins related
DEGs, increase in nonself-treatments in total and as specific upregulated DEGs during
time, while the same trends are not evident in the self treatments.

2.6. DAMP and PAMP Associated Genes

To consider Arabidopsis genes involved in DAMPs or in PAMPs responses, we col-
lected the list of known or putative receptors, mainly considering those responsive to
extracellular nucleic acids, described in the literature [9,48–64]. Moreover, we also con-
sidered the expression patterns in both self and nonself-DNA treatments comparing the
behaviour per stage (Table S8a). The summary of the total number of DEGs from self
and nonself-DNA treatments at different time post exposure is reported in (Table S8b).
Interestingly, it is evident that in both treatments, there are DEGs responsive genes in either
the DAMP or the PAMP classes (Table S8b). In particular, in the DAMP class, the number
of DEGs increases in both self and nonself treatments during time. In contrast, in the PAMP
class, the number of DEGs remains almost stable in self treatments, while it is higher in the
first and third stages, in comparison with the second stage post treatment, in nonself-DNA
treatments. Interestingly, the number of DEGs showing a common behaviour in the two
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treatments increases during time for both classes, although the number of specific DEGs
remains higher in nonself treatments, especially in the DAMP class. This may be due to
the increase of DAMPs in the later stages of the nonself treatments, due to the cellular
disruption revealed by the confocal analysis. It is worth noting, the very low numbers
of specific DEGs from self-DNA treatments in both classes, which is even more striking
in the PAMP class, and specifically at the 16 hpt. This may indicate that the differential
sensing may be determined in the initial stages post treatment. Nevertheless, from this
preliminary analysis, it is evident that the response to self-DNA is poorly characterized
in terms of receptors of DAMPs or PAMPs (Table S8b). Considering the DEGs that are
specific in the self-DNA treatment (Table S8a), it is worth mentioning AT1G57650, coding
for an ATP-binding protein, and AT1G57630, coding for a TIR domain family protein, both
upregulated and reported to respond to extracellular nucleic acids [9] and AT1G31540,
coding for a TIR-NBS-LRR protein, which is down regulated, all belonging to the DAMP
class. AT2G19190, coding for the Flagellin22-induced receptor-like kinase 1 and AT1G02900,
coding for a Rapid alkalinization factor are both down regulated in the DAMP class.

At 8 hpt, specific DEGs from self-DNA treatments include defensins (three up regu-
lated and one downregulated), and AT1G79680, coding for a cell wall associated kinase
(WAK10), which is upregulated and reported to be a calcium receptor, and AT2G33580,
in the PAMP class, coding for another membrane kinase, which is downregulated. Inter-
estingly, among the three defensins that are classified as DAMPs and have DEGs in the
nonself response, none is in common with the self-DNA response, and all are downreg-
ulated expect the one coded by AT3G24510, that is up regulated. It is of interest to note
that the defensin pattern remains almost different in the two treatments also in the third
stage. In particular, AT5G33355 remains upregulated also at the 16th hpt in self while
AT3G24510 remains up in nonself treatments. AT1G34047 results a DEG at the 16 hpt only
in the self-DNA response. Remarkably, defensins are the major class that is involved in the
specific self-DNA response among the two classes (Table S8a).

2.7. QRT-PCR Results

Table S7 shows the results from QRT-PCR data of seven genes compared with the
fold change of DEGs. The selected genes were chosen also to confirm some of the marker
genes that could depict the behaviour in the two treatments. It is worth noticing the
upregulation of the superoxide dismutase in self confirms the oxidative stress which is
typical of this treatment. The expected general trend of AOX1d is confirmed in the two
treatments per stage, together with the down regulation of HSFA2 (AT2G26150) and HSFC1
(AT3G24520) in the second stage of the self-DNA treatment, which is even more evident
in the nonself one. Expression levels observed by RNAseq and QRT-PCR were well in
accordance, as confirmed by the highly significant linear regression between the two series
of data emerging from the comparison across seven gene transcripts, two DNA treatments
and three observation time points (Figure S1, Pearson’s r = 0.814, P = 1.73 × 10−10).

2.8. Differential Self- and Nonself-DNA Distribution by Confocal Analysis and Phenotypic
Changes in Seedlings

Confocal microscopy of A. thaliana roots exposed to self-DNA revealed that labelled
DNA (with both Cy3 and Alexa Fluor 555 dyes) was mainly visible outside the roots
(Figure 5A–D) with an absence of fluorescence in the cytoplasm evident in all the images.
At 1 h, the self-DNA fluorescence could be detected inside the root, but limited to the
surface of the cells (Figure 5D).

In contrast, labelled nonself-DNA was clearly uptaken by the roots, in the cytoplasm
and even at nuclear level (Figure 5F—I). The negative control showed no Cy3 fluorescence
signal in any part of the root (data not shown). The exposure of the roots to FM4-64 dye
after their treatments with either self- or nonself-DNA, showed a striking difference in
the dye uptake and diffusive pattern inside the roots according to the type of extracellular
DNA. Indeed, the dye remained outside the root that were previously exposed to self-DNA
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(Figure 5E), whereas it massively entered the root cells when they had been previously
treated with nonself-DNA (Figure 5L).

 

Figure 5. Fluorescence microphotography (confocal images) of early response (1 h) to self- vs. nonself-DNA treatments.
From the left to the right, the following treatments are shown: Alexa Fluor 555 dye (in white) labelling self-DNA (A,B)
and nonself-DNA (F,G); Cy3 dye (in blue) labelling self-DNA (C,D) and nonself-DNA (H,I); FM4-64 staining (in red) of
A. thaliana roots after 1 h exposure to either self-DNA (E) or nonself-DNA (L). Scale bars 20 μm in (A–C,E–G,I,L); 10 μm
in (D,H).
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At the phenotypic levels, the main differential responses to self- and nonself-DNA are
summarized in Figure 6. Of note, at macroscopic level, the exposure to self-DNA produced
peculiar phenotypic effects: at 8 hpt with self-DNA, there is an increase in root hair density
and a consistent root brownish; at a later stage 10 days post treatment, necrosis of root tips
is accompanied by an inhibition of growth and leaf decolouring (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Summary of the main differences in response to extracellular self- and nonself-DNA in
plants. A differential uptake according to treatments is clear after 1 h, morphological differences on
thin roots and root apices appear after 8 h, full inhibition by the exposure to self-DNA is evident on
the whole plants after 10 days.
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3. Discussion

In Mazzoleni et al., 2015, it was reported that extracellular self-DNA, released in the
soil during litter decomposition, or made available by experimental exposure, induced
an inhibitory effect on root growth and seed germination in several plant species, with-
out affecting heterospecifics [1]. Such findings have been ascribed to different putative
mechanisms [8], including signalling and self-recognition [9,23], plant root defence [19]
and microbe- or damage-associated molecular patterns [24–26].

The current study shows a clear-cut pattern in the plant transcriptomic response in
the early stages after exposure and before evident phenotypic traits could be detected.
Exposure to exDNA resulted in remarkable differences both between exposure to self- vs.
nonself-DNA, and among different stages after exposure in each treatment. In parallel,
remarkable differences were also highlighted in the early response by confocal microscopy
showing that the root treated with self- and nonself-DNA have totally different physi-
ological responses. A reduced root cell membrane permeability appears following the
treatment with self-DNA, as indicated by the accumulation of both labelled self-DNA and
FM4-64 in the outer layers of root cells. Conversely, after treatment with nonself-DNA, the
labelled DNA diffused throughout the root reaching also the nuclei and, in this case, a clear
diffusion of FM4-64 in the innermost part of the root was also evident.

The significantly different patterns of entrance of both labelled-DNA and of FM4-64
dye were consistent with the transcriptomic analysis results showing only in the case of
nonself-DNA treatment the establishment of a hypersensitive response associated with cell
wall and plasma membrane remodelling [65]. The uptake of nucleic acid macromolecules
in roots was already reported [22]. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
evidence of exDNA entry in roots showing different distribution patterns between self
and nonself-DNA.

In particular, the evident uptake of FM4-64 only after the exposure to nonself-DNA
suggests an interesting activation of processes of endocytosis, vesicle dynamics and or-
ganelle organization as already reported in eukaryotic cells and plants [66].

At macroscopic effects peculiar phenotypic effects are revealed post self-DNA treat-
ments, with an increased root hair density and a consistent root brownish evident already
at 8 hpt. Only the exposure to self-DNA produced necrosis of root tips, inhibited growth
and leaf decolouring at 10 days post treatment.

3.1. Contrasting Transcriptome Dynamics in Response to Extracellular Self vs. Nonself-DNA

The transcriptome analysis of plants treated with self-DNA showed a limited number
of differentially expressed genes compared to the exposure to nonself-DNA, although
remarkable GO enrichments could be revealed.

After one hour, a primary response to self-DNA sensing is the enrichment of upregu-
lated genes involved in the chloroplast class (structure and photosynthesis groups) but with
the lack of differential expression of nuclear genes related to chloroplast activity (genome
and light harvesting groups). Significant enrichments are evident also in NAD/NADP
related processes, proton and electron transport and ATP related processes, all due to upreg-
ulated DEGs, with the ATP related processes group evident only in self. Interestingly, there
is no evidence of enrichment in the GOs related to mitochondrion. Nevertheless, among
the 146 mitochondrial related genes, 7 are expressed in self and they are all upregulated,
e.g., the mitochondrial gene RPS3 (ATMG00090) encoding a ribosomal protein related to
pathogen resistance [64], and the nuclear gene AOX1d (AT1G32350) [32], as also confirmed
by the QRT-PCR, which is typically upregulated in response to stress [65]. In particular,
AOX1d contributes to the recovery from the inhibition of Complex III that is involved
in the mitochondrial electron transport chain, thus indicating a block of the respiratory
chain typical of the self-DNA treatment. The upregulation of AOX1D is coherent with
the presence of nitric oxide (NO), as reflected by the upregulation of both NIA2 (Nitrate
reductase: AT1G77760) and NIA1 (AT2G15620). The latter being related to the downreg-
ulation of AT2G28160 and AT3G25190 that are associated with the inhibition of ethylene
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production and generally associated with NO activation. NO is an alternative ROS product,
determined by a drop of the oxygen concentration, also activating 2 oxoglutarate [66]
and determining the inhibition of aconitase [67], which ends up with the upregulation of
AOX1D. Noticeable, although the higher expression of ERF2 at the first hour, the down reg-
ulation of specific genes involved in ethylene signal transduction (AT4G34410, AT5G52020)
and ethylene responsive transcription factors (AT1G74930, AT1G28370) is remarkable at
8 h in self treatments.

In addition, the hyper-activation of the chloroplast genome activity, in absence of
a similar upregulation of chloroplast proteins encoded by the nuclear genome, reveals
further specific peculiarities due to self-DNA exposure. The upregulation of chloroplast
encoded genes, that does not meet a corresponding gene expression in nuclear encoded
genes, could cause the overproduction of chloroplast related ROS, also caused by the lack
of overexpression of genes like ascorbate peroxidases, namely the APX1 gene (AT1G07890).
Ascorbate peroxidases acts as scavengers of H2O2 in the chloroplast, moreover suppressing
the expression of H2O2-responsive genes under photo-oxidative stress [68]. This is also
known to be accompanied by a downregulation of HSFA2 [41], which could explain the
evidence here reported of an unexpected pattern of downregulated heat shock related
proteins, as revealed for self-DNA exposure at 8 h.

However, further investigations should clarify the discrepancy here highlighted by the
QRT-PCR that also shows a downregulation of the HSFA2 at the 8-h port treatment also in
the nonself treatment that is not accompanied by the downregulation of heat shock proteins.

Interestingly, the upregulation of chloroplast related genes (involving proton and elec-
tron transport, ATP-related processes and structural components of chloroplast) observed
at 1 h post exposure in self-DNA treatment, completely turned off after 8 h.

The enhanced ROS production starting at the first hpt in self, revealed by the specific
signatures that witness these events and also reported as production of H2O2 in similar
experiments of exposure to self-DNA [27], does not exclude the formation of singlet oxygen
O2-, because of the activation of superoxide dismutases in self. The O2 drop down—maybe
contributing to NO formation—is also accompanied by the downregulation of ethylene
responsive transcription factors revealed at 8 hpt to self-DNA.

At 16 h, genes encoded by the chloroplast genome showed again upregulation in
self-DNA treatments, indicating a recursive effect and a persisting stressing stimulus. It
will be of interest, in future efforts, to monitor the hormonal as well as NO and H2O2
waves possibly accompanying the process. Moreover, photoinhibition should also occur,
deteriorating the chloroplast machinery for longer exposure.

Considering the classes of genes specifically related to responses to stresses (biotic
and abiotic stress, and systemic resistance) common DEGs are detected for both treatments.
Nevertheless, the number of specific genes highlight initial milder differences between
the two responses (Figure 4), while discrepancies become more evident in the two later
stages. Indeed, self and nonself treatments, respectively, show along the three stages after
treatment: 15-8-3 versus 22-44-67 DEGs in the biotic stress; 35-58-22 versus 68-199-237 for
abiotic stress; 1-2-1 versus 4-8-11 in the systemic resistance.

In particular, genes related to heat, wounding and chitin response were downregu-
lated, while responses to oxidative stress, toxic substances and ions were upregulated in self,
involving genes encoding detoxification and anti-oxidation protective enzymes [69–72].
Such results clearly indicate that self-DNA triggered a response to oxidative stress and
detoxification, while downregulating typical stress responsive genes, like HSPs, as it
resulted evident at 8 h.

Downregulated genes in self at the first hpt include PAD4 (AT3G52430: phytoalexin
deficient 4), as also confirmed by QRT-PCR, that usually, when upregulated, mediates
TIR-NB-LRR signalling involved in the pathogen resistance response. The downregulation
of PAD4, indeed, may be associated with the inhibition of TIR-NB-LRR signalling involved
in the resistance responses mediated by TIR containing R proteins [43]. On the other
hand, the upregulation of the systemic resistance and biotic stress responses is evident
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after exposure to nonself-DNA. Indeed, PAD4 (AT3G52430: phytoalexin deficient 4) is
upregulated in nonself. Precisely, the self-specific downregulation at the first hour and the
nonself-specific upregulation at 16 h, as also confirmed by QRT-PCR, also accompanied by
the upregulation of genes involved in the hypersensitive response (AT3G52430, AT2G38470,
AT1G91560, AT3G45640, AT5G07390, AT1G01480, AT4G11280 and of several TIR-NBS-LRR
proteins), indicates the triggering of the related processes as a nonself-specific phenomenon.
Moreover, an upregulation of genes related to systemic acquired resistance is also detected
in this stage in nonself (AT3G45640, AT2G38470, AT1G19250, AT2G13810, AT3G56400,
AT5G26920 and AT1G73810), consistent with the hypothesis that nonself-DNA acts as a
PAMP triggering plant immune response [26], although we could not detect differential
expression for enhanced disease susceptibility 1 (EDS1) and the senescence-associated gene
101 (SAG101) complex, that usually are also involved with PAD4 in triggering the two
processes [43]. Overall, on one hand these findings suggest that the effects of nonself-DNA
recall a PAMP-like response, as it is evolving towards a systemic acquired resistance, that
is not revealed from our results from self-DNA treatments, the latter being possibly more
related to a DAMP like response [23].

Additionally, the GO enrichment analysis indicates an evident upregulation of most
genes involved in local or systemic response in nonself treatments, while self-DNA treat-
ments highlight the absence of a hypersensitive response which is also accompanied by
early upregulation of genes related to both ABA and jasmonic acid only in the first hpt.

Considering other hormone related responses, the results of GO enrichment analysis
indicated a consistent upregulation of genes related to cytokinin and brassinosteroids and
a downregulation of gibberellins in treatments with self-DNA. Differently, in the case of
nonself-DNA, hormonal response trends revealed by the GO analysis were limited to an
upregulation of genes related to ABA and salicylic acid. The upregulation of most of the
genes belonging to the cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase (CKX) family in the self-DNA
treatment indicates cytokinins breakdown and suggests that at 16 h cytokinin-mediated
processes are negatively affected, possibly involving, among others, cell cycle regulation,
cell proliferation and shoot and root development [73].

Self-DNA treated plants also showed downregulation of gibberellins transport. In-
terestingly, two loci (AT4G25010, AT5G50800), SWEET13 and SWEET14, are members of
the SWEET family, known for including a major class of sugar membrane transporters
in plants [74,75]. However, a recent study clarified an additional, interesting function of
these two carriers, which can transport gibberellins at intra- and inter-cellular levels, thus
possibly affecting plant development and growth [76]. In the same study, the highest levels
of the proteins AtSWEET13 and AtSWEET14 were found in roots of 1-week-old seedlings.
Our finding of a downregulation exclusive of the self-DNA treatment after 16 hpt may be
related to the growth inhibition observed at a later stage in our analyses (Figure 6) that
confirmed what previously highlighted [1].

3.2. Hypotheses on the Mechanisms of Self-DNA Inhibition in Plants

The discovery of plant growth inhibition by self-DNA [1] could be the result of a
mechanism resembling “processes of interference based on sequence-specific recognition
of small-sized nucleotide molecules” [1], thus explaining the specificity and determining
inhibition of the cell functionality [7]. A further hypothesis was suggested to explain
the dosage-dependent growth-inhibition by self-DNA as the phenotypic consequence
of a costly immune response [8,23]. However, it has been already underlined that “the
molecular mechanism underlying growth inhibition by eDNA . . . is uncharacterized” [9].

Self-DNA fragments that appear in the extracellular space have been suggested to
act as DAMPs: i.e., endogenous signals of danger that indicate the disruption of cell
integrity [27,77]. Mechanical damage, feeding by chewing herbivores (including hydrolases
in their saliva) and even infection by necrotrophic pathogens cause the disruption of
cells, and the subsequent release of ATP, small signalling peptides (AtPeps), or cell wall
fragments, and all these DAMPs thus activating the plant response [49,51,78–80]. This
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signalling cascade comprises membrane depolarization, Ca2+ fluxes, ROS production
and MAPK activation and the subsequent induction of a JA dependent broad spectrum
immunity against chewing herbivores and necrotrophic pathogens [81]. The JA-dependent
immune response causes dosage-dependent metabolic costs which, at the phenotypic
level, may become apparent as stunted growth or a transient growth arrest [82–84]. Under
this scenario, the general assumption is that the immunogenic properties of self-DNA
and other DAMPs correlate with their dosage-dependent inhibitory effects on growth.
Indeed, DAMPs trigger ROS, ethylene production and JA signalling in A. thaliana [85–90]
with more than half of the DAMP-induced genes shared with JA-signalling [87,88,90].
Mechanical wounding of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) leaves resulted in enhanced
levels of eATP, which triggered the production of ROS and the activation of catalase and
polyphenol oxidase [91]. Correspondingly, fragmented self-DNA triggered membrane
depolarization in maize (Zea mays) and lima bean (Phaseolus lunatus) [5], ROS production,
MAPK activation and JA increase in common bean [27], and the expression of superoxide
dismutase, catalase, and phenylalanine ammonia lyase in lettuce (Lactuca sativa) [25].
Intriguingly, herbivores might even secrete DNases to suppress the self-DNA-triggered
plant immune response [92]. In accordance to the “cost” hypothesis, eATP and AtPeps
strongly inhibited A. thaliana seedling growth in several studies, and this was suggested to
be a direct and causal relation of the immunogenic and growth inhibiting effects of eATP or
AtPeps [89,93,94]. Additionally, for self-DNA, growth inhibition correlates with immune
responses in common bean [27] and Lactuca sativa [25].

However, consistent with our results on the upregulation of the response to biotic
stress prevailing in the nonself treatments, together with the triggering of the hypersensitive
response in the later stages of this treatment, nonself-DNA would be sensed as a PAMP
and not a DAMP. PAMPs also trigger a growth arrest/inhibition that can be associated
with their immunogenic effects [89,95–97]. However, growth reduction is not generally
reported for nonself-DNA treatments, although few examples exist: nonself-DNA from
bacteria triggered ROS and callose deposition in A. thaliana seedlings and strongly inhibited
their growth, and nonself-DNA from herring triggered the same response, although to a
lower degree [95]. In some cases, growth inhibition was also observed by heterospecific
DNA from phylogenetically related plant species [1,25,27]. However, self-DNA always
caused a stronger inhibitory effect than nonself, with the taxonomic distance between the
exposed species and the species used as source of the DNA playing a significant role on
the extent of the inhibition, thus giving origin to consider as self-DNA treatments, also
those involving “homologous” DNA. In particular, exDNA from A. thaliana inhibited the
growth of Lepidium sativum seedlings and vice versa, but DNA from A. thaliana did not
inhibit Acanthus mollis growth [1]. Interestingly, A. thaliana and Lepidium belong to the same
order (Brassicaceae), whereas the Acanthaceae belongs to a different order, the Lamiales.
Similarly, DNA from Capsicum chinense inhibited Lactuca sativa (both Asterales), whereas
DNA from Acaciella angustissma (Fabales) did not [25], and DNA from lima bean inhibited
common bean growth whereas DNA from Acacia farnesiana did not [27].

ExDNA from phylogenetically unrelated species was even reported to promote
growth, being used as a phosphorous source [22]. The easiest explanation for these ob-
servations would be that the growth-inhibitory effect of self-DNA could be linked to a
mechanism recognizing self as well as “homologous” DNA, i.e., DNA from phylogenet-
ically related species, although the latter is recognized to a lower extent [1,2,7,8,23,98].
Although generalizations may be limiting, it would have been more intuitive to expect a
more costly response to foreign DNA, rather than to self or to closely related DNA. This
could be also in agreement with the stronger molecular response, in terms of transcriptome
changes, here revealed in nonself rather than in self treatments. However, this evidence
appears in contrast with the hypothesis of the growth inhibition in self treatments as a
consequence of the metabolic cost of the immunity response. As an alternative hypothesis,
Mazzoleni et al., 2015 [1] and later Cartenì et al., 2016 [7] suggested a different explanation
based on a more direct effect, i.e., the possible “interference” of extracellular self- or “sim-
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ilar” DNA (e.g.: homologous, i.e., from phylogenetically related species or even similar,
i.e., with convergent structure similarity, although not phylogenetically related) causing
inhibition of the whole cell functionality, mediated by sequence-specific recognition of
small-sized nucleotide molecules [99], which could hamper cell and gene expression func-
tionality [100] or affect genome stability [101], inhibiting the growth. This could explain the
self-DNA growth inhibition as a widely conserved property of living beings, and therefore
justify its observation over a very wide range of organisms spanning from prokaryotes to
metazoan [2]. On the other hand, it would be difficult to assume that specialized molecular
machineries across several kingdoms, including immunity response at cell level, would
have evolved and remained conserved to constantly produce similar but highly specific
growth inhibition effects in all species (e.g., metabolic cost of immunity response). Con-
sequently, the inhibitory effect of self-DNA has to be explained by a more general and
basic recognition mechanisms, inhibiting cellular activities, leading to the production of
ROS, causing cell or DNA damaging effects [102], determining cell cycle arrest and growth
inhibition at the macroscopic level. In particular, it would be interesting to investigate how
these mechanisms are associated with the more general frame of epigenetic responses to
stress, including chromatin organization and its effect on genome stability, and related
methylation profiles [103].

3.3. EDAP: Extracellular DNA Associated Pathways

We here demonstrate that the cell is able to sense exDNA distinguishing between self
and nonself DNA, in plants. This is revealed by our observations from fluorescence mi-
crophotography, that indicates different patterns of exDNA localisation, with nonself-DNA
(non-similar or phylogenetically distant) entering root tissues and cells, while self-DNA
(conspecific and/or similar or “homologous”) remaining outside. Furthermore, the tran-
scriptome analysis reveals that specific and different molecular pathways are triggered
by the early response to self- and nonself-DNA, respectively. We propose to define these
pathways as extracellular DNA associated pathways, suggesting the new acronym EDAP.
This acronym is useful to depict the differential response to self and nonself DNA expo-
sure, since no specific pathway was described before that could explain the difference
between the two categories of molecules (self and nonself DNA, respectively). Specifically,
our findings show, on one hand, in the case of nonself-DNA a remarkable differential
gene expression, involving both biotic and abiotic stress related genes, accompanied by the
mounting of a hypersensitive response, putatively triggering a systemic acquired resistance.
On the other hand, a minor differential expression is evident in the self-DNA response that
is, however, remarkably associated with oxidative stress, and the activation of the chloro-
plast genes, with the down-regulation of stress responsive genes. The self-recognition is
known to trigger an early intracellular Ca2+ spike signal and cell membrane depolarization,
as observed 30 min after exposure to self-DNA [5]. This may be accompanied by the
downregulation in signal transduction related genes, as here revealed by the transcriptome
analysis. Among these, the CBL-interacting protein kinases, which are known to be active
in the Ca2+ dependent signalling cascades [104] once bound to Calcineurin B-Like proteins
(CBL), also regulate the response to oxygen deficiency and osmotic and salt stress [105,106].
This may suggest decreasing intracellular dynamics, possibly affecting the crosstalk be-
tween the chloroplast and the nuclear genome activities, after self-DNA exposure, that
can be coupled with the activation of cation cotransporters, such as the vacuolar H+/Ca2+

antiporter [107].
After the initial sensing, that can be in principle ascribed to the category of DAMP

sensing, since self-DNA is a damage associated molecule, the signal can be rapidly prop-
agated throughout the plant [108–111] and, once reaching photosynthetic organs, it can
also induce the activation of the chloroplast genome (Figure 7), as clearly depicted by the
transcriptome analysis and described here for the first time. The lack of the up-regulation
of genes acting as chloroplast ROS scavenging, presumably due to the inhibition of the
chloroplast-nuclear cross-talk here hypothesized, induces a positive feedback on ROS pro-
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duction which is associated with the MAPK activation and JA production that was reported
in other experiments of exposure to self-DNA [27]. The abovementioned inhibition is also
reported to induce ROS production. This is linked to O2 drop down that may contribute to
the activation of the NO pathway determining the downregulation of ethylene response
after exposure to self-DNA. We hypothesize that the inhibition of the intracellular dynamics
and crosstalk can be a typical initial cell response after the sensing of external self damage
patterns, with the length of the exposure to the stressor agent strongly affecting cell fate
and the extent of the damage to the whole organism.

Figure 7. Model of Extracellular DNA Associated Pathways (EDAP) in plants. The exposure to either self- or nonself-DNA
produces differential cellular responses. The self-DNA treatment triggers an electric response, starting with a sensing at
membrane level, with calcium spikes followed by a reduced permeability of the roots, and a cascade of events involving
the chloroplasts and inducing ROS production. On the other hand, nonself-DNA enters the cells where it is metabolized
activating a cascade of events inducing a hypersensitive response.

To the best of our knowledge, self or nonself specific DNA receptors have not yet been
described for plants so far [9,26,77]. However, among the putative eDNA/eRNA receptors
described as DAMPs in A. thaliana [9,49–64], only three resulted upregulated at the first hpt
in self, among which AT1G64160, that is a DEG also in the nonself treatment, in contrast
with the 11 upregulated specific DEGS resulting from the nonself treatment.

DNA fragments may enter the cell, directly interfering with gene expression, as pre-
viously shown, e.g., for triplex-forming oligonucleotides (e.g., [112]) or even interacting
at cytoplasmic level with redundant metabolic DNA [113]. However, our fluorescence
microphotography experiments did not provide support to such hypothesis in the very
early stage of the response to self. Indeed, the results here presented pave the way to
consider that the sensing should occur in the extracellular environment, possibly on the
extracellular surface of the plasma membrane or on its immediate surroundings, explaining
the reasons of the accumulation of extracellular self-DNA on cell surfaces in contrast with
the entrance and the active endocytosis stimulated by the nonself-DNA, that can also clarify
the reasons of different molecular mechanisms associated with the different molecular
responses, although further investigation should address possible explanations. On the
basis of such logical reasoning, we speculate that nucleic acids themselves, known to be
present in the extracellular environment could be involved in the self/nonself discrimi-
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nation in plants and presumably in all living beings [21]. However, further validation on
the location and the nature of the involved receptors or sensing mechanism still deserves
further investigations to clarify if the sensing mechanism of exDNA, and specifically of
self-DNA, could occur outside cells, possibly inhibiting successive processes like endo-
cytosis or intracellular cross-talks to favour recovery from “damages” highlighted by the
presence of “unexpected” self exDNA.

Our study clearly demonstrated that exposure to self-DNA produces a dramatic
change of the biophysical state, directly determining the inhibitory effect, while no evidence
of a costly activation of an immune response could be detected over our observation
time frame.

Our analysis on possible DAMP and PAMP receptors or expression pathways, did
not highlight clear trends in the context of known responses, but a more complex pic-
ture emerged for what concerns the response to extracellular DNA, clearly depicting the
different response to self or nonself-DNA. This preliminary evidence surely needs more
investigations and further assessments to better characterize what we here propose to
describe as Extracellular DNA-Associated Pathways, introducing the acronym EDAP,
that need to explain overlap and discrepancies in the sensing of self and nonself-DNA,
highlighting novel perspectives on this subject.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. DNA Extraction and Preparation

DNA was extracted from both A. thaliana young leaves and Clupea harengus (common
herring) abdominal muscles with the same procedure. One gram of tissue was ground
in liquid nitrogen and then mixed in CTAB buffer (0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.7 M NaCl,
0.01 M EDTA, 1% CTAB). Samples were incubated 45 min at 65 ◦C and mixed periodically.
Chloroform/Isoamylalcohol (24/1) was added to equal volume of sample mixed and
centrifuged 20 min at 14,000× g. The upper phase was collected and transferred to a
new tube for precipitation with 1 volume of Iso-propanol at −20 ◦C for 1 or more hours.
Samples were centrifuged at max speed, at 4 ◦C for 20 min. The upper phase was discarded,
and pelleted DNA was washed with cold 70% ethanol in a centrifuge at max speed for
20 min. Ethanol was discarded and DNA was air dried and resuspended in 200 μL of sterile
water. RNAse A (Thermo fisher, Third Avenue Waltham, MA, USA) was added at a final
concentration of 0.25 mg/mL and incubated at 37 ◦C for 1 h. RNAse A was inactivated at
70 ◦C for 20 min.

The DNA was extracted with the same protocol from different tissue types of each
species to randomize and overcome biases due to the methodology employed. Two
independent DNA extractions were performed per sample (technical replicate). The DNA
samples used as treatments were firstly checked by nanodrop standard quality parameters
(260/280 and 260/230 ratio above 1.8) to evaluate DNA purity. The DNA quantity was
evaluated using a QUBIT (Thermo Fisher, Third Avenue Waltham, MA, USA) fluorimeter,
and its integrity was evaluated by electrophoresis in 1% agarose gel. The DNA was sheared
using a Bioruptor Plus (Diagenode, Seraing (Ougrée) Belgium, EU), for 12 min at high
power, setting 60 s ON and 30 s OFF in order to reach an average size ranging from 200
to 700 bp. Such size was selected following previous evidence that this range was that
found in decomposing litter and the most effective to produce inhibitory effects in vitro
conditions [1].

4.2. Plant Materials and Treatments

A. thaliana (L.) Heynh. Col-0 (186AV) seeds were obtained from the “Centre de
Ressources Biologiques” at the “Institut Jean Pierre Bourgin”, Versailles, France (http:
//dbsgap.versailles.inra.fr/vnat/). Seeds were treated in 70% ethanol for 30 s, then trans-
ferred in a sodium hypochlorite (1:10 of commercial concentration) and 0.05% tween
20 solution for 10 min with occasional vortexing, washed with sterile milli-Q water 4 to
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5 times, dried and resuspended in a sterile agar solution (0.2%). Sterilized seeds were
vernalized for three days at 4 ◦C and prepared for sowing.

For transcriptome analyses, Petri dishes with a layer of thin Whatman paper were
prepared in sterile conditions for each sample. The dishes were wetted with pure sterile
water and an adequate number of Col-0 sterilized seeds were sown. The plates were put in
the dark for 48 h in a growth chamber with 50% controlled humidity. After two days the
plates were kept in 16h/8h light/dark cycles in controlled humidity conditions. If needed,
sterile water was added to the plates from time to time, to all samples.

The experimental design for both transcriptome (Figure S2) and confocal analyses
included two replicates of the following treatments: (1) control: with sterile distilled water;
(2) self-DNA: with A. thaliana DNA; (3) nonself-DNA: with Clupea harengus DNA. Both
DNA treatments were performed using a concentration of 200 ng/μL (as in [1]).

Before both transcriptome and confocal experiments, plants were grown for five days
till the two true leaves stage.

For confocal analyses, A. thaliana plants (Col-0) were grown vertically on half strength
MS basal medium. Five-days-old seedlings were placed on slides. They were treated with
self and nonself-DNA and observed after 1 h.

For transcriptome analysis (summary in Figure S1), plants were grown until the
appearance of the first true leaves. At this stage, the filter papers were imbibed with the
control solution, 1.2 mL of sterile distilled water, or the same volume of 200 ng/μL of
sonicated DNA (self or non self). Control and treated plates were harvested at 1, 8 and 16 h
(two biological replicates per treatment), then immediately frozen with liquid nitrogen.
Additional plants that were not harvested for RNA extraction were maintained for 15 days
for final observations on longer terms phenotypic effects.

4.3. Transcriptome and Bioinformatics Analyses

Total RNA extraction from harvested plant material was performed using RNeasy
micro kit from QIAGEN (Cat No./ID: 74004) following the standard extraction protocol
and sent to a service provider for the RNA-seq analysis on Illumina Hiseq2500, by single
read sequencing 1 × 15M.

Raw reads per sample were cleaned from adaptors and low-quality bases using the
Trim Galore package (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/,
access time: 3 September 2014), applying the default settings for single read sequenc-
ing. The cleaned reads were then mapped to the Arabidopsis nuclear and cytoplasmic
genomes (version TAIR 10) using the STAR aligner software (version 2.4.2a) [114] allowing
a maximum number of 10 mismatches.

Detailed results from the pre-processing are reported in Table S1. The mapped reads
were counted per exon by featureCounts (version 1.4.6-p5) [115], using the strand specific
count (“-s 2” option) and allowing the counting of read on overlapping features for each
feature (“-O” option).

Assessment of replicates correlation in terms of RPKMs was performed by Pear-
son correlation and is reported as the correlation matrix and the associated dendrogram
(Figure S3a,b). The principal component analysis of the same data per treatment per time
is also shown (Figure S3c). DEGs call, comparing DNA treatments at each stage with the re-
spective control, were made performing three different statistical approaches (FDR < 0.05):
(i) DESeq2 [116]; (ii) edgeR and (iii) edgeR GLM The union of the three approaches was
considered for subsequent analyses.

A K-means cluster analysis on log2 fold changes of all genes that resulted DEGs in
at least one treatment/stage, was performed using MeV [115], by the Pearson Correlation
as distance metric, setting at 15 the number of requested clusters according to the Figure
of Merit (Figure S4). DEGs and samples were also submitted to PCA ordination, then
plotting vector loadings for treatment combinations (timing and type of exposure to DNA)
and factorial scores of cluster centroids in the multivariate space defined by the first three
ordination axis.
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GO enrichment analyses on DEGs filtered by |log2(FC)|≥ 1 were performed using
the GOseq package [116] (FDR ≤ 0.05), and the reference GO annotation for Arabidopsis
that was downloaded from Ensembl Plants (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html, access
time: 7 September 2018).

The GO enrichment analysis was also performed on the clusters obtained from the
statistically significant DEGs, too. In order to better represent the prominent GO terms per
cluster, selected keywords from the most enriched GOs were used to build word clouds
(https://www.wordclouds.com/, access time: 11 November 2018), where the size of the
represented words is directly proportional to the number of times they appear in the
input data.

Lists of genes annotated with the most enriched GOs, showing different expression
patterns between self-DNA and nonself-DNA treatments at each observation stage (i.e., 1,
8 and 16 h) were collected in order to quantitatively assess between-treatment differences
and analyse their contribution in detail at single-gene level.

4.4. Confocal Microscopy Experiment

The confocal analyses were performed independently in two different institutes by
using three different confocal microscopes (Zeiss LSM-700, Leica TCS and Zeiss LSM-780),
in order to confirm and verify the reproducibility of the results.

The analyses were conducted treating roots by a DNA concentration of 100ng/μL DNA
that included labelled DNA by Cy3 dye for an incubation period of 1 h. Seedlings were
then transferred to a new slide and treated with 2 μM FM4-64 for 5 min. Before the confocal
observations, seedlings were subjected to two sequential washing steps using tap water.
Then, they were transferred to the slide for the confocal analyses. As a negative control,
Arabidopsis seedlings were incubated for 1 h with the same amount of Cy3 (without DNA),
then exposed to the same treatment with FM4-64. The images were analysed and edited by
using the ImageJ free software.

4.5. QRT-PCR Validation

Seven target genes were selected considering their behaviour as DEGs in at least one
stage/treatment and checked for duplication in the TAIR database (Arabidopsis.org). Using
the RealTime qPCR online tool from IDT (https://eu.idtdna.com/scitools/Applications/
RealTimePCR/, access time: 3 March 2021). One pair of primers was designed for amplifi-
cation of the selected genes targeting the exon-exon junction, when possible, to exclude
intronic regions arising from genomic DNA or not mature mRNAs. The 1st strand cDNA
was synthesized with superscript III (ThermoScientific) starting from 600 ng of the same
RNA samples used for the RNA-seq analysis and using manufacturer conditions. Each
primer pair was verified in PCRs using first-strand cDNA as template. PCR conditions
were as follows: denaturation at 94 ◦C for 4 min, cycling at 94 ◦C for 30 s, annealing at
varying temperatures for 30 s, and extension at 72.0 ◦C for 30 s. Annealing temperatures
ranged from 50 ◦C to 68 ◦C. Reaction products sizes and integrity were visualized by 1.2%
agarose gel electrophoresis.

qPCR was performed in 20-μL reaction volumes containing 10 μL Power SYBR™
Green PCR Master Mix (Thermo-Fisher Scientific; catalog no. 4367659, Third Avenue
Waltham, MA, USA), 500 nM forward and reverse primers and 1:10 dilution of 600 ng stock
sample cDNA.

For each gene, we considered two biological replicates with two technical replicates per
biological replicate. qPCR amplifications were performed on separate plates, where each
plate contained primer pairs for the housekeeping gene GAPDH (AT1G13440.1, Jin et al.,
2018). qPCR expression values were calculated for each gene as the difference between the
quantification cycle of the gene and the reference gene, averaged over technical replicates
(Table S7). Concordance between RNAseq and RT-qPCR results was assessed by testing
the statistical significance of linear regression of the log2(FC) versus the log2(ΔΔCt) results,
for those transcripts for which both metrices were available (n = 42, 7 transcripts × 2 DNA
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treatments × 3 time points). For each metric, the mean of replicated values was used for
each combination of transcript, DNA treatment and observation time. Evident outliers
were removed before fitting the regression model (Table S7).

5. Conclusions

In this work, we confirmed that the early molecular response to self-DNA is observable
before the phenotypic effects of inhibition on root growth become evident, and that it can
be clearly distinguished from the one to nonself-DNA. In the proposed model, self-DNA
sensing at root level induces a membrane depolarization wave that rapidly propagates
throughout the plant, leading to reduction of cell permeability and eventually to DNA
damage and cell cycle arrest. Differently, nonself-DNA enters the cells eliciting a remarkable
differential gene expression. This is associated with the activation of the hypersensitive
response, possibly evolving into a systemic acquired resistance.

Mazzoleni and collaborators [1] reported that when plants are exposed to decom-
posing litter of phylogenetically similar species the inhibitory effect is still found, even
if at a lower level. These observations, together with the need of deeper view on the
mechanism through which the self- and nonself-DNA act, raise the interest for further
investigations, both at transcriptomic and microscopic levels, of the A. thaliana response
after the exposure to nonself-DNA at different degree of phylogenetic distance. Our results
provide additional hints to the scenario concerning exDNA functions and its effects on
plants, presumably justifying the same effects also in other species. They pave the way to
additional investigations to demonstrate the mechanisms of exDNA sensing at extracellular
level, and the specific recognition of self and nonself DNA in relation to the phylogenetic
distance between the stimulating molecules and the structure features of the exposed or-
ganism genome. Finally, considering that self-DNA inhibition was demonstrated in many
species across different kingdoms, further research should address the characterization of
the EDAP in different model organisms, including prokaryotes and other eukaryotes.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/plants10081744/s1, Figure S1: Correlation analysis between log2FC RNA-seq and log2 ΔΔCt
of QRT-PCR. The correlation was done using Person correlation, the R2 is also reported, Figure S2:
Schematic representation of the experimental design, Figure S3: Correlation analysis (A) of gene
expression (in RPKM) in all replicates (Control (C01, C08, C16), Self (S01, S08, S16), and Nonself
(N01, N08, N16) indicate each stage per treatment. The associate cluster dendrogram (B) and the
principal component analysis (PCA) (C) are also shown, Figure S4: Figure of Merit. The most suitable
number of clusters expected per fold change of genes resulting in be DEGs in at least one stage per
the two treatments, in a K-means clustering, is indicated by the red vertical bar, corresponding to 15
on the abscissa axis, Table S1: Summary of the RNA-seq pre-processing results showing, for each
replicate, the total number of raw reads and the percentage of reads discarded after the cleaning
steps and uniquely mapped on the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, Table S2: (a) Number of total genes
and number of DEGs with assigned GO per treatment. (b) Number of common and specific DEGs
in self-DNA and nonself-DNA treatments at 1, 8 and 16 h post treatment (hpt), Table S3: (a) List of
statistically significant differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in self and nonself-DNA treatments and
average RPKM values. Log2FC are shown for all DEGs. DEGs with a Log2FC ≥|1| are indicated in
colour cells: in red if upregulated and in blue if downregulated. (b) List of statistically significant
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in self and nonself-DNA treatments and average RPKM values.
Log2FC are shown for all DEGs. DEGs with a Log2FC ≥|1| are indicated in colour cells: in red if
upregulated and in blue if downregulated, Table S4: Enriched Gene Ontologies (GOs) in self and
nonself-DNA treatments organized in classes and groups. In red (UP) or in blue (DOWN) the GOs
enriched by up or downregulate filtered DEGs (expression pattern) are shown, Table S5: Results
of the cluster analysis based on fold changes in all stages of genes that are differentially expressed
(DEGs) in at least one of the six treatments (2 DNA sources × 3 observation times). From red (high)
to blue (low) the level of fold change values is shown, Table S6: (a) Number of filtered DEGs per
class of GOs in self and nonself-DNA treatments at 1, 8 and 16 h post treatment (hpt). (b) Number
of filtered DEGs per hormones in self and nonself-DNA treatments at 1, 8 and 16 h post treatment
(hpt), Table S7: List of Genes that were significantly differentially expressed (DEGs) in at least one
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treatment/stage selected for validation by RT-qPCR, Table S8. (a) List of DAMPs and PAMPs in A.
thaliana. (b) A summary of DEGs number per DAMP (525 genes in total) or PAMP (36 genes in total)
classes of responsive genes.
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Abstract: The neglected and underutilized plants (NUPs) could become alternative food sources
in the agro-alimentary sector, enriching human and animal diets, offering the opportunity for
sustainable exploitation, resilience to climate change, and production with resistance to pests and
diseases. In the Mediterranean countries, these valuable resources are threatened by climate change,
overexploitation, and/or monoculture. In this framework, we evaluated 399 local endemic NUPs of
Crete (Greece), the Mediterranean coast, Rif of Morocco, and Tunisia, regarding their agro-alimentary
potential, and assessed their feasibility and readiness timescale for sustainable exploitation with
own previously published methodology. The methodological scheme was developed by experts
in co-creative workshops, using point-scoring of seven attributes to evaluate the potential of the
targeted NUPs in the agro-alimentary. Our results showed a diversity of promising local endemic
NUPs of different families in the studied regions (Lamiaceae members are prominent), and we
outlined the cases of 13 taxa with the highest optimum scores of agro-alimentary potential (>70%).
Despite the diversity or the promising potential and current ex-situ conservation efforts to bridge
gaps, our study indicated that only a few cases of Cretan local endemic NUPs can be sustainably
exploited in the short-term. However, it is argued that many more local endemic NUPs can easily
follow sustainable exploitation schemes if specific research gaps are bridged. Since NUPs can
help to increased diversification of food production systems by adding new nutritional/beneficial
species to human and animal diets, basic and applied research, as well as market and stakeholder
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attraction, is suggested as prerequisite to unlock the full potential of the focal endemic NUPs in the
agro-alimentary sector.

Keywords: climate change; food security; Mediterranean countries; sustainable exploitation; phyto-
genetic resources

1. Introduction

Plants play a great role in human life. It is estimated that at least 31,128 plant species
are currently used worldwide, and 17.79% are utilized for human nutrition [1]. Despite
this diversity, only 30 plant species (including major staple crops) provide 95% of dietary
energy or protein to feed the world [2,3]. However, regional studies in the Mediterranean
countries highlight that more than 52% of the wild harvested plants can be used for agro-
alimentary purposes [4,5]. Despite the high scale of use of plants in local Mediterranean
economies, food resources are also affected by climate change, monocultures, and/or
overexploitation [6]. To mitigate the effect of climate change and the degradation of land
and water resources, it becomes urgent to engage improved crops and new species that are
adapted to difficult environments and can increase the overall productivity and stability
of agro-ecosystems [7]. Hence, there is need to change current agricultural practices and
promote novel crops that are more resilient to climate change challenges, such as the
neglected and underutilized plant species (NUPs). NUPs have an important role to play
in diversifying and advancing agricultural development beyond the Green Revolution
model by improving the yields of staple crops and by introducing new valuable crops to
enrich human and animal nutrition [8]. These NUPs present tremendous opportunities for
fighting poverty, hunger, malnutrition, and, at the same time, can increase the development
of subsistence economies in local/regional scales [8–11].

The implication of citizens (or consumers), scientists, entrepreneurs, producers, mar-
ket specialists and stakeholders, and the establishment of targeted or applied research
and development programs can act as key drivers to promote sustainable food systems,
especially regarding NUPs [8,12–14]. The instating of NUPs as alternative food sources in
the agro-alimentary sector would depend on the availability of information describing their
agronomical aspects, water-use, and possible drought tolerance [15]. There are some NUPs
that could contribute to the food security of rural and urban people in India and some
countries of South America, e.g., some Andean grains such as quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa
Willd.) and cañahua (Bolivian name, known as cañihua in Peru) Chenopodium pallidicaule
Aellen [8], and minor millets such as foxtail millet Setaria italica (L.) P. Beauv., proso millet
Panicum miliaceum L., finger millet Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertn, kodo millet Paspalum scro-
biculatum L., little millet Panicum sumatrense Roth, and barnyard millet Echinochloa colonum
(L.) Link [11]. In the Mediterranean Basin, the use of resistant NUPs to pests, diseases and
extreme environmental factors (e.g., Cistus ladanifer L.) may be a viable solution for cultiva-
tions in poor and degraded soils. In addition, this species reveals interesting aptitudes that
can be applied to food, pharmaceutical, phytochemical, and biofuel industries [16].

In both developed and developing countries, the increased demand from consumers
for diversity and novelty in modern foods is currently creating new market niches for
NUPs [7] due to their high content in vitamins, micronutrients, proteins, and other ben-
eficial compounds [7,9,10]. Consequently, the introduction of NUPs in agro-alimentary
production systems could play a strategic role in improving many dimensions of liveli-
hoods and well-being, and therefore may represent an important source of household
income, also encouraging women empowerment [7,9–11,17]. Conversely, better marketing
and consumer awareness of the benefits associated with NUPs could play a critical role in
their sustainable exploitation [12].

In an increasingly human-dominated world, conservation of species in the wild is (or
should be) a top-priority [18], and the precedence should be given to the local endemic
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plants of biodiversity-rich regions [19,20]. Typically, the criteria adopted for conservation
prioritization involve aspects of the geographic distribution, endemism, and the threats
affecting each evaluated taxon [19,20], including harvesting from the wild. However, to
date, some thousands of medicinal-aromatic plants, as well as the vast majority of the
wild edible greens, are still collected directly from the wild [21], depleting their natural
potential. In Mediterranean areas, the possibility of first genotypic selection, targeted
and/or improved pilot cultivation, and new processing techniques for specific applications
gives the NUPs the potential to be used as a valuable novel resource [16]. Furthermore,
high education status and primary occupation of the household head may also have a
major role for the conservation of NUPs at local scales [14].

Although NUPs are not intended to replace staple crops, crop diversification is envis-
aged as one of the best means to ensure sustainable agricultural production systems [3,17],
by growing NUPs as part of crop rotation systems or by inter-cropping them with other
crops. This practice could protect and enhance agro-biodiversity at field level and may
disrupt the cycle of some pests and diseases [3]. The sustainable promotion of NUPs
requires better understanding as well as improved marketing and high consumer aware-
ness regarding the benefits associated with selected NUPs [12], while scientific research
including agronomical aspects, breeding potential, post-harvest handling, and value chain
establishment may bridge existing gaps, linking valuable local resources with farmers and
markets [15,22]. This is the context of the current study. Our investigation aims at explor-
ing and documenting for the first time the potential of the single-country/single-region
endemic plants of Crete (Greece), Mediterranean Coast and Rif of Morocco, and Tunisia in
the agro-alimentary sector, with the scope to identify the actions needed to remove barriers
and bridge gaps regarding their sustainable exploitation.

2. Results

2.1. Cluster Analysis of Agro-Alimentary Attributes and of Focal Taxa

The results of the hierarchical cluster analyses of agro-alimentary attributes (Figure 1)
showed that, in the case of Crete, the attribute ‘food additive potential’ was grouped
together with the attribute ‘wild edible greens’ next to the ‘bee attraction’ attribute. The
‘beverage potential’ and ‘spicy element’ as attributes formed another subgroup, while these
were clustered together with the subgroup ‘aromatic properties’ and ‘type of aroma’.

In the case of Tunisia, as well as the Mediterranean coast and Rif of Morocco, a similar
pattern was observed; the attributes ‘beverage potential’ and ‘bee attraction’ formed a
subcluster, and they were clustered together with the attribute ‘food additive potential’.
The attributes ‘type of aroma’ and ‘aromatic properties’ were closely linked together and
formed a cluster with the attribute ‘spicy element’, as in the case of Crete. Finally, the
attribute ‘wild edible greens’ was not linked to any other attribute.

2.2. Diversity of Local Endemic NUPs

The evaluation of the potential of the focal endemic NUPs in the agro-alimentary
sector showed that Lamiaceae family members (26 taxa) are mostly represented in the top
15 taxa of each of the three studied regions, followed by members of Asteraceae (5 taxa),
Liliaceae (4 taxa in the case of Crete), Caryophyllaceae, Gentianaceae, Plumbaginaceae,
and Rubiaceae (2 taxa each), as well as Apiaceae and Pinaceae (1 taxon each). Regarding
the top 15 evaluated NUPs of each region, Lamiaceae members prevail again in the case
of the Mediterranean coast and Rif of Morocco (11 taxa), followed by Crete (9 taxa) and
Tunisia (6 taxa).

2.3. Agro-Alimentary Potential of the Focal Local Endemic NUPs

Supplementary Material S1 provides examples of scoring of taxa per attribute and the
evaluation of the agro-alimentary potential (Level I) of the focal local endemic taxa of the
studied regions is presented in Supplementary Material S2 as percentages of the maximum
possible scores achieved.
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2.3.1. Local Endemic Plants of Crete

Among the Cretan local endemics, the four highest evaluated taxa (Figure 2) were
Origanum dictamnus L. (85.71%), Origanum microphyllum (Benth.) Vogel, Sideritis syriaca L.
subsp. syriaca (80.95 % each), and Thymbra calostachya (Rech. f.) Rech. f. (71.42%); these
plants showed a very interesting agro-alimentary potential. The scoring of Origanum
dictamnus (85.71%) is illustrated in Figure 3. In total, three taxa [hierarchically: Helichrysum
doerfleri Rech. f., H. heldreichii Boiss., and Calamintha cretica (L.) Lam.] ranked in above-
average to high positions with scores 55–70%. Overall, nine taxa ranked above-average
with scores 50–55%, i.e., the wild garlic or wild onion plants Allium bourgeaui Rech. f.
subsp. creticum Bothmer, A. circinnatum Sieber subsp. circinnatum, A. dilatatum Zahar.,
and A. platakisii Tzanoud. and Kypr., Micromeria hispida Boiss. and Heldr. ex Benth. and
Micromeria sphaciotica Boiss. and Heldr. ex Benth. (54.76% each). Moreover, another 20 taxa
ranked in below-average to low positions with scores 35–50%. For 157 taxa, the scores
ranked comparatively very low (<35%), and the lowest value was assigned to 30 taxa due
to zero values, e.g., Carex cretica Gradst. and J. Kern (Supplementary Material S2).

 

 

(A) (B) 

  
(C) (D) 

Figure 2. Four top-evaluated Cretan endemic plants of Lamiaceae family, in terms of maximum possible score achieved
regarding their agro-alimentary potential (Photos: N. Krigas). (A): Origanum dictamnus, (B): Origanum microphyllum,
(C): Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca, (D): Thymbra calostachya. For these plants, propagation material has been collected from
the wild to allow ex-situ conservation and propagation-cultivation trials at the Institute of Plant Breeding and Genetic
Resources, Hellenic Agricultural Organization Demeter.
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Figure 3. Evaluation example of Origanum dictamnus (Cretan endemic) scored for seven agro-
alimentary attributes, reaching 85.7% of the optimum possible score. This example is hierarchically
ranked in the highest (>70%) class. For attributes and scoring, see Section 4.

2.3.2. Local Endemic Plants of the Mediterranean Coast-Rif of Morocco

The six highest-evaluated North Moroccan taxa were Centaurium erythraea Rafn subsp.
bifrons (Pau) Greuter, Teucrium afrum (Emb. and Maire) Pau subsp. rubriflorum (Pau and
Font Quer) Castrov. and Bayon, T. grosii Pau, T. gypsophilum Emb. and Maire, T. huotii
Emb. and Maire and T. rotundifolium Schreb. subsp. sanguisorbifolium (Pau and Font Quer)
E.Cohen (each 71.43%), showing a very interesting agro-alimentary potential (Figure 4).
The scoring of Centaurium erythraea subsp. bifrons (71.43%) is illustrated in Figure 5. In
total, four taxa, namely Teucrium chlorostachyum Pau and Font Quer subsp. chlorostachyum,
T. chlorostachyum subsp. melillense (Maire) El Oualidi, Mathez and T. Navarro, T. rifanum
(Maire and Sennen) T. Navarro and El Oualidi, Salvia interrupta Schousb. subsp. paui
(Maire) Maire, ranked in above-average to high positions, with scores > 55–70%. Overall,
eight taxa ranked in lower to average positions with scores 35–50%, i.e., Abies marocana
Trab. (47.62%), Centaurium barrelieroides Pau (45.24%), Marrubium fontianum Maire and M.
heterocladum Emb. and Maire (42.86% each), Anthemis mauritiana Maire and Sennen subsp.
mauritiana, Origanum elongatum (Bonnet) Emb. and Maire, Stachys fontqueri Pau and Vicia
cedretorum Font Quer (38.10% each). For 67 taxa, the scores ranked comparatively very low
(<35%), and the lowest positions were assigned to 9 taxa with the score zero values, e.g.,
Hemicrambe fruticulosa Webb (Supplementary Material S2).
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(A) (B) 

   
(C) 

Figure 4. Top-evaluated endemic plants of Mediterranean coast and Rif of Morocco in terms of maximum possible score
achieved regarding their agro-alimentary potential. (A): Teucrium huotii (Photo: M. Rouviere, http://www.ville-ge.ch/
musinfo/bd/cjb/africa/details.php?langue=fr&id=145076; accessed on 24 August 2021), (B): Salvia interrupta subsp. paui
(Photo: A. Homrani Bakali, https://www.teline.fr/; accessed on 24 August 2021), (C): Teucrium gypsophilum (Left photo:
F. Lamchouri; right photo: A. Khabbach). Propagation material has been collected from the wild for Teucrium gypsophilum
to allow ex-situ conservation and propagation-cultivation trials at the Institute of Plant Breeding and Genetic Resources,
Hellenic Agricultural Organization Demeter.
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Figure 5. Evaluation example of Centaurium eythraea subsp. bifrons (endemic to the Mediterranean
coast and Rif of Morocco) scored for seven agro-alimentary attributes, reaching 71.4% of the optimum
possible score. This example is hierarchically ranked in the highest (>70%) class. For attributes and
scoring, see Materials and methods.

2.3.3. Local Endemic Plants of Tunisia

Three Tunisian endemic taxa were ranked in the highest positions (>70%) regarding
the general potential in the agro-alimentary sector, i.e., Marrubium aschersonii Magnus
(76.19%), Teucrium alopecurus de Noë and T. luteum (Mill.) Degen subsp. gabesianum
(S.Puech) Greuter and Burdet ex Greuter (71.43% each, Figure 6). The scoring of Marrubium
aschersonii (76.19%) is illustrated in Figure 7. Only Artemisia campestris L. subsp. cinerea
Le Houér was ranked in the above average to high positions (66.67%). Overall, eight taxa
ranked in lower to average positions, with scores 40.48–47.62%, e.g., Teucrium nablii S.
Puech, T. radicans Bonnet and Barratte and T. sauvagei Le Houér. (47.62% each), Calendula
suffruticosa Vahl subsp. suffruticosa, Dianthus cintranus Boiss. and Reut. subsp. byzacenus
(Burollet) Greuter and Burdet, D. rupicola Biv. subsp. hermaeensis (Coss.) O. Bolòs and Vigo
(42.86% each), Galium afropusillum Ehrend., and G. olivetorum Le Houér. (40.80% each). For
another 70 taxa, the scores ranked comparatively very low (<35%). The lowest score was
assigned to 11 taxa (2.38% each, see Supplementary Material S2).

  

(A) (B) 

Figure 6. Cont.
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(C) 

Figure 6. Three top-evaluated Tunisian endemic plants of Lamiaceae family, in terms of maximum possible score, achieved
regarding their agro-alimentary potential. (A): Marrubium aschersonii (Photo: G. Dakhlia), (B): Teucrium alopecurus (Photo:
Z. Ghrabi-Gammar), (C): Teucrium luteum subsp. gabesianum (Left photos: Z. Ghrabi-Gammar; right photo: S. Bourgou). For
these plants, propagation material has been collected from the wild to allow ex-situ conservation and propagation-cultivation
trials at the Institute of Plant Breeding and Genetic Resources, Hellenic Agricultural Organization Demeter.

 

Figure 7. Evaluation example of Marrubium aschersonii (local Tunisian endemic) scored for seven agro-
alimentary attributes, reaching 76.2% of the optimum possible scores. This example is hierarchically
ranked in the highest (>70%) class. For attributes and scoring, see Materials and methods.

3. Discussion

3.1. Agro-Alimentary Potential of the Studied Local Endemic NUPs

Previous studies report that the unsustainable collection and trade directly from wild
plant populations, when coupled with absence of knowledge on ex-situ conservation of
propagation materials, may considerably decrease the availability of local phytogenetic
resources, and this detrimental effect can lead in turn to increased prices of plant prod-
ucts [23,24]. Unfortunately, many plant materials, especially aromatic-medicinal plants and
wild edible greens are still gathered in an unsustainable way; they are purchased directly
from the wild as raw materials and are channelled for industrial use [21].

In the frame of the sustainable use of plant genetic resources as an essential com-
ponent for food security and food diversity in the face of climate change, the Neglected
and Underutilized Plant species (NUPs) are considered as promising alternative crops, if
domesticated and sustainably used by marginalized farmers in local economies [8,11,22].
Previous studies estimate that the domestication and promotion of NUPs, such as the wild
fennel in Morocco and amaranth in Ecuador, could increase the household annual income
by 75% and 20%, respectively [8]. In addition, the NUPs could generate up to 62% of
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a farmer’s annual income (1125 US$), e.g., Gnetum spp. in Nigeria and Cameroun [23].
Furthermore, the promotion of NUPs could contribute to their conservation and the main-
tenance of the associated indigenous knowledge, through wider use of their diversity,
adoption of best cultivation practices, development of improved varieties, dissemination
of high-quality seed, and capacity development [25].

To date, only some degree of attention has been given to NUPs, prioritizing members
of Amaranthaceae or Poaceae [11,25]. However, the focus on local endemic NUPs of dif-
ferent regions is still very limited [2,3,22]. Local endemic NUPs are unfortunately plant
species associated with limited and fragmented knowledge, usually attracting the attention
of researchers or hobbyists but rarely that of citizens, politicians, and stakeholders [26,27].
The associated knowledge gaps and the research needs for most of these endemic NUPs
are immense [9]. However, at least 43 local endemic NUPs of Crete (Greece), Rif and
Mediterranean coast of Morocco, and Tunisia are currently traded in high prices world-
wide, mainly due to their ornamental-horticultural value [22,28–30], and many of them
have a very interesting potential in specific subsectors of the ornamental-horticultural
industry [22]. The high market value and extant international trade of these NUPs suggest
that at least some dozens of the focal NUPs studied herein are well-known, appreciated,
and used mainly for ornamental-horticultural purposes. Hence, these commercial channels
in place can be exploited to some extent to introduce adequately some of these NUPs (or
other NUPs) in the agro-alimentary market. This could certainly be the case when such
local endemic NUPs of ornamental-horticultural value also have a very interesting agro-
alimentary potential. For example, the local Cretan endemic Petromarula pinnata (L.) A. DC.
(Campanulaceae), is traditionally consumed in Crete as a wild edible green locally called
‘petrofilia’ (literally meaning rock-dwelling) or ‘petromaroulida’ (meaning rock-lettuce,
thus alluring to its value as wild-growing fresh salad plant).

This study evaluated, for the first time, the agro-alimentary potential of the local en-
demic NUPs of Greece, Northern Morocco (Mediterranean Coast and Rif), and Tunisia and
provided ranking of their potential (top-evaluated cases), thus allowing identification of the
most interesting/promising cases of local endemic NUPs per country/region. Our study
showed that the Lamiaceae local endemic NUPs (26 taxa) are most represented in the top
15 cases of each of the three studied regions, and thus should be considered quite promising
in the agro-alimentary sector. Additionally, local endemic NUPs of Asteraceae (5 taxa),
Liliaceae (4 Allium taxa in the case of Crete), or NUP members of another six families
(Caryophyllaceae, Gentianaceae, Plumbaginaceae, Rubiaceae, Apiaceae, and Pinaceae) are
also promising in the agro-alimentary sector. Due to their richness in volatile constituents
and/or nutritional elements, these local endemic NUPs represent cases of taxa that could
be used potentially as food additives and/or wild edible greens and/or for food flavouring
as spicy elements such as members of the genera Lactuca, Malva, Muscari, Rumex, Silene,
Sanguisorba, Tragopogom, Thymbra etc. (Supplementary material S1 and references therein),
or are indeed used traditionally in local scales as food additives and/or wild edible greens
and/or for food flavouring as spicy elements, e.g., the local endemic NUPs belonging to
the genera Allium, Campanula, Centaurea, Cotoneaster, Crepis, Hypochaeris, Origanum, Onopor-
dum, Petromarula, Sonchus, etc. (Supplementary material S1 and references therein) and/or
for beverage preparations (e.g., Sideritis spp., Origanum spp., Salvia spp., Teucrium spp.,
Thymbra spp.). In the same fashion, many studies underline, nowadays, that the NUPs may
have very high nutrient content or nutraceutical values, and consequently, they are often
considered as ‘superfoods’ [7,12]. Recently, this has been the case of Origanum dictamnus
(local Cretan endemic, with approved medicinal properties by the European Medicines
Agency, www.ema.eu; accessed on 24 August 2021), for which a functional food potential
has been thoroughly documented [31].

Apart from the above-mentioned, which refer to human nutritional/beneficial values,
many of the evaluated local endemic NUPs can naturally attract pollinators and may feed
bee populations (Supplementary Material S1), such as the NUP members of the families
Lamiaceae, Dipsacaceae, and Asteraceae. Furthermore, many local endemic NUPs of the
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studied regions (Supplementary Material S2) belong to the top 10 families of the Mediter-
ranean region with highly palatable plant species for grazing/foraging livestock [32,33], i.e.,
Asteraceae (30 Cretan, 15 north Moroccan, and 4 Tunisian local endemic NUPs), Poaceae
(5 Cretan, 5 north Moroccan, and 4 Tunisian local endemic NUPs), Fabaceae (12 Cretan,
14 north Moroccan, and 5 Tunisian local endemic NUPs), Amaranthaceae (-), Brassicaceae
(12 Cretan, 5 north Moroccan, and 2 Tunisian local endemic NUPs), Boraginaceae (1 north
Moroccan and 6 Cretan local endemic NUPs), Caryophyllaceae (30 Cretan, 8 north Moroc-
can, and 3 local endemic Tunisian NUPS), Lamiaceae (14 Cretan, 16 north Moroccan, and
8 Tunisian local endemic NUPs), Apiaceae (7 Cretan, 4 north Moroccan, and 2 Tunisian local
endemic NUPs), and Cistaceae (1 north Moroccan and 2 Tunisian local endemic NUPs).
Since the local endemic NUPs of these families (n = 215 taxa; 53.88% of the focal NUPs) are
naturally co-occurring in Cretan, Tunisian, or north Moroccan landscapes, together with
other commonplace highly palatable members of the same families with more abundant
populations, it is quite probable that these local endemic NUPs are also naturally preferred
by foraging livestock at local scales due to their similar nutritional value for livestock
feeding. This aspect brings into light another important agro-alimentary aspect related
to the neglected foraging value of the local endemic NUPs. Certainly, the palatability of
the local endemic NUPs of the studied regions could be further studied and documented
appropriately, and selected local endemic NUPs could prove to be worth of propagation
and cultivation at large-scales for forage/fodder of stabling livestock.

The diversity of unique Mediterranean NUPs with interesting agro-alimentary poten-
tial, as evaluated in this study, was further assessed in terms of estimated feasibility and
readiness timescale for sustainable exploitation.

3.2. Sustainable Exploitation Feasibility of the Focal NUPs in the Agro-Alimentary Sector

Our previous study showed that there is only compromised feasibility in terms of
sustainable exploitation [22] regarding the top 15 Moroccan (Mediterranean coast and Rif)
endemics evaluated herein for their agro-alimentary potential, i.e., no taxon is evaluated in
the highest class (>70%) or in above-average to high positions (>55–70%). Abies marocana
(43.06%) and Centaurium erythraea subsp. bifrons (40.28%) are ranked below-average in
terms of sustainable exploitation feasibility. Overall, the majority (13) of the top 15 taxa in
agro-alimentary potential are ranked in lower positions in terms of exploitation feasibility
(<35%). The same applies for the top 15 Tunisian endemics with interesting agro-alimentary
potential; none of the Tunisian local endemic NUPs were evaluated as feasible in terms of
sustainable exploitation (>70%) and no taxon is ranked in above-average to high positions
(>55–70%), or even in average positions (>50–55%). Only Artemisia campestris subsp.
cinerea is ranked marginally average (50%). The majority (13) of the top-evaluated taxa
with agro-alimentary interest ranked in low positions (<35%) in terms of sustainable
exploitation feasibility. The above findings mainly reflect the extant considerable research
gaps such as absence of propagation and cultivation techniques in place, unavailability
of propagation material, and compromised stakeholder interest, which actually hinder
any kind of exploitation [22], see also Supplementary material S2. To justify this trend, a
previous study [34] highlights, in a general way, the absence of horticultural experience
regarding the local endemic NUPs of North Morocco and Tunisia, documenting that
only a very small number of these local endemic plants are currently found under ex-situ
conservation in botanic gardens and seed banks worldwide. This trend is in contrast with
the comparatively higher number of local endemic NUPs of Crete that are currently in
electronic trade worldwide [29].

Among the top 15 Cretan endemics taxa of the agro-alimentary sector, Origanum dic-
tamnus is the most promising case, also achieving the highest score in terms of sustainable
exploitation feasibility (91.67%). Thus, there are extant value chains and sustainable com-
mercial exploitation at least in Crete where it is endemic and is locally cultivated [28,35,36],
almost just as with any other crop [22]. In the same line, another five Cretan endemic
taxa that ranked in above-average to high positions in terms of sustainable exploitation
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feasibility with scores >55.6–69.4% (hierarchically: Calamintha cretica, Sideritis syriaca subsp.
syriaca, Nepeta sphaciotica P. H. Davis, Helichrysum heldreichii, Thymbra calostachya), as well as
Origanum microphyllum that ranked in the above average class (50–55%) with score 52.78%,
can also have the chance to become medicinal-aromatic crops in the future. Among them,
Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca has already become a crop locally in Crete with established
value chains [35,37,38]. All these cases of unique Cretan NUPs bring to light the fact that
new agro-alimentary products can be potentially sourced from these local endemic NUPs,
if research gaps are bridged, marketing is successfully engaged, and stakeholder attraction
is carefully attained [22]. Additionally, these unique NUPs can possibly exploit extant
value chains of related, but commonplace, plant products, namely those of Greek oregano
[Origanum vulgare L. subsp. hirtum (Link) A. Terracc.], Turkish oregano (Origanum onites L.),
Spanish oregano [Thymbra capitata (L.) Cav.], marjoram (Origanum majorana), Greek moun-
tain tea or shepherds’ tea (Sideritis spp.), everlasting or curry plant [Helichrysum italicum
(Roth) G. Don], catmint (Nepeta cataria L.), etc.

The ability of modern technologies to transform harvested crops into a range of diverse
products and uses with an extended shelf-life may create, nowadays, new opportunities
to market novel products [7]. Local endemic NUPs such as those evaluated herein have a
strong potential to shape a unique and solid product identity of local character (potential
new products with protected designation of origin) which can also be exploited in terms of
exclusive marketing, if well-protected legally [22]. In order to advertise new plant products
based on, or sourced from, local endemic NUPs or popularize new uses for them, the
development and promotion of user guides and recipe books, both in local and foreign
languages, is required [8]. Top chefs, popular restaurants, TV shows, social media, and
known food retailers can play a leading role in promoting and establishing new uses of
NUPs, especially in nutrition, gastronomy, and food systems that occupy a great part of our
daily livelihoods [8,28]. New culinary uses may also be documented and established even
for plants never used before traditionally for strict culinary preparations, just as it was de-
veloped for the case Origanum dictamnus [28], as well as for Origanum microphyllum (a close
relative of marjoram) and Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca [35]. For these Cretan local endemic
NUPs, new culinary preparations have been introduced recently using their beneficial
herbal teas, suggesting to incorporate them into standard Mediterranean meal preparations
for an enhanced beneficial effect [28,35]. This trend actually represents a contemporary ap-
proach to the ancient and world famous Mediterranean nutrition, inspiring the enrichment
of everyday food preparations with the beneficial health effects of EU approved traditional
herbal medicines, such as Origanum dictamnus [36] and Sideritis spp. [37].

3.3. Readiness Timescale for Sustainable Exploitation of the Focal NUPs in the
Agro-Alimentary Sector

Previous SWOT and gap analyses indicate that, in order to devise or to create new
value chains in any economic sector for NUPs (such as the local endemic NUPs studied
herein with respect to the agro-alimentary sector), five general conditions should first be
accomplished as necessary prerequisites [22], i.e., extant high agro-alimentary potential;
unique product identity; availability of propagation material with Access and Benefit-
Sharing (ABS) mechanisms already in place (Nagoya Protocol, EU Directive 511/2014);
propagation and cultivation techniques in place and adequate research already conducted;
incorporated commercial interest (or triggered interest) able to attract stakeholders, and
extant distribution channels. Among all the local endemics of all regions/countries
(n = 399 taxa), the readiness timescale for sustainable exploitation was indeterminable in
67.67% of the cases (280 taxa) and determinable for only 119 taxa (29.82%) [22]. Among the
top 15 of the local endemic NUPs with above average agro-alimentary potential in each
of the three regions/countries, the readiness timescale for sustainable exploitation was
determinable in only 33.33% of the cases, while for 66.67% of the taxa it was indeterminable.

Among the top 15 taxa evaluated as promising in the agro-alimentary sector, the
readiness timescale was assessed as already achieved only in the case of Origanum dictamnus
(Lamiaceae), a local Cretan endemic. The readiness timescale was designated as achievable
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in the short-term for 5 of the Cretan taxa (Calamintha cretica, Helichrysum heldreichii, Nepeta
sphaciotica, Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca, Thymbra calostachya) and in the medium-term for
Origanum microphyllum. The readiness timescale for Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca should
also be considered as ‘already achieved’ based on the recently filled research gaps [38]. The
best example-cases of local endemic Cretan plants with optimum evaluated agro-alimentary
potential are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Top cases of local endemic Cretan plants with strong agro-alimentary potential (Level I evaluation) associated with
high feasibility and readiness timescale for sustainable exploitation (Level II and III evaluations, after [22]).

Taxon
Agro-Alimentary Potential

(I)
Sustainable Exploitation Feasibility

(II)
Readiness Timescale

(III)

Origanum dictamnus 80.95% 91.67% Already achieved
Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca 80.95% 66.67% Short-term (or achieved)

Origanum microphyllum 80.95% 52.78% Medium-term

The readiness timescale for the Moroccan (Mediterranean coast-Rif) Centaurium ery-
thraea subsp. bifrons and Abies marocana as well as for the Tunisian Artemisia campestris
subsp. cinerea was designated as achievable in the long-term (Supplementary Material S2).
It seems that good chances are present for them if research gaps are filled promptly. Argania
spinosa (L.) Skeels (Sapotaceae) represents a successful example of promotion of an endemic
NUP of south-western Morocco and Algeria (however, not occurring in the Mediterranean
coast and Rif studied herein). A. spinosa was traditionally used as food for centuries but
was neglected and underutilized both locally and worldwide. After targeted research
by scientists, and the documentation of its potential in the cosmetic sector, significant
conservation and development efforts have been multiplied at local, regional and national
scales, and these have opened the doors for the international markets [39]. At local scales,
relevant studies [39] report the establishment of a local economic interest group for the
development, preservation, and valorization of the argan forest of Morocco, promoting
the optimization of women’s work, the protection and maintenance of existing A. spinosa
trees, the plantation of young trees, and the promotion of new and innovative products.
Last, but not least, and acknowledging the current international value of the previously
considered NUP A. spinosa, the United Nations recently decided to declare May 10 as the
International Argan Day, which will be celebrated annually.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Study Area and Target-Plants

The study area of this work covers the island of Crete (Greece), the Mediterranean
coast-Rif of Morocco and Tunisia (whole national territory). The catalogue of the local
endemic plants studied herein (unique floristic elements of these areas thriving nowhere
else) includes 399 taxa (species and subspecies), i.e., 223 single-island local endemic plant
taxa of Crete (Greece) [29], 94 single-region endemic taxa of Rif and the Mediterranean
coast of Morocco, as well as 82 single-country endemic taxa of Tunisia [34].

4.2. Methodological Scheme Applied

In the frame of the MULTI-VAL-END project (ARIMNet2), a group of 13 research
scientists with complementary expertise see [22] from Greece, Morocco and Tunisia have
conducted several workshops and meetings to develop a new methodology for the evalua-
tion of NUPs in the agro-alimentary sector. This scheme was applied to the focal taxa of the
study area. After detailed discussion and examination of the potential advantages and dis-
advantages related the attributes and their possible scoring, the members of the consortium
adopted 19 attributes in total to be used for the evaluation of the targeted single-region
and single-country endemic taxa (n = 399) in the agro-alimentary sector (Table 2). Among
the 19 selected attributes, seven were assessed as sector-specific (Table 2), reflecting explicit
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interest concerning the specific potential of the target taxa in the agro-alimentary sector
(Level I evaluation), while 12 of the attributes were employed as prerequisites of common
interest across various economic sectors (e.g., agro-alimentary, ornamental-horticultural,
medicinal-cosmetics sectors), thus facilitating the sustainable exploitation of the target-taxa
(Level II evaluation) [22].

Up to four types of data sources per attribute were prioritized for the evaluation,
i.e., literature survey, best expert judgment, survey over internet sources and interviews
with elderly people (Supplementary Material S1). In five cases of attributes (food additive
potential, beverage potential, aromatic properties, wild edible greens, and bee attraction),
all four types of sources were used for the evaluation of taxa; in two cases of attributes
(type of aroma and spicy element), three of them were consulted to score each taxon. The
most common data source used was internet survey and best expert judgment. During
the scoring of each attribute in the agro-alimentary sector, the experts of each country
have reviewed and prepared in advance a list of selected data sources per attribute, thus
facilitating the later stages of evaluation.

After consultation with the members of the consortium, the scaling for each attribute
was defined (three-fold to five-fold), and this was based on the quality and quantity of
extant information for every taxon and the concomitant possible score value. The scoring
of each attribute was based on the relevance of the information obtained from the analysis
of existing data. Therefore, one attribute allowed a three-grade scale (3 possible scores);
two attributes were on four-grade scale and four attributes allowed five (5) possible scores
(Table 2).

Through co-creation procedures [22], the directionality of attribute scaling and scoring
values were designated, indicating the interesting and/or desired characteristics and/or
the strong values per attribute for each studied plant taxon. According to best expert
judgment, lower attribute score was always assigned to cases of taxa with an absence
of data, undesired characteristics, and/or absence of values, while higher scores were
assigned to cases of taxa with desired characteristics, and/or very interesting features.
To apply the above-mentioned methodological scheme, three end-users with academic
education (Bachelor and Master of Science) and/or PhD were recruited from the local
academic environments in each country. During tutorials, they consulted the relevant
information per attribute prepared by the task force following the guidelines given, and
they scored independently the target-taxa of the three regions. The scoring procedure was
completed in repetitive detached sessions, considering only one or few related attributes or
one taxon at a time. In this way, all attributes and/or taxa of all three focal regions were
progressively scored. By scoring completion per region, the datasets created were checked
for consistency, and they were revised by the project’s experts.

4.3. Evaluation Levels

Level I evaluation (L-I): At the first level, the agro-alimentary potential of each local
endemic taxon was evaluated using a point scoring system with seven sector-specific
attributes (Table 2). Examples of scoring of taxa along with guidelines and sources con-
sulted are given in Supplementary Material S1. The sum of scorings for all attributes
was calculated and it was expressed as relative percentage (%) of the maximum possible
score that could be generated in the agro-alimentary sector, i.e., sum of maximum scores
for all attributes. To illustrate the most interesting/promising taxa per country for the
agro-alimentary sector, three lists of hierarchically ranked taxa per country were produced
(see Supplementary Material S2).
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Level II evaluation (L-II): The feasibility for the sustainable exploitation of the endemic
plants of Crete (Greece), Mediterranean coast-Rif of Morocco and Tunisia (Level II evaluation,
L-II) is based on 12 attributes described in [22] as prerequisites of common interest across
various economic sectors. Eight of these attributes represent the pre-conditions that should be
met prior to any sustainable exploitation of the target taxa in any economic sector (also in the
agro-alimentary sector), i.e., available initial plant material for propagation as well as species-
specific propagation and cultivation techniques [22]. The remaining four attributes outline
the special plant features and identity elements that could be exploited in product branding
and marketing, thus facilitating trade exclusiveness, i.e., taxon’s endemism or uniqueness,
rarity, extinction risk, and protection statuses [22]. The sum of scorings for all these attributes
outlines the most feasible cases for sustainable exploitation of taxa in an economic sector [22],
thus also applying in the agro-alimentary sector.

Level III evaluation, L-III: The readiness timescale for value chain creation regarding
the focal taxa (Level III evaluation) is based on the SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Oppor-
tunities, Threats) and gap analyses performed in own previous research [22]. In brief, eight
parameters are involved in the evaluations, i.e., feasibility ranking class (L-II), potential
for up-scaling to address commercial demand, availability of propagation material, pos-
sibility to overcome legal restrictions on ABS (in relation to Interest), overview of extant
research (research gaps), estimated attraction of new producers, and retailers, estimated
difficulty for value chain creation, and estimated exploitation of distribution channels [22].
These criteria are applied in each case (focal taxon), and a single characterization is des-
ignated [22]. This evaluation allows determining if the sustainable exploitation in the
agro-alimentary (or other) sector has already been achieved in some cases of taxa, whether
this is indeterminable, or if it is achievable in short-term, medium-term, and long-term [22].

4.4. Statistical Analysis

To explore how the different agro-alimentary attributes and focal taxa are grouped
in each study region, we performed complete linkage hierarchical cluster analyses with 1-
Pearson r distance measure based on the individual scores of each of the endemic taxa for
the seven selected agro-alimentary attributes. This type of analysis is aimed to examine
possible patterns in the studied regions regarding the different dimensions of the agro-
alimentary interest of the focal NUP taxa and how these are discerned or grouped together.

5. Conclusions

This study introduces a new methodological scheme for the multifaceted agro-alimentary
evaluation of NUPs, focusing on 399 unique floristic elements (single-region or single-country
endemic plants) of three Mediterranean regions (Crete, Greece; Mediterranean coast-Rif of
Morocco; Tunisia). Although more research work and stakeholder attention is certainly
needed to unlock the full potential of the evaluated herein local endemic NUPs, this study
produced hierarchical ranking of their agro-alimentary potential and discussed feasibility and
readiness timescale assessments for their sustainable exploitation.

In general, more effective uses of NUPs could support more nutrition-sensitive, re-
silient, and sustainable agro-alimentary systems. However, coordinated action, as well as
basic and applied research, is needed to address many challenges such as domestication
and ex-situ conservation concerns, breeding issues, poor consumer appeal, non-extant mar-
ket niches or low market prices, unknown or difficult agro-processing, and compromised
in-situ conservation of these NUPs [40,41], as these are often threatened by habitat degra-
dation and human activities [12,32,33]. Yet, NUPs can help to increase the diversification of
food production, adding new species to our diets with beneficial properties. To introduce
local endemic NUPS in the agro-alimentary sector, the development of species-specific
propagation and cultivation techniques is indispensable, improved cultivars should be
aimed for in the future, and the development of new products that are able to attract
stakeholders and extant distribution channels are required.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10091770/s1, S1: Level I evaluation examples in the agro-alimentary sector related
to local endemic plants of Crete, Greece (223 taxa), Mediterranean coast-Rif of Morocco (94 taxa)
and Tunisia (92 taxa) with explanations, guidelines, data sources used, and scoring per attribute. S2:
Hierarchically arranged percentages (%) of the maximum possible scores achieved regarding the
agro-alimentary potential of the local endemic plants of Crete, Rif-Mediterranean coast of Morocco
and Tunisia indicating blue cell cases (>70%), green cell cases (>55–70%), yellow cell cases (>50–55%),
grey cell cases (>35–50%) and no colour cases (<35%) in combination with Level II (Sustainable
exploitation feasibility) and Level III (Readiness timescale for sustainable exploitation) multifaceted
evaluations [22].
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Abstract: Improving drought stress tolerance of soybean could be an effective way to minimize
the yield reduction in the drought prevailing regions. Identification of drought tolerance-related
quantitative trait loci (QTLs) is useful to facilitate the development of stress-tolerant varieties. This
study aimed to identify the QTLs for drought tolerance in soybean using a recombinant inbred line
(RIL) population developed from the cross between a drought-tolerant ‘PI416937’ and a susceptible
‘Cheonsang’ cultivar. Phenotyping was done with a weighted drought coefficient derived from
the vegetative and reproductive traits. The genetic map was constructed using 2648 polymorphic
SNP markers that distributed on 20 chromosomes with a mean genetic distance of 1.36 cM between
markers. A total of 10 QTLs with 3.52–4.7 logarithm of odds value accounting for up to 12.9%
phenotypic variance were identified on seven chromosomes. Five chromosomes—2, 7, 10, 14, and
20—contained one QTL each, and chromosomes 1 and 19 harbored two and three QTLs, respectively.
The chromosomal locations of seven QTLs overlapped or located close to the related QTLs and/or
potential candidate genes reported earlier. The QTLs and closely linked markers could be utilized in
maker-assisted selection to accelerate the breeding for drought tolerance in soybean.

Keywords: candidate gene; quantitative trait locus; recombinant inbred line; soybean drought
tolerance; weighted drought coefficient

1. Introduction

Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr.) is one of the major commodity crops worldwide for
food and feed sources (http://faostat.fao.org/). Increment in the production of major crops
is crucial for global food security. However, the yield of many crops, including soybean,
is challenged by global climate change [? ]. Climate changes exacerbate the incidence of
extreme weather patterns, such as erratic rainfall, elevated temperature, and the consequent
drought stress, causing significant reductions in crop production [? ]. Drought stress is
a major abiotic stress that may cause more than 50% yield reduction in soybean [? ].
Sensitivity of soybean plants to drought stress affects the global soybean yield because
nearly 41% of the world’s land is dryland [? ], and unpredictable climatic variability,
including increased drought events, is experienced in many parts [? ? ]. Although the
negative influence of drought on soybean depends on the severity, duration, and timing
of the stress about the growth stage, the most susceptible stage to drought stress is the
reproductive stage [? ? ]. Therefore, acquisition of genetic information on drought tolerance
at the reproductive stages of soybean is of great importance.
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Low soil water availability brings several physiological and biochemical changes
in soybean plants that may induce a wide range of injury symptoms, such as reduced
photosynthesis [? ? ], increased oxidative stress [? ], and alterations in metabolism [? ].
These changes are reflected in various visible traits, including reduced plant height, the
number of nodes, branches and pods, biomass, and leaf area in soybean [? ? ? ]. As drought
tolerance is a complex quantitative trait controlled by multiple genes [? ], it can be expected
that several traits and loci are associated with the ability to tolerate water-deficit stress
in soybean. Therefore, the quantitative trait locus (QTL) studies for drought tolerance
comprising traits like plant height, the number of nodes, branches and pods, biomass, and
leaf area could be of high significance.

Identification of the genomic regions associated with drought tolerance can help
accelerate soybean genetic research and varietal improvement. A few linkage mapping
studies have been carried out to identify QTLs related to drought tolerance in soybean
considering different traits. For instance, QTLs have been detected using seed yield
and drought susceptibility [? ], leaf wilting coefficient, excised leaf water loss, relative
water content and seed yield [? ], the conditioning of fibrous roots that is related to
drought avoidance [? ], water use efficiency and leaf ash [? ? ], beta and carbon isotope
discrimination [? ], canopy wilting [? ], and plant height and seed yield [? ]. Recently, Wang
et al. [? ] used a genome-wide association study to identify QTL for drought tolerance
considering the relative plant height and plant weight.

One of the major limiting factors in the genetic study of drought tolerance was the
availability of low-density markers, thereby reducing the efficiency and accuracy of QTL
mapping. However, the rapid development of sequencing techniques has provided power-
ful tools like single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping, enabling the development
of the highest map resolution compared to other marker systems [? ? ]. SNP markers have
been used to discover QTL in many crops, including rice, maize, wheat, soybean, canola,
barley, sugar beet, and cowpea [? ]. Similarly, selection and measurements of relevant
traits are equally important to precisely identify QTLs for stress tolerance. In this study,
we considered a few vegetative as well as reproductive traits, such as plant height (PH),
the number of nodes on the main stem (NN), branches (BN) and pods (PN), biomass (BM),
and leaf area (LA) for phenotyping and SNP markers for genotyping the RIL population
to identify QTL for drought tolerance. As these six traits are regarded as highly affected
traits due to drought stress [? ? ? ], this study provides valuable information on genetic
understanding and breeding for drought tolerance in soybean.

2. Results

2.1. Soil Moisture Content

The soil moisture content of the control and treatment plots differed across three
years according to the irrigation applied to the plots. On average, the control plots had
10–13% and the drought treatment plots had 3–10% soil moisture content. In 2017, the
control plot showed an average of 11% and the treated plot showed an average of 7% soil
moisture content. In 2018, the soil moisture content was 12.7 and 9.7% in the control and
drought-treated plots, respectively. Similarly, the control plot showed 10% and the treated
plot showed 3% moisture content in 2019.

2.2. Phenotypic Analysis of The Parents and 140 RILs

The drought-tolerant parent ‘PI416937’ had consistently higher weighted drought
coefficient (WDC) than the susceptible parent ‘Cheonsang’ for all three combinations of
traits (Table ??). The mean WDC, calculated using two, three, and six traits, of ‘PI416937’
was 0.76, 0.80, and 0.79 and that of ‘Cheonsang’ was 0.42, 0.52, and 0.57, respectively. The
highest WDC for ‘PI416937’ and ‘Cheonsang’ was found in 2019 and 2018, respectively. On
the other hand, the highest WDC for the RILs was found in 2017. RIL distribution for WDC
over three years showed normal distribution with transgressive segregation (Figure ??).
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Figure 1. Frequencies in recombinant inbred line number for weighted drought coefficient (WDC) from 2017 to 2019. Ch
and PI next to the inverted arrow (↓) with WDC value inside parentheses are abbreviated for the parents ‘Cheonsang’ and
‘PI416937’, respectively. The values in the parentheses after WDC indicate the number of traits considered to calculate WDC:
2 (biomass and leaf area), 3 (plant height, biomass, and leaf area), and 6 (plant height, node number, branch number, pod
number, biomass, and leaf area).
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Table 1. Weighted drought coefficient (WDC) of the parents and recombinant inbred lines (RILs) for
three years (2017–2019) and their mean.

Trait Year
Parents RILs

PI416937 Cheonsang Mean Range

WDC (2) 2017 0.71 0.28 0.73 0.12–2.16
2018 0.65 0.53 0.57 0.23–1.01
2019 0.90 0.45 0.56 0.23–1.04

Mean 1 0.76 0.42 0.62 0.12–1.04
WDC (3) 2017 0.78 0.43 0.77 0.32–1.87

2018 0.76 0.62 0.65 0.36–0.99
2019 0.86 0.51 0.62 0.31–1.02

Mean 0.80 0.52 0.68 0.31–1.87
WDC (6) 2017 0.76 0.45 0.86 0.22–3.06

2018 0.78 0.63 0.67 0.38–1.01
2019 0.82 0.62 0.70 0.33–1.15

Mean 0.79 0.57 0.74 0.22–3.06
1 Average value of three years. The values in the parentheses after WDC indicate the number of traits considered
to calculate WDC: 2 (biomass and leaf area), 3 (plant height, biomass, and leaf area), and 6 (plant height, node
number, branch number, pod number, biomass, and leaf area).

2.3. Linkage Mapping and QTL Analysis

The 19,259 polymorphic markers were binned (segregation distortion p < 0.001 and
missing data with >15%) to eliminate the redundant markers. After binning, 2702 markers
remained, out of which 54 markers with high map intervals and recombination frequencies
were also eliminated. The 54 removed markers had as high as 63.34 cM map intervals
and/or 0.6712 recombination frequencies. A total of 2648 SNPs were used to construct the
linkage maps of 20 chromosomes (Supplementary Table S1) and QTL analysis. The total
linkage maps spanned 3608.4 cM with a mean of 1.36 cM between markers. Chromosomes
13 (262.44 cM) and 15 (145.71 cM) had the largest and shortest linkage maps, respectively.

A total of 10 QTLs with a range of 3.52 to 4.71 LOD and 8.1 to 12.9% PVE were
identified on seven chromosomes (1, 2, 7, 10, 14, 19, and 20). One QTL was found on
five chromosomes 2, 7, 10, 14, and 20; two QTLs on chromosome 1; and three QTLs on
chromosome 19 (Figure ?? and Table ??). Five QTLs—qWDC2-1, qWDC7-1, qWDC10-1,
qWDC19-1, and qWDC19-2 were detected on the different combinations of traits. These
QTLs were considered to be stable QTLs for drought tolerance. Interestingly, qWDC7-1
was detected on all three combinations of traits. qWDC2-1 (LOD = 4.68, PVE = 10.6%),
qWDC7-1 (LOD = 4.44, PVE = 10.3%), and qWDC19-2 (LOD = 4.57, PVE = 10.3%) which
were identified on more than two trait combinations and had more than 10% PVE were
considered to be stable and major QTL accounting for drought tolerance.

2.4. Candidate Gene Prediction

The potential candidate genes that resided within 200 kb of the QTLs were searched
in Soybase (www.soybase.org, accessed on 20 April 2021), NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/, accessed on 20 April 2021), and Phytozyme (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov,
accessed on 20 April 2021).Twelve potential candidate genes were found within the 200 kb
of the QTL regions (Table ??). Four genes—Glyma07g10321, Glyma07g10340, Glyma07g10440,
and Glyma07g11470—reside in one of the major stable QTL qWDC7-1. They are related to
myeloblastosis (MYB) transcription factor family, a leucine-rich repeat receptor-like protein
kinase, calmodulin binding protein-like, and mitogen-activated protein kinase, respectively.
Gene Glyma01g04710 is related to glutathione S-transferase (GST). A few genes, such as
Glyma19g33750, Glyma19g34210, and Glyma20g22311 are found to be directly associated
with a stress response.
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Figure 2. Positions of the QTLs for drought tolerance on seven chromosomes (Ch). q: QTL, WDC: weighted drought
coefficient. In the QTL names, the first number in the parentheses after WDC represents the number of traits considered to
calculate WDC (black, red, and green for 2, 3, and 6 traits, respectively; the second number is for chromosome name; the
number after a dash (-) represents the sequential number of the marker on the linkage map; and mean denotes the average
value of the traits in different years (2017–2019). The lines inside the chromosomes represent the position of markers used to
construct the linkage map. The colored bars indicate the QTL regions. The scaled numbers next to chromosomes indicate
the genetic length (cM) of the chromosome.
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Table 3. Potential candidate genes related to stress tolerance that resided within 200 kb of the QTL regions.

SN Gene Name Physical Location (bp) QTL Gene Description

1 Glyma01g04710 4,323,774–4,325,439 qWDC1-1 Glutathione S-transferase, GST, Superfamily,
GST domain containing

2 Glyma01g04750 4,367,349–4,370,072 qWDC1-1 Molecular chaperone (DnaJ superfamily)
3 Glyma01g09515 11,687,515–11,688,465 qWDC1-2 Growth factor activity
4 Glyma07g10321 8,632,573–8,633,965 qWDC7-1 MYB-like DNA-binding protein MYB

5 Glyma07g10340 8,640,435–8,642,843 qWDC7-1 Leucine-rich repeat receptor-like
protein kinase

6 Glyma07g10440 8,726,024–8,730,618 qWDC7-1 Calmodulin-binding protein-like
7 Glyma07g11470 9,651,174–9,657,518 qWDC7-1 Mitogen-activated protein kinase
8 Glyma19g33650 41,237,434–41,241,804 qWDC19-1 Glutathione peroxidase
9 Glyma19g33750 41,345,217–41,346,003 qWDC19-1 Salt stress response/antifungal

10 Glyma19g34210 41,826,839–41,830,086 qWDC19-1 Heat shock transcription factor
11 Glyma19g34550 42,144,502–42,144,657 qWDC19-1 Golgi SNARE Bet1-related
12 Glyma20g22311 32,330,953–32,332,259 qWDC20-1 Stress responsive protein

The name and description of the drought stress-related potential candidate genes were searched in Soybase (www.soybase.org), NCBI
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), and Phytozyme (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov).

3. Discussion

The drought tolerance mechanism in plants is highly complex and is an outcome of
complicated networks of multiple genes. Various physiological and biochemical alterations,
due to drought stress, have been identified in soybean plants [? ? ? ? ] that may visibly
reflect in traits like PH, NN, BN, PN, BM, and LA [? ? ? ]. Qi et al. [? ] found a significant
correlation between comprehensive drought resistance coefficient and WDC which was
calculated by considering 35 morphological, physiological, and biochemical indicators
including plant height and aboveground dry weight (biomass), which were also considered
in the present study. These two traits (plant height and aboveground dry weight (biomass)
incorporated in the previous report [? ] were significantly correlated with other traits
considered in the present study. As most of these six traits were significantly correlated
(Supplementary Table S2), an integrated parameter WDC, derived from these traits, could
appropriately represent them whilst analyzing the QTL for drought tolerance. Similarly,
positive correlations of the number of nodes and pods with seed yield [? ] as well as
the associations of leaf area distribution with biomass and thereby with the number of
pods, seed number, and seed yield [? ] have been reported in soybean under low water
availability, indicating the potential application of the QTL results of the present study in
the soybean seed yield under drought condition.

The consistently higher WDC (Table ??) value of ‘PI416937’ than that of ‘Cheonsang’
over three years showed the former parent is better drought-tolerant than the latter one.
Wide range and continuous variations in WDC value of RILs across different environments
(year) indicated a quantitative nature of WDC, suggesting the appropriateness of choosing
these parents to develop the RIL population for QTL analysis. The transgressive segregation
of the genotypes having WDC beyond either parent could be exploited in breeding for
drought tolerance [? ]. Although high broad-sense heritabilities for six traits were observed
in individual years (up to 0.90), the mean year data showed relatively low heritability (up to
0.42) (Supplementary Table S3), suggesting a substantial influence of growing environment
on the traits. The highly significant (p < 0.0001) genotype × year interaction also indicated
the major influence of environment on the traits (Supplementary Table S4).

The chromosomal locations of seven QTLs identified in this study overlapped or
positioned adjacent to related QTLs and/or potential candidate genes reported earlier,
whereas two QTLs (qWDC1-1 and qWDC1-2) on chromosome 1 and one QTL (qWDC19-3)
on chromosome 19 were new. qWDC2-1 was located nearby Satt266 (< 260 kb) that linked
to a QTL for canopy wilting [? ]. Another QTL MPW2.2 (Gm02_14594196) for drought
tolerance [? ] was also located near to (< 33 kb) qWDC2-1. qWDC7-1 was overlapped its
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position with the QTLs qPH28-M-1 and qPH-B2-1 for plant height [? ? ] and the QTL
qPN-M-1 for pod number [? ]. qWDC10-1 was colocalized the physical position with the
QTLs MPW10.5 (Gm10_38212261) for drought tolerance [? ], qPH49-O-1 for plant height [?
], and qPN-O-1 for pod number [? ]. A QTL qPH-B2-1 for plant height [? ] located within
300 kb from qWDC14-1 identified on chromosome 14. qWDC19-1 and qWDC19-2 were
colocalized with the QTLs qPH07-L-1 and qPH-L-2, respectively, for plant height [? ? ] and
qPN-L-1 for pod number [? ], and located within the QTL MPH19.2 for drought tolerance [?
]. Similarly, the QTL qWDC20-1 on chromosome 20 was overlapped with a QTL qPN-I-1 for
pod number [? ].

Several biochemical mechanisms and genes might be involved in stress tolerance in
soybean [? ]. Glyma01g04710 related to GST was found to be resided in the QTL qWDC1-1.
GSTs play multiple roles in plants including drought stress response in Arabidopsis [? ],
rice [? ], and soybean [? ]. Over-expression of a GST gene, GsGST, from wild soybean
(Glycine soja) enhances drought and salt tolerance in transgenic tobacco [? ]. Overexpression
of soybean BiP (binding protein), a molecular chaperon, similar to Glyma01g04750 in QTL
qWDC1-1, can enhance drought tolerance in soybean [? ].

The products of four genes—Glyma07g10321, Glyma07g10340, Glyma07g10440, and
Glyma07g11470—in the QTL region of chromosome 7 are related to the regulation of
drought stress in soybean and other plants. For instance, Arabidopsis calmodulin-binding
transcription factor CAMTA1 is involved in drought stress response [? ]. GmMYB84, a
novel MYB confers drought tolerance in soybean [? ]. Overexpression of the leucine-rich
receptor-like kinase gene LRK2 increases drought tolerance and tiller number in rice [? ].
Expression of a truncated ERECTA (a gene family encoding leucine-rich repeat receptor-like
kinase) protein modified the growth and abiotic stress tolerance in soybean [? ]. Morever,
mitogen-activated protein kinase positively regulates drought stress in tomato [? ].

In the QTL region of chromosome 19, four candidate genes were found. Glyma19g33750
is associated with salt stress response and Glyma19g34210 is related to a heat shock tran-
scription factor. The other two genes—Glyma19g33650 and Glyma19g34550—are linked
with glutathione peroxidase and Golgi SNARE Bet1-related, respectively. Heat stress
transcription factors play a crucial role in plants’ response to several abiotic stresses by
regulating the expression of stress-responsive genes, such as heat shock proteins [? ].
Overexpression of a glutathione peroxidase 5 (RcGPX5) gene increases drought tolerance in
Salvia miltiorrhiza [? ]. Furthermore, reactive oxygen species scavenging activities, including
glutathione peroxidase, increased in soybean plants and were positively correlated with
seed yield under drought stress [? ]. Similarly, SNAREs are found to play a role in plant
drought tolerance [? ].

The QTLs for drought tolerance, which were identified considering up to six traits,
were either colocalized or positioned adjacent to the previously reported QTLs and/or
potential candidate genes associated with stresses and/or the traits of consideration. It
increased the reliability of the QTL and the results could provide a valuable reference for
the molecular marker-assisted selection and further fine-mapping of genes for drought
tolerance.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Material and Growing Conditions

A RIL population developed through the single seed descent method from a cross
between a drought-tolerant ‘PI416937’ and susceptible ‘Cheonsang’ cultivar was used to
analyze the QTL for drought tolerance. The parents and 140 RILs of F6:7, F6:8, and F6:9
were grown in plastic houses at the Department of Southern Area Crop Science, Daegu
(35◦54′24′′ N 128◦26′51′′ E) in 2017 and Miryang (35◦29′32′′ N 128◦44′35′′ E), Korea in 2018
and 2019. The plastic house was a kind of rain shelter with the ambient environmental
condition. Soybean seedlings were grown in the seedling-growing plastic trays and then
healthy uniform seedlings at the first trifoliate stage (V1) were transplanted in the plastic
houses. Three to five plants of each genotype were transplanted in the plastic house at
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30 cm row to row and plant to plant distance in two replications for control and drought
stress each. Irrigation was applied through drip irrigation and drought stress was imposed
from the V4 to R4 stages by withholding irrigation during the period. The plants in the
control plots were regularly irrigated to avoid drought stress.

4.2. Measurement of Soil Moisture Content

The soil moisture content of the control and drought-stressed plots was measured
using a soil moisture meter (TDR 300, Spectrum Technologies, Plainfield, IL, USA).

4.3. Measurement of Traits and Phenotyping

The plant height, number of nodes and branches on the main stem, number of pods,
and leaf area were measured at the R6 stage, whereas the biomass (including seeds) was
measured when plant was harvested at the R8 stage. The traits were measured in three to
five plants of each replication. Leaf area was measured using the Easy Leaf Area software [?
].

Each of drought coefficient (DC) value of six traits was calculated as the ratio of
individual trait under the drought to control conditions as shown in the equation below.

DC = TraitDrought/TraitControl

The weighted drought coefficient (WDC) was calculated as follows [? ]. This is
one of the methods of comprehensive evaluation of drought tolerance in soybean that
were identified from eight yield-related agronomic traits, and rigorous studies of different
evaluation methods by establishing a relative correlation with the traits.

WDC =
n

∑
i=1

[DC × (|ri| ÷
n

∑
i=1

|ri|)]

where DC is mean drought coefficient of the traits considered, r is the correlation coefficient
of the mean DC of the traits considered and the DC of individual traits.

The QTLs for drought tolerance were analyzed by considering the WDC values
calculated from the combination of two (biomass and leaf area), three (plant height, biomass,
and leaf area), and six (plant height, number of nodes, number of branches, number of
pods, biomass, and leaf area) traits.

4.4. DNA Extraction and Genotyping

Genomic DNA was extracted from the young trifoliate leaves using a kit (ExgeneTM

Plant SV Miniprep Kit, GeneAll, Seoul, Korea) as described in a previous report [? ]. The
parents and RILs were genotyped using a 180K Axiom® SoyaSNP array [? ].

4.5. Construction of Linkage Map and QTL Analysis

The polymorphic markers between the parents were separated from the 180K SNPs
and subjected to screen for redundancy. In the genetic study, the redundant markers can
make no additional information because they have identical segregation in the genetic
population and show clustering at one genetic position in the linkage map construction [?
]. Therefore, the redundant markers were separated out using the Bin function before the
linkage map construction using the Map function in IciMapping V4.1 [? ]. The algorithms
set for the Bin function were as follows: significant distortion of p < 0.001 and missing
data with >15%. The linkage map was constructed using the Kosambi mapping function
following the manufacturer’s instruction with the adjusted parameters: grouping by 3.0
logarithm of odds (LOD) threshold, ordering by nnTwoOpt, and rippling by the sum of
adjacent recombination fractions. The SNPs with high map intervals and recombination
frequencies were further removed.

QTLs were analyzed with the composite interval mapping (CIM) using QTL Car-
tographer V2.5 (available at https://brcwebportal.cos.ncsu.edu/qtlcart/WQTLCart.htm,
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5 March 2021) following the manufacturer’s instructions with adjusted parameters: Model
6, forward and backward regression, walk speed of 1.0 cM, and putative QTL with a win-
dow size of 10 cM. The number of control markers was 5, which was a default parameter.
The LOD threshold for each trait was determined using a 1000 permutation test at p < 0.05.
After the completion of the analysis, the QTL information was extracted by adjusting a
minimum of 10 cM between QTL and 2-LOD support intervals. The graphical presentation
of linkage maps with QTLs was done using MapChart 2.32 [? ].

The QTLs were named by combing abbreviated letters q for QTL and WDC for
weighted drought coefficient followed by the name of chromosome and nth QTL on the
chromosome. For instance, qWDC1-2 denotes the second QTL identified on chromosome 1.

4.6. Potential Candidate Genes Prediction

Potential candidate genes were searched within 200 kb regions of QTLs. The genes,
which were directly linked to drought stress response and/or associated with the stress,
were considered candidate genes. The name and function of drought stress-related potential
candidate genes that resided in the QTLs were searched in Soybase (www.soybase.org),
NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), and Phytozyme (https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov).
The Glyma1.1 gene version was used to collect the gene information.

4.7. Data Analysis

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Pearson’s correlation were calculated in SAS9.4
using PROC GLM and PROC CORR, respectively. Broad-sense heritability (h2) was deter-
mined as the ratio of genotypic variance (σ2

G) to phenotypic variance (σ2
P) as described

earlier [? ]. The genotypic variance (σ2
G) component was estimated as: M3−M2/rY where

M3 is the mean square of genotype, M2 is the mean square of genotype × year, r is the
number of replications, and Y is the number of years. The phenotypic variance (σ2

P) com-
ponent was estimated using the equation σ2

P = σ2
G + σ2

GY/Y + σ2
e/rY where σ2

GY and σ2
e

are the components of genotype × year and error variances, respectively. The component
of genotype × year variance (σ2

GY) was estimated as: M2−M1/r where M1 is the mean
square of error (σ2

e).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/plants10091816/s1, Table S1: Marker distribution and length of linkage maps of 20 chromo-
somes, Table S2: Correlation between different traits under control and drought conditions, Table S3:
Plant height (PH), number of nodes on main stem (NN), number of branches on main stem (BN),
number of pods (PN), biomass (BM), and leaf area (LA) under the control (C) and drought (D) in
three years, Table S4: Analysis of variance for plant height, number of nodes and branched in main
stem, number of pods, biomass, and leaf area of the recombinant inbred line (RIL) population derived
from a drought-tolerant ‘PI416937’ and susceptible ‘Cheonsang’ parents.
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Abstract: Global climate change and associated adverse abiotic and biotic stress conditions affect
plant growth and development, and agricultural sustainability in general. Abiotic and biotic stresses
reduce respiration and associated energy generation in mitochondria, resulting in the elevated
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which are employed to transmit cellular signaling
information in response to the changing conditions. Excessive ROS accumulation can contribute
to cell damage and death. Production of the non-protein amino acid γ-aminobutyrate (GABA)
is also stimulated, resulting in partial restoration of respiratory processes and energy production.
Accumulated GABA can bind directly to the aluminum-activated malate transporter and the guard
cell outward rectifying K+ channel, thereby improving drought and hypoxia tolerance, respectively.
Genetic manipulation of GABA metabolism and receptors, respectively, reveal positive relationships
between GABA levels and abiotic/biotic stress tolerance, and between malate efflux from the root
and heavy metal tolerance. The application of exogenous GABA is associated with lower ROS levels,
enhanced membrane stability, changes in the levels of non-enzymatic and enzymatic antioxidants, and
crosstalk among phytohormones. Exogenous GABA may be an effective and sustainable tolerance
strategy against multiple stresses under field conditions.

Keywords: abiotic stress; antioxidants; biostimulants; biotic stress; GABA; metabolism; phytohor-
mones; reactive oxygen species; signaling; tricarboxylic acid cycle

1. Introduction

The world population is predicted to be 9–10 billion people by 2050, so that a 60−110%
increase in global food production will be required as more marginal lands are being
used for agricultural purposes [1]. Furthermore, at the current rate of global warming,
the temperature is projected to increase by 1.5−2.4 ◦C [2]. With a 1.5 ◦C increase, heavy
precipitation and associated flooding will intensify and be more frequent in most regions
of Africa, Asia, North America and Europe. Additionally, more frequent and/or severe
droughts will occur in a few regions on all continents except Asia. With further global
warming, every region is projected to increasingly experience concurrent and multiple
climatic changes (e.g., salinity, O2 deprivation, acidity, heavy metals), which will adversely
affect plant growth and development. These changing climatic conditions could facilitate
the geographic expansion and aggressiveness of phytopathogens and modify host suscep-
tibility [3]. Therefore, it is imperative to develop crop production systems that are more
sustainable under stress conditions [4].

Under extreme environments, the overaccumulation of oxygen radicals and their
derivatives (e.g., superoxide anion, O2

•−, hydroxyl radical, •OH; singlet oxygen, 1O2;
hydrogen peroxide, H2O2), known as reactive oxygen species (ROS), can lead to cellular
damage, programmed cell death and lower plant productivity [5]. ROS are formed in
many plant cell compartments, including chloroplasts, mitochondria, peroxisomes and
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plasma membrane. An optimum level of ROS is generally maintained by antioxidant
defenses, so that a signal is transmitted to the nucleus through redox reactions, using the
mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway in a variety of cellular mechanisms, to increase
tolerance against diverse abiotic stresses [6].

There is considerable interest in improving stress tolerance using breeding and genetic
engineering approaches, and exogenous application of natural compounds, including pri-
mary and secondary metabolites [4]. γ-Aminobutyrate (GABA) is a ubiquitous four-carbon,
non-proteinogenic amino acid, which functions as both metabolite and signal in response
to abiotic and biotic stresses [7–23]. The GABA shunt involves the activity of evolutionary-
conserved enzymes that bypass two steps of the mitochondrial tricarboxylic acid cycle
(TCAC), partially restore the stress-induced changes in respiratory processes, and alleviate
oxidative injury. In addition, GABA accumulated during stress can bind directly to the
aluminum-activated malate transporter (ALMT) and the guard cell outward rectifying
K+ (GORK) channel, thereby improving stress tolerance. Under acidic conditions, heavy
metals activate malate efflux via root ALMT, resulting in heavy metal-malate complexes
that are not readily absorbed [13].

Here, we review the pathways for, and the compartmentation of, GABA metabolism in
plants, identifying some key gaps in our knowledge of the mechanisms involved, and then
discuss stress-induced changes in flux, energy generation, redox balance and ROS. Second,
we review evidence for GABA signaling in roots and stomata, and then discuss how the
accumulation of GABA can influence K+ and malate efflux, resulting in hypoxia, drought
or aluminum tolerance. Third, we discuss the improvement of biotic stress resistance by the
genetic enhancement of endogenous GABA. Finally, we discuss the improvement of abiotic
stress tolerance using exogenous GABA to promote GABA, antioxidant, phytohormone
and secondary pathways. These findings suggest that GABA application could be an
appropriate treatment for dealing with different or simultaneous stresses in a field setting.

2. GABA Metabolism and Its Response to Abiotic Stress

2.1. Pathways and Compartmentation

Figure 1 shows an updated model of the metabolic and signaling pathways for GABA
in plants, emphasizing vegetative organs. The model is based primarily on research with
Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh., but where necessary, supporting evidence from other model
plant systems such as petunia (Petunia x hybrida Juss.), tobacco (Nicotiana tabaccum L.),
soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.), rice (Oryza sativa L.),
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and corn (Zea mays L.) is mentioned in this article [8,13,14,16].
While the interaction of the GABA shunt (i.e., cytosolic glutamate (Glu) decarboxylase
(GAD), mitochondrial GABA transaminase (GABA-T), and mitochondrial succinic semi-
aldehyde (SSA) dehydrogenase (SSADH)) with the TCAC may be considered the central
feature of this model, there is increasing evidence for the involvement of several branch
pathways in the homeostasis of cellular GABA [17–19].

2.1.1. Biosynthesis of GABA from Glutamate, Polyamines or Proline

GAD is the direct source of GABA in the cytosol [24–28] (Figure 1). It is irreversible,
pyridoxal 5′-phosphate-dependent, specific for L-Glu (Kms for various plant GADs range
from 3 to 32 mM), and maximally active at approximately pH 5.8 [15]. Many plant GADs
possess a C-terminal domain that binds the Ca2+/calmodulin (CaM) complex, thereby
activating GAD activity at neutral pH [15,29–35]. Arabidopsis has five GAD genes in total,
but only AtGAD1,2,4 possess the C-terminal domain [15,16]. Thus, stress-induced increases
in cytosolic Ca2+/CaM complexation or H+ can activate/stimulate GAD activity [9,36–38].
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Figure 1. Model for stress-mediated GABA metabolism and signaling in Arabidopsis. The black
ovals and blue squares represent important metabolites and enzymes/transporters, respectively, in
the GABA shunt. Steps lacking convincing experimental support are shown as dashed lines. The
orange squares represent enzymes/transporters that potentially link the tricarboxylic acid cycle back
to the GABA shunt, the yellow squares represent transporters that link the GABA shunt to other
pathways and organelles, and the red squares represent enzymes catalyzing the detoxification of
SSA. The yellow ovals represent recently−identified transporters that are potentially regulated by
GABA. Abbreviations: Ac−CoA, acetyl−CoA; Ala, alanine; ALMT, aluminum−activated malate
transporter; Arg, arginine; Asp, aspartate; CAT, cationic amino acid transporter; Cit, citrate; DIT,
dicarboxylate translocator; DTC, dicarboxylate/tricarboxylate carrier; GABA, γ−aminobutyrate;
GABA−T, GABA transaminase; GABP, GABA permease; GAD, glutamate decarboxylase; GDH,
glutamate dehydrogenase; GHB, γ−hydroxybutyrate; Gln, glutamine; Glu, glutamate; SSR, suc-
cinic semialdehyde reductase; Isocit, isocitrate; OAA, oxaloacetate; 2−OG, 2−oxoglutarate; OMT,
2−oxoglutarate/malate translocator; Pro, proline; Put, putrescine; Pyr, pyruvate; Spd, spermidine;
Spm, spermine; Succ, succinate; SSA, succinic semialdehyde; SSADH; succinic semialdehyde dehy-
drogenase; UCP, uncoupling protein. Additional enzymes are indicated as numbers: 1, glutamine
synthetase; 2, ferredoxin−dependent glutamate synthase; 3, pyruvate dehydrogenase complex;
4, aconitase; 5, isocitrate dehydrogenase; 6, glutamate:oxaloacetate (aspartate) transaminase or gluta-
mate:pyruvate (alanine) transaminase; 7, 2−oxoglutarate dehydrogenase and succinyl−CoA ligase;
8, malate dehydrogenase; 9, aspartate transaminase; 10, urea cycle; 11, arginine decarboxylase,
agmatine iminohydrolase and N−carbamoylputrescine amidohydrolase; 12, copper amine oxidase
and aldehyde dehydrogenase 10A8; 13, Δ1−pyrroline-5−carboxylate synthetase and Δ1− pyrolline-
5−carboxylate reductase; 14, spontaneous decarboxylation of proline to pyrrolidin−1−yl, which is
easily converted to Δ1−pyrroline/4−aminobutanal and then GABA via aldehyde dehydrogenase
(ALDH10A8); 15, polyamine oxidase (PAO2−4); 16, polyamine oxidase (PAO2,3); 17, uncertain cop-
per amine oxidase and aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH10A9); 18, proline transporter (PROT1,2,3)
or GABA transporter (GAT1) (modified from [17]). Important Arabidopsis thaliana gene names and
identifiers are given in Supplementary Table S1.

The GABA level in the roots of the Arabidopsis atgad1 mutant is 15% of the wild-type
(WT), but the Glu level increases [39]. The GABA level in the shoot of the atgad2 mutant
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is less than 25% of that in the WT, but the level in the roots is unaffected [40]. In contrast,
the GABA level in the atgad4 mutant is unaffected, compared to the WT [41]. Transgenic
tobacco plants overexpressing a mutant petunia GAD lacking the autoinhibitory domain
(GADΔC) exhibit severe morphological abnormalities, such as short stems, with high GABA
and low Glu levels (18 and 8 mol% of total free amino acids, respectively, vs. 9 and 38% in
the WT), as well as flowers that do not form pollen and abscise prematurely [29]. Notably,
McLean et al. [42] have identified transgenic tobacco plants overexpressing NtGADΔC and
exhibiting a normal phenotype, while the GABA levels are approximately 3-fold higher
than in the WT.

Cytosolic GABA may also be derived indirectly from the metabolism of polyamines
(PA) in organelles [43,44] (Figure 1). In Arabidopsis, the primary PA, putrescine (Put), is gen-
erated from the secondary PA, spermidine (Spd), and the tertiary PA, spermine (Spm), via
FAD-dependent PA oxidases (PAO) in the peroxisome [45]. Put is produced in the plastid
from arginine via arginine decarboxylase, agmatine imidohydrolase and carbamoylpu-
trescine amidohydrolase [17,44]. 4-Aminobutanal (ABAL) can be derived in the peroxisome
from both Spd and Put via two copper-dependent diamine oxidase activities (AtCuAOα3
and AtCuAOζ based on the terminology in Tavladoraki et al. [46]) [47]. Terminal oxidation
of Put in the plastid requires a plastidial CuAO, likely with a preference for diamines as
substrates [17].

Early support for the existence of ABAL/pyrroline dehydrogenase in plants is avail-
able from the production of radiolabeled GABA from exogenously supplied radiolabeled
Put, and the suppression of GABA production by the addition of aminoguanidine, a
CuAO inhibitor [44,48]. More recent research demonstrated the conversion of ABAL
into GABA via ABAL/pyrroline dehydrogenase activities (plastidial AtALDH10A8 and
peroxisomal AtALDH10A9) [49,50]. Both AtALDH10A8 and AtALDH10A9 have strong
alkaline pH optima, are NAD-dependent and use ABAL, as well as 3-aminopropanal and
γ-trimethylaminobutyraldehyde (all with Kms in the low micromolar range) as substrates
to produce GABA, β-alanine and γ-butyrobetaine, respectively [50,51]. They are also prone
to substrate inhibition. ataldh10A8,9 seedlings are phenotypically normal, and the GABA
and Glu levels are similar across the mutants and WT [50].

Proline is another potential indirect source of cytosolic GABA [52]. It is derived in
the plastid/cytosol from Glu via NADP-dependent Δ1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase
and NADP-dependent Δ1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase [53]. Proline reacts with a
hydroxyl radical, resulting in H–abstraction from the amine group, then spontaneous
decarboxylation of proline and formation of pyrrolidin-1-yl [52]. Pyrrolidin-1-yl can
easily be converted to Δ1–pyrroline/ABAL and oxidized to GABA via ABAL/pyrroline
dehydrogenase activity. To date, there is no direct evidence for the contribution of proline
to GABA production in planta.

2.1.2. Conversion of GABA to Succinate or γ-Hydroxybutyrate

The mitochondrial-localized bidirectional amino acid transporter/GABA permease
(AtBAT1/GABP) links the anabolic and catabolic portions of the GABA shunt [54] (Figure 1).
However, GABA uptake by mitochondria isolated from the atgabp mutant is not eliminated,
suggesting the possible existence of other mitochondrial GABA carriers with overlapping
or redundant functions [16]. The substrate preference for AtGABP requires clarification
(arginine, Glu and lysine, but not GABA and proline [55]; GABA, but not proline [54];
Km Spd = 55 μM, Km Put = 85 μM, Km arginine = 1.4 mM [56]).

The pyruvate- and glyoxylate-dependent GABA-T (GABA-TP) catalyzes conversion
of GABA to SSA in the mitochondrion [57–59] (Figure 1). It is reversible with a pH
optimum of 9 and Kms for GABA, pyruvate and glyoxylate of 0.18−0.34 mM, 0.14 mM and
0.11 mM, respectively [57,58]. This enzyme is often portrayed as possessing 2-oxoglutarate-
dependent activity (GABA-TOG) [60–62]; however, an AtGABA-TOG gene has not yet
been identified. In our opinion, a recent paper describing sugarcane GABA-TOG activity
lacks rigor [63], and the existence of a plant GABA-TOG remains an open question [15].
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Furthermore, the detection of GABA-TOG activity in crude extracts should be treated with
skepticism [64–66]. The atgaba-tp mutant is phenotypically normal, except for lower seed
production, and the leaf GABA level can increase up to 16-fold without an effect on the
Glu level [58,67–70].

The conversion of SSA into succinate in the mitochondrion is catalyzed by SSADH activ-
ity [71,72] (Figure 1). The AtSSADH is reversible with a pH optimum of 9–9.5 and feedback-
regulation by NADH and ATP (Km SSA = 15 μM, Km NAD = 130 μM, Ki NADH = 122 μM,
Ki ATP = 8 mM). The atssadh mutant overaccumulates GABA (28 nmol g−1 FM) and H2O2 by
2- and 4-fold, respectively [73,74]. Succinate can contribute to the production of C skeletons
and NADH via the TCAC and the generation of ATP via the mitochondrial electron transport
chain (mETC), which in turn, prevents the accumulation of ROS [25,28,74]. Notably, SSADH
and nearly every enzyme involved in the TCAC and mETC are succinylated, but the supply
of succinate is limited during oxidative stress by lower OGDH and succinyl-CoA ligase
activities [75,76]. These findings support the hypothesis that GABA shunt activity is necessary
for the modification and regulation of respiratory activities to ensure an adequate ATP supply
and minimize the generation of ROS (73).

SSA can be reduced to γ-hydroxybutyrate (GHB) via NADPH-dependent glyoxy-
late/SSA reductases in the mitochondrion/plastid (AtGLYR2/SSR2) and cytosol (AtG-
LYR1/SSR1) [77–83] (Figure 1). These proteins have affinity for SSA in the low millimolar
range, glyoxylate in the low micromolar range, and NADPH in the low micromolar range,
and are competitively inhibited by NADP+ (Ki = 1–3 μM) [78,82–85]. The atglyr1,2 mutants
and NAD kinase 1 overexpression line accumulate less and more GHB, respectively, with
submergence than the WT [86]. The growth of plantlets or roots of various Arabidopsis
lines with altered GLYR activity responds differentially to SSA or glyoxylate under chill-
ing conditions [83]. Together, these findings are consistent with an elevated rate of SSA
conversion to GHB with cold and low O2, and suggest that AtGLYR1,2 are part of an adap-
tive response to stress-induced changes in redox balance [83]. Notably, the rice osglyr1/2
double mutant displays stunted growth under photorespiratory conditions, compared
to the WT [87], validating our earlier hypothesis that the GLYRs reduce both glyoxylate
and SSA in planta [88]. The two GLYRs function in a redundant manner, which would
be consistent with the diffusion of SSA and glyoxylate from their sites of origin. The fate
of GHB in plants is uncertain; however, it could be linked to acetyl-CoA and fatty acid
metabolism [12,16].

2.1.3. Biosynthesis of Glutamate from Succinate and 2-Oxoglutarate

Succinate is converted to citrate and 2-OG in the TCAC [25,28] (Figure 1). Two po-
tential routes have been proposed for diverting these two important TCAC intermediates
to the generation of cytosolic Glu [19]. The first involves the export of citrate from the
mitochondrion via the dicarboxylate/tricarboxylate carrier (AtDTC) and its conversion
to isocitrate and then 2-OG in the cytosol. The second involves the export of 2-OG via a
2-OG/malate translocator (AtOMT) [19]; contrary to a recent suggestion [89], we could
find no evidence in the literature for a mitochondrial-specific OMT. In both cases, 2-OG
would be converted to Glu via cytosolic transaminase activities. A third route is also
possible, involving the direct synthesis of Glu from 2-OG via the mitochondrial glutamate
dehydrogenase (GDH) and then export via the uncoupling proteins AtUCP1,2 [90,91]. The
UCP is known to decrease the electrochemical gradient across the mitochondrial inner
membrane, and prevent the over-reduction of the mETC [92].

Glu availability is an essential regulator of GAD activity, and the generation of cytoso-
lic Glu from succinate bypasses two reactions of the TCAC (i.e., 2-OGDH and succinyl-CoA
ligase). However, it does not exclude participation in the cytosolic GAD reaction of Glu
originating in the plastid via the glutamine synthetase/glutamate synthase (GS/GOGAT)
cycle [93] (Figure 1). The movement of 2-OG and Glu across the plastidial inner membrane
is mediated by dicarboxylate translocators (AtDIT) [94].
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2.1.4. GABA Transport

Arabidopsis grows efficiently on GABA as the sole N source, providing the first strong
evidence for GABA uptake by plant cells [95] (Figure 1). Two types of plasma membrane-
located amino acid transporters, amino acid permease 3 (AtAAP3) and proline transporter
1,2,3 (AtPROT1,2,3), transport GABA (Km = 12.0 and 1.7–5 mM, respectively [96,97]).
AtPROT2- and SlPROT1-mediated GABA transport is inhibited by proline and quaternary
ammonium compounds [95,97]. AtGAT1 is a high-affinity plasma membrane-localized,
proton-coupled transporter that is apparently specific for GABA (not transporting Glu or
Asp) (Km = 10 μM) [98,99]. Endogenous GABA in the atgat1 mutant is unaffected by the
addition of exogenous GABA, but it increases in the WT, confirming that AtGAT1 plays a
role in GABA influx into the cell [99].

GABA is released from asparagus mesophyll cells via an unknown mechanism [100],
but evidence is emerging for the bi-directional transport of GABA across the plasma mem-
brane via the wheat root, aluminum-activated malate transporter (TaALMT1) [18,101,102]
(Figure 1). AtALMT1 is highly homologous to TaALMT1, and there are plant ALMTs that
encode channels with a preference for malate, chloride or nitrate [14]. However, their
capacity to transport GABA has not yet been investigated.

To date, two organellar transporters for GABA have been described. The mitochon-
drial AtGABP was the first (see Section 2.1.2). Another one, SlCAT9, is localized to the
tonoplast and links the cytosol with the vacuolar compartment, operating strictly in a
stoichiometric exchange mode with Glu and aspartate so that the osmolarity of the vacuole
does not change [103] (Figure 1).

2.2. Precursor–Product Relations and Flux in the GABA Shunt

Kaplan et al. [104] showed that exposure to 4 ◦C results in the sharp accumulation
of both GABA and succinate from 12 to 24 h in the aerial portion of Arabidopsis plants.
Subsequently, GABA declines, but succinate remains steady for 72 h. GHB accumulates
sharply from 24 to 48 h and then declines to 96 h. Glu accumulates in a linear fashion from
12 to 96 h, whereas Put does so from 24 h. Furthermore, Espinoza et al. [105] demonstrated
that exposure to 4 ◦C increases the GABA and alanine levels from 2 to 30 h; the GABA
level remains steady for the remaining 28 h. Proline and Put begin to accumulate shortly
thereafter (from 18–22 to 58 h), whereas the Spd level does not change. Interestingly, the
succinate and malate levels decrease early in the time course and then remain steady. In
contrast, the levels of 2-OG and glutamine (Gln) initially decline and then increase.

Some generalizations are possible from these two studies: (i) the cold-induced accu-
mulation of GABA, alanine, succinate and GHB are not correlated with the availability of
Put and proline; (ii) succinate and GHB may be concomitantly generated from SSA; (iii)
SSA and succinate turnover may be restricted or an alternate source of succinate exists;
and, (iv) Glu/Gln metabolism is altered under cold conditions. A definitive explanation
for the increasing accumulation of Glu is not possible, despite the accumulation of three
well-known products of Glu metabolism (i.e., GABA, Put and proline), though protein
hydrolysis is known to be stimulated by low temperature [106].

Treatment with 50–150 mM NaCl for 6 d increases the GABA level in soybean (Glycine
max (L.) Merr.) roots by 11- to 17-fold, compared to the control, as well as the diamine
oxidase activity by 52–86%, but decreases the levels of Put, Spd and Spm [48]. Aminoguani-
dine inhibition of diamine oxidase activity increases the Put level from 28 to 51 nmol g−1

fresh mass (FM), but decreases the GABA level from 10.8 to 6.6 μmol g−1 FM. While these
findings could be interpreted as support for the derivation of GABA from Put [48], the
molar stoichiometry (ΔGABA/ΔPut) deviates markedly from the 1:1 ratio expected if
Put is a major source of GABA, suggesting that aminoguanidine also interferes with the
generation of GABA from Glu.

Other studies have modeled the stress-induced changes in flux through the GABA
shunt using suspension cultures. For example, the mean GABA, alanine, proline, Glu
and Gln pools in control tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) cells are 1.2, 2.0, 0.12, 0.84 and
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6.77 μmol g−1 FM, respectively, over a 2-d period, whereas they are 13.0, 6.26, 31.2, 1.22
and 2.71 μmol g−1 FM, respectively, in cells adapted to water stress (25% polyethylene
glycol 6000) [107]. Computer simulation of 15N-labeling kinetics reveals that adaptation
to water stress increases the N flux into GABA and alanine, suggesting high pyruvate
availability and rapid turnover of both amino acids. The rate of GABA synthesis and
catabolism, respectively, are 0.80 and 0.785 μmol h−1 g−1 FM in control cells, and 2.4 and
1.26 μmol h−1 g−1 FM in adapted cells. About 76% of the GABA is located in a metabol-
ically inactive pool in unadapted cells, but only 38% in adapted cells. The proline pool
increases by 300-fold due to greater synthetic rates from Glu and restricted oxidation, and
the metabolically inactive Gln storage pool becomes depleted. Notably, the rate of nitrogen
assimilation doubles, even though the total soluble protein (on a dry mass basis) decreases
by 30%.

In related research, the mean GABA, alanine, proline, Glu and Gln pools in un-
adapted cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp) cells at 26 ◦C are 0.27, 5.37, 0.42, 1.79 and
4.11 μmol g−1 FM, respectively [108]. The GABA pool size in cells transferred to 42 ◦C
increases to 1.85 and 3.24 μmol g−1 FM after 2 h and 1 d, respectively, and the other amino
acids also accumulate, but less extensively than GABA. Total free amino acid levels increase
approximately 1.5-fold after 1 d at 42 ◦C. The computer simulation suggests that heat
shock induces a 63-fold increase in the rate of GABA synthesis over the first 2 h, without
any change in the rate of GABA catabolism. The rate of GABA synthesis over the next
22 h increases 7-fold, and this is accompanied by a 3-fold increase in GABA catabolism.
The rates of alanine and proline synthesis increase by 0.6 and 1.7-fold, respectively, over
the 1-d period. The size of the free amino acid pool increases within 1 d, and the rate of
protein synthesis decreases by 20–30%. An accelerated rate of protein degradation may
also contribute to the effects of heat shock on the amino acid perturbations [108].

The stress-activated acceleration of flux through the GABA shunt can be explained
by increases in GAD activity and GABA synthesis due to elevated levels of Glu (e.g.,
reduction in ATP availability, recycling of NH3 and protein synthesis; increase in protein
degradation) [93,109–111], and the Ca2+/CaM complex or H+ in the cytosol. The GOGAT-
or GDH-mediated regeneration of Glu from 2-OG in the plastid and mitochondrion, re-
spectively, is sufficient to sustain the increased formation of cytosolic GABA for a limited
duration. However, the relative importance of PAs and proline to GABA accumulation
remains controversial [35].

2.3. Respiration, Redox Balance and Reactive Oxygen Species

Recent studies have assessed the interaction between GABA catabolism and respira-
tion. For example, increases in GAD activity and GABA level (1-fold) in leaves of tomato
plants after 5 d of exposure to 200 mM NaCl, together with the 25% decrease in succi-
nate [112], suggest that the SSADH-mediated production of succinate is insufficient to
sustain the average rate of respiration. An increase in H2O2 level supports this interpre-
tation. Che-Othman et al. [89] also found a 1-fold increase in the GABA level in wheat
seedlings 3 to 11 d after exposure to 150 mM NaCl, compared to the control. Furthermore,
increases in GAD activity (pH 5.8), and the levels of succinate, 2-OG, Glu and Gln, together
with decreases in the activity and abundance of pyruvate dehydrogenase and OGDH, and
the levels of citrate, aconitate, fumarate and malate suggest that: (i) elevated GABA shunt
activity accounts for an approximate 20% increase in the respiration rate of salt-stressed
leaves, despite the lower potential for pyruvate oxidation by TCAC; and (ii) GOGAT and
GDH are likely indicators of N assimilation into Glu [89].

Respiration in soybean roots is reduced by 40%, after 6 h of hypoxia, but the ATP and
pyruvate supply is enhanced via an activated glycolytic pathway, and the cytosolic NAD+

is regenerated via fermentation reactions [113]. The direct flux of pyruvate into the TCAC
is low, and the conversion of succinate to fumarate is markedly decreased due to restricted
pyruvate dehydrogenase and succinate dehydrogenase activities. Pyruvate accumulation is
minimized via the alanine transaminase- and GABA-TP-mediated formation of alanine, and
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the alanine transaminase reaction generates 2-OG for use by OGDH and succinyl CoA ligase
to produce another ATP. The NAD+ required for oxidation of 2-OG is apparently produced
by the anti-clockwise operation of the TCAC malate dehydrogenase, which increases
malate accumulation. The carbon flux from SSA to succinate is not eliminated, even though
the NADH/NAD+ ratio is presumably altered to some degree. GABA accumulates, at least
in part, due to the stimulation of GAD activity by bound Ca2+/CaM or lower cytosolic pH.
Overall, both GABA and succinate appear to be temporary storage metabolites that readily
supply the TCAC when hypoxia is mitigated [114].

The hypoxia-induced increase in NADPH/NADP+ ratio might be attributed to in-
creases in the activities of NAD kinases [86] and the oxidative pentose phosphate path-
way [106]. In addition, there is evidence for NADPH-mediated reduction of alternative
oxidases and then activation by either pyruvate or succinate [115], NADPH-mediated
removal of SSA via SSR activity [78,83], and NADPH oxidase-mediated generation of
H2O2 [116,117]. With the exception of hypoxia, abiotic stresses cause stomatal closure
and decrease CO2 fixation, leading to the underutilization of NADPH, over-reduction of
the photosynthetic electron transport chain, and the generation of ROS. Stomatal closure
also increases Rubisco activity, leading to the glycolate oxidase-mediated generation of
H2O2 [88].

2.4. Genetic Manipulation of Endogenous GABA Modifies the Abiotic Stress Phenotype

Table 1 describes examples wherein the phenotype of GABA pathway mutants is
modified under stress conditions. In general, the atgad2 single and atgad1/2 double mutants
of Arabidopsis do not accumulate GABA in response to salinity, drought or hypoxia, but
they become hypersensitive to the stress [40,69,70,118]. This suggests that AtGAD4-,
PA- or proline-derived GABA is insufficient to counter the stress under consideration,
though ataldh10A8,9 single mutants have been shown to decrease the GABA level and
confer a hypersensitive salinity phenotype [50]. In contrast, the GABA level in the atgaba-t
mutant increases with salinity or hypoxia and the phenotype is more tolerant to the
stress [70,118]. Furthermore, the loss in GABA accumulation in the atgad1/2 mutant results
in more RBOHF/NADPH oxidase-mediated H2O2 production and K+ efflux via the GORK
and Shaker-type outward rectifying K+ channels than in the atgaba-t mutant [70,117,118].
Surprisingly, another study reported that the GABA level in the shoot of the atgaba-t mutant
doubles with salinity (28 μmol g−1 DM), while the succinate and 2-OG levels decrease
or are unchanged, but the mutant becomes hypersensitive to salinity [68]. The atssadh
mutant overaccumulates GABA, H2O2 and GHB in the absence of stress, and displays
hypersensitivity to heat stress [73,74].

Knockdown of tomato SlGAD1-4 prevents the salinity-induced GABA accumulation
and confers a hypersensitive salinity phenotype, whereas knockdown of SlGABA-T1-3
slightly increases the GABA level, while conferring a hypersensitive salinity pheno-
type [112] (Table 1). In contrast, knockdown of SlSSADH increases the GABA level and
confers a salinity tolerant phenotype. Furthermore, the GABA and H2O2 levels are higher
and lower, respectively, than the corresponding levels in the SlGAD1-4 and SlGABA-T1-3
knockdown lines (12.5 and 0.5 μmol g−1 FM, respectively, vs. 6 and 0.75–0.8 μmol g−1 FM).
Thus, the tolerance is inversely related with the H2O2 level.

Overall, these findings suggest that the capacity to tolerate stress is associated with H+

consumption during GABA synthesis, pH regulation of H+-ATPase, activation of the GABA
shunt and TCAC, down-regulation of NADPH oxidase, and GABA inhibition of GORK-
mediated K+ efflux ([21,60,61,118]; also see Section 3.1). Notably, GABA is implicated in
activating the transcription of 14-3-3 proteins, which are known activators of H+-ATPases
and GORK [119,120].
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Table 1. Genetic manipulation of endogenous GABA modifies the abiotic stress phenotype.

Plant
Species

Mutant Abiotic Stress Biochemical, Molecular and Physiological Responses References

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana (L.) Heyhn.)

pop2-1
(gaba-t) 150 mM NaCl for 4 d

• ↑ GABA (28 μmol g−1 DM), Pro (shoot)
• ↓ DM, Succ, 2-OG, Gln; Glu unaffected (shoot)
• ↑ GABA (up to 46 μmol g−1 DM), Glu, Pro (root)
• ↓ Gln; Succ and 2-OG unaffected (root)

[68]

gad1/2 100 mM NaCl for 3 wk

• ↓ FM and DM, Na+ uptake (shoot)
• ↑ GABA by 25% after 7 d (unlike the WT), loss

of length
• ↑ expression of GORK, SKOR and RBOHF (roots)
• ↑ H2O2 (0.23 mmol g−1 FM), K+ efflux (roots)
• ↓ ATPase activity, MP (roots)

[70]

pop2-5
(gaba-t). 100 mM NaCl for 3 wk

• ↓ FM and DM loss, compared to gad1/2 (leaves)
• ↑ GABA by 3.5-fold after 7 d (2.1 μmol g−1 FM),

ATPase activity, MP, SOS1 and NHX1 expression
more than in gad1/2 (roots)

• ↓ H2O2 level (0.17 mmol g−1 FM), GORK
expression, K+ efflux (roots)

[70]

aldh10a8,9 150 mM NaCl for 2 d
• ↓ GABA from 65 nmol g−1 FM in WT to

28–40 nmol g−1 FM; Glu unaffected (shoot)
• ↓ length (roots)

[50]

gad1/2 Drought for 6 d
• ↓ RWC; delays dark-induced stomatal closure
• ↑ stomatal conductance, stomatal number;

GABA unaffected
[69]

gad2 Drought for 3–7 d

• ↓ GABA
• ↑ stomatal conductance, width of stomatal pore; ↓

RWC more quickly
• AtGAD2 Ox in guard cells ↑ GABA, ↓ stomatal

conductance and ↑ RWC to WT level following
5 d drought

[40]

gad1,2 Waterlogging for 1 wk

• ↓ shoot FM
• ↓ GABA (0.8 μmol g−1 FM), H2O2

(0.3 μmol g−1 FM) (leaves)
• ↑ H2O2 (0.30 μmol g−1 FM) within 1 d (roots)
• ↑ K+ efflux (roots), H2O2-mediated K+ efflux,

H2O2-mediated Ca2+ influx, OH-mediated K+

efflux (roots)
• ↓ MP, H+ efflux (roots)

[118]

gaba-t Waterlogging for 1 wk

• ↑ shoot FM, shoot DM, Chl, Chl fluorescence
• ↑ GABA (6 μmol g−1 FM); ↓ H2O2

(0.15 μmol g−1 FM) (leaves),
• ↓ H2O2 (0.15 μmol g−1 FM) within 1 d (roots)
• ↓ K+ efflux, H2O2-mediated K+ efflux,

H2O2-mediated Ca2+ influx, • OH-mediated K+

efflux (roots)
• ↑ MP, H+ efflux (roots)

[118]

gaba-t 5% O2 for 2 d
• ↑ GABA by 0–15% within 4 h, 15–80% within 48 h

in both shoot and roots [67]
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Table 1. Cont.

Plant
Species

Mutant Abiotic Stress Biochemical, Molecular and Physiological Responses References

ssadh 37 ◦C for 2 wk
• ↑ necrotic lesions, cell death under low fluence

white light [73,74]

Tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum (L.))

VIGS
GAD1-4 200 mM NaCl for 3 wk

• ↓ shoot FM, shoot height
• ↓ Chl, PN

• ↑ H2O2 (0.8 μmol g−1 FM)
• ↓ Glu; GABA (6 μmol g−1 FM), Succ,

Gln unaffected

[112]

VIGS
GABA-T1-3 200 nM NaCl for 3 wk

• ↓ shoot FM; shoot height unaffected; ↓ Chl, PN

• ↑ H2O2 (0.75 μmol g−1 FM), GABA
(6 μmol g−1 FM), Glu

• ↓ Succ; Gln unaffected

[112]

VIGS
SSADH 200 mM NaCl for 4 wk

• ↑ shoot FM; shoot height unaffected; ↑ Chl, PN

• ↑ GABA (12.5 μmol g−1 FM), Gln
• ↓ Glu; Succ, H2O2 unaffected (0.5 μmol g−1 FM)

[112]

Symbols: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases. Abbreviations: Chl, chlorophyll; DM/FM, dry/fresh mass; GABA, γ-aminobutyrate; GABA-T,
pyruvate/glyoxylate-dependent GABA transaminase; GAD, glutamate decarboxylase; Gln, glutamine; Glu, glutamate; GORK channel,
guard cell outward-rectifying K+ channel; H2O2, hydrogen peroxide; MP, membrane potential; NHX and SOS, Na+/H+ exchanger; O2

•−
,

superoxide anion; •OH, hydroxyl radical; 2-OG, 2-oxoglutarate; Ox, overexpression; RBOHF, NADPH oxidase; RWC, relative water
content; SKOR, stelar K+ outward rectifying channel; SSADH, succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase; Succ, succinate; VIGS, virus-induced
gene silencing.

3. GABA Signaling and Its Response to Abiotic Stress

3.1. Root Malate and K+ Efflux

Wheat root TaALMT1 is responsible for malate efflux, but this is inhibited by GABA
binding to the cytosolic surface of the protein [18,101,102] (Figure 1). Indeed, both malate
and GABA likely traverse the protein, though not simultaneously or through the same
pore [18]. The GABA-binding domain is conserved in the GORK channels of the root
epidermis [20]. The atgork1 mutant displays an hypoxia (waterlogging)-tolerant phenotype,
greater K+ retention and hypoxia-induced Ca2+ signaling, and does not show any change
in K+ efflux in response to GABA [20,117] (Table 2). Therefore, one would expect the
stress-induced accumulation of GABA to reduce the export of malate and K+ from root
cells [13,18,19,102]. Notably, the GABA-binding domain is conserved in most ALMTs [14]
and further research is required to establish if they transport GABA, as well as anions.

3.2. Stomata Functioning

ALMTs and GORK facilitate the functioning of stomata [121] (Figure 1). During the
opening, malate and Cl- fluxes into the guard cell vacuole are mediated by tonoplast
AtALMT6 and malate-activated AtALMT9, respectively. During the closure, the efflux
of malate and K+ is mediated by plasma membrane-localized AtALMT12 and AtGORK,
respectively. The drought-induced increase in abscisic acid (ABA) level upregulates GORK
activity, resulting in stomatal closure and drought tolerance. The opening of AtALMT6
and AtALMT4 mediates malate efflux from the vacuole. Various Ca2+-permeable channels
contribute to the elevation of cytosolic Ca2+ during stress [121,122].

A role for GABA accumulation in drought resistance has been shown using Arabidopsis
mutants with altered GABA levels. The atgad1/2 double mutant has impaired stomatal
closure and a drought-susceptible phenotype [69] (Table 1). Furthermore, the light-to-
dark transition is slower, and GABA levels are lower than those in the WT without or
with drought. Subsequent research with atgad2 and atalmt9 mutants demonstrated that
the drought-induced accumulation of GABA suppresses light-induced stomatal opening,
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whereas it has no effect under constant light [40] (Tables 1 and 2). Stomatal opening in the
almt12 mutant showed WT sensitivity to GABA, whereas dark-induced stomatal closing
is insensitive to GABA [40] (Table 2). These findings indicated that GABA accumulation
in the cytosol of the guard cell reduces stomatal reopening and transpirational water
loss, thereby improving drought tolerance. Further research is required to investigate
iGABA inhibition of ALMT4,6 by cytosolic GABA contributes to the regulation of stomatal
movement [123] (Table 2).

3.3. Overexpression of Malate Efflux Is Linked to Aluminum Tolerance

The accumulation of free aluminum (Al3+) ions in the soil solution under low pH
limits plant growth and productivity [124]. Ramesh et al. [101] have monitored malate
efflux in roots of near-isogenic, Al3+ tolerant (ET8) and sensitive (ES8) lines of wheat. In the
absence of Al3+, GABA has no effect on malate efflux under acidic conditions. However,
malate efflux increases in response to Al3+ treatment, and decreases in response to Al3+

and exogenous GABA in ET8, but not in ES8. While the GABA level is higher in ET8
than in ES8 under acidic conditions, Al3+ reduces the GABA level in both lines to similar
levels. This suggests that high endogenous GABA inhibits the activity of TaALMT1 in
the absence of Al3+, and that both malate and GABA are exported from the cytosol when
TaALMT1 is Al3+ activated, resulting in the sequestration of Al3+ and modulation of the
plant sensitivity to Al3+ [102,124]. Table 2 summarizes various examples wherein ALMT1
overexpression enhances the efflux of malate in response to Al3+ treatment under acidic
conditions [101,125–128]. Further research is required to establish the precise role of GABA
efflux under acidic conditions in the presence of Al3+ [102]. It could be related to the
alleviation of ammonium toxicity [129].

Table 2. Genetic manipulation of GABA receptors modifies the abiotic stress phenotype.

Plant Species Mutant or Transgenic Line Abiotic Stress
Biochemical, Molecular and

Physiological Responses
References

Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana

(L.) Heyhn.)

almt4 Drought for 2 wk
• ↑ whole-plant wilting
• AtALMT4 Ox complements

atalmt4 phenotype
[123]

gork1 Waterlogging for up to 3 wk

• ↑ shoot FM, Chl; completes life cycle
• ↑ K+, Ca2+ retention in epidermal

cells of mature and elongation zones
of root

• ↓ K+ efflux rate

[117]

almt9 Drought for up to 7 d

• GABA impairs dark-induced
stomatal closure

• gad2/almt9 retains low GABA of gad2
and restores stomatal conductance

• GADΔC Ox does not alter stomatal
conductance of almt9

• stomatal conductance of
ALMT9F243C/Y245C Ox similar to gad2
and greater than almt9

[40]

ZmALMT2 Ox 10 μM Al3+ (pH 4.5) for 1 d

• ↑ length, constitutive and
Al3+-activated Mal efflux (roots)

• reverses the Al3+-sensitive phenotype
of almt1/mate

[125]

BoALMT Ox 0.4 mM Al3+ (pH 4.5) for 2 d
• ↑ length, Al3+-activated Mal and H+

efflux (roots) [126]
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Table 2. Cont.

Plant Species Mutant or Transgenic Line Abiotic Stress
Biochemical, Molecular and

Physiological Responses
References

Arabidopsis and
soybean

(hairy roots)
(Glycine max
(L.) Merr.)

GmALMT1 Ox 0.4 mM Al3+ (pH 4.5) for 2 d
• ↑ seedling growth, Mal efflux in root
• ↓ Al3+ content [127]

Tobacco (Nicotiana
tabaccum L.) MsALMT1 Ox 30 μM Al3+ (pH 4.2) for 1 d

• ↑ root growth
• ↓ Al3+ content [128]

Barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.) TaALMT1 Ox 0.1 mM Al3+ (pH 4.5) for 22 h

• ↑ root growth in Al3+-sensitive line
• restores Al3+-activated,

GABA-regulated Mal efflux in root
[101]

Symbols: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases. Abbreviations: Al3+, aluminum; ALMT, Al3+-activated malate transporter; Chl, chlorophyll; FM, fresh
mass; GABA, γ-aminobutyrate; GAD, glutamate decarboxylase; Mal, malate; Ox, overexpression. Species abbreviations: Ms, Medicago
sativa L. (alfalfa); Bo, Brassica oleracea var. capitata L. (cabbage); Zm, Zea mays L. (corn); Ta, Triticum aestivum L. (wheat).

4. GABA Metabolism and Its Response to Biotic Stress

4.1. Interaction between Plants and Other Organisms

Recent advances in our knowledge of the interactions between plants and other or-
ganisms have been reviewed in detail [16,61,130–132]. GABA inevitably accumulates in
the host plant in response to bacterial and fungal infection, and infestation by invertebrate
pests; however, the mechanism of action for GABA appears to differ. For example, the de-
velopment of insect larvae and root-knot nematodes is delayed, presumably by disrupting
the function of neuromuscular junctions [133–137], whereas in bacterial pathogens, quorum
sensing is down-regulated, modulating the hypersensitive response in the host [138–144].
On the other hand, accumulated GABA may boost host endurance against fungal pathogens
by sustaining TCAC activity and reducing oxidative damage [132,145–147].

4.2. Genetic Manipulation of Endogenous GABA Modifies the Biotic Stress Resistance

Table 3 briefly summarizes examples wherein genetic manipulation of endogenous
GABA modifies biotic stress resistance. For example, transgenic tobacco and Arabidopsis
plants with elevated GABA levels are more resistant to infection by Agrobacterium and
Pseudomonas than WT plants [123,124], as well to predation by insect larvae and root-knot
nematode [119–122]. In contrast, tomato plants with extremely low GABA levels are more
susceptible to infection by Ralstonia [128]. Together, these findings provide strong support
for the role of GABA in plant defense [114–116].

Recently, Deng et al. [148] reported that activation of the mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MPK3/MPK6) signaling cascade greatly induces GABA biosynthesis in Arabidopsis
(Table 3). The gad1/2/4 triple and gad1/2/4/5 quadruple mutants, in which the GABA levels
are extremely low and the Glu and alanine levels are compromised, are more suscepti-
ble to both Pst and Pst-avrRpt2. Functional loss of AtMPK3/AtMPK6, their upstream
AtMKK4/AtMKK5, or their downstream substrate, WRKY33, suppresses AtGAD1 and
AtGAD4 expression after Pst-avrRpt2 treatment. These findings lend support for involve-
ment of the MPK3/MPK6 signaling cascades in the induction of GAD and plant immunity
against bacterial and fungal pathogens [149].
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Table 3. Genetic manipulation of endogenous GABA modifies the biotic stress phenotype.

Plant Species
Mutant or

Transgenic Line
Biotic Stress

Biochemical, Molecular and
Physiological Responses

References

Tobacco
(Nicotiana

tabaccum L.)
GADΔC Ox

Meloidogyne hapla for 9 wk
• ↓ disease symptoms, nematode egg

masses by 50–100% [42]

Heliothis virescens • ↓ larval feeding by 80–90% [135]

Agrobacterium tumefaciens for 5 wk

• ↓ disease symptoms, stem tumor
mass by 50%

• ↑ lactonase AttM expression
in Agrobacterium.

[138]

Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis

thaliana
(L.) Heynh)

gaba-t Spodoptera littoralis feeding for 1 wk
• ↓ larval mass by ~40%
• ↑ GABA 5-fold after brief feeding [136,137]

gad1/2/4 Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato for 3 d

• ↓ infection-mediated GABA level
• ↑ disease incidence
• induction of GAD1,4 regulated by

MKK4/MKK5-MPK3/MPK6 cascade
and WRKY33

[148]

Tobacco
or arabidopsis

atpop (gaba-t),
NtGADΔC Ox Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato for 2 d

• ↑ GABA, PR1 expression in plant
• ↓ expression of bacterial Type III

Secretion System with elevated
GABA or exogenous GABA

[139,142]

Tomato
(Solanum

lycopersicum L.)
VIGS GAD2 Ralstonia solanacearum for 4 d • ↑ disease incidence [143]

Symbols: ↑, increases; ↓, decreases. Abbreviations: GABA, γ-aminobutyrate; GABA-T, GABA transaminase; GAD, glutamate decarboxylase;
GADΔC, GAD lacking the C-terminal calmodulin binding domain; Ox, overexpression; PR, pathogen-related; VIGS, virus-induced
gene silencing.

5. Exogenous GABA Improves Tolerance to Abiotic and Biotic Stresses

Table 4 briefly summarizes many examples from the literature wherein tolerance to
hypoxia, drought, salinity, chilling, heat, osmotic stress and proton stress, as well as heavy
metals (i.e., aluminum, arsenic and chromium) is improved in vegetative organs by the
application of exogenous GABA [39,150–184]. The application of exogenous GABA typi-
cally increases the level of endogenous GABA, and elicits a diverse range of biochemical,
molecular and physiological responses. The activity of the GABA shunt is increased to sus-
tain the TCAC and energy production, though the precise response depends on the organ
(shoot vs. roots) and the stress under consideration. Activities of N assimilation (including
protein degradation) and PA pathways can also be modulated (also see [185]). Elevated
endogenous GABA is also responsible for further increasing the stress-induced levels of
non-enzymatic (ascorbic acid, GSH, phenols) and enzymatic (e.g., ascorbate oxidase, su-
peroxide dismutase, ascorbate peroxidase, monodehydroascorbate reductase, glutathione
reductase, glutathione peroxidase, glutathione S-transferase, catalase) antioxidants and
osmolytes (sugars, organic and amino acids, including proline). These result in lower
levels of ROS, malondialdehyde (a product of ROS-mediated peroxidation of membrane
polyunsaturated fatty acids and marker for the depletion of antioxidant systems), and
protein carbonylation (product of protein peroxidation and a marker of oxidative damage),
lower activities of NADPH oxidase, lipoxygenase and polyphenol oxidase, and restoration
of ion homeostasis (electrolyte leakage), which is indicative of membrane stability.
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Table 4. Exogenous GABA modifies GABA, antioxidant, phytohormone and secondary pathways, and improves tolerance
to abiotic stresses.

Plant Species Abiotic Stress Biochemical, Molecular and Physiological Responses References

Arabidopsis
(Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heyhn.) Drought for up to 7 d

• ↓ light-stimulated increase in stomatal conductance
• ↑ WUE [40]

Tomato
(Solanum lycopersicum L.)

2 ◦C for 2 d • ↑ GABA; ↓ Pro, soluble sugars, MDA and EL [150]

75 mM NaCl for 6 d

• ↑ growth rate, DM, Chl
• ↑ GABA, Glu, Pro, activities of GAD, SOD, POD

and CAT, expression of GAD1-3, especially GAD1
• ↓ ROS, MDA, Na+, Na+ flux from roots to leaves

[151]

Creeping bentgrass (Agrostis
stolonifera L.)

35/30 ◦C or drought for 20–35 d

• ↑ Chl, RWC, cell membrane stability
• ↑ Pro
• ↓ ROS, MDA, EL
• ↑ expression of ABF3, POD, APX, HSP90, DHN3

and MT1 during heat
• ↑ expression of CDPK26, MAPK1, ABF3, WRKY75,

MYB13, HSP70, MT1, 14-3-3, SOD, CAT, POD, APX
and DHAR during drought

[152,153]

35/30 ◦C D:N for 35 d

• ↑ stomatal conductance, WUE, osmotic adjustment
• ↑ amino acids (GABA), organic acids, sugars, ASC,

GSH, GSSG, activities of SOD, APX, DHAR and GR
• ↓ H2O2, MDA

[154]

Drought for 25 d

• ↑ turf quality, RWC, osmotic adjustment, Chl,
photochemical efficiency, amino acids (GABA),
organic acids

• ↓ EL
[155]

38/33 ◦C D:N for 12 d

• ↑ Chl, PN
• ↑ GABA, expression of CAD3, ACS, AER and

many HSPs
• ↓ MDA, EL

[156]

PEG (−0.52 MPa) for 12 d

• ↑ RWC, WUE, Chl, PN
• ↑ GABA, NO, activities of NR, GS, GOGAT, GDH,

SOD, CAT, MDHAR and GR
• ↓ Glu, GAD activity
• ↓ photoinhibition, ROS, MDA, EL

[157]

Rice
(Oryza sativa L.)

42/37 ◦C D:N for 10 d

• ↑ growth, survival, RWC, stomatal conductance
• ↑ GABA, Pro, ASC, GSH, activities of CAT

and APX
• ↓ H2O, MDA, EL

[158]

100 μM As3+ (pH 4.4) for 22 d

• ↑ FM, shoot height, PN, WUE
• ↑ GABA, expression of GAD2,3, GABA-T1,2 and

SSADH (shoot)
• ↓ activities of CAT, APX, POD, SOD and GR (shoot)
• ↓ H2O2, GSH:GSSG (shoot)
• ↓ expression of GAD3, GABA-T2 and

SSADH (roots)

[159]
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Table 4. Cont.

Plant Species Abiotic Stress Biochemical, Molecular and Physiological Responses References

25 μM As3+ (pH 4.4) for 7 d

• ↑ Pro, Glu, linolenic acid, Put, expression of ADC
and SAMDC, activities of MDHAR, GPX and
POD (shoot)

• ↓ Spd, Spm, ROS (shoot)
• ↑ length, Put, expression of ADC and

SAMDC (roots)
• ↓ Spd, Spm, ROS

[160]

30% PEG or/and 150 mM NaCl
or 1 wk

• ↑ germination percent, vigor index, seedling
growth, PN, Chl, RWC, WUE

• ↑ GABA, sugars, protein, starch
• ↓ Pro, Na+, H2O2, O2•−, •OH, MDA
• ↑ K+, activities or/and expression of GR, SOD,

CAT, APX, PAL, PPO, SKDH, CAD, GST, CHI,
expression of many CIPKs,

[161]

White clover
(Trifolium repens L.)

15% PEG for 17 d

• ↑ RWC, activities of GABA-T, OGDH, P5CS, PDH,
ADC, ODC and SAMDC, GAD expression

• ↑ GABA; transient ↑ Pro
• ↓ EL, MDA, wilt
• ↓ Glu, activities of GAD, PAO, CuAO and OAT
• transient ↑ and ↓ in expression of ADC, ODC,

SAMDC, PAO and CuAO
• modifies free and conjugated PAs

[162]

100 mM NaCl for 1 wk

• ↑ germination percentage, shoot DM and height.
• ↑ GABA, activities of amylase, CAT, APX, POX,

SOD, GR. DHAR and MDHR
• ↑ expression of CuZnSOD, MnSOD, FeSOD, CAT,

APX, MDHR, GST, GPX, HKT1, HKT8, HAL2,
H+-ATPase, SOS1 and genes encoding dehydrins

• ↓ starch, soluble sugars, amino acids
(including Pro)

• ↓ H2O2, MDA, EL

[163]

Melon
(Cucumis melo L. var. reticulatus)

2 mg L−1 O2 for 8 d

• ↑ GABA, Glu, expression and activities of ADC,
ODC and SAMDC (roots)

• ↓ expression and activities of DAO and PAO (roots)
• modifies free and conjugated PAs (roots)

[164]

50–80 mM Ca(NO3)2 (pH 8.6)
for 1 wk

• ↑ leaf area, PN, chloroplast ATPase activities, ALA
and improves chloroplast structure (seedling)

• ↑ GABA, ASC, GSH (seedling)
• ↑ activities of GAD, GABA-T, PAO, SOD, APX, GR,

MDAR and DHAR, expression of
RBOHD (seedling)

• ↓ DAO activity, H2O2, MDA, Chl and its
precursors (seedling)

• ↑ Spd, Spm, activities of ADC, ODC and SAMDC,
but ↓ Put (leaves and roots)

• ↑ GABA-T activity (roots)
• ↓ activities of GAD, PAO and DAO (roots)
• Modifies levels of free and conjugated PAs

[165–167]

75 mM
NaCl/Na2SO4/NaHCO3/Na2CO3

(1:9:9:1 molar ratio, pH 8.6)
for 24 h

• ↑ plant growth, NO and activities of NR, NOS,
SOD, CAT, APX and GR

• ↓ MDA, restores Na+/K+ balance
[168]
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Table 4. Cont.

Plant Species Abiotic Stress Biochemical, Molecular and Physiological Responses References

Mungbean
(Vigna radiata (L.) R. Wilczek)

45/30 ◦C D:N for 30 d until
maturity

• ↑ pod number, pod yield, seed yield, PN
• ↑ sugars, Pro, ASC, GSH
• ↑ activities of Rubisco, P5CS, PDH, SOD, CAT, APX

and GR
• ↓ H2O2, MDA

[169]

Caragana intermedia Kuang et
H.C. Fu 300 mM NaCl for 3 d

• ↑ GABA; ↓ H2O2 (roots)
• transient ↑ in expression of RBOHB, ACO1,2 and

ABA receptor, ethylene production (roots)
• ↓ CuAO expression (roots)

[170]

Wheat
(Triticum aestivum L.)

100–200 mM NaCl for 21 d; 300
mM NaCl for 24 h

• ↑ germination, shoot DM, Chl, PN, activities of
SOD and CAT

• ↓ MDA, EL
[171]

Corn
(Zea mays L.)

300 mM NaCl for 48 h

• ↑ shoot height, leaf DM, area per plant,
mitochondrial function.

• ↑ GABA, Pro, sugars, activities of SOD and
CAT activities.

• ↓ GAD activity
• ↓ MDA

[172]

waterlogging for 14 d

• ↑ shoot and root DM, PN, Chl, number of grana per
chloroplast, GABA, activities of SOD, POD, CAT,
GR and APX

• ↓ MDA, H2O2, O2•−
[173]

Lettuce
(Latuca sativa L.) 80 mM NaCl for 2 wk

• ↓ germination time
• ↑ shoot and root DM, photosynthetic electron flow,

activities of CAT, APX and SOD
• ↓ Pro, H2O2, EL

[174]

Poplar
(Populus tomentosa Carr.) 200 mM NaCl for 1 d

• ↓ H2O2, C2H4 (leaves)
• ↑ ABA (leaves)
• ↑ H2O2 (roots)
• differential expression of various ABA/ethylene

biosynthesis and receptor genes

[175]

Perennial ryegrass
(Lolium perenne L.) Drought for 14 d

• ↑ RWC, canopy temperature, turf quality,
POD activity

• ↓ wilt rating, MDA, EL
[176]

Black pepper (Piper nigrum L.) 10% PEG (w/v) for 15 d
• ↑ RWC, SOD activity
• ↓ wilting %, Pro, MDA, impact on

mitochondrial activity
[177]

Prunus rootstock (Prunus avium L.) 4 mg L−1 O2 for 14 d

• transient ↓ and ↑ in H2O2 in roots and leaves,
respectively.

• ↑ PN, stomatal conductance, Chl, Ala (leaves)
• ↓ Glu (leaves)
• transient ↑ in Glu, Ala, GAD2,4 expression (roots)

[178]
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Table 4. Cont.

Plant Species Abiotic Stress Biochemical, Molecular and Physiological Responses References

Barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.)

20 μM Al3+ (pH 4.5) for 1 d
• ↑ elongation, activities of SOD, CAT and

POD (roots)
• ↓ protein carbonylation, MDA, ROS

[179]

20 mM NaCl for 6 d

• ↑ total phenolics and flavonoids (gallic acid,
protocatechic acid, caffeic acid, quercetin), ABTS
and DPPH radical scavenging activities

• ↑ activities or expression of PAL, C4H, 4CL
• ↓ MDA

[180]

Mustard
(Brassica juncea L.) 0.15 or 0.3 mM CrVI for 5 d

• ↑ shoot height and DM, RWC, Chl, GSH, ASC,
GSH/GSSG, ASC/DHA, activities of MDHAR,
DHAR, GR, GPX, SOD and CAT

• ↓ Pro, ROS, MDA, DHA, GSSG, MG, LOX activity
[181]

Tobacco
(Nicotiana tabaccum L.) 200 μM Cd for 7 d

• ↑ Pro, GSH, stability of O2-evolving complex,
electron transfer rate in PSII, stomatal conductance,
expression of P5CS and P5CR

• ↓ H2O2, MDA
[182]

Sunflower
(Helianthus annuus L.) 38 ◦C or drought 55 d

• ↑ shoot height and FM, root FM, Chl, transpiration,
Pro and TSS

• ↓ H2O2, MDA, EL
• may ↑ activities of SOD and POD, expression of

Hsp70, MDHAR, Osmotin, GR and Aquaporin

[183]

Carrot
(Daucus carota L.) Drought for 2 wk

• ↑ leaf and root growth, RWC, amino acids,
CAT activity

• ↓ MDA, EL
[184]

Symbols: ↑, increases/improves; ↓, decreases. Abbreviations: 14-3-3, regulatory protein; ABA, abscisic acid; ABF, transcription factor;
ACS, acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase; AER, NADPH-dependent alkenal reductase P2; As3+, arsenic; ASC, ascorbate; ADC, arginine
decarboxylase; ALA, δ-aminolevulinic acid; Al3+, aluminum; APX, ascorbate peroxidase; CAD3, cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase 3;
CAT, catalase; Cd, cadmium; CDPK, calcium-dependent protein kinase; CrVI, chromium; CuAO, copper amine oxidase; D, day; DAO,
diamine oxidase; DHA, dehydroascorbate; DHAR, dehydroascorbate reductase; DHN, dehydrin; DM/FM, dry/fresh mass; EL, electrolyte
leakage; GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid; GABA-TP or GABA-TOG, pyruvate- or 2-oxoglutarate-dependent GABA transaminase; GAD,
glutamate decarboxylase; Glu, glutamate; GOGAT, glutamate synthase; GPX, glutathione peroxidase; GR, glutathione reductase; GS,
glutamine synthetase; GSH, reduced glutathione; GST, glutathione S-transferase; H2O2, hydrogen peroxide; HSP, heat shock protein;
LOX, lipoxygenase; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; MDA, malondialdehyde; MDHAR, monodehydroascorbate reductase;
miRNA, microRNA; MSI, membrane stability index; MT, metallothionein; MYB, transcription factor; N, night; NO, nitric oxide; NOS, NO
synthase; NR, nitrate reductase; OAT, ornithine δ-aminotransferase; ODC, ornithine decarboxylase; P5CR, Δ1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate
reductase; P5CS, Δ1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate synthetase; PA, polyamine; PAO, polyamine oxidase; PEG, polyethyleneglycol 6000; PN,
net photosynthesis; POD, peroxide dismutase; PPO, polyphenol oxidase; POX, peroxide oxidase; PP, phenylpropanoid; Pro, proline;
Put, putrescine; PYL, pyrabactin resistance 1-like; RBOHD, respiratory burst oxidase homologue D/NADPH oxidase; ROS, reactive
oxygen species; RuBisCo, ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase oxygenase; RWC, relative water content; SAMDC, S-adenosylmethionine
decarboxylase; Spd, spermidine; Spm, spermine; SSADH, succinic semialdehyde dehydrogenase; TSS, total soluble sugars; WRKY,
transcription factor; WUE, water use efficiency.

There is also evidence for the GABA-induced production of nitric oxide (NO) (Table 4),
which could be associated with the enhancement of antioxidant defense, as well as regula-
tion of epigenetic mechanisms and gene transcription [157,174,186]. The stress tolerance
could also be related to GABA-induced changes in pathways associated with other phy-
tohormones such as ABA (ABA receptors), ethylene (ACC oxidase, ACC synthase), PAs
(arginine decarboxylase, free and conjugated forms, S-adenosylmethionine decarboxylase)
and salicylate (Table 4) [60,156,172,175,187], which can regulate metabolic homeostasis and
influence the expression of stress factors (miRNAs, transcription factors, heat shock pro-
teins) with known and yet-to-be-determined functions [156,183,188]. It is known that the
exogenous application of GABA, ABA and salicylate alleviate the drought-induced damage
to membranes and leaf water status in creeping bentgrass by affecting similar metabolic
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pathways, yet cause differential changes in metabolite accumulation [155]. Additionally,
NO and nitrate reductase are jointly needed for salicylate-induced water-stress tolerance in
pepper plants [189]. The osmotin protein, which belongs to the PR-5 family of pathogenesis-
related proteins, is known to inhibit the activity of defensive cell wall barriers in fungi [190].
Cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase is involved in lignin biosynthesis and alkenyl reductase
and can detoxify cytotoxic substrates such as aldehydes [155]. Further research is required
to investigate the effects of exogenous GABA on alternative respiratory pathways involved
in the scavenging, regulation and homeostasis of ROS and NO [92,191], the action of other
phytohormones [23,156,187,192–197], and post-translational modifications and epigenetic
regulation of gene expression [147,198] during stress.

6. Concluding Remarks

Plants must endure a wide variety of abiotic and biotic stresses under field conditions.
To prevent significant yield losses, many crop improvement programs strive to develop
stress-tolerant cultivars. Plants may respond uniquely to different or simultaneous stresses,
so breeding tolerance against one stress may be at the expense of tolerance to another. With
climate change, plants will likely experience more extreme weather events or multiple
stresses, including plant diseases. It would therefore be beneficial to develop a tolerance
strategy against multiple stresses.

GABA metabolism has garnered considerable attention in recent years, in part because
it often accumulates in response to a variety of abiotic (cold, heat, drought, salinity, salinity-
alkalinity, osmotic, low O2, heavy metal toxicity) and biotic (invertebrate pests, bacteria,
fungi) stresses (Figure 2). These findings are typically attributed to stimulation of GABA
anabolism or inhibition of GABA catabolism. However, there are clear cases in which GABA
pathway activity is promoted to sustain respiration and the generation of energy, without
the accumulation of GABA. On the other hand, accumulated GABA may bind to AMLT and
GORK, interfering, respectively, with the transport of malate in stomatal guard cells and K+

in root epidermal cells, thereby enhancing plant tolerance to drought and hypoxia. With
very few exceptions, genetic manipulation of GABA metabolism and receptors, respectively,
reveal positive relationships between GABA levels and abiotic/biotic stress tolerance, and
between malate efflux from the root and heavy metal tolerance.

Common plant responses to avoid or tolerate abiotic and biotic stresses include stom-
atal closure and corresponding decreases in photosynthesis, and reduced leaf growth
and root length, as well as greater ROS activity. These responses are coordinated by
phytohormones such as ABA, NO, ethylene, salicylate and jasmonate. Thus, the enhance-
ment of endogenous GABA by either genetic engineering or the application of exogenous
GABA reduces the stress-induced ROS level and restores or partially restores the morpho-
physiological features of the unstressed phenotype by promoting or modifying activities
of the GABA shunt, TCAC, antioxidant, secondary metabolism and phytohormone path-
ways (Figure 2). Furthermore, elevated plant GABA adversely affects the activity of
phytopathogens by various mechanisms. Therefore, exogenous GABA might function
under field conditions as an effective and sustainable tolerance strategy against the multiple
abiotic and biotic stresses that could be exacerbated by climate change.

Low temperature and controlled atmosphere conditions (low O2, elevated CO2) are
extensively employed to extend the postharvest life of horticultural commodities, especially
botanical fruits. However, these crops may suffer from chilling injury and other physio-
logical disorders, as well as fungal decay. The use of exogenous GABA to improve the
marketability of stored horticultural commodities will be described in a companion paper.
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Figure 2. Abiotic and biotic stress-induced changes in morphological and physiological features are restored or partially
restored by increasing endogenous GABA and GABA shunt activity. Depending upon the nature of the abiotic stress,
the entry of pyruvate into the tricarboxylic acid cycle via pyruvate dehydrogenase, the catabolism of 2−oxoglutarate
and succinate via 2−oxoglutarate dehydrogenase and succinate dehydrogenase, respectively, and activity of cytochrome
oxidase in the mitochondrial electron transport chain may be restricted, thereby limiting the generation of molecules
associated with energy transfer (NADH, FADH and ATP). These limitations are to some extent overcome by increasing the
levels of endogenous GABA, by either GAD overexpression or application of exogenous GABA. The elevated endogenous
GABA increases flux through the shunt, which in turn, increases the level and/or entry of succinate into the non−cyclic
tricarboxylic acid cycle, mitochondrial electron transport chain, and accordingly, ATP generation. The elevated GABA also
modifies the activity of stress-induced pathways involving enzymatic and non−enzymatic antioxidants, N assimilation,
secondary products, and phytohormones (NO; ethylene and ABA are not shown) by uncharacterized mechanisms. The
activity of phytopathogens is directly inhibited by accumulated GABA. Symbols: X, biochemical reaction potentially
inhibited by stress; white filled arrows, increasing or decreasing activity of pathway(s) affected by GABA; black filled arrow,
increasing level of metabolite affected by stress. Abbreviations: ALMT, aluminum−activated malate transporter; Cyt Ox,
cytochrome oxidase; NADK, NAD kinase; OPPP, oxidative pentose phosphate pathway; PDH, pyruvate dehydrogenase;
SAM, S−adenosylmethionine; SDH, succinate dehydrogenase; TCAC, tricarboxylic acid cycle; TH, transhydrogenase; see
Table 4 legend for the remaining abbreviations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.52
95721, Table S1: Important Arabidopsis thaliana genes associated with GABA metabolism and signaling.
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Abstract: While it has been well evidenced that plant domestication affects the structure of the root-
associated microbiome, there is a poor understanding of how domestication-mediated differences
between rhizosphere microorganisms functionally affect microbial ecosystem services. In this study,
we explore how domestication influenced functional assembly patterns of bacterial communities
in the root-associated soil of 27 tomato accessions through a transect of evolution, from plant
ancestors to landraces to modern cultivars. Based on molecular analysis, functional profiles were
predicted and co-occurrence networks were constructed based on the identification of co-presences of
functional units in the tomato root-associated microbiome. The results revealed differences in eight
metabolic pathway categories and highlighted the influence of the host genotype on the potential
functions of soil bacterial communities. In general, wild tomatoes differed from modern cultivars
and tomato landraces which showed similar values, although all ancestral functional characteristics
have been conserved across time. We also found that certain functional groups tended to be more
evolutionarily conserved in bacterial communities associated with tomato landraces than those of
modern varieties. We hypothesize that the capacity of soil bacteria to provide ecosystem services is
affected by agronomic practices linked to the domestication process, particularly those related to the
preservation of soil organic matter.

Keywords: bacterial functions; co-presence networks; metagenomics; microbial ecology; plant do-
mestication

1. Introduction

The coevolutionary framework for analyzing interactions between plants and soil
microorganisms has mainly been used for organisms involved in rhizosphere processes.
Given that rhizosphere microbiomes are part of complex food webs affecting large numbers
of nutrients released by the plant, it has been suggested that plants attract and select
beneficial microbiomes by first releasing signals and then filtering species [1,2]. Rhizopshere
microbiota are well known to play a critical role in both the adaptation of plants to the
environment, but also contribute to a wide range of essential ecosystem services, such as
carbon and nutrient cycling, plant growth promotion, soil structure stability, food web
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interactions and soil-atmosphere gas exchange, which ultimately affect soil productivity
and sustainability [3].

In addition to plant genetics and developmental stage [4,5], other factors including
soil management, agronomic practices, pathogen presence, soil pH, nutrient content, and
moisture, have been suggested to affect root microbial community structure [6–8]. However,
the question of how the host and its environment regulate microbiome assembly and co-
occurrence in plant species has not been addressed yet. This is of particular interest for
crops in the context of plant–soil feedback, where plants can change soil biology and
chemistry in ways that could affect subsequent plant growth [9].

Crop genetic diversity is usually reduced during plant domestication, which is as-
sociated with the selection of certain morphological traits such as root architecture and
exudate composition, leading to striking differences between crops and their wild rela-
tives [10,11]. Therefore, domestication is expected to have a direct impact on the type
and diversity of below-ground microorganisms [9]. Indeed, domestication and genetic
selection have progressively differentiated the microbiota of modern crops from those of
their wild progenitors. It has also been postulated that crops are more likely to display
negative feedbacks as compared to wild relatives, as domestication potentially disrupted
beneficial rhizosphere associations [12]. Previous studies of cultivated plants evidenced
differences between bacteria associated with differing plant genotypes such as wheat
(Triticum aestivum L.), rice (Oryza sativa L.), barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum Mill.) [13–15], suggesting that traits selected during domestication could have
a significant influence on rhizosphere microbiota composition.

Although the structure of root-associated microbial communities is widely accepted to
depend, to a greater or lesser degree, on the plant genotype, little is known about whether
domestication-mediated differences between rhizosphere microorganisms functionally af-
fect microbial ecosystem services. In this scenario, an evaluation of functional soil microbial
genes could help to determine the effect of domestication on functional redundancy or co-
occurrence of basic metabolic capacity in the rhizospheres of crop varieties and their wild
ancestors [16]. This is essential to identify agricultural practices that resulted in reduced
trade-offs between agricultural productivity and the provision of ecosystem services.

This study aims to explore how plant domestication influences the assembly patterns
of soil microbial communities by metagenomic analysis of bacterial communities and
predicted functions in the rhizosphere of different tomato varieties along a domestica-
tion gradient.

2. Results

2.1. Bacterial Community Structure

Figure 1 shows the relative bacterial abundance of the tomato root-associated soils
based on the 16S rRNA gene. Two main bacterial classes, Alphaproteobacteria and Actino-
bateria, dominated the total bacterial community with no differences observed between
plant groups. Minority phyla such as Acidobacteria (F = 7.152, p = 0.002) and Gemma-
timonadetes (F = 4.720, p = 0.013) were significantly less represented in the rhizosphere
of wild tomato species than in tomato landraces and modern commercial cultivars. At
the family level, the relative abundance of the Gemmatimonadaceae (F = 4.133, p = 0.022),
Microbacteriaceae (F = 5.419, p = 0.007), and Streptomycetaceae (F = 4.752, p = 0.022) families
decreased, while Sphingomonadaceae (F = 7.887, p = 0.001) increased in wild tomato rela-
tives. Again, no differences between tomato landraces and modern commercial cultivars
were detected.

The relative abundances of Acidobacteria_Gp16_unclassified (F = 3.701, p = 0.031),
Hyphomicrobiaceae (F = 6.736, p = 0.002), and Nocardioidaceae (F = 4.179, p = 0.021) were
different between wild and commercial cultivars, while landraces had intermediate values,
generally not differing from the other two groups.
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Figure 1. Relative abundance of bacteria of tomato rhizosphere soils. WTRS: wild tomato related species; TL: tomato
landraces; MCC: modern commercial cultivars.

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) at the genus level showed Pedobacter (Sphin-
gobacteriaceae), Rodococcus, Skermanella and the proteobacterium Microvirga to be mainly
responsible for the differences between the three tomato clusters (Figure 2). In addition,
minor changes in bacterial diversity were observed at the OTU level (Table 1), as indicated
by a significant decrease in the evenness of crop wild relatives (F = 6.623, p = 0.003).

Figure 2. (a) Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) scores and, (b) heatmap from blue (low) via white to
red (high) of genus relative abundances in root-associated soil of wild tomato related species (WTRS),
tomato landraces (TL), and modern commercial cultivars (MCC).
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Table 1. Richness estimates and diversity indices (means ± SE) for 16S rRNA libraries of tomato
rhizosphere soils. Different letters indicate a significant difference among tomato varieties (p < 0.05,
ANOVA, Dunn’s post hoc-Bonferroni corrected p values) when exist. WTRS: wild tomato related
species; TL: tomato landraces; MCC: modern commercial cultivars.

WTRS TL MCC

Shannon–Wiener Diversity Index 5.79 ± 0.26 6.23 ± 0.06 6.18 ± 0.09
Shannon Entropy 8.35 ± 0.37 8.98 ± 0.08 8.92 ± 0.12
Species Richness 3260 ± 346 3727 ± 155 3471 ± 231
Total Abundance 52,838 ± 3338 59,144 ± 1702 57,100 ± 2964

Simpson Diversity Index 0.031 ± 0.013 0.010 ± 0.001 0.011 ± 0.002
Evenness 0.719 ± 0.021b 0.759 ± 0.004a 0.764 ± 0.005a
Chao-1 4453 ± 450 4983 ± 241 4619 ± 329

2.2. Bacterial Community Functional Analysis

We used metagenomics analysis to predict the functional potential of the bacterial com-
munity and to explore associated metabolic pathway networks using Kyoto Encyclopedia
of Gene and Genome (KEGG) clusters.

At the level of functional units of gene sets, all tomato varieties shared all the 181 pre-
dicted functions related to soil bacteria (Table S1). However, 68 of them differed among
tomato domestication types (Table 2). In general, wild tomatoes differed from modern
cultivars and tomato landraces that usually showed similar values, but generally tomato
landraces had intermediate values between modern cultivars and wild relatives. For exam-
ple, the levels of the aromatic degradation metabolic pathway category, except for module
M00541 (benzoyl-CoA degradation), tended to be significantly higher in bacteria growing
in wild tomato accessions, indicating that tomato landraces drive bacterial communities
with similar levels of predicted functions as modern commercial cultivars. Similarly, while
the values for the metabolic categories of nitrogen, sulfur, cofactor/vitamin and purine
were decreased in modern cultivars with respect to wild varieties, no differences between
these wild and landrace cultivars were detected. By contrast, lipopolysaccharide and lipid
metabolic pathway levels were clearly higher in both landrace and modern cultivars with
respect to their wild relatives.

Table 2. Functional units of gene sets in metabolic pathways (KEGG modules) of tomato rhizosphere soils differentially
represented among tomato varieties. Different letters indicate a significant difference among tomato varieties (ANOVA,
Dunn’s post hoc-Bonferroni corrected p values). WTRS: wild tomato related species; TL: tomato landraces; MCC: modern
commercial cultivars.

Pathway Modules WTRS TL MCC p-Value

Amino acid metabolism;
Arginine and proline
metabolism

M00015_Proline biosynthesis, glutamate
=>proline 1656a 1609b 1626b 0.02086

M00023_Tryptophan biosynthesis, chorismate
=> tryptophan 3173b 3234a 3205a 0.008801

M00037_Melatonin biosynthesis, tryptophan
=> serotonin => melatonin 69b 77a 74ab 0.04182

M00040_Tyrosine biosynthesis, chorismate =>
arogenate => tyrosine 508a 464b 467b 5.579 × 10−6

M00042_Catecholamine biosynthesis, tyrosine
=> dopamine => noradrenaline => adrenaline 95b 106a 104ab 0.02289

M00533_Homoprotocatechuate degradation,
homoprotocatechuate =>
2-oxohept-3-enedioate

491a 474b 473ab 0.04715

Amino acid metabolism;
Aromatic amino acid
metabolism

M00545_Trans-cinnamate degradation,
trans-cinnamate => acetyl-CoA 1048a 1004b 1014b 0.001853
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Table 2. Cont.

Pathway Modules WTRS TL MCC p-Value

Amino acid metabolism;
Branched-chain amino
acid metabolism

M00036_Leucine degradation, leucine =>
acetoacetate + acetyl-CoA 7057a 6938b 6874b 6.597 × 10−5

Amino acid metabolism;
Cysteine and methionine
metabolism

M00017_Methionine biosynthesis, apartate =>
homoserine => methionine 5393b 5464a 5422a 0.006857

M00035_Methionine degradation 2031b 2101a 2065b 6.836 × 10−5

M00338_Cysteine biosynthesis, homocysteine +
serine => cysteine 233c 276a 257b 9.38 × 10−11

Amino acid metabolism;
Lysine metabolism

M00031_Lysine biosynthesis, mediated by
LysW, 2-aminoadipate => lysine 81b 106a 98b 1.069 × 10−5

Amino acid metabolism;
Other amino acid
metabolism

M00118_Glutathione biosynthesis, glutamate
=> glutathione 944a 876b 880b 7.781 × 10−8

M00027_GABA
(gamma-Aminobutyrate) shunt 2018a 1942b 1921b 1.037 × 10−5

Amino acid metabolism;
Polyamine biosynthesis

M00133_Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine =>
agmatine => putrescine => spermidine 865b 895a 879ab 0.01599

M00134_Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine =>
ornithine => putrescine 872a 838b 841b 0.008463

M00136_GABA biosynthesis, prokaryotes,
putrescine => GABA 677a 620b 636b 6.265 × 10−9

Amino acid metabolism;
Serine and threonine
metabolism

M00555_Betaine biosynthesis,
choline => betaine 1473a 1377b 1383b 4.206 × 10−11

Carbohydrate metabolism;
Central carbohydrate
metabolism

M00006_Pentose phosphate pathway,
oxidative phase, glucose 6P => ribulose 5P 1535ab 1523b 1546a 0.04953

M00077_Chondroitin sulfate degradation 105b 118a 123a 6.408 × 10−5

M00008_Entner–Doudoroff pathway,
glucose-6P => glyceraldehyde-3P + pyruvate 1993a 1905c 1928b 2.838 × 10−6

M00009_Citrate cycle (TCA cycle, Krebs cycle) 12,529a 12,667b 12,563a 0.0001383
M00011_Citrate cycle, second carbon oxidation,
2-oxoglutarate => oxaloacetate 9185b 9286a 9207b 0.001811

M00003_Gluconeogenesis, oxaloacetate =>
fructose-6P 5474b 5544a 5498b 0.008293

M00633_Semi-phosphorylative
Entner–Doudoroff pathway,
gluconate/galactonate => glycerate-3P

85b 91ab 95a 0.03837

Carbohydrate metabolism;
Other carbohydrate
metabolism

M00061_D-Glucuronate degradation,
D-glucuronate => pyruvate +
D-glyceraldehyde 3P

1694a 1654b 1680ab 0.01455

M00081_Pectin degradation 113b 129a 132a 6.318 × 10−5

M00114_Ascorbate biosynthesis, plants,
glucose-6P => ascorbate 2958ab 2995a 2949b 0.0271

M00131_Inositol phosphate metabolism,
Ins(1,3,4,5)P4 => Ins(1,3,4)P3 => myo-inositol 1003a 969b 968ab 0.02686

M00550_Ascorbate degradation, ascorbate =>
D-xylulose-5P 27a 19b 18b 1.195 × 10−5

M00554_Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis,
galactose => UDP-galactose 199b 207ab 217a 0.005133

M00565_Trehalose biosynthesis,
D-glucose 1P => trehalose 3380b 3603a 3666a 2.2 × 10−16
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Table 2. Cont.

Pathway Modules WTRS TL MCC p-Value

Energy metabolism;
Carbon fixation

M00170_C4-dicarboxylic acid cycle,
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase type 1302c 1357a 1321bc 1.883 × 10−5

M00172_C4-dicarboxylic acid cycle,
NADP—malic enzyme type 3505a 3444b 3445b 0.03007

M00173_Reductive citrate cycle
(Arnon-Buchanan cycle) 10,778b 10,891a 10,850ab 0.004089

M00374_Dicarboxylate-hydroxybutyrate cycle 7259b 7345a 7333a 0.01178
M00620_Incomplete reductive citrate cycle,
acetyl-CoA => oxoglutarate 2168b 2224a 2231a 0.0007637

Energy metabolism;;
Methane metabolism

M00344_Formaldehyde assimilation,
xylulose monophosphate pathway 913b 944a 942ab 0.03158

M00345_Formaldehyde assimilation,
ribulose monophosphate pathway 749b 808a 800a 6.137 × 10−7

M00346_Formaldehyde assimilation,
serine pathway 3166b 3234a 3226ab 0.006593

M00356_Methanogenesis,
methanol => methane 22b 26ab 27a 0.03877

M00358_Coenzyme M biosynthesis 177b 190a 198a 0.0004887
M00378_F420 biosynthesis 82b 93a 89ab 0.05467
M00563_Methanogenesis, methy-
lamine/dimethylamine/trimethylamine
=> methane

465a 434b 464a 3.724 × 10−6

Energy metabolism;
Nitrogen metabolism

M00530_Dissimilatory nitrate reduction,
nitrate => ammonia 1864a 1823b 1848a 0.01764

Energy metabolism;
Sulfur metabolism

M00176_Assimilatory sulfate reduction,
sulfate => H2S 2814a 2741b 2766ab 0.006395

Glycan metabolism;
Glycosaminoglycan
metabolis

M00076_Dermatan sulfate degradation 115b 129a 135a 2.073 × 10−5

M00077_Chondroitin sulfate degradation 105b 118a 123a 6.408 × 10−5

M00078_Heparan sulfate degradation 191b 215a 224a 2.272 × 10−7

M00079_Keratan sulfate degradation 475b 526a 547a 1.002 × 10−12

Glycan metabolism;
Lipopolysaccharide
metabolism

M00060_KDO2-lipid A biosynthesis,
Raetz pathway, LpxL-LpxM type 3058b 3132a 3124a 0.001684

M00064_ADP-L-glycero-D-manno-heptose
biosynthesis 692b 743a 771a 3.151 × 10−7

Lipid metabolism;
Fatty acid metabolism

M00082_Fatty acid biosynthesis, initiation 3785b 3861a 3842ab 0.01467
M00083_Fatty acid biosynthesis, elongation 9121b 9218a 9214a 0.01719
M00086_beta-Oxidation, acyl-CoA synthesis 1699b 1743a 1746ab 0.01575

Lipid metabolism;
Lipid metabolism

M00113_Jasmonic acid biosynthesis 428b 454a 438b 0.002276

Metabolism of cofactors
and vitamins;
Cofactor and vitamin
metabolism

M00116_Menaquinone biosynthesis,
chorismate => menaquinol 943b 1026a 977b 1.104 × 10−10

M00117_Ubiquinone biosynthesis,
prokaryotes, chorismate => ubiquinone 2772a 2703b 2707ab 0.01037

M00122_Cobalamin biosynthesis,
cobinamide => cobalamin 2143a 2105b 2153a 0.00244

M00128_Ubiquinone biosynthesis, eukaryotes,
4-hydroxybenzoate => ubiquinone 74a 64b 67ab 0.01119

Nucleotide metabolism;
Purine metabolism

M00546_Purine degradation, xanthine => urea 2126a 2089b 2125a 0.01079
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Table 2. Cont.

Pathway Modules WTRS TL MCC p-Value

Xenobiotics
biodegradation;
Aromatics degradation

M00537_Xylene degradation,
xylene => methylbenzoate 215a 199b 200ab 0.01542

M00541_Benzoyl-CoA degradation,
benzoyl-CoA => 3-hydroxypimeloyl-CoA 59b 67a 67ab 0.02392

M00548_Benzene degradation,
benzene => catechol 27a 20b 21b 0.0002254

M00551_Benzoate degradation, benzoate =>
catechol/methylbenzoate => methylcatechol 124a 108b 110b 0.003958

M00568_Catechol ortho-cleavage, catechol =>
3-oxoadipate 445a 421b 433ab 0.01165

M00569_Catechol meta-cleavage, catechol =>
acetyl-CoA/4-methylcatechol =>
propanoyl-CoA

466a 441b 430b 0.001843

M00637_Anthranilate degradation,
anthranilate => catechol 90a 73b 82b 1.726 × 10−5

Amino acid metabolism pathways exhibited no clear tendency, although in modern
commercial cultivars, cysteine and methionine pathway levels were higher and those of
other amino acid pathways were lower. A similar variable pattern was observed with
respect to both central carbohydrate and other carbohydrate metabolic pathways in the
category of carbohydrate metabolism.

Finally, a marked increase in the carbon fixation and methane metabolic subfunc-
tions and in the metabolic pathway categories glycan metabolism and lipid metabolism,
respectively, was observed in the modern commercial cultivars.

2.3. Functional Networks of KEGG Orthologous Groups

Figure 3 and Table 3 show the co-presence networks and the topological proper-
ties of functional networks, respectively, for the modern:wild, landraces:wild and mod-
ern:landraces pairs. An increase in the average number of neighbors and a decrease in the
characteristic path length were found in landraces:wild pairs (Table 3). Additionally, an
increase in the network radius and diameter were detected in the pair modern:landraces.
Finally, the pair modern:wild showed the largest number of KEGG-module nodes and the
largest number of edges or inter-node connections in the network. The clustering coeffi-
cient, which reflects the tendency of organisms to form relatively high-density clusters,
was zero. Co-occurrence networks are generated by connecting pairs of terms using a set of
criteria defining co-occurrence. These networks connect across, rather than between, nodes.
Every node, in which none of whose neighbors connect to each other, has a clustering
coefficient of zero.

Highly connected clusters were retrieved for every network, four for the pair mod-
ern:wild and three for the other two pairs (Figures 4–6). On a closer analysis, we detected
some links in highly connected clusters. Thus, bacterial functional units M00026 (histidine
biosynthesis, PRPP => histidine), M00032 (lysine degradation, lysine => saccharopine =>
acetoacetyl-CoA), M00141 (C1-unit interconversion) and M00376 (3-hydroxypropionate bi-
cycle) were highly connected in the soil of tomato landraces and wild relatives (Figure 4a),
whereas modern varieties and wild relatives were connected by modules M00141, M00376,
M00021 (cysteine biosynthesis, serine => cysteine) and M00089 (triacylglycerol biosyn-
thesis) (Figure 5a–c). Finally, modules M00026 and M00141 were highly represented in
modern varieties and tomato landraces (Figure 6a,b).
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Figure 3. Co-presence network for the couples: (a) tomato landraces:wild tomato related species, (b) modern commercial
cultivars:tomato landraces, (c) modern commercial cultivars:wild tomato related species. Node sizes reflect average relative
abundance of each KEGG module. The line thickness is proportional to the edge weight. Node colors: green for wild tomato
related species, blue for tomato landraces and red for modern commercial cultivars.

Table 3. Topological properties of pairwise functional networks. WTRS: wild tomato related species;
TL: tomato landraces; MCC: modern commercial cultivars.

MCC:WTRS TL:WTRS MCC:TL

Number of nodes 133 116 132
Number of edges 1005 1003 1001

Average number of neighbors 15,113 17,293 15,167
Network diameter 6 6 7

Network radius 3 3 4
Characteristic path length 2.542 2.371 2.577

Clustering coefficient 0.000 0.000 0.000
Network density 0.114 0.150 0.116

Network heterogeneity 0.850 0.780 0.869
Network centralization 0.230 0.325 0.309
Connected components 1 1 1
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Figure 4. Three (a–c) most connected clusters in co-presence networks for the couple tomato landraces (blue):wild tomato
related species (green). Node sizes reflect average relative abundance of each KEGG module. The line thickness is
proportional to the edge weight.

Figure 5. Three (a–c) most connected clusters in co-presence networks for the couple modern commercial cultivars
(red):tomato landraces (blue). Node sizes reflect average relative abundance of each KEGG module. The line thickness is
proportional to the edge weight.
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Figure 6. Four (a–d) most connected clusters in co-presence networks for the couple modern commercial cultivars (red):wild
tomato relates species (green). Node sizes reflect average relative abundance of each KEGG module. The line thickness is
proportional to the edge weight.

3. Discussion

Root traits selected during domestication were previously suggested to have a signifi-
cant influence on the composition of the rhizosphere microbiome [13,17]. We found similar
core bacterial microbiome members in tomato landraces and modern commercial cultivars,
but detected small, though significant, differences in bacterial communities associated with
both their rhizospheres and those of wild tomato relatives (Figure 1).

At family level, Gemmatimonadaceae (phylum Actinobacteria), Microbacteriaceae and
Streptomycetaceae (Gemmatimonadetes) were represented less in the rhizosphere of wild
tomato related species. At genera level, domestication gradually reduces the presence of
the ubiquitous soil bacterium Pedobacter, the aromatic substrate metabolizer Rhodococcus
and the alphaproteobacteria Skermanella and Microvirga, the latter considered a symbiotic
nitrogen-fixing bacterium.

Previous studies highlighted the effect of plant species on the microbial composition
and OTU abundance of the rhizosphere microbiome [5,18]. Domesticated crops often
have shallow roots and shifts in traits such as leaf size and root architecture. Changes
in these morphological traits results in increased litter quality, lower C:N ratio and root
exudate composition, which could influence microbial community composition [2,9,19,20].
In this study, bacterial diversity at the OTU level was found to remain virtually unchanged
along the domestication gradient, although evenness levels were significantly lower in the
rhizosphere of tomato wild relatives. Evenness refers to the similarity of OTU frequencies
in bacterial populations. Even though species evenness and richness are complementary,
no differences were observed in the latter; the number of soil bacterial phyla recruited by
wild type crops was similar to other tomatoes. Nevertheless, evenness does not necessarily
translate into optimal diversity; ecosystem functions at the bacterial community level
are more important than the bacterial species. As several species in an ecosystem may
fulfill a similar function (redundancy), their even distribution is not essential as long as
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the function itself remains active. However, a more even species distribution within a
bacterial community is assumed to make the ecosystem more resilient, as the risk of losing
an essential component of the functional network would be much lower.

Using metagenomic analysis, the functional potential of the bacterial community was
predicted and the associated metabolic pathway network explored (Table 2). The levels of
the global metabolic pathway for aromatic degradation were significantly higher in bacteria
associated to accessions of tomato wild relatives. The modules belonging to this pathway
catalyze reactions involving various polyphenols such as catechol. Humification is known
to involve biotic and abiotic transformations of soil litter layer materials into mature humic
substances, where catechol and o-quinones derived from biotic activity in humic substance
synthesis play a fundamental role [21]. In addition, the increase in catechol promotes
the formation of humic substances through abiotic reactions in the catechol–Maillard
system [22]. Thus, the observed decrease in the degradation of aromatic compounds to
catechol indicates a loss of degradation capacity due to cultivation. Organic matter and
humic substances play an important role in improving soil fertility and structure, water
retention capacity and C sequestration in the environment [23], which diminishes along
the domestication gradient. Another possible hypothesis is that plants affect microbial pop-
ulations, and changes in environmental conditions, soils and cultivation techniques—with
the gradual abandonment of organic materials in favor of agrochemicals—could reduce
the degradation capacity of recalcitrant organic compounds associated with domestication
and breeding. On the other hand, with respect to the carbon cycle, organic C taken up by
microorganisms is partitioned into growth, metabolite excretion, and respiration [24]. We
detected an increase in the Krebs cycle of wild tomato related species below-ground. After
incorporation into the bacterial biomass, C is usually converted into stable organic matter
or decomposed and respired as CO2 depending on the chemical recalcitrance and degree
of protection of the organic matter [25].

In this context, it has been suggested that crop wild relatives establish beneficial
interactions with microbes more frequently than domesticated cultivars [26]. Given the
abandonment of some agricultural practices related to exogenous organic matter inputs
and the preservation of endogenous C, a concomitant loss of bacterial functions dealing
with recalcitrant organic matter has been occurring for many years. It has also been
evidenced that agronomic practices, such as tillage, irrigation and the use of other inputs
such as pesticides and fertilizers influence the below-ground diversity and functions of
soil microbes [27]. We therefore postulate that a loss in bacterial functions related to soil
organic matter preservation occurs during tomato domestication.

A similar trend was detected in metabolic pathways related to biochemical cycles,
such as the reduction in nitrates and sulphates and the formation of urea from purine
metabolism. The decrease in these pathways that play a key role in plant growth could
be attributed to the domestication process, or more precisely, to the emergence of modern
commercial cultivars. Similar to the observations in the C-cycle, the increasing use of
agrochemicals in modern agriculture may, in some way, be connected to the reduction on
metabolic pathway levels caused by certain biochemical cycles.

Carbon fixation was more common in bacteria associated with modern commercial
cultivars. This important process in soil carbon cycling is carried out by CO2-fixing and
CO-oxidizing bacteria and can reduce atmospheric CO2 concentrations, thus indirectly
mitigating global warming [24,28,29]. However, as no differences in the synthesis of
ribulose 5 phosphate, an intermediary in the carbon fixation Calvin cycle, can be attributed
to domestication, it is not possible to draw a clear picture of the effects of domestication on
this ecosystem service.

On the other hand, pathways such as fatty acid and jasmonic acid biosynthesis were
more commonly found in the rhizosphere of modern and landrace varieties. Fatty acids are
involved in multiple functions, ranging from cell membrane constituents to cell signaling.
Fatty acids have been used as indices of soil quality and even to describe food web
connections [30], thus, positive feedback compared with their wild ancestors could be
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attributed to tomato crops. Jasmonic acid (JA) and its derivatives (collectively known as
jasmonates) play an important role in regulating plant defenses against biotic stresses, and
facilitating beneficial interactions between plants and microbes in the root zone [31,32].
JA signaling has been suggested to have evolved during land colonization by plants
exposed to new biotic and abiotic stresses [33], and symbiotic relationships with microbes,
including plant growth promoting bacteria and mycorrhizal fungi. Moreover, microbe
induced systemic resistance to pathogens and pests involve JA signaling [34,35]. However,
although JA production by bacteria and fungi in soil has been reported [36], its impact on
plant–microbiome interactions remains unclear. Finally, regarding signalling, we detected a
significant increase in the biosynthesis of gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in wild tomato
species compared to the groups that included cultivars. GABA is involved in inter-bacterial
communication and interactions between bacteria and their host [37]. Furthermore, GABA
production has been associated with bacterial overcoming of environmental stress [38].

Overall, these findings highlight the influence of tomato domestication on some
molecular pathways of the associated soil bacteria, although all ancestral functional char-
acteristics of bacteria have been conserved across time. However, we wonder whether
there is a pattern of bacterial functional abundance associated with the tomato soil related
to the domestication degree. To shed some light on this point, we calculated interactions
between functional units of gene sets in metabolic pathways, which may help to address
the question of how microbial genes work together to support specific microbiome func-
tions [39]. In this study, we assessed pairwise relationships between bacterial functional
units based on metagenomic sequencing of bacteria growing on tomato plants along a do-
mestication gradient The highest connectance levels in bacterial communities were found
in landraces:wild pairs due to an increase in network density as measured by the higher
average number of connections established expressed by the average number of neighbors
(Table 3). In addition, the increased connectance in the landraces:wild pairing with respect
to the other two pairs was related to the decrease in the characteristic path length, defined
as the average number of steps along the shortest paths for all possible pairs of network
nodes. These changes suggest an intensification of microbial connectance relative to the
pairs modern:landraces and modern:wild. Finally, an increase in the pair modern:landraces
regarding the network radius and diameter measuring the longest of all the shortest
calculated paths in the network, suggests a decrease in module-pathway connectance.

Highly connected clusters, or sets of nodes most of which are connected with one
another, were then explored (Figures 4–6). Again, the highest connectance was detected
for the pair landraces:wild varieties and nodes representing the same module in the two
different types of tomato were recovered in a single cluster. For the rest of the pairs,
even if they shared the same number of common modules, they were recovered in two or
three different clusters. Overall, the above results suggest that certain functional groups
such as the synthesis of certain amino acids or carbohydrate metabolism tend to be more
evolutionarily conserved in bacterial communities associated with tomato landraces than
those of modern varieties. However, we also found that most of the metabolic routes of
bacteria associated to either landraces or modern cultivars with those associated to their
ancestors were different. In this scenario, a possible process of divergent evolution in
tomato lines, that is, the process by which groups of the same common ancestor evolve
and accumulate differences in response to changes in both environmental conditions and
biotic factors, could be debated. Nevertheless, further investigation is needed to clarify
how tomato domestication has driven specific bacterial functions in root-associated soil.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Field Experiment

Seeds of 27 Solanum lycopersicum Mill., S. habrochaites and S. pimpinellifolium accessions
were selected from La Mayora Institute of Subtropical and Mediterranean Horticulture
(IHSM-UMA-CSIC) germplasm bank. Seeds were germinated and ten one-month-old
seedlings per variety (n = 270) were randomly sown in an experimental field of La Mayora
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IHSM (Málaga, Spain; 36.77◦ N, 4.04◦ W),) on 19th April 2018 in a Eutric Regosol soil [40].
They were grown until 16th July 2018. Just after transplanting, plants were watered with
15:15:15 solution (15% nitrogen, 15% phosphorus and 15% potassium) during 30 min
adding-up a volume of 4 l per plant. During the course of the experiment, watering
consisted of 30 min of water twice in a week (Mondays and Fridays) [41]. At harvest, the
soil attached to the main and secondary roots was taken by shaking, placed in separate
plastic bags, and kept at 4 ◦C. Then, samples from each variety were pooled, ground
together using a mortar and pestle, sieved twice (2-mm mesh) and immediately stored at
−20 ◦C until molecular analyses were performed.

In this study, cluster assays of the 27 tomato accessions, based on their degree of
domestication, were carried out: (1) wild tomato species (accessions NR0407, NR1021,
NR0136, NR0699, NR0937), (2) tomato landraces (accessions NR0025, NR0006, NR0044,
NR0213, NR0275, NR0237, NR0469, NR0166, NR0063, NR0705, NR0612), and (3) modern
commercial cultivars (accessions ABL104, ANL101, NR0071, NR0816, NR0080, NR1080,
NR0504. COM1, COM2, COM3 and COM4 cultivars, which are protected under plant
variety rights, have no accession number).

4.2. Chemical Characteristics of the Soil

Air-dried rhizosphere soil samples were used to determinate chemical properties.
Total N and SOC were determined with the aid of the Leco-TruSpec CN elemental ana-
lyzer (LECO Corp., St Joseph, MI, USA). Total mineral content was determined by the
digestion method with HNO3 65%:HCl 35% (1:3; v:v) followed by analysis using in-
ductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) (ICP 720-ES, Ag-
ilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Detailed information on soil characteristics is given in
Supplementary Material Table S2.

4.3. Molecular Analyses of Soil Bacteria

DNA was extracted from eight 1 g aliquots for each root-associated soil sample using
the bead-beating method with the aid of a PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (MoBio Labo-
ratories, Solana Beach, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For each
variety, two replicates were prepared by pooling four extractions and concentrating them
at 35 ◦C to a final volume of 20 μL using a Savant Speedvac® concentrator (Fisher Scientific,
Madrid, Spain). The V3-V4 hypervariable regions (ProV3V4 primers 5′ CCTACGGGNBG-
CASCAG 3′ and 5′ GACTACNVGGGTATCTAATCC 3′ [42,43]) of the 16S rRNA gene were
used to characterize the bacterial communities of the two replicates per sample using the
Illumina MiSeq platform (2 × 250 nucleotide paired-end protocol) at the genomic facilities
of the López-Neyra Institute of Parasitology and Biomedicine (IPBLN-CSIC). Blockers
were used to minimize amplification of mitochondria and chloroplasts. Raw sequences
were preprocessed using the SEED2 platform [44] by first merging forward and reverse
sequences. Quality filtering excluded sequences containing ambiguous bases (N) and those
with a quality score of less than 30. Primers were removed and sequences trimmed to
400 bp length. The sequences were then clustered using the UPARSE method [45]: Opera-
tional Taxonomic Unit (OTU) radius set to 3% and sequence similarity to 97%. Singletons
and chimeric sequences were removed. Taxonomic assignment of OTUs was performed
using the classify.seqs algorithm in Mothur software (University of Michigan, Detroit,
MI, USA) against the SILVA v132 database, after which no archaea were detected in the
samples [46,47]. An abundance sample x OTU matrix was generated using OTU reads as a
proxy of abundance using the Marker Data Profiling module in the MicrobiomeAnalyst
tool (https://www.microbiomeanalyst.ca/ accessed on 2 August 2021). The most abundant
sequence per OTU was selected as representative. Rarefaction curves were visualized using
MicrobiomeAnalyst to confirm that all samples reached a plateau [48,49].
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4.4. Predictive Metagenomics Profiling

To determine the potential functional metabolic capabilities of soil bacterial communi-
ties, we used Tax4fun, an open-source R package, which predicts the functional capabilities
of these communities based on 16S datasets. Tax4Fun is applicable to output obtained from
the SILVAngs web server [50]. Tax4fun was implemented in Shotgun Data Profiling (SDP)
module of MicrobiomeAnalyst to predict functional pathways based on Kyoto Encyclo-
pedia of Gene and Genome (KEGG, https://www.kegg.jp/ accessed on 2 August 2021)
annotations [51,52]. KEGG functional annotations were based on modules, i.e., functional
units of gene sets in the KEGG metabolic pathways database that can be linked to specific
metabolic capacities and other phenotypic features [48].

4.5. Functional Networks

Similarities on functional profiles across tomato types were studied by looking for
correlations in the abundance of modules. CoNet plug-in method [53] in Cytoscape
software v.3.8.2 [54] was used to visualize these relationships by building co-occurrence
networks. Thus, two nodes representing the same module in different tomato types
should be connected in the case that both tomatoes have a similar pattern of abundance
for that module. Thus, building networks by tomato type pairs gives an idea of the
conservation of modules across domestication (i.e., the number of links between the same
module in different tomato types). Co-occurrence networks were constructed based on the
identification of significant positive associations, that is, co-presences of functional units in
the tomato root-associated microbiome. Due to the different number of samples/tomato
varieties in each domestication type, for arranging the construction of network, the number
of samples in each domestication type was adjusted to the tomato type with the least
number. The selection and order of samples was arranged randomly. This analysis was
repeated 5 times by shuffling the input sample order to avoid spurious results. To run
the analysis, KEGG modules having less than 20 reads were discarded from the analyses.
KEGG module abundance was normalized by sample. A total of 2000 permutations were
set up by keeping edge number constant. The significance of co-presences were evaluated
by a combination of Spearman and Pearson correlations and Bray–Curtis dissimilarity
(see e.g., [52,55], corrected for multiple testing using Bonferroni). Finally, the MCODE
Cytoscape plugin [56] with default settings was then used to detect highly connected
network modules. Only modules with an MCODE score greater than 2.0 were retained for
analysis [39].

4.6. Statistical Analyses

OTU abundance information was normalized to the abundance value of the sample
with the least number of sequences. Alpha diversity indices generated by SEED2 were used
to compare bacterial richness and diversity in tomato accessions. Statistically significant
differences in alpha diversity, the bacterial composition of the group of tomato varieties
and predictive metagenomics profiling data were evaluated using generalized lineal model
(GLM) with degree of domestication as fixed factor. We checked fixed factors for signifi-
cance with Wald test from car package [57] and multiple comparisons between levels of
the fixed factor were tested using Tukey’s test with the package lsmeans and emmeans [58].
For each model, residuals were examined for model validation. Beta diversity, or species
complexity differences between groups of tomato varieties, was determined by linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) effect size (LEfSe) using the MicrobiomeAnalyst web server.
Taxa with an LDA score > 4 were considered important biomarkers of each group given
that a p value < 0.05 indicates significant differences between groups. Data were analyzed
using R version 3.6.3 [59] and R Studio version 1.1.456 [60].

5. Conclusions

In our study we found that core bacterial microbiome is similar between tomato lan-
draces and modern commercial cultivars with small differences with wild tomato. These
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findings highlight the influence of the host genotype on the potential functions of soil
bacterial communities. Furthermore, we found that differences in eight biological metabolic
pathways between wild tomatoes compared with tomato landraces and modern commer-
cial. Thus, we conclude that all ancestral functional characteristics of bacteria have been
conserved across time. In the light of these results, it becomes apparent that the capacity of
soil bacteria to provide ecosystem services is affected by agronomic practices linked to the
domestication process, particularly those related to the preservation of soil organic matter.
We also assayed the relationships between functional units of bacteria growing on tomato
plants along a domestication gradient, finding the highest levels of connection between
bacterial communities driven by tomato landraces and their wild ancestors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
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Abstract: Boron (B) performs physiological functions in higher plants as an essential micronutrient,
but its protective role in salt stress is poorly understood. Soybean (Glycine max L.) is planted widely
throughout the world, and salinity has adverse effects on its physiology. Here, the role of B (1 mM
boric acid) in salt stress was studied by subjecting soybean plants to two levels of salt stress: mild
(75 mM NaCl) and severe (150 mM NaCl). Exogenous B relieved oxidative stress by enhancing
antioxidant defense system components, such as ascorbate (AsA) levels, AsA/dehydroascorbate
ratios, glutathione (GSH) levels, the GSH and glutathione disulfide ratios, and ascorbate peroxidase,
monodehydroascorbate reductase, and dehydroascorbate reductase activities. B also enhanced the
methylglyoxal detoxification process by upregulation of the components of the glyoxalase system in
salt-stressed plants. Overall, B supplementation enhanced antioxidant defense and glyoxalase system
components to alleviate oxidative stress and MG toxicity induced by salt stress. B also improved the
physiology of salt-affected soybean plants.

Keywords: trace element; plant nutrient; salinity; antioxidant defense system; glyoxalase system

1. Introduction

Soybean (Glycine max L.) is a widely grown legume in America, Asia, Europe, and
Africa and is consumed mostly as oil and soy protein [1]. However, soybean cultivation is
now increasingly hampered due to various environmental stresses, including salinity, in
many soybean growing areas. Climate change, anthropogenic activities, and poor agro-
nomic management continue to increase the occurrence of salt stress in the crops growing in
the field [2]. Salt-affected soils are distinguished by the presence of considerable amounts
of soluble salts that are taken up by the plants growing there. This salt accumulation
results in plant water stress due to disrupted osmotic potential, as well as interrupted
uptake of essential nutrients and disturbance of the plant ionic balance [3]. Biochemical
and physiological changes due to salt stress inhibit germination and post-germination
development, with decreased root and shoot growth as common consequences of salt
stress. The decreases in water absorption and mineral nutrients, the disruption of ionic
and nutrient homeostasis, and the induction of ion toxicity lead directly and indirectly
to growth inhibition [4]. Different physiological processes, including transpiration, pho-
tosynthesis, and translocation of assimilates, are hindered under salinity [5]. Therefore,
altered developmental processes and yield reduction are key consequences of salt stress.
Methylglyoxal generation can be increased 2- to 6-fold under abiotic stress [6].
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Salt stress disrupts the equilibrium in osmotic potential as well as of different ions.
Salt stress has injurious effects on chlorophyll (Chl) biosynthesis as well as on the efficiency
of photosynthesis. The photon energy, therefore, cannot be appropriately used by pho-
tosystems, and plants suffer from oxidative stress due to excess production of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) [3,7]. Ionic/nutrient imbalances alter the biosynthesis or metabolism
of essential metabolites and disrupt the activity of enzymes involved in biochemical and
physiological processes, further exacerbating ROS generation and oxidative damage in
plants under salinity [4,8,9]. Many previous scientific papers provided evidence that oxida-
tive stress tolerance is a prerequisite for enhancing overall stress tolerance, including salt
stress [10].

Plants are equipped with antioxidant defense systems that protect against ROS gener-
ation, but these systems are only effective up to a certain limit. The antioxidant defense
system includes both enzymatic and nonenzymatic components [10], and enhancement
of this defense mechanism is a vital strategy for improving salt tolerance [10,11]. One
metabolite that is involved in these defense systems is methylglyoxal (MG), a reactive
substance produced as a by-product of different metabolic pathways in the chloroplast,
mitochondria, and cytosol. Recently, the importance of the glyoxalase system has been
prioritized for enhancing stress tolerance [8,10].

The effects of salt stress on mineral metabolism have received particular attention, but
more study is required on micronutrients such as boron (B). Boron is a micronutrient that
performs different physiological and developmental functions in plants. Boron deficiency
decreases photosynthesis, pollen formation, nucleic acid biosynthesis, starch metabolism,
and auxin function. Plant growth, including root elongation, is adversely affected by B
deficiency. Plasmalemma-bound enzyme activities and the plasma membrane potential
are altered due to B deficiency. Boron plays a role in protein configuration, the synthesis
of phenolic compounds, and nitrogen metabolism [12–14]. A few recent research findings
have demonstrated that supplementation with B can provide stress protection in plants by
regulating physiological processes, improving the structural integrity of cytosolic organs,
and enhancing antioxidant defense systems [3,9,15,16]. The aim of the present study was to
investigate the antioxidant defense, the glyoxalase system, and the physiological attributes
of salt-stressed soybean and the regulatory function of B in improving soybean performance
under salt stress.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Growing Condition and Treatments

Soybean seeds were sown in plastic pots (63.5 cm depth and 26 cm diameter) in
soil amended with organic manure and fertilizers at recommended doses [17]. After
germination, five plants were allowed to grow in each pot. Two sets of pots were grown at
the same time and under the same conditions. One set was used for morphological and
growth studies, and the other was used for physiological and biochemical investigations.
Twenty-day-old plants were treated with 75 mM NaCl (mild stress) and 150 mM NaCl
(severe stress). A separate set of control plants was grown without added NaCl. The control
and salt-treated seedlings were administered B (foliar application of 1 mM boric acid at
one-week intervals up to 50 days after sowing [DAS]). A completely randomized design
(CRD) was executed with three replications.

2.2. Growth Parameters

Plant height was measured using a measuring tape, and the average from five plants
was considered for each replication.

Leaf photographs were captured with a digital camera, and Image-J software was
used to calculate the leaf area [18].

Five sample plants were harvested from each pot (per replication) following comple-
tion of the treatments (45 DAS). Shoot fresh weight (FW) plant−1 was determined, and then
the plants were oven-dried at 72 ◦C for 48 h for dry weight (DW) plant−1 determinations.
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2.3. Measurement of Physiological Parameters

Five leaves were randomly selected from a plant from each pot of each replication
to record the Soil Plant Analysis Development (SPAD) value with a SPAD meter (atLEAF,
USA). Three SPAD readings were taken at different positions on a leaf. The Chl content
was then calculated according to the conversion factor suggested by the user manual and
following Zhu et al. [19].

The relative water content (RWC) [20] was recorded from whole leaf discs, which were
weighed for FW and then floated in distilled water in petri plates and kept in the dark. The
leaf weight was determined again after 8 h, after blotting excess water with tissue paper,
and was treated as the turgid weight (TW). Dry weights were determined after drying at
80 ◦C (for 48 h), and the RWC was calculated using the following formula

RWC (%) =
FW − DW
TW − DW

× 100

Electrolyte leakage (EL) was recorded at 30 DAS by placing a 0.5 g leaf sample into
a Falcon tube containing distilled water and placing the tubes in a water bath at 40 ◦C
for 1 h. After cooling, the electrical conductivity (EC1) was recorded with a conductivity
meter. The samples were heated again at 121 ◦C in an autoclave for about 1 h, and the
electrical conductivity (EC2) was measured again after cooling the samples. The formula
for computing the EL was [21]

EL(%) =
EC1
EC2

× 100

The proline (Pro) content was estimated by homogenizing leaf tissue with sulfosalicylic
acid and centrifuging (11,500× g, 4 ◦C, 15 min). An aliquot of the supernatant was mixed
with acid ninhydrin and glacial acetic acid and heated at 100 ◦C in a water bath for 60 min.
After cooling, toluene was added, the contents were vortexed, and the toluene layer
containing the Pro chromophore was optically assayed at 520 nm [22]. The Pro content was
calculated using a standard curve made from known Pro concentrations (10, 20, 40, 60, and
80 μg mL−1).

2.4. Estimation of Lipid Peroxidation and H2O2 Concentration

Lipid peroxidation was determined from the malondialdehyde (MDA) level. Leaves
were homogenized in 5% (w/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA) and centrifuged at 11,500× g
for 15 min. The supernatant was mixed with thiobarbituric acid (TBA), heated at 95 ◦C
for 60 min, cooled in an ice bath, and centrifuged again for 10 min. The absorbance of
the supernatant was read at 532 nm to determine the malondialdehyde content. The
measurements were corrected by deducting the absorbance at 600 nm, where the extinction
coefficient was 155 mM−1 cm−1 [23].

The H2O2 was estimated by homogenizing leaves in potassium phosphate (K-P) buffer
(pH 6.5) at 4 ◦C and centrifuging at 11,500× g. The supernatant was added to a mixture of
TiCl4 and H2SO4 and let stand at room temperature. After centrifuging at 11,500× g, the
optical absorption of the supernatant was recorded spectrophotometrically at 410 nm to
determine the H2O2 level [24].

2.5. Ascorbate and Glutathione Estimation

Leaves were homogenized in 5% meta-phosphoric acid containing 1 mM EDTA and cen-
trifuged at 11,500× g (15 min; 4 ◦C) and the supernatant was analyzed for ascorbate [25,26]
and glutathione [24,25,27]. Total AsA was estimated by reducing the oxidized portion
with 0.1 M dithiothreitol (1 h at room temperature), and the supernatant was read at
265 nm using 1.0 unit ascorbate oxidase (AO). The ratio of oxidized AsA/dehydroascorbate
(DHA) was calculated by deducting the reduced AsA from the total AsA. A standard curve
was prepared from different concentrations of AsA (400, 600, and 800, and 1000 μM) to
determine the AsA content of the plant samples.
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GSH content was determined by a previously published method [24] with some mod-
ifications [27]. The supernatant was neutralized with K-P buffer (0.5 M) (pH 7). Then,
after oxidizing GSH with 5,5-dithio-bis (2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) and reducing with
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) in the presence of glutathione
reductase (GR), the supernatant was used to measure total GSH content spectrophoto-
metrically at 412 nm. Oxidized GSH (GSSG) content was obtained after removing GSH
with 2-vinylpyridine. The GSH level was obtained by subtracting GSSG from total GSH.
Standard curves of known concentrations of GSH (20, 40, 60, and 80 μg mL−1) and GSSG
(12, 16, 20, and 24 μg mL−1) were used to determine the contents in plant samples.

2.6. Assays of Enzymes of the AsA-GSH Pathway and Glyoxalase System

The protein contents of the plant samples were determined [28] by grinding leaf tissue
in 50 mM K–P (potassium phosphate) buffer (pH 7.0) containing 100 mM KCl, 1 mM AsA,
5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 10% (w/v) glycerol and centrifuging at 11,500 ×g. The
supernatants were utilized for enzyme activity determinations.

Ascorbate peroxidase (APX, EC: 1.11.1.11) activity was measured in K-P buffer (pH-7)
containing H2O2, EDTA, and AsA. The absorbance was read at 290 nm, using 2.8 mM–1 cm–1

as the extinction coefficient [29].
The activity of monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR, EC: 1.6.5.4) was measured

in an assay buffer of Tris-HCl buffer, AsA, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADPH),
and AO and recording the absorbance at 340 nm, using 6.2 mM–1 cm–1 as the extinction
coefficient [25].

A previously published method [29] was used to determine dehydroascorbate reduc-
tase (DHAR, EC: 1.8.5.1) activity in an assay solution containing DHA, K-P buffer, and GSH
and reading the absorbance at 265 nm using 14 mM–1 cm–1 as the extinction coefficient.

Glutathione reductase (GR, EC: 1.6.4.2) activity was measured in assay buffer contain-
ing NADPH, GSSG, K-P buffer pH 7, and EDTA and reading the absorbance at 340 nm
using an extinction coefficient of 6.2 mM–1 cm–1 [25].

A previously published method [25] was used to determine the activity of glyoxalase
I (Gly I, EC: 4.4.1.5) in an assay mixture containing GSH, K-P buffer, MG, and magnesium
sulfate and reading the absorbance at 240 nm using 3.37 mM–1 cm–1 as the extinction
coefficient. Glyoxalase II (Gly II, EC: 3.1.2.6) activity was determined using an assay
buffer containing S-D-lactoyl glutathione, Tris-HCl buffer, and EDTA [25] and reading the
absorbance at 412 nm using 13.6 mM–1 cm–1 as the extinction coefficient.

2.7. Methylglyoxal Level

Leaves were homogenized in 5% perchloric acid, centrifuged at 11,000× g, and the
supernatant was decolorized and neutralized. The MG level was determined by adding
sodium dihydrogen phosphate and N-acetyl-L-cysteine. The developed N-α-acetyl-S-(1-
hydroxy-2-oxo-prop-1-yl)cysteine product was read after 10 min at 288 nm [4].

2.8. Statistical Analysis

Data were evaluated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) using CoStat v.6.400 soft-
ware [30]. Means were separated according to Tukey’s honestly significant difference
(HSD) test at p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Growth Parameters

Plant height was reduced by 13% and 40% by exposure to mild and severe salt stress,
respectively, compared to unstressed control plants. Boron addition had no significant effect
on the plant height of salt-treated plants (Figure 1A). Leaf area decreased at both levels of
salt stress, and B addition had no significant effect on the leaf area of the salt-treated plants
(Figure 1B).
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Figure 1. Plant height (A) and leaf area (B) of salt-stressed soybean following B supplementation. Twenty-day-old plants
were subjected to two levels of salt (75 and 150 mM NaCl, 30 days) and supplemented with B (1 mM boric acid). Control
treatments were grown without salt. Mean (±SD) was computed from three replicates for each treatment. Different letters
over the bars indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05 applying Tukey’s HSD test.

Salt stress reduced shoot and root FW and DW compared to unstressed controls
treatment. The decreased shoot FW under 150 mM salt stress was restored by B supple-
mentation (Figure 2). Boron addition did not significantly mitigate the reductions in shoot
dry weight, root fresh weight, or root dry weight induced by salt stress.

 
Figure 2. Shoot fresh weight (A), shoot dry weight (B), root fresh weight (C), and root dry weight (D) of soybean as affected
by salt stress with or without B supplementation. Twenty-day-old plants were imposed with two levels of salt (75 and
150 mM NaCl, 30 days) and a set of plants were supplemented with B (1 mM boric acid). Control treatments were grown
without salt. Mean (±SD) was computed from three replicates for each treatment. Different letters over the bars indicate
significant differences at p ≤ 0.05 applying Tukey’s HSD test.

3.2. Physiological Parameters

Chlorophyll breakdown is common under salt stress, and the Chl content was de-
creased at both levels of salt stress compared with the unstressed controls. The addition of
B to salt-treated seedlings increased the Chl level by 21% and 28% in the mild and severe
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salinity treatments, respectively, but these differences were not statistically significant
compared to the salt-stressed seedlings without B supplementation (Figure 3A).

 

Figure 3. Chl content (A), leaf relative water content (B), electrolyte leakage (C) and proline content (D) of soybean as
affected by salt stress with or without B supplementation. Twenty-day-old plants were imposed with two levels of salt (75
and 150 mM NaCl, 30 days) and a set of plants were supplemented with B (1 mM boric acid). Control treatments were
grown without salt. Mean (±SD) was computed from three replicates for each treatment. Different letters over the bars
indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05 applying Tukey’s HSD test.

Leaf RWC was decreased by salt treatment, but the relative water content was in-
creased by 19% and 22% by B supplementation in plants treated with mild and severe
salt stress (Figure 3B). Electrolyte leakage is a recognizable indicator of oxidative damage,
and soybean plants showed a drastic rise in electrolyte leakage of 107% and 131% when
subjected to mild and severe salinity treatments, respectively, compared to the unstressed
controls. Supplementation with B noticeably diminished electrolyte leakage by 24% and
22% in the mild and severe salinity conditions, respectively, compared to salt stress alone
(Figure 3C).

The Pro content increased upon exposure to salinity, and the level was further in-
creased by B addition, but that increase was not statistically significant (Figure 3D).

3.3. Malondialdehyde and H2O2 Levels

Malondialdehyde content is a proxy for membrane lipid peroxidation and was in-
creased by salt stress. The H2O2 levels showed a similar increase in salt-treated soybean
seedlings. B addition decreased the MDA level by 38% (under severe salinity stress) and
decreased the H2O2 level by 29% and 30% under mild and severe salt stress, respectively,
compared to salt-treated plants without B supplementation (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. MDA (A) and H2O2 content (B) of soybean as affected by salt stress with or without B supplementation. Twenty-
day-old plants were imposed with two levels of salt (75 and 150 mM NaCl, 30 days) and a set of plants were supplemented
with B (1 mM boric acid). Control treatments were grown without salt. Mean (±SD) was computed from three replicates for
each treatment. Different letters over the bars indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05 applying Tukey’s HSD test.

3.4. Ascorbate and Glutathione Pool

The AsA content was increased by exposure to mild salt stress but decreased under
severe salt stress. The DHA level increased at both levels of salinity. Together, these changes
resulted in a decrease in the AsA/DHA ratio in salt-treated soybean seedlings. However,
the AsA/DHA ratio increased after B supplementation by 39% and 45% under mild and
severe salt stress, respectively, largely due to the increase in AsA and decrease in DHA
levels following B addition (Figure 5A–C).

The glutathione level was unaltered by salt treatment. The GSSG level was greatly
increased by salt treatment and increased with the increase in the salinity level. The ratio
of GSH/GSSG decreased in salt-treated soybean plants. B supplementation augmented the
GSH level under mild and severe salt stress by 26% and 49%, respectively, and diminished
GSSG by 22% and 28%, respectively, compared to salt-stressed plants not supplemented
with B. These changes explained the maintenance of the GSH/GSSG ratio by B in the
salt-treated plants (Figure 5D–F).

3.5. Activity of AsA-GSH Pathway Enzymes

The AsA metabolic and recycling enzymes differentially affected under salt stress.
APX activity decreased under severe salt stress. The MDHAR and DHAR activity decreased
under salt stress compared to unstressed controls. Boron supplementation increased the
APX level under mild salinity but not under severe salinity. The MDHAR and DHAR activ-
ity was increased by B supplementation of salt-treated plants (Figure 6B,C). Glutathione
reductase activity was unchanged by mild salt stress but was increased by severe salt stress
compared to unstressed controls. Addition of B to salt-stressed plants increased GR activity
compared to salt-stressed plants without B supplementation (Figure 6D).

3.6. Methylglyoxal Detoxification System

Methylglyoxal levels were increased strongly, by 36% and 118% following exposure to
mild and severe salt stress, respectively, compared to unstressed controls. The methylgly-
oxal level was decreased by 21% in severely stressed plants following B supplementation.
Glyoxalase I and Gly II activities were decreased by mild salt stress and further decreased
by severe salt stress. Glyoxalase I and Gly II activities were increased in salt-stressed
plants supplemented with B compared to salt-stressed plants without B supplementation
(Figure 7).
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Figure 5. Ascorbate (A–C) and glutathione (D–F) pool of soybean as affected by salt stress with or without B supplemen-
tation. Twenty-day-old plants were imposed with two levels of salt (75 and 150 mM NaCl, 30 days) and a set of plants
were supplemented with B (1 mM boric acid). Control treatments were grown without salt. Mean (±SD) was computed
from three replicates for each treatment. Different letters over the bars indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05 applying
Tukey’s HSD test.
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Figure 6. Activities of AsA-GSH pathway enzymes, APX (A), MDHR (B), DHAR (C), and GR (D) of soybean as affected by
salt stress with or without B supplementation. Twenty-day-old plants were imposed with two levels of salt (75 and 150 mM
NaCl, 30 days) and a set of plants were supplemented with B (1 mM boric acid). Control treatments were grown without
salt. Mean (±SD) was computed from three replicates for each treatment. Different letters over the bars indicate significant
differences at p ≤ 0.05 applying Tukey’s HSD test.

 

Figure 7. Activities of glyoxalase I (A), glyoxalase II (B), and level of MG (C) of soybean as affected by salt stress with or
without B supplementation. Twenty-day-old plants were imposed with two levels of salt (75 and 150 mM NaCl, 30 days)
and a set of plants were supplemented with B (1 mM boric acid). Control treatments were grown without salt. Mean (±SD)
was computed from three replicates for each treatment. Different letters over the bars indicate significant differences at
p ≤ 0.05 applying Tukey’s HSD test.
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4. Discussion

Growth inhibition is the most common deleterious effect of salt exposure. The aim of
the present study was to determine the various factors that contribute to this inhibition.
Plants growing in saline conditions experience a reduction in the rate of water absorption
due to altered osmotic potential. This is accompanied by a lower uptake of essential
mineral nutrients, in part due to competition with Na [4]. Poor root growth under salt
stress further hinders water and nutrient uptake, as well as transport. Photosynthesis is
also hindered under salinity [5]. These alterations are the common reasons for salt-induced
growth reduction [4,31].

Supplementation with B increased the shoot fresh weight of salt-treated plants. Several
other studies have also demonstrated a B-induced improvement in growth parameters
of plants growing under saline conditions [3,16]. However, the differences observed in
the growth parameters of salt-stressed soybean plants in response to B application were
not statistically significant in the present study. Further studies with different doses of
B are needed to confirm the potential for a growth-enhancing role of B under salt stress
in soybean.

Salt stress imposes oxidative stress that causes Chl pigment breakdown. Chl biosyn-
thesis is also hampered during salt exposure due to nutrient imbalance and metabolic
disruptions [3,4,11]. In the present study, salt stress reduced the Chl content in the soybean
plants, but B supplementation did not mitigate the Chl losses significantly. Boron plays a
role in cytoskeletal protein construction and nitrogen metabolism, which are both required
for Chl synthesis [12–14]. Restoration of Chl levels has been reported in salt-stressed
rose [16] and potato [3] plants following B application. Therefore, restoration of the Chl
content in soybean may depend on the dosage, duration, or application method. Future
studies should examine these possibilities to determine if better results can be achieved.

Pro accumulation and reduced RWC indicate the induction of osmotic stress in soy-
bean plants under salt stress. A higher accumulation of Pro and other osmolytes is desirable
to combat the osmotic stress induced by any environmental stress [4]. Increased Pro biosyn-
thesis and accumulation have been reported in response to B in previous studies, which
also showed improvements in plant water status [3,32]. Boron is involved in nitrogen
metabolism and in the synthesis of some of the secondary metabolites connected to the
biosynthesis of osmoprotectants such as Pro [14]. In the present study, B supplementa-
tion of salt-treated plants increased RWC but had no effect on Pro levels. This finding
might reflect that plants have a number of endogenous osmoprotectant molecules that
can regulate the water content of plants under stress conditions. Boron might, therefore,
have a role in regulating the levels of osmoprotectants other than Pro and/or in regulating
other physiological attributes that can improve the RWC of salt-stressed plants. Further
investigation is needed to better understand the effects of B on osmoregulation.

Salinity causes osmotic stress that, in turn, creates oxidative stress and inhibits biomem-
brane functions. Ion toxicity also causes oxidative damage to biomembranes. Inhibition
of antioxidant enzyme activity under salt stress increases ROS production and causes
oxidative damage [10,33]. Soybean plants exposed to salinity showed increased generation
of H2O2, which then damaged the membranes, as indicated by increased MDA levels.
Electrolyte leakage was also higher during salt exposure, further confirming membrane
damage. These common responses to oxidative stress have been documented in many
different plant species during salt exposure [4,8,34]. In the present study, exogenous B
supplementation decreased the salinity-induced oxidative stress, as confirmed by the
decreased levels of H2O2, MDA, and electrolyte leakage from the salt-treated soybean
plants.

Previous studies of B effects on salt stress responses have verified a role for B in oxida-
tive stress mitigation. Decreases in lipoxygenase activity, electrolyte leakage, and MDA and
H2O2 levels by B were reported in salt-stressed Pistacia vera leaves [7]. The MDA and H2O2
contents were diminished by B application in aluminum-stressed plants [35,36]. Downreg-
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ulation of H2O2 production, as well as membrane lipid peroxidation, by B supplementation
was confirmed in citrus plants under aluminum toxicity stress [9].

Salt stress generates a series of damaging secondary effects, including altered biosyn-
thesis of metabolites and inhibition of enzyme activities [3,10,11,33]. In the present study,
salt stress altered AsA and DHA levels, thereby decreasing the AsA/DHA ratio, whereas B
supplementation reversed the damaging effects and restored the AsA/DHA ratio. Ascor-
bate peroxidase activity was decreased by severe salinity (but was unaltered under mild salt
stress), and MDHAR and DHAR activities were decreased in salt-treated soybean plants,
and these decreases were correlated with the decreases in AsA levels and the AsA/DHA
ratio. Boron supplementation of the salt-treated soybean plants increased the MDHAR and
DHAR activity and helped to restore the AsA level and decrease the DHA level, thereby
increasing the AsA/DHA ratio above that observed in salt-stressed plants.

The GSH level was not altered in salt-treated soybean plants, but the GSSG level
was greatly increased, resulting in a strongly decreased GSH/GSSG ratio under saline
conditions compared to unstressed plants. B supplementation of the salt-stressed plants
raised the GSH level and decreased the GSSG level, thereby increasing the GSH/GSSG
ratio above that of salt-stressed plants. Glutathione reductase activity in salt-treated plants
was increased by B supplementation, providing further improvement in the GSG/GSSG
ratio.

Research that focuses on a potential regulatory role for B in antioxidant defense
systems is sparse. The application of Bio-B fertilizer was shown to ameliorate freezing
injury in grapevine through augmentation of activities of antioxidant enzymes, such as
CAT, peroxidase (POD), and SOD [35]. The activity of APX and CAT and the levels
of nonenzymatic antioxidant compounds, such as AsA and phenolic compounds, were
enhanced considerably in Pistacia vera by B addition, and the trees showed better salinity
tolerance following B supplementation [7]. Citrus plants under aluminum toxicity showed
responses to B supplementation that included upregulated SOD activity and reduced
activities of peroxidase, CAT, and polyphenol oxidase, as well as lower protein and proline
levels [9]. Riaz et al. [15,36] confirmed that B supply decreased aluminum toxicity responses
in trifoliate orange and increased the levels of antioxidant system components, including
the activities of peroxidase, CAT, APX, phenylalanine ammonia lyase, and polyphenol
oxidase, and the accumulation of Pro and secondary metabolites, while also improving
components of the cell wall [36].

MG is produced through various abiotic stresses and has toxic effects on cell metabolism.
Scavenging of MG through the glyoxalase system is a prerequisite for improving salt tol-
erance [4,8]. Gly I and Gly II activities were diminished and MG levels were increased in
salt-treated soybean plants, and B application reversed these effects, leading to decreased
MG accumulation. An increase in glyoxalase enzyme activity was also shown to decrease
the MG content in salt-affected mung bean [4] and tomato (Parvin et al., 2020), in agreement
with the present findings. However, a role for B in the maintenance of the glyoxalase system
still requires investigation.

5. Conclusions

The present study revealed that B supplementation improved water relations of the
salt-affected plants. Exogenous B also enhanced many components of the plant antioxidant
defense system, including GSH, GSH/GSSG, AsA/DHA, and activities of APX, MDHAR,
DHAR, and GR, to mitigate oxidative damage. Overall, B supplementation decreased
the MDA level and electrolyte leakage in salt-treated soybean plants, while stimulating
the methylglyoxal detoxification process through upregulation of the components of the
glyoxalase system, including GSH level and Gly I and Gly II activities. B is a recognized
fertilizer micronutrient with vital physiological and developmental functions [12–14], but
few studies have probed the protective role of B under different abiotic stresses [3,9,16,36].
Therefore, many aspects remain to be revealed regarding the protective role of B in plants
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exposed to environmental stress. Combined application of B with other trace elements and
their physiological roles also warrants further research.
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Abstract: Licorice (Glycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch.) is a salt and drought tolerant legume suitable for
rehabilitating abandoned saline lands, especially in dry arid regions. We hypothesized that soil
amended with maize-derived biochar might alleviate salt stress in licorice by improving its growth,
nutrient acquisition, and root system adaptation. Experiments were designed to determine the effect
of different biochar concentrations on licorice growth parameters, acquisition of C (carbon), nitrogen
(N), and phosphorus (P) and on soil enzyme activities under saline and non-saline soil conditions.
Pyrolysis char from maize (600 ◦C) was used at concentrations of 2% (B2), 4% (B4), and 6% (B6)
for pot experiments. After 40 days, biochar improved the shoot and root biomass of licorice by
80 and 41% under saline soil conditions. However, B4 and B6 did not have a significant effect on
shoot growth. Furthermore, increased nodule numbers of licorice grown at B4 amendment were
observed under both non-saline and saline conditions. The root architectural traits, such as root
length, surface area, project area, root volume, and nodulation traits, also significantly increased
by biochar application at both B2 and B4. The concentrations of N and K in plant tissue increased
under B2 and B4 amendments compared to the plants grown without biochar application. Moreover,
the soil under saline conditions amended with biochar showed a positive effect on the activities
of soil fluorescein diacetate hydrolase, proteases, and acid phosphomonoesterases. Overall, this
study demonstrated the beneficial effects of maize-derived biochar on growth and nutrient uptake of
licorice under saline soil conditions by improving nodule formation and root architecture, as well as
soil enzyme activity.

Keywords: biochar; licorice; soil enzymes; salinity; nutrients; root system

1. Introduction

Licorice is a perennial shrub widely distributed in South-Western Asia and the Mediter-
ranean region, which consists of about 20 species. The most commonly grown species
are Glycyrrhiza glabra L. and Glycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch., used as food and in traditional
medicine to treat various health disorders [1–3]. The plant is well adapted to saline and
arid soils because of its deep root system. Thus, licorice is used to restore soil fertility
by increasing soil organic matter and soil biological activity [4,5]. However, exposure
of licorice to excessive salinity may elicit nutrient deficiency and imbalances of N, K, P,
and microelements, which are essential for plant growth [6,7]. Furthermore, salt stress
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disturbs the symbiotic performance of legumes with Rhizobia, thereby resulting in de-
creased nodulation and nitrogen fixation [8]. This process was explained by the failure
of rhizobial colonization in the rhizosphere, and the formation of root nodules. There
are several approaches to improving plant growth and development under drought and
salinity, such as genetic engineering and the application of microbial inoculants [9]. Biochar
amendment has also been repeatedly reported as an effective approach in restoring saline
lands and increasing plant tolerance to salt stress; thus, it has gained attention in practical
applications worldwide [6,10,11]. Biochar is a solid by-product of biomass-derived from
forestry, agriculture, and the food industry, such as wood chips, crop residues, sewage
sludge, or dairy manure. It is produced by pyrolysis or high temperatures under lim-
ited or complete absence of oxygen [12]. The positive effects of biochar on soil cation
exchange capacity [13], water holding capacity [14] or soil organic matter content [15] were
repeatedly demonstrated. Biochar also increased organic carbon in saline soil, supporting
favourable conditions for soil microbes involved in nutrient cycles [16]. Tang et al. [17]
also observed biochar-induced improvements in soil physical-chemical properties, which
mitigated salt stress during seedling growth of Brassica chinensis L. Moreover, the soil under
saline conditions amended with biochar experienced increased enzymatic activities such
as of urease, invertase and phosphatase [18].

Biochar also plays a vital role in plant growth, providing nutrients and better nutrient
availability [19]. The improved acquisition of nutrients such as N, P, K from soil amended
with biochar was explained by enhanced bioavailability and increased microbial activity
involved in nutrient cycling [20–22]. However, plant growth, nutrient acquisition, and soil
biogeochemical processes after biochar application depend on the type and concentration
of biochar. For example, Ibrahim et al. [23] observed that soil amendment with 2.5% biochar
alleviated the harmful effects of salt stress in Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench), whereas
5 and 10% biochar application rates harmed the plant growth under saline conditions.
Our study hypothesized that the application of biochar mitigates the salt stress of licorice,
improves soil nutrient acquisition through improving soil biological properties and root
growth, and finally, that any beneficial effects depend on biochar concentration. Thus,
our study could expand knowledge about the impact of increasing biochar concentrations
on the improvement in the licorice root system (growth and architecture), symbiotic
performance and nutrient availability, especially in salt-affected soils. Experiments were
conducted in a greenhouse and included measurements of soil enzyme activities linked to
carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycling.

2. Results

2.1. Plant Shoot and Root Growth

The licorice’s root and the shoot biomass responded differently to the applied biochar
concentrations of B2, B4 and B6 and soil salt stress. In non-saline soil amended with B2, the
shoot and root growth of licorice significantly (p < 0.05) increased by 25 and 28% compared
to plants grown in soil without biochar addition (Figures 1 and 2). However, there were no
significant effects of B4 and B6 on licorice growth. The shoot and root biomass of plants
even decreased after the amendment of B6 (Figure 1). Under saline soil conditions, biochar
improved shoot and root biomass of licorice by 80 and 41%, respectively; however, B4 and
B6 had no significant effects on shoot growth (Figure 1).

Notably, biochar improved the symbiotic performance of licorice, since the nodule
number of plants grown in non-saline soil was 3.0 ± 1.0. In contrast, nodule numbers
significantly increased threefold (8.6 ± 1.5) after the addition of B2 to the soil and twofold
(6.0 ± 2.1) per plant at B4. Soil salinity inhibited nodule formation in the plant; no nodules
were found on roots grown in saline soil without biochar addition. However, the soil
which was amended with B2 and B4 increased nodule numbers to 4.1 ± 1.5 and 3.2 ± 1.0
per plant.
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Figure 1. Shoot (A) and root (B) growth of licorice grown in soil amended with biochar at 2%, 4% and 6% concentrations
under non-saline and saline soil conditions. Column means with different letters are significantly different based on Tukey’s
HSD test at p < 0.05.
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Figure 2. Biochar addition (2%) enhanced whole-plant growth under saline soil conditions. (A): entire plants, (B): amplified
root system of biochar-treated variant, (C): amplified root system of control plant.

2.2. Carbon and Nutrient Concentrations

The concentrations of C, N, and P in plant tissue were affected by different biochar
concentrations applied under non-saline and saline soil conditions. In the biochar-amended
soil, the nutrient concentration in the licorice plant tissues was higher than the plants grown
in soil without the addition of biochar. The carbon content in the root tissue of licorice
grown in non-saline soil amended with B2 slightly increased by 9% and by 7% under saline
soil conditions, respectively (Figure 3A). Significant increases (p < 0.05) in N content of
plant tissue over the controls were observed after B2 and B4 amendments under non-saline
conditions, being 44 and 32% higher, respectively (Figure 3B). Under saline conditions, the
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soil amended with B2 and B4 showed an increased concentration of plant N content by 37
and 26%, respectively (Figure 3). Among other nutrients analyzed, only the P concentration
of plants significantly (p < 0.05) increased after the amendment of B2 under non-saline
conditions (Figure 3C).
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Figure 3. Concentrations (%) of carbon (A), nitrogen (B), and phosphorus (C) in licorice plant tissue grown after application
of biochar at 2%, 4%, and 6% concentrations under non-saline and saline soil conditions. The different letters indicate
significant differences based on Turkey’s HSD test at p < 0.05.

2.3. Licorice Root Architecture

In general, licorice root architecture showed a differentiated response to different
concentrations of biochar amendment. Interestingly, the total root length significantly
increased by 26 and 57% under the B2 amendment under non-saline and saline condi-
tions, respectively, as compared to the other treatments (Figure 4A). Root length similarly
responded under the amendment of B4. The root length increased at both saline and
non-saline soil conditions, although significant differences compared to the control were
only observed under saline soil conditions (Figure 4A). Soil amendment changed the root
project area, especially when grown under saline conditions (Figure 4B). The root project
area significantly increased by 29–32% under non-saline and 37–48% under saline soil
conditions compared to the control plant. By comparison, the surface area of the root
significantly increased by 31% and 25% under non-saline and 51, and 36% under saline
soil conditions compared to the control plants (Figure 4C). As shown in Figure 4D, the root
diameter was not affected by biochar additions, except under B4, where an increase of 12%
was observed under non-saline soil conditions (Figure 4D). The root volume responded
differently to both biochar concentrations and soil conditions. Both B2 and B4 induced up
to 52 and 43% higher root volumes under non-saline soil conditions than the control plants
(Figure 4E). The root volume responded similarly to the addition of biochar under saline
soil conditions, as it was increased by 73% under B2 amendment compared to the control
plants (Figure 4E). There was no clear response from the root tips to different biochar
additions, as they were significantly (45%) higher after B2 amendment compared to control
plants under saline soil conditions only.
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Figure 4. Root morphological traits, i.e., total root length (A), project area (B), surface area (C), root diameter (D), root
volume (E), and root tips (F) of licorice grown after application of biochar at 2%, and 4% concentrations under non-saline
and saline soil condition. The top and bottom of the box represent 75% and 25% quantile, respectively. The bars of the box
represent maximum and minimum values of observations. The line in the box represents the median. The dot represents the
value of each individual observation. Letters within each column mark significant differences at p < 0.05 based on Duncan’s
test. BC: biochar, NB: without biochar, S: saline, NS: non-saline, R.: root.
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2.4. Soil Enzymes

The biochar amendment of B2 significantly increased fluorescein diacetate (FDA) hy-
drolase activity in non-saline and saline soil by 45 and 42%, respectively (Figure 5A); how-
ever, the activity decreased at the addition of B4 and B6 under both saline and non-saline
conditions. The biochar amendments affected the acid and alkaline phosphomonoesterase
activities under licorice (Figure 5B). An increase in acid phosphomonoesterase activity by
10 and 25% in non-saline soil and 13 and 32% in saline soil was observed after B2 and B4
amendments compared to the control, respectively. However, the effect was not significant
(Figure 5C). In contrast, alkaline phosphomonoesterase activity decreased in soil amended
with biochar at all of the applied concentrations (B2, B4, B6). Protease activity significantly
increased after biochar additions (Figure 5D), i.e., an increase of 70 and 48% was observed
in non-saline and of 96 and 96% in saline soil amended with B4 and B6 compared to the
control, respectively (Figure 5D).

Figure 5. Effect of biochar amendment on FDA hydrolytic activity (A), soil acidic phospho-
monoesterase activity (B), soil alkaline phosphomonoesterase activity (C), and soil protease
activity (D) under non-saline and saline soil conditions. The top and bottom of the box represent
75% and 25% quantiles, respectively. The bars of the box represent maximum and minimum values
of observations. The line in the box represents the median. The dot represents the value of each
individual observation. Letters within each column mark significant differences at p < 0.05 based
on Duncan’s test. ACP: acidic phosphomonoesterase activity, AKP: alkaline phosphomonoesterase
activity, FDA: fluorescein diacetate hydrolytic activity, Protease: protease activity. BC: biochar, NB:
without biochar, S: saline, NS: non-saline.
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2.5. Correlations and Redundancy Analysis

A cluster map of correlations was plotted to explore the relationship between mea-
surements and retrace cause-effect dependencies, and a RDA was performed. The cluster
map of correlations indicates four groups related to root morphological measurements,
including root project area, root surface area, and root length. The root volume and
tips were clustered with nodule numbers in one group (Figure 6) and significantly and
strongly correlated.

Figure 6. Cluster map of correlations of the root morphological measurements, plant measurements, nodule number, soil
properties, saline conditions and biochar additions. Biochar: biochar additions, Bioss.root: root biomass, Bioss.shoot: shoot
biomass, EC: soil electric conductivity, Nr.: number, Saline: saline conditions. The colour bar indicates Pearson correlation
coefficient. The columns/rows of the data matrix are re-ordered according to the hierarchical clustering result; similar
observations are close to each other. The blocks of ‘high’ and ‘low’ values are adjacent in the data matrix.

Plant tissue measurements, such as contents of N, C, and P, as well as biomass, were
clustered with acidic phosphomonoesterase activity in one group. These measurements
also significantly and positively correlated with each other. Soil moisture and biochar
additions clustered together and showed strong correlations with most of the root mor-
phological measurements apart from root diameter; however, only weak correlations with
the plant measurements (Table 1 and Figure 6). Alkaline phosphomonoesterase activity,
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protease activity, and FDA hydrolytic activity showed weak correlations with root mor-
phological and other plant measurements. Soil EC indicated a weak correlation with root
morphological measurements and nodule number and showed a significantly negative
correlation with shoot measurements. The saline soil condition indicated a significantly
negative correlation with root morphological and aboveground plant parameters. Before
the RDA was performed, data of the response variables (root project area, root surface
area, root length, root volume, root tips, root diameter, shoot biomass, root biomass, plant
N, P and K) as well as for the explanatory variables (biochar addition, saline condition,
soil acidic and alkaline phosphomonoesterase activity, protease activity, FDA hydrolytic
activity, soil moisture and EC) were normalized. As a result, the first three RDAs explained
70.57%, 9.63%, 2.37% of the total variance (Figure 7).

Table 1. Soil electric conductivity (EC) and moisture content during licorice growth in pot experiments.

Condition Treatment EC Moisture

Saline

Control 0.165 ± 0.03 7.5 ± 0.86
2% BC 0.385 ± 0.08 9.2 ± 0.76
4% BC 0.421 ± 0.03 9.3 ± 0.95
6% BC 0.750 ± 0.09 12.0 ± 1.10

Non-saline

Control 0.041 ± 0.01 7.2 ± 0.76
2% BC 0.062 ± 0.01 11.5 ± 0.50
4% BC 0.069 ± 0.02 9.5 ± 1.10
6% BC 0.076 ± 0.01 13.1 ± 0.8

Figure 7. RDA-ordination triplot of variables. Response variables are shown by green arrows;
explanatory variables are shown by yellow arrows. The angles between the arrows of the response
and explanatory variables indicate correlations. The RDA1 and RDA2 axis explained 70.57% and
9.63% of the total variance, respectively.

A permutation test for RDA under a reduced model was performed to test the impor-
tance of the chosen model, the axis, and the explanatory variables (Table 2). The significance
level of the model of RDA indicates that it can appropriately explain the data (Table 2).
The RDA1 axis explained most of the variables and indicated the highest impact. In the
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explanatory variables, the acidic phosphomonoesterase activity contributes the most to
explain the response variables.

Table 2. Permutation test for RDA under reduced model.

Df Variance F Pr(>F) Signif.

Model 9 9.8537 5.6962 0.001 ***

Axis

RDA1 1 8.0393 41.8259 0.001 ***
RDA2 1 1.0973 5.709 0.219
RDA3 1 0.2695 1.4023 0.981
RDA4 1 0.215 1.1185 0.987
RDA5 1 0.1404 0.7306 0.996
RDA6 1 0.038 0.1978 1
RDA7 1 0.0303 0.1574 1
RDA8 1 0.0204 0.1064 1
RDA9 1 0.0035 0.0181 1

Explanatory
variables

Protease 1 0.3749 1.9505 0.158
AKP 1 0.8829 4.5933 0.031 *
ACP 1 4.9067 25.5281 0.001 ***
FDA 1 0.1533 0.7975 0.457

Soil.EC 1 1.6688 8.6824 0.002 **
Soil.Moisture 1 0.5343 2.7798 0.079 .
Nodule.Nr. 1 0.2909 1.5135 0.22

Saline 1 0.8186 4.2591 0.035 *
Biochar 1 0.2233 1.1617 0.281

Residual 8 1.5377
Signif. codes: ‘***’: 0.001, ‘**’: 0.01, ‘*’: 0.05, ‘.’: 0.1.

The soil EC, alkaline phosphomonoesterase activity and the saline condition also
affected the response variables. However, the biochar showed no significant contributions
to explain the response variables. Thus, we traced back to the previous results, and
a 2% biochar addition showed a positive effect on the root morphological and plant
measurements; nevertheless, a 4% or a 6% biochar addition showed no significant impact
on plant measurements. The overall contributions of three rates of biochar addition could
not be significantly differentiated.

3. Discussion

Overall, this study showed that plant growth attributes, root architecture, nutrient
acquisition and symbiotic performance of licorice under both non-saline and saline soil
conditions improved after the amendment of biochar. However, the concentration of B2
had the most benefits for licorice root and shoot growth, as well as N and P uptake and
C allocation under both soil conditions. Biochar dosage could be a crucial factor in deter-
mining the biochar potential in improving plant growth [24]. Liu et al. [25] observed a
dose-dependent response of rice to biochar related to nutrient availability. They observed
an enhancement of rice root grown under 0.05% biochar amendment, but not for 0.1%
biochar. In another study, Batool et al. [26] reported improved physiological parameters
of Abelmoschus esculentus L., such as leaf stomatal conductance and gas exchange rate
at 1% biochar application compared 3%. Moreover, growth parameters of licorice were
positively affected by 2% biochar treatments under salt stress, indicating alleviation of
the adverse impact on plants. Several other reports demonstrated the positive impacts of
soil amendments with biochar on plant growth and development under salt stress [27,28].
For example, Farooq et al. [29] observed an increased growth in seedlings and leaf area
and reduced oxidative damage and Na+ accumulation in cowpea leaves after biochar
application under salt stress conditions. A similar observation was reported for quinoa,
where the amendment of biochar significantly increased plant height, shoot biomass, water
use efficiency and yield under salt stress compared to control plants [30]. The effects of
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biochar on plant stress tolerance were also found to be dose-dependent. Ibrahim et al. [23]
studied the impact of biochar rates (0%; 2.5%; 5%, 10%) on sorghum growth and physiolog-
ical attributes under saline conditions. The plant height, leaf area, fresh and dry weight
under stress were improved by 2.5 and 5% biochar amendment, whereas a 10% addition of
biochar negatively influenced plant physiological properties. The effect has been explained
by the regulation of the synthesis of anti-oxidant enzymes in plants induced by biochar [31],
and also by a reduction in Na acquisition of plants [32].

The B2 concentration improved the root architecture of licorice under non-saline and
saline conditions compared to the other treatments, indicating that a low biochar appli-
cation rate strongly stimulates root system growth. In addition, the overall contributions
of three rates of biochar addition on the root architecture traits were high according to
the significant correlation among biochar and root architecture traits from the RDA result.
Points for observations of the amendment of B2 and B4 under non-saline conditions can
be projected perpendicular on the lines for response and explanatory variables, indicating
the response values and explanatory variables at those sites on the triplot. The result also
proves the root morphological growth was positively affected by B2 and B4 amendment
under non-saline conditions. Similar findings were observed for the halophytes Sesbania
(Sesbania cannabina) and Seashore mallow (Kosteletzkya virginica), where the root system, as
well as shoot growth under salt stress, were improved by biochar application [33]. Several
reports explain the possible mechanisms leading to the positive effects of biochar on plant
growth. Laird et al. [34] observed reduced nutrient leaching and enhanced soil quality
after applying biochar. The application rate of B2 increased C, N and P contents in plant
tissues under both non-saline and saline conditions. The positive effect of biochar on plant
growth was explained by the increased availability of essential nutrients for plant growth
and development [35]. The nutrient uptake in plant tissue of corn such as N, P, K, and Mg
was stimulated by the biochar amendment of alkaline soil [36]. Biochar is rich in organic
carbon and minerals and supplies additional nutrients to the soil available for plant acqui-
sition, improving plant nutritional status and plant development [37]. El-Naggar et al. [38]
observed an increased cation exchange capacity (CEC) of soil after biochar amendment,
associated with higher nutrient retention. Furthermore, reduced salt stress after biochar
application was explained by improving stomatal conductance and water consumption of
plants [32,39].

In our study, the nodule numbers decreased in licorice roots grown under saline soil
conditions. In an earlier study, Zahran et al. [40] illustrated that abiotic stress might lead to
an alteration in the Rhizobium-host plant recognition process. Remarkably, application rates
of B2 and B4 improved the symbiotic performance of licorice under both non-saline and
saline soil conditions. The result of RDA and the cluster map also indicated that biochar
positively correlated with nodule numbers. However, only the observations of the B2 and
B4 amendment under non-saline conditions can be projected on the line of nodule number
on the triplot; apparently, saline conditions offset the effect of biochar to a certain degree.
In earlier studies, several reports demonstrated increased nodule numbers in soybean roots
after adding biochar [12,41]. Biochar is rich in carbon and several nutrients; some of these
nutrients are directly available for microbes. Thus biochar can likely provide sources for
bacterial survival and proliferation in soil and rhizosphere [42,43].

Soil enzyme activities responded differently to the biochar concentration applied
under both non-saline and saline soil conditions. Fluorescein diacetate (FDA) hydrolase
activity increased in soil amended with B2, whereas rates of B4 and B6 additions even
inhibited enzyme activity under non-saline and saline conditions. Ma et al. [21] reported
that applying 10 t ha−1 biochar produced from black cherrywood significantly increased
soil FDA hydrolytic activity in a sandy field. Accordingly, an increase in FDA hydrolytic
activity, which is an indicator of total microbial activity, was also reported by Chan et al. [15]
after adding biochar into the soil. Furthermore, acid phosphomonoesterase activity was
stimulated in soil amended with B2 and B4; however, alkaline phosphomonoesterase
was inhibited under both soil conditions. In the explanatory variables of the RDA triplot,
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the acidic phosphomonoesterase activity contributed the most to explaining the response
variables. The acidic phosphomonoesterase activity strongly correlated with plant P, shoot
dry weight and root dry weight. It is likely that the P uptake may increase organic P
mineralization [44] and thus, facilitated the association between plants and microorgan-
isms [45,46]. Furthermore, P-solubilizing microorganisms are promoted to release organic
acids to solubilize ortho-P [47,48]. A significant correlation between biochar and acidic
phosphomonoesterase activity was also found, suggesting that biochar may have an in-
direct effect on P cycling for plant growth. Furthermore, soil protease activity strongly
increased after applying B2, B4 and B6 under both saline and non-saline conditions. Corre-
spondingly, increased enzyme activities involved in C and N cycles were also detected after
adding maize biochar [41]. Thus, the increased enzyme activities in saline-alkaline soils
amended with biochar in other studies demonstrated an improved microbial community
related to central C, N, and P cycling activities [49,50]. Moreover, urease plays a crucial
role in mineralizing soil organic nitrogen, as do phosphatases in transforming soil organic
P forms [51,52].

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Soil, Biochar and Plant

The soil used in the study was sandy loam, collected from the horizon (0–15 cm depth)
of an experimental arable field under irrigation operated by the Experimental Field Station
of the Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF), Müncheberg, Germany.
The soil had the following contents: clay and fine silt (7%), coarse and medium silt (19%),
sand (74%), C org (0.6%), total N (0.07%), P (0.03%), K (1.25%), and Mg (0.18%), the pH
was 6.2. The biochar material was supplied from the Leibniz-Institute for Agrartechnik
Potsdam-Bornim e.V. (ATB), Germany. The biochar was produced from maize by heating
at 600 ◦C for 30 min and had the following properties (calculated per dry weight): dry
matter (DM% fresh matter)—92.85; ash (%)—18.42; total organic carbon content (%)—75.47,
N (%)—1.80; C/N ratio—41.93; Ca (g/kg −1)—9.26; Fe (g/kg−1)—11.40; Mg (g/kg−1)—
4.91; K (g/kg−1)—32.26; P (g/kg−1)—5.26; pH—9.89; EC—3.08 [53]. Licorice seeds were
purchased from an online seed store of Chinese traditional medicine in China and were
used for pot experiments.

4.2. Plant Growth Experiment

The experiment was conducted in a plant growth chamber at the Leibniz Centre for
Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF). Three concentrations of biochar 2, 4, and 6%
(w/w) were used as a soil amendment. Pots (d = 0.16 m, 3 L) were filled with 1000 g
air-dried soil and mixed with crushed chars (particle size < 3 mm). The seeds of licorice
(Glycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch.) were surface-sterilized using 10% v/v NaOCl for 5 min and
70% ethanol for 5 min. After that, seeds were rinsed five times with sterile distilled water
and transferred to paper tissue for germination in a dark room at 25 ◦C for 3–4 days. A total
of three seeds were sown to each pot, and after one week, the seedlings were thinned to
two plants per pot. The following treatments were set up: (i) plants grown in soil without
biochar B0, (ii) plants grown in soil amended with 2% (B2), 4% (B4), and 6% (B6) biochar.
Each treatment included four pots and was arranged in a randomized complete block
design. The plants were grown under non-saline and saline (50 mM NaCl) conditions for
40 days at a temperature of 24 ◦C/16 ◦C (day/night) and in the humidity of 50–60%. Plants
were irrigated with tap water containing 50 mM NaCl three times a week. The control
treatment was only irrigated by tap water without NaCl. During plant growth, electrical
conductivity of soil (EC) and moisture were measured every 3–4 days with UMP-2 BT+
sensor (UGT GmbH, Müncheberg, Germany). Average soil EC and soil moisture during
plant growth are presented in Table 1. At harvest, the roots were separated from the shoots,
and their biomass was oven-dried at 70 ◦C for 48 h. The dry weights of root and shoot and
the number of nodules were determined from each plant.
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4.3. Plant and Soil Nutrient Analyses

For the determination of carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus (P) concentrations
in plant tissues, oven-dried plants were homogenized by milling, and powders of shoots
and roots were combined. The powder was analyzed with an inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES; iCAP 6300 Duo).

4.4. Root Morphological and Architectural Traits

Roots were separated from shoots and washed carefully with water. The entire root
system was spread outward and analyzed using a scanner system (Expression 4990, Epson,
Los Alamitos, CA, USA). Digital images of the root system were analyzed using Win
RHIZO software (Régent Instruments, Quebec, Canada) for total root length, root volume,
the number of root tips, root surface area, and average root diameter. The total number of
nodules per plant root was counted under a stereomicroscope.

4.5. Soil Enzyme Measurements

Acid and alkaline phosphomonoesterase activities were assayed, according to Tabatabai
and Bremner [54]. The concentration of p-nitrophenol (p-NP) produced in the assays by acid
and alkaline phosphomonoesterase activities was calculated from a p-NP calibration curve
after subtracting the absorbance of the control at 400 nm wavelength using a Lambda 2
UV-VIS spectrophotometer [55]. Protease activity was assayed using the method described
by Ladd and Butler [56]. The ammonium released was calculated by relating the measured
absorbance at 690 nm to a calibration graph containing 0, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 μg of NH4

+-
N mL−1. The assay of fluorescein diacetate (FDA) hydrolytic activity was performed
according to Green et al. [57]. The fluorescein concentration was calculated by reference to
a standard curve with 0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.05 and 0.15 mg of fluorescein.

4.6. Statistical Analyses

The data were subjected to one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the software
package SPSS-22 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Multiple comparisons of the means were
conducted by the least significant difference using Tukey’s Honest Significant Difference
(HSD) (LSD) (p = 0.05) test. Linear correlation analyses were performed with Pearson’s
correlation coefficients to clarify the relationship between various measurements by using
python 3.8.1. A cluster map of the correlations was plotted to visualize the results. For
further data exploration, a redundancy analysis (RDA) was performed to explain the
dependent relationships between the explanatory variables (soil properties) and response
variables (plant parameters) using the open-source statistical language R v1.3.1056 (R
Studio, Boston, MA, USA). The results of the RDA were plotted on a triplot, on which
the angles between the arrows of the response and explanatory variables indicate the
correlations.

5. Conclusions

The results of our study revealed synergistic effects of concentration-dependent
biochar amendments on licorice growth, nutrient uptake, and soil enzyme activities in-
volved in the cycling of C, N and P in sandy loam soil under both non-saline and saline
conditions. The improved acquisition of nutrients by licorice was explained by enhanced
root growth, bioavailability of nutrients and increased soil microbial activity after biochar
amendment. Remarkably, a medium-amount biochar amendment (B2) of the soil mostly
improved the root system architecture and thus enabled improved nutrient uptake, and
may support nitrogen fixation activity under salt stress. The use of excessive amounts of
biochar, however, may result in unfavourable soil physico-chemical or soil ecological con-
ditions such as over-critical aromatic C contents or unfavourable soil aggregation, which
may negatively impact plant growth and microbial proliferation.
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Overall, our findings underpin the notion of an elaborate interrelationship between
biochar concentration and enhanced licorice growth, its root system architecture, symbiotic
performance and nutrient acquisition under saline soil conditions.
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Abstract: Flooding is a significant stress to land plants, depriving them of essential oxygen. Plants
have evolved diverse strategies with variable success to survive flooding. Similar strategies have been
described in organisms from other kingdoms. Several fungal species can successfully survive a low-
oxygen environment by increasing their branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) contents. BCAAs may
act as alternative electron acceptors in the respiratory chain under an oxygen-limited environment.
The key and first enzyme for BCAA biosynthesis is acetolactate synthase (ALS). We identified
two homologous genes encoding the small subunit of ALS in Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana).
We determined that ALS INTERACTING PROTEIN1 (AIP1), which encodes the small subunit of
ALS, is strongly expressed in all organs and highly expressed under submergence and low-oxygen
stresses. We also showed that the overexpression of AIP1 confers tolerance to low-oxygen stress.
These results indicate that ALS may play an essential role under prolonged flooding or oxygen
deficiency in Arabidopsis.

Keywords: ALS; BCAA; low oxygen; flooding; AIP1

1. Introduction

Due to the rapid progression of climate change, crop productivity has recently been
declining in harsh environments [1]. As the world population continues to increase,
a stable food supply is and will be a critical issue. By 2100, the average global temperature
is predicted to rise by 2 ◦C, which will affect the climate in unprecedented ways [2]. Climate
change is also responsible for sea levels rising and the flooding of farmlands, which will
adversely influence agriculture and crop yields [3]. Frequent and prolonged flooding
significantly reduces production of major staple crops such as rice (Oryza sativa), wheat
(Triticum aestivum), and maize (Zea mays), which will threaten food security in the near
future [1].

Flooding causes the depletion of oxygen inside plant cells, which blocks oxidative
phosphorylation, dramatically reducing energy production and leading to severe hypoxic
stress. Some plant species survive flooding by adopting special strategies, such as the
formation of specialized tissue called aerenchyma that creates pockets of air [4,5]. Among
such species, deepwater rice shows unique behaviors under prolonged flooding since it
can escape complete submergence by promoting rapid stem growth to acquire enough
oxygen supply from leaves that reach above the water line. By contrast, other flooding-
tolerant species employ a breath-holding strategy, greatly reducing their metabolism until
floodwaters recede. Plant adaptive strategies for flooding stress are diverse, complex,
and remain mostly unexplained [4,6]. In recent years, various studies have focused on
oxygen-sensing mechanisms that detect oxygen deficiency caused by flooding [7–9] and
are the underlying transcriptional regulation. However, there are relatively few studies
focusing on the factors that ultimately induce plant responses to hypoxia. Hypoxia and
flooding induce changes in various metabolic processes [10–12], so certain enzymes and
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metabolites may play an important role in plant adaptive responses to hypoxia or flooding.
Among diverse metabolic adaptations, the accumulation of amino acids can be essential to
the survival of plants under the hypoxic conditions caused by floods [13–16].

In a microarray-based study using deepwater rice [11], we previously determined that
the submergence-responsive gene (Os02g39570) encodes the putative regulatory subunit of
acetolactate synthase (ALS) responsible for the biosynthesis of a certain group of amino
acids. ALS has been the focus of studies pertaining to herbicide resistance. Since several
amino acid biosynthetic pathways are targets of some herbicides, the metabolism of certain
amino acids has been intensively studied [17,18].

Amino acids are the building blocks of protein biosynthesis, constituting a major
organic form of transported nitrogen in plants by lying at the crossroads between carbon
and nitrogen metabolism. They also participate in essential physiological processes, as
they are the precursors of many plant secondary metabolites such as lignin, phytohor-
mones, and flavonoids [19,20]. Of all essential amino acids, valine (Val), leucine (Leu), and
isoleucine (Ile) have side chains and are collectively referred to as branched-chain amino
acids (BCAAs) [21]. BCAAs are classified according to the small branching hydrocarbon
residues responsible for their aliphatic character [21]. Plant BCAAs are essential com-
pounds: They play an essential role in the biosynthesis of various secondary metabolites,
in addition to their function as protein constituents [21,22]. Val and Ile are synthesized via
two parallel pathways involving four common enzymes, which catalyze different products
in the presence of different substrates [23]. ALS, the first common enzyme in the pathway,
uses two pyruvate molecules to form acetolactate, leading to Val and Leu biosynthesis.
Alternatively, the enzyme uses one pyruvate and one α-ketobutyrate substrate molecule to
generate acetohydroxybutyrate as a precursor for Ile biosynthesis [23]. ALS has two sub-
units: a catalytic subunit and a regulatory subunit [24,25]. The regulatory subunit greatly
enhances the reactivity of the catalytic subunit and is necessary for feedback inhibition by
BCAAs [18,26–28].

Some fungi adapt to hypoxic environments through biosynthesis of BCAAs [29].
In this case, the fungus produces BCAAs to re-oxidize NAD(P)H and ALS strongly influ-
ences BCAA production in the hypoxic state [29]. Thus, as a result of the activation of ALS,
the fungus gains an energy source in low-oxygen conditions that contributes to its survival.
However, no hypoxic studies have been conducted on the genes encoding ALS regulatory
subunits in seed plants.

In this study, we characterized two Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) genes
(ALS INTERACTING PROTEIN1 [AIP1] and AIP3) orthologous to the rice ALS small
subunit genes [27]. AIP1 and AIP3 encode ALS regulatory subunits and have diverse
biological functions. However, their roles in hypoxia responses have not been studied in
land plants. To understand their possible biological roles during hypoxia, we generated
transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing each gene. In this research, we provide the
first report on the possible role of ALS in the low-oxygen response of Arabidopsis.

2. Results

2.1. Organ-Specific Expression Patterns of AIP1 and AIP3 Genes

AIP1 and AIP3 genes were expressed in all organs tested. AIP1 showed a relatively
higher expression level in leaves, while AIP3 was highly expressed in flowers, although
the expression patterns of these two genes were very similar (Figure 1A,B). Overall, AIP1
and AIP3 were more highly expressed in leaves, siliques, and flowers compared to other
tissues, but AIP3 did not show statistically significant differences in its expression levels
across different organs.

2.2. Expression Patterns of AIP1 and AIP3 under Submergence and Hypoxic Environments

AIP1 showed its strongest upregulation at 16 h after initiation of submergence, reach-
ing levels ~2.5 times higher than air controls, before decreasing (Figure 2A).
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Figure 1. Expression patterns of AIP1 and AIP3 in various Arabidopsis tissues. RT-qPCR analysis of
AIP1 (A) and AIP3 (B) relative transcript levels, performed using RNAs from various tissues. ACT2
was used as an internal control. Error bars indicate standard errors; n = 30. Statistical significance
was determined with one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD)
test; different letters denote significant differences (p ≤ 0.05).

Figure 2. Expression patterns of AIP1 and AIP3 upon submergence or hypoxia. Seven-day-old seedlings were subjected to
submergence or hypoxia in the dark. Control seedlings were maintained in normal air conditions in the dark and collected
at the same time points. RT-qPCR analysis of AIP1 (A) and AIP3 (B) relative transcript levels from leaves. Error bars indicate
standard errors. * p ≤ 0.05 vs. 0 h, as determined by Student’s t-test.
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Relative AIP3 transcript levels rose steadily from 2 to 8 h after initiation of sub-
mergence before gradually decreasing at later time points (Figure 2B). Under a hypoxic
environment, AIP1 was expressed the highest at 24 h after the beginning of treatment,
while AIP3 was expressed the highest at 8 h, then dropped at 16 h, before rising again at
24 h (Figure 2A,B). Since AIP3 did not show significant differences under submergence and
hypoxia, we focused on AIP1.

2.3. Assessment of the Tolerance to Hypoxia of AIP1-Overexpressing Lines by
Recovery-Survival Rates

To assess the contribution of AIP1 to tolerance against low-oxygen environments,
we generated transgenic Arabidopsis lines overexpressing AIP1 (fused to GFP). To evaluate
the tolerance of these transgenic plants to 16 h of hypoxic stress, we measured their
survival rate following a 3-day recovery period. Five independent GFP-tagged transgenic
lines exhibited higher survival rates than those of the wild-type non-transgenic control
group (Figure 3). We selected line GFP-AIP1-1-2 overexpressing GFP-AIP1 for further
characterization (Figure S1).

Figure 3. GFP-AIP1 transgenic lines are more tolerant to hypoxic stress: (A) Survival scores of
GFP-AIP1-overexpressing lines after a 16 h hypoxia treatment followed by a 3-day recovery period
(Figure S2). Error bars indicate standard errors. * p ≤ 0.05 vs. Col-0, as determined by Student’s
t-test. (B) Representative photographs of air- and hypoxia-treated (16 h) seedlings followed by a
3-day recovery period. Note the white seedlings for hypoxia-treated Col-0 plates.

2.4. Assessment of the Tolerance to Hypoxia of an AIP1-Overexpressing Line by
Electrolyte Leakage

We next evaluated the electric conductivity of Col-0 and transgenic lines after hypoxic
treatment. The electric conductivity of the GFP-AIP1-1-2 line was significantly lower than
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that of the control Col-0 (Figure 4), in agreement with the higher survival score measured
in the overexpression line (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Electrolyte leakage from leaf disks between 4 and 24 h after hypoxic stress. Four-week-old
plants were exposed to hypoxic conditions for 4 h. Electrolyte leakage of leaf disks was measured
after 4–24 h of recovery under normoxia conditions. Error bars indicate standard error. ** p ≤ 0.01 vs.
Col-0, as determined by Student’s t-test.

2.5. Measurement of BCAA Contents in a GFP-AIP1-Overexpressing Line

Since AIP1 is a subunit of ALS, we determined the free amino acid contents with
a focus on BCAAs, in Col-0 and the GFP-AIP1-1-2 line after hypoxic treatment. BCAA
contents (especially those of Val and Leu) were significantly (p ≤ 0.05) higher in the
GFP-AIP1-1-2 line relative to those in Col-0 (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Measurements of BCAA contents in the GFP-AIP1 overexpression line after hypoxic stress.
Two-week-old plants were exposed to hypoxia for 4 h. The amounts of BCAAs were measured in
leaves after hypoxic stress. Error bars indicate standard errors of two independent experiments, each
with three technical replicates. * p ≤ 0.05 vs. Col-0, as determined by Student’s t-test.

3. Discussion

ALS is the enzyme catalyzing the first step in the biosynthesis of the BCAAs Val, Leu,
and Ile [23,30]. As in bacteria and yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), ALS in plants is composed
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of one catalytic and one regulatory subunit, forming a heterodimer whose activity is at least
five times higher than homodimers of catalytic subunits [24,31]. A deeper understanding
of the regulatory subunit is therefore very important to harness the catalytic power of ALS.

Roots and shoots may exhibit different tolerance mechanisms when faced with hypoxic
stress [32]. In Arabidopsis, root and shoot responses to hypoxic stress are different [32,33].
In addition, several hypoxia-inducible genes, including a well-known hypoxic-response
gene associated with fermentation, are abundantly expressed in roots [33,34]. For example,
fermentation-related genes (ALDEHYDE DEHYDROGENASE [ADH], PYRUVATE DECAR-
BOXYLASE1 [PDC1], and PDC2) and several carbohydrate metabolism–related genes were
more highly expressed in roots than in shoots after exposure to hypoxia for 1–24 h [10].
In the hypoxic state, Arabidopsis roots increase the expression of metabolism-related genes
to overcome stress by creating a minimal level of ATP production [35]. However, AIP1 and
AIP3 in this study were expressed to higher levels in the aboveground tissues and not in
the roots. Considering that oxygen generated by active photosynthesis in leaves and stems
mitigates the hypoxic state, we hypothesize that AIP1 and AIP3 are expressed mainly in
oxygen-deficient tissues in leaves or stems, such as sieve tubes.

The inside of a sieve tube tissue is characterized by a relatively lower oxygen concentra-
tion than the surrounding tissues [36]. Measurements of the oxygen partial pressure using
exudates in castor bean (Ricinus communis) revealed that that the oxygen concentration in
the phloem was only 7% [36].

With a decrease in oxygen concentration, the content and current of sugar also de-
creased. There was a gradual increase in alanine, γ-aminobutyrate, methionine, and
especially the BCAA Ile, as well as a gradual decrease in the carbon to nitrogen ratio,
plus an increase in the ratio between succinate and malate in the phloem. These results
suggest that metabolic functions and the functions of sieve tubes change adaptively with
the oxygen concentration in the whole plant [36].

Flooding or submergence stress inevitably leads to hypoxic conditions by lowering
intracellular oxygen partial pressure. AIP1 expression increased after 16 h of submergence
and after 24 h of hypoxia, and it was higher upon submergence or hypoxia stress compared
to the control group (air treatment). However, AIP3 displayed a lower expression level
relative to the control group during the submergence treatment and followed a different
pattern from that seen with AIP1. By contrast, AIP3 exhibited a similar expression pattern
as AIP1 under hypoxic conditions, with a higher expression level after 24 h of hypoxia. AIP1
and AIP3 expression patterns were consistent under submergence and hypoxic conditions,
prompting us to analyze the function of AIP1.

AIP1-overexpressing lines displayed better survival rates than the wild-type control
during hypoxia-recovery tests (Figure 3), indicating that AIP1 confers substantial resistance
against hypoxic stress in Arabidopsis. We also confirmed the enhanced tolerance of AIP1-
overexpressing lines to hypoxia by electrolyte leakage, as these transgenic lines showed
less electrolyte leakage compared to the wild type (Figure 4). This improved tolerance may
stem from higher BCAA contents, especially for Val and Leu (Figure 5).

BCAAs act as final receptor substitutes for electrons in fungi [29]. For instance,
Aspergillus nidulans adapts to a hypoxic environment by employing a mechanism of
NAD(P)H reoxidation to NAD(P)+ through the biosynthesis of BCAAs. NAD(P)+ can
then be used for substrate-level phosphorylation to generate ATP. When applied to plants,
this mechanism would produce NAD(P)+ as a by-product of BCAA biosynthesis, leading
to a minimal pool of ATP that plants can utilize through substrate-level phosphorylation to
survive. In this context, we conclude that activation of the ALS small subunit enhances
the tolerance of Arabidopsis plants to hypoxia by increasing BCAA levels. Although it is
inefficient compared to the production of ATP through respiration, plants can nevertheless
access a supply of ATP to support some growth, even when in a hypoxic environment,
ultimately contributing to plant tolerance to hypoxic stress. Further study on the precise
roles of ALS small subunits in hypoxia tolerance will be required, as will studies on the
undefined biological role of the ALS holoenzyme.
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Materials and Growth Conditions

Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) accession Columbia (Col-0) was used as the wild
type [37]. The seeds were stratified at 4 ◦C for 3 days in the dark after surface sterilization,
planted in pots filled with sterilized Horticulture nursery Sunshine Mix No. 5 (Sun Gro
Horticulture, Vancouver, BC, Canada), and cultivated in a culture room under a long-day
photoperiod (16 h light/8 h dark) and 60% humidity at 24 ◦C [38].

4.2. RNA Extraction and cDNA Synthesis

Total RNA was extracted as described previously [39]. RNA was quantified on a
Nanodrop DS-11 (DeNovix, Wilmington, NC, USA) and only high-quality RNA with a
ratio between OD260/OD280 = 1.8–2.0 was used. The integrity and purity of the RNA were
independently confirmed by electrophoresis on agarose gels. First-strand cDNAs were
synthesized from 5 μg total RNA using a PrimeScriptTM 1st strand cDNA synthesis kit
(TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan).

4.3. Tissue-Specific Expression of AIP1 and AIP3

Arabidopsis roots, stems, leaves, siliques, and flowers were collected for RNA ex-
traction. Total RNAs were extracted from the roots and leaves of 7-day-old seedlings,
6-week-old stems, flowers from 8-week-old plants, and siliques from 9-week-old Arabidop-
sis plants [37].

RT-qPCR was conducted to check the organ-specific expression patterns of AIP1 and
AIP3. Primer Express v 3.0.1 (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to design
and build the primer pairs to amplify a PCR product between 100 and 150 bp. qPCR was
performed with SYBR Premix Ex TaqTM II(TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan) on a Thermal Cycler
Dice Real Time instrument (TaKaRa, Kusatsu, Japan). The PCR conditions consisted of
40 consecutive cycles at 95 ◦C for 5 s and at 60 ◦C for 30 s.

4.4. Expression of AIP1 and AIP3 Genes upon Submergence and Hypoxia Conditions

For submergence treatment, Arabidopsis seedlings were first grown on plates with a
half-strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium containing 0.5% (w/v) sucrose at 23 ◦C
in a growth chamber for 1 week, before being moved to a glass box for submergence in
the dark to minimize the production of oxygen from photosynthesis. After filling the glass
box with distilled water to a height of 15 cm, the box was sealed and kept in the dark to
maintain an oxygen-free submerged condition. At the same time, seedlings were incubated
under normal air conditions without submergence as control. The seedlings were harvested
for RNA extraction at seven time points (air: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 h; submergence: 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, and 24 h), as previously reported [38].

For each time point, the samples were divided into leaves and roots, and the leaves
were used for RNA extraction. First-strand cDNAs were synthesized and subjected to
qPCR as described above.

For hypoxic treatment, Arabidopsis were first grown on plates with half-strength
MS medium containing 0.5% sucrose at 23 ◦C in a growth chamber for 1 week, before
being transferred to a glass box for hypoxic treatment in the dark to minimize oxygen
production from photosynthesis. The glass box was sealed and supplied continuously
with 99.99% argon gas at a rate of 500 cubic centimeters (cc)/min to maintain hypoxic
conditions. In parallel, seedlings were incubated under a normal air supply as a control.
The seedlings were harvested for RNA extraction at seven time points (air: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
and 24 h; hypoxia: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 h).

First-strand cDNAs were synthesized and subjected to qPCR as above.

4.5. Generation of AIP1-Overexpressing Arabidopsis Transformants

The cDNA of AIP1 was cloned into an ENTRY vector (pENTR 2B) and then recombined
with a DESTINATION vector (pK7WGF2) in-frame and downstream of the green fluores-
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cent protein (GFP) coding sequence to generate a GFP fusion as previously reported [39].
The resulting constructs were introduced into Agrobacterium (Agrobacterium tumefaciens)
strain GV3101 and transformed into Arabidopsis Col-0 plants by the floral dip method. Ho-
mozygous T3 lines were used for analyses after confirmation of constitutive overexpression
of the genes.

4.6. Assessment of Hypoxia Tolerance of AIP1 Transformants by Measuring Recovery Rates

AIP1 transgenic seeds were sown onto square plates containing a half-strength MS
medium supplemented with 0.5% sucrose and then incubated for 1 week in a growth
chamber at 23 ◦C. As a control, Col-0 seeds were sown next to transgenic seeds on the same
plates. The plates were then transferred to a glass box and placed in the dark to minimize
oxygen production from photosynthesis. Argon gas (99.99%) was continuously flowed
into the sealed glass box at a rate of 500 cc/min to maintain a hypoxic state. After 16 h
of hypoxic treatment, plates were transferred to a 23 ◦C growth chamber and allowed to
recover in air at a normal oxygen concentration for 3 days. After 3 days of recovery, the
degree of leaf damage of Col-0 seedlings and AIP1 transformants was evaluated with the
standard five-step scale [40]. Fifteen transgenic lines were subjected to the hypoxia-survival
test, and five lines (1-2, 1-5, 2-5, 2-6, and 4-5) were selected for further analysis according to
consistent survival rate.

4.7. Assessment of Tolerance to Hypoxia by AIP1 Transformants Based on Electrolyte
Leakage Assay

Seeds from Col-0 and AIP1 transformants were sown in pots filled with sterilized
Horticulture nursery Sunshine Mix No. 5 (Sun Gro Horticulture) and cultivated for 4 weeks
in a culture room under a long day photoperiod (16 h light/8 h dark) with 60% humidity
at 23 ◦C. After exposure to hypoxia or air for 4 h, two leaf disks (6.5-mm diameter) were
excised from each plant (one disk per leaf) using a cork borer. Immediately after excision,
the leaf disks were floated onto 2 mL sterilized distilled water in a well of a 12-well plate.
The plates were then re-exposed to air at a normal oxygen concentration for 4, 8, 16, 20, or
24 h. From each well, 100 μL exudate was collected and applied to an electrical conductivity
meter (HORIBA, LAQUAtwin-EC-22, Kyoto, Japan) to measure conductivity [41].

4.8. Measurement of BCAA Contents in AIP1 Transformants

AIP1 transgenic seeds were sown onto square plates containing a half-strength MS
medium supplemented with 0.5% sucrose and incubated for 2 weeks in a growth chamber
at 23 ◦C. As a control, Col-0 seeds were sown next to transgenic seeds on the same plates.
The plates were then transferred to a glass box and placed in the dark to minimize oxygen
production from photosynthesis. Argon gas (99.99%) was continuously flowed into the
sealed glass box at a rate of 500 cc/min to maintain a hypoxic state. After 4 h of hypoxia or
air treatment, the plant samples were divided into leaves and roots. Pulverized leaf tissues
were hydrolyzed with 6 N HCL and then subsequently diluted with 0.02 N HCl. The Auto
Amino Acid Analyzer (Hitachi, L-8900, Tokyo, Japan) was then used to quantify BCAA
contents of the prepared samples.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10112251/s1. Figure S1: Gene expression levels of AIP1 in T3 plants determined
by RT-PCR plants. ACTIN2 was used as an internal control. Figure S2: Survival scores represent
non-damaged, 25% damaged, half-damaged, 75% damaged, and dead (5, 4, 3, 2, and 1, respectively).
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Abstract: Eucommia ulmoides Oliver (EUO), an economic tree grown specifically in China, is widely
used in various fields. To satisfy the requirements of industrial development, superior varieties need
to be selected for different uses. However, there is no unified standard for breeders to reference. In this
study, leaf-related traits were classified by a probability grading method. The results indicated there
were significant differences between different planting models for the studied traits, and the traits in
the Arbor forest model showed more abundant variation. Compared with genotype, the planting
model accounted for relatively bigger variance, indicating that the standard should be divided
according to planting models. Furthermore, the optimum planting model for different traits would
be obtained by analyzing the variation range. Association analyses were conducted among traits
to select the crucial evaluation indexes. The indexes were divided into three grades in different
planting models. The evaluation system on leaf-related traits of EUO germplasm was established
preliminarily, which considered planting models and stability across years for the first time. It can be
treated as a reference to identify and evaluate EUO germplasm resources. Additionally, the study
served as an example for the classification of quantitative traits in other economically important
perennial plants.

Keywords: Eucommia ulmoides Oliver; trait variations; probability grading; quantitative traits;
planting models; leaves

1. Introduction

Eucommia ulmoiudes Oliver (EUO) is an economically important tree belonging to the
monotypic family Eucommiaceae [1]. Unique to China, it has a high value for development
and utilization. EUO has been used in China for more than 2000 years as a traditional
Chinese medicine [2,3]. To date, 132 chemical compounds have been identified from it [4],
and some of them contribute to treating hypertension, hyperlipemia, Alzheimer’s disease,
and aging [5]. Due to their health care function, the leaf and the bark were listed in the
“Pharmacopia of China” from 2005 [6]. Surprisingly, the oil extracted from its cotyledon
contains 66.4% of α-linolenic acid, 8–60 times greater than that in Oliver oil [7]. Additionally,
EUO is a widely distributed tree species producing Eucommia rubber (Eu-rubber), a trans-
polyisoprene (TPI) [8]. TPI performs better in insulation and corrosion resistance compared
with cis-polyisoprene (CPI) produced by Hevea brassiliensis [9], which led to its use in
insulated cables and medical instruments [10]. EUO is widely cultivated in 27 provinces in
China, with a cultivation area of 0.35 million hectares [11]. Its better physical characteristics
and extensive distribution make it a promising alternative or supplementary resource to
Hevea brassiliensis [10,12]. A study reported that EUO orchards can produce 4000 kg fruit
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per hectare, about 520 kg of TPI, and the input–output ratio can reach up to 646.49% [7].
Furthermore, it is also used for landscaping and soil and water conservation as its peculiar
fruit and a stronger adaption to the environment, respectively [13]. Therefore, it is called
the “Chinese sacred tree” or “plants gold” with economic, social, and ecological benefits.

Almost all parts of EUO, including the bark, branches, leaves, flowers, and fruit, are of
high value in various fields [14–17]. Compared with other organs, leaves are easy to access
and abundant in yield [14]. They can be harvested throughout the entire growing season
and are unconstrained by the reproductive growth stage. Therefore, it is an ideal tissue
type to exploit. To date, leaves of EUO have been used in numerous fields. To satisfy the
requirements of different industries, superior varieties or clones need to be selected accord-
ing to target traits. For leaves, many traits are quantitative characteristics, and evaluation
criteria are needed as a reference for breeders. However, the existing classification standard
of leaf-related traits is not clear or comprehensive, which restricts the identification and
evaluation of EUO germplasm.

There are various grading methods for the classification of quantitative traits, which in-
clude average classification, clustering analysis, and probability grading. Traditionally,
the grading method has equal differences based on experience. Simple and feasible as
it is, it cannot reflect the distribution of traits. Furthermore, it is difficult to reach an
agreement [18]. Clustering analysis is utilized to classify the study objects into several
clusters according to the similarities among them. This fits research objectives with large
differences. For example, this method has been used to classify daylily flower color [19].
However, the effect of grading strongly depends on the study objects. Specifically, the sam-
ple must be representative and the sample capacity should be large enough to ensure the
reliability of the standard. For example, a total of 36,000 Panax notoginseng seedlings were
collected from 30 major producing areas to establish the grading standard of seedlings [20].
For the classification of the morphological traits, geometric morphometric analysis is
more precise in describing the shape of leaves [21]. Additionally, the leaf shape fractal
dimension (FD) is considered as the best index to reflect the complexity of leaf shape.
However, it is more complicated and cannot be used for the other traits. A study reported
that there was strong correlation between the FD and length-to-width ratio. Therefore,
sufficient information on leaf shape can be provided by the length-to-width ratio, the sim-
pler index [22]. Probability grading is an approach based on the probability distribution
feature of quantitative trait values. It illustrates the average level and dispersion degree of
traits and reflects the systematic position of the individual in the overall level [23]. Due to
the objectivity in description, it contributes to the unification of standards among different
breeders [18]. There are 3-grade and 5-grade standards for it [18,23]. Considering that the
distribution of quantitative traits in nature obeys normal distribution [23], which shows
the distribution characteristics of larger in the middle and smaller at both ends, the middle
grade is allocated 40% of the occurrence probability. In addition, the values of middle
grade are distributed around the average. Therefore, the probability grading method has
a greater guidance value in practice. To date, it has been successfully used in numerous
economically important trees, and ideal effects were obtained. Liu [24] proposed the
probability grading method for the first time and successfully used it in the classification
of economic traits of peach trees. Soon afterwards, Liu [23] and Liu [18] developed the
method and applied it to the evaluation of quantitative traits in Chinese Jujuba. In recent
years, the method has been used in the classification of important quantitative character-
istics in mango [25], Armeniaca vulgaris [26], table grape [27], wild Actinidia eriantha [28],
and apple fruit [29], among others. Surprisingly, it was also used to define the shape of
the ray floret in large-flowered chrysanthemum to make the standard more accurate and
objective than direct observation [30]. For EUO, it has been used in the classification of
quantitative traits in male flowers [31] and fruit [32], but similar studies are rare in leaves
of EUO. Studies on the classification of leaf-related traits of EUO mainly focused on the
secondary metabolites of leaves [33,34], which is clearly not enough for the utilization of
EUO. A more comprehensive probability grading system based on target traits is necessary.
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EUO is a woody perennial plant; it usually takes 7 years after planting before it flow-
ers and fruits [35], and then it turns from the vegetative to the reproductive growth
stage. Unlike other generative organs, leaves can be obtained in all growing stages.
Previous studies have reported significant differences in leaf-related traits between stages
not only in EUO [36–38], but also in other species [39–41]. There are two kinds of planting
models for EUO in production, including the Leaf-oriented cultivation model (LCM) and
Arbor forest model (AFM) [42]. The difference between them in essence is that they are,
respectively, in the vegetative and reproductive growth stages. To better guide production,
the classification system should be formulated according to planting models.

In this study, the probability grading method was used to set up a standard for
leaf-related traits of EUO. To satisfy the requirements of different industries, traits were
classified according to target traits. The variations and distribution types of traits in
different planting models were analyzed. In addition, this study revealed the impacts of
planting models, genotypes, and tree age on different traits. To remove duplicated traits
in evaluating germplasm, association analyses were analyzed. Considering the limited
germplasm resources and generality of the standard, evaluation indexes were classified
into three grades in separate models. This could serve as a reference for the evaluation,
selection, and discrimination of EUO germplasm, which is beneficial for accelerating the
process of EUO breeding.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Plant Materials

In this study, 56 Arbor forest model (AFM) trees and 48 Leaf-oriented cultivation
model (LCM) clones were employed. Among these, 56 AFM trees comprised 15 EUO
cultivars and 41 superior individuals. The 15 EUO cultivars were selected from different
areas of China [43], and the 41 superior individuals were selected from the F1 generation of
cross breeding of the superior cultivars according to the tree height and ground diameter.
Forty-four in 56 of AFM trees and “Qinzhong NO. 1–4” were grafted to 48 LCM clones in
August 2018. A field trial was set up at the nursery of the College of Forestry at Northwest
Agricultural and Forestry University (108◦05′ E, 34◦24′ W) in Yangling, China. The 56
AFM trees were germinated in the EUO Germplasm Resources Collection Area at a spacing
of 2 m × 2 m in March 2010. In addition, 48 LCM clones were laid out in randomized
complete blocks at a spacing of 0.5 m × 0.5 m, including three blocks with 48 clones per
block. There were 90 seedlings for each clone, with 30 seedlings in each block.

2.2. Studied Traits

The leaf-related traits of EUO in this study are listed in Table 1. Among these, T1 to
T7 were used to describe the leaf morphology, and they can be used to distinguish and
identify germplasms [44–46]. There are two main harvest products in Eucommia ulmoides
Oliver: gutta-percha and chlorogenic acid. The total economic output depends on their
contents and leaf yield. T8 and T9 depicted leaf yield, and T10 to T11 showed the content
of secondary metabolites in leaves. Additionally, adaption must be considered when they
are planted in different areas. T12 to T15 represented the water status of leaves, which were
used to measure drought resistance [47–49].
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Table 1. Leaf-related traits of Eucommia ulmoides Oliver in the current study.

No. Traits Abbreviation

T1 Leaf length (mm) LL

T2 Leaf width (mm) LW

T3 Leaf area (mm2) LA

T4 Leaf length–width ratio LWR

T5 Thickness of a single leaf (mm) TL

T6 Petiole length (mm) PL

T7 Number of veins NV

T8 Single leaf weight (g) WL

T9 Total number of leaves TNL

T10 Content of gutta-percha (%) GP

T11 Content of chlorogenic acid (%) CA

T12 Osmotic potential at turgor loss Ψπ
0

T13 Osmotic potential at full turgor Ψπ
100

T14 Critical water saturation deficit RWD0

T15 Relative bound water content at full turgor Ma

2.3. Planting Models

The Leaf-oriented cultivation model (Figure 1a) and Arbor forest model (Figure 1b) of
Eucommia ulmoides Oliver trees were displayed as follows.

Figure 1. Leaves in different planting models, including (a) the Leaf-oriented cultivation model and
(b) the Arbor forest model.

2.4. Measurement of Leaf Water Status

For each LCM clone, a fresh sunshine leaf (the 8th leaf from the top) was taken from a
healthy individual selected randomly from each block in August 2019. For every AFM tree,
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a fresh sunshine leaf (the 8th leaf from the top) was collected from similar-size branches
in the direction of north, southeast, and southwest in August 2019. Thus, there were 3
replicates for every LCM clone or AFM tree. Leaves were collected in the evening and
placed in water to absorb it throughout the night. The fresh leaf was weighed (Wf) and
fastened to the PMS Model 1000 Pressure Chamber Instrument (PMS Instrument Company,
Albany, OR, USA). By gradually applying pressure and recording the pressure and the
weight of removed water, a fitted curve and straight line were acquired. The leaf was
placed in a drying oven, and the dry weight (Wd) was recorded [47].

2.5. Sample Collections and Measurement of Leaf Morphological Traits

For each LCM clone, fresh leaves (the 10th leaf from the top) were collected from 10
healthy seedlings selected randomly from each block in September 2019, and the total fresh
weight of them was about 20 g. For every AFM tree, the fresh leaves (the 10–15th leaf
from the top) were collected from similar-size branches in the direction of north, southeast,
and southwest in September 2017, 2018, and 2019, and the total fresh weight of them was
about 60 g.

Leaf area (LA), leaf length (LL), and leaf width (LW) were measured by a Yaxin-1241
leaf area meter (Beijing Yaxin Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China). Petiole length (PL) and
the thickness of a single leaf (TL) were measured using a vernier caliper. The single leaf
weight (WL) was measured using an electronic balance.

2.6. Sample Processing and Measurement of the Secondary Metabolite Content in Leaves

The samples were placed in a drying oven at 60 ◦C. Then, they were stored at room
temperature for later use. The samples were ground into powder using a DHS TL2020 tissue
grinder apparatus (DHS Life Science & Technology, Beijing, China) before measurement.

The extraction and determination of gutta-percha were performed following the
description of Ma [50]. Briefly, 100 mL NaOH solution (10%, m/m) was added to 5 g of
powder in a water bath at 90 ◦C for 3 h, twice. After filtration, 60 mL HCI was added to the
residue in a water bath at 40 ◦C for 2 h. Then, about 60 mL ethanol (60%, v/v) was added
to the residue after filtration The solution was incubated for 1h and put into an ultrasonic
cleaner (40 kHz, 40 ◦C) for 0.5 h. The content of gutta-percha (GP) could be obtained after
filtration and drying at room temperature.

The extraction of chlorogenic acid was conducted with reference to Dong [51].
Separation and determination were performed using an Agilent Technologies
(Santa Clara, CA, USA) HPLC system model 1260 following Ye [52]. The detection of
chlorogenic acid was recorded at 320 nm. The 1260 DAD-chemstation (offline) software
was utilized for data analysis (using peak area values) and the content of chlorogenic
acid (CA) was determined using external calibration. The chlorogenic acid standard sub-
stance (HPLC ≥ 98%) was purchased from Shanghai Yuanye Bio-technology Co., Ltd
(Shanghai, China).

2.7. Data Analyses

2.7.1. Chlorogenic Acid Content Determination

The chlorogenic acid content was determined by the following standard curve:

y = 2 × 10−5x + 0.0041
(

R2 = 0.9992
)

(1)

where x is the peak area and y is the content.

2.7.2. Calculation of Water Status Parameters

According to the fitted curve and straight line, two formulas were obtained as follows:

1/Ψw = aVb
1 (2)
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1/Ψπ = c + dV2 (3)

In this way, the following parameters were obtained:

Ψ0
π =

1
a

(
d
ab

)( b
1−b )

(4)

Ψ100
π =

1
c

(5)

V′ =
(

d
ab

)( 1
b−1 )

(6)

V0 = −c/d (7)

Vt = Ws − Wd (8)

RWD0 =
(
V′/Vt

)× 100% (9)

Ma = (Vt − V0)/Vt (10)

V’: Water content of osmotic at turgor loss;
V0: Water content of osmotic at full turgor;
Vt: Tissue-saturated water content.

2.7.3. Variance Analyses and Multiple Comparisons

Variance analyses and Tukey’s HSD multiple comparisons were conducted using
SPSS 22.0.

2.7.4. Normal Distribution Test and Grading Standard

The normal distribution test was performed using the “Shapiro test” protocol in
R software. Traits incompletely obeying a normal distribution were treated as normal
distribution only when the main part was normally distributed. Traits were separated
into 3 grades by (X − 0.5246S) and (X + 0.5246S) if they obeyed a normal distribution
(“X” indicates the mean and “S” indicates the standard deviation of the traits) [23].

3. Results

3.1. Leaf-Related Trait Variations

As shown in Table 2, leaf-related traits in the Arbor forest model showed a more
abundant variation. It was likely that differences accumulated over time. For the Ar-
bor forest model, the descending order of coefficient of variations (CV) were: leaf yield,
secondary metabolite content, morphology, and the water status of leaves. The order of
the Leaf-oriented cultivation model was similar to the Arbor forest model except for the
order of the top two traits. The CV of secondary metabolite content was prominently larger
than leaf yield.

For leaf morphological traits, whether in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model or the
Arbor forest model, LA owned the largest range of variation, while NV owned the smallest.
The CV of LA was 23.1 and 15.1% in the Arbor forest model and Leaf-oriented cultivation
model, respectively. The counterpart of NV was 8.1 and 5.7% (Table 2).

For leaf yield traits, the WL contained broader variation (17.2%) in the Leaf-oriented
cultivation model, while the TNL had broader variation (36.55%) in the Arbor forest
model (Table 2).

For secondary metabolite content, the CA was more extensive in variation (35.99% for
the Arbor forest model, 33.14% for the Leaf-oriented cultivation model); however, the GP
was much narrower (23.57 and 19.87%, respectively) (Table 2).
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Table 2. Variations and normal test for leaf-related traits in Eucommia ulmoides Oliver.

Traits
Planting
Models a

Tree
Ages

Germplasm
Number

Min. Max. Range Mean b SD c CV d

(%)
p Value e

LL L 1 48 192.4 272.7 80.3 232.8 A 17.0 7.3 0.7236
A 8 56 92.7 221.3 128.6 147.1 B 27.3 18.5 0.2640
A 9 56 107.0 160.3 53.3 134.5 C 11.4 8.5 0.9305
A 10 56 120.7 209.3 88.6 147.6 B 14.7 10.0 0.1863

LW L 1 48 93.0 138.2 45.2 115.2 A 11.3 9.8 0.6942
A 8 56 39.0 94.9 55.9 63.8 B 12.5 19.6 0.1102
A 9 56 46.2 80.1 33.9 60.8 B 8.3 13.7 0.0507
A 10 56 51.2 93.3 42.1 66.9 B 8.0 12.0 0.1963

LA L 1 48 12,314.8 22,737.1 10,422.3 17,877.1 A 2691.1 15.1 0.3470
A 8 56 1971.4 12,558.9 10,587.5 5348.2 B 1664.0 31.1 0.1853
A 9 56 3023.0 8191.3 5168.3 4893.3 B 1002.8 20.5 0.1302
A 10 56 3383.1 11,749.5 8366.4 5905.9 B 1054.2 17.8 0.8026

LWR L 1 48 1.62 2.46 0.84 2.07 B 0.19 9.1 0.9412
A 8 56 1.61 3.21 1.60 2.35 A 0.29 12.3 0.2370
A 9 56 1.80 2.84 1.03 2.24 A 0.24 10.7 0.3822
A 10 56 1.60 2.81 1.21 2.25 A 0.26 11.4 0.3881

TL L 1 48 0.43 0.59 0.16 0.51 A 0.04 7.7 0.6184
A 8 56 0.14 0.40 0.26 0.25 C 0.05 18.9 0.0749
A 9 56 0.18 0.36 0.18 0.26 BC 0.04 15.5 0.3698
A 10 56 0.21 0.38 0.16 0.28 B 0.04 13.2 0.1244

PL L 1 48 16.67 33.11 16.44 25.15 A 1.87 7.5 0.8569
A 8 56 11.51 32.73 21.22 18.27 B 3.92 21.5 0.0681
A 9 56 12.32 28.48 16.16 17.82 B 2.57 14.4 0.2036
A 10 56 13.26 29.51 16.25 18.77 B 2.55 13.6 0.7481

NV L 1 48 16.2 20.1 4.0 18.2 A 1.0 5.7 0.3619
A 8 56 12.3 19.0 6.7 15.0 B 1.4 9.1 0.1447
A 9 56 12.3 18.0 5.7 15.2 B 1.3 8.7 0.4919
A 10 56 13.0 18.7 5.7 15.4 B 1.0 6.6 0.0721

WL L 1 48 1.2328 2.6245 1.3918 1.8318 A 0.3144 17.2 0.3674
A 9 56 0.1450 0.9157 0.7707 0.3766 B 0.1081 28.7 0.5583
A 10 56 0.2027 0.9515 0.7488 0.4275 B 0.1110 26.0 0.5641

TNL L 1 48 24 50 26 35 B 5 15.1 0.6885
A 9 56 562 4060 3498 1656 A 550 33.2 0.1808
A 10 56 347 3815 3468 1878 A 750 39.9 0.0843

GP L 1 48 0.71 1.62 0.90 1.10 B 0.22 19.87 0.1229
A 8 55 0.87 3.20 2.33 1.75 A 0.45 25.49 0.4512
A 9 56 0.90 3.29 2.40 1.79 A 0.43 24.09 0.1148
A 10 56 0.67 2.95 2.28 1.92 A 0.41 21.13 0.2740

CA L 1 48 0.56 2.79 2.22 1.62 A 0.54 33.14 0.7486
A 9 56 0.32 2.28 1.96 1.20 B 0.41 34.49 0.5308
A 10 56 0.30 2.35 2.04 1.29 B 0.48 37.49 0.5547

Ψπ
0 L 1 48 13.06 16.81 3.75 15.09 A 0.92 6.07 0.1170

A 10 50 12.08 16.91 4.83 14.55 B 0.79 5.46 0.0754
Ψπ

100 L 1 48 7.98 9.99 2.01 9.09 A 0.51 5.64 0.0647
A 10 50 7.20 9.77 2.57 8.44 B 0.56 6.62 0.9538

RWD0 L 1 48 6.32 14.27 7.94 9.66 A 1.71 17.69 0.2198
A 10 50 4.33 11.50 7.17 7.63 B 1.65 21.59 0.4522

Ma L 1 48 0.61 0.85 0.24 0.75 B 0.05 6.25 0.3185
A 10 50 0.71 0.89 0.18 0.82 A 0.04 5.52 0.2169

a “L” indicates the Leaf-oriented cultivation model, “A” indicates the Arbor forest model. b The same letter for the same trait indicates a
non-significant difference, while different letters indicate an extremely significant difference at “p < 0.01” level, according to Tukey HSD.
c SD indicates standard deviation. d CV indicates coefficient of variation. e p value indicates the significance level of the normal distribution
test. The same is below.

For leaf water status traits, the descending order of CV showed a consistent trend,
whether in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model or the Arbor forest model. The descending
order was as follows: RWD0, Ψπ

0, Ψπ
100, and Ma. The CVs ranged from 6.8 to 25.3% in
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the Arbor forest model, the counterpart of which was 5.9 to 16.6% in the Leaf-oriented
cultivation model (Table 2).

The CV shows the genetic potential of traits [23], and it could be used to describe
and distinguish germplasm resources [53]. Characteristics owning a large range of vari-
ation could be better used to classify germplasm resources. Additionally, the degree
of variation determined the effectiveness of selection. The leaf yield and the secondary
metabolite content owned larger variation whether in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model
or Arbor forest model. Accordingly, more attention should be given to them in superior
germplasm selection.

3.2. Variance Analyses and Multiple Comparisons of Leaf-Related Traits

Table 3 indicates that there is a significant difference between different planting models
for the studied traits. Compared with genotype, the planting model accounted for relatively
bigger variance. Therefore, the grading standard should be divided according to planting
models. For TL and leaf water status traits, there was a non-significant difference among
genotypes. Considering their non-ideal effect in germplasm identification, they should be
excluded in the evaluation system. On this basis, variance analyses were conducted among
tree ages for the same trait. It showed there was a significant difference among the tree
ages in different planting models, while differences were non-significant within the same
planting model. Therefore, it was necessary to unify the standards in the same planting
model. Furthermore, the optimum utilization model for different traits would be obtained
by analyzing the variation range.

Table 3. Variance analyses of leaf-related traits in different planting models of Eucommia ulmoides Oliver.

Traits
Planting Model Genotype

Df MS F Value p Value Df MS F Value p Value

LL 1 828,917.83 1499.442 0.000 55 1855.53 3.356 0.000
LW 1 264,342.54 2093.847 0.000 55 588.84 4.664 0.000
LA 1 15,420,000,000 3019.958 0.000 55 16,918,968.05 3.314 0.000

LWR 1 3.030 35.737 0.000 55 0.359 4.229 0.000
TL 1 4.667 1089.642 0.000 55 0.004 0.899 0.678
PL 1 5023.425 495.826 0.000 55 91.702 9.051 0.000
NV 1 922.112 244.045 0.000 55 8.953 2.370 0.000
WL 1 117.398 1819.325 0.000 55 0.167 2.586 0.000
TNL 1 309,741,032.2 742.662 0.000 55 1,541,740.43 3.697 0.000
GP 1 43.648 415.807 0.000 55 0.857 8.162 0.000
CA 1 8.455 36.671 0.000 55 0.968 4.198 0.000
Ψπ

0 1 17.075 7.829 0.006 46 2.296 1.053 0.391
Ψπ

100 1 26.263 33.707 0.000 46 1.015 1.303 0.107
RWD0 1 815.416 44.351 0.000 46 16.858 0.917 0.627

Ma 1 0.635 50.352 0.000 46 0.012 0.913 0.634

Df: Degrees of freedom; MS: Mean square.

For the leaf morphological traits shown in Table 2, the leaves in the Leaf-oriented
cultivation model were remarkably larger than those in the Arbor forest model. This was
consistent with another study. Du [36] reported that the leaves became smaller in size with
increasing tree age in EUO. Compared with the leaves in the Arbor forest model, the leaves
in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model were easy to access, which could save labor costs.
Therefore, the leaves in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model were more likely to satisfy the
demand for leaf use.

Interestingly, the two secondary metabolites appeared to have different features
between different planting models. For GP, the Arbor forest model had a higher content
than the Leaf-oriented cultivation model. This was consistent with a previous study.
Du [36] found that the content of GP tended to increase gradually with tree age. However,
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it was the opposite for CA. This was consistent with previous research. Yang [37] and
Zhang [38] pointed out that the CA content was reduced along with the tree age. It seemed
that the leaves in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model were more suitable for medicinal use,
while those in the Arbor forest model were more fit for rubber use (Table 2).

Leaf water status can be used to evaluate drought resistance [49], among which the
Ψπ

0 was considered as the best index to measure drought resistance [48] (p. 59). Many traits
were negatively correlated with drought resistance, except Ma. The Arbor forest model
had an advantage over the Leaf-oriented cultivation model in drought resistance (Table 2).
Perhaps the seedlings in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model were more susceptible to
the environment. In addition, these findings agreed with those of a preceding study [39].
Li found that Ψπ

0, Ψπ
100, and RWD0 decreased significantly with the increase in age in

the platform for Populus simonii, which indicated an increase in drought resistance with
tree age.

In general, there was a significant difference between different planting models for all
traits measured in this study. For traits in different models, the optimum utilization planting
model can be obtained by analyzing the variation range. Consequently, the relationship
between the target traits and planting models was expounded, which contributed to the
improvement of EUO breeding.

3.3. Association Analyses among Leaf-Related Traits

To reduce repetitive traits in evaluating EUO germplasm, association analyses were
conducted among leaf-related traits in different planting models (Table 4). There were
(extremely) significant correlations among LL, LW, LWR, WL, and LA in the two planting
models, which indicated LA provided more information. In addition, LA had larger
variation compared with NV and PL. Therefore, LA can be the best index to show leaf
morphology. Unlike WL, TNL was a relatively independent index, which can be used to
represent leaf yield. Gutta-percha and chlorogenic acid were the main harvest products,
and GP and CA represented the effective constituent content. In conclusion, LA, TNL, GP,
and CA can be the evaluation indexes.

Table 4. Association analyses among leaf-related traits in different planting models of Eucommia ulmoides Oliver.

LL LW LA LWR PL NV WL TNL GP CA

LL 1 0.498 ** 0.724 ** 0.196 0.110 0.178 0.457 ** −0.296 * 0.277 −0.449 **
LW 0.701 ** 1 0.933 ** −0.740 ** 0.215 0.187 0.801 ** −0.211 0.006 −0.399 **
LA 0.873 ** 0.940 ** 1 −0.496 ** 0.185 0.213 0.797 ** −0.279 0.125 −0.467 **

LWR 0.133 −0.604 ** −0.333 * 1 −0.151 −0.111 −0.545 ** −0.019 0.191 0.090
PL 0.387 ** 0.127 0.234 0.289 * 1 0.218 0.229 −0.134 0.057 −0.168
NV 0.356 ** 0.413 ** 0.426 ** −0.155 0.236 1 0.055 0.026 0.108 −0.017
WL 0.447 ** 0.462 ** 0.524 ** −0.132 0.071 0.200 1 −0.080 0.153 −0.363 *
TNL −0.023 0.118 0.062 −0.233 −0.201 0.078 −0.035 1 0.267 0.289 *
GP −0.226 −0.223 −0.204 0.050 −0.152 0.139 −0.011 0.137 1 −0.315 *
CA −0.174 −0.203 −0.181 0.068 −0.219 −0.015 −0.079 0.157 0.240 1

Association analyses among leaf-related traits in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model and Arbor forest model are, respectively, above and
below diagonal. “*” and “**” indicate that the degree of correlation is significant (p < 0.05) or extremely significant (p < 0.01) among traits.

3.4. Distribution Type of Leaf-Related Traits

As seen in Table 2, all traits were normally distributed. The test for a normal dis-
tribution is the precondition of probability grading; it can indicate whether the samples
are representative. If the samples obey a normal distribution, the germplasm resources
studied can be treated as the result of random sampling. In this way, they can represent
the overall to some extent, and the standard formulated by the germplasm can be more
effective. The distribution of quantitative traits in nature is in accordance with a normal
distribution. The reason why some traits do not obey a normal distribution is directional
selection in breeding [23]. In addition, limited germplasm can affect it to some extent.
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These will lead to some extreme points. Usually, they belong to the first or last grade of
the total and can affect the distribution. However, the remaining part still obeys a normal
distribution by removing the extreme values. A situation like this can be treated as a
normal distribution [32]. In this way, the extreme values were divided into the first or
last grade.

3.5. Probability Classification of Leaf-Related Traits

As shown in Figure 2 and Table S1, considering the stability across the years,
dynamic measurements were obtained from 2017 to 2019 for the quantitative traits in
the Arbor forest model, which corresponded to 8a to 10a of the tree ages. Grading points
in different years could be unified within the Arbor forest model, as a non-significant
difference was observed. However, the utilization of the Leaf-oriented cultivation model
in production mainly focuses on 1a seedlings by coppicing every year. To better guide
production, the standard in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model was formulated by 1a
seedings. To promote and apply the standard, it should be easy to remember. Therefore,
it was necessary to adjust the grading points slightly. Special attention was required for the
part that was adjusted no more than 0.1 SD for corresponding traits [23].

Figure 2. The classification criteria of the main evaluation indexes, including (a) LA, (b) TNL, (c) GP,
and (d) CA. The black solid lines above and below the rectangle indicate the average level of grade
points in each planting model. The lines at the top and bottom of the rectangle box represent the
adjusted grade points. Traits were divided into three grades by the rectangle box: the 1st grade
(the part below the rectangle), the 2nd grade (the part within the rectangle), and the 3rd grade
(the part above the rectangle). The dashed line represents the boundary between the Leaf-oriented
cultivation model and Arbor forest model.

Table 5 shows that the evaluation indexes were classified into three grades, respectively,
in different planting models. Grade 3 was better in quality, Grade 2 was medium, and Grade
1 was worse.
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Table 5. The criterion of leaf-related traits in Eucommia ulmoides Oliver.

Traits Planting Models
Grade

1 (Worse) 2 (Medium) 3 (Better)

LA (mm2) L ≤16,465 16,465–19,230 ≥19,230
A ≤4730 4730–6035 ≥6035

TNL L <32 32–37 ≥37
A <1430 1430–2100 >2100

GP (%) L <1.00 1.00–1.20 >1.20
A <1.60 1.60–2.05 ≥2.05

CA (%) L <1.35 1.35–1.90 ≥1.90
A ≤1.00 1.00–1.50 ≥1.50

LA was used to distinguish leaf morphology. In the Leaf-oriented cultivation model,
the variation range was 12,314.8–22,737.1 mm2, with an average of 17,877.1 mm2. The grad-
ing standard was as follows: grade 1 (smaller) ≤ 16,465 mm2, 16,465 mm2 < grade 2
(medium) < 19,230 mm2, grade 3 (bigger) ≥ 19,230 mm2; in the Arbor forest model,
LA ranged from 1971.4 to 12,558.9 mm2, with an average of 5382.5 mm2. The classification
criterion was as follows: grade 1 (smaller) ≤ 4730 mm2, 4730 mm2 < grade 2 (medium) <
6035 mm2, grade 3 (bigger) ≥ 6035 mm2.

TNL was used to represent leaf yield. In the Leaf-oriented cultivation model, the vari-
ation range was 24–50, with an average of 35. The grading standard was as follows: grade 1
(less) < 32, 32 ≤ grade 2 (medium) < 37, grade 3 (more) ≥ 37; in the Arbor forest model,
the TNL ranged from 347 to 4060, with an average of 1767. The classification criterion was
as follows: grade 1 (less) < 1430, 1430 ≤ grade 2 (medium) ≤ 2100, grade 3 (more) > 2100.

For GP, in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model, the variation range was 0.71–1.62%,
with an average of 1.10%. The grading standard was as follows: grade 1 (lower) < 1.00%,
1.00% ≤ grade 2 (medium) ≤ 1.20%, grade 3 (higher) > 1.20%; in the Arbor forest model,
the GP ranged from 0.67 to 3.29%, with an average of 1.82%. The classification criterion
was as follows: grade 1 (lower) < 1.60%, 1.60% ≤ grade 2 (medium) < 2.05%, grade 3
(higher) ≥ 2.05%.

For CA, in the Leaf-oriented cultivation model, the variation range was 0.56–2.79%,
with an average of 1.62%. The grading standard was as follows: grade 1 (lower) < 1.35%,
1.35% ≤ grade 2 (medium) < 1.90%, grade 3 (higher) ≥ 1.90%; in the Arbor forest model,
the CA ranged from 0.30 to 2.35%, with an average of 1.25%. The classification criterion
was as follows: grade 1 (lower) ≤ 1.00%, 1.00% < grade 2 (medium) < 1.50%, grade 3
(higher) ≥ 1.50%.

The quantitative traits were divided into five grades in most studies; the occurrence
probability of Grades 1–5 was 10, 20, 40, 20, and 10%, respectively [30]. The selection of
forest trees is a long-term process; it usually requires multiple selections, which is mainly
due to the uncertainty of future performance. Therefore, the inclusion criterion should be
reduced properly for forest tree selection. Therefore, it is appropriate to combine the first
two and last two grades since the best grade is too narrow. In conclusion, it was preferable
to divide the traits into three grades for this study; the occurrence frequency of Grades 1–3
was 30, 40, and 30%, respectively.

The probability grading index system on leaf-related traits of EUO germplasm was es-
tablished preliminarily. It can be a standard for breeders to reference. Superior germplasm
with a higher leaf yield and effective constituent content can be selected according to
different target traits. They can greatly promote the economic performance in certain areas,
which is quite critical to the large-scale production of industries.

4. Conclusions

In this study, to identify and evaluate EUO germplasm, leaf-related traits were clas-
sified by a probability grading method according to target traits. There was a significant
difference between different planting models for the studied traits, and the traits in the
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Arbor forest model owned abundant variations. The planting model accounted for a larger
proportion of variance compared to the genotype, indicating the necessity to establish the
grading standard according to planting models. Multiple comparisons analyses indicated
there was a significant difference among the tree ages in different planting models, while a
non-significant difference was observed within a planting model. Therefore, the grading
points were unified in diverse years in the Arbor forest model. Considering the overlap
among the traits in evaluating germplasm, association analyses were conducted to select
the critical evaluation indexes. To make the standard more universal, the 3-grade standard
was more suitable than the 5-grade standard. Germplasm in the Leaf-oriented cultivation
model was more appropriate for leaf use and medical use, while germplasm in the Arbor
forest model was more appropriate for rubber use and drought resistance. The evaluation
system on leaf-related traits of EUO germplasm was established preliminarily, which con-
sidered target traits, planting models, and stability across the years. This can be a reference
for the selection of superior germplasm for different target traits of EUO in different plant-
ing models. However, limited germplasm resources restrict the application of this standard
to a wider scale. Therefore, additional studies should enlarge the germplasm resources.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/plants10112280/s1, Table S1: The grading standard of leaf-related traits of Eucommia ulmoides
Oliver in different tree ages.
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Abstract: Using plant growth regulators to alter cytokinin homeostasis with the aim of enhancing
endogenous cytokinin levels has been proposed as a strategy to increase yields in wheat and barley.
The plant growth regulators INCYDE and CPPU inhibit the cytokinin degrading enzyme cytokinin
oxidase/dehydrogenase (CKX), while TD-K inhibits the process of senescence. We report that the
application of these plant growth regulators in wheat and barley field trials failed to enhance yields,
or change the components of yields. Analyses of the endogenous cytokinin content showed a high
concentration of trans-zeatin (tZ) in both wheat and barley grains at four days after anthesis, and
statistically significant, but probably biologically insignificant, increases in cisZ-O-glucoside, along
with small decreases in cZ riboside (cZR), dihydro Z (DHZ), and DHZR and DHZOG cytokinins,
following INCYDE application to barley at anthesis. We discuss possible reasons for the lack
of efficacy of the three plant growth regulators under field conditions and comment on future
approaches to manipulating yield in the light of the strong homeostatic mechanisms controlling
endogenous cytokinin levels.

Keywords: cytokinin; TD-K; thidiazuron; INCYDE; CPPU; isopentenyl transferase; IPT; cytokinin
oxidase/dehydrogenase; CKX; wheat; barley; yield

1. Introduction

Food producers face a range of challenges in addressing global food security in the 21st
century. These include continuing growth in food consumption in developing nations [1]
and the effects of climate change, which will likely have significant and adverse effects
on the environment and agriculture [2–4]. Increasing the yield of cereal crops, including
wheat and barley, is fundamental to ensuring food security. In the 2019/2020 season,
global production of wheat was more than 770 million tonnes, while for barley it was more
than 150 million tonnes [5]. Several traits in cereals have been identified as important
components of, and contributors to, overall yields, including having more productive
tillers [6–8], a greater proportion of fertile grain-containing florets, larger grains, and leaf
senescence occurring at an optimal time [9]. Notably, there can also be trade-offs between
different components of yield, where increasing grain number can result in a decrease in
grain weight [10–14]. Likewise, the production of more tillers is not necessarily beneficial,
as small, unproductive tillers could direct resources away from productive tillers and
negatively impact yield [15,16].

The cytokinins are a plant hormone group involved in many aspects of growth and
development, including root and shoot growth [17–19], flower development [20,21], nitro-
gen signaling [22–24], senescence [25,26], stress response [27], seed yield components [28],
and seed development [29–32], making them an important contributor to cereal yield.

Plants 2021, 10, 2309. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10112309 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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Cytokinins are often grouped into three biologically active forms: naturally occurring,
substituted adenines with either an N6 isoprenoid side chain or an aromatic side chain;
and the synthetic diphenyl ureas. Briefly, isopentenyl transferase (IPT) catalyses the first
committed step towards the formation of the isoprenoid cytokinins. The first formed
cytokinins are the nucleotides that are converted by LOG (LONELY GUY) to the active free
base forms, trans-zeatin (tZ), N6-isopentenyladenine (iP), cis-zeatin (cZ), and dihydrozeatin
(DHZ), which are detected by a two-component signaling system. Cytokinin levels are
controlled through destruction by cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase (CKX) or inactivation
by cytokinin glucosyl transferase to O- or N-glucosides [32].

Previous attempts at manipulating yield and endogenous cytokinin have included
the direct application of cytokinin itself to both wheat [33,34] and barley [35,36]. These
approaches have involved direct injection into plant organs [34,37,38] or, more practically,
through irrigation and spraying ([39], and references therein). However, success in field
trials has been mixed, with findings in controlled experiments often hard to replicate in
the field given the range of environmental factors and the complexity of analyzing their
effects [12,39,40].

An alternative to the application of cytokinin has been the targeting of the enzymes
that either deactivate cytokinin through glucosylation [41], or irreversibly degrade cy-
tokinin via CKX [42,43]. Targeting CKX expression and/or activity has been suggested as a
potential strategy to enhance yield [28,31,44–46], and CKX gene family members (GFMs)
have been identified as being important for determining yield in both wheat and barley
([9], and references therein).

Given the challenge of increasing yield in the field using cytokinin [31], there has
been a search for alternative compounds that might impact components of yield, including
compounds that target CKX and compounds that might affect yield through other processes,
including senescence. Such compounds include CPPU, TDZ, and the novel plant growth
regulators (PGRs) INCYDE and TD-K [46–49]. These compounds became the focus for
this research.

Thidiazuron is a substituted phenylurea (Figure 1a) that has been shown to inhibit
CKX [50–52]. Thidiazuron has strong cytokinin activity [53–55]. It is able to activate
cytokinin receptors [48,53,54,56] and has anti-senescence properties [46,57] that are stronger
than trans-zeatin (tZ) and 6-benzylaminopurine (BAP) [48]. It is also able to promote shoot
growth [58–61], increase fruit size [62], and produce ethylene when applied to leaves [48].
The latter property makes it desirable as a cotton defoliant [63].

CPPU (N-(2-chloro-4-pyridyl)-N’-phenylurea) is a diphenylurea derivative (Figure 1b)
which is able to inhibit CKX [64,65] more strongly than TDZ [66]. Although it activates
cytokinin receptors AHK3/AHK4, it does so more weakly than TDZ [52]. CPPU is also
reported to be able to delay senescence [67], promote shoot formation [68], enhance fruit
size [69–72], promote earlier flowering [73], and provide resistance to drought stress [74].

TD-K (N-furfuryl-N’-1,2,3-thiadiazol-5-yl-urea) is a diphenylurea thidiazuron deriva-
tive (Figure 1c) which has strong cytokinin activity comparable to BA in Amaranthus and
tobacco callus bioassays [49]. TD-K has strong anti-senescence capacity, relative to TDZ and
BA [48,49]. Compared to TDZ, it more weakly activates cytokinin receptors [49,53,54,56],
is less able to promote ethylene production in mung bean hypocotyls [75], and, in contrast
to TDZ, does not inhibit root growth [48].

INCYDE (2-chloro-6-(3-methoxyphenyl)aminopurine) is a substituted 6-anilinopurine
derivative (Figure 1d). It is a stronger inhibitor of cytokinin oxidase/dehydrogenase than
TDZ, while more weakly activating cytokinin receptors compared to TDZ and tZ [55].
It activated the cytokinin responsive reporter gene ARR5:GUS [76] in a dose-dependent
manner. INCYDE was shown to enhance yield of Rapid Cycling Brassica rapa but only under
specific, controlled conditions [49]. INCYDE increased shoot FW in CKX1-overexpressing
Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings [76]. INCYDE application has been reported to increase
flower production in tomatoes [77], shoot production when applied with BA [78], and has
a dose-dependent inhibition of shoot and/or root growth in Bulbine natalensis and Rumex
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crispus [45] and micropropagated Eucomis autumnalis [78]. INCYDE is also reported to
alleviate the effects of biotic [79] and abiotic stress [45,77]. Additionally, when applied
in the field to barley, analogue INCYDE-F was responsible for altering the endogenous
cytokinin content [80].

Figure 1. Structures of plant growth regulators. (a) Thidiazuron. (b) CPPU. (c) TD-K. (d) INCYDE.

Three PGRs with different properties and modes of action were selected for this
investigation: INCYDE, TD-K, and CPPU. These compounds were applied to wheat and
barley in field trials and components of the yields were analyzed. The effects of these
compounds on endogenous cytokinins was also examined.

2. Results

2.1. Field Trial Analyses

Analyses carried out on the harvested wheat and barley from the field trials did not
reveal any statistically significant difference in the yield (T/ha), thousand grain weight
(TGW) in grams (g), or protein composition between any of the treatments and the controls
for either wheat or barley (Table 1). The Orator wheat (2013/14) field trial was broadly
infected with Septoria during a critical time in development, which negatively impacted the
yield. Given the lack of evidence for any change in yield, the field trials were discontinued.
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Additional trials were carried out using outdoor pot trials where the same treatments
and growth stages described for the field trials were used, but no statistically significant
differences in yield or yield components were found for these trials either [81].

Table 1. Yield and protein composition in wheat (cv. Orator and cv. Torch) and barley (cv. Quench).

Wheat Cultivar Orator (2013/14)
Treatment Yield (T/ha) TGW (g) Protein (%)

Untreated Control 10.8 ± 0.2 46.0 ± 1.1 11.2 ± 0.2
DMSO 50 μM Control (GS 39, 51, 61, 65) 11.1 ± 0.1 46.6 ± 0.2 11.2 ± 0.1

DMSO 25 μM Control (GS 61, 65, 65 + 13 d) 11.2 ± 0.1 47.2 ± 0.7 11.0 ± 0.1
INCYDE 10 μM (GS 65) 11.4 ± 0.2 45.9 ± 1.1 11.4 ± 0

INCYDE 25 μM (GS 39, 51, 61, 65) 11.3 ± 0.2 46.2 ± 0.7 11.1 ± 0.1
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 39) 11.2 ± 0.2 45.0 ± 1.1 11.2 ± 0.1
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 51) 11.0 ± 0.1 45.4 ± 0.8 11.1 ± 0.2
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 61) 11.1 ± 0.2 45.6 ± 0.4 11.1 ± 0.1
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 65) 11.1 ± 0.2 45.1 ± 0.5 11.2 ± 0.1
INCYDE 50 μM (GS 61) 11.1 ± 0.1 45.5 ± 1.2 11.4 ± 0.1
INCYDE 50 μM (GS 65) 11.1 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.3 11.4 ± 0.1

TD-K 10 μM (GS 61, 65, 65 + 13 d) 11.1 ± 0.1 46.3 ± 1.1 11.1 ± 0.1
TD-K 25 μM (GS 61, 65, 65 + 13 d) 11.4 ± 0.1 46.0 ± 0.5 11.1 ± 0.1

Wheat Cultivar Torch (2014/15)
Treatment Yield (T/ha) TGW (g) Protein (%)

Untreated Control 14.5 ± 0.1 46.8 ± 1.1 9.8 ± 0.2
DMSO Control (GS 51, 61, 65, 65 + 15 d) 14.5 ± 0.3 48.1 ± 0.2 9.9 ± 0.2

TD-K 10 μM (GS 61, 65, 65 + 15 d) 14.5 ± 0.2 47.4 ± 0.5 10.0 ± 0.2
TD-K 50 μM (GS 61, 65, 65 + 15 d) 14.7 ± 0.3 49.1 ± 0.5 9.8 ± 0.05

CPPU 10 μM (GS 61, 65) 14.4 ± 0.3 47.1 ± 0.4 10.0 ± 0.2
CPPU 30 μM (GS 61, 65) 14.5 ± 0.3 48.8 ± 0.2 9.7 ± 0.1

CPPU 100 μM (GS 61, 65) 14.6 ± 0.2 48.4 ± 0.3 9.7 ± 0.3
CPPU 10 μM (GS 51, 65) 14.5 ± 0.2 47.8 ± 0.4 9.6 ± 0.1
CPPU 30 μM (GS 51, 65) 14.7 ± 0.1 47.2 ± 0.9 9.9 ± 0.1
CPPU 100 μM (GS 51, 65) 14.4 ± 0.2 48.1 ± 0.8 9.9 ± 0.2

Barley Cultivar Quench (2014/15)
Treatment Yield (T/ha) TGW (g) Protein (%)

Untreated Control 10.8 ± 0.2 52.3 ± 0.5 14.3 ± 0.1
DMSO Control (GS 51, 61, 65, 65 + 15 d) 11.0 ± 0.1 52.0 ± 0.4 13.9 ± 0.4

INCYDE 10 μM (GS 65) 11.0 ± 0.2 53.0 ± 0.2 13.8 ± 0.3
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 39, 51, 61, 65) 11.2 ± 0.2 51.8 ± 0.5 14.0 ± 0.2

INCYDE 25 μM (GS 39) 11.3 ± 0.2 52.5 ± 0.5 13.8 ± 0.2
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 51) 11.3 ± 0.1 52.4 ± 0.9 14.0 ± 0.4
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 61) 11.1 ± 0.1 52.2 ± 0.9 13.9 ± 0.5
INCYDE 25 μM (GS 65) 11.3 ± 0.1 52.5 ± 0.7 14.2 ± 0.4
INCYDE 50 μM (GS 61) 11.2 ± 0.1 52.5 ± 0.8 14.1 ± 0.4
INCYDE 50 μM (GS 65) 11.2 ± 0.3 52.3 ± 0.4 13.9 ± 0.5

Data were analyzed using an ANOVA, with protein percentage data logit-transformed prior to ANOVA. Data
are presented as the means ± standard error (n = 4). Yield is provided in tonnes per hectare (T/ha), thousand
grain weight (TGW) in grams (g) and protein as a percentage (%). Concentration of each treatment is given
in μM, with growth stage (GS) indicating the growth stage (Zadoks scale [82]) targeted for treatment, and ‘d’
indicating the number of days after the respective growth stage. The dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) controls list
the GS targeted, with volumes equivalent to the DMSO used in the highest concentration within each field trial,
with the exception of Orator (2013/14), where DMSO Control (GS 61, 65, 65 + 13 d) was provided at a volume
equivalent to 25 μM applications.

2.2. LC–MS/MS Analyses in Grain

LC–MS/MS analyses of wheat and barley grains from control plants assessed four
days after anthesis (4 DAA) show that the concentration of tZ was much greater than
the concentration of the other free bases iP, cZ, or DHZ (Tables 2 and 3). Inactivation by
glucosylation is clearly evident, as shown by the elevated levels of cZ- and cZ riboside-O-
glucosides (cZOG and cZROG) in barley, and in wheat by elevated levels of tZ 9-glucoside
(tZ9G), cZOG, and cZROG.
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Table 2. LC–MS/MS analyses of the quantity of cytokinins in wheat (cultivar Torch, 2014/15) grains
treated at anthesis with TD-K or CPPU. Measurements were made at four days after anthesis.

Wheat Cytokinin Concentrations (pmol/g DW)

Type Control TD-K 50 μM CPPU 100 μM

tZ 794.5 ± 71.1 705.3 ± 75.7 889.2 ± 73.7
tZR 60.0 ± 6.7 60.3 ± 3.2 63.5 ± 2.3

tZOG 20.4 ± 2.8 24.7 ± 0.5 22.8 ± 1.3
tZROG 5.8 ± 0.7 6.8 ± 0.2 6.5 ± 0.5
tZRMP 115.9 ± 3.6 106.5 ± 2.8 103.1 ± 10.5
tZ7G <LOD <LOD <LOD
tZ9G 247.3 ± 21.3 286.1 ± 3.5 268.7 ± 11.5

Total tZ types 1244.0 ± 104.8 1189.7 ± 85.2 1353.8 ± 57.0

iP 1.6 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1
iPR 2.2 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.1 2.5 ± 0.4

iPRMP 22.9 ± 1.5 22.1 ± 3.8 25.9 ± 4.0
iP7G <LOD <LOD <LOD
iP9G <LOD <LOD <LOD

Total iP types 26.8 ± 1.7 25.1 ± 3.9 29.7 ± 4.1

cZ 9.6 ± 0.5 7.8 ± 1.1 8.6 ± 1.2
cZR 33.9 ± 3.9 24.7 ± 3.5 30.5 ± 4.0

cZOG 114.3 ± 12.4 130.8 ± 11.7 116.1 ± 12.9
cZROG 139.1 ± 13.2 154.5 ± 6.6 150.6 ± 8.9
cZRMP 10.0 ± 0.8 7.7 ± 1.3 10.8 ± 1.2
cZ9G <LOD <LOD <LOD

Total cZ types 306.5 ± 26.5 325.5 ± 12.2 316.5 ± 17.0

DHZ 0.23 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.03 0.20 ± 0.03
DHZR 2.9 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.3

DHZOG 1.4 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1
DHZROG 9.5 ± 1.1 10.7 ± 0.6 10.0 ± 0.8
DHZRMP <LOD <LOD <LOD
DHZ7G 15.0 ± 0.3 13.3 ± 0.9 14.6 ± 2.2
DHZ9G 0.07 ± 0.003 0.06 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01

Total DHZ types 29.1 ± 1.5 28.2 ± 0.7 28.9 ± 2.6

Total CK bases 806.0 ± 71.4 714.6 ± 76.9 899.3 ± 74.9
Total CK ribosides 98.7 ± 6.8 89.1 ± 7.0 99.0 ± 7.0

Total CK nucleotides 148.9 ± 3.7 136.3 ± 2.0 139.8 ± 12.8
Total CK O-glucosides 290.5 ± 30.2 329.2 ± 18.8 307.5 ± 23.7
Total CK N-glucosides 262.3 ± 21.6 299.4 ± 3.9 283.4 ± 13.6

Total cytokinins 1606.4 ± 117.3 1568.5 ± 69.5 1728.9 ± 43.4

Treatments were compared to the control using a two-sided ANOVA. Data are presented as the means ± standard
error (n = 3). LOD indicates below limit of detection. Treatments were made at anthesis (GS 60). Cytokinin
abbreviations: CK (cytokinins), tZ (trans-zeatin), iP (N6-isopentenyladenine), cZ (cis-zeatin), DHZ (dihydrozeatin),
R (riboside), OG (O-glucoside), RMP (riboside-5′-monophosphate), 7G (7-N-glucoside), 9G (9-N-glucoside).

In wheat grains, neither TD-K nor CPPU treatment resulted in a significant change in
any of the cytokinin metabolites compared to the control (Table 2). At four days following
INCYDE treatment/anthesis in barley grains, there was a significant increase in the content
of cZ O-glucoside (cZOG), cZ-types overall and the total O-glucoside cytokinins (Table 3).
Conversely, there were small but statistically significant decreases in the concentration of
cZR, DHZ, DHZR, DHZOG, and the total base and ribosides of cZ and DHZ cytokinins
following INCYDE application.
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Table 3. LC–MS/MS analyses of the quantity of cytokinins in barley (cultivar Quench, 2014/15)
grains treated at anthesis with INCYDE. Measurements were made at four days after anthesis.

Barley Cytokinin Concentrations
(pmol/g DW)

Type Control INCYDE 50 μM

tZ 759.5 ± 66.8 642.8 ± 30.0
tZR 432.0 ± 44.3 458.9 ± 36.6

tZOG 89.5 ± 2.7 97.6 ± 7.9
tZROG 28.1 ± 1.8 30.2 ± 0.6
tZRMP 455.3 ± 27.0 454.6 ± 13.0
tZ7G <LOD <LOD
tZ9G 46.2 ± 2.6 65.0 ± 9.1

Total tZ types 1810.6 ± 142.1 1749.1 ± 61.6

iP 2.0 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.3
iPR 4.5 ± 0.6 4.7 ± 0.3

iPRMP 86.8 ± 12.8 89.0 ± 11.9
iP7G <LOD <LOD
iP9G <LOD <LOD

Total iP types 93.3 ± 13.6 96.0 ± 12.2

cZ 3.6 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.1
cZR 23.4 ± 0.5 20.1 ± 0.5 *

cZOG 328.9 ± 11.8 417.1 ± 9.7 *
cZROG 242.5 ± 8.4 256.8 ± 8.6
cZRMP 20.0 ± 1.8 20.6 ± 1.9
cZ9G <LOD <LOD

Total cZ types 618.4 ± 18.8 717.9 ± 12.8 *

DHZ 0.9 ± 0.02 0.7 ± 0.04 *
DHZR 6.5 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.3 *

DHZOG 12.6 ± 0.6 10.6 ± 0.4 *
DHZROG 47.3 ± 3.1 43.0 ± 2.8
DHZRMP <LOD <LOD
DHZ7G 6.0 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 0.7
DHZ9G 0.06 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01

Total DHZ types 73.0 ± 3.7 64.5 ± 3.8

Total CK bases 766.0 ± 67.0 649.0 ± 30.4
Total CK ribosides 466.3 ± 44.6 488.8 ± 37.1

Total CK nucleotides 562.2 ± 38.6 564.2 ± 11.1
Total CK O-glucosides 748.9 ± 27.8 855.4 ± 25.2 *
Total CK N-glucosides 51.9 ± 2.6 70.1 ± 8.7

Total cytokinins 2595.2 ± 177.1 2627.5 ± 68.9

* Indicates a statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05) difference for the treatment compared to the control using a
two-sided ANOVA and post hoc two-sided Dunnett test (CI: 95%). Significant differences are provided in bold.
Data are presented as the means ± standard error (n = 3). LOD indicates below limit of detection. Treatments were
made at anthesis (GS 60). Cytokinin abbreviations: CK (cytokinins), tZ (trans-zeatin), iP (N6-isopentenyladenine),
cZ (cis-zeatin), DHZ (dihydrozeatin), R (riboside), OG (O-glucoside), RMP (riboside-5′-monophosphate), 7G
(7-N-glucoside), 9G (9-N-glucoside).

3. Discussion

The region where our field trials were conducted, Canterbury, New Zealand, is known
for world record cereal production (17.398 tonnes per hectare of wheat crop (Guinness
World Records, 2020)). Our trials were conducted under optimal field conditions of water
and fertilizer, which we recognize as a potentially challenging environment to assess PGR
efficacy, a comment also made by Nisler et al. [66] with respect to their PGR field trials in
the Czech Republic.

The lack of yield enhancement following INCYDE application (Table 1) suggests that
this compound had little effect in our field trials on either wheat or barley. Positive trends
in yield in field trials of wheat and barley treated with cytokinin derivatives similar to
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INCYDE have been reported but these failed to reach statistical significance [80]. Conse-
quently, our field data are not in conflict with this. While the Orator wheat (2013/14) field
trial, where INCYDE was applied, was impacted by Septoria, there was no evidence of IN-
CYDE ameliorating the effect of this disease, in contrast to the report by Reusche et al. [79].
This is not to imply that INCYDE is not efficacious under other conditions, as changes
in gene expression occur following application [83], and responses are clearly evident
under more controlled environments, including in bioassays [55], in in vitro culture set-
tings [45,77–79], and in pot trials with Rapid Cycling Brassica rapa [49].

The statistically significant increase in cZOG following INCYDE application to barley
may show a mechanism in common with previous in vitro experiments, where INCYDE
(with BA) enhanced O-glucoside accumulation in banana plantlets [84]. It is possible
that active cytokinin forms may have been channelled into inactivated O-glucosides as
a consequence of reduced inactivation by CKX, due to inhibition of CKX by INCYDE.
Because of the activation of homeostatic mechanisms, and also because of the very high
endogenous levels of active tZ immediately after anthesis, any transitory increases in active
cytokinins, if they had occurred, are likely to be biologically insignificant.

Neither of the two diphenylurea-derivatives, TD-K or CPPU, enhanced yield (Table 1).
This is in contrast with an increase of 120.9% for oilseed rape yield (6.038 vs. 4.99 T/ha), and
106% (7.02 vs. 7.49 T/ha) for spring barley reported in the TD-K patent for PGR application
at BBCH50 (extension growth) [48]. Details of statistical significance are not, however,
provided for the different crops. More recently, a diphenylurea derivative was applied to
barley and wheat under field conditions in the Czech Republic [66]. Although these studies
targeted earlier growth stages, including at BBCH 20–25, as well as seed treatments, they
also targeted the emergence of the inflorescence (BBCH 51), and at a concentration range
between 5 and 50 μM, which is comparable to that used in our study. However, the field
data for wheat and barley treated with diphenylurea-derivative Compound 19 are only
presented as percent of control without statistical analyses available [66]. The variability
apparent between years (particularly in tiller number and 1000 grain weight) makes it
essential that statistical analysis of the yield data (0.7 to 6.6% yield increase compared to
control) is presented.

Likewise, CPPU, despite having success with enhancing fruit size, has not had much
success when used to target cereals in the field ([32], and references therein). The dif-
ficulties of replicating findings from controlled environments onto the field have been
reported [12,40], with field trials introducing a multitude of uncontrolled or difficult to
control factors, many of which could affect cytokinin homeostasis.

An increased tiller number is not necessarily seen as desirable in wheat [9], so we
specifically targeted the PGRs at later stages of development: for TD-K this was from
anthesis onwards, due to its strong anti-senescence properties [48,49]; and for INCYDE
and CPPU from GS39, when florets are being established, and/or GS51, when ears are
particularly susceptible to stress [85,86], and or across anthesis, the latter chosen due to
the rapidly changing cytokinin content and elevated CKX expression associated with this
stage in development ([9], and references therein). Indeed, a high level of tZ cytokinin was
identified in wheat four days after anthesis (DAA) (Table 2). This aligns with previous
reports of high levels of zeatin in wheat early in grain development [87–91], and, moreover,
confirms that this cytokinin is tZ. The transient nature of this narrow developmental
window that is associated with cell division is also a possible reason for the lack of yield
enhancement by cytokinins in cereal field trials ([31], and references therein), since in the
field environment, anthesis is spread across several days, although we attempted to cover
this by applications at GS61 and 65.

The high concentration of tZ in barley at 4 DAA (Table 3) has also been reported [92].
In contrast, the low concentration of cZ contrasts with the high peak of cZ reported
previously in developing barley kernels [93]. This suggests that 4 DAA is possibly after the
cZ peak. The high concentration of cZOG suggests active deactivation of cZ within days
post-anthesis.
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Our research suggests that INCYDE, TD-K, and CPPU have little to no effect on
components of harvestable yield in wheat and barley grown under optimal field conditions.
Additionally, this research highlights some of the difficulties and issues of conducting
field trials with PGRs, with any attempt to manipulate cytokinin made more difficult
not only by strong homeostatic responses but also by the complex, pleiotropic nature of
cytokinin [31,39]. Feedback responses following the disturbance of cytokinin homeostasis
have been observed or suggested elsewhere in the form of an increase in CKX expression
and/or activity [14,94–99]. An increase in cytokinin following CKX inhibition might also be
responsible for an enhancement in the deactivation of cytokinins, which could explain the
stronger production of cis-type O-glucosides seen in barley (Table 3). Feedback mechanisms
might also involve IPT GFMs, with HvIPT1 and HvIPT2 both being downregulated in
response to a local increase in cytokinin following the knockout of HvCKX1 [100].

Despite these difficulties, targeting CKX is still an important strategy for manipulating
cytokinin and yield [9,31,45,46], and arguably more suitable than alternative strategies,
including the direct application of cytokinin, or targeting IPT, given that CKX is considered
a more moderate or ‘softer’ regulator of cytokinin compared to IPT [101]. Future research
could focus on determining if the endogenous changes in barley (Table 3) and, indeed,
the lack of change in wheat, were the result of changes in expression of genes associated
with cytokinin homeostasis, including biosynthesis (IPTs), degradation (CKXs), and glu-
cosylation (CGTs), and whether these results could help explain the lack of yield in the
field trials. Additionally, with the identification of the key CKX gene family members that
affect yield in wheat (reviewed in [9]), and with interesting results in wheat [13,14,102], bar-
ley [12,87,103,104], and rice [44,105] trials, transgenic approaches hold significant potential
for enhancing yield in cereals.

However, whether the resulting cereal is a result of genetic modification or gene
editing, in some jurisdictions such plants are subject to legal and social restrictions which
make their cultivation, processing, and marketing difficult or impossible [106–108]. In
this context, non-transgenic approaches, such as the Targeting Induced Local Lesions
In Genome (TILLING) strategy, offer numerous advantages, including overcoming the
limits imposed by the lack of genetic variability in traditional breeding, the acceleration of
breeding programs, and, above all, the possibility of developing new varieties that do not
have the limitations that characterize transgenic organisms [107]. Both the CRISPR/Cas9-
mediated gene editing technology and the TILLING approach have their own merits
and demerits relating to the initial investment by researchers, the access to the requisite
technology, the range of mutations that are either targeted (in gene editing) or identified
(multiple point mutations in TILLING) and their use in breeding [106].

More recently, two in silico TILLING resources have been generated and made publicly
available. These include the whole exome sequencing of over 1200 TILLING mutant lines
of a well-known European bread wheat variety Cadenza [109,110]. Similarly, an in silico
TILLING resource is being generated for the most widely grown Chinese bread wheat
variety, Jimai 22. Within this population, multiple point mutants for not only all CKX
GFMs but also the zeatin O-glucosyl transferase (ZOGT) GFMs have been identified [9,41].
Importantly, while CKX GFMs have been the target of much research [9], the high levels
of cytokinin glucosides in wheat and barley, and the negative relationship of ZOGT gene
expression with yield in wheat [41,91], indicate that the ZOGT GFMs warrant further
investigation, which is beyond the tools offered by the CKX inhibiting PGRs.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Field Trials

Wheat and barley field trials were carried out over two seasons, near Lincoln, New
Zealand (43◦36′15.7′′ S 172◦25′56.0′′ E and 43◦37′04.7′′ S 172◦27′09.4′′ E). Autumn-sown
wheat (cultivar Orator) was grown in the 2013/14 season, while barley (cultivar Quench)
and wheat (cultivar Torch) were grown in 2014/15. Sowing spacing was kept constant,
to prevent any confounding effect on tiller number. Field trials were carried out in a
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farmer’s paddock and subject to standard field management including regular irrigation,
fertilizer application, and application of compounds, including herbicide, insecticide, and
fungicides, where necessary. Field trials were planted in 10 m × 2.5 m plots, arranged in a
randomized complete block design with four replicates for each treatment. Plant growth
regulators INCYDE, TD-K, and CPPU were applied at concentrations between 10 and
100 μM at growth stages (GS), defined according to the Zadoks scale [82], including GS
39 (the appearance of flag leaf ligule), GS 51 (appearance of the spikelet), and at GS 61 to
69 (defined as anthesis). Plant growth regulators were applied at rates of 187 L/ha for the
2013/14 trial, and 170 L/ha for the 2014/15 trial.

INCYDE, TD-K and CPPU were prepared by dissolving compounds in dimethylsul-
foxide (DMSO) (Scharlab), diluted with water and then, prior to application, mixed with
surfactant (Yates Sprayfix, Yates) at 0.5% (v/v). Two controls were used in the field trials, ‘un-
treated controls’ where no application was made, and ‘DMSO controls’ where the amount
of DMSO used was equivalent to the highest PGR concentration for each respective trial,
unless stated otherwise in the results. Applications were made by New Zealand Arable
using CO2 pressurized hand-hand plot booms for applications rates between 170–190 L/ha.

4.2. Plant Material
4.2.1. Yield and Protein Composition Analyses

Once wheat and barley plants had senesced completely, plants were harvested with a
Sampo combine harvester (Sampo Rosenlew Ltd., Pori, Finland) and protein content was
analyzed by New Zealand Grainlab. Onboard weighing provided the analysis of yield
(tonnes per hectare) and, using 20 g screened samples of grain, the TGW was calculated
with a Numigral I seed counter (Sinar). Protein composition was analyzed using an
Instalab® 700 NIR Analyzer (DICKEY-john). The thousand grain weight was calculated for
each plot, using 20 g of screened grain samples.

4.2.2. LC–MS/MS Analyses

Grain material for LC–MS/MS analyses was sampled from the field trials, following
anthesis-targeted application of either INCYDE (50 μM), TD-K (50 μM), CPPU (100 μM), or
water + DMSO. Following treatment, whole heads were sampled at day 4 after anthesis,
which was 4 days after treatment. Wheat and barley heads were frozen by immediately
submerging the samples in liquid nitrogen and storing at −80 ◦C. Wheat and barley grains
were dissected from the middle third section of the spike, with basal florets within the
spikelet targeted in wheat [9]. Grains were then organized, based on the developmental
stages as described in [111]. INCYDE-treated wheat grains were not sampled for LC–
MS/MS analyses, given that this trial (wheat cv. Orator, 2013/14) was infected with Septoria
at a critical time during grain development.

Grains were ground under liquid nitrogen and freeze dried with a Savant™ SPD131DDA
SpeedVac™ Concentrator (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to produce samples weighing between
8 to 22 mg. For each treatment, three replicates were prepared. Samples were then analyzed
according to [112]. Sample extraction was carried out with a modified Bieleski solution
(60% MeOH, 10% HCOOH, and 30% H2O), and [13C5]cZ, [13C5]tZ, [2H5]tZR, [2H5]tZ7G,
[2H5]tZ9G, [2H5]tZOG, [2H5]tZROG, [2H5]tZMP, [2H3]DHZ, [2H3]DHZR, [2H3]DHZ9G,
[2H7]DHZOG, [2H3]DHZMP, [2H6]iP, [2H6]iPR, [2H6]iP7G, [2H6]iP9G, [2H6]iPMP stable
isotope-labelled standards (0.25 pmol of cytokinin bases, ribosides, N-glucosides, 0.5 pmol
of cytokinin O-glucosides and nucleotides; Olchemim) were added to each sample to
validate phytohormone determination. Sample purification was carried out with mixed-
mode cation-exchange (MCX) cartridges (Oasis MCX, 30 mg/1 mL; Waters). Analytes
were eluted by two-step elution using a 0.35 M NH4OH aqueous solution and 0.35 M
NH4OH in 60% (v/v) methanol solution. The resulting eluate was subsequently evaporated
to dryness and then dissolved in the mobile phase (15 mM ammonium formate pH 4.0 in
5% (v/v) methanol). LC–MS/MS analyses were carried out using a Acquity UPLC® System
(Waters) and a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer XevoTM TQ MS (Waters). The mass
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spectrometry data was then processed utilizing MassLynx™ Mass Spectrometry Software
with TargetLynx™ (Waters).

4.3. Statistical Analyses

For yield and protein composition from the field trials, the mean was generated using
four replicates for each treatment and the data presented with standard errors. Statistically
significant differences, where p ≤ 0.05, were determined between PGR treatments and
the respective DMSO control using a two-way ANOVA. A logit transformation was made
to protein composition data prior to ANOVA analysis. Similarly, statistically significant
differences for LC–MS/MS data were determined between PGR treatments and the control
using two-way ANOVA (significance level: 0.05), with a post hoc two-sided Dunnett test
(Confidence Interval: 95%). To ensure the assumptions of the ANOVA were met, an
examination of Q-Q plots of standardized residuals was made, and where necessary the
equality of variances ensured through a Levene’s test and plot of standardized residuals
and predicted values.
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Abstract: Despite various efforts in identifying the genes governing the white immature fruit skin
color in cucumber, the genetic basis of the white immature fruit skin color is not well known. In the
present study, genetic analysis showed that a recessive gene confers the white immature fruit skin-
color phenotype over the light-green color of a Korean slicer cucumber. High-throughput QTL-seq
combined with bulked segregation analysis of two pools with the extreme phenotypes (white and
light-green fruit skin color) in an F2 population identified two significant genomic regions harboring
QTLs for white fruit skin color within the genomic region between 34.1 and 41.67 Mb on chromosome
3, and the genomic region between 12.2 and 12.7 Mb on chromosome 5. Further, nonsynonymous
SNPs were identified with a significance of p < 0.05 within the QTL regions, resulting in eight
homozygous variants within the QTL region on chromosome 3. SNP marker analysis uncovered the
novel missense mutations in Chr3CG52930 and Chr3CG53640 genes and showed consistent results
with the phenotype of light-green and white fruit skin-colored F2 plants. These two genes were
located 0.5 Mb apart on chromosome 3, which are considered strong candidate genes. Altogether,
this study laid a solid foundation for understanding the genetic basis and marker-assisted breeding
of immature fruit skin color in cucumber.

Keywords: cucumber; QTL-seq; SNP markers; white immature fruit skin color

1. Introduction

Cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.; 2n = 2x = 14) is a major economically important veg-
etable crop in the Cucurbitaceae family. Its total annual global production is 87,805,086 tons
in an area of 2231,402 ha, and 80 % of global production comes from China with a yearly
output of 70,338,971 tons (FAO, 2019). Cucumber fruits are usually consumed fresh or as
processed pickles after 8–18 days of anthesis [1].

Cucumber fruits display wide phenotypic variation in immature fruit skin color from
dark green to white appearance [2]. The green skin color of the cucumber fruit is directly
associated with the accumulation of chlorophyll [1,3–5]. The external skin color of immature
fruit is considered as an essential quality trait that decides consumer preference. In order
to develop cucumber varieties with various skin colors, it is necessary to understand the
inheritance and genes governing the fruit skin color.

Upon the availability of the genomic information of cucumber [6–8], several genes
were identified, which led to the development of molecular markers for marker-assisted
selection (MAS) of fruit skin color in cucumber. A single dominant gene B (R2R3-MYB)
was identified for the orange mature fruit skin color on chromosome 4, and an Insertion-
deletion (InDel) marker was developed based on the 1-bp deletion in the third exon of this
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gene, was co-segregated with fruit skin color [9]. High-resolution mapping for the dull
fruit skin trait in cucumber revealed a single dominant gene D on chromosome 5 between
markers SSR37 and SSR112, at a physical distance of 244.9 kb [10]. The D gene was reported
to be closely linked to the genes governing fruit wart (Tu), uniform immature fruit color
(u), and small spines (ss) [11,12].

Studies on green fruit skin trait have shown that SNPs in ARC5 and Ycf54 genes
cause light-green immature fruit skin color in cucumber [3,13]. Yang et al. [14] studied
the inheritance of the uniform immature fruit color in cucumber and identified a single
recessive gene that confers uniform immature fruit color (u) phenotype. u gene was
mapped to a 313.2 kb on chromosome 5 between co-dominant SSR markers SSR10 and
SSR27 at a genetic distance of 0.8 and 0.5 cM, respectively [14], which further laid a strong
foundation for marker-assisted breeding of uniform immature fruit color trait in cucumber.

Recent studies have shown that a single gene controls the external fruit color trait and
white skin color is recessive over dark green skin color in cucumber [2,15,16]. A frameshift
mutation, which leads to a premature stop codon in the w gene (aprr2) on chromosome 3,
was reported to be a sole candidate gene responsible for white immature fruit color pheno-
type in cucumber and associated with chlorophyll biosynthesis [15]. Tang et al. [16] studied
the genetics of white immature fruit color in cucumber and mapped a single recessive gene
(w0) for white immature fruit color on chromosome 3 to approximately 100.3 kb between
two flanking markers, Q138 and Q193 [16]. In spite of several studies, Tang et al. [16]
proposed that further study is necessary to understand the genetic basis of white immature
fruit skin color in cucumber.

This study determined a novel genetic architecture for the white immature fruit skin
color of cucumber by using QTL-seq and SNP marker analyses, which revealed that white
fruit skin color trait is recessive over light-green fruit skin color of Korean slicer cucumber.
Furthermore, this study identified a novel allelic variant of the Chr3CG52930 gene and
a new candidate gene, ‘Chr3CG53640’, for white fruit skin color trait in cucumber. This
finding would facilitate understanding of the genes involved in cucumber skin color and
contribute to the development of cucumbers using marker-assisted breeding.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Genomic DNA Extraction and Pooling

Genomic DNAs were extracted from leaves of the two parental lines (Inbred line of
Korean slicer cucumber ‘MEJ’ with light-green skin color and ‘PI525075′ with white skin
color) and their F2 plants using a cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method [17].
The integrity of the extracted genomic DNA was checked by an agarose gel electrophoresis.
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was quantified using Quant-iT™ PicoGreen™ dsDNA Assay
Kit (Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, USA) and Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA). Genomic DNAs of 16 F2 plants with white immature skin color were
mixed with equal amounts and used as white skin-pool, and genomic DNAs of 20 F2 plants
with light-green skin color were mixed with an equal quantity and used as light-green
skin-pool for downstream analysis.

2.2. Whole-Genome Resequencing

Quality and quantity of gDNAs of two parental lines and pooled DNA samples were
examined again using an agarose gel electrophoresis and Qubit fluorometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA). The sequencing libraries were prepared according to the TruSeq DNA
PCR-free Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Briefly, fragmentation
of 1μg of genomic DNA was performed using adaptive focused acoustic technology
(AFA; Covaris, Woburn, MA, USA), and the fragmented DNA was end-repaired to create
5′-phosphorylated, blunt-ended dsDNA molecules. Following end-repair, DNA was size-
selected with the bead-based method. These DNA fragments go through the addition of a
single ‘A’ base and ligation of the Truseq indexing adapters. The purified libraries were
quantified using quantitative PCR (qPCR) according to the qPCR Quantification Protocol
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Guide (KAPA Library Quantification kits for Illumina Sequencing platforms) and qualified
using the high-sensitivity DNA chip (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The
paired-end (2 × 150 bp) sequencing was performed using the HiSeq-X platform (Illumina,
San Diego, CA, USA) by the Macrogen Co. (Seoul, Korea).

2.3. QTL-seq Analysis

QTL-seq analysis was performed using the QTL-seq program (version 2.1.3, https:
//github.com/YuSugihara/QTL-seq) (access on 7 October 2021) with default parameters
as described previously [18]. Briefly, high-quality sequencing data were obtained by
trimming the raw sequencing data using the Trimmomatic program [19] in the QTL-seq
program. The high-quality sequencing data of the PI525075 parent with white skin color
were aligned to the Korean cucumber genome (Cucumis sativus var. JEF, BioProject no:
PRJNA732224, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/732224) (access on 7 October
2021) using BWA [20]. Then variants from PI525075 parent were used to generate the
PI525075 reference genome by substituting the variant bases in the Korean cucumber
genome. The high-quality sequencing data of two pooled DNA samples (white skin-
pool and light-green skin-pool) were mapped to the PI525075 reference genome and
variants (SNPs and InDels) were detected. The SNP index at each SNP position was
calculated and then Δ (SNP index) was calculated using the formula: [SNP index (white
skin-pool)—SNP index (light-green skin-pool)]. The average SNP index and Δ (SNP index)
distribution were estimated in a given genomic interval using a sliding window approach
with 2 Mb window size and 100 kb increment and plotted to generate SNP index plots
for all chromosomes. The candidate genomic regions for the phenotype were determined
based on the sliding window plots. The regions in which the average Δ (SNP index) was
significantly greater than the surrounding region and exhibited an average p < 0.05 were
considered as candidate QTLs.

Variants’ information in the candidate QTLs was extracted from the variant calling
file (VCF) generated by the QTL-seq program. Then, variants with p < 0.05 were further
selected and used for further downstream analysis.

2.4. Annotation of Variants and Identification of Variants Causing Protein Sequence Change

The annotation of variants was performed using SnpEff software (version 5.0e, [21]).
The variants present in gene regions (from 5’ UTR to 3’ UTR, including intron and exon)
was annotated as genic, while other genomic regions were intergenic. Variants in coding
sequences (CDSs) were further divided into synonymous and non-synonymous.

Variants that caused the change of amino acid in deduced protein sequence of the
genes were identified among the selected variants with p < 0.05 in the QTL regions under
the following criteria: (1) variants that were different between bulk1 (white skin) and
bulk2 (light-green skin) were selected; (2) among the selected variants, only homozygous
variants were selected; (3) homozygous variants that caused the amino acid change in
protein sequences encoded by genes were finally selected based on variant annotation
information as candidate variants associated with the phenotype.

2.5. Development of Molecular Markers

The flanking sequences of variants were extracted from the JEF Korean cucumber
genome sequences and then used to design cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence
(CAPS) and derived cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (dCAPS) primers. CAPS
and dCAPS primers were designed using in-house scripts modified from CAPS-finder.pl
(https://github.com/mfcovington/CAPS-finder/blob/master/CAPS-finder.pl) (access
on 7 October 2021) and dCAPS Finder (http://helix.wustl.edu/dcaps/dcaps.html) (access
on 7 October 2021), respectively. Parameters of primer design were a primer size of
17– 25 mer, GC% of 50%, Tm of 50–60 ◦C, and amplicon size of 200–700 bp. BLASTN
searches against reference genome sequences confirmed the specificity of designed primers.
Designed molecular markers were validated by agarose gel electrophoresis after genomic
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DNA PCR and restriction enzyme treatment with genomic DNAs of the parents and
F2 plants.

3. Results

3.1. Inheritance of Immature Fruit Skin Color

The phenotype of the two parental lines, MEJ and PI525075, along with their F1
(MEJ/ PI525075), were shown in Figure 1a. The skin color of MEJ and PI525075 were evalu-
ated for two skin color indices (one for white and two for light-green) at the immature fruit
stage. The fruits of F1 derived from a cross between MEJ and PI525075 were demonstrated
to have a light-green immature fruit skin. In the F2 population, there were 106 and 30 plants
with light-green skin and white skin, respectively, which was fit to a segregation ratio
of 3:1. This implies the recessive nature of the gene for white immature fruit skin color
(Table 1 and Figure 1b).

 

Figure 1. Phenotypic analysis of immature fruit skin color of immature cucumber fruits. (a) Fruit phenotype of PI525075
(P1), MEJ/PI525075 (F1) and MEJ (P2); (b) fruit phenotype of F2 derived from a cross between MEJ and PI525075.

Table 1. Segregation analysis of immature fruit skin color phenotype in cucumber.

Name Population Plant Number
Immature Fruit Skin Color Phenotype

White Light-Green Expected χ2 p Value †

PI525075 P1 10 10 0 - - -
MEJ P2 10 0 10 - - -

MEJ/PI525075 F1 10 0 10 - - -
MEJ/PI525075 F2 136 30 106 3:1 0.62 0.42

† Not significant (p Value > 0.05).

3.2. Whole-Genome Re-Sequencing and QTL-seq Analysis

For whole-genome re-sequencing, 16 plants with white immature fruit skin and
20 plants with light-green immature fruit skin were selected among the 136 F2 plants
(Figure 1b) and their gDNAs were then pooled respectively to prepare the white fruit
skin-pool and light-green fruit skin-pool along with their two parental lines, MEJ and
PI525075. Whole-genome re-sequencing results showed that a total of 192,314,600 and
191,719,994 raw reads were generated for PI525075 and MEJ, respectively, while a total
of 204,951,660 and 228,647,910 raw reads were obtained for white fruit skin-pool and
light-green fruit skin-pool, respectively. Upon trimming, a total of 157,678,304 reads were
generated from PI525075; 187,218,180 reads from MEJ; 175,957,140 reads from white fruit
skin-pool, and 197,713,150 reads from light-green fruit skin-pool, each corresponding to
more than 20 Gb read length, and more than 75% of the reads were clean reads (Table 2).
Clean reads from the parents and bulks were compared to the estimated cucumber genome
size of 350 Mb, which indicated that all genomes were sequenced at a depth ranging
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from 64.32X to 80.44X. In comparison with the PI525075 reference genome using QTL-
seq program, we have identified a total of 160,392 SNPs for white fruit skin-pool and
120,899 SNPs for light-green fruit skin-pool across the chromosomes (Table 3).

Table 2. Summary of whole genome re-sequencing data used for QTL-seq analysis.

Samples
Raw Data Trimmed Data

Coverage (X)
Reads Read Length (bp) Reads Read Length (bp) %

PI525075 192,314,600 29,039,504,600 157,678,304 22,512,072,535 77.52 64.32
MEJ 191,719,994 28,949,719,094 187,218,180 27,266,475,876 94.19 77.90

White-pool 204,951,660 30,947,700,660 175,957,140 25,010,424,993 80.82 71.46
Light-green-pool 228,647,910 34,525,834,410 197,713,150 28,154,853,131 81.55 80.44

Table 3. Polymorphisms identified in QTL-seq analysis.

Chromosome Number
No. of SNPs

White-Pool Light-Green-Pool

1 11,896 8263
2 21,047 20,044
3 46,480 16,303
4 17,843 25,400
5 27,535 15,122
6 18,782 21,018
7 16,809 14,749

Total 160,392 120,899

To identify the genomic region governing immature fruit skin color trait between the
white fruit skin-pool and light-green fruit skin-pool, the SNP index of individual SNPs
were calculated using the parental PI525075 line as a reference genome and compared
these with the bulks’ sequences. An SNP index of zero represents entire short reads of
the white fruit skin genome, whereas an SNP index of one indicates that the reads are
from the light-green fruit skin genome. The average SNP index was estimated in a given
genomic interval with 2 Mb window size and 100 kb increment and plotted to generate SNP
index plots for white fruit skin and light-green fruit skin pools against all chromosomes
(Figures S1 and S2). To identify the differences in the SNP-indices of the two pools, Δ (SNP
index) was estimated by combining the SNP index information of white fruit skin and
light-green fruit skin pools and a statistical confidence interval was plotted against the
reference genome of cucumber (Figure S3). Furthermore, significant genomic regions were
detected at a statistical significance of p < 0.05 according to the principle of SNP index
estimation showed in QTL-seq analysis (Figure S3), resulting in two significant genomic
regions harboring candidate QTLs for white fruit skin trait within the genomic region
between 34.1 and 41.67 Mb on chromosome 3, and the genomic region between 12.2 and
12.7 Mb on chromosome 5 (Figure 2 and Table 4). The significant genomic region on
chromosome 3 had an average SNP index value of 0.18 and 0.72 for white fruit skin-pool
and light-green fruit skin-pool, respectively. Similarly, the second significant genomic
region on chromosome 5 displayed an average SNP index value of 0.26 and 0.71 for white
fruit skin-pool and light-green fruit skin-pool, respectively. The significant genomic region
on chromosome 3 had an average Δ (SNP index) value of 0.53. In contrast, significant
genomic region chromosome 5 had an average Δ (SNP index) value of 0.44 at the 95%
confidence interval. These results indicated the presence of significant genomic regions
conferring white immature skin color in cucumber.
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Figure 2. Identification of QTLs on chromosome 3 and 5 for immature fruit skin color based on QTL-seq analysis of F2

population. (a) SNP index graph of white-bulk (green dots and red line represents SNP index and sliding window average of
SNP index, respectively); (b) SNP-index graph of light-green-bulk (orange dots and red line indicates SNP index and sliding
window average of SNP index, respectively); (c) Δ (SNP index) graph with statistical confidence intervals under the null
hypothesis of no QTLs (green line, p < 0.05; orange line, p < 0.01) from QTL-seq analysis. The significant genomic regions
with p < 0.01 are highlighted by red shaded bar. Blue dots and red line show Δ (SNP index) and sliding window average of Δ
(SNP index), respectively. SNP and Δ (SNP indexes) were calculated based on 2 Mb interval with a 100 kb sliding window.

Table 4. Candidate QTLs associated with immature fruit skin color of cucumber based on QTL-
seq analysis.

Chr. Physical Position (Mb) Size (bp) SNPs Genes

3 34.1–41.67 7,579,492 11,435 556
5 12.2–12.7 500,000 743 33

3.3. Identification of SNPs and Candidate Genes via in Silico Analysis

To identify the SNPs and potential candidate genes associated with immature fruit
skin, homozygous variants that caused the change in amino acid in deduced protein
sequence of genes in the QTL regions were mined with p < 0.05. As a result, a total of
eight homozygous variants (six SNPs and two InDels) and seven potential candidate
genes were identified within the QTL region between 34.1 and 41.67 Mb on chromosome 3
(Table 5). Among the eight homozygous variants, we detected a single base pair deletion
in a gene encoding LSi6 (Cucumis sativus) aquaporin nodulin-26-like intrinsic protein
(NIP), a single base insertion within a gene encoding hypothetical protein Csa_013022
(Cucumis sativus) PHT [solute carrier family 15 (peptide/histidine transporter) protein], and
six missense mutations (non-synonymous SNPs) in five putative genes which are known to
be involved in thioredoxin-related transmembrane protein 2 isoform X1 (Cucumis sativus)
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(1 SNP); inactive poly [ADP-ribose] polymerase RCD1 (Cucumis sativus) (1 SNP); β-amyrin
11-oxidase (Cucumis sativus), AIT72036.1 cytochrome P450 (Cucumis sativus) (2 SNPs);
Pyruvate kinase isozyme G, chloroplastic isoform X1 (Benincasa hispida), pyruvate kinase
[EC:2.7.1.40] (1 SNP), and QWRF motif-containing protein 7 (Cucumis sativus) (1 SNP).
By contrast, none of the homozygous variants caused the amino acid changes in the
protein-coding genes between 12.2 and 12.7 Mb on chromosome 5.

3.4. Validation of Candidate Genes for Immature Fruit Skin Phenotype

To validate involvement of the candidate genes for immature fruit skin phenotype, a
total of two CAPS and six dCAPS markers were developed based on the SNPs information
available in the five putative genes (Table 6). These eight markers (M1 to M8) were firstly
examined with two parental lines (MEJ and PI525075) and pooled gDNAs of F2 plants with
light-green and white fruit skin colors, identifying that all eight markers could discriminate
two skin colors in tested samples (Figure 3). Since, M1, M2, and M5 markers were based on
the same SNPs information’s as M3, M4, and M6 markers, respectively. Therefore, M1, M2,
M5, M7, and M8 markers were selected to be validated in 36 F2 plants. Marker validation
assay revealed that M7 and M8 markers designed for the SNPs located at Chr3CG52930
and Chr3CG53640 genes were co-segregated with the light-green and white fruit skin color
phenotype in 36 F2 plants (Figure 4). In contrast, none of the other markers (M1, M2 and
M5) showed strong co-segregation among F2 plants (Figure S4).

These results provided strong evidence showing that the Chr3CG52930 gene-encoding
pyruvate kinase isozyme G chloroplastic isoform X1 (Benincasa hispida) and Chr3CG53640
gene-encoding QWRF motif-containing protein 7 (Cucumis sativus) are involved in the
white immature fruit skin color phenotype in PI525075. Further, BLAST search showed
that Chr3CG52930 and Chr3CG53640 genes from JEF Korean cucumber genome have 99
and 100 % sequence homology with the Csa3G904080 and Csa3G915140 genes of ’Chinese
Long v2’ cucumber genome, respectively.

 

Figure 3. Marker validation with parental lines and bulked F2 plants. P1, ‘PI525075’ (white); P2, ‘MEJ’ (light-green); W1,
white pool, G1, light-green pool; W, white; G, light-green.
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Figure 4. dCAPS analysis of novel alleles in the F2 plants derived from a cross between MEJ and PI525075. P1, ‘PI525075’
(white); P2, ‘MEJ’ (light-green); W, white; G, light-green. (a) M7 marker for a novel allele of Chr3CG52930; (b) M8 marker for
a novel of allele of Chr3CG53640.

4. Discussion

The immature fruit skin color is a major quality trait in cucumber, which is an impor-
tant factor in determining consumer preference according to region. Likewise, chlorophyll
is a primary natural pigment in the green peel of cucumber, resulting from chlorophyll
biosynthesis [3,13]. A recent study suggests that white immature fruit skin color in cucum-
bers results from the lack of chlorophyll synthesis during fruit development [2], although
several genes involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis are well known in flowering plants [22]
but remain unclear in cucumber. Likewise, earlier studies have shown that white immature
fruit skin color was a recessive trait and controlled mainly by a single recessive gene
in cucumber [2,16]. In the present study, we have investigated the inheritance of white
immature fruit skin color using an F2 population derived from a cross between MEJ and
PI525075, indicating that a single recessive gene controls the white immature fruit skin color
of cucumber. Therefore, the present study’s results are in accordance with the previous
reports showing the single recessive gene inheritance for white immature fruit skin trait in
cucumber [2,16].

With the growing popularity of next-generation sequencing (NGS), sequencing of
the crop plants enables the detection of variants across the genome [23–26]. QTL-seq
analysis allows rapid detection of the homozygous variants of a given phenotype by
whole-genome resequencing of two bulked populations [18,27]. QTL-seq makes use of
combined benefits of bulk-segregating analysis (BSA) and whole-genome resequencing,
which can be used to identify the genomic regions responsible for the mutant phenotype
in a single step [18,28–30]. The QTL-seq technique was recently applied to the cucumber
population to identify the putative variants closely linked to causal genes responsible for
subgynoecy, powdery mildew resistance, and light-green immature fruit skin traits in
cucumber [13,31,32]. Although QTL-seq is a powerful tool, cucumber breeding has been
largely dependent on conventional molecular mapping of putative genes, which is time
consuming and requires large-scale DNA markers and many generations of advanced
segregating populations [2,16,33]. Here we applied QTL-seq to detect the putative genes for
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the white immature fruit skin color trait in cucumber using an F2 population derived from a
cross between the MEJ (Korean type light-green skin color) and PI525075 (white skin color).

In the past, several genes controlling the immature fruit skin color have been reported
in cucumber [2,3,13,14,16]. Liu et al. mapped and identified a single base pair insertion
in the APRR2 gene, resulting in a premature stop codon, which further disrupts the
accumulation of chlorophyll and chloroplast development, leading to white immature fruit
skin color in cucumber [2,15]. Furthermore, two markers based on InDel (LH392580) and
SNP (ASPCR39250) were developed and validated within the 8.2 kb physical interval of
the APRR2 gene [15]. Similarly, the latest study in cucumber identified the w0 gene for
white immature fruit color on chromosome 3 to a 100.3 kb region containing 13 candidate
genes between two flanking markers, Q138 and Q193 [16]. However, this study proposed
that the Csa3G904140 gene (w0) is responsible for the white immature fruit skin color in
cucumber. This study further highlighted that further study is required to validate whether
the w0 gene was the same as the APRR2 gene reported in the previous study [15].

In contrast, our study identified the 1080 genes in the target genomic region based
on QTL-seq analysis (Table S1); as a result, seven candidate genes were predicted for the
immature fruit skin color within the QTL region on chromosome 3. Further, homozygous
variants within these seven candidates were validated via SNP marker analysis, resulting
in two SNP markers (M7 and M8) developed for the missense mutations showing co-
segregation with the light-green and white fruit skin-colored F2 plants. M7 marker designed
at the nucleotide position of 6253 (P338L) of Chr3CG52930 gene, whereas M8 marker
designed at a nucleotide position of 511 (A171T) at Chr3CG53640 gene on chromosome 3.
Thus, it was likely that two genes located 0.5 Mb apart on chromosome 3 were solid
putative genes for immature fruit skin color of cucumber, which laid a solid foundation for
understanding the genetic basis of immature fruit skin color in cucumber.

Further, the Chr3CG52930 gene-encoding pyruvate kinase isozyme G chloroplastic
isoform X1 has been found to share 99% sequence homology with the Csa3G904080 gene of
the ‘Chinese Long v2’ cucumber genome. In the latest study, validation of three mutations
in the Csa3G904080 gene showed inconsistent results with the green and white cucumbers
phenotype, which further concluded that the Csa3G904080 gene was not a putative gene
responsible for white pigmentation in cucumber [16]. Although Tang et al. [16] showed
that expression of the Csa3G904080 gene was higher in root and leaf than in fruit skin, the
present study identified a novel missense mutation in the Csa3G904080 gene and revealed
a consistent result with the phenotype of green- and white-skinned cucumbers via SNP
marker analysis. Therefore, these results indicated that the possible involvement of the
Csa3G904080 gene with white pigmentation requires further study due to their role in
chloroplast biogenesis. Similarly, the Chr3CG53640 gene encoding QWRF motif-containing
protein 7 (Cucumis sativus) shows 100% sequence homology with the Csa3G915140 gene of
the ‘Chinese Long v2’ cucumber genome. A recent study has shown that a mutation in the
gene-encoding QWRF motif-containing protein alters chlorophyll synthesis and reduces
chlorophyll accumulation in Arabidopsis [34]. Therefore, we speculate that mutation in a
Chr3CG53640 gene could be responsible for the white pigmentation, resulting in reduced
chlorophyll accumulation in immature fruit skin of the PI525075 cucumber line. Taken
together, our study identified a novel allelic variant of the Csa3G904080 gene and a new
candidate gene, Chr3CG53640, for white immature skin color in cucumber via QTL-seq
and SNP marker analyses. Hence, this study proposes a novel genetic resource controlling
white immature skin color that has not been reported or validated in the previous studies.
However, studying the gene function in vivo is necessary to confirm the association of
Csa3G904080 and Chr3CG53640 genes with the white immature skin color in cucumber.
Overall, this study provided a new genetic basis of immature fruit skin color trait in
cucumber and is not limited to APRR2 and w0 genes, thus contributing to the development
of cucumber cultivars by introgression of useful genes between the two variety groups
with different skin colors.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10112341/s1, Figure S1: SNP index graph of white-bulk. The green dots and the
red line represent the SNP index and sliding window average of the SNP index, respectively. The
SNP index was calculated based on a 2 Mb interval with a 100 kb sliding window. Figure S2: SNP
index graph of light-green-bulk. The orange dots and the red line represent the SNP index and
sliding window average of the SNP index, respectively. SNP index was calculated based on 2 Mb
interval with a 100 kb sliding window. Figure S3: Plots of Δ (SNP index) of two bulks. Δ (SNP index)
graph with statistical confidence intervals under the null hypothesis of no QTLs (Green line, p < 0.05;
Orange line, p < 0.01) from QTL-seq analysis. Blue dots show Δ (SNP index). Red line indicates
sliding window average of Δ (SNP index). Δ (SNP index) was calculated based on 2 Mb interval with
a 100 kb sliding window. Figure S4: dCAPS analysis of M1, M2, and M5 markers in the F2 plants
derived from a cross between MEJ and PI525075. P1, ‘PI525075′ (White); P2, ‘MEJ’ (Green); W, White;
G, Green. (a) Genotyping result of M1 marker for a novel allele of Chr3CG51850 gene. (b) Genotyping
result of M2 marker for a novel of allele of Chr3CG52290 gene. (c) Genotyping result of M5 marker
for a novel allele of Chr3CG52880 gene. Red arrow indicates no co-segregation with the phenotype.
Table S1: Total number of genes found within the QTL region on chromosome 3.
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Abstract: Herbicide resistance can affect seed germination and the optimal conditions required for
seed germination, which in turn may impose a fitness cost in resistant populations. Winter wild oat
[Avena sterilis L. ssp. ludoviciana (Durieu) Gillet and Magne] is a serious weed in cereal fields. In
this study, the molecular basis of resistance to an ACCase herbicide, clodinafop-propargyl, in four
A. ludoviciana biotypes was assessed. Germination differences between susceptible (S) and ACCase-
resistant biotypes (WR1, WR2, WR3, WR4) and the effect of Isoleucine-1781-Leucine mutation on
germination were also investigated through germination models. The results indicated that WR1 and
WR4 were very highly resistant (RI > 214.22) to clodinafop-propargyl-contained Isoleucine to Leucine
amino acid substitution. However, Isoleucine-1781-Leucine mutation was not detected in other
very highly resistant biotypes. Germination studies indicated that resistant biotypes (in particular
WR1 and WR4) had higher base water potentials than the susceptible one. This shows that resistant
biotypes need more soil water to initiate their germination. However, the hydrotime constant for
germination was higher in resistant biotypes than in the susceptible one in most cases, showing
faster germination in susceptible biotypes. ACCase-resistant biotypes containing the Isoleucine-1781-
Leucine mutation had lower seed weight but used more seed reserve to produce seedlings. Hence,
integrated management practices such as stale seedbed and implementing it at the right time could
be used to take advantage of the differential soil water requirement and relatively late germination
characteristics of ACCase-resistant biotypes.

Keywords: ecological costs; germination models; herbicide resistance; hydrotime; target-site resistance

1. Introduction

Herbicide application is an effective and low-cost method for weed control throughout
the world. Unfortunately, the extensive and widespread use of herbicides has resulted
in the evolution of resistance in many weed species [1]. A great number of weed species
(152 dicots and 111 monocots) present resistance to different families of herbicides [2].
Herbicide resistance in weeds is one of the most common problems, threatening human
and animal food production [3].

Different mechanisms have been identified that are involved in the resistance of
weed species to herbicides [4,5]. That resistance can evolve from variations in weed
metabolism pathways and mutations [6], and many studies have shown that mutations in
agroecosystems under herbicide selection may exhibit a competitive ability or adaptation
cost relative to the susceptible wild-type, in herbicide untreated conditions [7,8]. For
example, a single amino acid substitution (Isoleucine to Leucine) in an enzyme at herbicide
site of action (Acetyl-CoA carboxylase; ACCase) could change the kinetics and function of
the enzyme and cause herbicide resistance in winter wild oat (Avena sterilis ssp. ludoviciana
(Durieu) Nyman) (hereafter referred to as A. ludoviciana) [9,10]. ACCase is the enzyme that
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catalyzes the first committed step in fatty acid synthesis, the carboxylation of acetyl-CoA to
malonyl-CoA [11]. In the ACCase gene sequence, seven amino acid substitutions have been
observed at different codon positions (Asn2078, Cys2088, Gly2096, Ile1781 and Ile2041)
resulting in different herbicide resistance levels [12]. Among these amino acid substitutions,
Ile-1781 (in ACCase) are the ones most abundantly found in plant species [12].

Weed biotypes with higher fitness produce more individuals; thus, the fitness dif-
ference between resistant biotypes (R) and susceptible biotypes (S) may be due to the
difference in fertility, pollen and seed production, and the ability to compete [13].

Many studies have shown that herbicide resistance can affect seed germination and
the range of optimal germination conditions [14–18]. Awareness of the dormancy and
germination patterns of resistant weed seeds can also help in weed resistance management.
Among environmental factors, temperature and water potential mainly impact seed dor-
mancy and germination [19,20]. Hydrotime (HT) models are commonly used to describe
seed germination response to water potential [21,22]. The hydrotime constant (θH) can be
calculated by a multiplication between time to specific germination fraction and actual wa-
ter potential (ψ) minus base water potential (ψb). Typically, different germination fractions
have different values of ψb(g) and the latter follow a normal bell curve in a seed population;
the median of ψb (ψb(50)) is the base water potential and the standard deviation of the ψb(g)
(σψb) which shows germination uniformity. These three parameters (θH, σψb, Ψb(50)) may
be used to explain germination fitness, but no study has proved such a claim before.

Low water potential has adverse effects on germination and seedling growth [23].
It has been reported that heterotrophic seedling growth is influenced by the weight of
mobilized seed reserve (MSR) and the conversion efficiency of mobilized (CEM) seed
reserve to seedling [24–26]. The weight of MSR can be divided into initial seed dry
weight (ISDW) and the fraction of seed reserve (FSR), which is mobilized (i.e., the seed
depletion ratio). Some authors use these components to investigate the impacts of water
and salinity stress on seedling growth [24,26]. Soltani et al. [24] found that the most
sensitive component of seedling growth (as affected by drought and salinity stress) is the
weight of MSR. Cheng et al. [25] showed that seedling dry weight and MSR increased,
while CEM declined during the seed germination process. Zheng and Ma [27] investigated
heterotrophic seedling growth of Bombax ceiba as affected by seed aging and indicated that
MSR and FSR significantly decreased with an increase in the duration of aging. However,
their results showed no significant change in CEM with an increase in aging. There is
no information on any changes in components of heterotrophic seedling growth between
weeds that are either resistant or susceptible to herbicides.

A. ludoviciana is an annual member of the Poaceae family. This plant is a serious weed
species in cereal fields around the world, whose geographic expansion is expected under
climate change [10,28]. A. ludoviciana can severely reduce cereal yield [29]. Moderate winter
wild oat densities, in the 20–80 panicles m−2 range, decreased barley yields by nearly 10%
in experiments conducted in central Spain, with yield losses of up to 50% when densities
reached 300 panicles m−2 [30].

Control of this weed is mainly based on acetyl-CoA carboxylase inhibitor herbicides.
The increased application of ACCase herbicides and high initial frequency (6 × 10−10

plants) of resistant biotypes significantly affects resistance evolution [31]. To date, 263
resistant species have been reported worldwide [2]. The first cases of ACCase herbicide-
resistant wild oat biotypes were found in Persia in 2006 [32,33]. Although resistance
to ACCase inhibitors is numerically investigated, more research on the trait differences
between resistant and susceptible biotypes would be necessary for resistant weed manage-
ment. The objectives of this study were: (1) to evaluate the molecular basis for resistance of
A. ludoviciana biotypes to clodinafop-propargyl as an ACCase herbicide; (2) to detect differ-
ences in germination and seedling growth between susceptible and resistant biotypes to
ACCase inhibitor herbicide under different water potentials through germination models;
and (3) to investigate the effect of Isoleucine-1781-Leucine mutation on germination.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Seed Source

A. ludoviciana seeds were collected from wheat fields of Khuzestan province in the
Southwest region of Iran during July 2015 (Table 1). We used four populations that were
suspected to be resistant to ACCase-inhibiting herbicides since they survived repeated post-
emergence clodinafop-propargyl application at the recommended dosage (64 g ai ha−1).
Historical records showed that the fields had experienced previous applications of ACCase-
inhibiting herbicides for more than 5 years. The populations were identified by the codes
WR1, WR2, WR3, and WR4. Seeds of a susceptible population (S) were also collected from
a wasteland in Khuzestan province where herbicide had never been used.

Table 1. Field Locations and History of Studied Wild Oat (Avena sterilis ssp. ludoviciana).

Table. Cont. City Location
The History of Grass Herbicide Application

(Last 5 Years before Seed Sampling)

S Andimeshk 32.45◦ N, 48.35◦ E None
WR1 Andimeshk 32.45◦ N, 48.35◦ E Clodinafop-propargyl
WR2 Shush 32.20◦ N, 48.25◦ E Clodinafop-propargyl
WR3 Ahvaz 31.32◦ N, 48.67◦ E Clodinafop-propargyl
WR4 Andimeshk 32.45◦ N, 48.35◦ E Clodinafop-propargyl

Because the populations were collected from different areas, the collected seeds were
first cultivated under the same conditions in Pakdasht (35.4669◦ N, 51.6861 E), Tehran, Iran,
in 2015 and 2017 (one collection each year) in order to eliminate the environmental effects
on seed production. To relieve dormancy, the seeds were stratified at 5 ◦C for 4 weeks.
Then, they were planted in 2 × 3 cm2 pots containing loam soil (30% sand, silt 35%, clay
35%) and decomposed manure; pH 7.5. The pots were irrigated to field capacity every
4 days. The plants were grown in a greenhouse with 25/18 ◦C of day/night temperature
and natural photoperiod. To ensure that there was no chance of cross-pollination, spikes
were covered with paper bags during the flowering stage. The produced seeds from
each biotype were then used in whole plant dose response assay and first germination
experiment conducted in 2015. To increase the accuracy of germination traits assessment,
seeds were grown for another generation under the mentioned similar conditions. The
germination characteristics of the seeds were re-evaluated in 2017.

2.2. Whole Plant Dose Response Assay

Eight seeds from each biotype were sown in 30 × 35 cm2 plastic pots filled with loam
soil (30% sand, silt 35%, clay 35%) and decomposed manure; pH 7.5). The pots were
arranged in a completely randomized design with four replications. Thinning was applied
to reduce seedlings number to four. Clodinafop-propargyl treatments were applied at 3–4
leaf stages with 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 times of the recommended field dose (64 g ai ha−1). Four
weeks after herbicide application, A. ludoviciana survival and aboveground biomass were
recorded as a percentage of the untreated individuals. The four parameters log-logistic
curve (Equation (1)) was fitted to the data using the R statistical software [34] with the
add-on package drc [35].

Y =
D − C

1 + exp[b(loglog (X)− loglog (ED50))]
(1)

where Y is the biomass reduction, D is the upper limit, C is the lower limit, ED50 is the
dosage (g ai ha−1) that reduced fresh weight by 50%, b is the relative slope around ED50,
and X is the herbicide dose (g ai ha−1). To describe the degree of resistance for biotypes,
the ratio of absolute ED50 values of each resistant biotype to susceptible one was used to
calculate the resistance index (RI) [36].
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2.3. Investigating Molecular Basis of Resistance

The seeds (four seeds from each biotype) were sown in plastic pots (20 × 25 cm)
filled with loam soil mixture, and the plants were maintained in a greenhouse at 18 and
22 ◦C in artificial light under a 16/8-h (day/light) photoperiod for leaf sampling. The
greenhouse was located at Aburaihan Campus, University of Tehran (35◦28′ N, 51◦36′
E and 1020 masl), Iran. To assess the probability of mutation of the site of action being
responsible for the resistance, genomic DNA was isolated from leaf tissues at 3-leaf to 4-leaf
stage of three individual plants of each putative resistant and susceptible wild oat biotype
using a modified cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) extraction procedure [37]. The
isolated DNA was quantified by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm by a spectrophotome-
ter. Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic Sequences (CAPS) and derived Cleaved Amplified
Polymorphic Sequences (dCAPS) molecular methods were used to identify the locations of
four previously known mutations (Isoleucine-2041-Asparagine, Cysteine-2088-Arginine,
Isoleucine-1781-Leucine, and Aspartic acid-2078-Glycine) responsible for target site-based
herbicide resistance in the carboxyl transferase (CT) domain of the chloroplastic ACCase
enzyme of the above-mentioned biotypes [4]. Primers and restriction enzymes used in
CAPS and dCAPS methods are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Table 2. Sequences of CAPS and D CAPS Primers.

Primer Sequence 5′-3′ Usage Reference

ACCF1 CACAGACCATGATGCAGCTC CAPS for 2041and 2088 [4]
ACCR1 CTCCCTGGAGTTGTGCTTTC -

NsiI1781f CTGTCTGAAGAAGACTATGGCCG dCAPS for 1781 [1]
NsiI1781r AGAATACGCACTGGCAATAGCAGCACTTCCATGCA -

Table 3. Restriction Sites of CAPS and D CAPS Restriction Enzymes.

Enzyme
Commercial

Isoschizomers
Restriction Site Technique Reference

NsiI AvaIII, EcoT22I,
Mph11031, Zsp2I

5′-ATGCAˆT-3′
3′-TˆACGTA-5′ dCAPS (1781) [1]

EcoRI FunII 5′-GˆAATTC-3′
3′-CTTAAˆG-5′ CAPS (2041) [4]

EcoRV Eco32I 5′-GATˆATC-3′
3′-CTAˆTAG-5′ dCAPS (2078) [4]

Eco47III AfeI, Aor51HI, FunI 5′-AGCˆGCT-3′ CAPS (2088) [4]

2.4. Germination and Seedling Growth

To investigate the germination differences of the biotypes, two-seed bioassay was
conducted under different water potential conditions. As mentioned in the seed source
section, the seeds produced under the same conditions in 2015 and the next generation
in 2017 were studied in two separate experiments (Hereinafter referred to as the first and
second experiments, respectively). Seed water content percentage was determined in
four samples (100 seeds per sample) of each biotype by weighing fresh seeds (w1) and
oven-dried seeds (w2) as follows (Equation (2)):

Seed water content = (w1 − w2)/w1 (2)

Then, ISDW was measured before starting the experiment by weighing fresh seeds
minus seed water weight. Three replicates of 25 seeds for each biotype were germinated
in Petri dishes of 150 mm in diameter on filter paper (Whatman No. 1) at 20 ◦C and
dark, at five water potentials (0, −0.15, −0.30, −0.45, and −0.6 MPa). Polyethylene glycol
6000 (PEG) was used to maintain water potentials determined according to Michel and
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Kaufmann [38]. Filter papers were soaked at the desired PEG solutions for 24 h, after
which seeds were placed in Petri dishes and sealed. When the moisture of the Petri dishes
decreased as affected by evaporation, seeds were moved into new Petri dishes and new
solutions. Seed germination was assessed twice a day and the seeds with a radicle ≥2 mm
long were considered germinated. Seeds were inspected for up to two weeks.

Heterotrophic seedling growth was evaluated after 14 days. The seedlings and seed
remnants were separated first, and then weighed using an analytical balance with a
milligram scale to determine the dry weight of seedlings (SLDW) and dry weight of
seed remnants (FSDW). The weight of the mobilized seed reserve (MSR), the conversion
efficiency of mobilized (CEM), and the fraction of mobilized seed reserve (FSR) were
calculated as follows (Equations (3)–(5)) [4]:

MSR = ISDW − FSDW (3)

CEM = SLDW/MSR (4)

FSR = MSR/ISDW (5)

Data from the heterotrophic seedling growth test were analyzed as a combined analysis
of multiple experiments (factors: experiment, biotype and water potential) and biotype ×
water potential interaction were compared by least significant difference (LSD) test if the
interaction was significant by F test. Statistical analyses were performed with SAS software
(Ver. 9.4.).

The hydrotime model was used to describe seed germination response to different
water potentials (ψ; MPa) for each biotype [21,22]. The hydrotime constant (θH; MPa-hours)
was obtained as the following equation (Equation (6)):

θH = (Ψ − Ψb(g))tg (6)

where ψb(g) is the base water potential (MPa) for a specific germination percentage (g), and
tg is the time (hours) to g percentage of germination for each biotype. Typically, variation in
ψb follows a normal bell curve within a seed population [39]. Thus, the hydrotime model
parameters were determined by repeated probit analysis using Equation (7), and the θH
varied until the best fit was obtained for each biotype [20,23,39]:

probit (g) = [Ψ − (θH/tg) − Ψb(50)]/σΨb (7)

where ψb(50) is the median, ψb, and σψb is the standard deviations in ψb among the seeds
within the biotypes. The calculations were performed for each replication separately to
estimate standard errors of the parameters. The Excel software was used for all calculations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Whole Plant Dose Response Assay

The resistant biotypes survived 4 weeks after all treatments while no susceptible
biotype plant survived. The log-logistic model (Equation (1)) fitted adequately to the
response of shoot fresh weight of biotypes to increasing rates of clodinafop-propargyl
(Figure 1). The susceptible biotype was completely controlled at a rate lower than the
recommended, suggesting that the S biotype is highly susceptible to clodinafop-propargyl
rates (Table 4). The dose-results indicated that all identified resistant biotypes are classified
as very highly resistant (RI > 100) to clodinafop-propargyl [40].
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Figure 1. Effect of different concentrations of clodinafop- propargyl herbicide on aboveground fresh
weight of susceptible and resistant biotypes. Symbols and lines represent actual and estimated
response of resistant and susceptible biotypes, respectively. The symbols represent the mean of four
replicates. The plants were grown in a greenhouse.

Table 4. Parameter estimates (SE) of four-parameter log-logistic model and resistance indices (RI) from whole plant bioassay
of the suspected resistance (WR1, WR2, WR3, WR4) and susceptible (S) biotypes.

Biotype B C (g.pot−1) D (g.pot−1) Absolute ED50 (g a.i. ha−1) RI

WR1 1.45 (0.58) 1.74 (0.42) 3.45 (0.11) >1024 NA >214.22
WR2 1.00 (0.58) 1.55 (0.40) 3.28 (0.13) >1024 NA >214.22
WR3 3.01 (1.25) 1.87 (0.12) 3.23 (0.11) >1024 NA >214.22
WR4 4.67 (3.13) 2.04 (0.16) 3.16 (0.09) >1024 NA >214.22

S 3.26 (2.93) 0.44 (0.06) 2.63 (0.13) 1.90 -

B: The relative slope around the parameter e, C is the lower limit, D is the upper limit, ED50 (absolute): Estimated by function (ED
(type="absolute")) in the drc package of R software. RI = absolute ED50 Resistant population/absolute ED50 Susceptible population). NA Not
possible to estimate the ED50 as plant fresh weight reduction was lower than 50% for all applied doses.

Resistance of A. ludoviciana to clodinafop-propargyl and other ACCase inhibitor
herbicides had been reported in different countries in the world such as Australia, France [2]
and Turkey [41]. The most common reason for weed resistance evolution is that herbicide
application is the sole method of weed control combined with little or no variety in
agronomic practices [42]. ACCase inhibitor herbicides have been extensively used by
farmers for a decade as a practical selective herbicide to control weedy grasses in wheat
production regions of Iran, especially in Khuzestan Province [43]. The results of screening
studies confirmed the evolution of resistance in winter wild oat to ACCase inhibitors in
Iran [32,44–46]. In a survey, Zand et al. [47] also characterized 52% of clodinafop-resistant
A. ludoviciana populations in 50 farmer’s fields in Khuzestan Province.

3.2. Molecular Basis for Resistance

The CAPS markers and dCAPS markers were amplified in all biotypes, along with the
desired region of the ACCase enzyme (Figure 2). Results of CAPS and dCAPS detected the
substitution of Isoleucine for Leucine at position 1781 in the CT domain of the acetyl-CoA
carboxylase gene in WR1 and WR4 resistant biotypes. However, this amino acid substitution
was not confirmed in the other resistant biotypes, WR2, and WR3 (Figure 2). Results of
enzyme restriction with NsiI also showed WR1 and WR4 biotypes were heterozygous for
the resistant 1781- Leucine (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Left), and dCAPS analysis of individual Avena sterilis ssp. ludoviciana (Right).
The size of the restriction enzyme (NsiI) digested fragment is 165 bp.

In most cases, resistance to ACCase inhibitors has been reported to be a result of
target site mutations and insensitivity of ACCase [48,49]. It has been reported that I1781L
substitution is the most frequent one conferring resistance to all three ACCase chemical
herbicide families [12]. Yu et al. [4] found ACCase mutation in resistant Lolium populations.
They detect 1781-Leu allele in many individuals (71%) of clethodim-resistant populations.
These genotypes also exhibited cross resistance to aryloxyphenoxypropionate herbicides
such as clodinafop, diclofop and fluazifop.

The resistance levels of biotypes containing I1781Le mutation were very high
(RI > 214.22). Therefore, it was concluded that this substitution resulted in a high level
of clodinafop-propargyl resistance in these populations. It was found that ACCase target
site mutations conferred very high levels of resistance [50]. Resistance mechanism in other
resistant biotypes (WR2 and WR3) that did not represent any point mutation in studied
codons (Isoleucine-2041-Asparagine, Cysteine-2088-Arginine, Isoleucine-1781-Leucine, and
Aspartic acid-2078-Glycine) was probably due to a mutation in other locations in the CT
domain of the ACCase enzyme. Seven sites were reported to confer ACCase-inhibitor resis-
tance in various weed species among the 13 conserved amino acid substitutions [6,51,52].
The results of a biochemical-based investigation of resistance to the acetyl-coenzyme A
carboxylase (ACCase)-inhibiting herbicide diclofop-methyl in a resistant Avena population
established that one or at least two independent resistance mechanisms (target-site ACCase
resistance mutations and non–target-site enhanced rates of herbicide metabolism) can
confer resistance in individual wild oat populations [53].

3.3. Germination and Seedling Growth

Results indicated that the total germination percentage differed among the biotypes
(Figure 3). Water stress significantly decreased germination percentage (Figure 3) and
seedling growth in all the biotypes (Table 5). The highest hydrotime constants (θH) were
observed in WR1 in both experiments (Table 6). The median base water potentials [ψb(50)] of
the two experiments were significantly higher (less negative) in WR1 and WR4 biotypes as
compared with other resistant biotypes (Table 6). The lowest median base water potential
(−0.79 MPa in the first experiment and −0.91 MPa in the second experiment) was observed
in the susceptible biotype. The values of σψb for each biotype are indicated in Table 6.
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Figure 3. Germination time courses of five Avena sterilis ssp. ludoviciana biotypes (susceptible biotype (S) or resistant biotypes
(WR1–WR4)). Symbols indicate interpolations of observed germination data and lines germination time courses predicted
by the hydrotime model based on parameter estimates in Table 6. The symbols represent the mean of three replicates.
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Table 5. Results of analysis of variance (mean squares) for initial seed dry weight (ISDW), seed remnants dry weight
(FSDW), seedling dry weight (SLDW), the weight of mobilized seed reserve (MSR), the conversion efficiency of mobilized
(CEM), and the fraction of seed reserve (FSR).

SOV Df ISDW SLDW FSDW MSR CEM FSR

Experiment 1 0.0198 0.0035 0.220 0.373 0.0013 0.0019
Replication

(Experiment) 2 0.0228 0.0909 0.335 0.387 0.0011 0.0024

Biotype 4 64.429 ** 31.641 ** 51.454 ** 15.812 ** 1.8749 ** 0.0911 **
Water potential 4 0.0004 70.958 ** 114.168 ** 114.305 ** 0.1843 ** 0.8008 **

Bio × Exp 4 0.0004 0.0817 1.032 1.042 0.0155 0.0068
Bio × WP 16 0.0008 3.423 ** 6.404 ** 6.449 ** 0.1286 ** 0.0416 **
Exp × WP 4 0.0002 0.0551 0.898 0.893 0.0027 0.0052

Bio × Exp × WP 16 0.0005 0.0695 0.544 0.540 0.0071 0.0032
Residual 98 0.0074 0.2371 0.502 0.514 0.0114 0.0035

** Significant at 0.01 level of probability.

Table 6. Hydrotime constant (θH), median base water potential (Ψb(50)), standard deviation of the ψb(g) (σΨb). Coefficient
of determination (R2) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)for susceptible (S) and resistant biotypes (WR1–WR4).

Biotype θH (MPa-Hours) Ψb(50) (MPa) σΨb RMSE R2

First
experiment

S 47.80 ± 6.34 −0.793 ± 0.012 0.268 ± 0.112 8.73 0.90
WR1 87.42 ± 5.87 −0.609 ± 0.024 0.529 ± 0.164 9.28 0.84
WR2 72.34 ± 4.45 −0.832 ± 0.008 0.431 ± 0.067 6.04 0.90
WR3 48.01 ± 5.12 −0.778 ± 0.009 0.239 ± 0.082 7.43 0.80
WR4 61.09 ± 6.78 −0.530 ± 0.010 0.502 ± 0.105 5.65 0.92

Second
experiment

S 48.99 ± 4.31 −0.908 ± 0.014 0.369 ± 0.089 10.56 0.81
WR1 51.41 ± 3.44 −0.280 ± 0.018 0.393 ± 0.077 5.63 0.82
WR2 34.41 ± 2.13 −0.701 ± 0.004 0.220 ± 0.084 4.71 0.95
WR3 31.15 ± 2.87 −0.750 ± 0.008 0.222 ± 0.094 5.27 0.95
WR4 36.31 ± 3.83 −0.687 ± 0.009 0.321 ± 0.075 6.05 0.93

As shown in Figure 4, ISDW significantly differed among biotypes, ranging from
13.56 mg (for WR1) to 10.15 mg (for WR3). Heterotrophic seedling growth test (except for
ISDW) indicated significant interaction of the biotype and the water potential (Table 5). The
FSDW ranged from 3.03 mg (for WR3 in 0 water potential) to 11.58 mg (for WR1 in −0.6
water potential) (Table 7). The SLDW changed significantly among biotypes in each water
potential; and with the water potential decreasing, resistant biotypes, especially WR1, lost
seedling growth. Results indicated that biotypes used MSR variously, and had significantly
different CEM seed reserve to seedling tissue (Table 7). The CEM values ranged from 0.00
(for WR1) to 0.92 (for WR3) mg mg−1. In all water potential different resistant biotypes had
the highest mobilized FSR and the S biotype the lowest value in 0 and −0.15 MPa (Table 7).

Resistant biotypes (in particular WR1 and WR4) had higher base water potential
than the susceptible one, showing that resistant biotypes require more soil water for
germination initiation. Hydrotime changes were different in the two experiments; in
the first experiment, the hydrotime constant was higher in resistant biotypes than in the
susceptible one, implying faster germination in the former, but in the second experiment,
only WR1 had higher hydrotime than the susceptible biotype. Thus, it seems that the
changes of hydrotime are not affected by herbicide resistance. Opposite results, as observed
in the first experiment, were reported before, in which faster germination was found in
resistant biotypes of Kochia scoparia in comparison with the susceptible biotype [16]. In
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addition, the results of seed biology investigation of sulfonylurea-resistant prickly lettuce
(Lactuca serriola) and susceptible biotypes showed that germination rate of the resistant
biotype was 100% faster than the susceptible one [15], whereas slower germination had
been detected in two resistant species of Amaranthus [14] and Phalaris minor [17]. The
resistance mechanism and level of clodinafop-propargyl resistance are believed to account
for the vast majority of the variability between resistant biotypes of A. ludoviciana. Since
the biotypes were collected in a province with the same climatic conditions, there could
not be any other important factor causing these large changes in biotypes.

Figure 4. The average of initial seed dry weight (ISDW) among five Avena sterilis ssp. ludoviciana
biotypes (susceptible biotype (S) or resistant biotypes (WR1–WR4)) produced in 2015 and 2017. The
symbols represent the mean of three replicates. Error bars represent standard deviations. Means
followed by the same letter are not significantly different according to the least significant difference
(LSD) test.

Although A. ludoviciana grows in drylands and can survive and produce seeds under
water stress [54], there are several advantages of a higher base water potential in the
resistant biotype of A. ludoviciana than in the susceptible one as follows: Seedling emergence
of winter annual weeds such as A. ludoviciana is not limited by soil moisture [54], and
resistant biotypes require more water to germinate, so seedlings are more likely to grow
under more moist conditions. In this condition, crop irrigation has a key impact on seedling
emergence of weeds. If the base water potential is very low (e.g., −1.5 MPa), it is possible
to have seedling emergence under a low soil moisture condition and a further reduction in
soil moisture in the following days will cause the emerging seedlings to die. Due to their
higher base water potential, seeds of resistant A. ludoviciana biotypes have to wait for the
first irrigation; thus, they emerge simultaneously with the crop sowing date and do not
experience water stress. Indeed, this is an avoidance mechanism to cope with water stress.

In our study, the susceptible biotype had a significantly higher grain weight than
three resistant biotypes (WR2, WR3, and WR4) but did not differ significantly from WR1
(Figure 4). The grain weight of diclofop-methyl resistant individual plants of Lolium
rigidum was significantly lower than that measured in susceptible plants. Early vigor of
plants of resistant populations studied was also significantly lower than that measured
in a susceptible population [55]. However, it was reported that there were no significant
differences in one thousand seeds’ weight of resistant L. rigidum populations containing
Ile1781Leu and Ile 2041Asn mutations when compared to a sensitive population [56].
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Table 7. Initial seedling dry weight (SLDW), seed remnants dry weight (FSDW), the weight of
mobilized seed reserve (MSR), the conversion efficiency of mobilized (CEM), and the fraction of seed
reserve (FSR) for susceptible biotype (S) or resistant biotypes (WR1–WR4).

Water
Potential

(MPa)
Biotype

SLDW
(mg)

FSDW
(mg)

MSR
(mg)

CEM
(mg mg−1)

FSR
(mg mg−1)

−0.6 S 2.12 a 10.26 b 3.22 a 0.66 b 0.24 a

WR1 0.00 c 11.58 a 1.98 bc 0.00 c 0.15 b

WR2 2.00 a 8.82 c 3.27 a 0.53 b 0.27 a

WR3 1.22 b 8.75 c 1.40 c 0.89 a 0.14 b

WR4 1.53 b 8.76 c 2.47 b 0.63 b 0.22 a

−0.45 S 3.16 a 9.45 b 4.03 a 0.79 a 0.30 b

WR1 0.00 c 10.80 a 2.76 b 0.00 c 0.20 c

WR2 2.66 a 7.31 d 4.80 a 0.59 b 0.39 a

WR3 1.67 b 8.26 c 1.88 c 0.92 a 0.19 c

WR4 1.87 b 8.14 c 3.10 b 0.61 b 0.28 b

−0.3 S 3.41 b 8.83 b 4.65 b 0.74 ab 0.35 bc

WR1 0.00 d 11.10 a 2.44 d 0.00 c 0.18 d

WR2 4.66 a 6.63 d 5.49 a 0.86 a 0.45 a

WR3 2.90 b 6.17 d 3.96 bc 0.74 ab 0.39 ab

WR4 2.04 c 7.95 c 3.29 c 0.64 b 0.29 c

−0.15 S 3.97 b 8.51 a 4.98 b 0.80 a 0.37 c

WR1 3.27 c 7.31 b 6.26 a 0.52 c 0.46 b

WR2 5.37 a 5.68 c 6.42 a 0.84 a 0.53 a

WR3 3.93 b 5.50 c 4.67 b 0.84 a 0.46 b

WR4 2.87 c 6.85 b 4.37 b 0.67 b 0.39 c

0 S 4.80 b 8.11 a 5.36 d 0.89 a 0.40 c

WR1 5.03 b 3.84 bc 9.72 a 0.53 c 0.72 a

WR2 7.10 a 3.78 bc 8.33 b 0.85 a 0.69 a

WR3 5.04 b 3.03 c 7.12 c 0.71 b 0.70 a

WR4 3.79 c 4.50 b 6.74 c 0.56 c 0.59 b

Same letters within the same column for each water potential indicate no significant difference at p = 0.05.

Having a higher base water potential and lower seed weight in biotypes containing
Il-1781-L mutation compared to non-mutant biotypes can be considered as one of the effects
of this amino acid substitution. However, in the case of the hydrotime, since this trait in
one of the resistant mutant-biotypes (WR1) is not higher than two non-mutant resistant
biotypes, this attribute cannot be related to the mentioned mutation.

The SLDW significantly varied among biotypes; WR1 and WR4 had the lowest SLDW
among them. As indicated before, heterotrophic seedling growth is influenced by two
components, MSR and CEM. Results showed that MSR and CEM changed significantly
among the biotypes. In this regard CEM was lower in WR1 and WR4 than in the others
and two components of MSR were significantly different. ISDW was significantly lower
in resistant biotypes (except for WR1) than in the S biotype, but mobilized FSR was
significantly higher in resistant biotypes (except for WR1 under water stress conditions)
than in susceptible biotypes (Table 7). This shows that resistant biotypes (especially at the
0 MPa) used more seed reserve to produce seedling growth and needed more energy.

Our results revealed that all the suspected resistant biotypes of A. ludoviciana studied
in this research were very highly resistant to clodinafop-propargyl. Two resistant biotypes
contained Isoleucine to Leucine amino acid substitution and no mutations were found in
two other biotypes. The herbicide-resistant biotypes had a higher base water potential and
higher hydrotime (in WR1 in both experiments and in all biotypes in the first experiment)
for germination than the susceptible biotype. This shows that the latter can germinate,
for a shorter time, at a lower soil water content than resistant biotypes. ACCase-resistant
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biotypes containing a mutation also used more seed reserve to start seedling growth. These
results indicated that target site mutation at Ile1781 codon position could make ACCase-
resistant biotypes less competitive than the S biotype; but they have become resistant to
herbicides rather than growing faster.

Different methods can be used to control herbicide-resistant weeds, specifically
ACCase-resistant A. ludoviciana. Crop management practices that lead to rapid stand
establishment and canopy development minimize the effect of weeds. A number of man-
agement practices are necessary to control the growth of this weed, including crop rotation,
planting certified seed, improving seedbed preparation, seeding at the correct rate, depth,
and time of year. We believe that by designing and implementing appropriate management
operations, such as stale seedbeds, at the right time, small differences between resistant and
susceptible winter wild oats can be very useful in the control of resistant plants. A weed
management program that includes monitoring weeds in the fields before and during the
cultivation season is necessary to achieve success and does not use herbicides unless abso-
lutely necessary. Using a herbicide over a long period of time increases herbicide resistance.
To counteract this, it is recommended that herbicides be changed every few years.
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Abstract: In vitro seed germination is a useful tool for developing a variety of biotechnologies, but
cannabis has presented some challenges in uniformity and germination time, presumably due to
the disinfection procedure. Disinfection and subsequent growth are influenced by many factors,
such as media pH, temperature, as well as the types and levels of contaminants and disinfectants,
which contribute independently and dynamically to system complexity and nonlinearity. Hence,
artificial intelligence models are well suited to model and optimize this dynamic system. The
current study was aimed to evaluate the effect of different types and concentrations of disinfectants
(sodium hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide) and immersion times on contamination frequency using
the generalized regression neural network (GRNN), a powerful artificial neural network (ANN). The
GRNN model had high prediction performance (R2 > 0.91) in both training and testing. Moreover, a
genetic algorithm (GA) was subjected to the GRNN to find the optimal type and level of disinfectants
and immersion time to determine the best methods for contamination reduction. According to the
optimization process, 4.6% sodium hypochlorite along with 0.008% hydrogen peroxide for 16.81 min
would result in the best outcomes. The results of a validation experiment demonstrated that this
protocol resulted in 0% contamination as predicted, but germination rates were low and sporadic.
However, using this sterilization protocol in combination with the scarification of in vitro cannabis
seed (seed tip removal) resulted in 0% contamination and 100% seed germination within one week.

Keywords: hydrogen peroxide; sodium hypochlorite; generalized regression neural network; genetic
algorithm; scarification; seed dormancy; plant tissue culture

1. Introduction

For centuries, Cannabis sativa L. has been widely used around the world for various
applications (e.g., textiles, food, cosmetics) [1]. These days, interest has been focused on
medicinal and recreational facets, furthering commercial expansion. With Canada recently
adopting the more globally appreciated view of cannabis, there exists an ever evolving,
multi-billion-dollar industry focused on vegetative propagation [2]. Despite the reliance
on clonal propagation, there is a continual need to germinate seeds to select new elite
genotypes, perform pheno-hunting, as well as supporting breeding programs. To select
new elite genotypes, plants are started from seed (technically achenes [3], but will be
referred to as seed henceforth). During the vegetative phase of growth, a cutting is taken
and maintained as a vegetative plant while the seedling is grown to maturity. Once the
elite genotypes are selected, the cutting is then used as a source to propagate the clonal line.
Maintaining the large population of cuttings during the phenotyping exercise represents
a significant cost to producers and leaves the cutting derived mother plants exposed to
insects and diseases.

To address the issues of insect, disease, and viral infections in mother plants, many
producers use plant tissue culture to ensure that they are starting with clean material. For
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this process, nodal segments are disinfected and established in culture, a time consuming
and relatively expensive endeavor. A potential alternative to the traditional approach is
to first establish the seed in tissue culture. Once the seedlings are established and multi-
plied, micropropagated clones can be transferred into the growth facility and cultivated
to maturity to identify elite genotypes. After selecting the elite genotypes, the in vitro
parent material would be available for clonal propagation. This approach would greatly
reduce the amount of space required for selecting new cultivars and provide a ready source
of clean planting material once elite genotypes are identified. However, this approach
requires an effective in vitro seed germination protocol with high germination speed and
frequency. An efficient in vitro seed germination system would also support downstream
biotechnologies (regeneration, transformation, etc.) in which seedling-derived tissues are
preferred [4–6].

We previously reported the effect of different types and strengths of media in addition
to carbohydrate types and levels as primarily important factors contributing to in vitro
cannabis seed germination indices and morphological seedling traits [5]. Our results
demonstrated that maximum germination percentage (82.67 ± 3.837%) was achieved with
0.43 strength mMS medium and 2.3% sucrose [5]. While the germination rate was over 80%,
this was after 40 days of culture. Typically, the cannabis seed germinates within several
days in the greenhouse/growth room, suggesting that something during the disinfection
process was interfering with subsequent germination. To improve our previous protocol,
we hypothesize that optimizing the disinfection protocol and seed scarification would
increase the speed and frequency of seed germination.

As with most aspects of a tissue culture system, in vitro disinfection is a complex and
non-linear process that is affected by numerous factors such as disinfectant and contaminant
types and levels, media pH, immersion time, temperature, and their interactions (Figure 1) [7].

Figure 1. A schematic view of factors affecting the disinfection process.

In the disinfection process, the concentration of disinfectants plays a conflicting dual
role relating to contamination frequency and seed viability [8]. Higher disinfectant con-
centrations generally lead to a greater control over contaminants; however, lower seedling
viability is often the trade-off [9,10]. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the disinfec-
tion process.

The disinfection process cannot be represented by a simple stepwise algorithm, es-
pecially when the datasets are highly imbalanced and noisy [10]. Therefore, artificial
intelligence (AI) models combined with optimization algorithms (OAs) such as a genetic
algorithm (GA) can be employed as an efficient and reliable computational method to inter-
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pret, forecast, and optimize this complex system [10–14]. This strategy (AI-OA) has been
successfully used for modeling and optimizing different tissue culture systems, including
in vitro decontamination, shoot proliferation, androgenesis, somatic embryogenesis, sec-
ondary metabolite production, and rhizogenesis [7,15,16]. Ivashchuk et al. [17] employed
multilayer perceptron (MLP) and radial basis function (RBF) as two well-known artificial
neural networks (ANNs) for modeling and predicting the effect of different disinfectants
and immersion times for Bellevalia sarmatica, Echinacea purpurea, and Nigella damascene
explant decontamination. They reported that both algorithms were able to accurately
model and predict the disinfection process [17]. In another study, Hesami et al. [10] applied
a hybrid MLP and non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II) for the modeling
and optimization of disinfectants and immersion times for chrysanthemum leaf segment
decontamination. It was reported that MLP-NSGA-II had a high performance to predict
and optimize the system [13]. A generalized regression neural network (GRNN) is another
type of ANNs that has successfully been used for modeling and predicting different tissue
culture processes [5,18–20]. Although there exist no reports using GRNN for the modeling
and optimization of disinfection process, we previously showed that GRNN has a higher
predictive performance than RBF, MLP, and the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) for cannabis micropropagation [5,18]. Therefore, in the current study, we used
GRNN-GA to model and optimize cannabis seed disinfection.

Mature seed germination can sometimes be more difficult than immature seed ger-
mination due to the increase in the seed coat’s impermeability and the accumulation of
inhibitors during seed maturation [21]. Hence, dormancy breaking plays a critical role
relating to the speed and frequency of seed germination due to morpho-physiological
dormancy [22,23]. Although there are no reports on the effects of scarification on cannabis
seed germination, the positive impact of dormancy breaking by scarification has previ-
ously been suggested in several plants, such as Limodorum [24], Salvia stenophylla [25], and
legumes [22]. Based on this evidence, studying the effect of scarification on cannabis seed
germination can pave the way for devising an in vitro seed germination protocol with
high speed and germination frequency. The current study uses GRNN-GA to model and
optimize cannabis seed disinfection, and investigates the effect of scarification on seed
germination. By combining these procedures, a superior in vitro cannabis seed germina-
tion protocol that limits contamination while allowing high germination rates in a short
timeframe was established.

2. Results

2.1. Effect of Different Disinfectants at Various Immersion Times on Contamination

Based on our results (Table 1), different contamination rates were observed in various
disinfection treatments.

As shown in Table 1, sodium hypochlorite was more successful than hydrogen perox-
ide in controlling contamination. Also, different levels of sodium hypochlorite at 15 min of
immersion resulted in no contamination (Table 1).

2.2. Data Modeling by Using GRNN

According to our results, GRNN displayed an excellent performance for modeling
and predicting contamination rates during in vitro sterilization (Table 2). Performance
indices (RMSE and MBE) of the developed GRNN demonstrated that the obtained result
was highly precise, and correlated in both training and testing sets (Table 2).

Additionally, R2 was within the acceptable range for both training and testing sets,
showing great prediction performance of the developed GRNN (Figure 2).

2.3. Optimization via GA and Validation Experiment

According to the optimization process (Table 3), 4.6% sodium hypochlorite along
with 0.008% hydrogen peroxide for 16.81 min would result in no contamination. The
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results of the validation experiment verified that there was no contamination using this
combination (Table 3).

Table 1. Effects of sodium hypochlorite and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) concentrations and immersion
times on contamination percentages of cannabis seeds.

Sodium Hypochlorite (%) H2O2 (%) Time (min) Contamination (%) ± SE

0 0 0 100.0 ± 0.00
0 10 5 86.7 ± 6.67
0 10 10 86.7 ± 6.67
0 10 20 86.7 ± 6.67
0 20 5 86.7 ± 6.67
0 20 10 86.7 ± 6.67
0 20 20 73.3 ± 6.67
0 30 5 86.7 ± 6.67
0 30 10 80.0 ± 11.55
0 30 20 73.3 ± 6.67
5 0 5 53.3 ± 17.64
5 0 10 26.7 ± 6.67
5 0 15 0.0 ± 0.00
10 0 5 6.7 ± 6.67
10 0 10 0.0 ± 0.00
10 0 15 0.0 ± 0.00
15 0 5 6.7 ± 6.67
15 0 10 0.0 ± 0.00
15 0 15 0.0 ± 0.00

Table 2. Performance criteria of generalized regression neural network (GRNN) for contamination rate during cannabis
seed disinfection.

Criteria Training Set Testing Set

Histogram

R2 0.938 0.918
RMSE 9.888 12.247
MBE −2.250 −5.000

R2: Coefficient of determination; RMSE: Root mean square error; MBE: Mean bias error.
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of observed data vs. predicted data of contamination percentage in (a) training and (b) testing sets.

Table 3. The results of optimization process via genetic algorithm (GA) and validation experiment.

Optimal Level of
Input Variables

Predicted Contamination (%)
Contamination (%) in
Validation Experiment

4.6% sodium
hypochlorite + 0.008% hydrogen

peroxide for 16.81 min
0 0 ± 0.0

2.4. Effect of Scarification on In Vitro Seed Germination

The seed scarification experiment (Figure 3) resulted in enhanced speed and frequency
of in vitro germination of Finola seeds such that 100% germination was achieved within one
week, while only 82.7 + 0.67% germination was observed in intact seeds (un- scarified seeds)
after 40 days in our previous study. Moreover, we assessed the efficiency of the developed
protocol on 10 drug-type cannabis genotypes (i.e., Bubba Island Kush, Glueberry OG,
Critical Orange Punch, Frisian Dew, Banana Blaze, Blueberry, Durban Poison, Skunk #1,
Passion #1, and Strawberry Cough; Dutch Passion, NL). The results showed more than 90%
germination in these genotypes within one week when scarified.

Figure 3. Effect of scarification on in vitro seed germination of cannabis after one week; (a) intact
seeds vs. scarified seeds, (b) intact seeds, and (c) scarified seeds.

3. Discussion

In vitro seed germination of cannabis has great potential to improve the efficiency of
elite cultivar selection, pheno-hunting, phenotyping, and to support various in vitro culture
methods as initial explant materials [5]. In orthodox seeds, germination typically initiates
with the passive uptake of water by the dry mature seed, and terminates with radicle
protrusion through the seed envelope [23]. Different abiotic factors (e.g., temperature, light,
medium composition, sterilization procedures, and scarification) affect seed germination,
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mainly through regulating the signaling and metabolism pathways of abscisic acid (ABA)
and gibberellic acid (GA) [21]. Although cannabis seeds easily germinate within several
days under greenhouse or field conditions, in vitro cannabis seed germination tends to
be more difficult, with lower germination rates spread over a longer period of time. The
cause of this difference is unknown, but is likely related to the disinfection protocol that
may stress the developing embryo or potentially eliminate microbes that play a role in the
germination process. As such, optimizing sterilization and scarification protocols can be
considered the two most important procedures for successful in vitro seed germination [25].

The surface sterilization of initial source material, including seeds, is a prerequisite for
the success of the culture [10]. Therefore, it is vital to optimize the sterilization protocol
while allowing it to remain simple, cheap, environmentally friendly, and efficient [8]. Al-
though various disinfectants and immersion times can be employed to sterilize the explants,
each species and even explant type necessitates a particular sterilization protocol [10]. The
hybrid of machine learning—optimization algorithm procedures offer promising computa-
tional methodology that is well suited to model and optimize in vitro culture systems such
as sterilization [10].

Based on our results, GRNN-GA accurately predicted and optimized the in vitro
surface sterilization of cannabis seed. According to the optimization process through
GRNN-GA, 4.6% sodium hypochlorite along with 0.008% hydrogen peroxide for 16.81 min
would result in no contamination. Similar to our results, previous studies showed that
sodium hypochlorite was more successful than hydrogen peroxide in controlling con-
tamination [10,25]. Additionally, the results of the validation experiment confirmed no
differences between the optimized predicted and observed results, showing the robustness
of GRNN-GA. In line with our results, previous studies showed that GRNN-GA can be
considered a reliable computational method with high prediction performance for the
modeling and optimizing of in vitro culture systems [5,18–20].

While the optimized seed disinfection protocol resulted in 0% contamination, germi-
nation was still slow and sporadic. The second experiment was performed to evaluate
the effect of scarification on the speed and frequency of in vitro seed germination. The
speed at which in vitro cannabis seeds germinate is remarkably slow in comparison to
field germination. One possible explanation for this difference is the presence of different
microbes (e.g., bacteria) that aid in the digestion of the seed coat or micropyle plug, thereby
facilitating higher rates of imbibition, and thus, higher/quicker field germination rates.
Since micropropagation is performed in sterile conditions, it seems that an additional
step (i.e., seed scarification) should be considered to achieve a high germination rate [25].
When a viable seed is not able to germinate under appropriate conditions, the seed is
considered to be dormant [26]. While cannabis seed is generally not thought to exhibit
dormancy, it would appear that under these unusual circumstances, it demonstrates some
physical dormancy. Following water uptake by the quiescent, dry, mature seed, germi-
nation occurs once the embryo can prevail over the constraints imposed by the testa and
associated tissues [27]. As shown in Figure 4, the main constraints exerted by the cover-
ing seed structures include (i) the mechanical prevention of radicle protrusion, (ii) water
uptake interference, (iii) interference with gas exchange, especially carbon dioxide and
oxygen (iv) light filtration, and (v) inhibitor leakage restraint from the embryo [26–30].
The removal of the seed coat had an important role in breaking seed dormancy, which
ultimately resulted in higher germination speed and frequency. Our results showed that
seed scarification by removing the seed tips significantly increased the speed and frequency
of seed germination. In line with our results, Pérez-Jiménez et al. [31] reported that seed
scarification (i.e., removal of the seed coat) significantly increased the in vitro seed germi-
nation of Prunus persica L. Batsch. For the first time, we have demonstrated this method
with respect to the micropropagation of cannabis.
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Figure 4. A schematic representation of potential interactions between the embryo and envelopes regulating cannabis
seed germination and dormancy. GA: gibberellic acid; Pfr: far-red light photoreceptor phytochrome; ABA: abscisic acid;
Inh: inhibitor.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Sterilization Procedure

Industrial hemp seed (Cannabis sativa cv. “Finola”; CSGA No.1 Certified seed, Lot #:
1908-18637-17-KKF-01) was employed in the first phase of this study. Different sterilants
(sodium hypochlorite and hydrogen peroxide) at various immersion times (Table 1) were
used for controlling contamination. The disinfection experiment was performed based on
a completely randomized design with a factorial arrangement with 3 replications, each
replication containing 5 seeds. For in vitro seed germination, the treated seeds were cul-
tured in a previously optimized medium [5]. All media had 0.6% agar (Thermo-Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and the pH of the media was adjusted to 5.8 before au-
toclaving for 20 min at 120 ◦C. Thirty mL of media were poured into a Magenta GA7
box (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NJ, USA). All culture boxes were placed in the growth
chamber at 25 ± 2 ◦C under 16-h Photoperiod with 40 ± 5 μmol m−2 s−1 light intensity.
Light was provided by multi-spectrum LEDs emitting only photosynthetically active ra-
diation (400–700 nm). The obtained data was then used for modeling and optimizing the
sterilization process using machine learning methods.

4.2. Modeling Procedure

In the current study, GRNN was used to develop a predictive model for contamination
rate (Figure 5). To construct the model, sodium hypochlorite, hydrogen peroxide, and
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immersion time were considered as inputs, while the contamination rate was considered
as the output (Figure 5).

Figure 5. A schematic representation of generalized regression neural network (GRNN) used in
this study.

Different performance criteria including Root mean square error (RMSE), mean bias
error (MBE), and the coefficient of determination (R2) were used to assess the efficiency of
the developed predictive model.

4.3. Optimization Procedure and Validation Experiment

After data modeling, the developed GRNN model was linked to a GA (Figure 6) to find
the optimal level of sterilants and immersion time for minimizing the contamination rate.

Figure 6. A schematic representation of genetic algorithm (GA).

In this study, initial population, generation number, mutation rate, mutation func-
tion, selection function, cross-over fraction, and cross-over function were, respectively,
considered as 200, 1000, 0.05, uniform, Roulette Wheel, 0.6, and Two-point crossover.

To assess the performance of the developed model, the predicted-optimized result of
GRNN-GA was experimentally evaluated with 3 replications, each replication containing
4 seeds.

4.4. Scarification Procedure

To assess the effect of seed scarification, the micropyle and its surrounding tissue
were removed by scalpel, without injury to the embryo (Figure 7). This experiment was
performed based on a completely randomized design with two treatments (scarified seeds
and intact seeds) with three replications. Each replication contained four seeds.
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Figure 7. A schematic representation of the scarification methodology for in vitro cannabis seed germination.

To assess the efficiency of the developed protocol, 10 drug-type genotypes of cannabis
(i.e., Bubba Island Kush, Glueberry OG, Critical Orange Punch, Frisian Dew, Banana Blaze,
Blueberry, Durban Poison, Skunk #1, Passion #1, and Strawberry Cough) were employed,
and an in vitro seed germination rate on these genotypes was studied.

5. Conclusions

The present study was performed to establish an efficient in vitro seed germination
protocol for Cannabis sativa. This was accomplished by optimizing an in vitro sterilization
protocol for cannabis seeds using GRNN-GA, and to assess the effect of seed scarification
on the speed and frequency of in vitro germination. The GRNN-GA model was able to
precisely predict and optimize the disinfection process, but germination was still slow
and sporadic. The result of the scarification experiment showed that seed scarification
resulted in the reduction of in vitro germination time, while enhancing germination rate.
Although we tested our protocol on different cannabis genotypes, future studies can
evaluate the efficiency of the developed method on additional genotypes and further
study the underlying mechanisms involved in seed dormancy and scarification in cannabis.
Furthermore, we also suggest other methods, such as using sulfuric acid to evaluate
scarification for in vitro cannabis seed germination; this development would improve
the efficiency of the system. Due to the recalcitrant nature of Cannabis to in vitro culture,
in addition to the much-needed refinement of in vitro seed disinfection techniques, the
research presented offers opportunity to prepare micropropagated specimens with high
efficiency. Our protocols can be implemented to reduce contamination and increase the
germination rate of large-scale pheno-hunting and breeding programs for this economically
important crop.
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Abstract: In the case of foliar area studies on vines, with a large number of determinations, a simple,
fast, sufficiently accurate and low-cost method is very useful. The typology of leaves on the vine is
complex, characterized by several descriptive parameters: median rib; secondary venations of the
first and second order; angles between the median rib and the secondary venations; sinuses; length
and width of the leaf. The present study aimed to evaluate models for calculating the leaf area based
on descriptive parameters and KA (KA as the surface constant used to calculate the leaf area) for six
vine cultivars, ‘Cabernet Sauvignon’ (CS), ‘Muscat Iantarnîi’ (MI), ‘Muscat Ottonel’ (MO), ‘Chasselas’
(Ch), ‘Victoria’ (Vi) and ‘Muscat Hamburg’ (MH). The determined KA surface constants had subunit
values (0.91 to 0.97), except for the cultivars ‘Muscat Iantarnîi’ and ‘Muscat Ottonel’ where the surface
constant KA2 (in relation to the second-order secondary venations) had supraunitary values (1.07
and 1.08, respectively). The determination of the leaf area was possible under different conditions of
statistical accuracy (R2 = 0.477, p = 0.0119, up to R2 = 0.988, p < 0.001) in relation to the variety and
parametric descriptors considered. The models obtained from the regression analysis facilitated a
more reliable prediction of the leaf area based on the elements on the left side of the leaf, in relation
to the median rib, compared to those on the right. The accuracy of the results was checked on the
basis of minimum error (ME) and confirmed by parameters R2, p and RMSE.

Keywords: foliar descriptors; leaf area; models; vine leaves

1. Introduction

Foliar parameters are integral elements of the leaves, geometry, found in a certain
proportionality with the leaf as a whole, and can be used to evaluate the leaf area, the indices
dependent on the leaf area, as well as to study physiological, ecological and agricultural
nature of plants [1–4]. Anatomical elements and descriptive parameters of the leaf lamina
were used in the study and ampelographic characterization of genotypes in vines and in
the evaluation of ecological plasticity in relation to certain environmental factors [5–10].

Some studies have evaluated changes at the molecular, cellular and topological lev-
els of the leaves in relation to the plasticity of the respective genotypes [11,12]. Vari-
ous other foliar studies have focused on the interception of solar energy [13], photosyn-
thetic rate [14–16], nutritional status [17–19], water utilization ratio in relation to produc-
tion [20,21], the peculiarities of growth and development of the vine [22,23], fruiting and
production quality [24–29], quality of vines for human nutrition and phytopharmaceutical
products [30,31], degree of attack of diseases and pests [32], the relationship of the vine
with environmental factors and the reaction to stress condition [33–38].

Plants 2021, 10, 2453. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10112453 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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Data on leaf parameters and in particular the leaf area, and indices targeting the
leaf area (specific leaf weight—SLW, leaf area index—LAI, net assimilation rate—NAR,
etc.) were used in assessing the relation of the vine with the ecological and technological
factors [20,39]. The leaf area is highly correlated with leaf indices [40–42], with canopy
cover [41,43–45], by the fraction of light intercepted by the canopy [46–48] and finally with
crop coefficient Kc [49,50].

Descriptive parameters of the leaf lamina were important in the computerized recon-
struction of leaves in different types and varieties of vines [51], with practical importance
for the realization of study models and some specific foliar fingerprints. Some studies have
focused on the seasonal cycle of growth and development in several varieties and varieties
of vines, which is why it has been important to analyze the leaves in their dynamics [52,53].
The accurate determination of leaf parameters and leaf area (LA) is a key issue in crop
growth analysis [54], as simple regression models relating LA and crop growth rate are
commonly used to estimate crop yield [55].

Methods that are non-destructive, fast, low-cost and sufficiently accurate for determin-
ing leaf area are of interest due to their high efficiency in vine physiology and technology
studies, especially in terms of leaf surface dynamics in relation to various factors.

The present study analyzed the leaf area of six vine cultivars in order to determine the
leaf area by means of models developed based on the parameters of leaf lamina and KA
surface constants specific to each cultivar.

2. Results

The vine leaf has a special typology and complexity that is characterized by a series
of descriptive elements: the median rib, secondary venations of the 1st and 2nd order,
lobes, sinuses, and angles between the median and secondary venations. Based on these
descriptive elements and the general considerations presented, the present study aimed to
evaluate some models of leaf surface calculation based on descriptive elements, KA surface
constants and regression analysis. The surface constants are specific to each variety by leaf
typologies, and the dimensions of the descriptive parameters of the leaves can be obtained
with high accuracy by measurements (±0.5 mm). The study aimed to evaluate through a
comparative analysis where foliar parameters and calculation method most easily facilitate
the determination with high precision of the leaf area, to be promoted in the case of studies
targeting a large number of leaf area determinations in the vine of life.

Measurements were made for each leaf on the median rib, the secondary venations of
order 1 and 2, the distances between the terminations of the venations of order 1 and those
of order 2, on the distances from the base of the sinuses to the base of the median rib, and,
respectively, on angles α and β, the results being shown in Tables 1 and 2. At the same
time, each leaf was scanned, resulting in the scanned leaf area (SLA) with high-precision
(99.95–100.00), considered as a reference area for further comparisons with measured leaf
area (MLA) in the study.

Table 1. Values of leaf areas and venations sizes at the level of vines in the studied cultivars.

Cultivar MR VL1 VR1 DV1 VL2 VR2 DV2

CS 9.21 ± 0.20 7.54 ± 0.19 7.92 ± 0.15 10.82 ± 0.24 5.80 ± 0.14 5.94 ± 0.10 11.52 ± 0.23
MI 9.16 ± 0.59 7.98 ± 0.39 7.86 ± 0.48 12.64 ± 1.10 6.00 ± 0.26 5.82 ± 0.24 11.10 ± 0.33
MO 9.30 ± 0.78 7.78 ± 0.60 8.04 ± 0.54 12.86 ± 0.71 5.60 ± 0.47 5.78 ± 0.31 10.86 ± 0.76
Ch 11.30 ± 0.49 9.64 ± 0.51 10.06 ± 0.39 14.98 ± 0.61 7.22 ± 0.32 7.62 ± 0.43 14.44 ± 0.63
Vi 13.56 ± 0.21 11.76 ± 0.51 12.18 ± 0.46 16.42 ± 0.84 8.88 ± 0.53 8.48 ± 0.48 17.04 ± 0.78

MH 15.46 ± 0.61 13.94 ± 0.70 12.88 ± 0.74 21.00 ± 1.73 10.56 ± 0.75 10.10 ± 0.48 20.46 ± 1.02

Note. CS—‘Cabernet Sauvignon’; MI—‘Muscat Iantarnîi’; MO—‘Muscat Ottonel’; Ch—‘Chasselas’; Vi—‘Victoria’; MH—‘Muscat Hamburg’;
MR—median rib; VL1—venation left of order I; VR1—venation right of order 1; DV1—distance at the end of the venations VL1—VR1;
VL2—second-order venation left; VR2—second-order venation right; DV2—distance at the end of the venations VL2–VR2.
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Table 2. Values of the parameters related to the lobes and angles of the leaf venations in the
studied cultivars.

Cultivar DSL1 DSR1 DSL2 DSR2 α β

CS 3.69 ± 0.17 3.49 ± 0.09 3.52 ± 0.10 3.57 ± 0.12 44.46 ± 0.77 54.91 ± 1.56
MI 5.54 ± 0.32 5.00 ± 0.44 4.98 ± 0.16 4.84 ± 0.18 51.94 ± 1.47 49.43 ± 1.44
MO 4.74 ± 0.39 4.64 ± 0.48 4.28 ± 0.31 4.48 ± 0.27 57.98 ± 1.83 54.52 ± 1.24
Ch 3.48 ± 0.20 3.82 ± 0.29 3.58 ± 0.27 3.88 ± 0.28 57.17 ± 1.63 52.97 ± 1.57
Vi 9.34 ± 0.55 9.46 ± 0.48 7.68 ± 0.38 7.68 ± 0.44 41.91 ± 1.22 44.76 ± 1.31

MH 6.14 ± 0.73 6.04 ± 0.46 6.20 ± 0.59 6.36 ± 0.45 50.43 ± 1.21 51.44 ± 1.54
Note. CS—‘Cabernet Sauvignon’; MI—‘Muscat Iantarnîi’; MO—‘Muscat Ottonel’; Ch—‘Chasselas’; Vi—‘Victoria’;
MH—‘Muscat Hamburg’; DSL1—sinus base distance 1 left to lamina base; DSR1—sinus base distance 1 right to
lamina base; DSL2—sinus base distance 2 left to lamina base; DSR2—sinus base distance 2 right to lamina base;
α—the angle between the median rib (MR) and the right venation of the first order (VR1); β—the angle between
the first-order straight venation (VR1) and the second-order straight venation (VR2).

Based on the leaf sizes obtained by measurement, the surface constants KA1 and KA2
were determined, the results being presented in Table 3. The optimal values for the surface
constants were considered under the conditions of the minimum error between MLA and
SLA (considered as reference) and of the statistical parameter RMSE.

Table 3. Values of area constant (KA) depending on leaf area and statistic safety parameters in the studied vine cultivars.

KA1 KA2

‘Cabernet Sauvignon’
SLA (cm2) 97.53 97.53

KA 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94
MLA (cm2) 95.02 96.02 97.02 98.02 99.02 95.88 96.95 98.01 99.08 100.14

ME −2.51 −1.51 −0.51 0.49 1.49 −1.65 −0.58 0.48 1.55 2.61
RMSE 4.9137 4.4959 4.2794 4.2948 4.5397 3.4282 3.0539 3.0338 3.3741 3.9835

‘Chasselas’
SLA (cm2) 154.07 154.07

KA 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95
MLA (cm2) 151.29 152.98 154.69 156.39 158.09 150.19 151.84 153.49 155.14 156.79

ME −2.79 −1.09 0.61 2.31 4.01 −3.88 -2.23 −0.58 1.07 2.72
RMSE 18.0852 17.7521 17.5824 17.5809 17.7476 8.9994 8.2622 7.8268 7.7444 8.0259

‘Muscat Hamburg’
SLA (cm2) 302.83 302.83

KA 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97
MLA (cm2) 294.89 298.17 301.44 304.72 307.99 294.89 298.83 302.01 305.19 308.37

ME −7.94 −4.67 −1.39 1.89 5.16 −7.18 −4.00 −0.82 2.36 5.54
RMSE 52.6654 52.3765 52.3025 53.1656 53.8714 41.2034 40.9519 40.9538 41.2089 41.7126

‘Muscat Iantarnîi’
SLA (cm2) 110.03 110.03

KA 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.10
MLA (cm2) 107.58 108.76 109.95 111.13 112.31 108.14 109.16 110.18 111.19 112.11

ME −2.45 −1.27 −0.08 1.10 2.28 −1.89 −0.87 0.15 1.17 2.19
RMSE 12.1725 12.0021 11.9556 12.4616 12.8615 16.8639 16.7988 16.7971 16.8588 16.9831

‘Muscat Ottonel’
SLA (cm2) 110.27 110.27

KA 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09
MLA (cm2) 108.21 109.42 110.64 111.85 113.07 108.46 109.49 110.53 111.56 112.59

ME −2.06 −0.85 0.34 1.58 2.80 −1.81 −0.78 0.25 1.29 2.32
RMSE 8.8879 8.5431 8.3732 8.3887 8.5888 6.2165 6.0236 6.0199 6.2057 6.5649
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Table 3. Cont.

KA1 KA2

‘Victoria’
SLA (cm2) 216.17 216.17

KA 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95
MLA (cm2) 211.59 213.82 216.05 218.28 220.50 210.63 212.95 215.26 217.58 219.89

ME −4.57 −2.35 −0.12 2.11 4.33 −5.53 −3.22 −0.90 1.41 3.72
RMSE 13.8312 13.1502 12.8298 12.8971 13.3459 19.3721 18.8042 18.5139 18.5145 18.8057

Note. KA1—valid for MLA = MR × DV1 × KA1; KA2—valid for MLA = MR × DV2 × KA2; SLA—scanned leaf area (average leaf area for
leaves, obtained by SLA method); MLA—measured leaf area; ME—minimal error, the lowest value is the best; RMSE—Root Mean Squared
Error, the lowest value is the best. Area constant (KA) in each cultivar were considered depending on minimum values for ME and RMSE.

The determined KA surface constants had subunitary values, except for the cultivars
‘Muscat Iantarnîi’ and ‘Muscat Ottonel’, where the KA2 surface constant had supraunitary
values. Based on the KA values determined for each variety, the values of the leaf areas were
calculated with high precision. From the comparative analysis of the obtained results, it
was found that the leaf area was determined with greater precision based on the secondary
venations of order 2 and KA2, except for the cultivars ‘Muscat Iantarnîi’ and ‘Victoria’.

The studied vine varieties presented a distinct foliar typology, genetically well-defined
and characterized ampelographically [56], which was reflected in the clear differentiation
of the results regarding the morphological and foliar surface elements. According to the
values of the obtained leaf areas and the leaf descriptors [57], the leaves of the cultivars
‘Cabernet Sauvignon’, ‘Muscat Iantarnîi’, ‘Muscat Ottonel’ and ‘Chasselas’ were classified
in class 8.5-Mesophyll (4500–18,225 mm2) and the cultivars ‘Victoria’ and ‘Muscat Hamburg’
in class 8.6-Macrophyll (18,225–164,025 mm2).

In the case of studies of vegetation dynamics in vines, with a high number of deter-
minations, a simple, fast, sufficiently accurate and low-cost method is very useful. Based
on the correlations identified between the values of the descriptive parameters of the leaf
lamina, the prediction of leaf surfaces was evaluated only based on a known element at the
level of the leaf lamina.

For this purpose, the regression analysis was used for each of the descriptive elements
studied, the equations describing the prediction relations and statistical accuracy parame-
ters being presented in Table 4. In the case of estimating the leaf area based on the angles α
and β, no statistical certainty was registered, and the results were not taken into account.

Table 4. Equations for predicted leaf area (PLA) based on foliar parameters and statistical accuracy parameters.

Parameter x Equation for Predicted Leaf Area
(PLA)

Equation
Number

Statistical Accuracy Parameters

R2 p RMSE

MR PLA = 1.2284x2 − 0.1746x + 1.035 (1) 0.965 p << 0.001 19.7330
VL1 PLA = 0.3662x2 + 22.575x − 92.945 (2) 0.988 p << 0.001 17.1495
VR1 PLA = −0.5495x2 + 40.855x − 180.18 (3) 0.739 p << 0.001 43.7254
DV1 PLA = −0.1114x2 + 22.493x − 141.23 (4) 0.846 p << 0.001 34.8094
VL2 PLA = 37.68x − 111.21 (5) 0.997 p << 0.001 22.9111
VR2 PLA = 1.489x2 + 17.61x − 47.077 (6) 0.917 p << 0.001 32.4634
DV2 PLA = 19.713x − 115.45 (7) 0.959 p << 0.001 27.4804
DSL1 PLA = 18.38x + 64.325 (8) 0.485 p = 0.0103 70.1936
DSR1 PLA = 18.231x + 66.478 (9) 0.477 p = 0.0119 70.3778
DSL2 PLA = 31.157x + 7.935 (10) 0.806 p << 0.001 61.7832
DSR2 PLA = 31.23x + 4.4471 (11) 0.752 p << 0.001 63.2706

Note. PLA—predicted leaf area; MR—median rib; VL1—venation left of order I; VR1—venation right of order 1; DV1—distance at the
end of the venations VL1—VR1; VL2—second-order venation left; VR2—second-order venation right; DV2—distance at the end of the
venations VL2—VR2; DSL1—sinus base distance 1 left to lamina base; DSR1—sinus base distance 1 right to lamina base; DSL2—sinus base
distance 2 left to lamina base; DSR2—sinus base distance 2 right to lamina base.
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The regression analysis based on descriptive parameters of the leaves led to the
Equations (1)–(11), which predict the leaf area (PLA) in statistical accuracy conditions.
Based on the values of the RMSE parameter and the correlation coefficient R2, it was found
that the elements on the left side of the median ribs (VL1, VL2, DSL1 and DSL2) facilitated
the more accurate prediction of the leaf area compared to those on the right (VR1, VR2,
DSR1 and DSR2). Such findings have not been found in the literature.

The analysis of statistical accuracy parameters (R2, RMSE) found that the descriptive
elements on the left side of the leaves facilitated a higher accuracy in determining the
leaf area compared to the homologous elements on the right side (most likely due to leaf
asymmetry, but the level of asymmetry has not been assessed), which recommends their
use for calculating the leaf area in cultivars studied, when using only one known element
of the leaf.

3. Discussion

Different methods can be used to determine the leaf area, classified into two broad
categories, destructive and nondestructive, and direct and indirect, respectively [58]. Kvet
and Marshall [59] concluded that the most appropriate method is the one in relation to
the volume of plant material to be determined, the required accuracy, the time interval,
the staff involved and the allocated costs, the planimetric determination or by scanning,
providing the highest accuracy.

Direct methods for determining leaf area are based on measurements of leaf size and
can be destructive, with greater accuracy [60–62], or non-destructive with portable devices
or based on leaf size [60,63–66].

Destructive methods are generally more accurate but are more laborious, costly in
terms of time, equipment and personnel. The simplest method is based on measuring
the leaf area by planimetry or graph paper [58,67]. The gravimetric method, which is
sufficiently accurate, is based on the exact determination of the weight of known surfaces
(rectangular or circular) in a leaf to obtain a fit line, and the subsequent correlation with the
weight of the leaves of interest to find the leaf surface [68]. However, this method is highly
dependent on the cultivar, vegetation stages, plant age, leaf density, nutritional status and
especially the hydration status of the leaves [69–72]. In some studies, the determination of
leaf area was performed by combined non-destructive (scanning with portable devices)
and destructive (gravimetric) methods [73,74]. Increasingly promoted are non-destructive
methods that facilitate the repetitive study of leaves in the dynamics of growth and devel-
opment processes in field conditions, for which portable scanners [17,53], imaging-based
techniques [75–77], simple measurement methods based on leaf size [64,78,79] or mathe-
matical and statistical models developed based on leaf size are used [80–82]. A number of
other techniques have been proposed for estimating the leaf area in vines, based on indirect
methods, such as imaging by measuring light extinction through the canopy [61,65,83–86],
remote sensed imagery [87,88], ultrasonic-based method [89], remote sensing combined to
Smart-App [90], or based on 3D point clouds resulted from UAV imagery [91]. In the case of
such methods, a number of climatic, atmospheric parameters, or other external factors, can
influence the accuracy according to which the leaf area is determined [92–94]. At the same
time, these methods are very expensive because they require specialized equipment and
certain calibration works, but they offer the possibility determining the leaf area and de-
rived indices (leaf area index—LAI, leaf area duration—LAD, net assimilation rate—NAR,
specific leaf area—SLA, specific leaf weight—SLW) over relatively large areas [84,95–97].

Indirect methods were used to determine the leaf area, canopy structure and leaf
area index (LAI) in relation to different crops, climatic conditions, cropping systems and
working techniques [84,98]. Williams and Ayards [20] found that the leaf area is in a linear
relationship with LAI indices, water consumption and crop coefficient (Kc) in statistical
accuracy conditions (R2 = 0.89). Other research found the linearity relationship of the
leaf surface with Kc and LAI [99]. The direct, non-destructive, in situ methods that use
leaves dimensional parameters, relatively easy to measure, to leaf area estimation, are
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simple, fast, sufficiently accurate, with affordable costs and tools [58,100]. They are based
on leaf length (L), maximum width (W), petiole length (Lp), leaf length x maximum width
(LW), the square of the length (L2), the square of the width (W2) or some combination
of these variables [101–104]. To determine the leaf area based on leaf size (L,W) in some
studies, correction factors were used [104–106] or surface constants Kl or Kf [107] for the
gravimetric method, which brought an extra precision to the calculation of the leaf area.

The estimation of the leaf area by using the leaf dimensions based on mathematical
models was of interest due to its high speed and accuracy, certain parameters derived
from statistical safety in calculations (R2, p, RMSE) and the ability to estimate the accuracy
level for subsequent comparisons with other results. However, when certain mathematical
models were used to estimate leaf area in different crops, few models were used in vines to
calculate leaf area [108]. The complexity of the vine leaf has led some models to develop
based on the median vein [92,109], of lateral nerves of the first or second order [110–112],
or based on the maximum length and width of the leaves [60,63,64,113]. To minimize
errors, different leaf samples were proposed, such as number and position on the rope, then
extrapolated to plant-level data, if necessary. Thus, Carbonneau [111] proposed measuring
one leaf sample in each group of four contiguous leaves without losing accuracy, while
Barbagallo et al. [114] proposed an empirical model to estimate primary leaf area per shoot
based only on the measurement of three leaves: the largest leaf, the apical leaf and an
intermediate leaf. These methods greatly reduce the workload if it is necessary to determine
the leaf area for the whole plant and for many variants. Mabrouk and Carbonneau [115]
proposed a model for determining the entire leaf area per shoot in the Merlot variety, based
on the correlation between the total leaf area and the length of the primary and lateral
shoots.

Good estimations of leaf area were found by using a model based on leaves in selected
positions on the shoot [114]. Subsequent studies have shown that shoot length, however,
is not always closely correlated with leaf area, especially for primary shoots [112,116].
Barbagallo et al. [117] found that cultivar and climatic and cultural factors affected linear
and/or multiple regressions (using shoot length and leaf number as independent variables)
to such an extent that it could not be used to accurately estimate leaf area per shoot.
Another empirical model for estimating the leaf area per shoot has been proposed by
Lopes and Pinto [112], which includes four variables: shoot length, number of primary
leaves and the area of the largest and smallest leaves. Beslic et al. [118] considered that the
method used depends on the cultivar and its leaf characteristics, such as shape, number
of lobes, shape of sinuses, etc., and it always assumes the use of a large sample of leaves
in order to produce the best prediction. Di Lorenzo et al. [119] found high correlations
between shoot length and leaf area, and high correlations are also reported by Lopes and
Pinto [80] for varieties ‘Aragonez’, ‘Cabernet Sauvignon’, ‘Touriga Nacional’, ‘Jean’ and
‘Combined’. Complex, multi-variable models [112] provide greater accuracy but require
more determination, while simpler methods have a higher margin of error. Based on the
results obtained at cv. Blaufrankisch (Vitis vinifera L.), Beslic et al. [118] have considered that
the original method proposed by Lopes and Pinto [112] is advantageous when it is difficult
to determine the largest and the smallest leaf on a lateral shoot, as is the case with cultivars
that have numerous and vigorous lateral shoots (which is not the case in cv. Blaufrankisch).
Some studies require a large volume of determinations to find the leaf surface in dynamics
or on the stem (LA per vine) and in the case of several variants [23,53,120].

Numerous studies have reported high accuracy in determining the leaf area in vines
based on elements measured at the leaf level. Manivel and Weaver [121] found a high
correlation between the length of vine leaves (‘Grenache’ cultivar) and their area (R2 = 0.91).
Carbonneau [111] and Carbonneau and Mabrouck [122] proposed a method using a number
of linear parameters to estimate leaf area (LA). The best results were obtained by adding
the lengths of the two main lateral veins. The coefficient of determination was 0.95 when
30% of the leaves on one stem were measured. Lopes and Pinto [112], when analyzing
four grapevine cultivars (Fernão Pires, Vital, Touriga National, Periquita), they have
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obtained the predicted leaf area (PLA) under conditions of higher statistical accuracy
when using first-order secondary venations compared to the median rib (the assessment
being made on the basis of R2). Montero et al. [108] determined the leaf area of the vine,
‘Cencibel’ cultivar, based on leaf size (leaf length and maximum width) obtained by simple
regression analysis prediction relations with high accuracy (R2 = 0.987 to 0.998). When
they used maximum width (W), leaf length (L), petiole length (Lp) and dry weight of
leaves (DML) as single variables in the regression equations were not as closely associated
with total leaf area, although their R2 values were also highly significant. Gutierrez and
Lavín [79] determined the leaf area of the vine, Chardonnay variety, based on maximum
length × maximum width for the shoot leaves and length between leaf apex and petiolar
point × width between points of the superior lobules for the leaves of lateral shoots yielded
the best linear mathematical indicators. Based on the determined foliar parameters, they
obtained prediction relations of the leaf area with different accuracy levels (estimated based
on the coefficient R2), which suggests the differentiated contribution of the descriptive
parameters of the leaves to the calculation of the leaf area and the need to know and
choose those anatomical elements of the leaf that provide the greatest certainty in the
calculation/prediction of the leaf area. High values for LA prediction based on median
veins and maximum leaf width in two vine varieties (Niagara and DeChaunac) were also
reported [113]. The accuracy and safety of the predictions were higher when based on
the maximum width of the leaves than on their length. Tsialtas et al. [123] obtained high
accuracy in predicting leaf area in the variety Cabernet Sauvignon (R2 = 0.97). Similar
results were also reported by Beslic et al. [81] to estimate leaf area in cv. Blaufrankisch.

Karim et al. [82] used linear regression models to estimate the leaf area of Manihot esculenta
in parallel with gravimetric methods based on fresh and dry matter. They concluded that
regression models obtained showed linear relationships when actual leaf area plotted
against predicted leaf area of another one hundred leaves from different samples and that
this confirmed accuracy of the developed models. Moreover, model selection indices had a
high predictive ability (high R2) with minimum error (low mean square error and percent-
age deviation). The selected models appeared accurate and rapid but unsophisticated, and
they can be used for the estimation of LA in both destructive and non-destructive means in
the Philippine Morphotype of Cassava.

Zufferey et al. [124], based on the length of each leaf lamina’s two secondary lateral
veins (‘Chasselas’, clone 14/33-4, rootstock 3309 C) and some allometric equations, obtained
the leaf surface with statistically higher certainty in the case of secondary nerves based on
R2. Wang et al. [125] have performed geometric modeling based on B-spline for the study of
leaves at Liriodendron. Tomaszewski and Górzkowska [126] have analyzed comparatively
the variation of the shape of the leaves in fresh and dry states. Wen et al. [127] have used a
multi-scale remashing method for leaf modeling.

In the case of the present study performed on six grape cultivars, the values of the R2

coefficient for the prediction relations of the leaf area PLA had high values in the case of
LA prediction based on MR, VL1, VL2, VR2 and DV2 (R2 = 0.917 to 0.997) and reduced
values in the case of prediction based on DSS1 and DSR1. Based on the leaf parameters
MR and DV1 or DV2, four cultivars (‘Cabernet Sauvignon’, ‘Chasslas’, ‘Muscat Hamburg’,
‘Muscat Ottonel’) have recorded a higher accuracy and safety prediction of the leaf area
based on the secondary venations of order 2 (MR·DV2·KA2), and in two cultivars (‘Muscat
Iantarnîi’ and ‘Victoria’), a better prediction was obtained based on the first-order venations
(MR·DV1·KA1). Based on the models obtained from the regression analysis, the elements
on the left side of the leaf, in relation to the median rib, facilitated a more reliable prediction
of the leaf area compared to those on the right. The reliability of the results was checked on
the basis of minimum error (ME) and confirmed by R2, p and RMSE parameters.
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Biological Material

The study on the determination of leaf area based on descriptive parameters of
leaves and KA surface constants was performed on six grape cultivars with different
leaf typologies: ‘Cabernet Sauvignon’, ‘Muscat Iantarnîi’, ‘Muscat Ottonel’, ‘Chasselas’,
‘Victoria’ and ‘Muscat Hamburg’. The studied vine cultivars are cultivated in Arad and
Timis counties, Romania, Figure 1.

Figure 1. Cultivation area of the studied vine cultivars and leaf sampling locations, Arad and Timis, counties, Romania. CS—
‘Cabernet Sauvignon’, MI—‘Muscat Iantarnîi’, MO—‘Muscat Ottonel’, Ch—‘Chasselas’, Vi—‘Victoria’ and MH—‘Muscat
Hamburg’. The map was made by the authors using ArcGIS software [128] and their own data.

4.2. Leaf Sampling

To determine the leaf area by scanning and based on the descriptive elements of the
leaf lamina, 30 leaves from each variety were harvested and analyzed. The leaves were
harvested in the grain-forming phenophase, BBCH 73–75 stage, and Principal growth
stage 7: Development of fruits [129] from the main shoot, in the area of internodes 9–11,
considered as typical leaves for characterization of grape cultivars. The leaves were
immediately placed in plastic bags in the refrigerator and then transported to the laboratory
for determination.

4.3. Measurement of Leaf Descriptive Parameters

At the level of the leaf lamina, specific descriptive parameters were determined for
the vine, Figure 2: Median rib—Midrib (MR); left venation of order I (VL1); right venation
of order I (VR1); distance at the end of the venations VL1-VR1 (DV1); second-order left
venation (VL2); second-order right venation (VR2); distance at the end of the venations
VL2-VR2 (DV2); sinus base distance 1 left to lamina base (DSL1); sinus base distance 1
right to lamina base (DSR1); sinus base distance 2 left to lamina base (DSL2); sinus base
distance 2 right to lamina base (DSR2); the angle α between the median rib (MR) and the
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right venation of the first order (VR1); the angle β between the first-order straight venation
(VR1) and the second-order straight venation (VR2).

Figure 2. Descriptive parameters determined at the level of the lamina of the vines.

The measurement of the length of the determined elements was done using a ruler,
with an accuracy of ±0.5 mm. The determination of the angles α and β was done using
the ImageJ software [130]. Based on the values of the obtained leaf areas and the leaf
descriptors [57], the classification of the cultivars studied by leaf size classes was performed.

4.4. Determination of Leaf Area

The leaf area was determined for each leaf by scanning with ImageJ software (National
Institutes of Health, USA [130]) (scanned leaf area—SLA). The scan was performed in a 1:1
ratio with the HP CM2320fxi MFP scanner(Hewlett-Packard, Boise, ID, USA), and the SLA
was considered as a reference due to its high accuracy. At the same time, the leaf area was
determined by measurement (measured leaf area—MLA) based on descriptive parameters
at the leaf lamina (Figure 2). Regarding the software analysis of the leaf surface, numerous
research articles have promoted such methods due to the facilities they present primarily
related to the precision and accuracy of the analyses [131–133]. The measured leaf area was
determined based on the parameters MR × DV1, MR × DV2 and KA (KA1, KA2) surface
constants determined for each cultivar, Relation (12), as well as individually, based on each
parameter by regression analysis.

MLA = MR ·DV·KA (12)

where: MLA—measured leaf area; MR—mid rib; DV—can be: DV1—distance to the
end of the venation VL1–VR1; DV2—distance to the end of the venation VL2–VR2; KA—
can be: KA1—the corresponding surface constant DV1; KA2—the corresponding surface
constant DV2.

4.5. Statistical Analysis

All data were analyzed using variance analysis (ANOVA) and regression analysis.
The assessment of the measurement accuracy and prediction of the leaf area was made
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by calculating the minimum measurement error (ME) related to the scanned leaf area
(SLA) considered as a reference and based on the R2 and RMSE parameters. Models were
determined by regression analysis represented by polynomial functions of leaf surface
prediction based on each determined leaf parameter. For statistical analysis of the results,
the EXCEL application from the Microsoft Office 2007 package and the PAST software
(University of Oslo, Norway) were used [134].

5. Conclusions

Surface constants (KA) were found for six vine cultivars and facilitated the determina-
tion of the measured leaf area (MLA) based on some foliar descriptor elements in conditions
of high statistical safety (based on RMSE and ME). The elements on the left side of the
median rib (VL1, VL2, DSL1 and DSL2) facilitated a more accurate prediction of the leaf
area compared to those on the right (VR1, VR2, DSR1 and DSR2). Based on statistical safety
parameters (R2, RMSE), we found that the descriptive elements on the left side of the leaves
facilitated a higher accuracy in determining the leaf area compared to the homologous
elements on the right side, which recommends their use for calculating the leaf area in the
cultivars studied when using only one known descriptor element of the leaf. In the case of
estimating the leaf area based on the angles α and β, no statistical certainty was registered,
and the results were not taken into account. The equations obtained for determining the
foliar surface are based on the foliar parameters of the leaves in the six cultivars of vines
studied. They can be tested/used in other varieties from the same group of leaf typology
as those studied, but they can be adapted to other varieties, taking into account the specific
values of the foliar parameters. The proposed method has the advantage of providing
multiple ways to determine the leaf area of the vine based on the geometry elements of the
leaves taken into account. It can be tested and adapted to other plant species, with leaves
similar in geometric typology, to the vine.
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Abstract: Olive, Olea europaea L., is a tree of great economic and cultural importance in the Mediter-
ranean basin. Thousands of cultivars have been described, of which around 1200 are conserved in
the different olive germplasm banks. The genetic characterisation of these cultivars can be performed
in different ways. Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) provides more information than the reduced
representation methods such as genotype by sequencing (GBS), but at a much higher cost. This may
change as the cost of sequencing continues to drop, but, currently, genotyping hundreds of cultivars
using WGS is not a realistic goal for most research groups. Our aim is to systematically compare
both methodologies applied to olive genotyping and summarise any possible recommendations for
the geneticists and molecular breeders of the olive scientific community. In this work, we used a
selection of 24 cultivars from an olive core collection from the World Olive Germplasm Collection
of the Andalusian Institute of Agricultural and Fisheries Research and Training (WOGBC), which
represent the most of the cultivars present in cultivated fields over the world. Our results show
that both methodologies deliver similar results in the context of phylogenetic analysis and popular
population genetic analysis methods such as clustering. Furthermore, WGS and GBS datasets from
different experiments can be merged in a single dataset to perform these analytical methodologies
with proper filtering. We also tested the influence of the different olive reference genomes in this type
of analysis, finding that they have almost no effect when estimating genetic relationships. This work
represents the first comparative study between both sequencing techniques in olive. Our results
demonstrate that the use of GBS is a perfectly viable option for replacing WGS and reducing research
costs when the goal of the experiment is to characterise the genetic relationship between different
accessions. Besides this, we show that it is possible to combine variants from GBS and WGS datasets,
allowing the reuse of publicly available data.

Keywords: Olea europaea L.; olive; genotype by sequencing (GBS); single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP); whole-genome sequencing (WGS); reference genome

1. Introduction

Olive tree (Olea europaea, ssp. europaea, var. europaea) is a member of the Oleaceae
family which has an estimated 600 species of mostly small trees and shrubs [1,2]. Within
the genus Olea, there are around 35 species and subspecies classified in three subgenera,
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Olea, Paniculatae, and Tetrapilus [1,3], Olea europaea being the most widely cultivated and
economically important species [1,4]. It is a long-lived, outcrossing species of fruit tree na-
tive to the Mediterranean basin. Nevertheless, its popularity as a commodity has extended
its cultivation to other areas such as the coast of California (United States), the central coast
of Chile, southern Africa, southwestern Australia, and Asia [1]. All subspecies are diploid
(2n = 2x = 46), with the exception of two inter-subspecies polyploids [5]. As one of the
world’s oldest crops, the long history of cultivation and trade has made O. europaea cultur-
ally and economically significant to many countries in the Mediterranean basin [6]. The
wild ancestor was domesticated around 6000 BC in the eastern region of the Mediterranean,
but it has since spread across the world [6–9]. Though the exact origins of its domestication
and distribution are unclear, it was likely spread east to west by humans through migration
and the trade routes of the Levant area of the Mediterranean, contributing to its genetic
diversity [10–12].

Over the past 50 years, agricultural intensification and global economics have con-
tributed to a shift towards reliance on a small subset of high-performance cultivars, placing
greater reliance on a limited supply of genetic resources [13–15]. Therefore, ex situ curation
is becoming increasingly necessary for the maintenance and understanding of the genetic
resources available for future breeding programs of insertion in the fields of new cultivars
and their cultural conservation. To this end, in 1994 the International Olive Council (IOC)
began to establish ex situ collections in national and international germplasm banks. Cur-
rently, there are three international germplasm banks located in Córdoba, Marrakech, and
Izmir, as well as 19 national collections [14,16]. Since their establishment, limited molecular
analysis has been carried out on olive germplasm banks to understand the genetic diversity,
establish core collections, or suggest progenitors for future breeding programs.

There are around 1200 native cultivars, 3000 synonyms [8], and currently there are
5 published Olea europaea assemblies comprising 3 different cultivars, Olea europaea cv.
‘Farga’ (Oe6/Oe9) [17,18], Olea europaea cv. ‘Picual’ (Oleur0.6.1) [13] and Olea europaea cv.
‘Arbequina’ (Oe_Rao) [19], and a purported wild variety Olea europaea ssp. sylvestris
(Oe451) [20]. Due to the prohibitive cost and effort involved in whole-genome sequencing, it
was once an endeavour only available to consortia and solely focused on model organisms.
However, the rapidly evolving sequencing technologies from companies such as Illumina,
Pacific Biosystems, and Oxford Nanopore have consistently surpassed Moors law [21],
allowing even small labs to afford to sequence their own species of interest. This affordable
access to rapid high-throughput sequencing has been revolutionary for many areas of
biology, with applications in de novo genome assembly, genotyping, gene–trait associations,
metagenomics, transcriptomics, and epigenetics [22,23]. Given the economic and cultural
importance of olive, it is not surprising that we have seen so many olive genome-sequencing
projects in a short space of time. Each of the available olive genome assemblies uses
different sequencing technologies, or a combination of methods. It is necessary when
choosing a sequencing approach to consider the application of the genome, as the different
types of errors, error rates, and biases that can come from a particular methodology will
affect the overall quality and completeness of the assembly [24]. Furthermore, the different
choices of assembly tool and pipeline will impact on the contiguity, accuracy, and handling
of repeat regions in highly polyploid species [25].

Genetic profiling in many crops, as well as the analysis of genetic variation within and
between their populations, has been achieved using cheap and effective biochemical and
DNA markers such as random amplified fragment polymorphic DNA (RAPDs) [26,27],
amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs) [28,29], SSRs [10,15,30,31], and single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [32–34]. A sequence assembly of any quality is not
required for many projects such as genetic profiling, establishing genetic relatedness, QTL
mapping, or to perform a GWAS, although access to a complete and correctly annotated
genome assembly provides the best account of individual genome variation and provides
more information, increasing the potential resolution when using methods capable of
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recovering a higher density of variants, such as genotype by sequencing (GBS) [35], or
whole-genome sequencing (WGS).

Both GBS and WGS could be used to call SNPs but differ massively in terms of
missing data and their cost effectiveness. The main difference is that GBS is a reduced-
representation approach to sequencing, that while quick and cost-effective, results in much
more missing data due to its DNA fragmentation step. GBS uses restriction-site-specific
digestion enzymes to fragment DNA samples. The DNA fragments then have unique
barcode sequences ligated to the ends of the DNA fragments before fragment size selection
is performed. The primary advantage of GBS is that by assigning sample-specific barcoded
adapters, it is possible perform multiplexed sequencing in a single Illumina flow-cell lane
for a large number of samples [35], making it much more cost effective than WGS. The
number of SNPs that can be identified from within a WGS dataset can be significantly
more than with GBS; however, this level of resolution is not always necessary in genetic-
linkage-based research [36]. GBS has already been used in olives to generate genetic
maps [20,37,38], study the diversity, and perform association analysis [39]. While the GBS
library preparation itself is relatively simple, demultiplexing of the raw data is required
to process the samples. This step can add extra difficulty for any researcher not already
familiar with data processing.

It is likely that as the cost of sequencing and data processing continues to fall, we
will see even more cultivar genomes assembled using differing technologies and assembly
pipelines. It then becomes important to be able to assess the quality and functionality
of a genome in order to choose the right assembly for a project’s goal. Several tools and
methods already exist to estimate genome completeness and contiguity [40]; however, the
potential impact and bias that may arise from a reference genome’s genetic background is
not fully understood, nor to what extent this issue may affect different types of analysis.

In the context of a typical population genetics study, we wanted to understand if
the genetic background would have a significant impact on the interpretation of group
clustering and genetic relationships. Given the difference in data production and cost,
we asked how comparable GBS datasets are to WGS datasets for this mode of research.
Furthermore, we assessed the practicality of combining WGS and GBS datasets (Table 1),
as this would allow for unrelated sequencing projects to access and combine publicly
available data using two very different genotyping methods.

Table 1. List of Olea europaea cultivars sequenced using GBS and available WGS data.

Sequenced Cultivar Country of Origin Country Code Available Data

Klon-14-1812 Albania ALB GBS/WGS
Kalamon Greece GRC GBS/WGS
Koroneiki Greece GRC GBS/WGS
Mastoidis Greece GRC GBS/WGS
Mavreya Greece GRC GBS/WGS
Myrtolia Greece GRC GBS/WGS

Mari Iran IRA GBS/WGS
Grappolo Italy ITA GBS/WGS
Leccino Italy ITA GBS/WGS

Arberquina Spain SPA GBS/WGS
Manzanilla de Sevilla Spain SPA GBS/WGS

Manzanillera de
Huercal Overa Spain SPA GBS/WGS

Menya Spain SPA GBS/WGS
Morrut Spain SPA GBS/WGS
Picual Spain SPA GBS/WGS

Piñonera Spain SPA GBS/WGS
Temprano Spain SPA GBS/WGS
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Table 1. Cont.

Sequenced Cultivar Country of Origin Country Code Available Data

Verdial de
Velez-Malaga-1 Spain SPA GBS/WGS

Abbadi Abou
Gabra-842 Syria SYR GBS/WGS

Abou Kanani Syria SYR GBS/WGS
Abou Satl Mohazam Syria SYR GBS/WGS

Barri Syria SYR GBS/WGS
Majhoj-1013 Syria SYR GBS/WGS

Uslu Turkey TUR GBS/WGS

Removed Cultivars

Chemlal de Kabylie Algeria DZA GBS
Megaritiki Greece GRC GBS
Shengeh Iran IRA GBS
Barnea Israel ISR GBS

Frantoio Italy ITA GBS
Forastera de Tortosa Spain SPA GBS

Llumeta Spain SPA GBS/WGS
Picudo Spain SPA GBS/WGS
Jabali Syria SYR GBS

Maarri Syria SYR GBS
Majhoj-152 Syria SYR GBS

Dokkar Tunisia TUN GBS/WGS

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Genome Assembly Comparison

In this study, we used five publicly available Olea europaea subsp. europaea assemblies
(Table 2) comprising three different cultivars, ‘Farga’ (Oe6/Oe9) [17,18], ‘Picual’ (Oleur0.6.1) [13],
and ‘Arbequina’ (Oe_Rao) [19], and a purported wild accession, Olea europaea subps. sylvestris
(Oe451) [20]. Our full list of GBS samples and WGS samples is listed in Table 1. We removed
12 GBS samples from the initial 36-sample dataset that either failed to pass quality controls or
for which no WGS data were available. The analysis was carried out on the remaining 24. The
selection process is described in more detail in Section 4.5. These samples likely failed during
the library preparation, although, there could be many reasons behind this problem. One of the
most common is related to the quality of the DNA. Low DNA quality (e.g., due to impurities
in the DNA extraction) reduces the efficiency of the restriction enzymes and leads to a partial
digestion and reduction in the fragment population. Nevertheless, the low yield for the samples
that failed (e.g., Barnea) indicates a bias in the amount of template used in the pool. Because
the libraries were performed by an external service, it is difficult to assess where the problem
was, but our guess is that it was related to the amplification step of some samples during the
library preparation [35]. This would be an issue for a typical study of olive cultivar relatedness
and would therefore need to be repeated. Fortunately, in this case the remaining samples were
sufficient to compare GBS performance against WGS and the impact of assembly bias.

The assembly of GCA_002742605.1 (Oe451) used a whole-genome shotgun sequencing
approach with the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform to sequence Olea europaea var. sylvestris
(wild olive). The assembly was performed using SOAPdenovo to generate a genome
coverage of 220.0× [20]. For Oleur0.6.1, Olea europaea cultivar ‘Picual’ was selected
as the genetic background [13]. The assembly process integrated Illumina HiSeq2500
and PacBio RSII sequencing to improve gap filling. Olea europaea cultivar ‘Farga’ based
GCA_900603015.1/Oe6 [17] was assembled from Illumina HiSeq2500 with a genome cov-
erage of 380×. Oe9 is an updated version of Oe6 [18], where a genetic map was used
to anchor scaffolds to chromosomes. The most recently published is the Olea europaea
cultivar ‘Arbequina’ (GWHAOPM00000000/Oe_Rao; NGDC) [19], which used Oxford
Nanopore long-read sequencing and Hi-C data to construct chromosomes. The quality and
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completeness of each assembly was assessed before read mapping, SNP calling, and further
analysis. Our comparison of genome assemblies was based on four metrics, (1) contiguity
stats, (2) gene space completeness, (3) a k-mer completeness assessment using Merqury,
and (4) the LTR Assembly Index (LTR) that evaluates the completeness of the genome using
LTR retrotransposon elements (Table 2).

Table 2. Genome assembly and contiguity statistics.

Cultivar Wild Olive Farga Farga Picual Arbequina

Assembly Stats
Oe451

GCA_002742605.1
(Unver et al., 2017)

Oe6
GCA_900603015.1
(Cruz et al., 2016)

Oe9
GCA_902713445.1
(Julca et al., 2020)

Oleur0.6.1
(Jiménez-Ruiz

et al., 2020)

Oe_Rao
GWHAOPM00000962

(Rao et al., 2021)

Chromosome
assembly Yes No yes no yes

Assembly size (Gb) 1.14 1.32 1.31 1.68 1.1
Scaffolds 41,256 11,038 9753 9174 962

Longest seq (Mb) 46.03 2.58 36.44 4.14 68.07
Shortest seq (bp) 452 500 500 1017 10,772

Average seq length
(Kb) 27.69 119.47 135.00 183.12 1146.54

N90, number of
seq 3410 3099 2019 4503 320

L90 (Kb) 23 111 116 86,918 279,924
N50, number of

seq 23 901 162 1145 11

L50 (Mb) 12.57 0.44 0.73 0.41 42.60

% BUSCO
complete 85.9 96.6 96.6 96.6 93.4

% BUSCO
duplicated 13.4 23.6 23.6 51.5 18.3

% BUSCO
fragmented 5.9 1.9 2.0 1.9 2.1

% BUSCO missing 8.2 1.5 1.4 1.5 4.5

Merqury
completeness 72.62 78.39 78.73 89.41 NA

Merqury QV 43.00 34.78 35.68 33.04 NA
Merqury error 5.00867 × 10−5 0.00033 0.00027 0.00050 NA

LTR_Retriever LAI 4.14 5.10 4.34 11.52 8.80

Assembly stats generated using custom script. Gene space completeness assessed using BUSCO v5 with eudicot_db10 dataset. Com-
pleteness, repeat regions, and sequencing data incorporation evaluated with Merqury v1.3 and Illumina short-read-derived k-mers. LTR
Assembly Index (LAI) was estimated using the LTR_Retriever tool v2.9.0 with the default parameters.

With respect to (1), assembly contiguity statistics were generated using a custom
script (see Section 4.4). First, we note that total assembly size varied between genetic
backgrounds; Oleur0.6.1, at 1.68 Gb long, was by far the largest assembly, and over 360 Mbs
longer than both Oe6 and Oe9 (Table 2). Indeed, it was over 500 Mbps longer than Oe451 or
the ‘Arbequina’ genome (Oe_Rao). Jiménez-Ruiz et al. proposed that the bigger size of the
‘Picual’-variety genome could be explained by the presence of a large number of duplicated
DNA fragments coming from a very recent partial genome duplication event or artificially
introduced repeat regions from assembly issues [18]. This comparison is interesting to
observe because we are comparing the shotgun approach (Oe451, Oe6 and Oe9, Oleur0.6.1),
where the genome is fragmented into reads of 250–800 bp [20], to sequencing with Pacbio
first-generation RSII long reads (Oleur0.6.1), and the Oxford Nanopore third-generation
long-read approach where reads are commonly 10–30 kb [41]. Shotgun approaches are
very cost effective, but the process of sequence reassembly is more complicated than
with long reads. The short reads make it difficult to correctly assemble repeat regions,
particularly tandem repeats. This can also cause issues when using a genetic map to anchor
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to chromosomes, as the shorter read may not span a large enough section of the sequence to
contain genetic markers. The trade-off is that on a per read basis, short reads are currently
still more accurate and cheaper than long reads [41]. However, when only using short reads
for an assembly, greater coverage is required, and this increases the number of errors in the
dataset. Error correction and the filtering of low-quality reads is therefore an important step
in the genome. We noted that Oe451, according to the Merqury assessment, had the highest
QV score even with a 220× coverage, indicating careful management of the raw data
during assembly. It is important to remember that each assembly will have its own unique
set of errors introduced by sequencing or assembly issues, and thus any assembly should
not be considered as a definitive sequence but rather, as stated in [42], only a working
hypothesis.

Next, we checked (2) gene space completeness using Benchmarking Universal Single-
Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) [43]. BUSCO genes are a set of ancestrally conserved genes
used to estimate how complete a genome assembly is. Highly fragmented assemblies may
contain greater percentages of missing or fragmented genes. The number of duplicated
orthologs may be used as an indicator of possible errors that can occur when an assembly
tool mistakenly assembles, or fails to assemble, reads into repeat regions. Nevertheless,
polyploidy events and partial duplications may also lead to an increase in the number of
duplicated genes detected by BUSCO, so often a deeper analysis needs to be carried out in
order to distinguish a biological cause from a technical problem. In the publications for
each of the olive tree genomes, BUSCO was used to evaluate assembly quality; however,
the results were not comparable in terms of gene set database or BUSCO software version
used. Thus, we ran BUSCO v.5 on all assemblies, using the eudicot_db10 gene set, which
contains 2326 eudicot-specific genes. The results are different from those in the publications
of the genomes used; however, this can be explained by the fact that the gene dataset’s
specificity can vary greatly depending on which is used, and older versions of the gene
datasets may be less complete. Using the eudicot_db10 dataset, we obtained an identical
completeness score of 96.6% for Oleur0.6.1, Oe6, and Oe9, which indicates that a high
proportion of the core gene space was captured by these assemblies [44].

In addition to a recent genome duplication event in ‘Picual’, there are signs of at least
two older whole-genome duplications in Olive [20], so it is unsurprising to see high levels
of duplicated genes here. However, the ‘Picual’ genome has 51.5% duplicated genes, more
than twice any other assembly. This could be an indication of a technical error such as a
failure in the consensus calling due to high levels of heterozygosity, or in this case, there
is also evidence of a biological origin for a recent genome duplication. BUSCO gene sets
cannot have taken into account very recently uncovered duplications, and so this high
duplication percentage in Oleur0.6.1 is difficult to evaluate. The number of missing BUSCO
genes was low in the ‘Picual’ and ‘Farga’ assemblies (1.4–1.5%), as was the percentage of
fragmented genes (1.9–2%), indicating an overall high level of completeness. Oe451 scored
the lowest using this dataset, with a completeness score of only 85.9, an indication that
a large portion of the genome is still unassembled despite its pseudo chromosomes; this
may be an issue for use in particular studies, such as synteny, or the discovery of candidate
genes by QTLs, but may not be an issue for SNP calling as we had intended if the GBS sites
are not in the unassembled regions. Oe_Rao scored 93.4 for completeness and had a lower
percentage of duplicated genes compared to the ‘Farga’ and ‘Picual’ assemblies.

We assessed each of the assemblies using (3) Merqury, a k-mer-based method able
to evaluate the quality and completeness of a de novo assembly without the need for a
reference genome. Merqury uses a similar method to KAT in which high-quality sequencing
reads are decomposed into k-mers datasets, then the k-mer sets are compared to the genome
assembly. Merqury summarises the quality assessment with two values: a completeness
score that measures the completeness of the assembly based in the k-mer populations of the
assembled and the unassembled reads, and a phred-scaled consensus quality (QV) score
that measures the error produced during the haploid sequence consensus calling of the
assembly. Additionally, Merqury’s copy number spectra plots (Supplemental Figure S1)
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allow for a visual inspection of unassembled reads and artificial duplications [45]. The
evaluation of Oe_Rao could not be carried out correctly as Merqury requires short reads
and the Oxford nanopore reads used in the assembly are not compatible with the process,
and no Illumina reads were publicly available at the time of this analysis. The two ‘Farga’
assemblies and the ‘Picual’ assembly had an identical BUSCO gene completeness score,
yet, using Merqury, the overall completeness of the ‘Farga’ and ‘Picual’ assemblies was
vastly different. This indicates a high amount of reads which were never used in the
final ‘Farga’ assemblies (Oe6/Oe9). Indeed, in the Supplemental Figure S1 plots Oe6
and Oe9, we can see that this is the case. This result may be partially explained by the
co-sequencing of the fungus genome Aureobasisium pullulans with the olive samples, which
led to an assembly of 18 Mb [17], but the K-mer multiplicity indicates that there was also an
important proportion of the repetitive content unassembled. However, these three scored
an equally high QV, indicating highly accurate consensus calling during contig assembly.
Discounting the Oe_Rao results, Oe451 scored the lowest in terms of completeness and had
the most k-mers found only in the assembly, but had the highest QV score. Sequencing
error types and error rates vary with the sequencing technology [36,41,46]; these may cause
contig misassembles and scaffolding, and thus affect the reliability of a genome assembly
for use in the development of genotyping markers, breeding programs, or population
studies. A good example of the impact of the genome completeness on olive genetic studies
can be found in Kaya et al.: 51% and 75% of the SNPs with strong association signals were
mapped to the Oe451 and Oe6 reference genomes, respectively. Although these percentages
are not correlated with the estimation of the completeness from Table 2, they are a good
indication that the quality of the genome can influence the usability in other analyses.

Finally, the assemblies were evaluated using the LTR Assembly Index (LAI). Genome
assemblies based on short-read sequencing technologies such as Oe451, Oe6, and Oe9
presented lower values than the assemblies based on long-read sequencing technologies,
Oleur0.6.1 and Oe_Rao, as was expected and previously described in the use of LAI for the
assessment of genome quality [47]. It is interesting to note that the updated version of Oe6,
Oe9, has a lower LAI (4.34 compared with 5.10), meaning that some of the transposable
element genome space was lost or fragmented during the improvement. From all the
genome assemblies used, only the Oleur0.6.1 had a LAI value over 10, such that it is
considered a standard value for high-quality genomes with a good contiguity.

Because every sequencing project used a different technological approach, genetic
background, and assembly methodology, there is necessarily a great deal of difference
between them and their overall quality. While the limitations of short read length can
impact the handling of repeat regions during scaffolding with a single short-read mapping
at the incorrect or multiple regions, long-read technologies such as Oxford Nanopore and
Pacbio have much higher error rates. Further, the choice of assembly tool, corrections,
and the use of an alignment tool with and without available references can impact the
quality of a genome assembly. Considering the information collected in Table 2, Oleur0.6.1
appears to be the most complete assembly with the highest QV score of the four we could
test. However, it remains unclear if the high percentage of duplicated genes is an error or
true genome duplication. Furthermore, this genome is not yet anchored to chromosomes,
limiting its use in some studies.

2.2. Effect of Reference Genome Choice on Population Analysis

We explored the potential effect genome selection could have on a typical genetic
diversity study such as a population analysis by mapping the same GBS reads to each
of the available reference genomes, and performed the same population analysis on all
the resulting SNP datasets. This analysis began with a quality control assessement of our
dataset, which consisted of unprocessed reads from all 36 of our selected Olea europaea
cultivars, amounting to over 326 million raw reads. After pre-processing, mapping, and
SNP calling (see Section 4.5 and Supplemental Figure S19) using three different genomes
(Sylvestris/Oe451, Farga/Oe6, and Picual/Oleu r0.6.1), samples that had failed at one
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or more quality control checkpoints on all three genomes were removed from the rest
of the analysis (see Sections 4 and 4.5) (Supplemental Table S1). Removed samples are
listed in Table 1. As mentioned previously, the GBS samples may have failed during
library preparation, or sequencing and would normally need to be repeated; however,
24 samples are sufficient for the focus of this work. The remaining 24 samples were then
additionally mapped to the two remaining genomes (Farga/Oe9 and Arbequina/Oe_Rao),
before variant calling, SNP filtering, and population analysis.

2.2.1. Analysis GBS Read Mapping and Variant Calling

Considering only the remaining 24 high-quality samples, the percentage of mapped
reads did not vary much between assemblies; indeed, there was only a 2% difference
separating the highest and lowest mapping genomes (Table 3). The average number of sites
for each sample also showed very little variation, except for Oleur0.6.1, which had around
100,000 more sites, likely due to the increased number of duplicated genes in this assembly.
It is important to highlight that a substantial difference was found in the number of variants
called. Both Oe451 and Oe6 had double the number of variants called compared to Oe_Rao,
and almost six times that of Oleur0.6.1. However, by far the most SNPs identified were
from the improved ‘Farga’ genome, Oe9 with 23.7 million variants (Table 3). In terms of
variants per loci, Oleur0.6.1 and Oe9 had, on average, almost triple the number of Oe451,
Oe_Rao, and Oe6. The total number of SNPs called after filtering (see Section 4.5) was
similar for all genomes. This massive drop off from Oe9 was most significantly explained
by the 10,000 Kb thinning and 10,000 minimum quality score filtering steps. These two
alone removed ~97% of total SNPs. Oleur0.6.1 was notable for having been left with half
as many SNPs as the ‘Sylvestris’ and ‘Farga’ genomes. Perhaps the Oleur0.6.1 assembly
contained several repeat regions which were incorrectly collapsed or, alternatively, reads
may have been incorrectly assigned as a repeat(s), both of which could increase or decrease
the number and frequency of SNPs, as multiple alleles from the same locus might be
mistakenly identified as having come from different loci or vice versa. As can be seen in
Table 2, there is indeed variation in the number of duplicated BUSCO genes and the k-mer
duplications found across all of these genomes, indicating a difference in the assembly of
repeat regions of each of the tested genomes. In such cases, it might be expected to also
see variation in the levels of heterozygosity. However, heterozygosity per site was not
significantly different, ranging from 0.31 to 0.36 (Table 3), making it difficult to interpret
the source of this phenomenon. To test if collapsed regions were indeed the cause of
this SNP count variation, we extracted the allele frequency of SNPs from three random
samples (‘Grappolo’, ‘Manzanilla de Sevilla’, ‘Piñonera’) called from three of the genomes
(Oe451, Oe6, Oleur0.6.1) and compared the frequency of alleles between 0.25 and 0.75
(Supplemental Figure S2). Allele frequencies for an individual different from 0, 0.5, and 1,
such as 0.25 and 0.75, may be an indicative of the collapse of four copies into one during the
genome assembly. Once adjusted by percentage, we observed similar profiles, with most
alleles tending towards 0.25 and a small peak around 0.5. However, from our sub-sampling
we did not see any significant difference and so it remains unclear why using Oleur0.6.1
resulted in half the number of SNPs and Oe451.

Table 3. GBS and WGS read mapping and variant calling.

Cultivar
O europaea var.

sylvestris Farga Farga Picual Arbequina

Oe451
GCA_002742605.1
(Unver et al., 2017)

Oe6
GCA_900603015.1
(Cruz et al., 2016)

Oe9
GCA_902713445.1
(Julca et al., 2020)

Oleur0.6.1
(Jiménez-Ruiz et al., 2020)

Oe_Rao
GWHAOPM00000962

(Rao et al., 2021)

Total GBS reads mapped (M) 294.29 298.86 299.56 300.28 297.58
Total WGS reads mapped (M) 8767 NA NA 8789 NA
% of total GBS reads 94.4 95.8 96.0 96.3 95.4
% of total WGS reads 100.4 NA NA 107.14 NA
Avg number of sites GBS 325,680 350,581 348,652 432,644 340,715
Avg number of sites WGS 493,618 NA NA 1,073,623 NA

GBS SNP before filtering 7,722,425 7,415,201 23,651,384 4,401,892 1,346,358
GBS SNP after filtering 13,343 12,507 13,410 7023 10,177
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Table 3. Cont.

Cultivar
O europaea var.

sylvestris Farga Farga Picual Arbequina

Oe451
GCA_002742605.1
(Unver et al., 2017)

Oe6
GCA_900603015.1
(Cruz et al., 2016)

Oe9
GCA_902713445.1
(Julca et al., 2020)

Oleur0.6.1
(Jiménez-Ruiz et al., 2020)

Oe_Rao
GWHAOPM00000962

(Rao et al., 2021)

GBS unfiltered SNPs per site 1.01 0.90 2.91 2.39 0.89
GBS filtered SNPs per site 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02
Average Het/site GBS 0.36 0.34 0.35 0.31 0.35
Average Het/site WGS 0.42 NA NA NA 0.34

WGS SNP before filtering 144,579,296 NA NA 128,172,089 NA
WGS SNP after filtering 119,190 NA NA 114,169 NA
WGS/GBS SNP before filtering 150,952,260 NA NA 11,679,534 NA
WGS/GBS SNP after filtering 9537 NA NA 4004 NA

2.2.2. GBS Population Structure

The filtered SNPs obtained from each genome mapping were analysed using FAST-
STRUCTURE (DARTR), ADMIXTURE (LEA), discriminate analysis of principle compo-
nents (DAPC), and principal component analysis (PCA) to identify the distinct relationships
among the cultivars (Supplemental Figures S3–S17).

In two previous studies, there were two distinct clusters identified among cultivars
and a third cluster containing wild relatives [13,18]. In this work, the results from FAST-
STRUCTURE identify two groups (K = 2, with cross entropy errors ranging 0.7 to 0.8) as
being the most probable clustering for all GBS and WGS datasets (Supplemental Figure S8).
As wild olive samples were not included in the analysis, two groups are in agreement
with the previously published data [13]. When comparing the results of the model-based
clustering from ADMIXTURE and genetic-distance-based PCA clustering, it was noted
to be in agreement also with FASTSTRUCTURE. The first three principal components of
the PCA only explained ~30% of the variation. However, it was sufficient to see a clear
separation of the different clusters, a result observed constantly throughout all our SNP
datasets (Supplemental Figures S3 and S4). In all cases, the first principal component
(PC1) (~14%) separated the 24 cultivars into a group of 13 that could be described as
primarily composed of eastern Mediterranean cultivars (‘Barri’, ‘Abou Kanani’, ‘Abou
Satl Mohazam’, ‘Majhol-1013′, ‘Temprano’, ‘Verdial de Velez-Malaga-1′, ‘Uslu’, ‘Kalamon’,
‘Morrut’, ‘Mari’, ‘Picual’, ‘Manzanilla de Sevilla’, ‘Abbadi Abou Gabra-842′) and a group
of 11 mostly northern Mediterranean cultivars (‘Mastoidis’, ‘Klon-14-1812′, ‘Grappolo’,
‘Mavreya’, ‘Piñonera’, ‘Leccino’, ‘Myrtolia’, ‘Menya’, ‘Manzanillera de Huercal Overa’,
‘Koroneiki’, and ‘Arbequina’), reflecting the complex history of olive domestication [11,48],
and aligning with previously published results [13,18]. ADMIXTURE at K = 2 produced
a similar grouping as the PCA (Supplemental Figures S5–S7). The levels of estimated
admixture in each individual cultivar did not appear to vary depending on the assembly
used. It is also interesting to note the near identical results regardless of the number of
SNPs. Oleur0.6.1 had almost half the number of filtered SNPs as Oe451 or Oe9, but it
appears that this still provides sufficient resolution to evaluate genetic relatedness using
these analyses.

In general, the DAPC posterior membership was also estimated to be the same regard-
less of assembly used during mapping. We could see some variation in group membership
when samples were compared by country of origin. There was largely agreement while
comparing all genomes; however, we saw some discrepancies, such as in the Oe6, Oe9, and
Oe_Rao genomes, which gave a near identical result in which the cultivar ‘Koroneiki’ of
Greece showed a much higher probability of belonging to the Syrian genetic group. Indeed,
this was more in agreement with the comparison of principal components 1 and 2, seen in
all datasets belonging to the Syrian genetic group.

We calculated, for each dataset, genetic distances and constructed neighbor-joining
distance trees using the R package POPPR (Supplemental Table S4). We can see in all cases
there are two clear operational taxonomic units (OTUs), or clusters, defined in each tree
(Figure 1) with a smaller third cluster of cultivars, which is more variable depending on the
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reference genome used. Samples in the third group were those which had higher levels of
admixture (Supplemental Figures S5 and S6) and were more difficult to assign. However,
the two large groups were in agreement with the eastern Mediterranean and northern
Mediterranean clusters identified in the PCA (Supplemental Figure S3). The topology of
each grouping varied, but only slightly, and only within an out. There was no placement of
individuals in another cluster; even those with greater admixture were either in a seperate
group or with cultivars of the same region. The topography of the trees produced from
Oe451 and Oe6 were near identical, and even closer matched than Oe6 to its updated Oe9
version. The bootstrapping values were high in all cases with only 2–3 nodes falling below
50 on any tree. Syrian and Italian cultivars were the most consistent in terms of clustering
when using any other assemblies. The cultivar ‘Mari’ was seen in all trees to cluster with
Syrian samples, but, interestingly, the DAPC results indicate this same grouping only when
using a ‘Farga’ or ‘Arbequina’ genome. This might be due to some genetic relationship
between the genomes and the ‘Mari’ sample, such as a possible introgression with some of
the SNPs.

 
Figure 1. Neighbour-joining trees constructed using GBS data. Comparison of the neighbour-joining (NJ) trees constructed
from SNPs called using GBS data mapped to each of the reference genomes. Using the R package Poppr, the genetic distance
between each sample using Provesti’s distance and NJ trees is plotted with a bootstrapping support of 100. The genome
used to generate each is labelled above the corresponding tree.

Although there was great divergence in the number of SNPs associated with the
use of each assembly, we saw little effect on the outcome of the population analysis. As
observed in maize, reference genome selection can impact results [49,50]. Gage (2019)
reported a reduction in the ability to robustly identify key loci of interest in a genome-wide
association study (GWAS). Missing loci and inaccurate structural variations introduced
during genome assembly may introduce reference bias, which may be more problematic
in such cases. The impact of using any of the five selected assemblies in their current
states appears to have been minimal in this population analysis, and indeed each reference
genome provides confirmation of the results. However, it is still important to consider the
vast differences in variants identified from each assembly and how they could impact other
types of analysis. Using more than one reference assembly in this way can remove much of
the bias introduced by many of the choices made during a genome sequencing project (see
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Section 2.1) and is something that could be repeated in future olive breeding projects to
improve the reliability of identified structural variations.

2.3. Analysis of WGS Data

As the population analysis using GBS data showed that the selection of different
reference genomes can make a difference in the phylogenetic relationship of one sample
to another, but not in the overall grouping of samples, and no significant difference was
seen in the levels of estimated admixture, we wanted to see if this was also the case with
WGS data. Since WGS would likely generate many more variants and sites, any small
differences may be diluted or potentially exaggerated. To process the raw whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) read set, we followed the same steps as used for the raw GBS read set
(see Section 4.5).

The processed reads were mapped to two assemblies, the purported wild type (Oe451)
and the genome that scored the highest overall in our analysis (Oleur0.6.1). First, looking
at the number of reads mapped to each, we saw that the WGS read set had a much higher
number of mapped reads than the GBS set, as expected (Table 3). In both cases, the
percentage of processed reads that was mapped was over 100%. Some double mapping
was detected but not enough to cause issue. Variant calling using WGS data produced
significantly more variants than GBS; 144 million from WGS-Oe451 and 128 million called
from WGS-Oleur0.6.1 before filtering. It was not surprising to have so many more variants
called using WGS reads because of the lower amount of missing data [36], but it was
interesting to note that when we compared the total number of variants called from Oe451
and Oleur0.6.1 with the GBS data, there was a difference of 3.3 million between the two
datasets before filtering. The difference between GBS-Oe451 and GBS-Oleur0.6.1 was
almost double after filtering, but there was only a ~10% difference between WGS-Oe451
and WGS-Oleur0.6.1.

We next ran the same population analysis script as previously used for the GBS
datasets. The FASTSTRUCTURE, PCA, admixture, and DAPC results were again very
similar regardless of the genetic background of the reference genome. As before, there was
some difference in the topography of trees but overall, the same OTUs were reproduced.
Bootstrapping values were more consistently higher using Oleur0.6.1. The results are near
identical to the GBS results, suggesting that it was possible to merge GBS and WGS datasets.

Here, we also compared the genomes that produced the highest and lowest number of
SNPs. It is worth noting that, again, despite the higher number of SNPs coming from Oe451,
there appeared to be no difference in the outcome of the analysis when using any of the
reference genomes or SNP datasets. The reasons for this might be that SNPs provide limited
information and so a certain threshold, in terms of reliability and number, is needed for an
SNP dataset to be useful. The quality of the SNPs called and filtered from each reference
genome was sufficient, even with the lower number of SNPs from Oleur.0.6.1, to extract the
same level of detail. We also must consider that while five reference sequences were used,
the genetic background of one was a purported wild type and all the others were Spanish
cultivars. Our results show no difference when using either sequence, but this may change if
a cultivar from another region with a more distinct genetic history is used.

2.4. Analysis of WGS/GBS Merged Data

The ability of an SNP dataset to differentiate between groups can be quite low because
of their biallelic nature [51] and so it could be expected that increasing the number of SNPs
from WGS should significantly improve the power of differentiation. However, our results
show that GBS and WGS data performed almost identically, despite a difference of roughly
10 times the number of SNPs called using WGS data (Table 3). Given the similarity of the
population analysis results, we wanted to know if it was possible to combine variants from
GBS and WGS datasets. This would allow for more collaborative opportunities and the
supplementation of smaller datasets with already available public data.
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The same two genomes (Oe451 and Oleur0.6.1) were chosen for this experiment. The
vcf files of GBS-Oe451 and WGS-Oe45 were merged together using bcftools and a list of
shared sites (see Section 4), as were GBS-Oleur0.6.1 and WGS-Oleur0.6.1. The merged
WGS/GBS-Oe451 file consisted of over 150 million variants and after filtering, 9537 biallelic
SNPs, less than 1% of the total variants. The WGS/GBS-Oleur0.6.1 merged file contained
only around 11 million variants and less than 1% of total variants were high-quality SNPs.
This is in stark contrast to the difference seen with GBS-Oe451 and GBS-Oleur0.6.1. We
selected only the SNPs from shared sites and did not allow for any missing data, so this
would explain the massive drop off compared with either WGS or GBS after only filtering.

Again, we ran the same population analysis script as with all previous SNP sets.
FASTSTRUCTURE found the mostly likely number of clusters, based on lowest cross-
entropy, to be K = 18–19 for WGS/GBS-Oe451 and K = 20 for WGS/GBS-Oleur0.6.1
(Supplemental Figure S8). This may be an overfit of samples due to there being two
of each genotype (Supplemental Figure S11) and the WGS samples being more like their
GBS counterpart than anything else, creating the highest probability clusters. However, we
could see that the change in cross entropy decreased between possible clusters past K = 2
and K = 3. The sample clustering by PCA was near identical for the WGS/GBS-Oleur0.6.1
and WGS/GBS-Oe451 datasets (Figure 2). Importantly, they were similar to the GBS and
WGS only analysis with all the reference genomes. We saw that GBS and WGS samples
closely grouped together, forming the same clusters seen previously. The only notable
exception was GBS Arbequina. It seems likely that this sample was mislabelled at some
point in the process, as it is the only sample that does not pair up with its WGS counterpart.
DAPC analysis was analogous to all previous results, with the same groups being identified.
Analysis by NJ trees (Figure 3) revealed no major differences in terms of OTUs, but we
observed that Oleur0.6.1 had some very low bootstrapping values and Oe451 had the better
bootstrapping values, more closely resembling the WGS-only tree.

 

Figure 2. PCA clustering of WGS/GBS datasets. This shows the clustering of WGS and GBS merged samples. Principle
components 1 and 2 are shown for each. (a) PCA of merged data with reference genome Oe451; (b) PCA of merged data
with reference genome Oleur0.6.1.
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Figure 3. Neighbour-joining trees constructed from merged WGS and GBS data mapped to the Oleur0.6.1 and Oe451
reference genomes. Genetic distance between each sample using Provesti’s distance and NJ trees plotted with a bootstrapping
support of 100.

3. Conclusions

The results of this work indicate that GBS and WGS sequencing data are highly
comparable for population structure analysis. Certainly, more information can be obtained
from WGS, and great advances have been made to reduce its cost, but GBS remains much
more affordable. For small sampling sizes WGS maybe be preferable, but a large-scale
genotyping project can quickly become too expensive for most labs; we show that GBS
is a cost-effective alternative capable of providing near identical results and identifying
the same genetic relationships at a much lower cost. Further, the ability to successfully
combine the two sequencing methods opens opportunities to mine data from a wider range
of sources. This would also be a significant cost-saving approach to consider for expanding
existing olive tree WGS datasets and past genotyping projects, and allow for collaborations
between research groups that have used either WGS or GBS genotyping methods. Although
the sequencing cost is decreasing, it is not feasible to re-sequence hundreds of accessions to
study the structure of the population or to identify some unknown accessions.

With respect to our comparative analysis between the different reference genomes
used, the Oleur0.6.1 sequence may be the most accurately assembled, but lacking chro-
mosomes can limit its application. However, we could not properly test the ‘Arbequina’
assembly using Mercury’s best practices and therefore accurately compare it to the others
in all aspects of our quality assessment. Any differences between the current existing
genome assemblies are so small that we can say that for SNP-based genetic profiling at
least, all are certainly suitable. Thus, the availability of genetic maps and chromosomes
could potentially be a more important consideration when choosing which to use in future
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projects. Furthermore, we show that while the genetic background of the reference genome
plays a role in the possible number of variants identified, there was little overall effect
on population structure, genetic clustering, or analysis of genetic relationships. As more
reference genomes of existing cultivars are rendered to the chromosome level, it might
well be necessary to compare performance before choosing which to use. The current
assemblies are of a purported wild type and three Spanish cultivars, so it is still possible
that the genetic background may yet be an important factor if using cultivars from other
regions as the reference.

Our results highlight the advantages of GBS while at the same time bringing to the
table the possible limitations. GBS is a commonly used technique for other crops, but it
has not been routinely implemented in olive breeding. Traditional breeding needs these
types of tools to accelerate the development of new varieties able to face the important
challenges olive production is currently facing.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Material and Genomic DNA Extraction

In accordance with Belaj et al. (2012), and maximising the genetic diversity in a
reduced number of genotypes, 36 olive tree cultivars were selected from the World Olive
Germplasm Collection of the Andalusian Institute of Agricultural and Fisheries Research
and Training (WOGBC) located in Córdoba Spain (Table 1). Total genomic DNA was
extracted from fresh leaves using the Illustra DNA extraction kit Phytopure GE Healthcare
(UK) in accordance with the protocol described in the manufacturer’s instructions. To
ensure high-quality DNA was used for sequencing, the purity was measured with a Qubit
2.0 Fluorometer Life Technologies NY (USA). DNA concentration was then normalised to
20 ng/μL. The DNA had a minimum 260/280 ratio of 1.8.

4.2. GBS Library Construction and Sequencing

The DNA were sent to DISMED, and the libraries were prepared by BGI. DNA sam-
ples were digested with ApeKI (New England Biolabs, Ipswitch MA) for 2 h at 75 ◦C,
and T4 ligase (New England Biolabs, Ipswitch MA) was used to ligate to sticky ends,
one of 36 unique “barcodes”, and the “common adapter”. Samples were incubated at
22 ◦C for 1 h and heated at 65 ◦C for 30 min. A set of 36 digested DNA samples, each
with a different barcode adapter, were obtained. A total of 7 μL of each component
of this set was combined in a unique sample and purified in a final volume of 50 μL
with a commercial kit (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit; Qiagen group (Germany), ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. The result of this library was amplified in
50 μL, containing 5 μL of pool DNA fragments, 1× Taq Master Mix New England Bio-
labs (UK), and 12.5 pmol each of PCR primers, the sequences of which were: PCR primer:
5′AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT
and PCR primer: 5’-CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATCGGTCTCGGCATTCCTGCT
GAACCGCTCTTCCGATCT, containing complementary sequences for amplifying the frag-
ments of DNA with ligated adapters. The PCR conditions were a primer step of 5 min at
72 ◦C; 98 ◦C for 30 s; 25 cycles of 98 ◦C for 30 s, 65 ◦C for 30 s, and 72 ◦C for 30 s; and a
final extension step at 72 ◦C for 5 min. The library was purified as above (in a final elution
of 30 μL) and 1 μL was used for the quality evaluation of fragment sizes. The library was
considered suitable for sequencing if adapter dimers were minimal (~128 pb in length)
and the majority of the other DNA fragments were between 170 and 350 bp. Paired-end
sequencing of one 48-plex library per channel was performed on an Illumina HiSeq2000
Analyzer by BGI Genomes.

The sequences of the barcode adapter were: 5-ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCT
TCCGATCTxxxx and 5-CWGyyyyAGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT,
where “xxxx” and “yyyy” are the barcode and barcode complement, respectively. The
second, or “common” adapter sequence was shared among all samples and consisted of an
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ApeKI-compatible sticky end: 5´-CWGAGATCGGAAGAGCGGTTCAGCAGGAATGCCGAG
and 5´-CTCGGCATTCCTGCTGAACCGCTCTTCCGATCT.

4.3. WGS Library Construction and Sequencing

Raw sequencing data were obtained directly from the authors of Jiménez-Ruiz et al.
(2020). Re-sequencing of all varieties was performed by 2 × 150 paired-end sequencing
with Illumina HiSeq 4000, and all sequencing was carried out at the Duke Center for
Genomics and Computational Biology (Durham, NC, USA). Raw data are available at
NCBI BioProject ID: PRJNA556567.

4.4. Sequence Assembly Assessment

The five available assemblies used were Olea europaea subsp. sylvestris (version
GCA_002742605.1/Oe451; NCBI), Olea europaea cultivar Picual (version Oleur0.6.1; https:
//genomaolivar.dipujaen.es/db/ (accessed on 2 February 2020)), the Olea europaea cultivar
Farga (version GCA_900603015.1/Oe6; NCBI) [17] and its updated version (GCA_902713445.1/Oe9;
NCBI) [18], and Olea europaea cultivar Arberquina (GWHAOPM00000000/Oe_Rao;
NGDC) [19]. The same three forms of quality assessment were carried out on all the
assemblies: contiguity, gene space completeness, and a k-mer-based evaluation.

Assembly and contiguity were calculated using a custom script; FastaSeqStats (https://
github.com/aubombarely/GenoToolBox/blob/master/SeqTools/FastaSeqStats (accessed
on 10 June 2013). N50 is a commonly used marker of sequence contiguity, counting the
number of bases in the shortest fragments needed to span 50% of the genome. N90 is the
same information at 90% of the total genome. Average sequence length provides similar
information as the N50. L50 is the smallest number of contigs needed to cover 50% of the
genome; L90 provides the same information at 90%.

Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) genes were used to evaluate
the completeness of the assembly by searching for a list of known ancestrally conserved
genes within the reference genome. All assemblies were assessed using BUSCO v.5 with
the eudicot_db10 gene set containing 2326 eudicot-specific genes.

Merqury v1.3, (https://github.com/marbl/merqury (accessed on 10 January 2021)
a k-mer-based method, was used to evaluate both quality and completeness. Using a
similar method to KAT, high-quality sequencing reads were decomposed into k-mers
datasets, then the k-mer sets were compared to the genome assembly. Merqury generates a
k-mer dataset from the Illumina short-read sequencing data used in the genome sequence
assembly. By decomposing the original sequencing reads into k-mers, Merqury can count
how many times each k-mer appears in the assembly, as well as k-mers from the original
Illumina reads not incorporated at all or that appear only in the assembly. These k-mer
data were used to generate a completeness score and a phred-scaled consensus quality
(QV) score, along with copy number spectra plots to visually inspect the assembly for
unassembled reads and artificial duplications [45]. The Illumina short-read datasets were
either downloaded from the same location as the assembly or kindly sent by the genome
assembly curator. In the case of the ‘Arbequina’ assembly, only long-read sequencing was
performed, which was unsuitable for use with Merqury.

LTR Assembly Index (LAI) was estimated using the LTR_Retriever tool v2.9.0 with
the default parameters [47].

4.5. Read Processing, Mapping, Filtering, and Variant Calling

Raw reads were first processed and then mapped only to Oe451 to assess quality,
using the pipeline described below and in Supplemental Material Figure S10. Samples
with low SNP count can affect the overall number of SNPs available for analysis due
to the percentage of missing data encountered during the VCF filtering (see Section 4
and Supplemental Figure S10). Before removing poorly performing samples, the full
process was repeated with two other assemblies (Oleur0.6.1 and Oe6) to confirm the
results (Supplemental Table S1). Total SNPs called from Oe451, Oe6, and Oleur0.6.1 after
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filtering were initially in the range 300–900. To increase this number further, low-quality
samples were removed. The choice of samples to be included or excluded was based on
performance at different stages of processing and the amount of missing data. To achieve
this, the number of reads in each sample was counted and there were three clear groups,
those with only 50,000 or fewer reads, a second group with 600,000 or fewer, and the
majority of samples were within the range of 2–20 million reads. Samples with 50,000 or
fewer reads were removed from further analysis, as this is too low to yield any useful
information, along with any samples having less than 50% of the average number of sites
per sample.

This reduced the sample set from 36 to the current 24, but significantly increased
the number of total SNP loci shared across all samples. Sequence read mapping was
then performed on all five genome assemblies to evaluate the influence that a particular
assembly has on SNP discovery and on a population analysis using the following steps.

After sequencing, the GBS raw reads were demultiplexed by BGI Genomics. Next,
the raw reads were processed with FASTQ_MCF v1.05 [52] to remove Illumina adapters
and reads with a phred-scaled quality score of less than 30 and/or shorter than 50 bases.
After trimming, the paired reads were aligned to each of the five genome assemblies;
Oe451, Oe6, Oe9, Oleur0.6.1, and Oe_Rao, using BWA (Burrows–Wheeler Alignment Tool)
v0.7.17-r1188t with default parameters. Prior to mapping, each reference genome was
indexed using BWA. The output file of the mapping was in an unsorted SAM format, and
these were converted to bam and sorted to save space and increase SNP calling efficiency
using SAMTOOLS v1.7 [53]. Once sorted, the bam files were merged into a single bam file
with BAMADDRG (https://github.com/ekg/bamaddrg (accessed on 14 April 2018).

Variants were called with FREEBAYES v1.3.1-16-g85d7bfc [54] using a custom script;
MultiThreadFreeBayes, (https://github.com/aubombarely/GenoToolBox/tree/master/
SNPTools/MultiThreadFreeBayes (accessed on 15 May 2018) this script allows FREEBAYES
to run faster by using multiple threads on several scaffolds at the same time. Finally, the
variant file (VCF) was filtered with VCFTOOLS v0.1.15 [55] using the following parameters:
retain only biallelic SNPs, remove indels, a minimum read depth of 5 with a minimum
mean depth of 20, a minimum SNP quality of 1000, no missing data, and an MAF of 0.05.
Finally, SNPs were thinned to 1 per 10,000 Kb.

To merge the GBS and WGS datasets, we used the BCFTOOLS v1.7 [53] merge function.
The WGS VCF file contained many more sites than the GBS, so a bed file containing all
sites from the GBS dataset was supplied using the argument regions-file. This was carried
out to reduce the final file size, as any site with missing data would eventually be removed
during the filtering steps. After the files were merged, they were filtered using the same
parameters as above.

4.6. Population Analysis

Each SNP dataset was analysed in the same way, with the same script to estimate pop-
ulation structure and genetic diversity from each of the datasets. The R script Olea_pop.R
with commands and notations is available at https://github.com/frieljames/Olive_WGS_
GBS (accessed on 1 April 2021). Supplemental Figure S19 shows an overview of the R
programming pipeline. As a summary of the script, we cross analysed population structure
in our datasets with the use of R and three different methods: (1) STRUCTURE [56], a
Bayesian-based clustering method assuming Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium and linkage
equilibrium between loci within populations, (2) discriminant analysis of principal compo-
nents (DAPC) [57], which uses sequential K-means and model selection to infer genetic
clusters, and (3) principal components analysis (PCA), a method that uses genetic distance
to infer clusters. To begin, we used FASTSTRUCTURE [58], part of the DARTR package, a
faster and more resource-efficient method of running STRUCTURE. The LEA package [59]
performed a STRUCTURE analysis on the SNP data to infer the mostly likely genetic
clusters based on allele frequency and clustering probability. ADMIXUTRE was estimated
by running LEA’s snmf functional analysis for the estimation of ancestral populations
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(K) of 1–20. This estimates the admixture coefficient in the selected K range using sparse
Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation algorithms. The output of this was used to estimate the
admixture of groups at the largest K value. To perform a DAPC and a PCA, we used the R
package ADGENETv.1.3-1 [60]. DAPC is different to STRUCTURE in that it does not rely
on model assumptions or prior information; instead, it uses a multivariate method with
sequential K-means and model selection to infer genetic clusters and assign individuals to
clusters. To ensure that maximum variance was being used while attempting to avoid an
overfit of the data, DAPC was performed using the suggested optimal number of principle
components (PCs) for each dataset (Supplemental Figures S9–S11). These were identified
as the number of PCs with the highest a-score, predicted by the optim.a.score() function,
which selects an evenly distributed number of PCs in a pre-defined range, computes an
a-score for each, and then interpolates the results using splines. For the PCA, the package
ADGENET took a genlight object of SNP data to generate a genetic distance matrix for use
in the PCA clustering.

Further estimation of possible ancestral populations was achieved with a neighbour-
joining (NJ) approach, again based on allele frequencies. This was carried out with the R
package POPPR [61]. The POPPR function aboot() allowed for the construction of a den-
drogram with 100 bootstrapping support and obtained genetic distance using bitwise.dist,
a method that calculates the fraction of different sites between samples equivalent to
Provesti’s distance. The tree was visualised in R with the package APE [62] using the
function plot.phylo(). Afterwards, the tree was exported in the newick format to generate
figures using FigTree v1.4.4 [63].

Finally, genetic diversity was calculated using the gl.basic.stats () function with the R
package DARTR [64]. Selection and neutrality were estimated by calculating the number of
segregating sites, nucleotide diversity, Watterson’s theta, and Tajima’s D. These values were
generated using POPGENOME [65]. Additionally, population diversity was estimated
using expected and observed heterozygosity, Fst and Fis values, for each of the assigned
groups (POPGENOME) (Table S4).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10112514/s1, Figure S1: Copy number spectrum plots (spectra-cn plot) of k-mer
multiplicity from each set of x50 coverage Illumina reads. Histograms coloured by number of times
each k-mer in the read set is found in a given assembly. The result is a set of histograms relating
kmer counts in the read set to their associated counts in the assembly, Figure S2: Histograms of
allele frequency sampled from ‘Grappolo’, ‘Manzanilla de Sevilla’, ‘Piñonera’ cultivars using vcftools,
Figure S3: PCA clustering of GBS SNP sets. Plots show PCs 1 and 2 for SNPs called from a given
reference genome, Figure S4: PCA clustering of WGS SNP sets. Plots show PCs 1 and 2 for SNPs
called from a given reference genome, Figure S5: Estimated admixture for GBS SNP datasets Oe451,
Oe6, Oe9, & Oleur.0.6.1. Ancestry co-efficient (0.0-1.0) estimated using STRUCTURE assigned popu-
lations, Figure S6: Estimated admixture for GBS Oe_Rao SNP dataset and WGS Oe451 & Oleur.0.6.1
SNP datasets. Ancestry co-efficient (0.0-1.0) estimated using STRUCTURE assigned populations,
Figure S7: Estimated admixture for merged WGS/GBS Oe451 & Oleur.0.6.1 SNP datasets. Ances-
try co-efficient (0.0-1.0) estimated using STRUCTURE assigned populations, Figure S8: Estimated
number of populations using STRUCTURE for each dataset. Cross-entropy values along the y-axis,
Figure S9: DAPC preliminary optimization of GBS data prior to running DAPC analysis. Reference
genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Left most column contains the results the function
optim.a.score() used to indicate best number of principal components to include. Center column the
value of Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to assess the best supported model. Right-hand column
contains the preassigned group (country of origin) representation using selected PCs and BIC model,
Figure S10: DAPC preliminary optimization of WGS data prior to running DAPC analysis. Reference
genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Left most column contains the results the function
optim.a.score() used to indicate best number of principal components to include. Center column the
value of Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to assess the best supported model. Right-hand column
contains the preassigned group (country of origin) representation using selected PCs and BIC model,
Figure S11: DAPC preliminary optimization of merged WGS and GBS data prior to running DAPC
analysis. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Left most column contains
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the results the function optim.a.score() used to indicate best number of principal components to
include. Center column the value of Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to assess the best sup-
ported model. Right-hand column contains the preassigned group (country of origin) representation
using selected PCs and BIC model, Figure S12: DAPC group composition and clustering of GBS
data set. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Left most column contains
the membership probability of each individual sample using discriminant functions, proximal to
admixture coefficients used by STRUCTURE. Right-hand column clustering using predefined groups
(country of origin) with selected model, Figure S13: DAPC group composition and clustering of WGS
data set. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Left most column contains
the membership probability of each individual sample using discriminant functions, proximal to
admixture coefficients used by STRUCTURE. Right-hand column clustering using predefined groups
(country of origin) with selected model, Figure S14: DAPC group composition and clustering of
merged WGS and GBS data set. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Left most
column contains the membership probability of each individual sample using discriminant functions,
proximal to admixture coefficients used by STRUCTURE. Right-hand column clustering using pre-
defined groups (country of origin) with selected model, Figure S15: DAPC posterior membership
probability of GBS data set. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Membership
probability of each individual at K=2, Figure S16: DAPC posterior membership probability of WGS
data set. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Membership probability of each
individual at K=2, Figure S17: DAPC posterior membership probability of merged WGS and GBS
data set. Reference genome SNP set indicated to the left of each row. Membership probability of
each individual at K=2, Figure S18: Genotype-by-sequencing library preparation pipeline, Figure S19:
Sequencing read processing and population analysis pipeline. Table S1: GBS read processing and
variant calling, Table S2: GBS read processing and variant calling Stats for the raw GBS sequencing
reads mapped to all 5 genome assemblies. Low quality individuals have been removed improving
the overall number of SNPs available, Table S3: WGS read processing and variant calling. Stats for
the raw WGS sequencing reads mapped to two genomes. Only samples matching the remaining GBS
samples were selected, Table S4: Results of Popgenome analysis genetic diversity and neutrality.
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Abstract: Barley production is essential in Egypt. In the present study, 15 different six-rowed
Egyptian barley cultivars were studied. To differentiate between the different cultivars under study
in terms of morphological characteristics and ISSR, molecular characterization reactions were carried
out. Moreover, four cultivars (Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 136, and Giza 138) were selected for further
studies using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Computational analysis of the DNA barcoding
sequences of the two plastid markers rbcL and matK was executed, and the results were deposited
in the NCBI database. The morphological traits showed low statistical significance among the
different cultivars under study via the data collected from two seasons, suggesting that the mean
field performance of these Egyptian cultivars may be equal under these conditions. The results
showed that the phylogenetic tree was divided into four groups, one of which contained the most
closely related genotypes in the genetic distance, including Giza 124, Giza 130, Giza 138, Giza 136,
and Giza 137, which converge in the indicative uses of farmers. The seed coat of the studied cultivars
was “rugose”. The elevation folding of the rugose pattern ranged from 11 ± 1.73 μm (Giza 126) to
14.67 ± 2.43 μm (Giza 123), suggesting variation in seed quality and its uses in feed and the food
industry. According to the similarity matrix of ISSR analysis, the highest similarity value (93%) was
recorded between Giza 133 and Giza 132, as well as between Giza 2000 and Giza 126. On the other
hand, the lowest similarity value (80%) was recorded between Giza 130 and (Giza 133 and Giza
132), indicating that these cultivars were distantly related. Polymorphism information content (PIC)
ranged from 0.26 for the primer ISSR UBC 835 to 0.37 for the primers ISSR UBC 814 and ISSR UBC
840. The current study showed that the matK gene is more mutable than the rbcL gene among the
tested cultivars.

Keywords: plastid markers; DNA barcoding; ISSR markers; Egyptian barley; agro-morphological
traits; cluster analysis; genetic variation; biplot

1. Introduction

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is one of the main and oldest cereal crops on Earth. World-
wide, its grain production is ranked fourth after maize, rice, and wheat [1]. Barley is
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generally considered a poor man’s crop because it is easy to cultivate, with few require-
ments, and has a high capacity for adaptation to harsh environments. Some literature
estimates the age of barley at 11,000 years [2]. However, six-rowed barley did not arise until
after 6000 BC [3]. Archaeological evidence has dated barley cultivation to 5000–6000 BC
in Egypt [4–7]. Barley products, especially bread and beer, comprised a complete diet in
ancient Egypt. Based on the health benefits of barley, as well as the need for agricultural
development and reducing wheat imports, Egypt is currently examining the return of
barley to the bread-making industry as a 30% ingredient. The global production volume
of barley reached 142.37 million metric tons in the 2017/2018 crop year [1]. Furthermore,
it is expected that barley production will decrease to 140.6 million metric tons in the next
crop year [8]. Egypt’s barley production has fluctuated substantially in recent years as
it increased over the past two decades, ending at 108,000 tons in 2019 [1]. With the new
policies for the sustainable development plan and reclaimed land expansion, the area and
productivity are expected to increase.

There are approximately 38 Egyptian barley cultivars—two- and six-rowed—but the
six-rowed barleys are the most famous and widely used in Egypt. Field evaluations have
shown many differences between genotypes [9,10]. Furthermore, [11] found that all studied
traits showed significant differences between genotypes, environments, and interactions.
Moreover, Sharma, et al. [12] used Euclidean distances based on non-hierarchical cluster
analysis to categorize total accessions into diverse clusters, and to determine and select
accessions with decent yield and performance for other ancillary traits. The candidate
breeding lines can be used in hybridization for barley improvement programs.

Molecular markers are an essential tool used to directly detect the differences between
and within genetic materials at the DNA level; they provide a robust estimate of genetic
similarity that is not often obtained using morphological data alone [13]. A comparison can
also be made to determine the genetic distance between the Egyptian cultivars based on
field characteristics and molecular parameters. The inter simple sequence repeats (ISSRs)
technique has been successfully applied to many crop species [14–16]. ISSRs demonstrate
the specificity of microsatellite markers, and require no specific sequence information for
primer synthesis, using the advantage of random markers [17]; thus, they have been widely
used for cultivar identification in different crops [18–20]. Moreover, Guasmi et al. [17]
found that ISSR primers exhibited variations in the percentage of polymorphism, resolving
power (Rp), and band informativeness (Ib); the rate of polymorphism was 66.67%, the Rp
ranged from 0.74 to 1.16, and the average Ib ranged from 0.24 to 0.39, suggesting that ISSRs
are robust molecular markers that can distinguish between Egyptian cultivars. On the
other hand, according to Drine, et al. [21], ISSRs and random amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) markers identified 72.2% and 61% of polymorphic bands, respectively. Several
parameters were used to compare the relative efficiency of these marker systems, including
the effective multiplex ratio (EMR), marker index (MI), and polymorphic information
content (PIC); the ISSR system showed higher values for all of the parameters examined.
Moreover, Wang, et al. [22] used 10 ISSR primers to investigate the variation between
Tibetan and Middle Eastern barley genotypes; the Tibetan genotypes contained 91 allelic
variants, of which 79 were polymorphic (86.81%), while the Middle Eastern genotypes con-
tained 82 allelic variants, of which 66 were polymorphic (80.49%). These results suggest that
ISSRs are robust molecular markers that can be employed to distinguish Egyptian cultivars.

The morphology of barley grains observed via scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
showed starch granules smaller than the standard ones; they appeared in abnormal shapes
with a conspicuous peripheral groove and sunken cheeks [23,24]. When SEM was used to
study the detailed structure, it proved that starch was degraded by both pitting and surface
erosion [25]. The apparent shape of the seed under the electron microscope indicates the
quality of its industrial and agricultural importance.

DNA barcoding is a genetic identification technology that uses a genetic region of
short DNA sequences, called the DNA barcode [26]; this can be reliably characterized
by similar morphological characteristics and chemical compositions [27]; it has two main
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objectives: identifying organisms, where an unknown sequence matches a known species
sequence, and exploring species that are similar in terms of habitat delimitation and
description of species [28]. A short DNA sequence obtained from established target regions
of the chloroplast genome can be used to classify genera and/or species of plants with
respect to orthologous databases, compared to conventional PCR-based markers [29].
DNA barcoding has been proposed as an essential tool for resolving the significant gaps
in our current understanding of biodiversity. Furthermore, Barley and Thomson [30]
demonstrated that the success of DNA barcoding varies broadly across DNA substitution
models, and has a substantial influence on the number of operational taxonomic identified
units. Moreover, using recent advances in combinatorial pooling and next-generation
sequencing, Lonardi, et al. [31] proposed a new sequencing approach that addresses the
challenge of de novo selective genome sequencing in a highly efficient manner. Barcodes
can be employed to explain the relationships between Egyptian cultivars, and their relation
to sequences within the database.

The main objective of this study was to measure and characterize the differences
between the most economically important Egyptian barley cultivars, especially in making
bread. The study investigated 15 Egyptian six-rowed cultivars at the field level, the
molecular level, via scanning electron microscopic examination, and via DNA barcoding.
The results obtained from the present study will potentially enhance breeding programs
and lead to the development of new adaptive or high-yield barley cultivars with specific
improved traits.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Field Experimental
2.1.1. Growing across Two Seasons

Figure 1 represents the average values of the field data during the two growing
seasons, including grain filing period (day), maturity day (day), and hiding day (day)
(Figure 1A); spike height (cm) and plant height (cm) (Figure 1B); the number of spikes
per square meter and number of grains per spike (average of 10 spikes per square meter)
(Figure 1C); biological yield (ton/ha) and grain yield (ton/ha) (Figure 1D); and weight of
1000 grains (g) (Figure 1E). The average mean values showed low statistical significance
among the examined cultivars. There were no significant differences based on the least
significant difference (LSD) for any of the studied traits except for biological weight, which
showed a significant difference in values between the different genotypes (LSD = 1.78).

Figure 1 shows differences between genotypes in all studied traits, which were divided
into three parts according to the convergence of the numerical values of the traits. There
were indications of early cultivars being equal through the periods of maturity and seed
fullness, and low statistical significance among them (Figure 1A). Plant height indicated
vegetative solid growth (Figure 1B), which is sufficient for animal feed. These results are
consistent with those of Amer, et al. [32], who found that the average yield of the new
cultivar Giza 137 was 16.7 4.95 Ton/ha, while that of Giza 138 was 5.07 Ton/ha. These
yields significantly exceeded the national checks Giza 123 and Giza 132 (3.88 Ton/ha). Giza
137 significantly out-yielded Giza 123 and Giza 132, by ~22.4 and ~20.7%, respectively.
Furthermore, Giza 138 significantly exceeded the average of national checks Giza 123
(by ~25.6%) and Giza 132 (by ~23.9%).

On the other hand, Noaman, et al. [33] found that biological weight characterized
new genotypes. Furthermore, Mariey, et al. [34] considered the Egyptian barley genotypes
Giza 123, Giza 131, and Giza 136 to be salt tolerant. It is worthy of note that this study was
performed under the conditions and climate of Giza Governorate, Egypt. Furthermore, the
behavior of the varieties differs when studied under different environmental conditions—
such as in the Sinai Peninsula or on the northern coast—even though they have the same
genetic background; the same can be said of their other behavior under harsh conditions.
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Figure 1. The averages of morphological traits in 15 barley genotypes grown in two seasons—2017/2018 and 2018/2019: (A)
grain filing period (day), maturity day (day), and hiding day (day); (B) spike height (cm) and plant height (cm); (C) number
of spikes per square meter and number of grains per spike; (D) biological yield (ton/ha) and grain yield (ton/ha); and (E)
weight of 1000 grains (g).
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2.1.2. Genetic Distance Dendrogram between Genotypes Based on Field Traits

The genetic tree of the genotypes was divided into four groups: Group I contained the
most closely related genotypes in terms of genetic distance, including Giza 124, Giza 130,
Giza 138, Giza 136, and Giza 1137 (Figure 2); members of this group were characterized by
a high maturity day and high grain filing period (days), along with grain yield (Ton/ha)
and biological yield (Ton/ha). Group II contained the two cultivars Giza 129 and Giza 133;
this group could be described by a low number of grains per spike and high hiding days.
Group III consisted of Giza 125 and Giza 2000 on one side of the group, and Giza 132 and
Giza 134 on the other side (Figure 2); members of this group were characterized by high
plant height and low-to-moderate maturity days. Group IV consisted of Giza 123, Giza 135,
Giza 131, and Giza 126; this group could be characterized by height, a moderate number
of spikes per square meter, spike height (cm), and the number of grains per spike, along
with low-to-moderate weight of 1000 grain (g), hiding days, biological yield (Ton/ha),
and maturity days (Figure 2). These results were consistent with the findings of Mariey
and Khedr [35]. Moreover, based on their 10 agro-morphological traits, Mareiy, et al. [36]
explored biplot and cluster analysis using Euclidean distance matrices and average linkage.
According to PCA, all 15 genotypes fell into 4 groups. Cultivars in Group A tend to have
higher yields, so they may be considered to be tolerant (Giza 16 and Giza 18). Nevertheless,
Giza 124, Giza 132, and Giza 134 are among the cultivars in group D that produce lower
grain yields. The characteristics of biological weight and biological yield are used to assess
the production of grain in relation to the rest of the plant components, which are used as
animal feed in the form of straw. Indeed, increasing the seed yield and decreasing the
biological crop is beneficial to grain production, which is the goal of growing barley for
nutrition and intensive production.

2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The term seed coat of barley caryopsis includes tissues from three separated organs:
the pericarp, the testa, and the semipermeable membrane. Several unique compounds are
synthesized in the seed coat, serving the plant’s defense and control of its development in
different ways. Additionally, many of these compounds are sources of industrial products
and components for human consumption or animal feed [37]. The seed coat of the studied
cultivars is “rugose” (Figure 3 and Table 1). The elevation folding of the rugose pattern
ranges from 11 ± 1.73 μm (Giza 126) to 14.67 ± 2.43 μm (Giza 123). The extension of the
rugose pattern (length) ranges from 16.00 ± 2.61 μm (Giza 126) to 18.67 ± 3.13 μm (Giza
136). The frequency pattern in 100 μm2 ranges from 4.67 ± 0.51 (Giza 126) to 12.17 ± 1.69
(Giza 138). Thus, these cultivars could be promising for different purposes in service of
contemporary Egyptian interests.

Table 1. The seed coat characteristics of four Egyptian six-rowed barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) cultivars (Giza 123, Giza 126,
Giza 136, and Giza 138).

Giza 138 Giza 136 Giza 126 Giza 123

Frequency pattern in 100 μm2 12.17 ± 1.69 4.83 ± 0.52 4.67 ± 0.51 8.17 ± 0.99
The elevation folding of rugose (μm) 12.67 ± 2.04 12.67 ± 2.04 11.00 ± 1.73 14.67 ± 2.43

The extent of the rugose surface (length, μm) 18.00 ± 3.01 18.67 ± 3.13 16.00 ± 2.61 14.00 ± 2.27
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Figure 2. Cluster analysis and heatmap based on agro-morphological traits of 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars. The
heatmap was constructed using JMP®, Version 15 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA, 1989–2019).
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Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of four Egyptian six-rowed barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) cultivars:
(A) Giza 123, (B) Giza 126, (C) Giza 136, and (D) Giza 138. Scale bar = 100 μm. White arrows indicate the quality and shape
of the rugose.

2.3. Molecular Characterization and Genetic Relationships as Revealed by ISSR Markers

The ability to effectively utilize genetic variability available to breeders is dependent
upon an understanding of population diversity [38,39]. Thus, the primary benefit of culti-
var differentiation at the molecular level is to explain with some accuracy the relationships
between cultivars, in order to reduce selection costs within breeding programs and provide
future breeders with molecular insights. The inter simple sequence repeats (ISSRs) finger-
printing profiles generated by 4 out of the 15 primers used in the present study, targeting
15 Egyptian six-rowed cultivars of barley, are displayed in Figure 4. The polymorphism
generated by the 15 ISSR primers is summarized in Table 2. The 15 ISSR primers used in
the present study produced a total number of bands (TNB) of 126, and 62 of those were
polymorphic with uniqueness (PWU), with a polymorphism percentage (P%) of 50.07%.
The TNB ranged from 5 for the ISSR UBC 844A and ISSR UBC 901 primers, to 14 for the
ISSR UBC 835 primer. The number of PWU bands also varied, from two in ISSRs UBC
825 and UBC 901, to seven bands in the ISSR 857 and ISSR UBC 835 primers. The average
number of PWU bands was 4.13 per primer (Table 2). The polymorphism information
content (PIC) values varied between the ISSR primers. PIC ranged from 0.26 for the primer
ISSR UBC 835 to 0.37 for the primers ISSR UBC 814 and ISSR UBC 840. Remarkably, some
ISSR primers revealed distinct discrimination of 22–80% polymorphism, including ISSR
UBC 825 and ISSR UBC 844A (Table 2). The ISSR primer UBC 844A recorded the lowest
effective multiplex ratio (EMR) (6.20) and lowest marker index (MI) (0.02), whereas ISSR
UBC 814 scored the highest in terms of PIC, resolving power (RP), and MI values (0.37,
12.67, and 0.05, respectively). Furthermore, ISSR UBC 835 scored the lowest values for PIC
and MI (0.02 and 0.26, respectively) and the highest value in EMR (12.07).
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Figure 4. ISSR–PCR product profiles of 15 investigated samples of Hordeum vulgare L: (A) primer UBC 814, (B) primer UBC
826, (C) primer UBC 840, (D) primer UBC 808, (E) primer 807, and (F) primer 851. M: molecular size marker (100 bp).

Table 2. ISSR marker profiles for 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars.

Primer No. Name Sequence MB POU UB PWU TNB P% MBF PIC RP EMR MI

1 UBC 825 (AC)7 T 7 2 0 2 9 22 1.0 0.32 5.27 8.87 0.02
2 UBC 835 (Ag)8 YC 7 7 0 7 14 50 0.8 0.26 5.86 12.07 0.02
3 UBC 814 (CT)7 CAT 2 3 1 4 6 67 0.6 0.37 12.67 8.33 0.05
4 UBC 826 (AC)8 C 6 4 0 4 10 40 0.8 0.30 7.40 11.30 0.03
5 UBC 827 (AC)8 G 6 5 1 6 12 50 0.6 0.36 11.17 9.42 0.02
6 UBC 840 (gA)8 TT 2 6 0 6 8 75 0.6 0.37 10.50 8.75 0.04
7 UBC 808 (Ag)8 C 4 3 0 3 7 43 0.7 0.35 10.00 10.00 0.04
8 UBC 811 (gA)7 gC 5 3 0 3 8 38 0.7 0.32 8.25 10.88 0.04
9 UBC 844A (CT)8 AC 1 4 0 4 5 80 0.4 0.37 10.40 6.20 0.04

10 UBC 901 (CA)8 RY 3 2 0 2 5 40 0.8 0.27 6.00 12.00 0.05
11 807 (AG)8 T 5 4 1 5 10 50 0.7 0.35 10.00 10.00 0.03
12 810 (GA)8 T 4 6 0 6 10 60 0.7 0.33 8.60 10.70 0.03
13 841 (GA)8 YC 3 4 0 4 7 57 0.7 0.33 9.14 10.43 0.04
14 857 (AC)8 YG 5 2 0 2 7 29 0.8 0.28 6.29 11.86 0.04
15 851 (GT)8 YG 4 3 1 4 8 50 0.6 0.36 11.25 9.38 0.04

Total 64 58 4 62 126 - - - - -
Mean 4.27 3.87 0.27 4.13 8.40 50.07 49 0.31 0.31 8.85

Each estimated parameter’s minimum and maximum values are highlighted in yellow. MB: monomorphic bands; POU: polymorphic
without uniqueness; UB: unique bands; PWU: polymorphic with uniqueness; TNB: total number of bands; P%: polymorphism (%); MBF:
mean of band frequency; PIC: polymorphism information content; RP: resolving power; EMR: effective multiplex ratio; MI: marker index.
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Genetic diversity in some six-rowed barley cultivars grown in Egypt was assessed
using ISSR markers. The 15 ISSR primers produced 97 markers that were utilized to
investigate the genetic diversity among the studied cultivars. A polymorphism percentage
of 50.07%, with an average of 4.13 markers per primer, was found among the studied
cultivars (Table 2). However, this number ranges from two for ISSR UBC 825 and ISSR
857, to seven for ISSR UBC 835. The ISSR primers produced single and unique bands, and
four molecular primers had these bands (ISSR UBC 814, ISSR UBC 827, ISSR 807, and ISSR
851). The use of ISSR markers for fingerprinting previously resulted in high polymorphism
between species, and reflected intraspecific variations within species [14,15,40]. In addition
to the high level of polymorphism observed in the current study by ISSR, this may imply
high insertional activity in the genome of the tested barley cultivars [21,41,42].

The genetic diversity parameter data revealed by ISSR markers were utilized to
calculate the genetic diversity of the studied cultivars by using multivariate clustering,
PCA, and heatmap analyses. In a PCA scatterplot, the ISSR markers reflect the robustness
of the markers in categorizing the investigated cultivars. PCA analysis indicated that
the four six-rowed Egyptian barley cultivars Giza 126, Giza 2000, Giza 125, and Giza 132
were distinct from the other cultivars (Figure 5). Neighboring affinity was also apparent
between the Giza 135, Giza 136, and Giza 130 cultivars (Figure 5). Conversely, the rest
of the cultivars—Giza 129, Giza 138, Giza 131, Giza 133, Giza 134, and Giza 137—were
scattered at some distance from one another. The cultivars Giza 126 and Giza 2000 were the
best foragers, as designated by cluster analysis (Figure 5), which also indicated a significant
distance between Giza 123 and Giza 124 (Figure 5), and between Giza 132 and Giza 135,
Giza 136, and Giza 130 (Figure 5). The differentiation of the studied cultivars in terms of
years of release and pedigree may be due to previous alterations in production conditions.
There is a possibility that these morphological characteristics can increase or decrease
genetic variation between cultivars. Data from ISSR markers analyzed in this study might
be explained by the instability of TNB insertion events, cultivar production, and behavior
under environmental conditions [17,35]. There may be a correlation between the high
degree of polymorphism observed in ISSR markers and genotype diversity [16,21,43].
Although there were differences between the dendrograms based on field characteristics,
and in PCA results based on the molecular parameters, both sorted the cultivars into four
groups closer to their uses in Egypt.

Multivariate compound similarity analysis is usually utilized to show more infor-
mation about the genetic variance of plant breeds, which is detailed in heatmaps [40].
The multivariate compound similarities were presented as a heatmap constructed using
R software. As indicated by the columns, 15 Egyptian barley cultivars were clustered
into 5 clusters with at least 2 per cultivar (Figure 6). The first cluster included the Giza
134, Giza 133, and Giza 136 cultivars. The cultivars Giza 132, Giza 2000, and Giza 128
were discriminated as two neighboring pairs of cultivars. The third cluster consisted of
Giza 126 and Giza 137, while Giza 135, Giza 131, Giza 129, and Giza 130 appeared as two
neighboring clusters to make up the fourth cluster. The other cultivars—Giza 124, Giza
123, and Giza 125—were located in one group (Figure 6).

Based on the ISSR marker data for the studied cultivars, a genetic distance tree was
constructed using Dice’s genetic similarity matrix (Figure 7). In this tree, the two pairs
(Giza 126 and Giza 2000) and (Giza 132 and Giza 133) were close to the other cultivars.
In Egypt, these cultivars are used in human consumption and animal feed. In addition
to the malt industry and the beer industry, the ancient Egyptian barley sector dates back
to BC. Meanwhile, Giza 132 with Giza 130 and Giza 133 with Giza 130 were less similar
to the rest of the barley cultivars, and have been nominated for a crossbreeding program
for Egyptian barley breeders. On the other hand, Giza 129 was separated from the rest of
the cultivars. All cultivars were distributed in the three clusters. According to the ISSR
molecular marker polymorphism, a similarity matrix among the 15 cultivars was derived
based on Dice’s coefficient (Table 3). According to the similarity matrix of ISSR analysis, the
highest similarity value (93%) was observed between (Giza 133 and Giza 132) and (Giza
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2000 and Giza 126). Conversely, the lowest similarity value (80%) was recorded between
Giza 130 and (Giza 133 and Giza132), indicating that these cultivars were distantly related,
as shown in Table 3 and Figure 7. These distinctive cultivars could be expanded to improve
soil properties, reduce fertilizer consumption, increase tolerance to drought and salinity,
and facilitate growth in newly reclaimed lands. The results were nearly in agreement with
those of previous studies [12,42–44].

Figure 5. An illustration of the genetic diversity expressed in 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars, according to a principal
component analysis (PCA) based on polymorphism of ISSR markers, using PAST software.

2.4. Biplots

Biplots were used to reflect the statistical values and their presentation in order to
provide supportive information about all of the investigated parameters. Biplots have
been used in previous studies to illustrate and present different types of data [45–47].
Through the different types of data, the information can be dispersed, but the biplot
distributes the genotypes based on all of the traits under study, whether morphological
data or molecular data. The biplot in Figure 8 shows the differences between the clusters in
the morphological data and the clusters of the molecular data, as well as their interaction;
it also clearly demonstrates the effects of each field trait on the genotypes, along with the
effects of each initiator molecule on the Egyptian barley genotypes.
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Figure 6. Multivariate heatmap illustrating the genetic diversity of 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars, based on the 15 ISSR
primers for using the module of a heatmap of ClustVis—an online tool for clustering and visualizing of multivariate data [41].

To study the interaction between genotype and environment (GE), biplot analysis
was utilized [48]. Using the constructed PCA biplot, it became clear which of the 10
morpho-agronomic traits and 15 ISSR primers contributed most to the discrimination of the
examined cultivars (Figure 8). The 15 cultivars were divided into 3 groups based on 10 field
traits and 15 molecular ISSR primers. The group that included Giza 130, Giza 136, Giza
138, and Giza 126 was the most influenced by the field and morphological characteristics,
as shown in Figure 8. This group was established based on maturity day, biological yield,
grain yield, weight of 1000 grains, grain field period, and the number of grains. At the
same time, the genotypes Giza 129, Giza 137, and Giza 133 were more influenced by the
molecular primers associated with age, including ISSRs 807, UBC 835, UBC 826, 851, and
UBC 811, as well as hiding day. On the other hand, the third group was affected by plant
height characteristics. The number of spikes per square meter, along with the remainder of
the molecular parameters, characterized the cultivars Giza 134, Giza 131, Giza 132, Giza
126 Giza 135, Giza 123, Giza 125, and Giza 2000. Generally, when the cultivar falls on
the adjective line, it is more impacted by it. Through the current data, we found that the
genetic basis of the ISSR molecular markers is dominant over the morphological traits in
the first and second groups, while the effect of field traits is predominant in the third and
fourth groups, indicating the merging of the field cluster with the molecular cluster into
one form in the biplot. Moreover, the contributions of the genes controlling the traits are
shown through the molecular parameters, while the environment is shown by the field
traits, and the differences in terms of environment and genetics in this study are united by
environmental and genetic data [49,50].
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Figure 7. Cluster tree of genetic distance between 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars, based on the analysis of 15 ISSR
primers according to Euclidean distance and the UPGMA algorithm in PAST software.

Table 3. Genetic similarity of the 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars, based on ISSR fingerprinting.

G123 G124 G125 G126 G2000 G132 G133 G134 G137 G138 G129 G130 G131 G135 G136

G123 100
G124 92 100
G125 90 90 100
G126 90 86 91 100
G2000 87 88 91 93 100
G132 86 86 91 91 89 100
G133 84 83 89 87 86 93 100
G134 86 87 91 86 88 87 91 100
G137 83 83 87 86 84 91 90 86 100
G138 84 84 90 90 89 87 88 89 89 100
G129 80 82 85 82 82 86 88 89 86 87 100
G130 84 86 84 84 84 80 80 83 82 89 83 100
G131 86 88 89 89 86 90 87 86 89 90 88 88 100
G135 87 85 83 86 86 82 85 86 82 85 83 86 88 100
G136 87 88 87 88 87 84 87 87 81 87 86 86 86 91 100
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Figure 8. A biplot cluster tree illustrates the genetic distance between 15 Egyptian six-rowed barley cultivars, based on the
analysis of 10 morpho-agronomic traits and 15 ISSR primers according to Euclidean distance and the UPGMA algorithm in
PAST software.

2.5. DNA Barcoding Loci of matK and rbcL Sequencing

DNA barcoding is an essential tool for species identification [51]. Genes from the
chloroplast genome—such as matK and rbcL—were used for DNA barcoding. The genetic
diversity and phylogeny of the studied cultivars were determined by amplification and
sequencing of both loci. Four barley cultivars were used for DNA barcoding. Two cultivars,
marked by an asterisk (*), had a tough, inedible outer hull around the barley kernel (Giza
123 and Giza 138), while two cultivars marked by two asterisks (**) were characterized by
sticks and sprouts that separate from the seed when ripe (Giza 126 and Giza 136) (Table 3).
There was 100% amplification success with high specificity of PCR amplification of the matK
and rbcL regions for all four cultivars, as indicated by sharp DNA bands with no byproducts.
The recorded size of the PCR product of the matK region was 900 bp, while for the rbcL
region it was 600 bp (data not shown). The GenBank accession numbers for rbcL in Giza 123,
Giza 126, Giza 136, and Giza 138 are MW336986, MW391913, MW336987, and MW391914,
respectively. The GenBank accession numbers for matK in Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 136,
and Giza 138 are MW336988, MW336991, MW336990, and MW336989, respectively. To
confirm the correct amplification of the matK and rbcL sequences, a BLAST function was
performed, identifying that all of the sequences were strongly coordinated with matK and
rbcL of the Hordeum vulgare sequences. Sun, et al. [52] assessed the possibility of using five
intensively suggested regions (rbcL, matK, trnH-psbA, internal transcribed spacer (ITS),
and ITS2) as DNA barcode candidates to differentiate important species of Brassicaceae
in China, in order to establish a new digital identification scheme for economic plants of
Brassicaceae. They investigated 58 samples from 27 economic species of Brassicaceae for
the success of PCR amplification, intra- and interspecific divergence, DNA barcoding gaps,
and identification efficiency. Based on their results, the ITS showed superior discriminative
ability, with a rate of 67.2% at the species level when compared with other markers.

Pairwise distances were calculated and evaluated based on the conserved matK and
rbcL gene sequences, using the WebLogo tool [53]. Additional information on the DNA bar-
coding regions of matK and rbcL in four Egyptian six-rowed cultivars of Hordeum vulgare is
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provided in the Supplementary Materials (Supplementary Figures S1 and S2, respectively);
this includes the alignment length, undetermined characters, missing percentages, and
variable sites and their proportions, as well as parsimony-informative sites.

Figure 9A illustrates a phylogenetic tree of matK sequence variation using the UPGMA
algorithm to discriminate between the four investigated cultivars. To demonstrate the
accuracy and efficacy of the created tree, 10 matK sequences were obtained from NCBI
and used as outgroups. The tree has three major clusters: the first includes the cultivars
in two groups—Giza 123 and Giza 136—and the second includes Giza 126 and Giza 136
(Figure 9B). The third group comprises NCBI outgroup members (Figure 9B). There was a
branch length of 1.5, and the bootstrap value displayed next to the branches designates
the bootstrap value supporting the node. The Jukes–Cantor method was used to calculate
the evolutionary distances based on the base substitutions per site. The bootstrap values
were incredibly high (99%), confirming the validity of the tree branching. In the rbcL gene
region, the four cultivars were distributed into two groups: the first included Giza 123,
Giza 136, and Giza 138, while the other contained only Giza 126 (Figure 9C). Additionally,
when 10 versions of the identical gene sequences from NCBI were added to GenBank,
they resulted in 14 barley genotypes (Figure 9D). The 14 genotypes were distributed into
2 groups: the first group included the cultivar Giza 126 only, while the second group
contained the other 13 cultivars (Figure 9D). There was a branch length of 3.5, and the
bootstrap value displayed next to the branches designates the bootstrap value supporting
the node. The Jukes–Cantor method was used to calculate the evolutionary distances
based on the base substitutions per site. The ambiguous plant pairwise deletion option
was used. In addition, the rest of the Egyptian cultivars were compared with GenBank’s
publications, where it was noted that the closest to Giza 123 were the HQ800432 and
MN171390 versions. Using DNA barcoding, species could be classified quickly without
relying on morphological characteristics. This technique uses DNA fragments of relatively
small size as tags to describe or discover species [54].

On the other hand, the MN171392 version was close to Giza 136. Moreover, Giza
138 fell between two versions MN171388 and MN171387 (Figure 9D). After adding NCBI
GenBank accession numbers, sequences had 24 genotypes for each region of the rbcL and
matK genes. The distribution of the GenBank NCBI accession numbers and the Egyptian
cultivars did not differ from that of each gene separately from the regions of the rbcL and
matK genes; however, the similarity percentage was as follows in the matK gene: The
GenBank accession numbers of rbcL and matK in Giza 123 and Giza 136 were distributed
at 99% similarity, whereas the similarity rate of Giza 138 and Giza 126 reached 66% in the
area of the genome. Meanwhile, in the rbcL gene region, the similarity rate was 56% for
Giza 126, while the rest of the GenBank accession numbers and Egyptian cultivars were
distributed at a similarity rate of 99%.

The results of the current study show that rbcL is less mutable than matK in terms
of sequence variability among the examined cultivars. Previous studies used the matK
region in many phylogenetic analyses of flowering plants, due to its conservative mode of
evolution [55,56]. Four cultivars were differentiated in the present study according to matK
sequence variation, using 10 outgroup sequences from NCBI (Figure 9). The phylogenetic
tree created using 10 NCBI-extracted matK sequences of Hordeum vulgare confirmed the
outstanding finding of separating the four cultivars Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 136, and Giza
138, along with the Hordeum vulgare NCBI matK sequence and its subspecies. Nevertheless,
Giza 123 and Giza 136 were separated with the Hordeum vulgare NCBI matK sequence of
the NCBI accession numbers, suggesting sequence homology. In the second cluster, Giza
138 and Giza 126-super-supreme were in the same group, and shared high homology in
matK sequences. The rbcL region was used to distinguish between wild parents, as well
as being used as precise sequences to distinguish between different degrees of biological
diversity [57–59]. In addition to providing potentially helpful information for genome-
assisted research, the present study also provides useful information for crop improvement.
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Figure 9. Phylogenetic trees based on (A) the matK DNA barcoding region for four six-rowed barley
cultivars (Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 136, and Giza 138); (B) the matK DNA barcoding region for
four six-rowed barley cultivars, with 10 additional matK sequences of Hordium vulgaris L. used as
outgroups; (C) the rbcL DNA barcoding region for four six-rowed barley cultivars; and (D) the rbcL
DNA barcoding region for four six-rowed barley cultivars, with 10 additional rbcL sequences of
Hordium vulgaris L. used as outgroups, using MEGAX software.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Plant Materials

This study examined 15 Egyptian barley cultivars (all six-rowed). Those cultivars
were selected because they are more critical to the Egyptian barley industry than the
two-rowed lines. Viable grains of the studied cultivars were obtained from the Barley
Research Department (BRD), Field Crop Research Institute (FCRI), Agricultural Research
Center (ARC), Giza, Egypt, during two seasons: 2018/2019 and 2019/2020 (Table 4).
These cultivars were chosen based on the recommendations of the barley breeders and
the beer industry for their salinity and drought tolerance, high yield, and phytochemical
characteristics—such as mineral elements and malt content.

3.2. Morphological Traits and Experimental Design

Two field experiments were carried out at El-Giza Agricultural Research Station (Giza,
Egypt) during the successive winter seasons of 2018/2019 and 2019/2020 to study the
morphological traits of the different cultivars. To differentiate between the studied cultivars
based on morphological characteristics, the following parameters were recorded: days to
50% heading (HD), days to 50% maturity (MD), grain filling period (GFP) (days), plant
height (PH) (cm), spike length (SL) (cm), number of grains per spike (average of 10 spikes
per square meter), number of spikes per m2 (No. Sp./m2), weight of 1000 grains (g),
biological yield (BY) (t/ha), and grain yield (GY) (Kg/ha). The grain filling period (GFP)
was calculated using the following formula:

Grain f iling period = maturity days − f lowering day

A randomized complete block design (RCBD) with four replications was used. The
plot size was 4 rows that were each 3 m long and 20 cm apart. Analysis of variance and
least significant difference (LSD) at 5% were used for comparison between the cultivars.
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3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Four barley cultivars (Giza 123, Giza 126, Giza 136, and Giza 138) were studied using
SEM. Those four cultivars were chosen based on the recommendations of the plant breeders.
The chosen cultivars have high production demand and can withstand harsh conditions;
they also have excellent synthetic qualities, which is the reason for their examination. For
example, Giza 123 tolerates harsh conditions and high salinity levels; Giza 126 has excellent
drought tolerance, and is grown under the rain on the northern coast of Egypt, while Giza
136 and Giza 138 are characterized by high yield under all conditions. Viable grains of
the studied cultivars were obtained during the season of 2019. The clean and dry seed
samples of the studied barley cultivars were placed on double-stick tape mounted on
a copper electron microscope holder. The specimens were coated with gold, and then
investigated and photographed with a JEOL JSM T200 at 25 kV, in the electron microscope
unit of Mansoura University, Mansoura, Egypt. Seed coat technical terms were based on
the works of Koul, et al. [71],Murley [72],and Stearn [73].

3.4. ISSR Molecular Markers
3.4.1. Extraction of Genomic DNA

Fresh leaf tissue (0.1 g of combined samples from three different plants) ground in
liquid nitrogen with a mortar and pestle was used to extract genomic DNA using the cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) protocol [74]. DNA concentration and purity for all
samples were determined spectroscopically at 260 and 280 nm, respectively. DNA samples
were stored at −20 ◦C for subsequent molecular analysis.

3.4.2. ISSR Amplification

ISSR amplification reactions were carried out in equal volumes (15 μL) containing
7.5 μL of 2× Master Mix (OnePCRTM, GeneDireX, Inc., Taipei, Taiwan), 1 μL of DNA
template (10 ng/μL), and 1 μL of primer. The names and sequences of the ISSR primers used
in the current study are listed in Table 2. The amplification reaction was performed using
a T100TM Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad® Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). The polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) program was as follows: initial denaturation at 94 ◦C for 4 min,
followed by 30 cycles, with the first step at 94 ◦C for 30 s (denaturation), the second
step varying between 46 and 52 ◦C—depending on the GC content of each primer—for
45 s (annealing), and the third step (extension) at 72 ◦C for 1 min, followed by a final
extension step at 72 ◦C for 7 min. The reaction was stopped by maintaining the tubes
at 4 ◦C for at least 30 min. Amplification products were separated via electrophoresis
on 1.5% agarose gel in 1× TBE buffer (Tris-borate-EDTA). The gels were stained with
0.5 μg mL−1 ethidium bromide (EtBr) solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA,
USA). Then, the gel was documented using a Bio-Rad ChemiDocTM MP gel documentation
system (Bio-Rad). The primers that gave reproducible results were used for data analysis.
Polymorphism indices were calculated using iMEC (Online Marker Efficiency Calculator)
(https://irscope.shinyapps.io/iMEC/) [75]. ClustVis, a web tool for visualizing clustering
of multivariate data, was used to construct heatmaps (https://biit.cs.ut.ee/clustvis/) [41].

3.5. DNA Barcoding of Plastid Genes rbcL and matK

DNA barcoding of sequences for the rbcL and matK genes was performed using
computational analysis. BioEdit software version 7.2.5 (https://bioedit.software.informer.
com) was used to analyze and assemble the rbcL and matK gene sequences for every cultivar.
Using the BLAST function (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov), the sequences were compared
with all accessible sequences in the database. The primers used for barcoding of the rbcL
and matK genes are listed in Table 5. The PCR program to amplify the two genes was as
follows: initial denaturation at 94 ◦C for 4 min, followed by 40 cycles, with a denaturation
step at 94 ◦C for 30 s, annealing step at 45 ◦C for 30 s, and elongation step at 72 ◦C for 30 s,
followed by a final extension step at 72 ◦C for 7 min, after which it was maintained at 4
◦C to stop the reaction. The PCR products were subsequently electrophoresed on 1.5%
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w/v agarose, stained with 0.5 μg mL−1 EtBr solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 1× TBE
buffer, and visualized as described for the ISSR PCR amplification. The PCR products of
the matK and rbcL genes were recovered from agarose gel and purified using the Monarch
DNA Gel Extraction Kit (New England Biolabs, Inc., Ipswich, MA, USA), according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified matK and rbcL amplicons were cloned
into pGEM®-T Easy Vector Systems (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) before
sequencing. After being transformed into the competent cells of the E. coli strain DH5α
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA), the positive recombinants were identified via anti-ampicillin
selection and verified by PCR screening. Three of the positive clones were sequenced
using the ABI PRISM Big Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction Kit (Applied
Biosystems, Waltham, MA, USA) in conjunction with ABI PRISM (3100 Genetic Analyzer,
Macrogen DNA Sequencing Services, Seoul, Korea), as described by Badr, et al. [76]. Using
Gblocks software version 0.91b, the revealed nucleotide sequence was assembled [77,78].

Table 5. Primer names, sequences, and product sizes for the rbcL and matK genes’ DNA barcoding.

Primer
Names

Sequence
Product

Size
References

rbcL-F 5’-ATGTCACCACAAACAGAGACTAAAGC-3’ 600 bp [79]rbcL-R 5’-TCGCATGTACCTGCAGTAGC-3’
matK-F 5’-CGATCTATTCATTCAATATTTC-3’ 900 bp [80]matK-R 5’-TCTAGCACACGAAAGTCGAAGT-3’

Online ClustalW2 software (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/) was
used to align multiple nucleotide sequences, which were double-checked using MEGAX
(www.megasoftware.net). Gblocks version 0.91b [77,78] was used to review and assess
the gaps in the positions. MEGAX software using the UPGMA algorithm was used
to perform the phylogenetic analysis. Confidence of the clustering was attained using
SEQBOOT (https://csbf.stanford.edu/phylip/seqboot.html). The sequence logos of the
multiple sequence alignments were generated using the WebLogo tool [53]. Additionally, a
principal component analysis (PCA) biplot based on the morpho-agronomic data matrix
was constructed via multivariate analysis using PAST software versiong 4.02 (https://
www.nhm.uio.no/english/research/infrastructure/past/).

3.6. Statistical Analysis

Standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) using least significant differences (LSD)
was utilized to estimate the significant differences between the 15 cultivars of six-rowed
barley [81]. Dendrogram cluster analysis was used to arrange a set of variables into clusters.
A cluster analysis was performed using Euclidean distance and similarity levels [82,83].
ISSR markers that generated clear, distinct, and reproducible bands were recorded as
(0) for absence or (1) for presence. The ability of ISSR primers to differentiate between
investigated genotypes was analyzed by calculating the polymorphic information content
(PIC) [84]. Resolving power (Rp) was measured following the formula of Gilbert, et al. [85].
Additionally, marker index (MI) and effective multiplex ratio (EMR) values were calculated.
For the calculation of the coefficient of genetic similarity matrix, and for the construction
of a distance tree illustrating the relationships between the tested genotypes, the ISSR
marker matrices were used in combination with the unweighted pair group method with
arithmetic mean (UPGMA) in PAST software version 4.02 [86]. Furthermore, by using
PAST software version 4.02 [86], a PCA scatter diagram was constructed based on a Dice
coefficient genetic similarity matrix. ClustVis, a web tool for visualizing clustering of
multivariate data, was used to constructe heatmaps (https://biit.cs.ut.ee/clustvis/) [41].

4. Conclusions

Barley plays a vital role in Egypt in terms of agricultural development and added
value, as it is used in new and marginal lands. Today, there is expansion in its cultivation
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due to its high adaptation to water scarcity and other harsh conditions. Thus, barley is
added to wheat flour to increase the nutritional value of bread, and is also used in the
manufacture of beer and malt. These cultivars are the most common forms of barley
in Egypt, so they have been studied for their economic importance in terms of added
value and sustainable development. Despite the differences at the molecular level, the
examined Egyptian cultivars reflected similarities in terms of field performance under
the optimal environment, exhibiting no differences in terms of field characteristics. These
cultivars were closely distributed in a genetic tree, similar to the genetic tree based on the
molecular description. These differences enable the breeders to choose the best of these
cultivars from the most divergent, and to exclude the least different. Moreover, the electron
microscope examination reflected differences in the seed surface characteristic, which helps
in understanding the chemical content of the Egyptian barley grains and their economic
importance. Interestingly, the sequencing results of four cultivars showed that the rbcL
gene referred to the uniqueness of these four cultivars compared to the sequence database.
Nevertheless, the second gene matK revealed that these cultivars are very similar to the
GenBank accession numbers. Additionally, the production of new sequences was added to
the molecular information about the Egyptian barley cultivars, showing the differences
between the Egyptian and European cultivars—especially since Egypt is one of barley’s
countries of origin. These results will potentially enhance breeding programs and aid in the
development of new adaptive or high-yield barley cultivars with specific improved traits.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10112527/s1: Figure S1: Sequence logos of the multiple sequence alignment of matK;
Figure S2: Sequence logos of the multiple sequence alignment of rbcL.
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Abstract: Rationale: Water loss by evaporation is a normal physiological process, in order to regulate
plant temperature. Under conditions of thermal and water stress, water loss is accelerated compared
to normal conditions, and the response of plants is variable. In extreme cases, it can lead to wilting
and death of plants. It was found that the phenomenon of water loss behaved as a pattern in different
plant species, given by two functions, logistics (first part of water loss) and hyperbola (second part
of water loss) in relation to a moment m, at which the rate of water loss (RWL) has reached its
maximum value. Method: We studied the water loss process for a series of plant samples on different
plant species (Picea abies L., H. Karst; Juniperus communis L.; Pinus silvestris L.; Thuja occidentalis L.;
Lamium purpureum L.; Veronica hederifolia L.), measuring the rate of weight loss (RWL) in controlled
conditions. The drying of the samples was done in identical conditions (thermo-balance, 100 ◦C,
standard temperature for drying the plant samples) with the real-time recording of the drying time
simultaneously with the water loss rate (RWL) from the plant samples. The exposure time varied,
depending on each species sample, and was approximately 1000 s. Results: The experimental data
was recorded at intervals of every 10 s, during the entire drying period. RWL values varied from
0.024 to 0.054 g/min at the beginning of the drying process and reached maximum values after
70–100 s, having values between 0.258 g/min and 0.498 g/min. During the drying period, this
indicator presented different graphic evolutions, difficult to be described with a single function. The
first segment was described by a logistic function, and the second was described by a hyperbola,
resulting in a model (RWLMod) which described the real phenomenon. This model and theoretical
calculation were used to quantify the water loss in a time interval and, compared with empirical
dates, no significant differences were observed, which indicated an increased degree of accuracy
regarding the use of this model. Recommendation and novelty of work: The novelty of the work
is given by the obtained model (RWLMod), which makes possible the description of RWL over the
entire time interval, and ensures a good fit with the real data. It recommends the method and model
in studies of plant behaviour under stress in relation to different influencing factors.

Keywords: drought stress; drying processes; mathematical model; plant hydric stress tolerance; rate
of weight loss; RWLMod; water evaporation

1. Introduction

Water has a vital role in plant life, in relation to physiological and metabolic pro-
cesses, plant nutrition, thermoregulation, plant growth and development, tolerance to
stressors, etc. Knowing the dynamics of water loss in plants has multiple applications,
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beginning with a better understanding of the crop behaviour under conditions of water
stress; we also identified technological issues on improving methods for the processing
of plant products. The literature contains studies on the physiological mechanisms of
water loss [1,2] on increasing tolerance regarding hydric stress [3–5], and on the drying
process of some aromatic plants with economic possibilities [6]. In addition, the dynamics
of plant humidity was studied under the influence of some external factors, such as air
speed [7], or physiological and biochemical factors [8,9]. In the case of crop plants, there
was a special interest regarding the increase of plant resistance to water stress and thermal
factors; a number of studies have analysed physiological indices [10–12], water efficiency
in plants [13,14], photosynthetic capacity and production quality [15,16], regarding the
increased demands for food production, in the context of population growth and climate
change [17,18]. There is a confirmed existence for the particular well-defined dynamic of
some indicators describing humidity, and existing studies are using a mathematical charac-
terization of these processes. Thus, the variation in humidity is behind the creation of some
mathematical models, using the study of isothermal curves [19,20], or described using
sigmoid curves [21]. In fact, sigmoidal curves that form a part of the mathematical model
used in this paper are found in certain distinct classifications of nonlinear models used
in agricultural sciences [22]. Phenomena with a downward asymptotic trend have been
evaluated in studies regarding the behaviour of biological and biochemical processes [22].
Moreover, the necessity of using functions based on mathematical models which describe
specific situations as accurately as possible require the adjustment and modification of
classical models. Regarding old exponential models or those with limited growth, there
are multiple concerns for setting functions to provide such an attribute. Power-Ricker and
modified logistic function [23,24] are such examples, with applications in various fields
of biology.

The problem of plant water loss was addressed in this study, in terms of rate of weight
loss (RWL), under controlled conditions. By measuring the rate of water loss (RWL) in
different plant species, the behaviour of the process was found according to a pattern,
regardless of the species studied. A logistic function describes the first part of the process
(RWL), and a hyperbolic function describes the second part of the process (RWL), in relation
to the RWLmax value, recorded at all samples, but at different times. The typical approach
in this study led to the finding of a mathematical model that described RWL throughout
the drying process. This model (RWLMod) is the solution of this study in the description
of RWL in plants. The model would facilitate the study and better understanding of the
behaviour of plants (including crop plants) in conditions of water and heat stress, such
approaches all the more necessary in the context of climate change.

2. Results

For each plant species studied, the series of data recorded in real time (Tables 1–6)
on the rate of weight loss (RWL) expressed in grams/minute, respectively weight (g) and
drying time, are presented. These values have been obtained for the corresponding time
instants of the measurements, carried out at intervals of ten seconds. Similarly, for each
sample, the maximum value of RWL has also been distinctly indicated, represented as
RWLmax. The total duration of the process was specific to each sample, observing at the
end of the tables the moment in time when the experiment stopped automatically, when
the amount of water lost had become negligible. However, the upper limit of the time
was about 1000 s. These data series were the basis for the statistical determination of the
coefficients of the functional models.
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Table 1. Statistical data series on water loss for the sample Picea abies L., H. Karst (Spruce).

Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g) Time (s)

Rate of Weight
Loss (g/min)

Weight (g) Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g)

10 0.024 2.911 160 0.198 2.321 860 0.006 1.383
20 0.054 2.902 170 0.192 2.289 870 0.006 1.382
30 0.108 2.884 180 0.192 2.257 880 0 1.382
40 0.192 2.852 190 0.192 2.225 890 0.006 1.381
50 0.282 2.805 200 0.186 2.194 900 0.006 1.380
60 0.336 2.749 210 0.186 2.163 910 0.006 1.379
70 0.366 * 2.688 220 0.186 2.132 920 0 1.379
80 0.336 2.632 230 0.180 2.102 930 0.006 1.378
90 0.300 2.582 240 0.180 2.072 940 0.006 1.377

100 0.270 2.537 250 0.180 2.042 950 0 1.377
110 0.246 2.496 260 0.174 2.013 960 0.006 1.376
120 0.228 2.458 270 0.174 1.984 970 0.006 1.375
130 0.216 2.422 280 0.168 1.956 980 0 1.375
140 0.204 2.388 290 0.168 1.928 990 0 1.375
150 0.204 2.354 300 0.168 1.9 1000 0.006 1.374

. . . . . . . . .

* registered value of RWLmax.

Table 2. Statistical data series on water loss for the sample Pinus silvestris L. (Pine).

Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g) Time (s)

Rate of Weight
Loss (g/min)

Weight (g) Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g)

10 0.024 3.017 160 0.174 2.501 1010 0.006 1.44
20 0.048 3.009 170 0.174 2.472 1020 0.006 1.439
30 0.078 2.996 180 0.168 2.444 1030 0.006 1.438
40 0.150 2.971 190 0.174 2.415 1040 0.006 1.437
50 0.252 2.929 200 0.168 2.387 1050 0 1.437
60 0.306 2.878 210 0.168 2.359 1060 0.006 1.436
70 0.324 * 2.824 220 0.162 2.332 1070 0.006 1.435
80 0.294 2.775 230 0.162 2.305 1080 0.006 1.434
90 0.258 2.732 240 0.168 2.277 1090 0.006 1.433

100 0.240 2.692 250 0.156 2.251 1100 0 1.433
110 0.216 2.656 260 0.162 2.224 1110 0.006 1.432
120 0.204 2.622 270 0.156 2.198 1120 0 1.432
130 0.192 2.59 280 0.156 2.172 1130 0.006 1.431
140 0.186 2.559 290 0.15 2.147 1140 0.006 1.43
150 0.174 2.53 300 0.15 2.122 1150 0 1.43

. . . . . . . . .

* registered value of RWLmax.

Table 3. Statistical data series on water loss for the sample Juniperus communis L. (Juniper).

Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g) Time (s)

Rate of Weight
Loss (g/min)

Weight (g) Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g)

10 0.024 3.034 160 0.21 2.344 870 0.006 1.234
20 0.054 3.025 170 0.21 2.309 880 0.006 1.233
30 0.114 3.006 180 0.198 2.276 890 0.006 1.232
40 0.204 2.972 190 0.198 2.243 900 0.006 1.231
50 0.282 2.925 200 0.192 2.211 910 0.006 1.23
60 0.336 2.869 210 0.198 2.178 920 0 1.23
70 0.378 2.806 220 0.192 2.146 930 0.006 1.229
80 0.402 2.739 230 0.186 2.115 940 0.006 1.228
90 0.420 * 2.669 240 0.192 2.083 950 0.006 1.227

100 0.39 2.604 250 0.18 2.053 960 0 1.227
110 0.336 2.548 260 0.186 2.022 970 0.006 1.226
120 0.294 2.499 270 0.18 1.992 980 0 1.226
130 0.258 2.456 280 0.18 1.962 990 0.006 1.225
140 0.240 2.416 290 0.174 1.933 1000 0 1.225
150 0.222 2.379 300 0.174 1.904 1010 0.006 1.224

. . . . . . . . .

* registered value of RWLmax.
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Table 4. Statistical data series on water loss for the sample Thuja occidentalis L. (Thuja).

Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g) Time (s)

Rate of Weight
Loss (g/min)

Weight (g) Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g)

10 0.024 2.849 160 0.198 2.2 730 0.006 1.33
20 0.078 2.836 170 0.204 2.166 740 0.006 1.329
30 0.150 2.811 180 0.192 2.134 750 0.006 1.328
40 0.252 2.769 190 0.198 2.101 760 0.006 1.327
50 0.330 2.714 200 0.186 2.07 770 0.012 1.325
60 0.384 2.65 210 0.192 2.038 780 0 1.325
70 0.402 * 2.583 220 0.180 2.008 790 0.006 1.324
80 0.354 2.524 230 0.186 1.977 800 0.006 1.323
90 0.318 2.471 240 0.180 1.947 810 0.006 1.322

100 0.282 2.424 250 0.174 1.918 820 0 1.322
110 0.258 2.381 260 0.174 1.889 830 0.006 1.321
120 0.240 2.341 270 0.162 1.862 840 0.006 1.32
130 0.222 2.304 280 0.168 1.834 850 0 1.32
140 0.216 2.268 290 0.162 1.807 860 0 1.32
150 0.210 2.233 300 0.156 1.781 870 0.006 1.319

. . . . . . . . .

* registered value of RWLmax.

Table 5. Statistical data series on water loss for the sample Lamium purpureum L. (Nettle).

Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g) Time (s)

Rate of Weight
Loss (g/min)

Weight (g) Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g)

10 0.054 2.702 160 0.252 1.862 1050 0.012 0.576
20 0.138 2.679 170 0.252 1.82 1060 0.006 0.575
30 0.240 2.639 180 0.240 1.78 1070 0.006 0.574
40 0.324 2.585 190 0.240 1.74 1080 0.006 0.573
50 0.390 2.52 200 0.234 1.701 1090 0.006 0.572
60 0.438 2.447 210 0.234 1.662 1100 0.006 0.571
70 0.468 2.369 220 0.228 1.624 1110 0.006 0.57
80 0.498 * 2.286 230 0.222 1.587 1120 0.006 0.569
90 0.432 2.214 240 0.216 1.551 1130 0.006 0.568

100 0.384 2.15 250 0.216 1.515 1140 0 0.568
110 0.336 2.094 260 0.210 1.48 1150 0.006 0.567
120 0.312 2.042 270 0.204 1.446 1160 0.006 0.566
130 0.288 1.994 280 0.198 1.413 1170 0 0.566
140 0.276 1.948 290 0.198 1.38 1180 0.006 0.565
150 0.264 1.904 300 0.186 1.349 1190 0 0.565

. . . . . . . . .

* registered value of RWLmax.

Table 6. Statistical data series on water loss for the sample Veronica hederifolia L. (Veronica).

Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g) Time (s)

Rate of Weight
Loss (g/min)

Weight (g) Time (s)
Rate of Weight

Loss (g/min)
Weight (g)

10 0.036 3.399 160 0.270 2.627 1280 0.006 0.49
20 0.066 3.388 170 0.264 2.583 1290 0.006 0.489
30 0.120 3.368 180 0.252 2.541 1300 0.006 0.488
40 0.198 3.335 190 0.252 2.499 1310 0.006 0.487
50 0.270 3.29 200 0.24 2.459 1320 0.006 0.486
60 0.324 3.236 210 0.246 2.418 1330 0 0.486
70 0.372 3.174 220 0.234 2.379 1340 0.006 0.485
80 0.414 3.105 230 0.240 2.339 1350 0.006 0.484
90 0.444 3.031 240 0.240 2.299 1360 0.006 0.483

100 0.462 * 2.954 250 0.228 2.261 1370 0 0.483
110 0.408 2.886 260 0.234 2.222 1380 0 0.483
120 0.366 2.825 270 0.228 2.184 1390 0.006 0.482
130 0.330 2.77 280 0.222 2.147 1400 0.006 0.481
140 0.306 2.719 290 0.228 2.109 1410 0 0.481
150 0.282 2.672 300 0.222 2.072 1420 0 0.481

. . . . . . . . .

* registered value of RWLmax.

Rate of weight loss has values between 0.024–0.054 g/min at the initial moment in
time (t = 10 s), and the highest value was represented in the nettle. Afterwards, an increased
growth rate was observed for this indicator, thus as approximately 70–100 s from the debut;
RWL had values between 0.258 g/min for pine and 0.498 g/min for nettle. The limitation
stage was observed at the end of this time interval and for a short period (10–20 s). The
following stage regarded RWL variation; a rapid decrease on the unit of time, from the
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maximum values mentioned above until the values corresponding to the moment of time
t of approximately 150 s, after which RWL had a slow trend of decrease until the end of the
exposure period.

The following tables, respectively one for each sample (e.g., statistically calculated
coefficients, corresponding to the functional model, sample “n” in Tables 7–12, show for
each functional model the values of the coefficients, statistically calculated, then the values
rsq. (R2 coefficient of determination), and. sig. (significance probability) for testing the
accuracy from the statistical point of view. Sample “n” indicates each plant species studied.
For the first branch of the function, all values are superior to 0.990, indicating an almost
perfect fitting, and all sig. values are smaller than 0.001, indicating a high degree of accuracy.
In addition, for the second branch, the values rsq. are high, rsq. = 0.804 being, in fact, the
lowest value. Further, for each individual sample, sig. < 0.001.

Table 7. Statistical coefficients calculated, corresponding to the functional model, sample “spruce”.

a b u Spruce t2 t1

99.5066 0.9127 0.39 80 10

I(t2) I(t1) total branch 1
(integral calculation)

total branch 1
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

31.30963 15.88585 0.25 0.27 0.000 1
α β t2 t1

−0.0031 31.1986 1000 80

J(t2) J(t1) total branch 2
(integral calculation)

total branch 2
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

212.4123 136.4651 1.26 1.25 0.000 0.832

Note. Sig.—significance probability; Rsq.—R2 coefficient of determination; a, b, α, β—coefficients of the function (8); u—upper bound; t1
and t2—time interval; I—values returned by equation (12) for the mentioned time moment; J—values returned by Equation (13) for the
mentioned time moment.

Table 8. Statistical coefficients calculated, corresponding to the functional model, sample “pine”.

a b u Pine t2 t1

112.688 0.9141 0.35 80 10

I(t2) I(t1) total branch 1
(integral calculation)

total branch 1
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

28.11475 14.5556 0.22 0.24 0.000 0.99
α β t2 t1

0.0094 26.6 1150 80

J(t2) J(t1) total branch 2
(integral calculation)

total branch 2
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

198.6827 117.5681 1.35 1.34 0.000 0.804

Table 9. Statistical coefficients calculated, corresponding to the functional model, sample “juniper”.

a b u Juniper t2 t1

74.3438 0.9239 0.43 90 10

I(t2) I(t1) total branch 1
(integral calculation)

total branch 1
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

38.83818 19.18521 0.32 0.36 0.000 0.996
α β t2 t1

−0.0129 41.5086 1010 90

J(t2) J(t1) total branch 2
(integral calculation)

total branch 2
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

274.1153 185.6198 1.47 1.44 0.000 0.888
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Table 10. Statistical coefficients calculated, corresponding to the functional model, sample “thuja”.

a b u Thuja t2 t1

109.28 0.8973 0.41 80 10

I(t2) I(t1) total branch1
(integral calculation)

total branch 1
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

32.82901 14.62778 0.3 0.32 0.000 0.997
α β t2 t1

−0.005 32.2814 870 80

J(t2) J(t1) total branch 2
(integral calculation)

total branch 2
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

214.1464 141.058 1.21 1.2 0.000 0.874

Table 11. Statistical coefficients calculated, corresponding to the functional model, “nettle”.

a b u Nettle t2 t1

27.6696 0.9262 0.51 80 10

I(t2) I(t1) total branch 1
(integral calculation)

total branch 1
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

41.00061 18.55301 0.37 0.41 0.000 0.987
α β t2 t1

−0.0136 44.592 1190 80

J(t2) J(t1) total branch 2
(integral calculation)

total branch 2
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

299.6035 194.3153 1.75 1.72 0.000 0.92

Table 12. Statistical coefficients calculated, corresponding to the functional model, sample “veronica”.

a b u Veronica t2 t1

51.086 0.9342 0.47 110 10

I(t2) I(t1) total branch 1
(integral calculation)

total branch 1
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

51.79227 22.49395 0.48 0.51 0.000 0.990
α β t2 t1

0.0147 49.2996 1420 110

J(t2) J(t1) total branch 2
(integral calculation)

total branch 2
(measurement) Sig. Rsq.

378.7108 233.3488 2.42 2.4 0.000 0.823

Moreover, we presented both values of water losses; on the one hand, those resulting
from the theoretical integral calculations, and on the other hand, the real values obtained by
real-time determinations. For each sample, separately, the results were presented distinctly,
for each branch of the function. The data were statistically tested on the differences
between the groups determined by the theoretical and empirical method, using the Mann–
Whitney test in SPSS. The values obtained are U = 14.5, sig. = 0.575 for the time segment
corresponding to the first branch (logistic model), respectively, and U = 15, sig. = 0.631
for the time segment corresponding to the second branch (hyperbole), indicating the
acceptance of the null hypothesis. Therefore, it can be considered that the two data sets do
not differ.

At the end of the presentation for each sample, the expression of the functional model
is represented by a graph (rate of weight loss (g/min), sample, in the Figures 1–6. Here,
the value of the theoretical maximum point (t = m) can also be observed, thus indicating
the time (theoretical) when the maxim (theoretical) of RWL takes place. Thus, for the
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sample “spruce”, the nonlinear Equation (1) was solved, resulting in the value: t = m = 81.2
s. Thus, for the sample “spruce”, we have the Equation (2).

1
1

0.39 + 99.5066·0.9127t
= −0.0031 +

31.1986
t

(1)

f(t) =

{
1

1
0.39+99.5066·0.9127 t , t ≤ 81.2

−0.0031 + 31.1986
t , t > 81.2

(2)

Similar calculations were made solving nonlinear equations corresponding to the
other samples and resulting in the functions below. For pine, Equation (3) was found, with
m = 80.6 s.

f(t) =

{
1

1
0.35+112.688·0.9141t , t ≤ 80.6

0.0094 + 26.658
t , t > 80.6.

(3)

For the juniper sample, the resulted model is the Equation (4), and m = 92.5 s.

f(t) =

{
1

1
0.43+74.3438·0.9239 t , t ≤ 92.5

−0.0129 + 41.5086
t , t > 92.5

(4)

For thuja, Equation (5) was found, m = 74.8 s.

f(t) =

{
1

1
0.41+109.28·0.8973t , t ≤ 74.8

−0.005 + 32.2814, t > 74.8
(5)

Then, for nettle, the model is Equation (6), m = 86.6 s.

f(t) =

{
1

1
0.51+27.6696·0.9262t , t ≤ 86.6

−0.0136 + 44.5920
t , t > 86.6

(6)

Respectively, Equation (7) was found for Veronica, and m = 109.8 s.

f(t) =

{
1

1
0.47+51.086·0.9342t , t ≤ 109.8

−0.0147 + 49.2996
t , t > 109.8

(7)

 

Figure 1. Rate of weight loss (g/min) in spruce samples.
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Figure 2. Rate of weight loss (g/min) in pine samples.

 
Figure 3. Rate of weight loss (g/min) in juniper samples.

 

Figure 4. Rate of weight loss (g/min) in thuja samples.
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Figure 5. Rate of weight loss (g/min) in nettle samples.

Figure 6. Rate of weight loss (g/min) in veronica samples.

3. Discussion

Multiple concerns have existed to study and describe aspects related to water in plants,
or plant products, and the modeling approach has been the basis of many methods and
techniques of investigation. The drying process is a method commonly used for condi-
tioning plants. The generally accepted definition in the literature is reducing the moisture
content of a certain product. The widespread use appears in preparation techniques for
the medicinal herbs in beverages; in the beginning, fresh biomass (herba) will be subject to
drying processes, a mandatory stage which reflects directly in the quality of the finished
product, the period during which the product can be stored without quality depreciation,
and also multiple economic aspects of generating profits [25].

Müller and Heindl [25] have studied the drying parameters for Salvia officinalis. One of
the conclusions reported was related to the water activity (aw). It correlates with the relative
humidity (RH) of the air in the areas adjacent to the material to be analysed, therefore over
the limit of RH > 70%, the development of some bacteria, fungus, residue (lees) has been
noticed—issues that have a direct effect on the state of product quality.

The transformations occurring at a fixed temperature are also a topic often analyzed.
Thus, sorption isotherms are described mathematically for Artemisia dracunculus with
the help of the Halsey equation [25], but also with the help of other known models:
BET, Caurie, GAB, Halsey, Henderson, Lewicki, Modified Mizrahi, Oswin, Peleg [26]. In
addition, extensive isotherms for a series of plants were found, such as Salvia officiinalis [25],
Artemisia dracunculus, Mentha piperita, Thymus vulgaris [26–28], Mentha crispa [29]), Mentha
viridis, Salvia officinalis, Lippia citriodora [30], Ficus deltoidea [31]), Melisa officinalis [32]),
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Chenopodium ambrosioides [33]), Citrus sinensis [34]), Ziziphus spina-christi [21]), Phylanthus
ambelica, and Zingiber officinale [20]).

Furthermore, fruits are often subjected to drying processes. Simal et al. [35] and
Kaya et al. [36] describe, using simulation methods, the dynamic water loss from kiwifruit;
similar studies regarding various tropical fruits were conducted by Ceylan et al. [37] or
Fernando and Amarasinghe [7].

This subject seems to be in full evolution at the moment, especially considering that
modern food technology uses a high range of plants, for which the conducted studies are
still not sufficiently detailed regarding water loss.

Rate of weight loss (RWL), defined as the amount of water lost in the time interval,
can be discussed through physical analogy with the speed–vector size, thereby creating the
possibility for it to be described with the help of mathematical physics equations. Jones
and Sleeman [38] studied various biological models described by equations of this type.

Moreover, the rate of water loss is not constant; it is different from one species to an-
other, from one organ of the plant to another, the way water content is present in the certain
product (free water at intracellular level or present as links with various compounds).

The drying temperature, humidity and air velocity directly influence this parameter,
and depending on a specific practical purpose, there are multiple studies that indicate
the recommended parameters for drying in order to improve or protect some useful
active principles.

Rate of weight loss of water in plants is less studied in a direct manner, but more
indirectly by deduction from other calculations. However, here it has presented great
interest mainly because of the different mathematical approaches that can be applied to this
indicator. For example, determining the total quantity of water lost could be determined
by using the properties of the definite integral.

At the same time, studying the RWL, there is the possibility of making direct observa-
tions in order to rapidly reduce the content of free water in plants. This fact can be used
specifically in order to reduce the risk of developing microorganisms with undesirable
effect over the quality of plant products.

In similar research to the one proposed in this study, Kaya and Aydin [39] investigated
mint (Mentha spicata L.) and nettle (Urtica dioica) leaves in order to describe the loss of
humidity in the presence of some variable external factors: air temperature, air velocity
and relative humidity. Temperatures were lowered closer to the natural environment,
with working values being 35, 45, 55 ◦C, and a longer drying period (30–50 min). Study
regarding the leaves of lemon grass (Cymbopogon citratus Stapf ) is also worth mentioning,
although this was focused on the decrease of humidity, and various functional models that
describe the trend shown by the experimental data were presented [40].

Theoretical mathematical models are most often made on simulated data, as a con-
struction of the model, and will be subsequently verified in practice, on real data, in various
case studies. The model proposed in this study (RWLMod) was built on real data, obtained
from the six plant species studied. The model can be used in studies and in other plant
species. It can also be used to describe RWL in relation to various influencing factors in
plant life. The mathematical model was compared with the real distribution of the values
obtained for each plant species. The fit between the mathematical model and the actual
data series within each species, and the values for rsq. and sig. (as parameters of statistical
safety of the fit), validates the model for the study conditions.

A direct overview on the experimental data from the present study indicated an
initially ascending trend, followed by a descending part, characterized by right skewed
distribution; an evolution which can be explained by physiological considerations [2].
Even if in practice mathematical modelling we find functions with approximately similar
features, though in line with the trend shown by the experimental data which is the subject
of this study, they present some particularities that make them different, and if these would
be applied as models in this purpose, they could lead to significant errors. Even more
RWL behaviour is different for the time period analysed, this being the reason why they
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chose to use a function consisting of two branches. The first branch, corresponding to the
initial timeframe, when the plant samples show a rapid increase in the rate of water loss, is
characteristic to an exponential model.

Basically, until the maximum level that occurs in a range of 80–100 s after the start,
RWL increases by about 9–10 times compared to baseline. Because it is followed by a
shorter range of time, a small limitation, we considered using a model based on sigmoid
function, thus the phenomenon studied would be best approximated by a logistic function.
For the second branch of the function, a hyperbole was used, in line with its graphic
peculiarities. In the beginning, there is a rapid decrease of the water content on the time
unit, in the vicinity of the maximum point, but towards the end, a very little amount of
water begins to be lost even if the time interval is bigger. Specifically, in the case of each
sample, towards the end of the time range studied, referring to the last 150 s of the drying
process, RWL reveals low values, almost null. These aspects may be important for a better
understanding of plant behaviour in extreme conditions of heat and water stress.

The chosen model (RWLMod) is a real function of a real continuous variable. In fact,
the problem of continuity was placed only in one point, namely the separation point of
the two time intervals. The continuity problem was solved after determining point (m) as
being the intersection from the two branches of the function. In addition, this is a novelty
brought by this study. The continuity immediately induces integrability of the function,
and at the same time it implies the possibility to apply the formulas of integral calculation,
more specifically the properties of the defined integrals regarding the determination of the
area bounded by the graph of a function, to determine the amount of water lost between
two given points in time. Moreover, this may be of interest for various other studies on
the behaviour of plants in conditions of water and heat stress, especially in the context
of climate change and the stress generated by it, for plants in general, and for crops
in particular.

Performing direct comparisons on the total amount of water lost, on the one hand
determined by the theoretical methods using formulas of integral calculation, and on the
other hand using empirical data, there was little difference noticed, therefore insignificant.
This was visible for all samples analysed, and statistical testing of the differences indicated
that the values were close, and validated the proposed model (RWLMod).

4. Materials and Methods

Biological material was represented by different plants species, both woody trees
(Picea abies L., H. Karst; Juniperus communis L.; Pinus silvestris L.; Thuja occidentalis L.), and
herbaceous (Lamium purpureum L.; Veronica hederifolia L.). Fresh material, represented by
leaves of species studied, was used for the determination. The tree species were about
20–25 years old. From herbaceous plants, leaf samples were taken at the flowering stage.
The leaf samples were randomly harvested from the plant species studied, transported to
the laboratory, and determinations were made. The humidity of the samples was variable
(juniper, M = 59.71%; nettle, M = 79.16%; pine, M = 52.66%; spruce, M = 52.86%; thuja,
M = 53.77%; veronica, M = 85.87%). Under the study conditions, a similar behaviour of
RWL was recorded, regardless of plant species, and the samples’ humidity.

The drying process was conducted under controlled conditions with a thermal balance
AXIS (model ATS 60, Gdańsk, Poland), with an accuracy of determination of ± 0.001 g.
Drying temperature was 100 ◦C (standard drying temperature), with automatic deactiva-
tion every five consecutive determinations with minimal differences, which automatically
confirmed the end of the drying process. The drying temperature used (100 ◦C) does not
represent the real living conditions of the plants; these conditions vary from one day to
another, from one location to another. This temperature was chosen precisely from the
perspective of capturing, in the mathematical model, the essence of the RWL phenomenon.
There were between 87 and 142 data series recorded regarding drying parameters, dis-
tinctly for each sample, at every interval of 10 s. The data was automatically recorded
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on a computer using the software package PROMas version 2.2.0.0, and later processed
mathematically and statistically.

For this study, there were recorded parameters regarding rate of weight loss due
to water evaporation (RWL) in a process of controlled drying, representing the amount
of water lost in the period of time and expressed in grams/minute. It was observed
directly the maximum rate of weight loss due to water evaporation (RWLMax), drying time
(t) expressed in seconds, and weight (w) expressed in grams.

For the determination of the mathematical model (RWLMod) to describe the RWL
from the plant samples considered in this study, the primary observation was that the
general distribution of the RWL has several distinct graphic segments. The types of
functions used to describe the phenomenon of water loss were determined starting from
their particular shape which was resulted from the point clouds image. Values of the
function coefficients were determined using procedure SPSS regression/curve estimation.
Additionally, the values returned regarding the coefficient of determination, and also its
level of statistical significance, were the basis for the confirmation of the chosen functional
model. The graphic representations of the functions, determination of the intersection
points between the two branches, were produced after solving some nonlinear equations,
with the Wolfram Alpha application as a basis. The functions used to describe the two
distinct branches of the graph of RWL are in Equation (8).

f(t) =

{ 1
1
u+a·bt , t ∈ [0, m]

α+ β
t , t ∈ [m, ∞]

(8)

where a, b, α, β are the coefficients of the functions and u is the upper bound.
Thus, if for x = m the maximum value of the function is obtained, first branch (logistic

function) specific for the initial phase, the time interval [0, m] describes the progress
made before the maximum point (m = RWLmax). The time interval after the moment m is
described by the hyperbola (Figure 7), presented in the second branch of the function (8).
Continuity of the function is studied in the point t = m. Thus, to eliminate disadvantages of
possible discontinuity points (points where the function is not integrable), the value of the
point t = m was established as the intersection of the two functions, specifically by solving,
for each sample individually, nonlinear Equation (9).

1
1
u + a·bt = α+

β

t
(9)

Figure 7. The general form of the function proposed to describe the trend of water loss.
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The total quantity of water lost in a time interval [t1, t2] represented by C (Figure 8),
was determined using integral calculation, defined by the integral Equation (10).

C =

t2∫
t1

f(t)dt (10)

 

Figure 8. The integral calculation for the amount of water lost in the time interval t1, t2.

Primitive functions for each branch are represented by Equation (11).

I =
∫

f(t)dt =
∫ 1

1
u + a·bt dt, J =

∫ (
α+

β

t

)
dt (11)

After performing the calculations, the results are described by Equations (12) and (13), respectively.

I = − u
ln b

· ln
∣∣b−t + au

∣∣+ C1 (12)

J = αt + β ln|t|+ C2, C1, C2 ∈ 
 (13)

Regarding the positioning of the time interval compared to the maximum value, here
are the cases I, II and III (Figure 9), and the quantity of water lost is described by Equations
(14)–(16), respectively.

(I) t1 < t2 < m

C =
t2∫

t1

f(t)dt =
t2∫

t1

1
1
u+a·bt dt =

(− u
ln b · ln

∣∣b−t + au
∣∣)∣∣t2

t1
= − u

ln b ·
(

ln |b−t2+au|
|b−t1+au|

)
(14)

(II) t1 < m < t2

C =
t2∫

t1

f(t)dt =
m∫
t1

1
1
u+a·bt dt +

t2∫
m
α+ β

t dt =− u
ln b ·

(
ln |b−m+au|

|b−t1+au|
)
+ α(t2 − m) + β ln t2

m
(15)

(III) m < t1 < t2

C = t = t1

t2∫
m
α+ β

t dt =α(t2 − t1) + β ln t2
t1

(16)
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Figure 9. The amount of water lost in a period of time.

To evaluate the differences between the total amount of water lost, determined by
the method of integral calculation described above and rate of weight loss determined by
direct measurement, the time interval [t1, t2] used is the entire time range from the first
measurement, t1 = 0, to the last measurement, corresponding to each sample individually.
The maximum point t = m is found within the time interval [t1, t2], so it was used in the
formula (II). Determination by measuring the amount of water lost was actually determined
by the type differences:|weight (t 2)− weight (t 1)|, using the primary test data.

5. Conclusions

The examples taken in the study, represented by the six different plant species, herba-
ceous and arboreal, showed that the obtained model (RWLMod) has a high level of safety
and a high degree of robustness, being able to describe RWL with a high level of probability
and fit, under controlled study conditions. Although only the sensitivity of the model in the
description of RWL in some plant species was considered in this study, additional studies
are possible to evaluate the sensitivity and accuracy of the model to other plant species,
and in relation to possible factors influencing vegetation. There is also the possibility to
evaluate other parameters, in relation to which the water regime in plants is influenced,
and especially the loss of water in conditions of water and thermal stress. Although it
exceeds the scope of this study, the proposed model would be useful in studies in crop
plants, on water loss and tolerance to thermal and water stress in relation to soil condi-
tions, minerals, plants nutritional status, biochemical composition of plants, and with
crops health status. These aspects constitute, besides studies in other plant species, for the
additional experimental validation of the model, and future directions of theoretical and
applied research.
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Abstract: The response of carbon fixation in C3 plants to elevated CO2 is relatively larger when
photosynthesis is limited by carboxylation capacity (VC) than when limited by electron transport
(J). Recent experiments under controlled, steady-state conditions have shown that photosynthesis
at elevated CO2 may be limited by VC even at limiting PPFD. These experiments were designed
to test whether this also occurs in dynamic field environments. Leaf gas exchange was recorded
every 5 min using two identical instruments both attached to the same leaf. The CO2 concentration
in one instrument was controlled at 400 μmol mol−1 and one at 600 μmol mol−1. Leaves were
exposed to ambient sunlight outdoors, and cuvette air temperatures tracked ambient outside air
temperature. The water content of air in the leaf cuvettes was kept close to that of the ambient air.
These measurements were conducted on multiple, mostly clear days for each of three species, Glycine
max, Lablab purpureus, and Hemerocallis fulva. The results indicated that in all species, photosynthesis
was limited by VC rather than J at both ambient and elevated CO2 both at high midday PPFDs and
also at limiting PPFDs in the early morning and late afternoon. During brief reductions in PPFD due
to midday clouds, photosynthesis became limited by J. The net result of the apparent deactivation of
Rubisco at low PPFD was that the relative stimulation of diurnal carbon fixation at elevated CO2 was
larger than would be predicted when assuming limitation of photosynthesis by J at low PPFD.

Keywords: photosynthesis; elevated CO2; Rubisco; electron transport; light; diurnal cycle

1. Introduction

Photosynthesis by terrestrial vegetation is a large component of the annual global
carbon balance, and predicting how the photosynthetic CO2 assimilation (A) of terrestrial
vegetation will respond to increased concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere is vital
to understanding the future global carbon cycle [1–3]. Plants with C3 photosynthetic
metabolism are of predominant importance in terms of numbers of species, total CO2
fixation, use as food for humans, and the responsiveness of photosynthesis to projected
changes in atmospheric CO2. Predictions of photosynthesis of C3 plants at elevated
CO2 concentrations often use the Farquhar–von Caemmerer–Berry biochemical model of
photosynthesis [4] and its recent modifications [5].

In the Farquhar–von Caemmerer–Berry model of C3 photosynthesis [4], A at high
photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) is limited by the maximum carboxylation
capacity of Rubisco (VCmax) at low CO2 concentrations, by maximum electron transport
capacity (Jmax) at higher CO2, and sometimes by the rate of utilization of triose phosphates
(TPU) at the highest CO2 concentrations [5], with all of these rate-limiting parameters
having different temperature dependencies. Because TPU limitation did not occur in these
experiments, the focus here will be on VCmax and Jmax at saturating PPFD, and VC and J at
limiting PPFD. The external CO2 at the transition between limitation by VCmax and Jmax
at high PPFD varies among species, and with implementations of the FvCB model, from
about 450 to 700 μmol mol−1 [3], so the issue is highly relevant to global change issues.
Experiments exposing plants to elevated CO2 have sometimes found photosynthesis at

Plants 2021, 10, 2603. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10122603 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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elevated CO2 at high PPFD to be limited by VCmax and sometimes by Jmax, depending
upon species and level of elevated CO2 (reviewed in [6]).

The relative increase in A caused by increased CO2 concentration inside the leaf (Ci)
is less at a given temperature when A is limited by J than when limited by VC [3,4]. This is
illustrated in Figure 1, which shows that for an increase in Ci from 250 to 375 μmol mol−1

(i.e., approximate Ci for ambient and 1.5 × ambient CO2), A is stimulated about 20% more
when A is limited by VC than when limited by J, over a wide range of temperatures.

Figure 1. Hypothetical light-saturated rates of CO2 assimilation (A) at internal CO2 concentration (Ci) = 375 μmol mol−1

relative to those measured at Ci = 250 μmol mol−1 as a function of temperature, for leaves where A is limited by carboxylation
capactity (Vc) or electron transport (J), and the ratio of these two values of A, using the Farquhar–von Caemmerer–Berry
model [4].

At lower PPFD, it is often assumed that carboxylation capacity remains constant while
electron transport rate decreases. This primarily lowers A at higher Ci (Figure 2) and would
result in a smaller relative stimulation of A between a Ci of 250 and 375 μmol mol−1, for
example [7]. However, the assumption of constant carboxylation capacity at lower PPFD is
incorrect, in the steady-state [8]. Bunce [8] found that the initial slope of A vs. Ci curves,
an in situ measure of Rubisco carboxylation capacity, decreased as PPFD decreased in the
steady-state, in a range of C3 species measured, over a range of temperatures. The result
was that the relative stimulation of A at elevated vs. ambient CO2 did not decrease as
PPFD decreased, at any temperature [8].

Figure 2. Hypothetical examples of assimilation rates (A) vs. internal CO2 concentrations (Ci) at
saturating and low PPFD, as predicted by the FvCB photosynthesis model [4]. Rates of A based on
limitation by VCmax and by J at high and low PPFD are given. In all cases, actual A is the minimum
of the A (VCmax) and A (J) curves.
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The purpose of these experiments was to determine whether the same apparent
decrease in VC (deactivation of Rubisco) at low PPFD observed in the steady-state also
occurred under naturally varying PPFD in dynamic field environments in C3 species. This
was tested by determining whether A at elevated CO2 during different parts of diurnal
cycles was better predicted from A at ambient CO2 using the assumption of limitation of A
at elevated CO2 by Vc or by J.

2. Results

A representative diurnal time course of environment and leaf gas exchange for leaves
of G. max at 400 and 600 μmol mol−1 CO2 is presented in Figure 3. Representative diurnal
time courses for the other two species are presented in Figures 4 and 5. Mean daytime
stomatal conductances to water vapor were 500 and 450 mmol m−2 s−1 for G. max at 400
and 600 mmol mol−1 CO2, respectively, and 120 and 100 mmol m−2 s−1 in L. purpureus,
and 125 mmol m−2 s−1 at both CO2 levels in H. fulva. Values of stomatal conductance at
any time point can be obtained from the values of A and Ci at that point. Because photo-
synthesis was modeled based on measured values of Ci, impacts of stomatal conductance
on photosynthesis are incorporated in the analysis.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Diurnal patterns of PPFD, leaf temperature, A, and Ci of paired leaves of G. max kept at 400
(ambient) and 600 (elevated) μmol mol−1 CO2. Environmental variables are given for only one of the
two leaflets, for clarity. See text for details.

Because no differences occurred between morning and afternoon time periods in the
outcome of the modeling of assimilation, either at the stable low or stable high PPFD
periods, or after sudden decreases in PPFD due to clouds, values averaged over mornings
and afternoons are presented in Table 1. The data reported in Table 1 for stable PPFD
conditions represent means for two measurements (morning and afternoon) per day for
three days in the cases of G. max and H. fulva, and four days in L. purpurea. The data for the
sudden decrease in PPFD are means for two time points per day for each species, with three
days in the case of G. max and H. fulva, and four days in L. purpurea. The results indicate
that for all three species, when PPFD was stable, A at 600 μmol mol−1 CO2 was accurately
modeled by assuming limitation of A at both 400 and 600 μmol mol−1 CO2 by Vc rather
than J (Table 1). This was true for both high and low PPFD measurements, despite the rates
of A being much lower at the low PPFD. In contrast, after sudden decreases in PPFD, A at
600 μmol mol−1 CO2 was more accurately modeled by assuming limitation of A at both
400 and 600 μmol mol−1 CO2 by J rather than by Vc (Table 1).
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Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Diurnal patterns of PPFD, leaf temperature, A, and Ci of paired leaves of L. purpureus kept at 400 (ambient) and
600 (elevated) μmol mol−1 CO2. Environmental variables are given for only one of the two leaflets, for clarity. See text for
details.
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Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Diurnal patterns of PPFD, leaf temperature, A, and Ci of paired leaves of H. fulva kept at 400 (ambient) and 600
(elevated) μmol mol−1 CO2. Environmental variables are given for only one of the two leaflets, for clarity. See text for
details.

The Vc of all three species, measured at low PPFDs at 400 μmol mol−1 CO2, had
similar approximately linear increases in Vc with PPFD (Figure 6). Leaf temperatures
ranged from 30 to 35 ◦C in this comparison. These similar values among species at low
PPFD levels occurred despite large differences among species in VCmax, which ranged from
about 160 μmol m−2 s−1 in H. fulva to 320 μmol m−2 s−1 in G. max, at 35 ◦C.
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Table 1. CO2 assimilation rates (A) of leaves measured at ambient (400 μmol mol−1) and elevated
(600 μmol mol−1) CO2 at stable, high PPFD (>1200 μmol m−2 s−1), stable low PPFD (<400 μmol m−2

s−1), or within 10 min after PPFD abruptly decreased by at least 700 μmol m−2 s−1 due to clouds.
Also presented are assimilation rates at elevated CO2 modeled using the model parameters fitted to
the measured rates at ambient CO2, assuming limitation of rates at elevated CO2 either by VC or by J
at elevated CO2. See text for details.

Measured A
(μmol m−2 s−1)

Modelled A (Elevated)

Species PPFD
A

Ambient
A

Elevated
A VC A J

Mean T
(◦C)

G. max Stable high 29.3 43.5 43.3 36.1 37
Stable low 8.7 14.1 14.2 12.0 33

Sudden low 10.3 15.5 20.0 15.5 37
H. fulva Stable high 11.2 20.4 20.6 16.1 37

Stable low 5.1 6.6 6.7 6.0 33
Sudden low 4.9 6.5 7.3 6.3 35

L. purpurea Stable high 13.1 20.1 20.5 16.8 35
Stable low 3.1 4.4 4.6 3.8 30

Sudden low 2.5 3.0 4.0 3.2 37

Figure 6. Vc measured at 30 to 35 ◦C at 400 μmol mol−1 CO2 at a range of low PPFD values, for three species. There were
two morning and two afternoon measurements on three days in G. max and H. fulva, and four days in L. purpureus.

3. Discussion

The results of this study indicated that for gradual changes in PPFD over the course of
a day, caused by changes in the solar angle, leaf photosynthesis was always limited by Vc
rather than by J in all three of these C3 species, both at the approximate current ambient CO2
concentration and at 1.5 times the current concentration. Models which assume limitation of
C3 photosynthesis by J at less than saturating PPFDs would underestimate the stimulation
of daily CO2 fixation at 1.5 times the current CO2 concentration by approximately 50%.

The observed contrasting limitation of A by J after sudden decreases in PPFD caused
by clouds obstructing direct solar radiation indicates that the assay of the type of limitation
to photosynthesis used here was able to distinguish limitation by Vc from limitation by
J. The change in type of limitation at low PPFD caused by the rate of decrease in PPFD is
consistent with deactivation of Rubisco at low PPFD requiring a few to several minutes.
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Conducting rapid A vs. Ci curves [9,10] under field conditions may be a new alternative
method of determining the biochemical limitations to photosynthesis throughout a day,
although to date these seem to only have been conducted at saturating PPFD. However,
field-based rapid A vs. Ci measurements would be much more labor intensive than the
method used here, and would also require information on the operational Ci throughout
the day.

Several field experiments have indicated that VCmax corrected to a constant temper-
ature may change during the course of a day [11–13], although the cause of the changes
is not clear, and can occur even in shade [13]. In those cases, VCmax was assayed using
steady-state A vs. Ci curves at high PPFD, although it was not clear whether the assays
allowed sufficient time at high PPFD to fully re-activate Rubisco. Clearly, models of C3
photosynthesis which assume constant VCmax throughout a day may be substantially in
error. Furthermore, there is a notable lack of information on daily patterns of A vs. Ci
curves at less than saturating PPFD, even at ambient CO2. This is particularly important
in predicting responses of photosynthesis to past and future changes in atmospheric CO2,
and may be one explanation for the observed insensitivity of biochemically based global
photosynthesis models to past increases in atmospheric CO2 [6,14].

4. Materials and Methods

Three C3 species, Glycine max L. Merr., cultivar Clark, Hemerocalus fulva L., and Lablab
purpureus L. Sweet were grown at the South Farm of the USDA Beltsville Agricultural
Research Center, Beltsville, Maryland. The G. max and L. purpureus plants were grown from
seed planted in the spring of 2019 in rows 70 cm apart, with plants thinned to about 7 cm
between plants after emergence. The H. fulva plants were grown from tubers in rows 70 cm
apart, with about 20 cm between tubers. The soil was a silt loam soil with a water table at
about 1.5 m depth. Weeds were removed by hand. The prior crop was soybean, and no
fertilizer was added to the soil after the well-fertilized soybean crop. Frequent precipitation
prevented significant water deficits.

Two Ciras-3 portable photosynthesis systems (PP Systems, Amesbury, MA, USA) were
used simultaneously each measurement day, with leaf chambers installed on opposite side
leaflets of the same leaf in the case of G. max and L. purpureus, and both leaf chambers were
on the same leaf in H. fulva, with about 5 cm between the chambers. Fully expanded, upper
leaves were selected for measurement. Leaf chambers had circular windows 1.8 cm in
diameter and were held horizontal. Leaf chambers were positioned so as to not be shaded
by other leaves throughout the day. Leaf chambers were programmed to track ambient
air temperature, and the external air temperature sensors were shaded at all times. Each
chamber had internal PPFD sensors. The inlet air humidity setting was adjusted so that
the chamber air had approximately the same water vapor content as that of the outside air.
The CO2 concentrations of air streams entering the two chambers were controlled at 400
and 600 μmol mol−1. Leaf gas exchange data and environmental data were automatically
recorded every 5 min from each leaf chamber throughout a 24 h period. Recording times of
the two leaf chambers were not precisely synchronized, and the timing changed in each
due to periodic automatic instrument self-tests, but recordings were synchronous within
about 2 min. Measurements were begun soon after dew had evaporated from the leaves in
the morning, and continued for 24 h. Measurements were continued for 24 h in order that
rates in morning could be obtained without problems caused by dew on the leaves. Rates
of respiration in darkness were not analyzed, for two reasons. First, flow rates were chosen
based on obtaining accurate photosynthesis measurements, and created this very low,
about 1 μmol mol−1, differentials in darkness, so respiration measurements would be quite
imprecise. Secondly, measuring small CO2 differentials using clamp-on cuvettes has long
been noted to produce artefactual apparent responses of respiration to CO2 concentration
because of leakage [15].

Measurements were made on three days each for G. max and H. fulva, and four days
for L. purpureus, with days randomly assigned to the species, and with random assignment
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of the two gas exchange systems to the two CO2 concentrations. All measurements were
made in July and early August of 2019, on days selected as forecast to be mostly clear and
without precipitation. All plants had flowered prior to the gas exchange measurements,
but were plants were measured at least a month prior to reproductive maturity.

For each measurement day, detailed gas exchange analysis and modeling was applied
to measurements during four periods: (1) periods of high (>1200 μmol m−2 s−1), stable
PPFD before mid-day, (2) periods of high, stable PPFD after mid-day, (3) periods of low
(100–300 μmol m−2 s−1), stable PPFD in early morning, and (4) periods of low, stable PPFD
in late afternoon. Additionally, detailed analysis was made of periods of low (<500 μmol
m−2 s−1) PPFD which occurred after PPFD had decreased by at least 700 μmol m−2 s−1

within the last 10 min, because of clouds. This later type of data was available each
measurement day, which is typical for this climate, where intermittent afternoon clouds
are very common in mid-summer.

Assimilation rates for the 400 μmol mol−1 treatment under each of the above con-
ditions were used to estimate values of Vc and J which would be consistent with the
measured values of A, Ci, and temperature, using the FvCB model ([16], Equations (1) and
(2)), with the temperature dependencies from Bernacchi et al. [17].

Anet = (1 − Γ*/Ci) × (Vc × Ci)/(Ci + Kc (1 + O/Ko)) − Rd (1)

Anet = (1 − Γ*/Ci) × (J × Ci)/(4Ci + 8Γ*) − Rd (2)

where Ci is intercellular (CO2), O is the oxygen concentration, γ* is the photosynthetic
CO2 compensation point without dark respiration, Kc and Ko are the Michaelis–Menton
constants for CO2 and O2, Vc is the carboxylation capacity of Rubisco, and J is the photo-
synthetic electron transport rate.

Mesophyll conductance was assumed to be infinite, so that the results would not
be influenced by assumed finite values, given the lack of information about values of
mesophyll conductance for H. fulva and L. purpureus, or its CO2 dependence [10]. It was
then tested whether values of A at 600 μmol mol−1 taken at the approximately the same
time points were better fit by assuming limitation of A by the values of Vc or J estimated
from the leaves at 400 μmol mol−1. It could hypothetically occur that A at 400 μmol mol−1

would be limited by Vc while rates at 600 μmol mol−1 would be limited by J. That would
lead to rates at elevated CO2 in between those predicted by limitation by Vc or by J [6], but
that did not occur in these experiments.

5. Conclusions

Field leaf gas exchange measurements on three herbaceous species indicated that,
under clear sky conditions, photosynthesis was limited by the carboxylation capacity of
Rubisco rather than by electron transport rate throughout diurnal cycles of solar radiation
both at approximately the current atmospheric CO2 concentration and at 1.5 times the
current concentration. Abrupt decreases in radiation due to clouds temporarily resulted in
limitation by electron transport capacity.
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Abstract: In the frame of the sustainable use of neglected and underutilized phytogenetic resources,
and along with numerous studies in Abies spp. due to the innate conservation value of fir forests, this
research focused on the Moroccan endemic fir, Abies marocana. The aim was triple-fold: to assess its
potential and dynamics in economic sectors for sustainable exploitation; to determine the ecological
conditions in which the species naturally thrives; and to find the appropriate requirements for its
successful seed germination. We sourced multifaceted evaluations for three economic sectors per-
formed in three levels, using 48 attributes and eight criteria from previous studies of our own, and the
relevant species-specific assessments are overviewed herein in detail. The species’ ecological profile
was constructed using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and open access data (Worldclim).
Seed germination trials were performed to examine the effect of cold stratification (non-stratified,
one- and two-months stratified seeds), the influence of four temperatures (10 ◦C, 15 ◦C, 20 ◦C, and
25 ◦C), and interactions thereof in relation to germination percentage (GP) and mean germination
time (MGT). The experiments showed that the interaction of cold stratification and germination
temperature has a strong effect on the GP and MGT of A. marocana seeds. A detailed GIS-derived
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ecological profile of the focal species was created in terms of precipitation and temperature natural
regimes, enabling the interpretation of the seed germination results. The multifaceted evaluations
reveal an interesting potential of the Moroccan fir in different economic sectors, which is mainly
compromised due to extant research gaps, unfavorable conditions, and low stakeholder attraction.
The findings of this study fill in extant research gaps, contribute to in situ and ex situ conservation
strategies, and can facilitate the sustainable exploitation of this emblematic local endemic plant of
northern Morocco.

Keywords: sexual propagation; cold stratification; in situ; ex situ; plant endemism; Morocco;
phytogenetic resources

1. Introduction

The genus Abies Mill. (Pinaceae) includes about 40 recognized species distributed
in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere [1]. Historically, members of the
genus Abies have been a valuable phytogenetic resource for humans. Fir trees have been
long-exploited for their timber and the production of paper [2], and studies suggest that
Abies spp. has also been used in traditional medicine to heal people’s wounds [3]. In
addition, Abies spp. has also been used widely in other sectors of the economy, such as
the ornamental industry, with various fir species used traditionally as Christmas trees in
different places [2].

The circum-Mediterranean firs form a distinct group of 10 native taxa and a natural
hybrid, i.e., Abies × borisii-regis Mattf. [4]. Six fir species among them, i.e., Abies cephalonica
Loundon, A. cilicica (Antoine and Kotschy) Carrière, A. marocana Trab., A. nebrodensis
(Lojac.) Mattei, and A. numidica de Lannoy ex Carrière, are range-restricted in parts of the
Mediterranean region. One of these, namely A. marocana (Moroccan fir), is a single-region
local endemic species of Morocco which is confined to the Rif region, and it is classified
as endangered, with a decreasing population [5]. This species could be considered as a
relict tree species since it has endured a reduction of original distribution rather recently in
Earth’s history, due to climate changes and/or anthropogenic activities [6,7]. Currently,
only two populations of A. marocana exist in the Rif Mountains of Morocco; the first one is
confined to Mt. Tazaout, and the second spreads over the Chefchaouen Mountains (the
mountains of Sfiha Tell, Tissouka, Lakraa, Talassemtane, Bouslimane, Taloussisse, Fahs,
and Kharbouch) included in the Talassemtane National Park, an area belonging to the
Intercontinental Biosphere Reserve of the Mediterranean [5,6,8,9]. In general, this species is
adapted to the humid Mediterranean climate with cold winters, tolerates frosts over long
periods, and grows on dolomitic limestone substrates, between 1400 m and 2100 m above
sea level [9].

The extant Moroccan fir forests are affected by several abiotic factors, including
droughts, the average temperature of the warmest quarter, the maximum temperature of
the warmest month [9,10], annual average temperatures, annual average precipitation, soil
moisture, and lithology [11], biotic factors, such as competition with less demanding species,
as well as anthropogenic activities, including logging and habitat alterations [6,8,12]. Pre-
vious works have reported population declines and the poor natural regeneration of A.
marocana [6,13]. Historically, the exploitation of the Moroccan fir forests began in the first
half of the twentieth century [8]. Since then, the natural distribution of A. marocana was
reduced by 70%, due to massive logging, land clearing, and fires [9]. This trend is still
decreasing the area occupied by A. marocana stands, from 5000 ha [6] to currently less
than 4000 ha [9]. To date, an absence of middle-aged plants is reported due to selective
cutting, and the overgrazing which is practiced across its range limits the potential of
natural regeneration. The situation is different in the untapped fir forest of Tazaot, where
an abundance of young plants has been reported [13]. Currently, A. marocana is protected
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in situ within the Talassemtane National Park, where no logging is carried out. Forest fires
and Indian hemp cultivation [8], however, may still threaten the extant species range.

In a wider context, the effects of climate change on A. marocana are, rather, perceived as
moderate, due to the assumption that slow-growing conifers are able to regenerate under
shelter if there are enough seedlings in mixed (Abies marocana–Cedrus atlantica) forests [10].
The structure, species composition, and competition in Moroccan fir forests could affect
the response and resilience of A. marocana to climate change [10]. The competition with
Quercus ilex L., Q. faginea Lam., and Juniperus oxycedrus L. could limit the regeneration of the
Moroccan fir [12], while A. marocana and Pinus nigra J. F. Arnold-mixed forests seem to have
a positive-to-neutral effect on A. marocana growth [10]. In the Tazaout forest, Moroccan firs
regenerate more easily, and its stands are still dominant in the mixed formation with Acer
granatense Boiss. and Cedrus atlantica (Endl.) Manetti ex Carrière, or when they co-occur
with Pinus pinaster Aiton and P. nigra. However, 200 ha of Moroccan fir forest was burned
in 2002, on the northern slope of Tazaout forest, and no regeneration has been observed
there, probably due to the steep sloping and strong competition with other less-demanding
species [8]. To resolve regeneration problems for this species in situ, deeper knowledge of
A. marocana biology, as well as appropriate forest management actions, are required [10].

In general, to compile the necessary body of biological knowledge of threatened
species (such as A. marocana), previous studies have highlighted the importance of seed
germination studies both for the in situ and the ex-situ conservation of threatened plant
resources [14–18]. Despite the fact that a large part of the Moroccan endemic flora includes
hundreds of globally threatened plants [19], the number of local endemic taxa for which
germination studies have been performed to date is still very low [20,21]. Currently, there
are only a few germination studies related to some local endemic medicinal-aromatic
plants of Morocco, such as Thymus maroccanus Ball., Thymus broussonetii Boiss [22,23], and
Origanum elongatum (Bonnet) Emb. and Maire [15,24], and there is no relevant data for
A. marocana.

Conservation-wise, germination and propagation trials need to be species-specific
and focused on threatened local endemic species to support and facilitate long-term con-
servation strategies, as well as effective sustainable exploitation strategies [18]. In the
absence of published data concerning the seed germination of A. marocana, and in the
framework of diversified seed dormancy reports for different Abies species [25,26], the
study herein investigates, for the first time, the seed germination requirements of A. maro-
cana, an emblematic local endemic tree of Morocco which is threatened by extinction and
thus should be prioritized. The absence of relevant information for the targeted fir species
makes its propagation by domestic forest authorities difficult, hindering conservation plans
and restoration programmes and hampering its possible exploitation in various economic
sectors. Concerning the latter, the promising potential and the feasibility of creating value
chains for A. marocana in different economic sectors make its sustainable exploitation achiev-
able [18,27,28]. In this context, an understanding of the life cycle of A. marocana and its seed
germination is crucial for achieving both its effective in situ conservation and its successful
ex situ propagation for conservation purposes and sustainable exploitation strategies. To
this end, an ecological profiling using Geographical Information Systems (GIS) can provide
significant insight regarding the abiotic environmental conditions that A. marocana requires
in its natural habitats, and may inform whether these conditions can be exploited or can
be reproduced to some extent in the man-made environment of the ex-situ conservation
efforts, thus facilitating propagation, germination trails, and acclimatization [29,30]. In turn,
information stemming from GIS-facilitated germination studies on seed storage, the needed
pre-treatments, and the optimal temperatures for seed germination is very useful for in
situ conservation efforts as well as for sustainable exploitation strategies. Consequently, in
the present study, we generated the GIS ecological profile of A. marocana with the aim to
examine the effect of cold stratification, and to evaluate the impact of temperature on its
seed germination.
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2. Results

2.1. Overview of the Potential of Abies marocana in Economic Sectors
2.1.1. Ornamental-Horticultural Potential

Among the 94 Moroccan endemics comparatively examined [18], the highest-evaluated
taxon was Abies marocana (72.5%), showing an interesting general potential in the ornamental-
horticultural sector. The scoring of Abies marocana is illustrated in Figure 1, profiting from
high-scoring in most of the attributes examined.

Figure 1. Evaluation of Abies marocana scored for 20 ornamental-horticultural attributes, reaching
72.5% of the optimum possible score, which is hierarchically ranked in the highest (>70%) general
class; for details, see [18].

Concerning the potential in the subsectors of the ornamental-horticultural industry,
Abies marocana scored 71.88% and ranked in the top three cases of local Moroccan endemics
with the highest suitability for pot/patio plants (after Salvia interrupta subsp. paui and
Rhodanthemum hosmariense). Although none of the local Moroccan taxa entered to the
highest class of scores for home gardening suitability (>70%), Abies marocana received the
highest score (68.83%) among them, and ranked first in above-average to high positions,
followed by another seven Moroccan taxa. After Salvia interrupta subsp. paui and Rhodan-
themum hosmariense ranked in top positions for landscaping eligibility (70.97% and 69.89%
respectively), Abies marocana ranked in above-average to high positions (66.13%), followed
by another eleven Moroccan taxa. Among Moroccan local endemics that are suitable for
xeroscaping, Abies marocana, with 62.85%, ranked within the top 10 ones.

2.1.2. Medicinal-Cosmetic and Agro-Alimentary Potential

Abies marocana, scoring 44.44% in the medicinal-cosmetic sector (Figure 2A), was the
third-highest evaluated taxon among the 94 local Moroccan endemics examined [27,28],
showing a very interesting potential.

 
(A) (B) 

Figure 2. Evaluation of Abies marocana scored for nine medicinal attributes (A) and for seven agro-
alimentary attributes (B), reaching 44.44% and 47.62% of the optimum possible scores, respectively;
these scores hierarchically ranked it in corresponding lower to average classes [20,28], respectively.
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Although Abies marocana scored 47.62% in the agro-alimentary sector, it was included
among the top 15 cases of local Moroccan taxa, with interesting agro-alimentary potential
due to the strong aromatic properties of the pleasant aroma of the sourced resin (Figure 2B).

2.1.3. Feasibility and Readiness Assessments for Sustainable Exploitation

In terms of feasibility for sustainable exploitation (Level II evaluation based on 12 at-
tributes) [18], A. marocana received the highest score (43.06%) among 94 local endemic
plants of northern Morocco, which hierarchically ranked the taxon in the below-average to
low class.

The readiness timescale for value chain creation regarding A. marocana (Level III
evaluation upon completion of eight criteria) was assessed as achievable in the long-
term [18].

2.2. Ecological Profiling of Abies marocana

In an attempt to facilitate both conservation efforts and sustainable exploitation [17], a
GIS ecological profile was generated in terms of temperature and precipitation regimes
across the original sites, where A. marocana is wild-growing in the natural environment
(Figure 3).

2.2.1. Temperature-Related Attributes

The highest mean values of the average temperatures in the range of A. marocana
(Figure 3) are peaked in mid- and late-summer, i.e., July (21.74 ± 1.66 ◦C) and August
(21.29 ± 1.85 ◦C). During the autumn months, average temperatures start decreasing
gradually, from 18.10 ± 2.12 ◦C in September to 9.35 ± 2.27 ◦C in November, and continue
to reduce until mid-winter (5.00 ± 1.87 ◦C in January). By the end of winter (February),
average temperatures start rising (5.62 ± 1.92 ◦C) and continue to increase gradually during
the spring months, from 7.96 ± 1.93 ◦C in March to 13.91 ± 1.65 ◦C in May (Figure 3),
reaching 18.02 ± 1.69 ◦C in early summer (June). Within this seasonal pattern, the minima
of mean temperatures can be as low as −2.60 ◦C in January, and the maxima of mean
temperatures can be as high as 32.70 ◦C in July (Figure 3). These temperature extremes
represent the temperature limits in which the wild-growing A. marocana populations
are adapted to thrive naturally, while mean diurnal range is 10.68 ± 0.44 ◦C and the
annual temperature range is 12.61 ± 1.87 ◦C. These historical climatic data show no
evidence for extreme low or high temperatures experienced by the A. marocana wild-
growing populations. During the lowest average-temperature month (January), minimum
mean temperature does not drop below 0 ◦C (Tmean of Tmin = 0.64 ± 1.59 ◦C), while
maximum mean temperature does not rise above 30 ◦C (Tmean of Tmax = 28.7 ± 1.71 ◦C).

2.2.2. Precipitation-Related Attributes

Historical precipitation records suggest a strong seasonal raining pattern in the natural
range of A. marocana (Figure 3). The highest mean values of precipitation occur naturally
at the beginning of spring (March), with 171.98 ± 9.53 mm after a four-month period
of high precipitation from the end of autumn and during winter (Figure 3), i.e., from
November (141.30 ± 15.55 mm) to February (166.90 ± 13.59 mm). In mid-spring (April),
precipitation starts declining from 87.28 ± 6.54 mm to 1.54 ± 0.78 mm during the driest
month (July). After mid-summer, precipitation rises again (Figure 3), mainly in September
(21.23 ± 3.40 mm) and October (74.16 ± 7.13 mm).
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2.3. Seed Germination Tests

The viability of the A. marocana seeds used in the experiments was low: 39 ± 8.24%
(average of the four replications, S.D.), as indicated by the tetrazolium test.

Cold stratification (CS) and temperature, as well as the interaction thereof, significantly
affected both the germination percentage (GP) and the mean germination time (MGT) of A.
marocana seeds (Table 1). In the presence of a significant interaction, it was considered that
the separate interpretation of the main effects was of inferior importance. In non-stratified
seeds, the seeds incubated at 15 ◦C exhibited higher GP than seeds incubated at 10 ◦C,
whereas no significant difference was observed in the GPs among seeds incubated at 10,
20, and 25 ◦C (Table 2). In cold-stratified seeds for one or two months, no significant
difference among the incubation temperatures was observed in the GPs. Furthermore,
in seeds incubated at 15, 20, or 25 ◦C, no significant difference was observed in the GPs
between non-stratified seeds and seeds stratified for one or two months. However, in
seeds incubated at 10 ◦C for the period of one month, CS resulted in a higher GP than
non-stratified seeds, whereas no significant difference was observed in the GPs among
seeds stratified for two months and non-stratified seeds (Table 2).

Table 1. Significance of factors and their interaction on the germination percentage and on the mean germination time of
Abies marocana seeds, as estimated by ANOVA.

Attributes Factors Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Cold Stratification (CS) 250.98 2 125.49 6.35 0.004
Germination

Percentage (GP) Temperature (T) 367.82 3 122.60 6.20 0.002

CS * T 380.42 6 63.40 3.21 0.013

Cold Stratification (CS) 14,770.65 2 7385.33 677.24 0.000
Mean Germination

Time (MGT) Temperature (T) 2965.46 3 988.49 90.64 0.000

CS * T 563.41 6 93.90 8.61 0.000

Table 2. Interaction of the factors “cold stratification” and “temperature incubation” on germination percentage and the
mean germination time of Abies marocana seeds.

Cold Stratification
(Months)

Incubation Temperature
10 ◦C 15 ◦C 20 ◦C 25 ◦C

Germination percentage (% ± S.D.)

0 12.00 b 1 B 2 ± 5.66 35.00 a A ± 6.83 19.00 ab A ± 6.83 21.00 ab A ± 3.83
1 27.00 a A ± 6.83 32.00 a A ± 8.64 26.00 a A ± 6.93 23.00 a A ± 6.00
2 24.00 a AB ± 6.53 22.00 a A ± 5.16 16.00 a A ± 5.66 15.00 a A ± 6.83

Mean Germination Time (days ± S.D.)

0 74.26 a 1 A 2 ± 4.50 50.15 b A ± 2.40 52.77 b A ± 3.70 48.18 b A ± 4.62
1 38.13 a B ± 5.99 17.72 b B ± 1.34 14.35 b B ± 1.01 14.75 b B ± 0.96
2 22.83 a C ± 3.55 18.35 ab B ± 2.48 15.46 b B ± 2.21 12.69 b B ± 2.54

1 Within a row, percentages are statistically different at p < 0.05 when they do not share a common small letter. 2 Within a column,
percentages are statistically different at p < 0.05 when they do not share a common capital letter. The comparisons were made using the
R-E-G-WQ test.

According to Table 2, a significant effect of CS on MGT was observed. The CS for one
or two months significantly hastened the germination of A. marocana seeds. Particularly, at
10 ◦C, seeds stratified for two months exhibited the lowest MGT. In seeds incubated at 15, 20,
or 25 ◦C, a lower MGT was observed in stratified seeds (regardless of the period) compared
to the non-stratified ones, whereas no significant difference was observed between the
two periods of CS examined. Furthermore, the seeds incubated at 10 ◦C for germination
exhibited the highest MGTs, regardless of CS period.
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When incubated at temperatures ≥15 ◦C, following a one- or two-month period of CS,
germinated seeds were recorded on the seventh day after the sowing and the germination
was completed, at the end of third week for seeds incubated at 20 and 25 ◦C, and two
weeks later for seeds incubated at 15 ◦C (Figure 4). In non-stratified seeds, the germination
started at the end of the fourth week at temperatures ≥15 ◦C and at the end of the seventh
week at 10 ◦C (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Effects of the cold-stratification period (CS) on the Abies marocana seed germination time course (• non-stratified,
� one-month CS, and � two-month CS) in seeds incubated at four constant temperatures (10, 15, 20, and 25 ◦C) under a
12-h light/12-h dark photoperiod.

3. Discussion

In the context of the sustainable use of phytogenetic resources and in the face of climate
change, the Neglected and Underutilized Plant species (NUPs) are considered promising
alternative crops if domesticated and sustainably used [18,31]. This study has explored, in a
comprehensive way, and has assessed, in a multifaceted mode, whether the domestication
procedure for Abies marocana can actually be achieved for its sustainable exploitation (see
Section 4.1). Conservation-wise, this focal fir tree represents an emblematic local endemic
of northern Morocco, which has been assessed as currently threatened by extinction, i.e.,
endangered with a decreasing population trend [5]. Therefore, intense research efforts are
needed to obtain more information regarding its biological cycle if its extinction is to be
prevented. In this way, the ecological profiling of A. marocana in terms of temperature and
precipitation, as well as the first-ever germination tests presented herein, are considered
contributions to fill such research gaps (see Section 4.2).

3.1. Potential, Feasibility, and Readiness for Value Chain Creation

Abies marocana represents an important NUP of Morocco, which is interesting for
applications in different economic sectors. According to the multifaceted evaluations
exercised [18,27,28] and overviewed herein, A. marocana represents a promising and highly
suitable species for the ornamental-horticultural sector, especially as a pot plant as well
as for landscaping and home gardening applications [18]. Currently, A. marocana has
recognized ornamental value and is currently traded worldwide by three nurseries over the
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internet, and distinct value chains are already extant [21]. This kind of electronic commerce,
however, for such a unique floristic element of Morocco, is performed with no official
permission granted by domestic authorities; it is subjected to sovereign rights due to the
Nagoya protocol and may be further associated with conservation implications [21].

Almost the same interest applies for the medicinal-cosmetic sector, where A. marocana
scored third in comparison to other local endemic NUPs of Morocco [28]. To date, com-
parative studies in members of the genus Abies report at least 277 compounds that have
been isolated and identified across 19 species, reporting mostly terpenoids, flavonoids,
lignans, phenols, and steroids [32]. Members of such categories of natural ingredients
often find commercial applications in cosmetic products. Modern investigations in close
Abies relatives report the isolation and identification of more than 90 constituents from A.
alba seeds and cone scales, concluding that its seeds can be potentially exploited by the
perfume industry [33]. Preliminary studies in A. marocana report a variety of diterpenoids,
cadinanes, and cholestanes [32]. Yet, with limited available data to date, intense efforts
and targeted phytochemical investigations are required to unveil the potentially valuable
diversity of molecules and bioactive compounds that are probably naturally produced by
A. marocana.

A. marocana ranked almost average (43.06%) in terms of feasibility evaluation for
sustainable exploitation [18]. However, when this score is partitioned in different attributes,
two opposite trends became evident: (i) the relative tendency of score increases because
of high attribute assessments (scores of five or six) related to endemism rarity, extinction
risk status, effective ex situ conservation [20], and current extant horticultural experience
with seed germination trials as presented herein, and (ii) the relative tendency of score
decreases due to low attribute assessments (scores of zero or one) owing to the absence of
protection status and few marketed commercial products [21], high water demands, the
restricted availability of initial propagation materials, the absence of vegetative propagation
techniques or cultivation protocols or extant cultivations [18]. If the above-mentioned gaps
and weaknesses are filled by targeted applied research, there is no doubt that the feasibility
assessment of A. marocana will be improved considerably, reaching those reported for some
local endemics of Crete (Greece) that are currently under sustainable exploitation, i.e.,
Sideritis syriaca subsp. syriaca [34] and Origanum dictamnus [18].

The readiness timescale for the sustainable exploitation of A. marocana is assessed as
achievable in the long-term [18] due to restrictions related with propagation materials, lim-
ited knowledge of propagation–cultivation techniques, compromised commercial interest,
low stakeholder attraction, and discrepancies in implementation of the Nagoya Protocol
in different countries. The absence of experience in the massive propagation and in the
cultivation protocols for this species may strongly compromise any attempt at upscaling for
its future exploitation and commercialization, and further implies that multidisciplinary
and applied research is needed urgently (e.g., massive propagation, cultivation, cultivation
practices, agro-processing, fertilization regimes, agronomical aspects, stakeholder and
distribution channels attraction, etc.) to overcome existing barriers. Therefore, the value
chain for A. marocana is considered as difficult to create in the short- or medium-term,
and consequently, can only be achieved in long-term. This study, however, provides solid
information regarding the seed propagation of A. marocana, thus facilitating the sustainable
exploitation of this promising species in economic sectors. For many species, propaga-
tion from seeds is the most common and the cheapest method exercised in commercial
nurseries [35]. In this fashion, it seems that there are good perspectives for sustainable
exploitation if more research gaps are filled promptly and quickly. The speeding-along of
sustainable exploitation strategies can also be achieved when similar successful paradigms
at local scales are followed. For instance, Argania spinosa (L.) Skeels (Sapotaceae) has long
been another NUP which—after targeted research by scientists, documentation, conserva-
tion efforts, and stakeholder attraction were all achieved within about a decade [27]—is
currently receiving increased global appreciation in the international markets [36].
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3.2. Seed Germination Requirements for Conservation and Sustainable Exploitation

For many species, propagation from seeds is the most common and the cheapest
method used in commercial nurseries [35], creating heterogenous individuals due to
species genetic diversity. Although this may be undesirable in some cases (e.g., the artificial
selection of suitable genotypes for the production of specific metabolites), it is highly
required during conservation efforts to maintain and promote the genetic diversity of the
focal taxon. However, a major constraint to sexual propagation is the poor germination
due to poor natural seed quality and seed dormancy. Indeed, high percentages of empty
seeds are often observed in many Abies spp. [26]. A significant problem in such cases
is the separation and the removal of seeds that do not contain an embryo (non-viable
seeds), especially when these are filled in with resin. As frequently reported in the relevant
literature, the seeds of most (if not all) members of the genus Abies exhibit some degree
of dormancy, and therefore a period of CS is required to overcome it [25,37]. However,
seed dormancy among different Abies spp. is quite variable, and the degree of dormancy
determines the duration of CS needed to overcome this natural barrier [26]. Furthermore, a
variation in seed dormancy among provenances and among different seedlots harvested in
different years has been reported for some Abies spp. [25]. Due to this multiple variation in
seed dormancy, a three-week period of stratification at 3–5 ◦C is suggested as a necessary
step by ISTA [38] for seed germination in 10 Abies spp., whereas double germination tests
are recommended for many species (including A. pinsapo Boiss., the closest species to
A. marocana).

It is well-known that seeds of Abies spp. are usually of poor quality [39–41]. According
to the results of the tetrazolium test performed in this study, the potential germination
capacity of the seedlot of A. marocana sourced from wild habitats in Rif, Morocco and used
in the germination experiments was as low as 39%. Possibly, the date of cone collection,
the storage period (12 months) of seeds, or both of them resulted in a reduction in the
viability and germinability of the seeds of Abies marocana. It has been reported that seed
germinability of many Abies species is improved when seeds are collected as close as
possible to seed dispersal [26]. Concerning the effect of seed storage on germination, the
storage of A. cephalonica seeds in the dark, in sealed containers, at 7 ± 2 ◦C for one year
resulted in a significant decrease in seed germinability [40]. Furthermore, the germination
of A. x borisii-regis seeds is reduced after a one-year period of storage at 0 ◦C, compared to
fresh seeds [41]. Similarly, low viability (<44%) has been reported in seeds from four Polish
provenances of A. alba Mill. [42], and low germination percentages have been observed in
seeds of four Indian provenances of A. pindrow (Royle ex D.Don) Royle [43].

In the present study, the germination and germination rate of Abies marocana non-
stratified seeds varied along a temperature gradient, and its seed germination seemed
to have a specific temperature requirement. Abies marocana seeds without any treatment
germinated best at 15 ◦C, while a remarkable number of viable seeds failed to germinate at
a lower (10 ◦C) temperature. In the literature, there are studies that recommend alternating
temperatures of 30◦ with light for 8 h, and 20 ◦C with dark for 16 h, to achieve maximum
seed germination in different Abies species [38], while some others note that species often
have a specific temperature range for seed germination [37]. Abies amabilis (Douglas ex
Loudon) J. Forbes seeds germinate better (although slower) under a 15:10 ◦C (day:night)
temperature regime, regardless of the stratification treatment [44]. A constant temperature
of 10 ◦C is probably the best temperature for the seed germination of A. pindrow from four
provenances [43], as the highest GP and MGT is observed in this temperature (in contrast,
the lowest GPs and MGTs were recorded at 25 ◦C). However, A. cephalonica seeds seem
to germinate well over a wide temperature range (5–25 ◦C) without any pre-treatment, at
both constant and alternating temperatures [45].

In our study, the CS of A. marocana seeds resulted in the loss of sensitivity to tempera-
ture. In cold-stratified seeds, regardless of duration, no significant difference in GPs among
the incubation temperatures was observed. Apart from widening the range of temper-
atures for optimum germination, stratification resulted in more rapid germination of A.
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marocana seeds, thus confirming similar results found in previous studies for other Abies
spp. [26,46,47]. In practical horticulture for sustainable exploitation, apart from high seed
germination, uniform and rapid seed germination is equally significant in order to avoid
environmental hazards within the nursery [36]. In general, the fastest rate of germination is
usually observed at temperatures between 15 and 25 ◦C for the seeds of many plant species.
However, the germination percentages of the cold-stratified seeds of A. marocana studied
herein were found to be lower than those of viable seeds. This could be attributed to mold
development during the stratification period in the laboratory chambers since increased
mold growth was observed on the two-month cold-stratified seeds of A. marocana. The
same problem has been reported in germination studies involving seeds of other members
of the genus Abies [40,44,46,48].

Most Abies species exhibit some degree of seed dormancy, and stratification is required
to improve germination in terms of capacity and/or speed [25]. In the present study,
the detected response to temperature and CS confirms the existence of some degree of
dormancy in A. marocana seeds. CS is regarded as the most important treatment for breaking
dormancy in the seeds of many species of the temperate zone [37,49–51]. It is known that
when CS reduces the temperature requirement for germination or increases the speed
of germination, the species should be listed [after 37] as having physiological dormancy
rather than being with non-dormant seeds.

Temperature is an important environmental factor that regulates seed germination
in many plant species [52]. The Talassemtane forest, where A. marocana occurs naturally,
in Morocco receives an average precipitation of 1500 mm annually [5,6]. In our study, the
GIS-derived ecological profile of A. marocana informed that the mean annual precipitation
in the species range is 1024.81 ± 54.99 mm. Previous studies focusing on niche modelling
report that droughts, the average temperature of the warmest quarter, the maximum tem-
perature of the warmest month, the annual average temperatures, and the annual average
precipitation are critical abiotic factors for this species [9,10]. Obviously, A. marocana has
developed specific adaptations and a survival strategy to prevent seed germination during
unfavorable environmental conditions for seedling growth, such as cold or dry periods.
Cones of A. marocana ripen in autumn with subsequent seed dispersal in mid-autumn or
early winter [9]. According to the results of this study, A. marocana seeds germinated with-
out any CS; however, their germination started with a month-long delay at temperatures
from 15–25 ◦C (see Figure 4). Moreover, at 10 ◦C, the germination started after the 50th day.
Based on the results of this study, in vivo germination in the wild habitats does not seem to
happen during October and November or early winter because the temperatures recorded
in the distribution area of A. marocana are quite lower than their preferable temperature
for the initiation of seed germination (15 ◦C for the germination of non-stratified seeds
in laboratory conditions). According to the GIS-derived ecological profile of A. marocana
(Figure 3), the mean monthly air temperatures (not ground or below-ground tempera-
tures) for October, November, and December are 12.55, 9.35, and 6.24 ◦C, respectively. In
parallel, in the wild habitats of A. marocana, the increased precipitation over the winter
months (mean precipitation from 74.16 mm in October to 123.22 mm in December and
171.98 mm in March), in combination with the low temperatures during this period (see
Figure 3), probably create the ideal conditions for natural seed stratification. As inferred by
the germination results of cold-stratified A. marocana seeds, their exposure to humid and
cold conditions during wintertime, which are the appropriate conditions for dormancy-
breaking, results in a widening of the temperature range over which germination actually
occurs in spring. Subsequently, the seeds can probably germinate in early spring when
the average mean temperatures are still relatively low (7.96 ◦C and 11.52 ◦C in March and
April, respectively) and the soil moisture is high or progressively close to the favorable
germination temperature detected in germination tests (15 ◦C).
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Multifaceted Evaluation in Economic Sectors

The evaluation of the potential of A. marocana in specific economic sectors (Level I eval-
uation) was overviewed based on twenty attributes assessing its ornamental-horticultural
potential [18], (ii) seven attributes assessing its agro-alimentary potential [27], and (iii) nine
attributes assessing its potential in the medicinal-cosmetic sector [28]. A multidisciplinary
scientific consortium, including 13 experienced scientists, was engaged to develop a new
methodological scheme for the multifaceted evaluation of target NUPs, deciding collec-
tively after a case-by-case examination and consultation the following issues: individual
attributes per economic sector to be used for the evaluation; typology of attributes used
for evaluation (sector-specific or inter-sectorial); selection of data sources to be used for
documentation (one to four types per selected attribute); scaling per attribute (two-fold to
seven-fold), and directionality for the scoring of different attributes (possible scores and
value definitions based on the quality and quantity of the extant information retrieved).
This methodological scheme is fully described in detail (e.g., individual scores per attribute)
along with guidelines and examples of scorings for 399 local endemic taxa of three Mediter-
ranean regions (Crete, Mediterranean Coast–Rif, and Tunisia) in previous studies of our
own for the ornamental sector [18], the agro-alimentary sector [27], and the medicinal-
cosmetic sector [28]. The evaluation of the potential of A. marocana in specific economic
sectors (Level I evaluations) was overviewed based on twenty attributes assessing its
ornamental-horticultural potential [18], (ii) seven attributes assessing its agro-alimentary
potential [27], and (iii) nine attributes assessing its potential in the medicinal-cosmetic
sector [28]. After the scoring of individual attributes, the sum of scorings for all attributes
per economic sector was calculated and expressed as the relative percentage (%) of the
maximum possible score that could be generated in each sector [18,27,28]. In this way, the
relevant data and information sourced from widely scattered sources were assessed to com-
prehensively illustrate the relative potential of A. marocana in different economic sectors.

Feasibility evaluation of A. marocana (Level II evaluation) involved point-scoring of
12 selected attributes, considered either as prerequisites of common interest across various
economic sectors (eight attributes), or as unique identity elements or special features
(four attributes) to be exploited in terms of product branding and marketing [18]. The
designated readiness timescale evaluation for the sustainable exploitation for A. marocana
(Level III evaluation) involved the completion of eight criteria, based on SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) and gap analyses. These evaluations were sourced
from previous research or our own [18] and are presented herein in detail for A. marocana.

4.2. Distribution Mapping and GIS Ecological Profiling

In total, 313 natural distribution points (occurrence records) of current A. marocana
wild-growing populations were taken from previously published studies [9,53,54]. Based
on the natural distribution range of A. marocana in Morocco (Figure 5), respective his-
torical climate data of pixel size 30 sec was downloaded from the WorldClim website
(https://www.worldclim.org/data/worldclim21.html, accessed on 26 November 2021)
regarding minimum, maximum, and average temperatures and precipitation, as well
as the respective values regarding 19 bioclimatic variables, i.e., Annual Mean Tempera-
ture (Bio_1), Mean Diurnal Range (Bio_2), Isothermality (Bio_3), Temperature Seasonality
(Bio_4), Max Temperature of Warmest Month (Bio_5), Min Temperature of Coldest Month
(Bio_6), Temperature Annual Range (Bio_7), Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter (Bio_8),
Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter (Bio_9), Mean Temperature of Warmest Quarter
(Bio_10), Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter (Bio_11), Annual Precipitation (Bio_12),
Precipitation of Wettest Month (Bio_13), Precipitation of Driest Month (Bio_14), Precipita-
tion Seasonality (Bio_15), Precipitation of Wettest Quarter (Bio_16), Precipitation of Driest
Quarter (Bio_17), Precipitation of Warmest Quarter (Bio_18), and Precipitation of Coldest
Quarter (Bio_19). The following layers were imported in the GIS environment:
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Figure 5. Natural global distribution range of the threatened local endemic Moroccan fir (Abies marocana) based on 313
occurrence records [9,53,54].

(a) WorldClim version 2.1 [55], containing minimum, maximum, and average temper-
atures (◦C) as well as precipitation values (mm) and data for 19 bioclimatic variables for
every month derived from 1970–2000, with a raster resolution of 1 km2;

and (b) an A. marocana distribution raster file, including 313 occurrence records [9,53,54]
(Figure 5).

4.3. Seed Collection and Storage

On 31 August 2019, mature cones of A. marocana were collected by hand from ran-
dom wild-growing individuals in natural habitats of the Talassemtane National Park, Rif,
Morocco (035◦07′02′′ N, 05◦08′00′′ W and altitude 1539 m a.s.l). The species habitat was
characterized by the presence of limestone rock outcrops on a steep slope (Figure 6). Dur-
ing collection, every paper bag with cones and seeds was labeled separately (taxon, date
and location). After harvesting, the cones were stored in paper bags to allow for gradual
desiccation. To extract the seeds in the laboratory, the cones were fragmented by hand
and then the seeds were manually separated from the scales and cone axes (Figure 7). The
separated seeds were de-winged by hand and then stored in glass containers in a laboratory
refrigerator (3–5 ◦C).

Then, to be gradually dehumidified, the seeds were deposited for 12 months in
the Seed Bank of the Institute of Plant Breeding and Genetic Resources, Agricultural
Organization Demeter, in Thessaloniki, Greece, at 5 ◦C in a walk-in fridge with low
relative humidity (25%). Prior to the seed transfer that took place in the frame of the
MULTI-VAL-END project (“Multifaceted Valorisation of single-country Endemic plants of
Crete, Greece, Tunisia and Rif, Morocco for sustainable exploitation in the agro-alimentary,
horticultural-ornamental and medicinal-cosmetic sectors”; ARIMNet2), a MTA (Mutual
Transfer Agreement) was officially signed by the legal bodies of the donor and recipient
parties to ensure the endorsement of provisions of the Nagoya Protocol, as imposed by the
EU Regulation 511/2014. Then, the taxonomically identified stored seedlot of A. marocana
(Figure 6) obtained a unique IPEN (International Plant Exchange Network) accession
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number MA-1-BBGK-20,428 (identifier and passport data illustrating origin, restrictions of
use, storage institution, year of collection, and identity number), and it was photographed
using a Ricoh WG-6 camera with an incorporated LED ring light.

  
(A) (B) 

   
(C) (D) (E) 

Figure 6. (A) Forests and habitat of Abies marocana in Talassemtane National Park of the Rif region in
Morocco; (B) Habitat of a mature A. marocana individual; (C) Trunk and ramification of a random A.
marocana mature individual; (D) Male inflorescences; (E) Ripe female cones with seeds.
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(A) (B) 

  
(C) (D) 

Figure 7. Seed morphology of Abies marocana: (A) Extracted seeds from cones; (B) Size variability of
winged seeds; (C) Size variability of de-winged seeds; (D) Lateral view of de-winged seed.

4.4. Seed Treatment

Germination experiments were initiated in January 2021 and they were conducted in
the Laboratory of Horticulture, School of Agriculture, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
Greece. Before the experiments, a random sample of 100 seeds of A. marocana (four
replications of 25 seeds) was subjected to a tetarazolium test in order to estimate seed
viability. Pre-moistened seeds were cut longitudinally beside the embryo, and then were
immersed in a 1% solution of 2,3,5-triphenyl tetrazolium chloride for 18 h in the dark [38].
Subsequently, the staining of cut seeds was examined (Figure 8).

  
(A) (B) 

Figure 8. Non-viable (A) and viable (B) embryos during viability examination of Abies marocana seeds.

In order to determine the effect of cold stratification (CS) on germination, the seeds
were mixed with moist sterilized river sand in plastic containers and were stratified for
one or two months at 2–4 ◦C in separate plastic containers with 400 seeds each. In addition,
non-stratified seeds (0 months) were subjected to germination.
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4.5. Germination Tests

The non-stratified as well as the stratified seeds were placed for germination in
growth chambers at the end of each CS period, and their germination response to four
constant temperatures (10, 15, 20, and 25 ◦C) was evaluated. Experiments were maintained
in a CRW-500SD growth chamber (Chrisagis, Athens, Greece) with relative humidity
(RH) at 75 ± 1% and a light intensity of 82 μmol m−2 s−1 at the culture level from cool-
white fluorescent tubes. The selection of temperature intervals was facilitated by the GIS
ecological profile generated for A. marocana (see Section 2.2), based on 313 occurrence
records located in nearby regions. For each treatment and temperature, there were four
replications of 25 seeds. The seeds were placed on sterilized river sand in 12-cm glass Petri
dishes, moistened with distilled water. The Petri dishes were randomly arranged on the
shelves of the growth chambers under a 12-h light/12-h dark photoperiod regime, and
were watered with distilled water for the whole experimental period. Attention was given
to watering so as to avoid drying, as well as excess moisture, in the substratum (sand).
The amount of water required to moisten the sand was not constant, and depended on
the incubation temperature. Germinated seeds were counted each week for a period of
13 weeks. A seed was considered as germinated when an at least 2-mm-long radicle had
emerged through the seed coat (Figure 9). Finally, for each temperature of each CS period,
the germination percentage (GP) and the mean germination time (MGT) were calculated
as the average of the four replications. The MGT was calculated for each replication per
treatment, according to the following equation:

MGT = Σ(Dn)/Σn

where n is the number of seeds which germinated on day D, counted from the beginning
of the test [56].

 

Figure 9. Germinated seeds of Abies marocana with evident radicle protrusion.

4.6. Statistical Analysis

The experimental design was a completely randomized design with two factors. The
factors were the duration of CS and the incubation temperature (3 × 4 factorial design).
The GP data was transformed to arc-sine square root values before analysis [57,58]. The
transformed data, as well as the MGT data, were checked for normality and homogeneity
of variances, and they were analyzed using the ANOVA method [58] in the frame of the
general linear model (GLM), while the comparisons of the means were performed using
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the R-E-G-WQ test [59,60]. All statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS 21.0 (SPSS,
Inc., Armonk, New York, USA).

5. Conclusions

To date, there are only non-coordinated efforts for the ex-situ conservation of Abies
marocana in five foreign countries, but no ex-situ conservation is offered in Moroccan facili-
ties [20]. This fact is coupled with commercial demand, as illustrated by the global internet
plant trade [21]. The current research explored comprehensively and documented substan-
tially the existing potential of Abies marocana in different economic sectors (ornamental-
horticultural, medicinal-cosmetic, and agro-alimentary), and overviewed the feasibility
and readiness timescale regarding value chain creation for its sustainable exploitation.
Furthermore, this study investigated the climatic conditions in which its wild-growing
populations thrive naturally in Morocco, and revealed the germination requirements of
A. marocana seeds (effects of temperature and cold stratification). Thus, the findings of
this study fill in extant research gaps, may contribute to in situ and ex situ conservation
strategies, and can facilitate the sustainable exploitation of this emblematic local endemic
plant of northern Morocco.
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Abstract: Dogroses belong to a taxonomically difficult genus and family and represent important
phytogenetic resources associated with high ornamental, pharmaceutical-cosmetic and nutritional
values, thus suggesting a potentially high exploitation merit. Triggered by these prospects, wild-
growing Rosa canina populations of Greece were selected for investigation and evaluation of their
potential for integrated domestication. We collected ripe rosehips from Greek native wild-growing
populations (samples from seven genotypes) for phytochemical analysis (total phenolics, total
flavonoids, antioxidant activity and vitamin C content), leaf samples for DNA analysis using the
ITS2 sequence (nine genotypes) and fresh soft-wood stem cuttings for propagation trials (seven
genotypes). After evaluation of these materials, this study reports for the first-time distinct DNA-
fingerprinted genotypes from Greece with interesting phytochemical profiles mainly in terms of
Vitamic C content (up to 500.22 ± 0.15 mg of ascorbic acid equivalents/100 g of sample) as well as
effective asexual propagation protocols for prioritized R. canina genotypes via cuttings. The latter
highlights the importance of the levels of external hormone application (2000 ppm of indole-3-butyric
acid), the effect of season (highly-effective spring trials) and genotype-specific differences in rooting
capacities of the studied genotypes. All inclusive, this study offers new artificially selected material
of Greek native R. canina with a consolidated identity and interesting phytochemical profile. These
materials are currently under ex-situ conservation for further evaluation and characterization in
pilot field studies, thus facilitating its sustainable exploitation for applications in the agro-alimentary,
medicinal-cosmetic, and ornamental sectors.

Keywords: biodiversity; ex-situ conservation; protocols; DNA barcoding; germplasm; phytogenetic
resources; forest berries

1. Introduction

To date there are at least 373 recognized species worldwide in genus Rosa L. of
Rosaceae family (www.theplantlist.org, accessed on 1 November 2021) and about 30,000 or-
namental varieties [1,2]; the latter are probably derived from only seven species largely
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contributing to the creation of the modern commercial rose with further seven species
providing some minor inputs [3]. Nevertheless, according to the Plant List database
19 rose species are still unplaced due to unresolved taxonomic status, and additionally
>3100 species names of roses remain to be evaluated, thus outlining a notoriously complex
taxonomy in genus Rosa [4]. Regarding the European dogroses of section Caninae (DC.)
Ser., two basic trends currently prevail; they are either well-regarded by rose lovers for
their attractiveness and pleasant scent or they are dreaded by scientists for their genetic
complexity [5]. With about 60 rose species of Eurasian distribution, Caninae represents one
of the largest sections of the genus Rosa [5]. The species included in this section cannot be
well circumscribed by specific morphological traits due to multiple reproductive strategies
(from apomixis to outcrossing including hybridization) and a unique meiotic system (the
so-called canina meiosis), rendering dogroses as mostly pentaploids (rarely tetraploids or
hexaploids; 2 n = 4 x, 5 x, 6 x = 28, 35, 42) with a base number of seven chromosomes [5]. The
complex taxonomy of this family, genus, and section makes species identification difficult,
and genetic studies including DNA barcoding may offer insight regarding relationships
among closely related species [6].

The systematic genetic identification of model and non-model organisms through
the use of modern molecular techniques based on the DNA sequence has become very
popular in recent years. The DNA barcoding method is a widely used molecular tool
which in combination with bioinformatic analysis has a wealth of applications in ecological,
taxonomical, comparative biology, diversity, conservation, phylogenic and genetic studies
amongst various plant species and taxonomic groups [7], but also in members of the
Rosaceae family [6] and of the genus Rosa (e.g., [2,8–11]). Different DNA fingerprinting
techniques were applied in members of the genus Rosa for effective characterization [12,13]
using different molecular markers such as Inter Simple Sequence Repeats (ISSRs) [2,10],
Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers [8], Internal Transcribed Spacer
(ITS) markers [6] and Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms (AFLPs) markers [14].
From the plethora of markers that have been evaluated to date for barcoding (mainly of
chloroplastic DNA, e.g., rbcL, matK, trnH-psbA, etc.), the nuclear internal transcribed
spacer 2 (ITS2) is the predominant one due to its short length, high efficiency in species
differentiation and clear PCR amplification results [15]. Studies including thousands of
samples from 4800 medicinal plant species in 753 distinct genera [15] and of 893 Rosaceae
members in 96 genera [6] suggest that ITS2 is the most suitable and effective DNA barcoding
marker for identification purposes both in general and specifically in Rosaceae members
including members of genus Rosa.

The first sequencing of the rose genome has been performed only recently [16] by
sequencing of wild and heterozygous Rosa multiflora Thunb. genotypes. Two high quality
reference genomes have been published which significantly enrich existing information,
i.e., a high-density diploid SNP genetic map [17] and a high-density map for tetraploid
rose crucial for anchoring pseudomolecules corresponding to the chromosomes [18]. These
results were validated by HiC sequencing [19], reporting genes and transposable element
annotation. During the last decade, next-generation sequencing has released transcriptome
data from numerous tissues and developmental stages for various genotypes and rose
species [20–22]. All these data accumulated to date are of paramount importance for gene
annotation studies and such data and metadata may pave the way for the construction of
a gene expression atlas anchoring candidate genes of interest through meta-analyses in
several members of the genus Rosa.

Rose hips of several Rosa spp. of section Caninae are used in many regions worldwide
(also in the Mediterranean region) for tea, soup, jam and jelly preparations [23,24]. Rose hips
contain major biologically active components such as flavonoids, tannins, anthocyanins,
phenolic compounds, fatty oils, organic acids as well as inorganic compounds [24]. Among
dogroses, R. canina L. produces fruits (rose hips) of high pharmaceutical [24–26] and
nutritional value [24]. Rosa spp. have been reported to be rich in several biologically active
compounds such as high vitamin C content exceeding that of Citrus fruits. Other active
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compounds of Rosa spp. among others are phenolics, flavonoids, tannins, organic acids,
etc. [27,28]. Due to their rich content in bioactive molecules associated with beneficial
properties and few toxic or allergic reports and side effects [24], rose hips (including those
of R. canina) are used in many countries for the treatment of many symptoms such as
pain, gastroenteric ailments, cough, cold, inflammations, diarrhea etc., as well as for the
prevention of many diseases including diabetes, hypertension, bronchitis, flu, arthritis
etc. [24,28–31]. Previous targeted studies have shown that rose hips (including those of
R. canina) demonstrate significant antioxidant, anticancer, anti-inflammatory, anti-obesity,
anti-aging, antinociceptive, anti-Helicobacter pylori activities as well as gastro-, hepato-,
nephro-, neuro- and cardioprotective activities [24,28–31]. Although R. canina is well-
studied plant species in terms of phytochemisty, traditional uses and pharmacological
profile [24], still there are very few studies examining wild-growing material from Greece,
e.g., [28].

In the European context, Greece is quite rich in different Rosa spp. (http://portal.
cybertaxonomy.org/flora-greece/intro accessed on 1 November 2021), including native
wild-growing populations of 23 distinct species, thus almost half of the European Rosa
species listed in Flora Europaea [32]. R. canina is widespread in Greece across a variety of
habitat types (slopes, valleys, riverbanks, usually in thickets and open woodland along
roads) from sea level up to 1600–1700 m (occasionally up to 2000 m). It flowers mainly in
June and ripe fruits in wild-growing populations are usually observed from the end of
August to the beginning of October [33]. For the successful utilization and exploitation
of Greek native R. canina germplasm, the development of a distinct and solid identity
based on DNA fingerprinting is aimed in the first place, elucidating relationships with
other relevant materials. Furthermore, the development of effective asexual propagation
protocol is crucial, safeguarding the steady transfer of desirable agronomic features and
fruit traits to the offspring on one hand, and securing the production of uniform plant
material on a commercial scale on the other hand. The use of cuttings is a very efficient and
cost-efficient asexual propagation method that can serve these needs [34]. Although the
propagation via cuttings of R. canina has been conducted on a variety of germplasm sources
highlighting the enhancing effect on rooting of external application of indole-3-butyric acid
(IBA) [35–37], there are no such studies however targeted to Greek native germplasm of
R. canina.

In the frame of sustainable exploitation strategies [38–40] and coordinated research
efforts to explore and evaluate the economic potential of neglected and underutilized
phytogenetic resources which are native to Mediterranean regions [41–43], the aim of
the current study was three-fold, focusing on: (i) the molecular authentication of Greek
native R. canina germplasm (DNA fingerprinting of different genotypes); the evaluation
of phytochemical content of selected Greek native genotypes; and (iii) the development
of genotype-specific asexual propagation protocols thereof by cuttings. The study was
conducted in two phases: Firstly, the implementation of preliminary propagation trials
was performed from material collected directly from the wild using a variety of hormone
levels and cutting types across different periods of the year, namely different growth stages
of mother plants. This was done in order to be able to assess roughly the propagation
potential of different R. canina genotypes. In parallel, wild-collected leaves were used for
DNA barcoding, and wild harvested rose hips were used for phytochemical assessments
of different genotypes. Consecutively, following-up the preliminary propagation results,
and taking into account the overall assessment of molecular authentication and general
phytochemical assessments of the studied Greek native genotypes, targeted propagation
experiments were conducted on selected materials using ex-situ raised mother plants which
originated in the wild. The consolidated identity of genotypes, the phytochemical profile
and the development of a reliable, easy to implement and economically viable propagation
protocols are aimed herein to further contribute to the sustainable utilization of the selected
Greek native germplasm of R. canina.
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2. Results

2.1. Authentication Efficiency of ITS2

To test the authentication efficiency of ITS2 for the selected Greek native Rosa canina
genotypes, the BLAST1 and distance-based methods were selected. Using the BLAST1
method, the ITS2 barcode showed a high identification efficiency of 99% and 100% of the
samples at the species and genus levels, respectively. Additionally, using the DISTANCE
method, the ITS2 barcode showed identification efficiency of 98% at the species level.
Figure 1A depicted that barcode ITS2 using the NJ tree method is able to distinguish Greek
native Rosa canina genotypes from R. canina genotypes which are not native to Greece as
well as from other Rosa spp. The neighbor-joining (NJ) phylogenetic tree resulting from
DNA barcoding application using the ITS2 region classified all Rosa spp. samples into
four different groups, and clearly discerned the Greek native R. canina samples collected
in this study from all other samples of R. canina sourced from databases (Figure 1A).
Bootstrap values further validate this classification. Although evolutionary relationships
may be analyzed through the neighbor-joining tree, its key function herein is to repetitively
evaluate bootstrap values to enlighten distinction of the Greek native germplasm (see
distinct clades). Our results showed that the ITS2 gene is a valid choice with absolute
(100%) efficiency for the distinction of the studied species (R. canina) among Rosa spp.,
classifying each Rosa species in separate monophyletic clusters.

  
(A) (B) 

Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree (A) constructed on the basis of ITS2 regions of the Greek native Rosa canina genotypes contrasted
with other R. canina and Rosa spp. genotypes retrieved from NCBI with multiple sequence alignment of the ITS2 bar-code
region of the genotypes analyzed in this study (B). Results from neighbor-joining (NJ) bootstrap analyses with 500 replicates
was used to assess the strength of the nodes. The node numbers indicated the bootstrap value of NJ. The distinct genotypes
of this study are highlighted with blue.

The sequence of each amplicon and the alignment between R. canina Greek native
genotypes is depicted in Figure 1B. The sequences of the R. canina genotypes studied herein
possessed variation capable to produce differences in phylogenetic analysis. Specifically,
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we observed a number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) which is responsible
for the detected differences in the phylogenetic analysis. The evolutionary distances were
computed using the Maximum Composite Likelihood method [44] and are presented in
the units of the number of base substitutions per site. This analysis involved 25 nucleotide
sequences. Codon positions included were 1st + 2nd + 3rd + Noncoding. All ambiguous
positions were removed for each sequence pair (pairwise deletion option). There were
391 positions in total in the final dataset discriminating and classifying the Greek native R.
canina genotypes from other genetically related genotypes or species. The constructed NJ
tree of phylogenetic relationships included the Greek accessions of R. canina as a separate
branch with 60% branch support. Therefore, with the use of the nuclear ITS2 barcoding
sequence, the Greek native R. canina genotypes could be sufficiently distinguished from
others which are not native to Greece, and from other closely related species genetically.
Thus, using the ITS2 barcoding region, the nine R. canina genotypes studied herein were
fingerprinted.

2.2. Phytochemical Analysis of Greek Native Rosa canina Rosehips

Table 1 shows the results as mean values and standard deviations (SD) of the total phe-
nolic content (TPC), antioxidant activity (AA), total flavonoid (TF) and Vitamin C content
of the Greek native R. canina samples analyzed (wild-growing plant material). Regard-
ing TPC values, the lowest and highest values were recorded from GR-1-BBGK-O3,2229
(62.98 ± 0.01 mg GAE/100 g) and GR-1-BBGK-19,504 (215.46 ± 0.00 mg GAE/100 g), re-
spectively, whereas statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) were found in most of
the samples. On the other hand, AA showed limited variations as most samples pre-
sented AA values of the same order of magnitude, with the exception of GR-1-BBGK-
19,568 which recorded the lowest AA (88.41% ± 0.46). Large variations with statisti-
cally significant differences (p < 0.05) were recorded in TF values; GR-1-BBGK-O3,2229
showed the lowest TF value (0.87 ± 0.01 mg CE/100 g) and GR-1-BBGK-19,674 the highest
(2.46 ± 0.02 mg CE/100 g). Finally, Vitamin C content varied significantly (p < 0.05) among
all studied samples. Most of the samples analyzed showed high content of Vitamin C as
AAE/100 g as expected, with the exception of GR-1-BBGK-19,504 which showed the lowest
value 71.85 ± 0.28 in relation to the other samples tested.

Table 1. Values of total phenolic content (TPC), antioxidant activity (AA), total flavonoids (TF) and
Vitamin C content detected in samples of wild-growing genotypes of Rosa canina of northern Greece.

Population Sample
TPC

(mg GAE/100 g)
AA

(%RSA)
TF

(mg CE/100 g)
Vitamin C

(mg AAE/100 g)

GR-1-BBGK-19,191 83.56 ± 0.20 d 95.82 ± 0.50 a 1.44 ± 0.20 c 426.12 ± 0.52 b
GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 62.98 ± 0.01 f 95.36 ± 0.40 a 0.87 ± 0.01 d 350.38 ± 0.14 e
GR-1-BBGK-19,568 78.15 ± 0.02 e 88.41 ± 0.46 b 1.91 ± 0.02 b 500.22 ± 0.15 a
GR-1-BBGK-19,674 90.88 ± 0.02 c 95.31 ± 0.14 a 2.46 ± 0.02 a 398.32 ± 0.58 c
GR-1-BBGK-19,640 83.88 ± 0.03 d 95.37 ± 0.80 a 1.85 ± 0.03 b 390.30 ± 0.24 d
GR-1-BBGK-19,635 97.03 ± 0.30 b 95.71 ± 0.36 a 2.09 ± 0.30 ab 344.34 ± 0.55 f
GR-1-BBGK-19,504 215.46 ± 0.00 a 95.71 ± 0.00 a 2.00 ± 0.08 b 71.85 ± 0.28 g

Average 101.71 ± 48.65 94.53 ± 2.59 1.80 ± 0.50 354.50 ± 128.21
Values represent mean values ± Standard Deviation (S.D.) of samples analyzed in triplicate (n = 3); Values with
different letters in the same column are statistically significant (Tukey post-hoc test, p < 0.05).

2.3. Preliminary Propagation Trials

A broad spectrum of rooting capacity was observed between the studied R. canina
genotypes following external hormone application in preliminary trials (Table 2). Differ-
ences in rooting capacity were observed among genotypes at different seasons, in different
vegetative stages and using different cutting types (Table 2). In particular, the genotype
GR-1-BBGK-19,191 showed 44% rooting of hardwood cuttings in winter when treated with
10,000 ppm IBA, whereas softwood leafy cuttings at early growth in the following spring
treated with 2500 ppm IBA powder presented 75.7% rooting.
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Table 2. Results of preliminary propagation trials on different Greek native genotypes of R. canina utilizing the initial
material collected directly from wild-growing populations. The table summarizes the most successful treatments used in
terms of rooting frequencies. Original data are included in Table S1.

Population
Sample (ACN)

Hormone
Treatment
(ppm IBA)

Mother Plant
Development Stage **

Season of
Year

Cutting Type Rooting (%)

GR-1-BBGK-19,191 10,000 Dormancy Winter Hardwood cuttings 44.05
GR-1-BBGK-19,191 2500 * Early growth (bud break) Spring Softwood cuttings 75.70
GR-1-BBGK-19,193 4000 Dormancy Winter Hardwood cuttings 10.71
GR-1-BBGK-19,193 2500 * Early growth Spring Softwood cuttings 77.80
GR-1-BBGK-19,674 4000 Late growth Autumn Semi-hardwood cuttings 25.00
GR-1-BBGK-19,568 4000 Advanced growth Summer Softwood cuttings 1.30
GR-1-BBGK-19,579 2000 Advanced growth Summer Softwood cuttings 12.22
GR-1-BBGK-19,635 4000 Advanced growth Summer Softwood cuttings 28.00

* Hormone treatment applied through powdering, ** Early, advanced and late growth refer to the annual vegetative growth cycle.

2.4. Assessment of Greek Native Rosa canina Genotypes

Based hierarchically on: (i) the results of the molecular authentication achieved for nine
Greek native R. canina genotypes (Figures 1 and 2), (ii) the success assessments regarding
the preliminary trials on seven genotypes (Table 2) and (iii) the relative phytochemical
interest in terms of comparative vitamin C content and total phenolic content detected in
seven genotypes (Table 1), the genotypes GR-1-BBGK-19,191 and GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 were
prioritized as most promising for sustainable exploitation strategies. The prioritization
was based on the fulfillment of three criteria, i.e., effective DNA barcoding, high success
of propagation trials as well as strong phytochemical interest (comparatively very high
or high vitamin C content and high or low total phenolic content). Table 3 characterizes
the results obtained from the molecular analysis as effective due to the fact that Greek
genotypes were grouped independently from others when genetically compared; outlines
the success of propagation trials in terms of rooting percentage as low (<40%) or high
(>40%); and provides insight regarding the most important phytochemical interest in terms
of comparative vitamin C content (very high: >400; high: >340–400; Low: <340 mg /100 g)
and total phenolic content (very high: >90; high: 80–90; low: <80 mg of gallic acid/100 g).

Table 3. Multifaceted assessment of Greek native Rosa canina genotypes based on molecular authenti-
cation achieved, (Figure 1), success of preliminary propagation trials (see Table 2 for details), and
relative phytochemical interest in terms of comparative vitamin C content (very high: >400 mg/100 g;
high: >340–400; Low: <340) and total phenolic content (very high: >90 of gallic acid/100 g; high:
80–90; low: <80 mg).

IPEN Accession
Number

DNA
Barcoding

Success of
Propagation

Trials

Comparative
Vitamin C

Content

Comparative
Total Phenolic

Content

GR-1-BBGK-19,74 Effective - - -
GR-1-BBGK-19,504 Effective - Low Very high
GR-1-BBGK-19,560 Effective - - -
GR-1-BBGK-19,568 Effective Low Very high Low
GR-1-BBGK-19,635 - Low High Very high
GR-1-BBGK-19,640 - - High High
GR-1-BBGK-19,674 - Low High Very high
GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 Effective High High Low
GR-1-BBGK-19,186 Effective - - -
GR-1-BBGK-19,191 Effective High Very high High
GR-1-BBGK-19,193 Effective High - -
GR-1-BBGK-19,579 Effective Low - -
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Figure 2. Representative photos of cutting propagation results (experiments in 2019 and 2020) on selected Greek native
genotypes of Rosa canina originating form wild-growing material. (A) Softwood leafy cuttings (apical and sub-apical) of
the prioritized genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,191; (B,C) Rooting results of apical and subapical cuttings of GR-1-BBGK-19,191,
respectively, in 3:1 substrate across different hormone treatments tested; (D) Rooted cutting of the 4000 ppm IBA treatment
in the 2020 experiment with the prioritized genotype GR-1-BBGK-03,2229; (E,F) Rooted cuttings of the 2020 experiment of
the genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,674 (control and 2000 ppm IBA treatments) coming from mother plants with no fertilization
(E) contrasted to those coming from mother plants with conventional fertilization in (F); (G) New plants of the genotype
GR-1-BBGK-19,191 raised ex-situ under outdoor adaptation. Bars in photos A to F represent 1 cm.

2.5. Experimentation on Asexual Propagation of R. canina

Following the preliminary propagation results obtained (Table 1), when softwood
cuttings of the more advanced growth of genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,191 were set again
in a broader experiment during the summer, the rooting capacity reached 37.5% after
32 days under 2000–4000 ppm IBA (Table 4, Figure 2). However, this rooting capacity
was reached through subapical cuttings treated with 2000 ppm IBA in 1:3 v/v peat/perlite
and through apical cuttings treated with 4000 ppm IBA in 1:1 v/v peat/perlite (Table 4,
Figure 2). Root number and root length on the other hand did not show to be significantly
affected by hormone, cutting type or substrate (Table 2, p < 0.05). Similarly, in the genotype
GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 which was studied across two consecutive years, rooting capacity took
42 days to reach 25% with soft wood cuttings of early growth during spring in 2019 both
with 4000 ppm IBA in 1:1 v/v peat/perlite and 2500 ppm IBA powder in 1:3 v/v peat/perlite
(Table 5, Figure 2). The same genotype during the following year, reached 66.7% rooting
in 30 days with softwood cuttings taken when in advanced growth during the summer
and treated with 4000 ppm IBA in 1:3 v/v peat/perlite, however without a statistically
significant effect on root number or length (Table 5, p < 0.05).
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Table 4. Rooting attributes of the prioritized Rosa canina genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,191 expressed
as rooting percentage (%) and mean values (±SEM, p < 0.05) of root number and average root
length (mm) of rooted cuttings for each hormone treatment (ppm IBA) and substrate type (rooting
experiment of summer 2019). All cuttings were soft-wood, leafy sections of the first growth year. The
two substrate type ratios shown refer to perlite/peat (v/v) under mist conditions. Values within each
column that do not share the same letter are significantly different (Tukey HSD, p < 0.05). Original
data are included in Table S2.

Substrate
Type

Cutting
Type

Hormone
Treatment
(ppm IBA)

Rooting (%) Root Number
Root Length

(mm)

3:1

Apical
Cuttings

Control 0 0 0
1000 12.5 4.00 (±0.00) * 28.50 (±0.00)
2000 12.5 7.00 (±0.00) 43.57 (±0.00)
4000 0 0 0
6000 0 0 0

Sub-apical
Cuttings

Control 0 0 0
1000 0 0 0
2000 37.5 † 5.00 (±1.52) a 33.57 (±9.93) a
4000 25.0 5.00 (±2.00) a 23.07(±9.07) a
6000 0 0 0

1:1

Apical
Cuttings

Control 0 0 0
1000 0 0 0
2000 0 0 0
4000 37.5 † 6.33 (±2.60) a 51.79 (±9.31) a
6000 0 0 0

Sub-apical
Cuttings

Control 0 0 0
1000 12.5 1.00 (±0.00) 13.00 (±0.00)

2000 25.0 3.50 (±2.50) a 40.91 (±13.08)
a

4000 0 0 0
6000 12.5 22.00 (±0.00) 18.59 (±0.00)

The † symbol denotes the highest rooting frequency following pairwise comparisons of the observed rooting
frequencies via Pearson X2 tests. * In cases where only one replicate cutting managed to root, the standard error
of the means for root number and length is 0.0 because they stem from a single value, as such those means are not
included in the post-hoc test.

In another experiment during the summer of 2020 with genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,674
and mother plants grown in a cultivation trial under different fertilization regimes, root-
ing capacity of softwood cuttings coming from donor plants treated with conventional
fertilization reached 50% under 2000 ppm IBA (Table 6).
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Table 5. Rooting attributes of the prioritized Rosa canina genotype GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 in experiments
of 2019 (A) and 2020 (B) expressed as rooting percentage (%) and mean values of root number (±SEM,
p < 0.05) and average root length (mm) of rooted cuttings for each hormone treatment (ppm IBA) and
substrate type. All cuttings were soft-wood, leafy sections of the first growth year. The two substrate
type ratios shown refer to perlite/peat (v/v) under mist conditions. Values within each column that
do not share the same letter are significantly different (Tukey HSD, p < 0.05, lowercase letters for 2019
and capital letters for 2020). Original data are included in Table S3.

Substrate Type Treatment Rooting (%) Root Number Root Length (mm)

A

3:1

Control 6.25 1.00 (±0.00) ** 30.00 (±00.00)
1000 0 0 0
2000 12.25 5.50 (±1.50) a 26.17 (±13.67) a
4000 6.25 6.00 (±0.00) 21.33 (±00.00)

2500 * 25.00 3.00 (±0.91) a 19.55 (±5.15) a

1:1

Control 6.25 3.00 (±0.00) 56.00 (±00.00)
1000 12.25 6.00 (±1.00) a 43.14 (±12.85) a
2000 12.25 7.00 (±4.00) a 80.08 (±27.25) a
4000 25 8.25 (±1.18) a 52.54 (±8.88) a

2500 * 12.25 7.00 (±3.00) a 42.72 (±9.47) a

B

3:1
Control 0 0 0

2000 16.7 1.00 (±0.16) A 6.00 (±4.83) A
4000 66.7 † 3.00 (±1.71) A 14.75 (±6.65) A

* Hormone treatment applied through powdering. The † symbol denotes the highest rooting frequency following
pairwise comparisons of the observed rooting frequencies via Pearson X2 tests. ** In cases where only one replicate
cutting managed to root, the standard error of the means for root number and length is 0.0 because they stem
from a single value, as such those means are not included in the post-hoc test.

Table 6. Rooting attributes of the Greek native Rosa canina genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,674 of summer
2020 trials expressed as rooting percentage (%) and mean values (±SEM, p < 0.05) of root number
and average root length (mm) of rooted cuttings for each fertilization status and hormone treatment
(ppm IBA) of mother plants. All cuttings were soft-wood, leafy sections of first growth year. The
substrate type used was 3:1 perlite/peat (v/v) under mist conditions. Values within each column
that do not share the same letter are significantly different (Tukey HSD, p < 0.05). Original data are
included in Table S4.

Mother Plant
Fertilization

Status

Hormone
Treatment
(ppm IBA)

Rooting (%) Root Number
Root Length

(mm)

No fertilization
Control 33.3 2.50 (±0.50) a 20.41 (±2.91) a

2000 16.7 2.00 (±0.00) * 5.00 (±0.00)

Conventional
Control 33.3 2.00 (±1.00) a 67.50 (±42.52) a

2000 50.0 † 3.33 (±0.33) a 87.77 (±11.39) a

Organic Control 16.7 3.00 (±0.00) 86.67 (±0.00)
2000 16.7 2.00 (±0.00) 92.50 (±0.00)

The † symbol denotes the highest rooting frequency following pairwise comparisons of the observed rooting
frequencies via Pearson X2 tests. * In cases where only one replicate cutting managed to root, the standard error
of the means for root number and length is 0.0 because they stem from a single value, as such those means are not
included in the post-hoc test.

3. Discussion

3.1. Molecular Authentication of Greek Native Genotypes of Rosa canina

DNA barcoding is a valid technique for the discrimination of R. canina genotypes
since it is not affected by the stage of plant development and may further enhance the
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classical morphological identification offering insight regarding phylogenetic relationships
of closely related species. In this study, the first-ever report regarding the molecular
authentication of Greek native germplasm of R. canina is provided. The NJ (Neighbor-
Joining) tree classification resulting from the use of barcoding technique in conjunction
with ITS2 gene was in accordance with internationally accepted phylogenetic relations,
and allowed the distinction of specific genotypes within the species R. canina. Using the
ITS2 barcoding region, the nine Greek native R. canina genotypes studied herein were
fingerprinted, and they were clearly separated from other genotypes of R. canina which
are not native to Greece or other members in the genus Rosa. However, to further confirm
the application of this barcoding technique using the ITS2 sequence, different species of
genus Rosa from different habitats in different regions of Greece should be evaluated. Thus,
ITS2 gene can be an effective and valid marker for the identification of the species and of
different genotypes of R. canina, enriching the extant knowledge regarding the elucidation
of evolutionary relationships and classification of Rosaceae and Rosa members.

3.2. Phytochemical Potential of Greek Native Genotypes of Rosa canina

The study herein represents the first comprehensive report of TPC, TF, AA and Vita-
min C content of rosehips from Greek native genotypes of Rosa canina. The TPC values
of the samples analyzed showed lower values compared to that reported previously in
a study examining a single sample of Greek native plant material [28]; only GR-1-BBGK-
19,504 showed TPC value in the same order of magnitude (215.46 ± 0.00 mg GAE/100 g)
and this was the highest value detected among the studied Greek native genotypes. Pre-
vious studies [29] testing eight samples of R. canina from Transylvania, Romania have
reported higher values than those detected in the present study, from 326.3 ± 5.65 to
575.1 ± 14.64 mg GAE/100 g of frozen rose hip pulp.

Regarding the TF content, [27] report average TF content of R. canina samples from
Azerbaijan 2.02 ± 0.03 mg quercetin /100 g, which is slightly higher than that detected
in samples of the present study (1.80 ± 0.50 mg CE/100 g). Among the studied Greek
genotypes herein, GR-1-BBGK-19 showed above-average potential in terms of TF content
and ranked comparatively high.

AA values reported previously in samples of R. canina from Azerbaijan [27] are lower
than those detected herein for the Greek native samples (94.53% ± 2.59 vs. 83.41% ± 0.86).
Among the studied Greek genotypes herein, GR-1-BBGK-19,191, GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 and
GR-1-BBGK-19,504 were ranked comparatively above-average in terms of TF content.

Finally, Vitamin C content of the R. canina samples studied herein presented higher
values (average 354.50 ± 128.21 mg AAE/100 g) compared to other investigations, e.g.,
from 112.20 ± 2.82 mg AA/100 g to 360.22 ± 2.87 mg AA/100 g [29]. Among the Greek
genotypes of R. canina studied herein, the higher content was found in GR-1-BBGK-19,568
(500.22 ± 0.15 mg AA/100 g) followed by GR-1-BBGK-19,191.

3.3. Propagation Potential of Greek Native Genotypes

In the current study, rooting data of cutting propagation for Greek native R. canina
germplasm are presented for the first time. From a commercial perspective, the rooting
capacities observed herein are similar to those observed for R. canina genotypes in other
studies [35,36,45] and can be considered above the threshold for commercial efficacy.
With adequate mother plant growth, rooting capacity above 50% (namely for every two
cuttings obtained from mother plants at least one successfully delivers a new plant) can be
considered as commercially acceptable [34].

The Greek native R. canina (dogrose) genotypes studied herein have shown diversi-
fied propagation potential in terms of rooting capacity of cuttings. Different genotypes
presented differences in propagation performance under different rooting factors, which
suggests an interaction between genotype and the external factors involved in the rooting
of cuttings. In previous propagation studies of R. canina genotypes with the use of IBA, a
significant interaction between time of year and genotype was suggested [36], in the same
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fashion to the current results. Similarly, it has been suggested an effect of developmental
stage of donor plants on hormone translocation and uptake by cuttings [36]. A significant
effect of genotype on rooting of hardwood cuttings of R. canina and other rose hips has also
been observed in earlier studies with indigenous eastern Mediterranean germplasm [46],
including the promoting effect that IBA has on the rooting of cuttings [35]. In the current
study, different types of cuttings of the same genotype showed varied rooting capacity
at different annual growth stages of the donor material, consistently, however, requiring
external hormone application. This observation is in agreement with similar results on
the effects of donor plants’ growth stage, cutting type and IBA on the rooting of cuttings
in commercial germplasm of R. hybrida E. H. L. Krause grown in Mediterranean condi-
tions [47]. Additionally, notable differences in cuttings’ response to hormonal regimes
between genotypes have also been observed in R. x damascena Herrm. [45]. Given that the
cuttings conditions set for rooting were similar between different trials, this trend suggests
that the effect of season is probably related to the growth developmental stage during
which cuttings are taken. The different cutting types seem to indicate a genotype-varying
response to the external hormone application. The effect of season on rooting of Rosa
cuttings has been suggested as a significant factor by other investigators stemming from
results of similar studies [48,49].

The effect of cutting type has been attributed by other studies to the differences in
the nutrient status and carbohydrate concentration of the cuttings coming from different
parts of the mother plant, as reported in R. hybrida commercial rootstock germplasm [50].
However, a clear conclusion cannot be drawn on the particular effect of cutting type
in the current study since the nutritional status or carbohydrate balance of the Greek
native R. canina germplasm studied herein have not yet been adequately studied and
further research is needed. In addition, other studies dealing with rooting patterns across
genotypes of native germplasm of R. canina suggest that the treatment of mycorrhizal fungi
as well as growth promoting bacteria have possible synergistic effects on the rooting of
cuttings [51,52]. Furthermore, grafting should be also examined as a method to overcome
genetic differences at ease of propagation; this consists of grafting a desirable, difficult
to root, genotype onto another genotype that is stronger in terms of rooting capacity. It
is known that grafting is widely being performed in commercial roses [53]. However,
there is evidence that grafting can affect plant physiology of interacting genotypes [54,55].
Consequently, caution should be taken when desirable fruit characteristics of the scion are
involved such as natural content of vitamin C or total phenolics content. Undoubtedly,
further research and experimentation is suggested regarding the potential implementation
of grafting on Greek native R. canina germplasm.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Populations of Rosa canina Sampled

Nine authorized botanical expeditions were organized in 2019 to explore different
areas of Northern Greece (Epirus and North-central Greece) for wild-growing R. canina
initial materials with vigorous growth and strong fruiting potential in the wild habitats.
The collections were performed using the authorized special permit of the Institute of
Plant Breeding and Phytogenetic Resources, Hellenic Agricultural Organization Demeter
(Permit 82336/879 of 18/5/2019 & 26895/1527 of 21/4/2021). This permit is issued yearly
by the Greek Ministry of Environment and Energy after detailed reporting of the applicant.
The collections were performed in the frame of the research project “Highlighting local
traditional varieties and wild native forest fruit trees and shrubs” (acronym: EcoVariety,
T1EΔK-05434). In each expedition (Table 7, Figure 3, we collected from selected wild-
growing R. canina populations (Greek native germplasm): (a) sets of fresh soft-wood stem
cuttings as initial propagation material for propagation trials (in total, seven populations),
(b) ripe rosehips sampled from three individuals for phytochemical analysis (in total, seven
populations), and (c) leaf samples from 20 individuals destined for DNA analysis (in
total, nine populations). The materials were taxonomically identified based on standard
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diagnostic keys for the European [32] and Greek Rosa material [33]. Consequently, each
genotype was given a unique IPEN (International Plant Exchange Network) accession
number by the Institute of Plant Breeding and Genetic Resources (IPB&GR) of the Hellenic
Agricultural Organization Demeter.

Table 7. Selected Rosa canina genotypes sampled from various mountainous habitats of northern
Greece assigned with different IPEN (International Plant Exchange Network) accession numbers.

IPEN Accession
Number

Greek Prefecture Area
Altitude

(m)
Sampling

GR-1-BBGK-19,74 Central Macedonia Mt Voras 862 LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,504 Central Macedonia Kastaneri 780 RR, LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,560 Central Macedonia Mt Vermio 1615 LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,568 Central Macedonia Mt Tzena 1086 SWSC, RR, LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,635 Central Macedonia Mt Kroussia 650 SWSC, RR
GR-1-BBGK-19,640 Central Macedonia Mt Kroussia 700 RR
GR-1-BBGK-19,674 Western Macedonia Ziaka 900 SWSC, RR
GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 Epirus Ioannina 650 SWSC, RR, LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,186 Epirus Mt Lakmos 1370 LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,191 Epirus Anogeia 1081 SWSC, RR, LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,193 Epirus Mt Xirovouni 1070 SWSC, LS
GR-1-BBGK-19,579 Epirus Pades 1180 SWSC, LS

SWSC: Soft-wood stem cuttings for propagation; RR: Ripe rosehips for phytochemical analysis; LS: Leaf samples
for DNA analysis.

 
(A) 

   
(B) (C) (D) 

Figure 3. Overview of the collection sites of the Rosa canina Greek native germplasm analyzed (A),
and morphology of flowers (B), fruits (C), and leaves (D) of R. canina GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 used
for taxonomic identification, phytochemical analysis and DNA barcoding, respectively (for IPEN
accession numbers see Table 7).
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4.2. DNA Isolation

Approximately 30 mg of dried leaf sample was completely grounded in liquid nitro-
gen. Total DNA was isolated from leaf samples of R. canina using a Nucleospin Plant II
(Macherey-Nagel) kit following the manufacturer’s instructions.

4.3. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Amplification

One primer set of the nuclear ITS2 barcode region suggested by [56] was used for
amplification and sequencing. The PCR amplification was performed according to [57].

4.4. Sequence Analysis

PCR products were directly sequenced in two directions of each fragment with a Big
Dye terminator v3.1 Cycle sequencing kit (PE Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
in an automated ABI 3730 sequencer (PE Applied Biosystems). The sequences were aligned
using the CLUSTAL W program.

4.5. Molecular Data Analysis

Three methods were employed for molecular authentication of the selected R. canina
genotypes: (1) Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) search using the nucleotide
database at NCBI [58]; (2) the genetic divergence method using maximum-likelihood
models; and (3) tree topology analysis based on the neighbor-joining (NJ) method based on
different loci in MEGAX [59] with the K2P distance model and 500 bootstrap replications.
The sequences obtained after removing the primers used for PCR amplification were
deposited to NCBI-Genbank BankIt (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BankIt/, accessed on
1 November 2021) under the accession numbers MK5334116 to MK5334124.

4.6. Phylogenetic Relationships

The phylogenetic relationships of different Rosa spp. were inferred using the Neighbor-
Joining method [60]. The optimal tree with the sum of branch length = 0.07053901 is shown.
The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the
bootstrap test (500 replicates) are shown next to the branches [61]. Phylogenetic analyses
were conducted in MEGA X [59].

4.7. Phytochemical Analysis of Rosa canina Rosehips

The extracts were prepared according to the method described by [62] with some
modifications. Part of the homogenized sample (2–5 g) was mixed with an appropriate
amount of MeOH/H2O (60:40), and the mixture was centrifuged (4 ◦C, 4000 rpm). The
supernatant was collected and the volume was made up to 20 mL. This extract was used
for the following analyses:

Total phenolic content (TPC): The determination of TPC was carried out using the
method described by [62]. Phenolic extract 0.20 mL along with 2.3 mL of H2O and 0.25 mL
of Folin-Ciocalteu reagent were added in a volumetric flask. After 3 min, 0.50 mL of 20%
Na2CO3 was added, and the volume was made up to 5 mL. The solution was stored in
a dark place for 2 h. After 2 h the absorbance was measured at 725 nm against blank
solution. Total phenolics were calculated using a standard curve of gallic acid at various
concentrations. The results given are expressed as gallic acid equivalents (GAE)/100 g of
sample. All analyses were carried out in triplicate.

Total Flavonoids (TF): The determination of TF was carried out according to the
method of [29], with some modifications. Firstly, 5 μL of the above extract along with
3270 μL of H2O and 75 μL of 5% NaNO2 were added to a test tube, stirred, and stored in the
dark for 5 min. After that, 150 μL of 10% AlCl3-6H2O was added, mixed, and stored again
in the dark for 6 min. Then, 500 μL of 1 M NaOH was then added, and the absorbance
was measured at 510 nm against H2O as blank. Total flavonoids were calculated using a
standard curve of catechin at various concentrations. The results given are expressed as
catechin equivalents (CE)/100 g of sample. All analyses were carried out in triplicate.
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Antioxidant Activity (AA): The determination of AA was carried out according to
the method described by [27], with some modifications. Phenolic extract 0.1 mL along
with 2.9 mL 0.10 mM DPPH in MeOH were added in a 5 mL plastic cuvette, stored in a
dark place for 15 min and then the absorbance was measured at 517 nm against MeOH
as blank. The control sample was prepared daily using only 0.10 mM DPPH in MeOH.
The percentage of radical scavenging activity (%RSA) was calculated using the following
equation:

%RSA = (Ao − As)/Ao × 100,

where
Ao = Absorbance of control sample
As = Absorbance of the sample after 15 min of incubation
All analyses were carried out in triplicate.
Determination of Vitamin C: The determination of Vitamin C was carried out ac-

cording to the method described by [63] after some modifications. A certain amount
of homogenized sample (2–5 g) was added to a centrifuge tube with 5 mL of 4.5% w/v
metaphosphoric acid (MPA) solution. The mixture was stirred and centrifuged at 8000 rpm
at 4 ◦C for 20 min. Then, 1 mL of the supernatant was taken and diluted up to 10 mL
with 4.5% MPA solution. This solution was filtered through 0.45 μm polyethersulfone
filters. The vial was covered with aluminium foil to prevent oxidation of ascorbic acid and
stored at 4 ◦C until HPLC-DAD analysis. HPLC-DAD conditions: Column (Agilent Eclipse
XDB-C18) 4.6 mm × 150 mm, 5μm, elution solvent: aqueous 0.005 M H2SO4 solution at
a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min (isocratic) and wavelength 245 nm. Vitamin C was calculated
using a standard curve of ascorbic acid at various concentrations. The results given are
expressed as ascorbic acid equivalents (AAE)/100 g of sample. All analyses were carried
out in triplicate.

4.8. Preliminary Propagation Trials and Mother Plants’ Growth Conditions

The soft-wood stem cuttings of the seven R. canina genotypes sampled (Table 7)
were tested for rooting under various external hormone application treatments of indole-
3-butyric acid (IBA) in propagation trays with peat: perlite at 1:3 v/v (Table 1); during
experimentation, they were maintained at ambient temperature on mist bench in a plastic
greenhouse with relative humidity (RH) maintained >85% where they were attended
weekly to assess their rooting capacity. The produced mother plants were kept ex-situ at
the grounds of IPB&GR under ambient conditions. The plants were watered regularly and
were grown in 3 L pots using a mixture of peat and perlite (1:3 v/v). This allowed vigorous
growth of mother plants, which enabled the raising of enough plant material for further
experimentation during the next season.

4.9. Propagation Experimental Design, Cutting Types, Hormone Applications and
Rooting Conditions

Following the preliminary observations (see Table 2 in results), two experiments were
conducted in 2019 and another two experiments in 2020 regarding prioritized R. canina
genotypes. In particular, an experiment was conducted on genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,191
in summer of 2019 which abided by a complete randomised design with five hormone
application levels of Indole-3-butyric acid (IBA) (control; 1000 ppm; 2000 ppm; 4000 ppm;
and 6000 ppm dissolved in 50% ethanol), two cutting types (1st year softwood apical and
sub-apical cuttings) and two substrates (peat: perlite at 1:3 v/v and at 1:1 v/v), resulting in
20 treatments in total with eight replicate cuttings per treatment. Three fully developed
leaves were kept in all cuttings.

Another experiment was conducted on genotype GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 in May 2019.
This experiment was set in a complete randomized block design with two blocks each
with five IBA application levels (control; 1000 ppm; 2000 ppm; 4000 ppm dissolved in
50% ethanol and 0.25% powder) and two substrates (peat: perlite at 1:3 v/v and at 1:1
v/v), resulting in 10 treatments in total with eight replicate cuttings per treatment in each
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block. Following the results of 2019 regarding GR-1-BBGK-03,2229, another experiment
was conducted in July 2020 in a complete randomized block design with two blocks each
consisted of three IBA levels (control; 2000 ppm; and 4000 ppm dissolved in 50% ethanol),
resulting in three treatments with six replicate cuttings per treatment in each block. The
substrate used was peat: perlite at 1:3 v/v. Cuttings in both years were of the same type
(soft-wood leafy cuttings).

In addition, during 2020, further experimentation was performed on genotype GR-1-
BBGK-19,674 using field established mother plants following the project’s progress and
taking into account the preliminary results. This experiment was conducted in a split-plot
design having the fertilization status of mother plants in three main plots (no fertilization;
conventional fertilization; organic fertilization) each having two sub-plots of IBA treatment
(control and 2000 ppm dissolved in 50% ethanol). The six resulted treatments/sub-plots
had six replicate cuttings each. The substrate used for rooting was peat: perlite at 1:3 v/v.

4.10. Cuttings’ Performance and Growth Measurements

Observations on the progress of cuttings were taken weekly. When a treatment reached
100% rooting or after 40 days (whatever occurred first), the trays were taken out of mist and
measurements were taken on rooting capacity, root number and root length per cutting.
At the same time, rooted cuttings were transplanted in 0.5 L pots with peat: perlite 3:1 v/v
substrate and were kept for the first two weeks within a greenhouse with shading and
automated irrigation for plant establishment.

4.11. Statistical Analysis of Rooting Data and Phytochemical Data

The rooting data were subjected to analysis of variance (GLM-ANOVA) to establish
overall treatment effects and the phytochemical data were analysed using one-way ANOVA.
Consecutively, and following the results of the ANOVA, to dissect specific treatment effects
(hormone level, cutting type, substrate type) on the variables measured, data were split
and separate analyses of variance were conducted as appropriate. Means from rooting
experiments and means of phytochemical data were compared separately using Tukey’s
HSD post hoc test Rooting frequencies were compared through pairwise Pearson Chi-
Square tests. All analyses were conducted using the IBM-SPSS 23.0 software.

5. Conclusions

In the frame of sustainable exploitation strategies involving neglected and underuti-
lized phytogenetic resources and domestication of wild-growing genotypes of native plants,
the study herein focused on the exploration of the potential of Greek native Rosa canina
germplasm. This study reported for the first time data regarding: (i) The effectiveness
of fingerprinting distinct genotypes from Greece using the ITS2 sequence as molecular
marker; (ii) The diverse phytochemical content in terms of total phenolics, total flavonoids,
antioxidant activity and vitamin C content of different genotypes naturally occurring in
northern Greece with interesting potential for applications; (iii) The effective propagation
of selected and prioritized R. canina genotypes via cuttings, highlighting at the same time
the importance of levels of external hormone application (IBA), the effect of season in
terms of annual growth stage of donor plants, and genotype-specific differences in rooting
capacities. The multifaceted documentation developed and assessed in this study offer
new artificially selected plant material with consolidated identity and interesting phyto-
chemical profile which is currently under ex-situ conservation for further evaluation and
characterization in pilot field studies. In this way, the present work may pave the way for
the sustainable exploitation of the selected Greek native genotypes of R. canina, facilitating
future applications in the agro-alimentary, medicinal-cosmetic and ornamental sectors.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/plants10122634/s1, Table S1: Raw data used to create Table 4 regarding the number of roots
and root length (mm) during the 2019 propagation experiment of the prioritized Rosa canina genotype
GR-1-BBGK-19,191 for each substrate type, hormone treatment (ppm IBA, in a w/v solution dissolved
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in 50% ethanol) and cutting type, Table S2: Raw data used to create Table 5 regarding the number
of roots and root length (mm) of the prioritized Rosa canina genotype GR-1-BBGK-03,2229 during
propagation experiments of 2019 (A) and 2020 (B) for each hormone treatment (ppm IBA in a w/v
solution dissolved in 50% ethanol), Table S3: Raw data used to create Table 6 regarding number of
roots and root length (mm) of the Greek native Rosa canina genotype GR-1-BBGK-19,674 during the
2020 propagation experiment per mother plant fertilization status and hormone treatment (ppm IBA
in a w/v solution dissolved in 50% ethanol), Table S4: Raw data used to create Table 2 regarding the
observed rooting frequencies during the preliminary propagation trials on different Greek native
genotypes of Rosa canina (initial material collected directly from wild growing populations). The
Table S4 summarizes the most successful treatments in terms of total number of replicate cuttings set
for rooting depending on the availability of the collected material along with details on mother plant
developmental stage, season and cutting type, presenting the frequencies of rooted cuttings out of
the total number of replicate cuttings set in each treatment.
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Abstract: Plants have evolved various adaptive mechanisms to environmental stresses, such as
sensory mechanisms to detect mechanical stimuli. This plant adaptation has been successfully
used in the production practice of leafy vegetables, called mechanical conditioning, for many years,
but there is still a lack of research on the effects of mechanically-induced stress on the content of
specialized metabolites, or phytochemicals with significant antioxidant activity. Therefore, the aim of
this study was to determine the content of specialized metabolites and antioxidant capacity of lettuce
and green chicory under the influence of mechanical stimulation by brushing. Mechanically-induced
stress had a positive effect on the content of major antioxidants in plant cells, specifically vitamin
C, total phenols, and flavonoids. In contrast, no effect of mechanical stimulation was found on the
content of pigments, total chlorophylls, and carotenoids. Based on the obtained results, it can be
concluded that induced mechanical stress is a good practice in the cultivation of leafy vegetables,
the application of which provides high quality plant material with high nutritional potential and
significantly higher content of antioxidants and phytochemicals important for human health.

Keywords: brushing; lettuce; chicory; phytochemicals; antioxidant capacity

1. Introduction

Consumer interest in cut leafy vegetables with distinct functional value is increas-
ing, as is the need for a continuous supply to the market. Growing leafy vegetables in
greenhouses allows them to be grown throughout the year, even in the cold months, thus
ensuring the supply and availability of various leafy vegetables, especially lettuce, in
the off-season [1,2]. Recently, the cultivation of leafy vegetables in greenhouses has been
increasingly oriented towards hydroponic cultivation, mainly because of a number of ad-
vantages that this type of cultivation has over the conventional one: significant yield, high
quality and healthy plant material, lower incidence of pathogens, less use of pesticides,
less pollution, conservation of groundwater (closed hydroponic systems), high degree
of automation, less physical labor, better control of water and nutrient supply to plants,
fewer weeds, etc. [3,4]. Floating hydroponics (FH) is suitable for growing leafy vegetables
such as lettuce, spinach, chicory, arugula, lettuce, medicinal, and also aromatic plants.
The benefits are many and include faster growth, earlier harvest, more production cycles,
and higher yield per unit area due to better control of plant nutrients [5,6]. Due to the
higher plant density in FH and the lack of sunlight or the change in its spectrum during
the winter season, plants compete for light, resulting in an undesirable elongation of the
hypocotyl and internodes of the stem, leading to fragile plants, poor quality and uneven
growth [2,7]. To produce the strongest and most resistant plant, different treatments can be
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combined to strengthen it. Mechanical conditioning (MC), i.e., stimulation of plants by tac-
tile stimuli in the form of touching, brushing, or rubbing the plant material, is a successful,
non-invasive, environmentally friendly, simple, and inexpensive measure to regulate plant
growth that can reduce elongation and increase plant strength and resistance [8,9]. Indeed,
during growth, plants are exposed to various abiotic and biotic stresses such as wind, rain,
machinery, animals, pathogens, or plants themselves [10–12]. Plants have evolved numer-
ous adaptations to these stresses and trigger a range of responses including anatomical,
physiological, biochemical, and molecular, known as thigmomorphogenesis [13,14]. This
plant adaptation is used to develop a successful production practice known as mechanical
conditioning. This is based on the fact that mechanically-induced stress (MIS), applied
naturally or under controlled conditions, impairs growth, thereby reducing the mass and
size of major plant parts [15]. One of the most noticeable effects of MIS on plants is a
reduction in the length of stems, leaves or petioles, resulting in plants that are smaller and
more compact than those grown in unstressed controls, i.e., a reduction in primary shoot
growth and an increase in secondary thickening [10,11,16–18].

However, it is important to emphasize that MIS is not necessarily associated with
injury (wounding), but plants respond by activating its defense mechanism. Namely,
the changes in the wax layer lead to the induction of so-called touch-sensitive genes
and membrane receptors, whereupon the plant activates its defense mechanisms [19].
However, the response of plants to MIS in some variables other than morphological, such
as the content of specific phytochemicals (chlorophyll, vitamins, phenols, etc.) is highly
dependent on the species, and there are a number of unanswered questions [10,18].

Due to its positive effects on morphological properties [10–12,15,20], the MC technique
has been successfully used for many years in winter production of various leafy vegetables
and medicinal and aromatic plants, but there is still a lack of research on the effects of
MIS on the chemical composition and content of specialized metabolites with significant
antioxidant activity in plant material. Therefore, the aim of this study was to determine the
content of specialized metabolites and antioxidant capacity of lettuce and green chicory
under the influence of mechanical stimulation by brushing in a hydroponic growing system.

2. Results

2.1. Specialized Metabolites Content of Lettuce and Chicory

The results of the analyzed specialized metabolites of lettuce are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. According to the results, the significant effect of MIS on ascorbic acid
(AsA) content in lettuce (Table 1) is most pronounced in the first harvest period (L-MC101,
L-MC201), with the highest AsA content (24.39 mg/100 g fw) determined in a sample
treated with 20 brushings per day (L-MC201). In the first harvest period, an average of
57% higher AsA content was determined in treatment L-MC201 than in the treatment in
which the procedure MC was not applied (L-MC01). In the same harvest period, the lettuce
plants treated with MC with 20 passes per day also had the highest total phenol (TPC)
content determined (102.46 mg GAE/100 g fw); even several times more than the control
sample (L-MC01) and 14% more than the treatment with 10 passes per day (L-MC101).
Total flavonoid (TFC) content in lettuce plants treated with 20 passes per day (L-MC202)
was also highest; 87% higher than the control sample and 21% higher than the 10 passes
per day treatment. In the second lettuce harvest period, the effect of mechanical stimu-
lation on AsA content was not statistically justified, i.e., no significant differences were
observed between treatments, although a slight increase in AsA content was observed in
the treatment with 10 passes per day (L-MC102), about 7% compared to the sample with-
out treatment (L-MC02). Significantly higher values of TPC, TFC and total non-flavonoid
(TNFC) were observed in the second harvest period compared to the content of polyphe-
nolic compounds in the first harvest period, with the highest TPC in the sample treated
with 10 passes (L-MC102) and the highest TFC in the treatment with 20 passes (L-MC202).
The highest levels of total chlorophyll (TCh) and carotenoids (TCA) in lettuce (Table 2) in
the first harvest period were found in the samples treated with MC by 20 brushes per day,
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but in the second harvest the highest TCh and TCA were noted in plants MC treated by 10
brushes per day.

Table 1. Content of specialized metabolites in lettuce under the influence of brushing.

Treatment
AsA

(mg/100 g fw)
TPC

(mg GAE/100 g fw)
TFC

(mg GAE/100 g fw)
TNFC

(mg GAE/100 g fw)

1st harvest

L-MC01 15.53 ± 1.20 b 51.38 ± 5.67 e 35.59 ± 1.03 f 15.77 ± 6.50 d

L-MC101 23.71 ± 3.20 a 90.24 ± 0.82 d 55.19 ± 0.47 d 35.06 ± 1.27 c

L-MC201 24.39 ± 2.03 a 102.46 ± 1.25 c 66.72 ± 0.43 b 35.74 ± 1.14 c

2nd harvest

L-MC02 16.45 ± 2.35 b 107.47 ± 0.43 b 44.30 ± 0.29 e 90.34 ± 0.51 a

L-MC102 17.60 ± 2.52 b 150.94 ± 1.52 a 60.60± 0.1 c 63.17 ± 1.36 b

L-MC202 15.90 ± 1.97 b 86.89 ± 0.57 d 70.75 ± 0.67 a 16.13 ± 1.14 d

ANOVA p ≤ 0.0008 p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001
AsA—ascorbic acid content; TPC—total phenolics content; TNFC—total non-flavonoid content; TFC—total
flavonoid content. Different letters show significant statistical differences between means.

Table 2. Pigment compounds of lettuce under the influence of brushing.

Treatment Chl_a (mg/g) Chl_b (mg/g) TCh (mg/g) TCA (mg/g)

1st harvest

L-MC01 0.2 ± 0.004 d 0.16 ± 0.002 a 0.36 ± 0.006 e 0.15 ± 0.002 e

L-MC101 0.17 ± 0.001 e 0.12 ± 0.002 b 0.29 ± 0.002 f 0.1 ± 0.001 f

L-MC201 0.28 ± 0.001 c 0.15 ± 0.001 ab 0.44 ± 0.001 d 0.20 ± 0.001 d

2nd harvest

L-MC02 0.28 ± 0.002 c 0.17 ± 0.001 a 0.45 ± 0.002 c 0.21 ± 0.001 c

L-MC102 0.37 ± 0.002 a 0.17 ± 0.045 a 0.57 ± 0.003 a 0.27 ± 0.001 a

L-MC202 0.35 ± 0.001 b 0.18 ± 0.001 a 0.53 ± 0.002 b 0.26 ± 0.001 b

ANOVA p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0240 p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001
Chl_a—chorophyll a content; Chl_b—chorophyll b content; TCh—total chlorophyll content; TCA—total
carotenoids. Different letters show significant statistical differences between means.

Green chicory samples (Table 3) were again found to have higher AsA content in the
first harvest, regardless of the treatment applied. The influence of MC showed a slightly
different trend in AsA content than in the lettuce samples. Indeed, the highest AsA content
(40.97 mg/100 g fw) was detected in the 10 brush strokes per day treatment (GC-MC101),
with a 12% higher AsA content compared to the control sample (GC-MC01) and 19% higher
compared to the 20 brush strokes per day treatment (GC-MC201). A significantly lower
AsA content was observed in the second harvest period than in the first. However, in the
second harvest period, the highest AsA content (33.23 mg/100 g weight) was detected in a
sample treated with 20 brush strokes per day (GC-MC202), by an average of 32% compared
to the treatment with 10 brush strokes (GC-MC102) and 41% compared to the control
sample (GC-MC01). The highest levels of TPC (179.77 mg GAE/100 g fw), TFC (103.14 mg
CTH/100 g fw) and TNFC (76.63 mg GAE/100 g fw) were found in the 20-pass treatment
(GC-MC202) in the second harvest period. In general, as in lettuce samples, regardless of
the treatment applied, the highest levels of polyphenolic compounds were determined in
chicory in the second harvest period. Regarding the analyzed total chlorophylls content
in green chicory (Table 4), no significant differences were found depending on the MC
treatment (10 and 20 brushes per day) applied both in the first and second harvest period,
while TCA content differed significantly considering the brushing treatment with the
highest determined content in the first harvest period (0.30 mg/g) in plants treated with
10 passes per day (GC-MC101) and 0.48 mg/g in second harvest period. In general, the
highest TCh and TCA contents were determined in the second harvest period with average
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values of 0.89 mg/g for TCh and 0.43 mg/g for TCA, which means about 62% higher TCh
contents and about 65% higher TCA contents compared to the average values of TCh and
TCA found in the first harvest period.

Table 3. Content of specialized metabolites in green chicory under the influence of brushing.

Treatment
AsA

(mg/100 g fw)
TPC

(mg GAE/100 g fw)
TFC

(mg GAE/100 g fw)
TNFC

(mg GAE/100 g fw)

1st harvest

GC-MC01 36.52 ± 2.75 b 104.85 ± 1.60 d 42.33 ± 1.95 d 62.51 ± 0.50 c

GC-MC101 40.97 ± 0.77 a 79.42 ± 1.13 e 26.80 ± 2.20 e 52.61 ± 1.27 d

GC-MC201 34.45 ± 4.47 b 50.03 ± 1.48 f 16.92 ± 1.84 f 33.09 ± 0.35 e

2nd harvest

GC-MC02 23.64 ± 1.97 c 172.64 ± 0.28 b 96.35 ± 0.72b 76.28 ± 0.50 a

GC-MC102 25.31 ± 0.74 c 161.06 ± 0.69 c 92.45 ± 1.08c 68.60 ± 0.39 b

GC-MC202 33.23 ± 0.75 b 179.77 ± 0.62 a 103.14 ± 1.33a 76.63 ± 0.82 a

ANOVA p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001
AsA—ascorbic acid content; TPC—total phenolics content; TNFC—total non-flavonoid content; TFC—total
flavonoid content. Different letters show significant statistical differences between means.

Table 4. Pigment compounds of green chicory under the influence of brushing.

Treatment Chl_a (mg/g) Chl_b (mg/g) TCh (mg/g) TCA (mg/g)

1st harvest

GC-MC01 0.36 ± 0.001 e 0.15 ± 0.001 f 0.51 ± 0.001 b 0.25 ± 0.001 e

GC-MC101 0.43 ± 0.001 d 0.20 ± 0.001 d 0.63 ± 0.002 b 0.30 ± 0.001 d

GC-MC201 0.33 ± 0.001 f 0.18 ± 0.001 e 0.51 ± 0.001 b 0.23 ± 0.001 f

2nd harvest

GC-MC02 0.61 ± 0.002 b 0.29 ± 0.002 c 0.89 ± 0.004 a 0.42 ± 0.002 b

GC-MC102 0.71 ± 0.001 a 0.36 a 0.92 ± 0.26 a 0.48 ± 0.02 a

GC-MC202 0.56 c 0.30 b 0.86 ± 0.001 a 0.39 ± 0.001 c

ANOVA p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0001 p ≤ 0.0008 p ≤ 0.0001
Chl_a—chorophyll a content; Chl_b—chorophyll b content; TCh—total chlorophyll content; TCA—total
carotenoids. Different letters show significant statistical differences between means.

2.2. Antioxidant Capacity of Lettuce and Chicory

The results of antioxidant capacity of lettuce and green chicory samples are shown in
Figures 1 and 2. In general, relatively high values of antioxidant capacity were obtained in
the first harvesting period, regardless of the treatment. The highest antioxidant capacity
(2267.55 μmol TE/L) was determined in a lettuce sample treated with 20 brush passes
per day (L-MC201), i.e., in plants with the most pronounced MIS. The same trend of
antioxidant capacity of lettuce was observed in the second harvest period considering MC
treatment; the highest antioxidant capacity was determined in the sample with 20 passes
per day (L-MC202) (Figure 1). In the green chicory samples (Figure 2), the variations
in antioxidant capacity are small compared to the lettuce samples, since no significant
statistical differences were observed in either the first or second harvest period when
treated with MC. However, regardless of MIS treatment and harvest period, green chicory
samples are characterized by high antioxidant capacity, indicating a nutritionally valuable
plant material.
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Figure 1. Antioxidant capacity of lettuce depending on different mechanical conditioning treatments.
L—lettuce; MC—mechanical conditioning; 0, 10, 20—number of plants brushing per day. Different
letters show significant statistical differences between means.

Figure 2. Antioxidant capacity of green chicory depending on different mechanical conditioning
treatments. GC—green chicory; MC—mechanical conditioning; 0, 10, 20—number of plants brushing
per day. Different letters show significant statistical differences between means.

3. Discussion

3.1. Specialized Metabolites Content

During growth, plants are exposed to many different stress factors (biotic and abiotic)
and have developed numerous protective mechanisms, i.e., responses to them. The direct
response of plants to environmental stress is increased production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). This is because ROS play an important role as a signaling molecule in
regulating plant growth and enhancing plant responses to stress. In general, ROS are
considered as by-products of aerobic metabolism in plants and are produced in various
cellular organelles such as chloroplasts, mitochondria and peroxisomes. Plants require
a threshold level of ROS for their vital functions, and change in concentration alters the
physiology of plants, disrupting cell metabolism and causing irreversible damage to DNA
material. Precisely to maintain the balance of ROS in cells, plants have also developed an
antioxidant defense system (enzymatic and non-enzymatic mechanisms) that maintains a
redox state of cells that helps to eliminate ROS [21–23].
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Despite the lack of scientific research on the effect and correlation of MIS on AsA
content, the effect of mechanical stimuli on AsA content can be explained by metabolic
reactions that occur in plant tissues (cells) when the plant is exposed to stress. The non-
enzymatic mechanisms of plant defense against ROS are mainly mediated by low molecular
weight antioxidants such as glutathione, AsA and flavonoids, which are known to remove
hydroxyl radicals and singlet oxygen. Ascorbic acid is indeed one of the best-known oxygen
scavenging molecules, i.e., AsA protects metabolic processes from the harmful effects
of H2O2 and other toxic oxygen-derived radicals. An important segment of enzymatic
protection is the response of plants via enzymatic mechanisms (e.g., the enzyme ascorbate
peroxidase, APX), such as another important ROS scavenging pathway, namely the Foyer–
Halliwell–Asada pathway, also known as the ascorbate–glutathione cycle, which occurs
in chloroplasts, mitochondria, apoplasts, cytosol, and peroxisomes. The glutathione–
ascorbate cycle is a metabolic pathway for the de-toxification of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
a reactive oxygen species produced as a byproduct in plant metabolism. The cycle involves
the antioxidant metabolites ascorbate, glutathione, and NADPH, and the enzymes that
link these metabolites [22,23]. Ascorbate peroxidase (APX), glutathione reductase (GR),
monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR) and dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR) are
key enzymes related to the non-enzymatic antioxidant metabolites AsA and glutathione.
Dehydroxyascorbate (DHA), which is itself an oxidized form of ascorbate, is also formed
from the eponymous cycle [24]. The ascorbate–glutathione cycle plays an important role
in the reduction of dehydroxyascorbate to ascorbic acid [24]. Considering all this, it can
be confirmed that AsA protects metabolic processes from the harmful effects of H2O2 and
other toxic radicals from oxygen as well as membranes, either by directly removing toxic
radicals such as 1O2, O2- and OH- or indirectly through the regeneration of the reduced
forms of tocopherol or zeaxanthin. In addition, numerous studies show that plants exposed
to various stress conditions, especially drought [25,26] and salinity [27,28], had increased
AsA content. If we relate all this to the results of this study, it is worth noting that higher
AsA content was found in lettuce in the first harvest period when plants were exposed to
MIS, regardless of the brush strokes per day, while no significant changes were found in
the second harvest period given the MIS treatment. In green chicory, in the first harvest
period, the highest AsA content was found in plants treated with 10 brush strokes per
day, while in the second harvest period, plants were treated with 20 brush strokes per
day. (Tables 1 and 3). Comparing the AsA content in non-mechanically treated lettuce
(control sample) with the results of the study by the authors Medina-Lozano et al. [29], we
can generally conclude that slightly higher values were obtained in this study; however,
compared to the study by van Treuren et al. [30], lower values were found in this study.
Furthermore, the AsA content in the control green chicory samples ((GC-MC0), without
mechanical treatment) analyzed in this study was higher than that reported in other
literature data [31,32]. The reason for this wide dispersion of results is mainly due to the
genetic characteristics of the varieties themselves, which are most commonly used for
cultivation for commercial purposes [29–32].

The MIS, caused by the number of brushings, induces mechanical depolarization of the
plant cell membrane, leading to the formation of various types of free radicals and initiating
lipid peroxidation, thereby activating plant protective mechanisms against ROS, i.e., in-
creased activity of antioxidant mechanisms and precursor enzymes of vitamin C synthesis
(i.e., APX) [13,33]. Nowadays, among the best known and studied antioxidants present in
cellular organelles and whose main function is detoxification of ROS are the polyphenolic
compounds. Apart from being among the compounds with the most potent antioxidant
activity, polyphenolic compounds form a chemically extremely large, diverse and highly
significant group of plant secondary metabolites. Phenolic compounds are in fact the main
products of the plant defense system united in secondary metabolism, i.e., the processes of
biosynthesis of phenylpropanoids, anthocyanins, alkaloids, coumarins, terpenes, tannins,
glucosinolates, flavonoids and isoflavonoids, lignans and lignans, among others. Secondary
metabolites have several important ecological and physiological functions in the plant
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organism, ranging from structural roles (binding of cell wall polysaccharides), protection
from attack by herbivores and microorganisms, attraction of pollinators, seed dispersal,
communication of the plant with other plants and organisms, to the most important role,
the responses of the plant organism to stress. Indeed, the phenylpropanoid biosynthetic
pathway, leading to the accumulation of various phenolics compounds, is activated in
plants under stressful environmental conditions. Thus, the accumulation of polyphenolic
compounds can be regulated by various environmental factors such as water availability,
wounding, herbicides, insect herbivory, nutrient deficiency and availability, light exposure,
salinity, developmental stage of the plant, etc. [14,22,34,35]. Numerous scientific studies
indicate increased accumulation of polyphenolic compounds when a plant organism is
exposed to stress, as a direct response by the plant to defend itself. Mechanical conditioning
also exposes the plant to mechanical stress, resulting in changes in metabolic pathways and
increased activation of compounds whose main function is to remove excessive amounts of
ROS, accumulated in plant cells [14]. Indeed, plants respond to MIS with stress responses
such as the aforementioned increased ROS production and changes in calcium levels,
followed by the activation of defense responses [12]. As mentioned above, polyphenols are
one of the most effective compounds in the elimination of free radicals, and it is therefore
expected that when the plant is exposed to stress, an increased accumulation of these
compounds begins [36], which is confirmed by the results of this research. Lettuce and
chicory plants that were more mechanically stimulated (Tables 1 and 2), i.e., exposed to
MIS, also showed higher levels of polyphenolic compounds, especially total phenols and
flavonoids. It should be emphasized that regardless of the mechanical treatment, i.e., MIS,
the samples of lettuce and green chicory are rich in polyphenolic compounds and the
results of total phenolics (TPC) are generally in agreement with other literature data, with
the values of polyphenolic compounds obtained in this study for lettuce and green chicory
not mechanically treated (control samples) similar or slightly lower than the data reported
by other authors [36–40]. Based on the results obtained, it can be concluded that mechanical
stimulation induces plant responses in direct response to stress exposure, as evidenced by
the increased content of polyphenolic compounds in the lettuce and chicory samples in
the MC treatments. The results of the higher content of polyphenolic compounds in plants
exposed to stress are in agreement with the statements of other authors who also confirm
that plants have the ability to biosynthesize higher amounts of polyphenols for defense
purposes under stress than under normal growing conditions. Indeed, the biosynthesis of
polyphenols in plants under stress conditions is regulated by different activities of specific
enzymes in the metabolic pathways of polyphenol synthesis (shikimate/phenylpropanoid
and mevalonate pathways) such as phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) and chalcone
synthase (CHS). Under stress conditions, there are enhanced effects of enzymes associated
with the regulation of gene transcription, which encode important biosynthetic enzymes of
polyphenolic compounds [14,36].

Stress conditions to which plants are frequently exposed during their growth, espe-
cially those caused by abiotic factors such as heavy metals, drought, too much light (UV
radiation), too low or too high temperatures, increased soil salinity, etc., usually have a
negative effect on the performance of the photosynthetic process. These stress conditions
reduce stomatal conduction, which leads to oxidative stress and reduces the activity of
RUBISCO enzymes, which prevents the smooth process of photosynthesis by negatively
affecting photosystem I and II, photosynthetic transport electron and finally chlorophyll
biosynthesis [41]. The authors Benikhlef et al. [12] in their study on the induction of soft
mechanical stress in plants of the species Arabidopsis thalian come to different conclusions.
In fact, the aforementioned authors note that the application of MIS did not result in
obvious damage to plant tissues, while chlorophyll content increased, which is directly
related to the rapid change in calcium concentration and the release of ROS, accompanied
by changes in cuticle permeability, induction of gene expression typically associated with
mechanical stress, and the release of biologically active diffusers from the surface. The
results of the pigment compounds analyzed in this study are mostly in agreement with the
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results of the mentioned study. In the lettuce samples (Table 3), both TCh and TCA content
were highest in the first harvest period when MC was applied with 20 passes per day and
10 passes per day in the second harvest period. However, this effect of MIS on pigment
compounds was not as pronounced in the green chicory samples, as there were no signifi-
cant differences between the controls and those treated with MC. Considering that both
species have a characteristic green color, high levels of total chlorophylls and carotenoids
were also expected in the control samples, i.e., those not subjected to the MIS. The results
of total chlorophylls and carotenoids content of the green chicory and lettuce samples from
this study are significantly higher than those found in other research [32,42,43].

3.2. Antioxidant Capacity

Accumulation of antioxidants in plant cells is the expected response of the plant
defense mechanism, wherein the bioactive compounds are those that are intensified to
synthesize in order to detoxify ROS. From bioactive compounds, one that exhibits the
most significant antioxidant activity in the plant cell are polyphenolic compounds, such
as flavonoids [9,14,21–23,34–36]. It is also important to emphasize that antioxidants, in
addition to the important effect and protection of plant cells, also have a beneficial effect on
human health, given that their mechanisms of action, such as radical scavengers, chelators,
quenchers, oxygen scavengers and antioxidant regenerators, effectively inhibit free radicals
accumulated in human cells as a result of oxidative processes [44–46]. Based on the above
mentioned and obtained results, it can be concluded that that cultivated leafy vegetables
abound antioxidants and thus present a high value nutritional raw material. According to
other studies, the lettuce and green chicory species analyzed in this study, regardless of MIS,
are vegetables that have significant antioxidant properties, i.e., high levels of antioxidant
capacity [32,37,47].

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Material

The research was conducted in 2019, at the Experimental Station of the Department of
Vegetable Crops at the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Zagreb. Two types of green
leafy vegetables were grown for research purposes: lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) and green
chicory (Cichorium intibus var. foliosum). Of the Lactuca sativa species, a mixed lettuce was
sown in the following composition: ‘Reggina di Maggio’ 25%; ‘Meraviglia delle Quatro
Stagioni’ 25%; ‘Grunetta’ 25%; ‘Cavolo di Napoli’ 25% (Hortus sementi, Longiano, Italy),
while of the green chicory, the variety ‘Zuccherina di Trieste’ (Hortus sementi, Longiano,
Italy) was sown.

4.2. Floating Hydroponics

Both leafy vegetables species were grown in floating hydroponics in an unheated
greenhouse (45◦49′33.208′′ N, 16◦1′42.832′′ E). A total of 12 polystyrene boards filled with
inert perlite substrate (Europerl d.o.o., Samobor, Croatia) were used for growing lettuce
and chicory in the hydroponic system, of which six plates (two for each of the treatments,
Figure 1) were sown with lettuce seeds and six with chicory seeds. Manual sowing of
lettuce and chicory in an unheated greenhouse was carried out on 23 April. For both
species, 30 seeds were sown per slot of the 0.96 m × 0.60 m board with a total of 102 slots
(17 cm long and 0.5 cm wide). The amount of seed required depended on the seed size
of the species, 22.77 g/m2 for chicory and 10.35 g/m2 for lettuce. After sowing, the
seeds were covered with a finer granulation of perlite (0–3 mm) and the moisture of the
substrate was maintained during germination. After emergence, the plates were placed in
basins (4 m × 2 m × 0.25 m) filled with nutrient solution. The nutrient solution used in the
experiment was adapted for growing lettuce and chicory [48]. The contents of the nutrient
solution used for hydroponic cultivation of lettuce and chicory are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Adapted nutrient solution for lettuce and green chicory cultivation.

Biogenic Element Measuring Unit Values

pH
mS/cm

5.5

EC 2.5

Na
mmol/L

<6
Cl <6

HCO3 <0.5

N-NH4

mmol/L

<0.5
K 6
Ca 6
Mg 2

N-NO3
mmol/L

14
S 2
P 2

Fe

μmol/L

40
Mn 8
Zn 8
B 50

Cu 1.5
Mo 1.5

4.3. Mechanical Conditioning

The mechanical conditioning process for both vegetable species began in early May,
from the appearance of the cotyledon till harvests. The process was carried out by brushing
with a burlap cloth in two mechanical conditioning treatments: 10 (MC10 treatment) and
20 (MC20 treatment) passes per day. Control plots were also established for lettuce and
chicory, i.e., plots where the conditioning treatment was not applied (MC0 treatment).
Brush treatments were performed at the same time each day, in the morning hours. The
design of the mechanical conditioning experiment is shown in Table 6 and Figure 3.

Table 6. The design of the mechanical conditioning experiment.

Species Brushing Hydroponic System Harvest Period Treatment

Lettuce

0 FH
I. L-MC01

II. L-MC102

10 FH
I. L-MC201

II. L-MC02

20 FH
I. L-MC101

II. L-MC202

Green chicory

0 FH
I. GC-MC01

II. GC-MC102

10 FH
I. GC-MC201

II. GC-MC02

20 FH
I. GC-MC101

II. GC-MC202
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Figure 3. Graphical scheme of floating hydroponics cultivation of lettuce and green chicory. 1—water;
A, B, C—tanks for concentrated nutrient solutions and injectors; 2—tanks for standard nutrient solu-
tions; 3—pump; L—lettuce; GC—green chicory; MC—mechanical conditioning; 0, 10, 20—number
of plants brushing per day.

4.4. Abiotic Parameters of Air and Nutrient Solution

The abiotic parameters of air (minimum and maximum temperature, relative humid-
ity) and nutrient solution (pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH and EC) were measured
daily. The average minimum temperature measured in the greenhouses in May was 12.4 ◦C
and the maximum temperature was 31.5 ◦C, while the relative humidity was 76%. The
average pH of the solution was 5.4, while the average EC was 2.2 mS/cm. These conditions
during growth resulted in favorable root development. To ensure the supply of sufficient
oxygen to the roots, pumps were used which also mixed the nutrient solution. The amount
of dissolved oxygen varied considerably during the growing cycle. The highest amount of
dissolved oxygen in the nutrient solution (19.3 mg/L) was at the beginning of the growing
cycle and the lowest (2.00 mg/L) at the end of the experiment (data not shown).

4.5. Harvest Period

Harvesting of lettuce and chicory was done twice during the growing season. The
first harvest took place on 28 May, cutting the plants to avoid damaging the vegetative top
of the plants and to ensure retro-vegetation. The second harvest took place after 16 days,
on 10 June.

4.6. Determination of Specialized Metabolites Content

From the group of specialized metabolites following compounds were determined:
ascorbic acid (AsA), i.e., vitamin C content, total phenolics (TPC), total flavonoids (TFC) and
total non-flavonoids (TNFC). AsA was determined by titration with 2,6-dichlorindophenol
according to the standard laboratory method available in AOAC [49]. AsA was isolated
from the fresh leaves of lettuce and green chicory with 2% (v/v) oxalic acid; first 10 g ± 0.01
of fresh plant material was weighed and homogenized with 100 mL of 2% (v/v) oxalic
acid. Prepared solution was filtered through Whatman filter paper and 10 mL of solution
was used for titration with 2,6-dichlorindophenol till the appearance of a characteristic
pink coloration. Namely, this method is based on the oxidimetric titrations using 2,6-
dichlorindophenol as reducing agent. 2,6-dichlorindophenol is a solution of intense blue
color that oxidizes L-ascorbic acid to dehydroascorbic acid until the color of the reagent
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changes, and also serves as an indicator for this redox reaction. The final AsA content was
calculated according to Equation (1) and expressed as mg/100 g fresh weight.

AsA = (V (DKF) × F)/D × 100, (1)

where V (DKF)—volume of DKF (mL); F—factor of DKF; D—sample mass used for titration.
The TPC, TFC and TNFC content was determined based on the colorimetric reaction,

the development of blue color within phenols and reagent Folin–Ciocalteu measured
spectrophotometrically (Shimadzu, 1900i, Kyoto, Japan) at 750 nm using dH2O as a blank.
The method was described by Ough and Amerine [50]. For the purpose of extraction
of polyphenolic compounds from lettuce and green chicory leaves, 10 g ± 0.01 of fresh
plant leaves were weighed into an Erlenmeyer flask, and 40 mL of 80% EtOH (v/v) was
added and refluxed. The prepared sample was first heated to boiling point and additionally
refluxed for 10 min. After 10 min, the sample was filtered through Whatman filter paper into
a volumetric flask of 100 mL. After filtration, the remainder of the sample was transferred to
the Erlenmeyer flask, another 50 mL of 80% EtOH (v/v) was added, and reflux was repeated
for another 10 min. After the second reflux, the sample was filtered and the filtrates were
combined while the flask was made up to the mark with 80% EtOH (v/v). The thus
prepared sample was subjected to reaction with reagent Folin–Ciocalteu, according to the
following procedure: to a volumetric flask of 50 mL, 0.5 mL of the ethanolic plant extract,
30 mL of distilled water (dH2O), 2.5 mL of the freshly prepared reagent Folin–Ciocalteu
(1:2 with dH2O) and 7.5 mL of saturated sodium carbonate solution (Na2CO3) were added.
The flask was made up to the mark with dH2O and the reaction was allowed to stand at
room temperature for 2 h with intermittent shaking. The same ethanolic extracts prepared
for TPC were used for TFC determination. TFC separation was performed according to the
following procedure: 10 mL of the ethanolic extract was added to the 25 mL volumetric
flask, 5 mL HCl (1:4, v/v) and 5 mL formaldehyde were added. The prepared samples
were treated with nitrogen (N2) and left at room temperature for 24 h in a dark place. After
24 h, the samples were filtered and the same reaction was performed with Folin–Ciocalteu
reagent as for TPC. Gallic acid was used as external standard and the final concentration of
TPC, TFC and TNFC content was expressed as mg GAE/100 g fresh weight. TNFC content
was mathematically expressed as the difference between total phenols and flavonoids.

From the plant pigments, the following have been identified: chlorophyll a (Chl_a),
chlorophyll b (Chl_b), total chlorophylls (TCh) and total carotenoids (TCA), according to
the method described by Holm [51] and Wettstein [52]. For the extraction of pigments from
leaves of lettuce and green chicory, 0.2 g ± 0.01 of fresh plant leaves were weighed and
a total volume of 15 mL of acetone (p.a.) was added, a total of three times. After each
addition of acetone, the samples were homogenized using a laboratory homogenizer (IKA,
UltraTurax T-18, Staufencity, Germany). The final solution was filtered and transferred to a
25 mL volumetric flask. The absorbance was measured spectrophotometrically (Shimadzu
UV 1900i, Kyoto, Japan) at three wavelengths, 662, 644 and 440 nm, using acetone as a
blank. The equations of Holm–Wettstein were used to quantify the individual pigments (2),
and the final content was expressed in mg/g.

Chl_a = 9.784 × A662 − 0.990 × A644 [mg/L]

Chl_b = 21.426 × A644 − 4.65 × A622 [mg/L]

TCh = 5.134 × A662 + 20.436 × A644 [mg/L]

TCA = 4.695 × A440 − 0.268 × TCh [mg/L]

(2)

4.7. Determination of Antioxidant Capacity

For the determination of antioxidant capacity, the ABTS assay was performed [53];
ABTS, 2,2′-azinobis (3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid), potassium persulfate, and
Trolox were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-
tetramethylchroman-2-carboxylic acid) was used as the antioxidant standard, and a stock
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standard Trolox (2.5 mM) was prepared in ethanol (80% v/v). To prepare the ABTS radical
solution (ABTS+), 5 mL of ABTS solution (7 mM) and 88 mL of potassium persulfate solu-
tion (140 mM) were mixed and allowed to stand for 16 h in the dark at room temperature.
On the day of analysis, a 1% ABTS+ solution (in 96% ethanol) was prepared. A total of
160 μL of ethanolic extract (prepared for phenol isolation) was directly injected into the
cuvette and mixed with 2 mL of 1% ABTS+ while absorbance was measured at 734 nm
(Shimadzu 1900i, Kyoto, Japan). The final results of antioxidant capacity were calculated
from the calibration curve and expressed as μmol TE/L.

4.8. Statistical Analysis

Each sample (cultivar, mechanical conditioning treatment and control) of leafy vegeta-
bles cultivated in floating hydroponics was represented by two boards, while all chemical
laboratory analyzes were performed in triplicate. The data obtained were averaged, ex-
pressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD), as shown in the figures and tables. The
ANOVA and Duncan’s multiple range tests (95% confidence limit) were performed to show
the variations in the mean values among the samples. SAS statistical software ver. 9.4.
was used for this purpose [54]. Different letters show significant differences between the
means at p ≤ 0.0001, while also the average deviation of the results from the mean for each
parameter studied is expressed with the values of standard deviation.

5. Conclusions

The mechanically-induced stress in the form of brushing per day (10 and 20) did not
cause damage to plant tissue and thus did not significantly affect the processes of primary
metabolism, i.e., photosynthesis, as shown by the higher contents of total chlorophylls and
carotenoids in lettuce in both harvest periods; with an average of 22% higher TCh in plants
treated with 20 brushings per day in the first harvest period and 18% higher TCh in the
second harvest period compared to the non-treated plants, and 33% higher TCA in the first
and 24% higher in the second harvest period also in plants treated with 20 brushings per
day compared to the non-treated plants. Moreover, the induced mechanical stimuli were
sufficient to initiate plant signaling molecules for stress defense, as evidenced by higher
levels of antioxidants such as ascorbic acid and polyphenolic compounds in the plants
treated with mechanical conditioning. For lettuce in the first harvest period, AsA content
was on average 55% higher in mechanically-stimulated plants compared to the non-treated
plants, while for green chicory, a more pronounced effect of MIS was observed in the
second harvest period, in which, on average, 24% higher AsA content was determined
in treated plants. Polyphenolic compounds in the first harvest period in lettuce were on
average 88% higher in MIS treated plants, regardless of the passes per day, while in the
second harvest period, about 11% higher polyphenolic compounds were determined in
comparison with non-treated plants. From all these, it can be concluded that implementa-
tion of induced mechanical stress is a good practice in the cultivation of leafy vegetables,
the application of which produces high quality plant material with high nutritional po-
tential, and significantly higher levels of antioxidants and phytochemicals important for
human health. It should also be emphasized that most authors explain the effects of some
abiotic stresses, mostly drought, high temperatures, salinity, etc., but there is still a lack of
scientific data on the effects of mechanically-induced stress on the phytochemical status of
plants. Individual compound determination is necessary to further explain the effects of
mechanically-induced stress on the plant organism.
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Abstract: The Tunisian Ziziphus lotus plant was investigated to determine its phytoconstituents
and evaluate its biological activities. In particular, the GC/MS technique was used to describe
the chemical composition of Z. lotus active extracts and fractions. Among the obtained extracts,
the yields of the dried root methanolic extract (29.80%) and the fruit aqueous extract (48.00%)
were the highest ones. The dried root methanolic extract exhibited the highest amount in the
total phenolics (186.44 ± 0.26 mg GAE/g DW), total flavonoids (102.50 ± 3.53 mg QE/g DW), and
tannins (60.714 ± 2.2 mg catechin/g DW). The root aqueous extracts revealed the highest antioxidant
activity with an IC50 of 8.96 ± 0.38 mg/L and 16.46 ± 0.60 mg/L for the ABTS•+ and DPPH• assays,
respectively. The total antioxidant capacity was accorded to the methanolic extract of the dried
roots with a value of 304.07 ± 1.11 μg AAE/mg. The drying process was found to improve the
qualitative and quantitative properties of the Z. lotus extracts. The evaluation of the cytotoxic
activity against the SH-SY5Y cell line was carried out using MTT assay. The petroleum ether and
dichloromethane extracts of the dried roots showed relevant cytotoxic activities. The thin layer
chromatography and the GC-MS/GC-FID analysis led to the identification of the 13-epimanool as a
potent cytotoxic compound.

Keywords: Ziziphus lotus; phenolics; antioxidant activity; SH-SY5Y cell line; chromatography

1. Introduction

Medicinal and aromatic plants represent an inexhaustible reservoir of secondary
metabolites. These compounds do not play an essential role in plant growth, like the
primary metabolites do, but rather serve to enable the plant to cope with extreme envi-
ronmental conditions (drought, oxidative stress, pests, etc.), allowing better interaction
between the plant and its surrounding environment [1]. Numerous classes of secondary
metabolites exist according to their chemical structure, route of biosynthesis and solubil-
ity in water and organic solvents [2]. In order to explore such metabolites, an adequate
extraction and isolation of the bioactive compounds, the screening of phytoconstituents,
and the evaluation of their potential activities are needed [3]. Among the identified plants,
only around 20% were studied in pharmaceutical and medicinal research [4], whereas
many other plants are still not thoroughly explored [5]. In this context, the shrub Z. lotus,
commonly named ‘Sedra’, is the subject of many current laboratory investigations. This
plant belongs to the Rhamnaceae family which includes around 550 species spread over
around 45 genera [6,7]. Being both a tropical and a subtropical plant, Z. lotus is commonly
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present in arid and semi-arid regions [8]. In Tunisia, this xerophytic plant can be found
in the sand dunes of Saharan regions as well as in the arid and semi-arid zones where it
occupies different types of soils [8,9]. Z. lotus is dormant from October to March and its
fruits are harvested during the summer [10]. It forms clumps of a few meters in diameter
and 2 to 5 m in height. Its thorny stems possess small deciduous leaves and tasty fruits
called ‘Nbeg’ [6,8,11].

Z. lotus is a versatile shrub that is highly interesting especially for the inhabitants of dry
areas [12]. It has been used in traditional medicine for the treatment of many diseases. In
fact, it is used to treat diarrhea and regulate blood sugar levels [11], while its tonic febrifuge
fruit is used for the dissolution of kidney stones [13]. Thanks to its emollient properties,
the paste of this fruit has been used as an excellent pectoral remedy [6]; furthermore, it has
been employed for the treatment of hazardous viral diseases like measles and smallpox [6].

Many findings in the research confirmed these traditional uses. Borgi et al. [14]
outlined the anti-inflammatory, analgesic and antispasmodic activities of Z. lotus extracts.
The aqueous extracts obtained from different parts of Z. lotus proved their effects as
cytotoxic agents against T-cells, the major cause of autoimmune diseases [15]. Furthermore,
Z. lotus extracts obtained by different solvents showed excellent antifungal activity against
nine strains of pathogenic fungi [16]. Such endowments reflect the richness of Z. lotus in
many active compounds, notably flavonoids and tannins [14], cyclopeptide alkaloids such
as lotusine A and lotusine D [17], and vitamins (A, C, E) [15].

The aim of this work is to further investigate Z. lotus extract potencies. After the
preparation of extracts from the dried and fresh parts (roots, leaves, fruits) of this plant
by using different solvents, a screening of the phytoconstituents was carried out. The
evaluation of the antioxidant activity was performed by ABTS•+, DPPH•, and TAC assays.
In addition, the cytotoxic activity against the SH-SY5Y cell line was investigated. The extract
showing a potent effect against this cancer cell line was subjected to GC-MS analysis.

2. Results

2.1. Extraction Yields

The yields of Z. lotus (root, leaf, and fruit) extracts obtained by different solvents were
reported in Table 1. Extraction yields were between 0.50% and 48%.

Table 1. Yield of extracts of Z. lotus extracts.

Extracts Extraction Yield (%)

Roots

PEE 0.50
DE 1.30
ME 29.80
EE 5.58
AE 7.07

Leaves

PEE 4.20
DE 2.80
ME 15.10
EE 9.23
AE 12.97

Fruits
ME 25.30
AE 48.00

PEE: Petroleum Ether Extract; DE: Dichloromethane Extract; ME: Methanol Extract; EE: Ethanol Extract; AE:
Aqueous Extract

2.2. Chemical Compositions of Z. lotus Extracts

Total phenolic content (TPC), total flavonoid content (TFC) and tannins of Z. lotus extracts
were summarized in Table 2. Total phenolic content (TPC) of Z. lotus extracts, expressed
as Gallic Acid Equivalent, ranged between 11.16 ± 0.13 and 186.44 ± 0.26 mg GAE/g
DW. Among these phenolic compounds, flavonoids and tannins reached a maximum of
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102.50 ± 3.53 mg QE/g DW and 60.71 ± 2.20 mg CE /g DW, respectively. These highest
values were assigned to the methanolic extract of the roots.

Table 2. Chemical composition of Z. lotus extracts.

Samples
TPC

(mg GAE/g DW)
TFC

(mg QE/g DW)
Tannins

(mg CE /g DW)

Roots

PEE 39.22 ± 0.62 a 19.63 ± 0.12 a 9.14 ± 0.90 a

DE 30.15 ± 0.13 a 18.50 ± 0.88 a 6.90 ± 1.41 a

ME 186.44 ± 0.26 b 102.50 ± 3.53 b 60.71 ± 2.20 b

EE 100.13 ± 4.02 c 41.25 ± 0.63 c 27.70 ± 0.57 b

AE 146.06 ± 2.50 d 36.70 ± 0.72 a 31.86 ± 1.49 b

Leaves

PEE 12.81 ± 0.10 e 3.06 ± 0.12 d 2.50 ± 0.37 c

DE 11.16 ± 0.45 e 3.44 ± 0.06 d 3.44 ± 0.47 c

ME 171.99 ± 1.14 f 21.35 ± 1.19 e 7.41 ± 0.68 d

EE 41.70 ± 0.70 g 28.54 ± 1.89 f 1.66 ± 0.09 d

AE 109.87 ± 2.07 h 17.10 ± 1.30 d 9.54 ± 0.26 d

Fruits
ME 26.12 ± 0.73 i 0.75 ± 0.13 g 1.00 ± 0.170 e

AE 82.12 ± 1.70 j 13.40 ± 0.72 h 1.02 ± 0.10 e

TPC: Total Phenolics content; TFC: Total Flavonoids content; GAE: Gallic Acid Equivalent; QE: Quercetin
Equivalent; CE: Catechin Equivalent; PEE: Petroleum Ether Extract; DE: Dichloromethane extract; ME: Methanol
extract; EE: Ethanol Extract; AE: Aqueous Extract. Lowercase letters represent Tukey’s Test comparison. Means
within a column row with different letters were significantly different (p < 0.05).

2.3. Antioxidant Activity

The antioxidant potential of Z. lotus extracts was evaluated by using 2,2-azinobis
(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS•+), 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH•)
and Total Antioxidant Capacity (TAC) methods. Table 3 reported the IC50 values.
The ABTS•+ colorimetric assay determined IC50 values ranging from 8.96 ± 0.38 to
136.58 ± 0.41 mg/L for the root extracts and from 23.48 ± 0.63 to 249.37 ± 1.26 mg/L for
the leaf extracts. The fruit extracts showed a low activity compared to the other part of
the plants. The ME of the roots, with a concentration of 18.03 ± 0.61 mg/L, allowed a 50%
inhibition of the free radical DPPH•. This methanolic extract possessed the potent total
antioxidant capacity equivalent to 304.07 ± 1.11 mg ascorbic acid per mg of extract.

Table 3. Antioxidant activities (IC50 mg/L) of Z. lotus extracts.

Samples

Antioxidant Assay

ABTS•+

IC50 (mg/L)
DPPH•

IC50 (mg/L)
TAC

(mg AAE/mg Extract)

Roots

PEE 14.76 ± 0.02 a 101.06 ± 0.40 a 105.56 ± 0.37 a

DE 136.58 ± 0.41 b 192.33 ± 0.60 b 91.11 ± 2.20 a

ME 14.31 ± 0.13 c 18.03 ± 0.61 c 304.07 ± 1.11 b

EE 27.42 ± 0.32 d 39.50 ± 0.49 d 167.41 ± 7.40 c

AE 8.96 ± 0.38 e 16.46 ± 0.60 e 191.85 ± 0.00 d

Leaves

PEE 28.98 ± 0.06 f NA NA

DE 29.51 ± 1.23 g NA 154.44 ± 6.20 e

ME 23.48 ± 0.63 h 33.66 ± 0.11 f 142.47 ± 0.85 f

EE 249.37 ± 1.26 i 375.50 ± 1.50 g 173.09 ± 2.99 g

AE 29.01 ± 0.44 j 64.80 ± 0.36 h 99.26 ± 4.62 h
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Table 3. Cont.

Samples

Antioxidant Assay

ABTS•+

IC50 (mg/L)
DPPH•

IC50 (mg/L)
TAC

(mg AAE/mg Extract)

Fruits
ME 173.93 ± 0.88 k 343.00 ± 1.32 i 26.42 ± 2.26 i

AE 342.25 ± 1.25 l 383.33 ± 0.29 j 40.74 ± 3.39 j

ABTS•+: 2, 2′-azinobis-3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate; DPPH•: 1, 1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl; TAC: Total
Antioxidant Activity; AAE: Ascorbic Acid Equivalents; PEE: Petroleum Ether Extract; DE: Dichloromethane
Extract; ME: Methanol Extract; EE: Ethanol Extract; AE: Aqueous Extract. Lowercase letters represent Tukey’s
Test comparison. Means within a column row with different letters were significantly different (p < 0.05); NA: Not
Active. Ascorbic acid (IC50 = 2.74 ± 0.02 and 4.00 ± 0.00 mg/L for ABTS•+ and DPPH•, respectively) was used
as antioxidant of reference to compare results.

2.4. Drying Effect on Phytochemical Composition and Antioxidant Activity

Quantitative evaluation of total TPC, TFC and tannins in Z. lotus extracts from the
dried and fresh roots (DR and FR, respectively) and leaves (DL and FL, respectively) were
summarized in Figure 1. Root extracts remained the highest in phytoconstituents. For all
the extracting solvents, the shade-dried samples of Z. lotus roots presented higher values
of phytochemical compounds in terms of phenolics, flavonoids, and tannins, than the
fresh samples. As regards the leaves, the drying did not show a considerable effect on this
chemical composition. The phosphomolybdenum assay for the total antioxidant capacity
evaluation, confirmed the potent antioxidant capacity of the root extracts.

For both the ABTS•+ and DPPH• assays, the samples presenting the lowest IC50
values are the potent ones. Hence, the extracts of the dried roots are more efficient than the
extracts of the fresh roots. The ethanolic extracts of the leaves (dried and fresh) show the
lowest antioxidant activity (Figure 2).

2.5. Chemical Characterization of the Dried Root Petroleum Ether and Dichloromethane Extracts:
GC-MS Analysis and Thin Layer Chromatography

The analysis of Z. lotus samples was carried out using a TurboMass Clarus 500 GC-
MS/GC-FID. The main compound was n-hexadecanoic acid (90.6%) and Tetradecanoic
acid, ethyl ester (72.8%), for the dried root petroleum ether extract (DR-PEE) and dried
root dichloromethane extract (DR-DE), respectively. The compound 13-epimanool was a
common compound of both petroleum ether and dichloromethane root extract fractions.

2.6. Cytotoxic Activity

The evaluation of the cytotoxic activity against the SH-SY5Y cell line was carried out
by MTT assay. After 24 h of treatment, these human neuroblast cells revealed sensitive to
the DR-PEE and DR-DE with an IC50 of 184.413 ± 4.77 and 16.148 ± 0.93. Increasing the
treatment time to 48 h, improved considerably the cytotoxic potential of the extracts. The
strongest activity (7.341 ± 1.98 μg/mL) was obtained by the DR-DE after 48 h of treatment
(Table 4).

Table 4. MTT assay on SH-SY5Y cells. IC50 of Z. lotus DR-PEE and DR-DE extracts.

DR-PEE DR-DE

After 24 h of
Treatment

After 48 h of
Treatment

After 24 h of
Treatment

After 48 h of
Treatment

IC50 (μg/mL) 184.413 ± 4.77 20.941 ± 1.16 16.148 ± 0.93 7.341 ± 1.98
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Figure 1. Drying effect on phytochemical composition of Z. lotus extracts. (A) Total phenolic content;
(B) Total flavonoid content; (C) Tannin content. DR: Dried Roots; FR: Fresh Roots; DL: Dried Leaves;
FL: Fresh Leaves. Histograms with the same colour marked with different letter were significantly
different (p < 0.05).
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Figure 2. Drying effect on antioxidant activities of Z. lotus extracts. (D) ABTS•+ scavenging activity;
(E) DPPH• scavenging activity; (F) Total antioxidant capacity. DR: Dried Roots; FR: Fresh Roots; DL:
Dried Leaves; FL: Fresh Leaves. Histograms with the same color marked with different letter were
significantly different (p < 0.05).

3. Discussion

The yield of the extraction depended on the solvent type and the extracted part of
Z. lotus. The yield of methanolic extracts of roots and leaves resulted in 29.80% and 15.10%,
respectively; and the water extract of the fruit allowed an extraction yield of 48.00%. The
yields of the petroleum ether and dichloromethane extracts of the fruit were very low (data
not shown). As suggested by Climati et al. [18], higher yields of the polar extracts (methanol,
ethanol and aqueous) reflected the richness of Z. lotus samples in polar compounds.

The polar extracts of the roots and leaves showed the highest amount in phenolics
ranging from 41.69 ± 0.70 mg GAE/g DW to 186.44 ± 0.26 mg GAE/g DW, which encom-
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passed flavonoids, tannins, and other chemical compounds. This is probably due to the
efficient interaction between the polar sites of the antioxidant compounds and the polar
solvents (aqueous, methanolic, and ethanolic). The TPC of polar extracts was significantly
(p < 0.05) affected by the extracting solvent. The methanolic extracts of roots and leaves
presented the highest TPC amount; and the aqueous extract of the fruit was the richest one
in phenolics. These TPC amounts might be affected by the interference of some other com-
pounds that reduce the Folin-Ciocalteu reagent [19]. On the other hand, petroleum ether
and dichloromethane extracts contained the lowest amounts of phytochemical compounds
without a significant difference between the two extracting solvents.

The TFC values were significantly (p < 0.05) affected by the extracting solvent. For
both roots and leaves, the highest values were assigned to the ME and EE regarding the
PEE, DE, and AE. The tannin contents of roots and leaves ranged from 6.88 ± 1.41 to
60.71 ± 2.2 mg CE/g DW and from 1.66 ± 0.09 to 9.54 ± 0.26 mg CE /g DW, respectively.
The ME and AE of the fruits presented the lowest tannin content with no significant
difference between the two extracting solvents.

Concerning tissue phytochemical compositions as shown in Table 2, the TPC, TFC,
and tannin contents varied significantly (p< 0.05) regarding the plant part. The root
barks of Z. lotus presented the highest amount of phenolics (186.44 ± 0.26 mg GAE/g
DW), flavonoids (102.50 ± 3.53 mg QE/g DW), and tannins (60.71 ± 2.20 mg CE/g
DW); and these values were higher than those reported by Ghalem et al. [20]: TPC was
20.09 mg/g DW, TFC 0.02 mg/g, and tannins 1.56 mg/g DW, for the same species extracted
with 70% acetone. In addition to the extracting solvent, other factors such as the harvesting
period, the plant origin, and environmental conditions could explain this variability [21].
The leaf phenolics amount ranged from 11.16 ± 0.45 to 171.99 ± 1.14 mg GAE/g DW. The
ME of the dried leaves was the richest one. These phenolic amounts were higher than those
determined by Elaloui et al. [21] (21.98 mg GAE/g DW) and by Guirado et al. [9] (9.498 mg
GAE/g DW). Taken all together, our findings confirmed the potent methanol capacity to
extract the phytochemical compounds from Ziziphus leaves [21].

The flavonoid and tannin values of the leaves respectively varied between 3.06 ± 0.12
to 28.54 ± 1.89 mg QE/g DW and 1.66 ± 0.09 to 9.54 ± 0.26 mg CE/g DW. As demonstrated
by Maraghni et al. [8], the plant endures extreme environmental conditions by the synthesis
of flavonoids and tannins. This could clearly explain the richness in secondary metabolites
of our samples, collected from a desert region in southern Tunisia.

The AE of the fruit was rich in phenolics (82.12 ± 1.70 mg GAE/g DW), flavonoids
(13.40 ± 0.72 mg QE/g DW), and tannins (1.02 ± 0.10 mg CE/g DW). Samples investigated
by Khouchlaa et al. [13] showed higher values of these bioactive compounds (phenolics
285.19 mg GAE/mg, flavonoids 2.66 mg QE/mg).

IC50 values obtained by ABTS•+ assay were significantly (p < 0.05) affected by the
solvent used as well as the plant part. For almost all the extracting solvents, Z. lotus root
extracts showed higher antioxidant activity than the leaves and fruits. The most active
samples were AE (8.96 ± 0.38 mg/L) followed by the ME (14.31±0.13 mg/L) and the
PEE (14.76 ± 0.02 mg/L) of the roots. For the leaves, the ME showed the best IC50 value
(23.48 ± 0.63 mg/L). This IC50 value was higher than the value (3.82 mg/L) determined by
Abderrahim et al. [22], studying the Algerian Z. lotus methanolic extract of the leaves. This
variation could be due to the plant origin and the extracting method. In fact, in our study
the leaves were successively extracted with solvents of increasing polarity, whereas in the
mentioned study the ME was obtained by a direct extraction of the leaves by methanol.

Confirming the ABTS•+ assay, the highest DPPH• antioxidant levels were detected in
root extracts. The extraction solvent and the plant part significantly (p < 0.05) influenced
DPPH• IC50 values. Both the AE and the ME of this plant part were ranked as potent
extracts with an IC50 of 16.46 ± 0.60 mg/L and 18.03 ± 0.61 mg/L, respectively. The ME of
the leaves expressed the highest value among this plant organ extracts (33.66 ± 0.11 mg/L),
almost as high as the one (28.19 mg/L) reported by Abderrahim et al. [22]
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In both ABTS•+ and DDPH• assays, the polar extracts (ME, EE, AE) showed higher
quenching behaviour than the non-polar extracts (PEE, DE). This could be due to the
richness of polar extracts in phenolics. The ABTS•+ and DPPH reducing ability followed
the same trend for root and leaf extracts (AE > ME > EE) and (ME > AE > EE), respectively.
However, in the DPPH• assay IC50 values were higher; hence, the scavenging activity of
the samples for this radical is lower. These results agree with many previous studies such
as the investigations on the aqueous, acetone, and ethanol extracts of Ziziphus mucronata
Willd. subsp.mucronata Willd [23]. Consequently, Z. lotus extracts react better with the
ABTS•+ assay which is based on rapid electron transfer reactions.

Z. lotus total antioxidant capacities (TAC) expressed in Equivalent of Ascorbic Acid
(AAE/mg) showed a significant (p < 0.05) variability according to the solvent and tis-
sue. Extracts from polar solvents as the ME and AE of the roots and the EE of leaves
showed the highest total antioxidant capacity with values of 304.07 ± 1.11 mg AAE/mg,
191.85 ± 0.00 mg AAE/mg, and 173.09 ± 2.99 mg AAE/mg, respectively. Nevertheless,
Z. lotus fruit extracts showed the lowest activity. Consequently, root and leaf extracts were
significantly richer in phytochemicals and more active than the fruit extracts.

Removing water from the plant preserves the samples from deterioration and limits
microbial multiplication [24]; however, it is crucial to determine possible effects of this
drying process on the phytochemical compositions. The shade drying preserved the
phytochemical composition of the extracts. In fact, for all the extracting solvents the
dried roots showed significantly (p < 0.05) higher values of phenolic, flavonoids, and
tannins than the fresh ones. As explained by Esparza-Martínez et al. [25], the drying
process can ameliorate the cellular structure degradation leading to a better release of
phenolic compounds. Nevertheless, for the leaves, no significant difference was observed
in the phytochemical composition between the dried and fresh samples: the total phenolic
composition might vary after a drying process depending on the plant tissue as well as the
phenolic compound location in the cell [26].

Comparing the antioxidant activity of the dried samples to the fresh ones (Figure 2),
the drying process significantly improved antioxidant capacity. Olufunmilayo et al. [27]
attributed this difference to the richness of the dried samples in respect to fresh samples.

Exploring the chemical composition of the DR-DE extract, three compounds were
identified (Table 5). The major compound was the tetradecanoic acid, ethyl ester (72.8%)
belonging to the fatty acid ester class, known for its high hydrophobicity, and considered
as a relatively neutral molecule used as a flavoring agent. This compound was previously
identified in the fruit n-hexane fraction of Z. lotus [28]. The second major compound
was the 13-epimanool (20.5%), a labdane-type diterpene. None of these compounds was
previously identified in Z. lotus extracts or previously showed a cytotoxic potential.

Table 5. Chemical composition of Z. lotus active extracts and fractions.

Component LRI 1 LRI 2 DR-PEE
(%)

DR-DE
(%)

A Fraction (%) B Fraction (%)

Ethyl tridecanoate 1944 1943 0.2 6.7 - 14.9

2-pentadecanone 2026 2028 0.8 - - -

Tetradecanoic acid, ethyl ester 2055 2059 - 72.8 - -

Pentadecanoic acid, ethyl ester 2178 2179 2.2 - - -

13-epimanool 2670 2676 * 0.8 20.5 100.0 85.1

Tetradecanoic acid 2680 2679 5.4 - - -

n-hexadecanoic acid 2943 2946 90.6 - - -

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1 Linear Retention indices measured on polar column; 2 Linear Retention indices from literature; * Normal alkane RI; A DR-PEE active
fraction, B DR-DE active fraction; DR-PEE: Dried Root-Petroleum Ether Extract; DR-DE: Dried Root-Dichloromethane extract.
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The GC-MS/GC-FID analysis of DR-PEE (Table 5), revealed 6 compounds and palmitic
acid (n-hexadecanoic acid), identified as the major compound (90.6%) of this extract, was
reported as a potent cytotoxic agent against HCT-116 cells [29] and the human leukemic
cells [30]. It has been also proved to be an apoptotic cell death inducer in human leukemic
cell line MOLT-4. Hence, palmitic acid was suggested as an effective composite of anticancer
remedies [30]. Additionally, 13-epimanool (0.8%) was detected as the common compound
between the two active extracts, DR-DE and DR-PEE.

DR-PEE and DR-DE extracts were subjected to fractionation using the Thin Layer
Chromatography (TLC) technique. Nine spots were isolated from the DR-PEE extract and
six spots from the DR-DE, respectively named from the bottom E0 to E8 and D0 to D5.

Each isolated fraction was tested to evaluate its cytotoxic activity for 24 h. The spots
named E6 (EC50 = 28.378 ± 0.47 μg/mL) and D4 (EC50 = 29.076 ± 1.39 μg/mL) were
selected as the active fractions from the DR-PEE and DR-DE, respectively.

GC-MS/GC-FID analysis of the spots identified a unique compound 13-epimanool
(100.0%) from the DR-PEE and two compounds from the DR-DE, 13-epimanool (85.1%)
and ethyl tridecanoate (14.9%). Hence, 13-epimanool can be suggested to be responsible for
the observed cytotoxic activity. Comparing the extracts to their active fractions, the activity
of E6 (100% 13-epimanool) was approximately six times higher than the original extract
DR-PEE. Consequently, 13-epimanool can be considered for the first time, to the best of
our knowledge, as a potent cytotoxic compound expressing an affective antiproliferative
activity. This gives the perspective to a deep study of this compound, extending from its
isolation and purification to the determination of its mechanism of action.

Z. lotus extracts were tested to verify a possible cytotoxic activity on the SH-SY5Y
human cell line and MTT assays were carried out. According to EC50 values on SH-SY5Y
after 24 and 48 h of treatments, the dried root extracts of petroleum ether (DR-PEE) and
dichloromethane (DR-DE) were selected and subsequent investigations were pursued. As
reported by Rached et al. [31], the root barks are always expressing a potent cytotoxic
effect. Consistent cytotoxic activities were also observed by testing the root bark extracts
on hepatocellular HepG2 (48.3 μg/mL), breast MCF-7 (74 μg/mL) and cervical HeLa
(69 μg/mL) [31].

The evaluation of the antiproliferative capacities of both extracts on neuroblastoma
SH-SY5Y cells were reported in Table 5.

SH-SY5Y cells were more sensitive to DR-DE extract treatment in respect to the DR-PEE
extract. In fact, after 24 h of treatment, the DR-PEE exhibited an EC50 of 16.148 ± 0.93 μg/mL
regarding an EC50 of 184.413 ± 4.77 μg/mL for the DR-PEE. A comparative study investi-
gating the Neurolaena lobata extracts, obtained by the increasing polarity extraction, reported
the dichloromethane extract as the strongest antiproliferative agent against the human and
murine anaplastic large cell lymphoma cell lines [32].

Furthermore, the evaluated activity of both samples showed time-dependent results
since increasing the period of treatment to 48 h; EC50 values of 7.341 ± 1.98 μg/mL for
DR-DE and 20.941 ± 1.16 μg/mL for DR-PEE were observed.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Preparation of Samples and Extracts

Z. lotus samples (leaves, fruits and roots) were collected in July 2017 from Oudhref-
Gabes Region (South of Tunisia) (Figure 3). A part of the samples was cleaned and stored
at 4 ◦C until use and the other part was shade-dried for two weeks at room temperature
and stored in the absence of light and under dry conditions until use.
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Figure 3. Different parts of Ziziphus lotus.

For both fresh and dried plant material organ (leaves, fruits, and roots), two extraction
methods were processed: (1) Powdered plant material was successively extracted with
increasing polarity solvents, namely petroleum ether, dichloromethane, and methanol.
Starting with petroleum ether, 10 g of powder was macerated 3 times in 100 mL of the
solvent for 30 min under constant agitation at room temperature. After each maceration,
the obtained mixture was filtered using a filter paper. Then, the obtained powder was
extracted by the subsequent solvent using the same protocol as for petroleum ether. (2)
Plant material was extracted independently with two green solvents, namely ethanol and
water. Next, 10 g of the powder was macerated in 300 mL of solvent during 90 min under
constant agitation at room temperature. Then samples were filtrated and evaporated by a
rotary vacuum evaporator at 35 ◦C to remove the solvent (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Preparation process of Z. lotus extracts.
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The extraction yields were calculated:

Yield percentage (%) =
w
W

× 100 (1)

w: the weight of residue in grams;
W: the weight of dried plant material in grams.

4.2. Total Phenolic Content

To determine phenolic content the Folin-Ciocalteu method was used [26]. A total of
100 μL of the diluted extract in DMSO was mixed with 500 μL of Folin Ciocalteu reagent
(0.2 N). The mixture was kept in obscurity for 5 min at room temperature. Then, 400 μL of
sodium carbonate solution (75 g/L, in water) was added; and after 30 min of incubation in
the darkness, the absorbance was measured at 765 nm.

To plot a calibration curve, the gallic acid was used as standard and the amounts of
phenolic content were expressed in milligrams of Gallic Acid Equivalents (GAE) per gram
of Dry Weight (mg GAE/g DW). The measurements were carried out in triplicate.

4.3. Total Flavonoid Content

The evaluation of the flavonoid content was performed as outlined by
Yahyaoui et al. [32] with some modifications. In brief, 250 μL of the solubilized extract was
diluted in 2 mL of distilled water and mixed with 75 μL of a 15% sodium nitrite solution
(NaNO2). After 6 min, 75 μL of 10% aluminum chloride solution (AlCl3) was added. After
6 min, 2 mL of sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH) (4%) was supplemented with a 100 μL
of distilled water. After 15 min of incubation, the absorbance was measured at 510 nm.

The results were represented as milligrams of Quercetin Equivalent per gram of Dry
Weight (mg QE/g DW) from the calibration relationship. The measurements were realized
in triplicate.

4.4. Tannin Content

Tannins were estimated referring to the method cited by Ghazouani et al. [26], adapting
some modifications. In an ice bath, 350 μL of each sample was mixed with 700 μL of vanillin
(1% in 7 M H2SO4). After an incubation period of 15 min at 25 ◦C, the absorbance was
measured at 500 nm. Results were expressed as mg of catechin equivalent per gram dry
weight.

4.5. DPPH• Scavenging Activity

The antioxidant scavenging activity of Z. lotus extracts was evaluated using the 1,1-
diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH•) free radical method [26]. From each sample various
dilutions were prepared, then a volume of 100 μL was mixed with 900 μL of freshly
prepared methanolic DPPH• solution. After an incubation duration of 30 min in the
darkness, the absorbance was measured at 520 nm using an UV-vis spectrophotometer.

Thus, the free radical-scavenging activity was expressed as the inhibition percentage
defined as follow:

% inhibition = 100 × (A(blank)− A(sample))/A(blank) (2)

A (blank): the absorbance of the prepared DPPH• solution without the sample extract;
A (sample): the absorbance of the sample after the reaction with the DPPH• solution.

The DPPH• radical scavenging activity was expressed as the IC50 (mg/L), defined
as the concentration of the test material able to reduce 50% of the initial DPPH• solution
concentration. The IC50s were graphically calculated using the linear regressions of the
plotted lines; from the curves: %inhibition = f(treated extract concentrations).

Ascorbic acid was used as a standard. Each measurement was performed in triplicate.
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4.6. ABTS•+ Scavenging Activity

The ABTS•+ (2,2’-azinobis-3-ethylbenzothiazoline- 6-sulphonate) scavenging ac-
tivity of Z. lotus samples was assessed by referring to the experimental protocol de-
scribed by Yahyaoui et al. [33]. Starting through the preparation of the 2, 2′-Azinobis-3-
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate by mixing the ABTS•+ aqueous solution (7 mM) with
the potassium persulfate (2.5 mM) dissolved in water in the ratio of 1:1. The solution was
used after 16 h of agitation in the darkness at room temperature. An amount of 100 μL of
the sample was added to 900 μL of the diluted ABTS•+ solution. The absorbance was read
at 734 nm after 6 min of incubation in the dark. The ABTS•+ radical scavenging activity
was represented by the IC50 values (mg/L) estimated as the concentration expected
to scavenge 50% of ABTS•+ radicals. The capacity of free radical scavenging IC50 was
determined using the equation above using the DPPH• method. Measurements were
performed in triplicate.

4.7. Total Antioxidant Capacity (TAC)

To determine the total antioxidant capacity of the samples, the phosphomolybdenum
assay was processed [34]. The mixture of 0.1 mL of extract (0.5 mg/mL) and 1 mL of the
reagent solution (0.6 M sulphuric acid, 28 mM sodium phosphate and 4 mM ammonium
molybdate) was incubated for 90 min at 95 ◦C. The absorbance was measured at 765 nm.
Results are expressed as milligram of ascorbic acid equivalent per gram of dry weight.

4.8. Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC)

TLC was conducted in a silica gel plate (20 cm × 20 cm, ICN Adsorbentien) and spots
consisting of 80 μL of extract were processed [18]. The mobile phase was a mixture of
petroleum ether-ethanol (7:3) and the run was proceeded for 3 h. At the end of the run,
the plate was dried, the separated spots were viewed by using UV light and their outline
marked with a pencil. Spots of the same line were scraped from the plate and the collected
powders were extracted with ethanol for 30 min. After 5 min of centrifugation at 2500 rpm,
the pellets were discarded and the supernatants concentrated in an evaporator.

4.9. GC-MS/GC-FID Analysis

Chemical analysis of Z. lotus samples was performed by a TurboMass Clarus 500
GC-MS/GC-FID from Perkin Elmer instruments (Waltham, MA, USA) equipped with a
Stabilwax fused-silica capillary column (Restek, Bellefonte, PA, USA) (60 m × 0.25 mm,
0.25 μm film thickness). The operating conditions used were as follows: GC oven tem-
perature was kept at 60 ◦C for 5 min and programmed to 220 ◦C at a rate of 5 ◦C/min,
and kept constant at 220 ◦C for 25 min. Helium was used as a carrier gas at a flow rate of
1 mL/min. Solvent delay was 0–2 min and scan time was 0.2 s. Mass range was from 30 to
350 m/z using electron-impact at 70 eV mode. An amount of ~2 μg of each Z. lotus extract
was diluted in 1 mL of methanol and 1 μL of the solution was injected into the GC injector
at a temperature of 280 ◦C. The analysis was repeated twice. Relative percentages for
quantification of the components were calculated by electronic integration of the GC-FID
peak areas. The identification of the constituents was made by comparing the obtained
mass spectra for each component with those reported in mass spectra Nist and Willey
libraries. Linear retention indices (LRI) of each compound were calculated using a mixture
of aliphatic hydrocarbons (C8–C30, Ultrasci) injected directly into GC injector at the same
temperature program reported above.

4.10. Cytotoxic Activity
4.10.1. Cell Cultures

The evaluation of the cytotoxic activity was carried out using the stabilized human
neuroblast cells (SH-SY5Y, ATCC® CRL-2266™) purchased from the American Type Cul-
ture Collection (ATCC-CRL2266). Cells were cultured in 75 cm2 flasks in DMEM-F12
(Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium: nutrient mixture F-12) culture medium supple-
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mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin
in a humidified incubator at 37 ◦C and under 5% CO2. When the cells reached confluence,
they were transferred into new flasks at a ratio of 1:20. Every four days, the medium was
changed.

4.10.2. MTT

The MTT [3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide] assay
was adopted to evaluate the cytotoxic activity of Z. lotus extracts [35]. Cells were seeded
(2 × 105 cells/mL) in a 96 wells plate and incubated for 24 h before being treated with
extracts diluted in DMSO. Treatment of the SH-SY5Y cells were carried out with different
dilutions of samples ranging from 200 μg/mL to 0.39 μg/mL. Vinblastine sulfate (Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) and DMSO were used as positive and solvent controls,
respectively. After the required incubation time, treatments were removed and a fresh
medium with 0.5 mg/mL MTT was added. Plates were incubated for 4 h at 37 ◦C. The
generated formazan crystals were solubilized by adding DMSO and absorbance was
measured at 590 nm using a microplate reader (SunRise, TECAN, Inc, Boston, MA, USA).
The percentage of viability was calculated as below:

%viable cells = 100 × [1 − (A(treated)/A(control))] (3)

A(treated): absorbance mean of the treated cells
A(control): absorbance mean of the untreated cells

The EC50 was determined by using the linear regressions of the plotted curves de-
scribing the relation: %survived cells = f (extract concentrations).

Each measurement was performed in triplicate.

4.11. Statistical Analysis

Triplicate analyses were carried out to present results in means ± standard deviation.
To compare the means, one way and two ways ANOVA was used. The statistical signif-
icance level was set up at p < 0.05. SPSS Statistics 28 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY,
USA) was used to analyze the data.

5. Conclusions

Organic extracts prepared from the different parts of Z. lotus (leaves, fruit, roots)
using solvents with different polarities were the subject of a phytochemical screening. The
methanolic extract of the dried roots was the richest one in phytoconstituents, reflecting
potent antioxidant activity. The petroleum ether and dichloromethane extracts of the dried
roots showed notable cytotoxic activity against the SH-SY5Y cell line. The fractionation
and the identification of these nonpolar extracts showed their richness in the 13-epimanool
compound. Such findings justify the traditional use of this plant and encourage the
investigation of Z. lotus in further studies.
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Abstract: Koelreuteria paniculata Laxm. is used in traditional medicine and has various established
biological activities, however, the species is considered to be a potentially invasive alien tree species
for Bulgarian flora. However, there is still much to be studied about the phytochemical and biological
characteristics of the species. The present study aimed to determine the chemical composition of
the ethanol extracts of aerial plant parts, by GC-MS analysis, and to thereby evaluate their in vitro
antitumor and antibacterial properties. All three extracts were tested against the HT-29 and PC3
tumor cell lines using the MTT assay. Fifty-six components were identified from leaf, flower, and
stem bark extracts, and over 10% were the following constituents: pyrogallol, α-terpinyl acetate, neryl
acetate, and α-terpinyl isobutanoate. The oxygenated monoterpenes predominated in the extracts,
followed by the oxygenated aliphatics and phenylpropanoids. Significant antiproliferative activity on
the HT-29 cell line (IC50–21.44 μg/mL and 23.63 μg/mL, respectively) was found for the flower and
leaf extracts. Antibacterial activity was established for the following bacteria strains: Bacillus subtilis
ATCC 6633, Bacillus cereus NCTC 10320, Escherichia coli ATCC 8739, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC
6027, and Proteus vulgaris ATCC 6380. The stem bark and flower extracts showed better antimicrobial
potential. K. paniculata could be considered as a potential source of biologically active substances
with antitumor and antibacterial properties.

Keywords: Koelreuteria paniculata; dry ethanol extracts; GC-MS analysis; chemical compounds;
antitumor and antimicrobial activities

1. Introduction

Nowadays, more and more authors are studying the chemical composition of various
plant extracts in order to find new sources, of plant origin, to combat resistant human
pathogens and cancers. Emerging allergies and the many side effects of synthetic drugs are
grounds to look for their natural alternatives that are sufficiently effective and, at the same
time, less harmful to human health [1–8]. Antibiotic-resistant bacteria are a significant
modern problem. The key to solving it can be individual plant compounds, essential oils,
or extracts containing some of the most active phytochemicals with antibacterial activity,
such as polyphenols and terpenes [8]. Many natural plant compounds also exhibit potent
anti-cancer activity. The therapeutic value of herbal sources in the fight against cancer has
increased in recent years worldwide, as evidenced by the use of certain chemotherapeutic
drugs isolated from medicinal plants [6].

Plants 2021, 10, 2715. https://doi.org/10.3390/plants10122715 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/plants
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The present study was focused on the evaluation of the biologically active components
of possible natural sources, such as Koelreuteria paniculata Laxm. (belonging to the family of
Sapindaceae), known as the golden rain tree. The species is native to China, but it is widely
used for ornamental purposes in Europe, including Bulgaria. It is now considered to be an
invasive alien tree, characterized by good overall adaptability, growth, development, and
strong vitality characteristics [9,10].

K. paniculata has been the subject of some phytochemical studies concerning various
plant extracts, such as ethanol [2,11–15], methanol [1,13–15], benzene/ethanol [13–15], and
formaldehyde [13], as solvents establishing the different groups of natural components.
Phenolic derivatives based on gallic acid, catechins, and phenolic acids are isolated and
determined from ethanol (vacuum) extracts of fresh leaf parts [11]. Flavonoids, phenolic
acids, and sterols were examined from the ethyl acetate fraction of the K. paniculata flow-
ers [16]. Primary (fatty acids, carbohydrates) and secondary metabolites (methyl gallate,
ethyl gallate, flavonoids, and their glycosides, sterols, and saponins) are established from
70% ethanol extract of air-dried powdered aerial parts [2,12].

In a few studies, GC-MS analysis was performed in order to identify the chemical
composition of the extracts [1,13–15]. The authors have analyzed several extracts of bark,
wood, branches, leaves, and roots using GC-MS analysis; however, it was not implemented
for the identification of the chemical composition of the plant flowers. They found different
groups of active components (fatty acids, phenols, mono and triterpenes, sterols, vitamin E,
and others). In a previous study by our team, four essential oils from the aerial parts of K.
paniculata have been isolated by hydrodistillation, for the first time, and they were identified
by GC-MS analysis [17]. We found a rich content of different classes of compounds, as
follows: aliphatic oxygenated compounds, oxygenated sesquiterpenes, sesquiterpene
hydrocarbons, aliphatic hydrocarbons, and diterpenes as predominant groups.

The biological activities exhibited by plants are due to their composition, certain
groups of compounds, and the possible interactions between them. The fractions of
methanol leaf extract in K. paniculata were distinguished by antibacterial and antifungal
activity against Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis, and Pyricularia grisea [1]. The ethanol
extracts obtained from the K. paniculata aerial parts showed antibacterial (against E. coli)
and antimalarial (against chloroquine-sensitive and chloroquine-resistant Plasmodium falci-
parum) activities. Some compounds (such as methyl gallate and ethyl gallate) were among
the biologically active secondary metabolites of the plant [2].

Galenic preparations of the K. paniculata leaf extracts exhibited high efficiency against
six pathogenic microorganisms causing several diseases in humans, such as the following:
Enterococcus faecalis, Proteus mirabilis, Seracia marcescens, Salmonella typhimurium, Campy-
lobacter jejuni, and Escherichia coli [5].

The antitumor activity of K. paniculata extracts has been poorly studied. Kumar
et al. [18] reported on the DNA protective effect of the methanol leaf extract and its hexane
fraction. The antineoplastic activity of the carotenoid fraction of K. paniculata flowers was
determined by Zhelev et al. [19]. The authors established low cytotoxicity against human
hepatocarcinoma cell lines (HepG2) and human breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-231).

Considering the literature research, it is clear that the species may be a source of
valuable biologically active compounds. Still, at the same time, it was evident that in this
regard, there were gaps regarding their action and application. In addition, phytochemical
research on this species in Bulgaria is scarce, which led us to expand our knowledge on
the plant extracts from different parts of this tree species. The present study investigated
the qualitative and quantitative composition of the ethanol extracts of the aerial parts of K.
paniculata and evaluated their in vitro antitumor and antibacterial activities.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Chemical Compounds of Dry Ethanol Extracts from Aerial Parts of K. paniculata

The obtained dry (under vacuum) ethanol extracts’ yields were 0.6521 (2.6084) g
for stem bark, 0.624 (2.4960) g for leaves, and 0.516 (2.0640) g for flowers. The extracts
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were viscous liquids with a dark brown color and characteristic ointment. The three
samples were analyzed via GC-MS analysis. The chemical compounds (with their peaks)
are presented in Table 1 and Figure 1.

Table 1. Chemical compounds of the ethanol dry extracts of Koelreuteria paniculata aerial parts, (mean ± SD).

Peak RT RIcalc RIlit Compound
K. paniculata, % of TIC Compounds

IdentificationFlower Leaf Stem Bark

1 4.49 1174 1170 Furfuryl butanoate nd nd nd

2 4.68 1190 1186 (3Z)-Hexenyl butanoate 0.81 ± 0.0 0.49 ± 0.0 0.97 ± 0.01 GMD

3 4.79 1197 1199 γ-terpineol 3.78 ± 0.10 0.85 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.0 GMD

4 5.10 1206 1202 (2E,4E)-Hexadienol
isobutanoate 0.13 ± 0.0 2.00 ± 0.07 2.66 ± 0.08 GMD

5 5.20 1218 1217 (2E,4E)-Nonadienol 0.20 ± 0.0 3.53 ± 0.09 4.68 ± 0.11 GMD

6 5.26 1225 1223 Methyl nonanoate 0.58 ± 0.0 0.22 ± 0.0 0.44 ± 0.0 GMD

7 5.30 1233 1228 Nerol nd 0.49 ± 0.0 1.71 ± 0.05 GMD

8 5.41 1231 1229 (3Z)-Hexenyl 2-methyl
butanoate 0.36 ± 0.0 3.78 ± 0.10 8.15 ± 0.20 GMD

9 5.60 1288 1288 Lavandulol acetate 0.47 ± 0.01 3.40 ± 0.09 2.02 ± 0.06 GMD

10 6.11 1316 1315 δ-terpinyl acetate 0.12 ± 0.0 0.71 ± 0.0 0.93 ± 0.01 GMD

11 6.23 1345 1346 α-terpinyl acetate 16.42 ± 0.51 20.24 ± 0.07 3.56 ± 0.09 GMD

12 6.35 1359 1360 Neryl acetate 0.15 ± 0.0 0.33 ± 0.0 12.37 ± 0.40 GMD

13 6.40 1362 1361 Pyrogallol 20.86 ± 0.70 2.02 ± 0.07 1.91 ± 0.05 NIST’08

14 6.55 1366 1363 α-methyl benzyl butyrate nd 0.30 ± 0.0 0.82 ± 0.0 GMD

15 6.64 1375 1378 (3Z)-Hexenyl hexanoate nd 0.79 ± 0.0 0.78 ± 0.0 GMD

16 6.82 1386 1386 Isobutyl phenylacetate nd 1.13 ± 0.04 1.69 ± 0.04 GMD

17 6.94 1394 1395 Ethyl decanoate 5.85 ± 0.12 1.40 ± 0.05 1.47 ± 0.04 GMD

18 7.01 1401 1400 n-tetradecane 2.13 ± 0.07 1.08 ± 0.04 2.65 ± 0.07 GMD

19 7.08 1416 1417 β-caryophyllene 2.61 ± 0.07 3.86 ± 0.08 2.91 ± 0.07 GMD

20 7.12 1432 1433 α-trans-bergamotene 2.45 ± 0.07 0.95 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.01 GMD

21 7.16 1439 1438 Phenyl ethyl butanoate 3.89 ± 0.08 2.94 ± 0.08 2.89 ± 0.08 GMD

22 7.26 1453 1453 Geranyl acetone nd 1.80± 2.53 ± 0.07 GMD

23 7.41 1465 1466 Linalool isovalerate nd 0.92 ± 0.01 1.42 ± 0.03 GMD

24 7.47 1469 1468 n-dodecanol 2.21 ± 0.07 0.99 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.04 GMD

25 7.51 1472 1471 α-terpinyl isobutanoate 10.32 ± 0.40 4.77 ± 0.10 3.56 ± 0.09 GMD

26 7.55 1476 1479 α-curcumene nd 0.45 ± 0.0 nd GMD

27 7.64 1481 1482 γ-curcumene nd 0.58 ± 0.0 nd GMD

28 7.72 1486 1485 Phenyl ethyl
2-methylbutanoate 0.75 ± 0.0 3.21 ± 0.08 3.84 ± 0.09 GMD

29 7.76 1488 1489 β-selinene 3.01 ± 0.07 2.60 ± 0.07 2.63 ± 0.07 GMD

30 7.97 1497 1498 α-selinene 3.36 ± 0.08 0.66 ± 0.0 0.72 ± 0.0 GMD

31 8.15 1511 1514 β-curcumene nd 0.33 ± 0.0 0.15 ± 0.0 GMD

32 8.26 1556 1552 Lauric acid 1.93 ± 0.03 0.88 ± 0.0 0.36 ± 0.0 NIST’08

33 8.41 1562 1560 Geranyl butanoate 0.81 ± 0.0 0.55 ± 0.0 0.78 ± 0.0 GMD

34 8.50 1568 1570 Octyl hexanoate 0.40 ± 0.0 0.62 ± 0.0 0.51 ± 0.0 NIST’08
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Table 1. Cont.

Peak RT RIcalc RIlit Compound
K. paniculata, % of TIC Compounds

IdentificationFlower Leaf Stem Bark

35 8.56 1576 1573 Decyl butyrate 0.64 ± 0.0 0.37 ± 0.0 0.44 ± 0.0 NIST’08

36 8.71 1611 1611 Tetradecanal 0.20 ± 0.0 0.74 ± 0.0 0.82 ± 0.0 GMD

37 8.83 1623 1622 Isobutyl cinnamate nd 1.22 ± 0.02 1.50 ± 0.02 GMD

38 9.07 1640 1639 Phenyl ethyl hexanoate 1.71 ± 0.03 9.05 ± 0.10 8.67 ± 0.07 GMD

39 9.17 1649 1650 β-eudesmol 0.42 ± 0.0 0.90 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.0 GMD

40 9.26 1654 1652 α-eudesmol 0.27 ± 0.0 0.72 ± 0.0 1.12 ± 0.02 GMD

41 9.37 1662 1661 Dihydro-eudesmol 0.35 ± 0.0 1.35 ± 0.02 1.93 ± 0.03 GMD

42 9.61 1671 1670 Epi-β-bisabolol 2.19 ± 0.07 3.03 ± 0.07 1.51 ± 0.02 GMD

43 9.67 1675 1674 β-bisabolol 2.88 ± 0.07 1.44 ± 0.02 1.66 ± 0.02 GMD

44 9.86 1690 1691 (Z)-α-trans-Bergamotol 2.00 ± 0.06 2.52 ± 0.07 1.00 ± 0.02 GMD

45 10.21 1699 1698 (2Z,6Z)-Farnesol 0.84 ± 0.0 0.51 ± 0.0 0.72 ± 0.0 GMD

46 10.50 1706 1704 δ-dodecalactone 0.97 ± 0.01 0.30 ± 0.0 0.57 ± 0.0 GMD

47 10.82 1718 1718 Methyl eudesmate nd 0.45 ± 0.0 1.18 ± 0.02 GMD

48 11.93 1826 1825 (E)-Nerolidyl isobutyrate nd 0.39 ± 0.0 nd GMD

49 14.49 1953 1948 Phytol nd nd 0.14 ± 0.0 GMD

50 14.61 1971 1966 Palmitic acid 1.85 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.0 1.16 ± 0.02 GMD

51 14.73 1992 1990 Ethyl palmitate 0.29 ± 0.0 nd nd GMD

52 16.67 2018 2019 (6E,10Z)-Pseudo phytol nd nd 0.42 ± 0.0 GMD

53 16.85 2026 2024 Isopropyl hexadecanoate nd 0.79 ± 0.0 0.25 ± 0.0 GMD

54 16.94 2029 2030 (6E,10E)-Pseudo phytol nd nd 0.81 ± 0.0 GMD

55 18.05 2133 2132 Linoleic acid 0.16 ± 0.0 4.32 ± 0.04 1.55 ± 0.02 GMD

56 18.28 2142 2141 Oleic acid 0.23 ± 0.0 nd nd GMD

57 21.58 2400 2400 Tetracosane 0.10 ± 0.0 nd nd GMD

Total identified, % 98.70 97.83 98.63

RT—Retention time; RIcalc—Kovats retention index, calculated by authors; RIlit—Kovats retention index by literature data; TIC—
Total ion current; nd—not detected; NIST’08—National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA; GMD—Golm
Metabolome Database.

Forty components were identified in the flower extract, representing 98.70% of the
total content. Eighteen of them were in a concentration above 1%. The main components
(over 3%) were as follows: pyrogallol (20.86%), α-terpinyl acetate (16.42%), α-terpinyl
isobutanoate (10.32%), ethyl decanoate (5.85%), phenyl ethyl butanoate (3.89%), γ-terpineol
(3.78%), α-selinene (3.36%), and β-selinene (3.01%). Qu et al. [16] first identified, in K.
paniculata flowers, nine components in the ethyl acetate fraction by column chromatogra-
phy and spectral analysis. The components are the following: sitosterol glucoside, gallic
acid, kaempferol, luteolin, kaempferol-3-O-(6”-acetyl)-β-D-glucopyranoside, hyperoside-
2”-O-acetyl, hyperoside-2”-O-galloyl, hyperoside, and kaempferol-3-O-D-glucopyranoside.
In our previous study related to the essential oil composition of K. paniculata flowers,
there were 38 phytochemicals identified, with twelve main compounds. The five com-
mon components for the two types of extracts have been proven, namely the following:
β-caryophyllene, lauric acid, palmitic acid, oleic acid, and tetracosane [17].
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Figure 1. The GC-MS chromatograms of the analyzed dry ethanol extracts from K. paniculata: (A) flower extract, (B) leaf
extract, (C) stem bark extract.

In the leaf extract, 50 components were identified, which represents 97.83% of the
total content. Twenty-two of them were found in a concentration above 1% and the major
ones (over 3%) were the following ten: α-terpinyl acetate (20.24%), phenyl ethyl hexanoate
(9.05%), α-terpinyl isobutanoate (4.77%), linoleic acid (4.32%), β-caryophyllene (3.86%),
(3Z)-hexenyl 2-methyl butanoate (3.78%), (2E,4E)-nonadienol (3,53%), lavandulol acetate
(3.40%), phenyl ethyl 2-methylbutanoate (3.21%), and epi-β-bisabolol (3.03%). In the
analyzed fractions of methanol extract from the dry leaves of K. paniculata, Ghahari et al. [1]
found a smaller number (between two and seven) of the major components (over 3%), of
which only linoleic acid (4.69%) was among those found by us. Wang et al. [14] isolated
13 active substances in both ethanol and methanol leaf extracts and 32 in benzene/ethanol
leaf extract in which the best represented is ethyl gallate—a phenolic compound with
antitumor activity. Andonova et al. [17] identified 49 components in the leaf essential
oil from golden rain trees, of which six of them are the major ones (above 3%), different
from those in the ethanol leaf extract. Only palmitic acid (2.89%), lauric acid (<1%), and
β-caryophyllene (<1%) are common.

Fifty components were identified in the bark extract, representing 98.63% of the total
content, and twenty-nine of them were in concentrations above 1%. The main components
(over 3%) were as follows: neryl acetate (12.37%), (3Z)-hexenyl 2-methyl butanoate (8.15%),
(2E, 4E)-nonadienol (4.68%), phenyl ethyl 2-methylbutanoate (3.84%), and α-terpinyl ac-
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etate (3.56%). Yang et al. [13] analyzed the ethanol bark extract of K. paniculata using
GC-MS analysis and identified the components palmitic acid, linoleic acid, and ethyl
oleate. The first two were also present in our extract in similar concentrations. The same
authors reported data on the components of other types of bark extracts (formaldehyde,
phenyl alcohol, and benzene alcohol extracts), where the concentrations of palmitic acid
methyl ester (1.21%), vitamin E (0.31%), sorbitol (0.25%), and dihydrojasmone (0.18%)
were identified. The authors found that the main components of the bark extracts were
oleic acid (38.72%), lauric acid (5.90%), and acetic acid (4.41%), which were identified
by TD-GC-MS analysis. GC-MS analysis of the bark essential oil of the golden rain tree
conducted by Andonova et al. [17] identified thirty-six components with nine major ones.
Six compounds of all identified were comparable with those in the ethanol extract-palmitic
acid (3.20%), β-caryophyllene (1.81%), phytol (1.80%), oleic acid (1.03%), lauric acid (<1%),
and tetracosane (<1%).

A comparative analysis of the chemical composition of the studied extracts showed
that the one obtained from the flowers was dominated by pyrogallol. It is an odorless
substituent and does not form the odor of the extract but instead determines its biological
properties, mainly the antioxidant and antimicrobial potential [20]. The extracts of the
flowers were also dominated by the monoterpene alcohol γ-terpineol, as well as its esters
with acetic and isobutyric acid, which forms the smell of the extract as fresh bergamot-
lavender-like (terpinyl acetate), floral (terpinyl isobutyrate), and pine with floral notes
(γ-terpineol). According to our findings, the amount of these compounds was lower in the
extracts obtained by the plant leaves and bark.

The differences in the identified components in our study, compared with those
reported in the literature, are due to the plant’s growing conditions, the technological
parameters of the extraction, and the specificity of the used methodology.

The distribution of the components by chemical groups is presented in Figure 2.
Oxygenated monoterpene (OM) derivatives predominated in all three of the extracts
(flowers 32.49 ± 0.30%, leaves 35.21 ± 0.30% and stem bark 29.84 ± 0.25%), followed by
aliphatic oxygen (AO) derivatives and phenylpropanoids (PP). The other groups were less
represented, and their distribution can be seen in the figure, as the deviation of the values
ranged from 0.07 to 0.1 for sesquiterpene hydrocarbons, from 0.15 to 0.20 for oxygenated
aliphatics, 0.01 for aliphatic hydrocarbons, 0.08 to 0.09 for oxygenated sesquiterpenes, and
from 0.20 to 0.26 for phenylpropanoids.

Figure 2. Composition by chemical groups from aerial parts in Koelreuteria paniculata ethanol extracts
(%): AH—Aliphatic hydrocarbons; OA—Oxygenated aliphatics; OM—Oxygenated monoterpenes; SH—
Sesquiterpene hydrocarbons; OS—oxygenated sesquiterpenes; PP—Phenylpropanoids; D—Diterpenes.
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In our previous study, the distribution of the components in the different parts of
K. paniculata showed some differences as aliphatic and oxygenated hydrocarbons, and
sesquiterpenes represented the main part of the isolated essential oils [17].

The distribution of the functional groups concerning the total percentage content of
K. paniculata ethanol extracts is presented in Figure 3. The group of esters had the highest
percentage in all three of the studied extracts, followed by alcohols. An exception was
the high content of phenols in the flowers (21.13 ± 0.20%), compared to the other two
plant parts, which were present in a low percentage. The groups of acids, phenols, ketones,
lactones, and aldehydes were very poorly represented in the examined extracts, as shown
in Figure 3. The arrangement of the compounds by the functional groups was related to
the manifested biological activities of the extracts. Gabrielli et al. [21] pointed out that
phenols, followed by alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, ethers, and hydrocarbons, were of
primary importance for the activity of the essential oils.

Figure 3. Composition by functional groups from Koelreuteria paniculata ethanol extracts (%): phenols;
alcohols; esters; aldehydes; ketones; hydrocarbons, acids; lactones. The deviations in the values are
in the range of 0.5 to 0.9% statistical error.

2.2. Antitumor Activity of the K. paniculata Ethanol Dry Extracts

The antiproliferative activity of the K. paniculata ethanol extracts obtained from the
different plant parts was examined on two tumor cell lines—HT-29 and PC3. The two cell
lines were not randomly selected. The human colon adenocarcinoma HT-29 cell line is
widely used to study the biology of human colon cancers and showed many characteristics
of mature intestinal cells [22]. Another cell line, PC3, is also valuable in carcinogenesis.
Prostate cancer is the primary malignancy in men and the second leading cause of cancer-
related deaths [23]. The obtained results are shown in Figure 4 and Table 2. Improved
antiproliferative activity of the flower extract over the other two extracts (IC50-21.44 μg/mL)
on the cell line HT-29 was observed. Less pronounced activity (over two times) on the other
cell line PC3 (IC50-58.76 μg/mL) was also demonstrated. The leaf extract showed almost
the same activity as the flower extract on the HT-29 cell line (IC50-23.63 μg/mL), while
prostate cancer cells were less sensitive to this extract (IC50–80.56 μg/mL). The bark extract
showed weak inhibition effects on the cell lines (IC50–339.4 μg/mL and 182.8 μg/mL for
HT-29 and PC3 cell lines, respectively). As can be seen from the graphs (Figure 4E,F),
the antiproliferative activity of the total bark extract was dose-dependent for both cell
lines. It strongly resembled the antiproliferative effect of cisplatin, the antitumor standard
in the present study. The total leaf and flower extracts affected cell growth only at low
concentrations, and had almost the same values at higher concentrations at over 60 mg/mL
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for the HT-29 (Figure 4A,C) and over 125 mg/mL for PC3 (Figure 4B,D). As a possible
reason for this, we can point out the differences in the chemical composition of the plant
parts and the ethanol extracts obtained from them, especially the presence of the high
content of pyrogallol in the composition of flowers. Pyrogallol is compared to antibiotics
and also has antioxidant properties [20]. For example, Ahn et al. [24] reported the antitumor
mechanisms of pyrogallol that showed significant cytotoxicity and reduced the number of
colonies in Hep3B and Huh7 cells. Other authors revealed that phenols determined the
antitumor effect of plant extracts on various tumor cell lines (including HT-29) [25,26].

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)

Figure 4. In vitro antiproliferative activity of ethanol extracts from three plant parts of K. paniculata. MTT assay was
performed after 72 h. (A,C,E) show data for antiproliferative activity on cell line HT-29, of flower, leaf, and bark, respectively.
(B,D,F) indicate results obtained on cell line PC3, of the same plant parts respectively. All samples were analyzed in
triplicates. Values are represented as mean ± SD; One-way ANOVA followed by post hoc test using Tukey’s multi-group
comparison was performed: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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Table 2. In vitro antiproliferative activity of the ethanol dry extracts of Koelreuteria paniculata aerial
parts.

IC50 of Mean ± SD (μg/mL)

HT-29 PC3

Flower extract 21.44 ± 0.20 58.76 ± 0.53
Leaf extract 23.63 ± 0.22 80.56 ± 0.75
Stem Bark extract 339.4 ± 1.31 182.8 ± 1.65
Cisplatin 2.5 ± 0.08 1.01 ± 0.03

IC50 determined following 72 h treatment with ethanol extracts. Antitumor activities were expressed as IC50 values
(extract concentrations (μg/mL) required for 50% inhibition of cell growth), calculated using non-linear regression
analysis (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). Results were calculated from three measurements and
expressed as mean ± SD. Cisplatin was used as standard to confirm the suitability of the used antitumor method.

Compared to the findings in our study, Zhelev et al. [19], using the MTT-test, found
that the carotenoid fraction from K. paniculata flowers demonstrate relatively low cytotoxic-
ity to HepG2 (human hepatocarcinoma) and MDA-MB-231 (human breast cancer cells),
such as the HepG2 cell line, is more sensitive. The research, in this case, was related to the
cytotoxicity of carotenoids and did not investigate their antiproliferative activity. Several
articles have examined the ability of different K. paniculata extracts to protect various DNA
structures from damaging factors. In the study by Kumar et al. [18,27], the methanol
extracts and different fractions from the leaves showed a DNA protective effect in Calf
thymus/pUC18, as authors associated its activity with the polyphenol constituents within
it. In addition, Kumar and Kaur [28] established the potential of those extracts to inhibit
lipid peroxidation and 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4NQO)-induced genotoxicity. In vitro
cytotoxicity assay on another Koelreuteria species (K. elegans) showed the promising anti-
cancer activity of two phenols (from butanol fraction), methyl gallate and austrobailignan,
against MCF-7 cell lines, which also reduced the cell proliferation of it [29].

2.3. Antimicrobial Activity of the K. paniculata Ethanol Dry Extracts

The results for the tested amounts of the extracts (100 μL, 150 μL) on nine pathogenic
strains of microorganisms are presented in Table 3 and Figure 5. The bark extract was
the most effective against the Gram-positive bacteria Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633 (18 mm
inhibition zone, IZ), Bacillus cereus NCTC 10,320 (14 mm IZ), and against the Gram-negative
bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 6027 (14 mm IZ) and Proteus vulgaris ATCC 6380
(8 mm IZ) at the higher tested concentration of the extract. The inhibitory zone of K.
paniculata flower extract was quite similar against P. vulgaris (10 mm IZ), B. subtilis (14 mm
IZ), and B. cereus (14 mm IZ). On the other hand, the K. paniculata leaf extract did not inhibit
the test cultures against the Gram-negative bacterium E. coli ATCC 8739.

The differences in IZ values could be explained by the content of pyrogallol and
terpineol esters. It is known that the activity on the main components of aromatic products
(essential oils, extracts) was arranged in the following sequence: phenols > alcohols >
aldehydes > ketones > esthers > hydrocarbons [30].

There was limited information concerning the antimicrobial properties of K. paniculata,
as the reports were mainly about extract obtained from the plant’s leaves. This is the first
paper studying the antibacterial activity of extracts obtained from K. paniculata flowers and
stem barks. Ghahari et al. [1] reported the antibacterial activity of K. paniculata methanol
extract from the leaves against B. subtilis and S. aureus. Zazharskyi et al. [5] investigated the
antimicrobial potential (with inhibition zone above 8 mm) of ethanol extracts from golden
rain tree extracts against different pathogens, such as the following: E. faecalis, P. mirabilis,
S. marcescens, S. typhimurium, C. jejuni, and E. coli; the last of which was the most sensitive
microorganism. The authors did not find activity against the tested P. aeruginosa compared
to the findings reported in our study. Ethyl and methyl gallate were the investigated
phenols demonstrated in the study by Mostafa et al. [2]. They were reported as promising
antimicrobial (against E. coli) and antimalarial (against chloroquine-sensitive plasmodia-
Plasmodium falciparum) agents.
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Table 3. Zones of growth inhibition (mm) of dry ethanol extracts of Koelreuteria paniculata aerial parts.

Test-Microorganism QF FE LE SBE CH

Gram-negative bacteria

Escherichia coli
ATCC 8739

150 μL - * 9.02 a ± 0.01 -
28.05 b ± 0.01100 μL - 6.02 a ± 0.01 -

Salmonella enterica NCTC 6017
150 μL - - -

24.04 ± 0.03100 μL - - -
Klebsiella
(clinical isolate)

150 μL - - -
21.03 ± 0.03100 μL - - -

Pseudomonas aeruginosa
ATCC 6027

150 μL - - 14.02 c ± 0.01
21.03 c ± 0.03100 μL - - 5.03 c ± 0.01

Proteus vulgaris ATCC 6380 150 μL 10.04 d ± 0.02 - 8.04 d ± 0.01 -
100 μL 6.05 d ± 0.04 - 6.02 d ± 0.01

Gram-positive bacteria

Staphylococcus aureus
ATCC 25093

150 μL - - -
25.03 ± 0.03100 μL - - -

Bacillus subtilis
ATCC 6633

150 μL 14.03 e ± 0.03 - 18.04 e ± 0.02
39.04 f ± 0.03100 μL 11.03 e ± 0.04 - 11.03 e ± 0.02

Bacillus cereus NCTC 10320
150 μL 14.0 6 g ± 0.03 - 14.03 g ± 0.02 -
100 μL - - 6.02 g ± 0.01

Listeria monocytogenes
NCTC 11994

150 μL - - -
21.06 ± 0.02100 μL - - -

Data are presented as means ± SD (standard deviation). a–g Means in a row not sharing the same superscript letter are significantly
different at p < 0.05 (Tukey’s HSD test). QF—Quantity of the filtrate; FE—Flower extract; LE—Leaf extract; SBE—Stem bark extract;
CH—Chlorhexidine; *—No inhibitory activity was observed.

Figure 5. Images of the growth inhibition zones (over 6 mm) of dry ethanol extracts of Koelreuteria
paniculata aerial parts; FE—Flower extract; LE—Leaf extract; SBE—Stem Bark extract. Scale bar
indicated 10 mm.
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The antimicrobial activity of different plants is influenced by the chemical composition
of the plant and the concentration and conditions of obtaining the extracts. For example,
Ham et al. [31] reported that neryl acetate had significantly strong and selective antibacterial
activity against Gram-negative fish pathogens. Therefore, the presence of the component
in the stem bark extracts could be the reason for its antimicrobial potential. Another study
revealed the α-terpinyl acetate essential oil and extracts showed high antimicrobial effect
against fungi, dermatophytes, bacteria and Candida yeasts [32]. The strain differences
between the test cultures may also be relevant to the reported results [33].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Plant Material Collection and Identification

The samples from the aerial parts of K. paniculata (stem bark, leaves, and flowers—
Figure 6) were collected between May and July 2020 in Plovdiv, Bulgaria (42◦8′9.9492” N,
24◦44′31.8048” E), and botanically identified by Prof. D-r. I. Dimitrova-Dyulgerova (De-
partment of Botany, Faculty of Biology, University of Plovdiv “Paisii Hilendarski”). The
voucher specimen (No 060436) has been deposited in the Herbarium of the Agricultural
University, Plovdiv, Bulgaria (Herbarium SOA).

   
(A) (B) (C) 

Figure 6. Aerial parts from Koelreuteria paniculata: (A) stem bark, (B) leaves, (C) flowers (photos taken
by the authors).

3.2. Preparation of Dry Plant Extracts

Collected fresh and washed plant materials, after maceration (were ground into fine
particles using a home grinder), were subjected to two serial extractions. For the elimination
of non-polar compounds, chloroform was used (≥99% extra pure, Karl Roth, Germany)
as the first solvent, and ethanol (96%, Ph. Eur., extra pure, Karl Roth, Germany) as a
second solvent, to study the active and polar compounds. The extracts were obtained
in a ratio of 1:10 (plant material:solvent) to complete exhaustion of the herb for 10 days
with intermittent stirring. In this study, 400 g of fresh plant material was soaked in 4L of
solvent. The supernatant from the chloroform extract was filtered using Whatman filter
paper No. 1 (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), and the residues were used for a second extraction.
To concentrate the extracts, a rotary evaporator was used (Buchi, Rotavapor R-300) at 50 ◦C.
Only the ethanol extracts were used for the present study. The dry extracts were collected
in a vial and stored at 4 ◦C in the dark for further use for GC-MS analysis, antitumor, and
antimicrobial tests.
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3.3. Cell Lines, Test-Microorganisms and Nutrient Media

The PC3 (ATCC® CRL-1435™, human prostate adenocarcinoma) and HT-29 (ATCC®

HTB-38™, human colon adenocarcinoma) cell lines were obtained from the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium
(DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin), and the
disposable consumables were supplied by Orange Scientific, Braine-l’Alleud, Belgium.

The following Gram-positive bacteria: Listeria monocytogenes NCTC 11994, Staphylo-
coccus aureus ATCC 25093, Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633, and Bacillus cereus NCTC 10320,
and the following Gram-negative bacteria: Escherichia coli ATCC 8739, Salmonella enterica
subsp. enterica serovar abony NCTC 6017, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 6027, Proteus
vulgaris ATCC 6380, and Klebsiella (clinical isolate) were used in this study. The National
Bank supplied the strains for industrial microorganisms and cell cultures. The following
selective bacteriological media were used: Listeria Oxford agar base with an additive
containing cycloheximide (Biolife); Endo agar (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany); Leifson agar
(Merck); Baird-Parker agar base (Biolife) with yolk-tellurite additive and plate mount agar
(Merck), Chlorhexidine (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany).

3.4. Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) and GC-FID Analyses

The GC-MS analysis was carried out with an Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph with
an HP-5MS capillary column (30 m length, 0.32 mm in diameter, 0.25 μm film-coating
thickness) coupled to a mass spectral detector Agilent MSD 5975C with helium as the
carrier gas (1.0 mL/min). The temperature regime was in the range from 100 to 300 ◦C
(100 ◦C, 2 min retention, increase to 180 ◦C with 15 ◦C/min, 1 min retention, increase to
300 ◦C with 5 ◦C/min, 10 min retention); injector and detector temperatures = 250 ◦C; mass-
detector scan range-m/z = 50–550; injected sample volume-1 μL in flow split ratio 20:1. The
compounds were identified by comparing retention times and relative Kovats (RI) indices
with those of standard substances and mass spectral data from the Golm Metabolome
Database (GMD) [34] and NIST’08 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, USA)
(https://www.nist.gov/nist-research-library/reference-format-nist-publications, accessed
on 10 February 2021). The experiment was carried out in triplicate.

3.5. Antitumor Activity Assay

The antitumor activity testing was performed on cell cultures from two human cell
lines using the standard MTT-dye reduction assay, described by Mosmann [35]. The assay
is based on the metabolism of the tetrazolium salt MTT to insoluble formazan by mitochon-
drial reductases. The formazan concentration can be determined spectrophotometrically.
The measured absorption is an indicator of the cell viability and metabolic activity. The
used cell lines were routinely grown as monolayer in 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks in DMEM
high-glucose (4.5 g/L), supplemented with 10% FBS and antibiotics. Cultures were main-
tained at 37.5 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere under 5% CO2. Cells were plated at a density
of 1 × 103 cells in 100 μL in each well of the 96-well flat-bottomed microplates and allowed
to adhere for 24 h before treatment with the test compounds. A concentration range from 2
to 1000 μg/mL (double increasing manner) was applied for 72 h. The formazan absorption
was registered using a microplate reader at λ = 540 nm. Cisplatin (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany)
was used as a standard in the assay.

3.6. Antimicrobial Activity Assay

The antibacterial activity was determined by modifying the agar diffusion method
by measuring the inhibition zones of pathogen growth around metal rings, into which
a certain amount of test material was introduced. Selective media for the test cultures
were inoculated with pathogen suspensions prepared from a 24-h culture on PCA. From a
suitable ten-fold dilution of the suspension, the melted and cooled to 45–50 ◦C selective
media was inoculated. After solidifying the media, sterilized metal rings with a diameter
of Ø = 6 mm were placed on their surface, in which 0.10 and 0.15 μL of the extract were
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imported, respectively. Test cultures were incubated at 37 ◦C. The diameter (mm) of the
growth inhibition zones of the test cultures was measured at 24 and 48 h, and a comparative
assessment of their antibacterial activity was made. The final DMSO content was 5% (v/v),
and this solution was used as a negative control. For positive control, chlorhexidine was
used (100 μL). The experiments were performed in triplicate [36].

3.7. Statistical Analysis

The data of the antimicrobial activity test were analyzed and presented as mean values
± standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis was carried out using Excel software. A one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, and significant differences between
samples were determined by applying the Tukey’s honestly significant difference (Tukey
“HSD”) test, which is used to test differences among sample means for significance. Tukey
“HSD” is considered to be a multiple comparison procedure that is used in order to test the
significant differences between all possible pairs of mean values on a variable for groups of
research samples. Antitumor activity was expressed as IC50 value (concentration required
for 50% inhibition of cell growth), calculated using non-linear regression analysis (Graph-
Pad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). The statistical analysis included the application of
ANOVA, followed by Bonferroni’s post hoc test. The lowest level of statistical significance
was accepted as p < 0.05. The measurements in the GS/MS analysis were performed in
triplicate and the results were presented as the mean value of the individual measurements
with the corresponding standard deviation (SD), using Microsoft Excel.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated the antitumor and antimicrobial po-
tential of dry ethanol extracts of K. paniculata flowers, leaves, and stem bark. The antitu-
mor activity against two cell lines (HT29-human colon adenocarcinoma and PC3-human
prostate adenocarcinoma) and the antimicrobial potential against some pathogenic bacteria
(Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 6027, Proteus vulgaris ATCC 6380 and Bacillus cereus NCTC
10320) of K. paniculata ethanol extracts were investigated for the first time here. Significant
antiproliferative activity was found for the flower and leaf ethanol extracts against the
HT-29 cell line. The antibacterial activity (dose-dependent) was determined by the extracts
of stem bark and flowers against Gram-positive strains of Bacillus subtilis ATCC 6633, and
Bacillus cereus NCTC 10320, and Gram-negative strains of P. vulgaris ATCC 6380, and P.
aeruginosa ATCC 6027. The leaf ethanol extracts inhibited only E. coli ATCC 8739 bacterial
growth. Fifty-six components were identified in the studied aerial plant parts, among
which the best represented, over 10% were pyrogallol (in the flowers), α-terpinyl acetate
(in the leaves and flowers), neryl acetate (in the stem bark), and α-terpinyl isobutanoate
(in the flowers). The oxygenated monoterpenes (by chemical groups) and the esters (func-
tional groups) were the best-represented groups in all of the three extracts. Some of the
compounds found in the extracts suggest a possible antioxidant potential. Future research
should focus on the radical scavenging ability of extracts, as well as on the mechanism of
action of proven antitumor activity. K. paniculata could be considered as a potential source
of biologically active substances with application in pharmaceutical and food production.
They would also be useful for the treatment of cancer, microbial infections, as well as for
the production of natural preservatives to extend the shelf-life of food.
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